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lZ. 8 September 1962 - U-Z No. 378: 

Lost on an. operational mission. over Nanchang, China. 
Mission GRC-127, cause unknown.· (Lt. Col. Ch'en) 

13. 27 October 1962 - U -2 No. 343: 

Hit by surface-to-air missile (SAM) on operati0nal mission 
over Cuba; crashed on Cuban territory. The pilot was killed and 
the U.S. was later allowed to remove his body from Cuba. 
(Major Anderson. SAC) 

14 .. 31 October 1963 . - U-2. No. 355: . 

Tracking of Mission GRC-184 terminated suddenly at 0623 GMT 
on 1 November,·· at a point southeast of Nanchang on the return from 
photo coverage of the Missile Test Range at Shuang Chteng Tzu. 
Fate of the pilot and aircraft unknown. {Maj. Yeh} 

15. 20 November 1963 - U-2 No. 350: 

Returning from overflight of Cuba, aircraft went into the sea 
approximately 40 miles northwest of Miami; aircraft and pilot 
lost. (Capt. Hyde, SAC) 

16. 22 March 1964 - U-2F No. 356: 

Aircraft and pilot lost on routine training mission off south 
coast of Taiwan. Probable cause, pilot error -- pilot inadvertently 
allowed aircraft to exceed its airspeed and structural limitations. 
(Capt. Liang) 

17. 7 July 1964 - U-2G No. 362: 

Aircraft and pilot lost on operational mission over east coast 
of China, in area of Lung Chi across the Straits of Quemoy. (L/C Lee) 
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18. 10 January 1965 - U-2C No. 358: 

Aircraft and pilot lost on an infra-red camera mission over 
the atomic site at Pao Tau. Probably hit by SAM since missile 
sites later found to be in the area where aircraft was lost. (Maj. Chang) 

19. 25 April 1965 U-2G No. 382: 

Test flight of carrier-configured aircraft at Edwards Air Force 
Base went out of control. pilot bailed out but chute streamed. 
Pilot and aircraft lost. (Buster Edens) 

20. 2.2 October 1965 - U-2C No. 352: 

Training mission out of Tao Yuan, pilot and aircraft went into 
the sea off Taiwan; causes unknown. (Col. John Wang) 

21. 17 February 1966 - U-2F No. 372: 

Training mission from Tao Yuan crashed after 'overshooting 
runway following flame-out and emergency.landing. Pilot killed and 
aircraft demolished .. (Maj. Wu) 

22. 25 February 1966 - U-ZF No .. 342: 

Structural failure to aircraft following a practice refueling 
flight; the pilot bailed out safely. (Mr. Hall) 

23. 21 June 1966 - U -ZC No. 384: 

Aircraft went out of control on training flight from Tao Yuan. 
Pilot bailed out too low, chute failed to open; a ire raft and pilot 
fell into the sea near Naha, Okinawa: {Maj. Yu) 

Z4. 8 September 1967 - U-2 No.. 373: 

An operational mission over Mainland China, shot down in 
the vicinity of Shanghai by surface -to-air missile. Fate of pilot 
unknown, assumed dead. · (Capt. Huang) 
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21December1956 

MEMORANDUM FOR: All Suppliers 

SUBJECT: Release of Project Developed Systems, 
Sub-systems, Components, Techniques and 
Technical Know-How to Department of Defense 

1. Purpose: It is the purpose of this memorandum to set forth 
the basic policy of this Headquarters regarding the release of Project 
developed information to other than Project cleared persons and to 
outline a procedure £or implementing this policy. 

2. Security Standards: It is re-emphasized that from its inception 
access to knowledge of this Project has been consistently limited to 
individuals who are nQt only acceptable from a security point of view out 
have a valid "need to know". With few exceptions, such considerations 
as a high official position, the possession of security clearances for 
sensitive data, or an official concern with research and development or 
with operations of the type involved in this project have not been accepted 
as sufficient reasons for admitting an individual to knowledgeability. As 
suppliers are aware, an effort has been made to apply this policy to all 
persons regardless of their place in goverrunent or private industry 
although some erosion of security standards has inevitably occured; 
partly as a result of the sheer number of individuals with a valid 

.. ' 1need to know" but partly by reason of the pressure to cut in individuals 
on the basis of position or "re sponsibilitytr for a certain field of activity. 
One purpose of this memorandum is to prevent further erosion 0£ . 
security standards without inhibiting a desirable spread of knowledge of 
subsystems developed for the Project. 

3. General Policy: Within the limits set by the requirement for 
continued security. the basic policy will be to permit the release with 
only a. low security cla.ssification of information on subsystems to un-
witting personnel who are cleared for the low classification involved, 
with the exceptions stated in paragraph 4 below. On the other hand, 
knowledge of the existence of an integrated weapons system based upon 
the Ua.Z aircraft and including all the subsystems remains highly Classi-
fied and every effort must be made to withhold such knowledge from 
unwitting personnel. It is possible at this time to reduce the classifica,. 
tion on subsystems only because no one subsystem is regarded as highly 
sensitive in itself and only if information concerning the subsystems is ,. 
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handled in such a way as not to permit unwitting personnel to infer 
the existence of the total weapons system. 

4. Specific Rules:. The following specific provisions which give 
effect to the general policy stated above should guide all suppliers in 
handling information concerning the Project's subsystems: 

a.· The existence of the U-2 aircraft itself has been 
ack.;nowledged in carefully worded press releases whic.h have been 
attributed to it (by inference) a range of perhaps 1800 nautical miles 
and a ceiling of about 55, 000 feet. Photographs designed to reveal 

· as little as possible concerning the aircraft's performance have re-
ceived some circulation among military components overseas and may 
soon be released for publication. Nevertheless, the aircraft carries 
an official classification of SECRET (so physical access to it can be 

. denied and security precautions explained}, and its true performance is 
classified TOP SECRET and may be made known only to witting person-

Likewise, the fact that it is a sance aircraft and any 
association of the various subsystems with the U-2 should be revealed 
only to witting personnel. 

b. Each supplier of a subsystem is at liberty tQ disclose 
the existence of the subsystem as an already designed and developed 

· piece of equipment and to provide information concerning its perform· 
ance to potentially interested agencies of the United States Government 
and to business firms tb which such disclosure is necessary in order. 
to encourage the widest use of the subsystem for the purposes of the 

. United States Government. Where it is desired to make disclosure to 
exploit a purely commercial opportunity prior clearance must be ob-. 
tained. Information about each subsystem will normally carry the 
classification of 11 CONFIDENTIAL" in order to protect it from publi-
cation. 

c •. In disclosing information concerning a subsystem, the 
supplier must be prepared with a plausible .and tenable explanation · 
of its development. In many cases it may be sufficient to state it was 
developed for a TOP SECRET project concerning which no informatiop. 
whatever can be released. In other cases it may be plausible to ex- · 
plain the idea as having been developed by the supplier with its own 
resources. In no case can unwitting persons be permitted a.ccess to 
test data or records of experience of the subsystems which reveal 
anything concerning t:he Project or other elements of the total weapons 
system of which the subsystem is a component. 
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d. An over-all procedure is presently being worked out 
with the Air Force for purchase by that Depa,.rtment through normal 
channels of any project-developed items desired by the Air Force. 
Suppliers will be fully briefed with respect to such procedures when 

·they have been established, 

·To insure compliance with the requirements of this policy 
and to assist suppliers in the protection of Project information, sup-
pliers will be responsible for keeping Project Headquarters advised 
of proposed discussions, negotiations, briefings. etc., with any non-
Project-cleared personnel or departments. Approval of such meetings 
will be a normal routine matter, provided the arrangements are in 
accord with the above established general instructions. Any departure 
from the established standard will necessarily require a prior review 
by the Security Staff and notification should, therefore, be made suf-
£ider:ttly in advance of any proposed meetings. 

6. The substance 0£ this memorandum will be made available 
to those Government agencies currently associated with our program 
which logically may have occasion to avail themselves .of Project devel-
opment. It is expected they will respect the requirements levied against 
Project suppliers. The· responsibility for compliance with this policy, 
however, will continue to rest with each individual supplier and any 
questions should be immediately forwarded to Project Headquarters 
to insure satisfactory review and disposition .. 

7. More detailed instructions to suppliers will be forthcoming 
in .the future as procedures are developed. In the meantime suppliers 
will proceed in accordance with speci!ic instructions given to individual 
suppliers with respect to specific problems of this nature which require 
immediate action. · 
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26 March 1956 

PROJECT COVER STORY 

1. Requirements: So far as possible the cover story for this 
Project should satisfy the following requirements: 

a. Although it should plausibly explain Air Force support 
of and participation in the alleged activities {since such support including 
the use of tJSAF facilities is essential and cannot be concealed). the cover 
story should be de signed to dilute Air Force responsibility. The story 
should convey the hnpression that the activities are of interest to civilian 
organizations as well and that the Air Force is not exclusively responsible 
for them. 

b. The story should not focus attention upon new and presumably 
highly interesting specialized equipment and especially not upon any new type 
of aircraft but rather upon the mission being performed, since the latter 
can be described in terms that make it far less sensitive than the former. 

c. Granting that at least partial Air Force sponsorship is 
undeniable, the cover story should lodge such responsibility in a non 7 

tactical component of the Air Force and should describe the activities in 
progress in such a way as to make them appear to be as remote as possible 
from any tactical mission. 

d. The story must account for the peculiar nature of the pro-
ject organization as a mixed task force predominantly civilian in compo-
sition, which will be apparent to many observers. 

2. Nature of Activities: Project operations will be conducted under 
double cover, one aspect of which will be unclassified and part of a pub-
licly"'."announced program, the second aspect being a classified activity in 
which the cover unit is allegedly engaged. The two aspects of this dual 

· cover will be as follows: 

a. Unclassified Aspect: The primary mission of overseas 
units will be described as the gathering of meteorological dataat altitudes 
to 55, 000 feet which will assist in the development of new forecasting 
techniques and provide climatological background for meteorological 
research by governmental and private agencies and institutions in th.e U.S. 
The specific objectives of the meteorological mission are as follows: 
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'l'OP SECRET 

Secure quantitative measurements of the following 
items: · · 

(a). Turbulence: associated with jet streams; through 
the tropopause; in the lower stratosphere. 

(b) Detailed temperature structure (i) Tropopause; 
(ii) lower stratosphere. 

(c) Wind structure, 45 to 55 thousand feet. 

(d} Measurement of ozone concentration. 

(e} Watervapor content. 

(f} Visibility in vicinity of tropopav.se. 

(g) Additional information as available. 

(2) Test and evaluate current and newly devefoped 
high-level weather recpnnaissance instruments. 

(3) Collect high-level cloud photography for the purpose 
of forming the basis for development of new tech-
niques of analysis based on cloud. structure rather than 
currently used methods of quantitative m.ea.surement. 

b. Classified Aspect: A limited number of individuals who are 
cleared for access to highly classified information but who do not have a 
valid need to know the true prqject mission ·will be told (or allowed to 

. infer} that in addition to the fol"egoing unclassified explanation of the 
activities of the overseas detachrneri.ts, these units are engaged in high 
altitude air sampling. This story wiil be used only with a limited number 
of USAF and RAF officers and senior civilian. officials who are not in sui.-
ficiently close contact with project activities to suspect that something 
more than the gathering of meteorological data is involved and who also· 
£eel that they are due some explanation of such. classified activities. The 

·maxim.um extent of information given would reveal that thermonuclear · 
weapons tests send up into the stratosphere large quantities of radioactive 
debris. With the increased frequency of high yield weapon$ tests, the 
uncertainty as to the quantities of these fission products which exist in the 
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stratosphere and which filter down slowly into the lower atmosphere have 
not been accurately verified. High altitude balloon sampling techniques 
have not proved completely satisfactory to date. Additionally, sampling 
of thermonuclear weapons debris forced into the stratosphere will be of 
great value to the AEC and DOD in their analyses of radioactive cloud. 
geometry and composition. 

3. Possible Future Expansion of Research Activities: At the time 
press releases are prepared, it can be announced that program activities 
may in the future be expanded to include additional research obj.ectives, 
such as the following: cosmic ray studies and studies of ionospheric re-
fraction as it affects radio propagation predictions. (These added object-
ive.swill not be publicly announced, however, unless further investigation 
reveals that they are technically feasible and the U-2 could be given an 
actual collection capability to backstop these added research activities. ) 

4. Backstopping of Primary Cover Mission: Ii high altitude meteor-
ological reconnaissance cover is to "hold water" it is essential that the 
U-2 be equipped with meteorological instrui;nentation which will give it 
an actual capability of collecting the weather data in which the program 
is purportedly interested. Plans are underway to construct· at least four 
meteorological configurations for use in the ZI and at overseas bases. 
If feasible, the configuration will include a small tracking camera useful 
for cloud photography but having no significant utility for reconnaissance 
of intelligence interest. Actual weather reconnaissance missions will be 
flown (restricted to friendly territory) employing these configurations. 
Initially, in the interest of time, only readily available instrumentation 
will be· employed; modifications can be arranged at a later date. The 
meteorological packet will be constructed so as to permit ready insertion 
into and removal from the aircraft bay. The operational concept will 
call for flying weather reconnaissance missions during orientation, 
ferry and test flights, thus making full utilization of such flights for 
cover purposes and reducing the diversion of aircraft from the project's 
primary operational tasks. Data obtained at altitudes above SZ, 000 .feet 
will be considered classified; arrangements will be made with AWS for 
the handling, dissemination and use of this material. Data (including cloud 
photographs taken with tracking camera only) secured up to 52, 000 feet 
will be considered unclassified and will be made available .to AWS and 
NACA for further.dissemination as seems appropriate. Thus, this data 
can be exhibited and disseminated to support the cover story. Moreover, 
complete photographs will be made of the primary mission aircraft with 
the research instrumentation installed. The meteorological instrumentation 
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will also be photographed outside the aircraft. Both data and photographs 
will be assembled for counter-propaganda use in event a u.:.2 is lost over 
hostile territory. 

5. ·Use and Dissemination of Cover Stories:· It is antidpated that 
the double cover story outlined in paragraph 2 above will be employed in 

. such a way as to create 4 distinct categories of knowledgeability of pro-
ject activities as follows: 

a. There will be a wide circle who are aware that some 
out-of-the-ordinary activities are being carried on and who have access. 
to the unclassified cover story as the explanation thereof. 

b. A much smaller group, including mainly USAF and foreign 
technical and military personnel and certain personnel in the National 
Advisory Committe-e for Aeronautics and perhaps other civilian organiza-
tions, will be aware of the activities and will know the unclassified cover 
story but will also be told that the aircraft in question are also engaged in 
a classified mission, the nature of which cannot be divulged. 

c. A still more restricted category, de scribed in paragraph 2 b 
above, will have access to both cover stories and will therefore have an 
explanation of both the unclassified and classified activities in progress. 

d. Finally, there will be the most restricted category of fully 
knowledgeable personnel. 

Although the unclassified cover story will obviously have to be made 
public in order to serve its purpose it should be so handled as to mini-
mize the attention drawn to and the interest developed in .the project. · 

6. Sponsorship: ·In order to dilute USAF responsibility for the 
activities to be undertaken this project will be des.cribed as a joint under-
taking of NACA and the AWS of the USAF. The role ascribed to the NACA 
and the unclassified cover story will be to have been the original promoter 
of the research program, to have provided guidance in the development of 
equipment and instrumentation required to perform the research mission,· . 
to provide continuing scientific guidance as required and to .coordinate 
the exploitation of the results obtained. This account of the role 

· of the Civilian agency will explain not only the mixed character o:f the 
. enterprise but the circumstances under which most of the specialized 
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equipment was developed outside of the 'regular Air Force channels. 
Participation on the part of the USAF will be ascribed to the Air Weather 
Service which meets the requirement of being a non-tactical .unit. Its 
:role will be said to be that of executive agent responsible for the actual 
conduct of operations overseas. It is plausible that, in such a joint 
project, operational responsibility overseas should be assumed by a com-
ponent of the USAF since the NACA does not engage in ·operations outside 
the country. Moreover, the arrangenient will lend treaty rights granted 
to the USAF applicable to this project. 

7. Procurement and Ownership of Aircraft: The pdmary mission 
aircraft will be said to have been procured by the USAF, primarily for 
performance of a highly classified mission. The explanation of their avail-
ability for the mission de scribed in the unclassified cover story will be 
that a limited nur.nber of these aircraft can be spared,the number varying 
from time to time, from the classified mission. The aircraft will carry 
civilian markings. Thus, in the unclassified story it will be implied that 
the operations being conducted abroad have no connection with the classi-
fied mission. Taken as a this story will explain plausibly the 
procurement 0£ the aircraft and the manner of their coming into the hands 
of the NACA. Only those individuals who have access to the classified 
cover story will have reason to believe that the classified and unclassified 
:missions are being performed concurrently. It is perfectly consistent 
with the assignment of the aircraft to the A WS for actual operations over-
seas and also with the story that the development of the aircraft was moni-
tored by the NACA. It will be implied at all times that the nwnber of such 
aircraft is very small, and that its development as a 11platform11 £or upper 
atmosphere research was carried out in experimental facilities and not on 
a production basis. 

8. Organization: The cover unit will be designated as the 1st Weather 
·.Reconnaissance Squadron, Provisional, and allegedly be under the admini-

.strative control of the AWS. It will be explained that other USAF compon-
ents are of course performing supporting roles, as would normally be 
expected; it will probably be unnecessary and unwise to be too specific as 
to the organization of such supporting activities. All VSAF personnel will 
be documented as A WS; all civilian personnel will be documented as 
Department 0£ Defense civilians, except that at least one NACA employee 
will be assigned to each of the overseas detachments. All personnel will 
travel on AWS orders. Project pilots will be described as civilians, 

... 
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possibly the employees of a cover organization, but working under the 
terms of a contract with the NACA. The arrangement will be consistent 
with alleged NACA ownership ofthe aircraft. The use· of such civilian 
pilots rather than USAF personnel will be explained by their alleged 
familiarity with novel equipment developed by the NA CA. More specific 
details of this feature of the arrangement remain to be developed. 

9. Backstopping NACA participation: Certain moves should be made 
both prior to and after deployment overseas to lend credence to the story 
of NACA participation. 

a. Just as soon as practicable it will be desirable to begin 
. I 

living at Watertown the modified cover story. This will require the re-
placement of USAF by appropriate insignia on the aircraft and possibly, 
at an appropriate 'time, a news release or merely the deliberate leak of 
some information about activities at .Watertown. The story to be used or 
leaked would be that the NACA, with Air Force cooperation, had been 
undertaking upper atmosphere meteorological research from the Watertown 
location. From this it would be widely inferred; by reason of location, 
that upper air sampling was also involved. Such .a release coupled with 
this inference would support the basic story that these aircraft had been 
procured for a classified mission and later made available to NACA for· 
an unclassified (or less highly classified) program. 

b. Prior to deployment it will probably be desirable to allow 
the primary mission aircraft to be seen at one or more airfields other 
than Watertown in order that its first public appearance shall not be at an 
overs,eas It may well be desirable that at least one of the loca-
tions at which a landing would be made would be Moffett Field or some 
other widely known NACA installation. 

c. After deployment occasional visits of reasonably well-known 
NACA officers could be arranged to overse,as bases. These would, of 
course., be: limited to NACA personnel already knowledgeable to some· 
degree of the project. 

.10. NACA willbe given a cover story for use in the event one of 
the aircraft is lost in unfriendly territory. 

.. 
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(NOTE: The initial pre-deployment press release wi11 be 
· based on the unclassified cover story which follows· 
it will contain only a portion of the information ' 
outlined.below. Answers to subsequent press queries 
will be based on the fuller details which follow, but 
will not go beyond.) . 

UNCLASSIFIED COVER STORY 

Around mid-1954 Lockheed Aircraft Corporation initiated 
independently the construction of a high-altitude, single-
engine jet aircraft. The .aircraft, powered by a Pratt & 
Whitney J-57·engine, operates in the mid-subsonic speed range. 
and up to •ltitudes of 55,000 feet; it has a low wing 
with a ca,pabil.i ty of extended operation at high altitudes. 
While having no combat or tactical significance, the aircraft's 
performance makes it a more suitable and economic veh.icle (as 
compared with. tactical types} for carrying out high-altitude re-
search. Lockheed planned both to use the prototype model as a 
test bed or "plat:formu fqr carrying out a variety of its own 
experimental activities, and to interest the military in the 
aircraft as a vehicle for conducting research and experimental 
tests of their own. LAC carried out the development and testing 
of its experimental aircraft in consultation with NACA (National 
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics). Overcoming of fuel control 
problems was one of the areas in which NACA rendered assistance. 

Although Lockheed developed the first experimental proto-
type on its own initiative, the USAF monitored the Lockheed 
development and had observers present during theaircraft's 
initial ·test flights. The. aircraft's performance gave rise to 
USAF interest in a limited procurement contract. The high alti-
tude performance of the aircraft made it a suitable vehicle for 
use· in a joint USAF-AEC test program. Contractual negotiat.ions 
between Lockheed and the USAF proceeded rapidly; first deliver-
ies were made late in 19.55. 

Early in 1956 the NAOA, relying in part on its knbwledge 
of the U-2 aircraft, .began planning for an atmospheric research 
program of broad interest to. U.S. aeronautical science, both 
civilian and military. NACA; original promoter of the program, 
has.not only provided guidance in the development. of the air-

. craft a.nd of equipment and instrumentation required to perform 
the research program but will. coordinate the exploitation and 
dissemination of the scientific results obtained. The primary 
objective of NACA's program is the gathering of upper 
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atmosphere data, e.g., turbulence associated with the jet 
strcam·and convective clouds, and wind structures 
at jet levels, cosmic ray effects, etc., at altitudes up to 
55,000 feet. Widespread but simultaneous observations from 
various points ·in ihe Northern Hemisphere will enable an in-
tegrated study of high altitude phenomena which is expected 
to be of particular value both to governmental and private 
research organizations. NACA considered the newly procured 
U-2 as one of the most suitable vehicles for carrying out :j.ts 
research program. The USAF agreed to make available a limited 
number of U-2's to NACA since the joint USAF-AEC test activi-
ties are intermittent in nature and NACA's program is con-
sidered of definite interest to the USAF, particularly the Air 
Weather Availability of the U-2, one type of several 
aircraft that will be used in NACA's research activities, 
helps to obtain the needed data in an and expedi-
tious manner. 

Pilots employed in the NACA program are civilians hired 
. and trained by LAC and made available to NACA specifica.lly 
for the latter's research activities. NACA could not afford 
to draw upon its limited and already heavily committed group of test pilots. Lockheed also was unable to spare pilot per-
sonnel for the program, but did undertake the hiring and 
training of highly qualified civilians. 

These activities will be conducted both in the United 
States and abroad. Since NACA does not have independent 
facilities for conducting test programs abroad, the overseas 
program will be organized as a "joint task force'' based at 
USAF installations and supported by appropriate USAF major 
commands. The Air Weather Service will· act as USAF r•executi ve 
agent" in support of NACAactivities, and. will activate pro-
visional units to give operational direction and direct 
support to NACA. The Weather Reconnaissance Squadron, Pro-
visional, (1st), has recently been activated to support the 
initial NACA research team assembled at Watertown Strip, 
Nevada. · 
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CLASSIFIED COVER STORY 

Under cover of the NACA-"AWS high altitude research 
program described separately, Air Weather Service will 
carry out a parallel and classified mission: upper air 
sampling of thermonuclear debris resulting from atomic 
tests. Data concerning the quantity of these fission 
products, which exist in the stratosphere and filter down 
slowly into the lower atmosphere, will be of great value 
to the AEC and Department of Defense in their analyses of 
radioactive cloud geometry and 

Just as is the case in NACA's meteorological research, 
the integration o:f sampling data obtained simultaneously at 
various points in the Northern Hemisphere will be of par-
ticular value. 

Regarding the performance of the U-2, the following 
additional information can be revealed as needed to indi-
viduals made cognizant of the above classified cover story. 
The has an altitude capability of 55,000 feel with full 
payload. Its normal endurance is four to four-and-a-half 
hours with payload. Maximum range; 2,000 miles. It is 
contemplated that staging operations will be run from vari-
ous bases to extend coverage capabilities. 
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For release Monday, 7 May 1956. 

NACA ANNOUNCES START.OF NEW· RESEARCH PROGRAM 

The need for more detailed information ab.out gust--
meteorological conditions to be found at high altitude, as 
high as 50 1 000 feet, has resulted in the inauguration of 
an expanded research.program to provide the needed data, 
Dr. Hugh L. ·Dryden, Director of the National Advisory Com-
mittee for Aeronautics, announced today. 

11Tomorrow rs jet transports wi.11. be flying air routes 
girdling the earth," Dr. Dryden said. "This they will do 
at altitudes far higher than presently used except by a 
few military.aircraft. The availabili'ty of a new type of 
airplane, which is one of several that willre used in the 
program, helps to obtain the needed data in an economical 
and expeditious manner." 

This aircraft, the Lockheed U-2, is powered by a 
single Pratt & Whitney J-57 turbo.;.jet engine and is expected 
to reach ten-mile-high altitudes as a matter of record, ac-
cording to the NACA. A few of these aircraft are being made 
avail.able for the expanded NACA program by the USAF. 

The program is along the lines recommended by the Gust 
Loads Research Panel of the NACA's.technical Subcommittee· 
on Aircraft Loads. In its research programs 1 the NACA is 
charged with coordination of aeronautical. research, and with 
taking action necessary to avoid undesirable duplication of 
effort. 

Among specific research goals will be more precise in-
for:ma t:i.on about clear air· turbulence, convective clouds, · 
wind she.ar, and the jet stream. Richard V. Rhode, Assistant 
D.irector for Research of the NACA, said that as a result of 
information so to be gained, tomorrow's air travelers might 
expect d.egrees of speed, saf,ety .and comfort beyond ho;pe of 
the air transpoit operators. 

"The program would not have been possible," . ?¥Ir. Rhode 
said, "without the ability of American scientific e.fforts 
to join forces.fl 

... 
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Actually, according to Mr. Rhode, success of the program 
depends in large degree upon the logistical and technical sup-
port which the .Air Weather Service of the USAF wi.11 be pro-
viding. 'USAF facilities overseas will be used as the program 
ge:t:s underway, to enable the gathering of research information 
necessary to reflect accurately conditions along the high-
altitude air routes of tomorrow in parts of the world. 
The data gathering flights will also be used, at the request 
of the USAF, to obtain information about cosmic rays and the 
concentration of certain elements in the atmosphere including 
ozone and water vapor. 

The first data, covering conditions in the Rocky Mountain 
area, are being obtained from flights made from Watertown 
Strip, Nevada. Mr. Rhode noted that the data would be equally 
useful to technical experts of the Air Weather Service in ex-
panding their knowledge of atmospheric conditions at high 
altitude. 
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Lockheed Aircraft Corporation has built a single 
·engine jet aircraft (using the Pratt & Whitney J.;..57 engine) 
.of which a number have been procured by the United States 
Air Force. It .has been as the U-2. A few of 
these aircraft have been made available to the National 
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics for conducting a research 
program designed to observe and measure certain phenomena 
at high altitudes. Studies wi1l include the effects of 
cosmic rays, turbulence characteristics especially in the 
jet stream, temperature structure, wind structure, and the 
concentration of certain elemerits in the atmosphere such 
as ozone and water vapor. The will,be conducted by 
the NACA with the logistical and technical support of units 
of the USAF/Air Weather Service. Research activities are 
presently being conducted in the United States from a re-
stricted area at Watertown Strip in Nevada. Similar acti-
vities will be conducted from certain USAF installations 
overseas where the Air Weather Service will act as execu-
tive agent in the actual conduct of data-gathering operations 
since the NACA has facilities and personnel only in this 
country. 

.. 
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TOP SECRET 
TS-143486/ Final. 
29 June 1956 

PROCEDURES TO BE FOLLOWED IN THE EVENT OF AN AIRCRAFT 
LOSS OVER HOSTILE TERRITORY* 

I. . Action. - Prior to Evidence of. Hostile Reaction 

A. Immediate notification of Headquarters by the Detacmnent 
Commander through both Agency and USAF channels. In turn, Project 
Headquarters will notify State Department and NACA con.tacts and,. 
along with USAF Headquarters, arrange for final review and agreement 
on action items indicated under II, below. The Detaclunent Commander's 
notification to Headquarters should include or. be followed immediately 
by a report of those. details which Headquarters will require in preparing 
its release in response to hostile reaction; Le., actual location and cir-
cumstances (e.g., aircraft crash .or forced landing, condition of the 
pilot, weather etc.) of the loss if known, text of Detacmnent 
ttpresu:m.ed lost" release (Paragraph C, below). and cover flight plan 
outlining the track alleged to have been followed by the aircraft. 

B. Overflight operations will cease immediately. However, 
Detachment will continue to operate as normal with all flights assigned 
cover data ... gathering missions. 

C. Normal USAF press release prepared by Detachment Commander 
(and coordinated with appropriate Air Force contacts in USAFE) will be 
issued indicating that a U-2 aircraft is overdue and presumed lost, adding 
that the last reported position of the air craft was -- {see below and 
Para.graph II. E(l)). The 'release will go on to indicate that Air Rescue 
Service has instituted a search for the aircraft. The announced area of 
search will depend upon the known or estimated point of compromise 

g. loss over Murmansk area or the Arctic fringe of European USSR 
would suggest northern Norway as the area for Air Rescue operations; 
loss over the Ukraine would suggest the Black Sea littoral of Turkey as 

· the most logical area for search.) 

The release should be timed to accord with normal USAF prac-
.· .tice (no more than a few hours after a known or as surned loss). Should 

press queries immediately follow the .initial "presumed lost" press re-
lease but precede evidence of hostile reaction, a press release based on 

* An earlier :version of this instruction was is sued to Detachment A on 
8 June 1956.· This revision of the same paper (with appropriate changes 
to cover local situations) was also issued to Detachments B and C. I T o P s E c R E T Handle via BYEMAN . 
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the unclassified cover story will be issued by.the Detachment Commander 
(through, and after coordination with, USAFE) describing the alleged 
mission of the aircraft and sponsorship of the program. 

D. Im.mediate and special counter-espionage precautions will be 
taken the base of jith. stjps of coordinated by Detach-: 
ment w1thj j soxt_ E.0.13526 =- _and with local USAF/OSI contacts. 

II. Action - After Hostile Press and/or Radio Reaction 

A. General PIO Policy: Ali releases in response to hostile reaction 
will originate in and emanate from Headquarters. after full coordination 
has been made. Releases decided upon will be communicated immediately 
{l) through USAF channels to USAFE; (2} through Agency channels to the 
Detacbriient Commander 
{3) through State channels to U.S. Ambassadors in London, J?onn, and 
Moscow. Thus, upon evidence of hostile reaction, no releases will be. 
made by field elements of the USAF or by host country authorities except 
those made subsequent to and in accord with releases communicated from 
Headquarters. 

B. General Guide on Press Reieases: The nature of the hostile 
reaction cannot be predicted in advance, thus the precise detail of post-
loss releases must remain flexible. It is assu.ni.ed that hostile reaction 
can take the form of a fairly complete and accurate .expose of project 

·activities; whether Soviet and/or Satellite reaction will take such :form 
is open to speculation. Since we must be prepared for any eventUaHty, 
the sample releases which follow should be treated as general guidelines. 
The need for flexibility up to the point of actual release is the major 
reason for centralizing release authority in Headquarters to assure that 
the U.S. Govermnent speaks with .. one voice. All releases dealing with 
.the nature and sponsorship of project activity will of course b.e in accord 
with releases already issued and the unclassified cover story; howeve.r, 
this paper concerns itself only with the additional explanations that must 
be given to cover a. loss over hostile territory .. · 

C. Loss Close to Hostile Periphery: Should the aircraft be lost 
close to, but inside, the hostile periphery (within 200 miles), and this 
be admitted or at leas:t not denied in the hostile reaction, we shall main-
tain. one of the two following positions, depending upon the circumstances 
and relative plausibility: 

z 
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{l) the pilot was intercepted along the hostile periphery 
(but over Western territory or international waters) and forced 
to follow the hostile interceptors inside Soviet and/ or Satellite 
frontiers; or 

(2) that the pilot was obviously confused in his navigation and 
became lost, inadvertently overflying Soviet and/or Satellite terri-
tory. 

D. Loss Deep Within Hostile Territo:r,-y: In the event of a loss deep 
within hostile territory, there are two positions which could be maintained. 
The first position outlined below is preferred since it stands considerably 
less risk 0£ being effectively disproved by a hostile power. The second 
position is included below because, under certain circurn.stances, the 
inherent risks of its being effectively countered by a hostile power might 
be minimal. In the end, the choice of the two alternatives outlined .below 
would depend upon the detailed circumstances surrounding the incident 
as reported to Headquarters by the Detachment Commander (in accordance 
with paragraph I. a., above). This choice would rest with the Department 
of State. 

(1) First Position: Should the loss occur deep within hostile 
territo'ry, we would impliedly admit that Soviet accounts as to the 
location of the incident may well be correct, but we would go on to 
maintain that the violation of Soviet airspace was most certainly 
neither intended or ordered by U.S. authorities. We would emphatic-
ally deny any Soviet charge that the incident was a willful violation 
by the U.S. of their airspace for purposes of intelligence reconnais-
sance. We would indicate that the pilot last reported his position 

and that subsequent radio contact could not be 
established presumably because of a malfunction or failure of the 
aircraft's radio and navigation system. Quite possibly 
the incident resulted from pilot hypoxia which, combined with failure 
0£ the aircraft's electronic navigation system, could have resulted 
in a g:t"ave deviation from the aircraft's planned course. With the 
aircraft on "automatic pilot" and the pilot in a euphoric condition, 
an unintended violation of Soviet airspace may have unfortunately 
resulted. (See .Attaclunent B-1 for sample release). 

3 
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(2) Alternative Position: Should the loss occur deep within 
hostile territory, and the depth of penetration be revealed in the 
hostile reaction, we shall maintain that Soviet and/ or Satellite 
allegations are incorrect or inaccurate, going _on to state (using one 
or the other of the two variants C, above) that the incident was 
close to the hostile periphery. Our counter-charge would claim that 
the ·hostile power is obvi0us1y distorting the .facts for propaganda 
purposes just as has been done in several instances in the past when 
the Soviets or Satellites claimed willful violation of their airspace. 
We shall boister our counter-propaganda position by maintaining 
that the incident could not have occurred deep within hostile borders 
since the known performance of the aircraft would not have enabled 
it to penetrate that deeply, given the known flight path of the aircraft 
up to the time of its last reported position. (See Attachment B-2 for 
sample release. ) 

NOTE: This position might be effectively countered by a hostile 
power. if the photographic film recovered from the aircraft could 
be developed and analyzed, thus revealing the actual track traversed. 
Moreover a .hostile power would undoubtedly attempt to line up neutral 
nationals to view the scene of the incident and testify to the accuracy 
of the hostile power's version of the affair. 

E. Backstopping of Release: The type of releases suggested in C 
and D, above, require further backstopping as follows: 

(1) The releases in II. C arid D would be strengthened if we 
coµld assert positive knowledge concerning the location of the air_. 
craft a short time before the incident. Thus, the release indicating 
the aircraft is overdue and presumed lost (I. C, above) should con.: 
tain a statement on the "last reported position", adding that communi-
cations contact with the aircraft was subsequently lost. The "last 
reported position" should coincide with the area in which search 
operations are conducted. 

(2) To le11d credence to all of the counter-:propaganda positions 
recommended above, we shall have photographs of the meteorological 

allegedly carried by the lost aircraft; moreover; we 
shall point to data (studies produced by NACA and 

4 
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USAF) which confirm the fact that the alleged data collection 
program was in fact conducted as evidenced by the data collected 
and studies compiled. (NOTE: Should tJ;ie compromise occur early 
in the operational program, we may not have studies actually 
prepared since such studies would be based on data collected over 
a period of several weeks; however, this could be openly admitted 
since it is quite plausible,· and selected portions of raw "take 11 could 
be used in lieu of prepared studies.} 

Attachments: 

A-1 
A-Z 
B-1 
B-Z 

.... TOP 
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ATTACHMENT A.:1 

(NOTE: A proposed release for use in the even't that an aircraft is 
lost dose to the hostile periphery, .Attachment A-2 is an alternate 
release.) 

The U.S. Government denies the Russian accusation that an 
Ameriean aircraft which the Soviets charge (crashed, was shot down, 

. was forced down) within Russian territory. was engaged in a photo 
reconnaissance mission over Russian territory. 

Moscow Radio announced la st night that an American aircraft 
(crashed, was shot .down, was forced down) twenty mile$ south of 
Murmansk. The announcement charged that Soviet authorities investi• 
gating the incident had ascertained that the aircraft was engaged in a 
reconnaissance flight over Russian territory (and added that the Am.eri- · 
ca:i;i pilot, identified as ...•.•.....•.• confirmed that his mission was 
one of photographing Soviet military installations and collecting other 
intelligence data). . 

. A Russian diplomatic protest has been lodged with the U.S. 
Ambassador in Moscow. A formal U.S. reply to the Soviet note will 
follow a. thorough investigation by U.S. authorities of the circumstances 
surrounding the incident. 

The aircraft in question may possibly. be one and the same as the . 
L.ockheed U-2 reported missing by USAF officials three days ago. This 
air<::ra.ft, engaged in a NAG.A-sponsored reseal"ch program, was the 
object of intense air- sea rescue search during the last three days fol- · 
lowing a USAFE announcement that the aircraft was overdue and pre-
sumed lost 75 miles west of the North Cape of Norway. ·All efforts to. 
lOcate either plane or pilot have failed. 

The NAC.A research program, announced to the U.S. press in early 
May has as its purpose the collection of data on upper air phenomena 
{i.e. , turbulence measurements, temperature and wind structures at jet 
levels, cosmic. ray effects, etc.) at altitudes up to 55, 000 feet. The 
NACA program is conducted ·both in the U.S. and abroad.· Research . 
aircraft abroad are based at USAF installations where NACA is supporteq 
by. the USAF Air Weather Service. 
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USAF authorities spei:ulate that the missing U-2 aircraft, whose . 
last reported position was 75 miles west of the North Cape of Norway, 
may have been intercepted over international waters and (was forced 
to land:vvithin the USSR, was shot down over international 
fact the Soviets are attempting to hide with their sensational accusa-

. tions, crashed in. an attempt to evade Soviet attack}. One or a· combi-
nation 0£ the above explanations may account for the lost U-2.. 

***************** 
ATTACHMENT 

(Same as Attachment A-1 with exception of the last paragraph1 which 
is as follows) 

USAF authorities state that the missing U-Z last repo:rted its 
position as 75 miles west of the.North Cape of Norway. Contact with 
the pilot was th.en lost. These officials speculate that the pilot 
{flying in bad weather, hampered by loss of radio contact and loss of 

·radio navigation system) may have wandered inadvertently over Soviet 
territory where he later (was forced downt was shot down, by Soviet 
intercep:torst crashed in an attempt to evade Soviet 
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ATTACHMENT B-1 

Moscow Radio announced last night that an American aircraft 
(crashed, was shot down, was forced down) .in the vicinity of Moscow. 
The announcement charged that Soviet authorities investigating the 
incident had ascertained that the aircraft was engaged in a reconnais-
sance mission. This was deter:mined, the Soviet statement added, not 
only by an examirtation of the aircraft (wreckage) but also as a result of 
the 11free admission'' of the American pilot. The pilot, identified by 
the Russians as ........•. allegedly confirmed that his mission was 
one of photographing Soviet military installatl.ons and collecting other 
intelligence data. 

A Russian diplomatic protest has been lodged with the U.S .. 
Ambassador in Moscow. The U. S; reply to the Soviet note will follow 
in due course. 

USAF spokesmen assert that Soviet accounts as to the location of 
.. the incident may .be correct, but emphatically deny the incident resulted 
. from a. willful vi0lation by the US. of Soviet airspace for purposes of 
it!.telligence reconnaissance. The violation. of Soviet airspace, the.se 
spokesmen add, was certainly neither intended nor ordered by u. s. 
authorities. The American aircraft in question was a. Lockheed U-2, 

.·. reported.missing by USAF officials three ago. Engaged in a 
NACA-sponsored research program, the aircraft was the object of 
intense but unsuccessful air-s.ea rescue search off the Black Sea coast . · 
of Turkey .. The NACA research program announced to the U, S. press 
in early May, has as its purpose the collection of data on upper air 
phenomena (turbulence measurements, temperature and wind structure 
at jet levels, cosmic ray effects, etc.} at altitudes up to 55, 000 feet. 
The NACA program is conducted both in the U.S. and abroad. Research 
aircraft abroad are based at USAF installations w.here NACA is supported 

. by the USAF Air Weather Service. 

USAF authorities indicate that the missing U-2 aircraft, whose last 
reported position was 20 miles north of Sinai:>, Turkey, lost radio con-
tact with its base. Presumably,. the aircraft's radio communication and 
navigation system either developed a :malfunction or failed outright. 
Quite possibly the incident resulted. from pilot hypoxia which, combined 
with failure of the aircraft's electronic navigation system, could have 
resulted in a grave deviation from the aircraft's planned course. With 
the aircraft on trautomatic pilot11 and the pilot in a euphoric condition, 
an unintended violation of Soviet airspace may have unfortunately resulted. 
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ATTACHMENT B-2 

Moscow Radio announced last night that an American aircraft 
(crashed, was shot down, was forced down) in the vicinity of Moscow. 
The announcement charged that Soviet authorities investigating the inci-
dent had ascertained that the aircraft was engaged in a reconnaissance 
mission. This was determined,· the Soviet statement added, not only by 
an examination of the aircraft {wreckage) but also as a result of the 
"free admission" of the American pilot. The pilot, identified by the 
Russians as ............... allegediy confirmed that his mission was 
one of photographing Soviet military installations and collection other 
intelligence data. 

A Russian diplomatic protest .has been lodged with the U.S. 
Ambassador in Moscow. The U.S. reply to the Soviet note will follow· 
in due course. 

USAF spokesmen indicated that the Soviet allegations were palpably 
false and were a purposefUl mis representation of the facts. They stated 
that the American aircraft iri question was a Lockheed U-2, reported 
missing by USAF officials three days ago. Engaged in a NACA-sponsored 
research program, announced to the U.S. press in early May, has as its 
purpose the collection of data on upper air phenomena (turbulence measure-
ments, temperature and wind structure at jet levels, cosmic ray effects, 
etc.) at altitudes up to 55, 000 feet. The NACA program is conducted 
both in the U.S. and abroad. Research aircraft abroad are based at USAF 
installations where NACA is supported by the USAF Air Weather Service .. 

·USAF authorities speculate that the missing U-2 aircraft, whose 
last reported position was 20 miles no-rth of Sinop;Turkey, may either 

. have been intercepted by Soviet fighters over the Black Sea or may have 
inadvertently wandered over the Soviet Black Sea coast, at which point 
it {was forced down, was shot down, or crashed in an attempt to evade · 
Soviet attack}. In ]lO case, these officials added, could the incident have 
occurred deep within Russian territory as maintained in the Soviet charge, 
since the known performance of the single-engine jet aircraft would never 
have· enabled it to reach the Moscow area, given the flight :path already 
traversed by the aircraft up to the time of its last position. 

·The.intent behind the serious Soviet charge probably reflects 
Russian embarrassment over an incident which aCtually occurred over 

.. 
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international waters- -a fact which the Soviets are attempting to hide 
. by making their sensational charges. Alternatively, the pilot may 
·have through (an error in navigation, bad weather, an emergency 
resulting from engine failure} wandered over the Soviet Black Sea 
coast--but Soviet charges are designed to make more sensational 

·propaganda just as has been done in several instance.s in the past 
when the Soviets or Satellites claimed willful violation of their 
airspace. 
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CHAPTER ·ur. TEST PROGRAM, WATERTOWN 

Selection of a Test Sit( 

The original con ract for production of twenty U-Z aircraft for 

the. spedal prqject ass tmed the .flight testing by Lockheed of the first .. 
· three or fo\lr aircraft t a temporary site, after which production air-

craft would be deliver<' i direct from Burbank to the project at an. ag.:reed 

·.point. As planning t on, the decision was made to select a secure, 

· remote site where a ni-permanent base could be built ·up and where 

all flight testing, equir nent testing and pilot training could be carried 

out with the gr.eatest pi ssible secrecy. 

Between January and April 1955, air surveys were made in the 

desf rt area east of Burbank by Kelly Johnson, and 
. . . 

Col. Ritland also inves :igated Air Force real estate holdings which 

· · might be suitable. Re< uirements for the· site were: 

a. It must have a landing strip of 5, 000 feet suitable for 

all-weather opera,tions Runway improvements would be made.if other· 
. . 
conditions were accept ble. · 

b. The sit should be. fo facilitate 

access and avoid negot a.tions with local authorities. 
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c. Security,· including remoteness to public view and ease 

of guarding, was of prime importance. 

d. Living conditions must be bearable, although heat and, 

dust were to be expected anywhere in the area under consideration: 

e. Location with respect to the Air Defense Identification 

Zone (ADIZ) must be considered to avoid Air Defense Command radar 

surveillance during test fiights. 

In April 19S5 the choice had narrowed to two locations: the 

site proposed by Mr. Johnson located near the CaUfO:r--nia-Nevada line 

nc:>rtheast of D_eath Valley, a.nd a.n area within the Ato>;nic Energy Com-

mission's .::oi/i_l'):{S Gr·o'7_n.d On 6 April 

Messrs. Bissell and Herbert Miller briefed the Chairman of AEC, 

Admiral Lewis Strauss, on the program and received his concurrence 

on the use of the dry lake bed area known as Groom Lake inside the 

Proving Ground. The Chairman wa.s pleas.ed that such a project as 

·.AQUA TONE was ·being undertaken _and promised AEC support for 

secret cover story of upper air 13ampling. 

On 13 April Messrs. Bissell an.d Miller and Col. !Utland inspected 

. the area under consideration. accom.panied by M:r. Johnson and his chief 

test pilot, Mr. Tony Levier, a.nd the AEC local .:manager.· Mr. Seth 

Woodruff .. A site on the west side of the dry lake bed w<;1.s chosen for 

z 
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. . ' . . . . . . . 
the base The AEC was willing for its contractors i_n the .area to do 

the engi eer:l.ng and construction required, and :between 15 

18 April 955 estimates were worked out by the Silas Mason Company 

and the Engineering and Electrical Company (REECO) at an 

estimatE l figure of $600, 000. This was higher than an estimate ob-

tained b· Mr. Johnson from a California contractor, "but after consid-
. . . . . . . . . 

ering RI ECO' s long local experience, a local work force in being with. 

· the sary AEC clearances, and the advantages of AEC supervision 
. . 

of the cc itra.ct, it was decided that the REECO proposal was more . . 

realistic and would in the long run be more as well as 

·more ad antageous £1'.om the security standpoint.· 

()n: 6 April 1955, the followin$ information passed to pro-

ject cont for their information and action in preparing to support 

the ·test nd training phase of the project: 

"The test base site has been tentatively located at 
Gro ·rn Lake, Nevada •. Groom Lake is a dry lake bed which 
lies in the northeast portion of the military reservation north 
of L ts Vegas, and it is planned that the Atomic Energy Com-
rnis ion1 s test area within the military reservation will be 
exte ided to encompass Groom Lake. . 

"Physical security of this site probably cannot be 
equc lled, but the fact that it is so remote raises a number of 
pro1 le ms which must be settled well in advance in order . 

· pro1 erly to plan the •. Building is scheduled to be complete .. · 
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.and equipment insta..lled by 1J:uly1955 and it will be extremely 
difficult to make any major alterations after that date. 'there-
fore, it behooves one an.d all to have his test requb:-ements well. 
thought out and on the record as soon as possible. but by 15 May 
at the very latest. · 

. "Electric power requirements are most important. The 
base will generate its own.power, and the plant will be designed 
to near peak load. 110, 220 and 440 volts will be ava,Ua.ble in 
alternating current. Any need for direct current will require 
special equipment. 

"Barracke and mes shall will be a.irconditioned, but no 
provision is made for any airconditioned working space. A need 
for a small airconditioned work space may be filled by a trailer. 
Dust palliatives will be applied in the immediate camp area. 

11Some bench space will be available in the hangars. A1:'e 
. there requirements for special tools other than hand-operated·. 
drill presses and shears? 

order to keep the number of barracks down to a mini-
mum, it is necessary to·have now a good guess as to numbers 
of personnel •.• and an estirnate of how long each phal!.4e of test 
work will last. 11 

]:./ 

AEC ,Agreement - '' 
On 29 April the Director wrote to Admiral Strauss to formalize 

the Agency's understanding that AEC would, through contracts already· 

·in existence, and through the services of AEC personnel, perform the 

required by the special project. · Reimbursement by the Agency 

would be in accordance with Section 686, Title 31, Code; under 

:!,/ JS'-103545, · Z6 April 1955. Form Letter to Contractors. 
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. . ·. . . .· . . . .· . . . .· ... ··. . . •··. . .· ·.•. 
appropriate security safeguards. The sum of $650, 000 was allocated. 

· to cover the initial construction job. On 2 June 19 55 a letter to the A.Ee 

General Managel", General Kenneth Fields, requested AEG to arrange 

through for housekeeping and maintenance services at the new 

facility on a reimbursable basis, and asked for a proposal in writing . 
. · : . . : . . -·' 

from AEC. It required two months o.f drafting and negotiations to reach 

the final which was signed by Mr. Bissell for GIA on 12 Aug.- . 

ust 1955 and by Col. Alfred D. Starbird for AEG on 16 August 1955. 

(See Annex 64.) · 

The Air Force meanwhile put in motion the. transfer to the AEC of.· ,· .. . ' 

a ten-mile-square area at the northwest corner of the Proving Ground. 

The prohibited area required for the Project test site was establisb.ed 
' . . ' .. ' . ' . . . . - ' 

by.Executive Order 10633 dated.19 August 1955. Authority establishing· 
. . . : ' '. ' 

Watertown Strip as a USAF was in a limited 

letter dated Z. September 1955 :from the Chief of . . . . 
·· .. USAF; to the AEC, copy to Flight Service. The area was 

. 11Watertown Strip a USAF .installation assigned for 
. . . 

classified functions 11 and prior appraval of Headquarters, USAF, was 

required for its use. . (See the following two pages fQr the designation · 
. . . . 

. order and a rough sketch of the area. ) 
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The Project Security Officer in May had secured for the test 

site the unclassified crypto.nym "SADDLE SOAP11 , but Mr. Johnson's 

Lockheed group were already referring to the area (jokingly) as 

"Paradise Ranch", later shortened to "the and this latter 

narne soon came into general usage among project staff, Air Force and 

. contractor personnel involved in activities at the t.est site. 

Construction at Watertown 

At the request of the Project Directork the Ag.ency1s Reial Estate 

and Construction Division nominated as the 

engineer to oversee construction of the and he proceeded to 

Las Vegas to wo.rk directly with AEC/R.EECO construction group. 

Although the 1 July forecast for completion of work slipped several 
.c rJ 

;<: 500. u ;;;;i . weeks, by.the middle of July the base had taken shape and was on the. 

·.way to meeting the Z5 July deadline set for Lockheed·'s deliveryof the 

first ai,rcraf:t. 

one of the main problems at :the site was water. ·An.old well 

which had been reopened was delivering about 15 gallons per minute, 

whic.h was considered adequate for the :first month of operations. A 

· second well was started but water had not been reached when th·e first . . 
. 

. aircraft arrived. Because of the overriding importance of a water 

TOP· SECRET 
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suppiy at the base, the Director authorized that the work 

proceed with the uncleared drilling crews working at night or when 

the. U-2 wa.s inside the and this continued through August and 

September. Late in September the pump in the first well failed and 

the base was without a water supply, except for that hauled to the site 

by truck, a new pump could be installed. Just at that point the 

well-diggers hit water-bearing strata in the second well and by .26 Octa-

ber.·it was in operation, pumping about 17 gallons per· minute. By the 

· end of 1955, with periodic checks on rate of production, it was dete.r-

mined that the water supply would a population of 200 at zoo' 

gallons per person per day, with. 20, 000 gallons stored; in the elevated 

wa. te r tank. 

Deliverx of the First U-2 

On Zl J"uly 1955 Project Headquarters received its first teletype.· 
' .. 

m:essa.ge from Watertown over the newly opened communications net:· 

"Operations proceeding according to plari. ··Lockheed 
group ETA 0830 J.uly· 25 confirmed. All REECO personnel 
will be evacuated during initial landing and unloading whic_h 
will be completed by July ·zs. General REECO work will · 

. be completed evening July 2.7.c Outdoor U-Z run-up and test 
comm.erices morning July ZS ••• Watertown support will be fully 

. operative 25 July. 11 l} 

· 1/ CABLE-001 (IN 2.6986.) to ADlC, 21 July 1955. 
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Support furnished Lockheed prior to the flight test included a 

bailed C-47 aircraft for transpo·rting personnel.between Burbank and 

the test site; a USAF C-1Z4 to deliver the U-Z to Watertc:;>wn; two engine 

stands and jet fuel prepositioned at Watertown; and a fire truck (crew of 

firefighters ·furnished by Lockheed). No medical personnel or facilities 

were requested and a minimum a.mount of weather forecasting support. 

Because of extensive rainfall, the lake bed was unusable for 

landing the C-124 bearing the first U-Z and the new runway had to be 

used ·although it had not yet had the seal and armoring applied and there-

. by suffered a minimum amount of damage with its first use. 

First Flight 

On 1 August taxi trials were run on U-2 No. 1. Results were very 

good but on a high speed taxi run the aircraft inadvertently left the ground 

by 30 feet anq flew 1200 feet. The transition to flight was very smooth 

and not noticed by the Pi.lot. A :hard landing resulted when the pilot cµt 

power at low speed, The tires blew on landing due to excess braking 

and caught fire. "No ill effects except to Tony's ego" (Tony Levier. the 
. . . 1/ 

·test pilot) was the word received at Headquarters from Watertown. -

Addltional taxi tests were made on 2 August with satisfactory results 

1/ CABLE-048 (IN 31046), to ADIC, 2 August 1955. 
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and on 5 August a. first flight of approximately thirty minutes was 

successfully and smoothly accomplished .. Further low level tests were 

run on 6 August and on Monday, 8 August, the· Project ·:Director and 

a. Headquarters party along with Kelly Johnson .happily observed the U-Z 

perform. at 35, 000 feet. (See next two pages for side and rear view 

photographs of U-2. No. 1.) On 16 August the U-2 went to Sl, 000 feet1 

on 25 August to 57, 000 and on 1 September it reached 60,·000 feet. On 

8 September Mr. Johnson wired the Pl"oject Oi:rector as follows: 

"Regret we were unable to obtain altitude record by 
Labor Day. but have done so by reaching initial design altitude 
for take-off weight at 10 a. rn. ·today {65, 500) .. Pilot reports 
this height reached with idle power for that altitude. Everything · 
worked, even airplane fuel boost pump, which prevented our 
la.at attempt la$t week.· Sky is not dark up there, aircraft is 
steady. cockpit comfortable. Will now belabor Pratt & Whitney · 
·about fuel ccintrol and undertake to find limiting altitude for air 
starts. 11 l / · · 

Our.ing,the first two weeks of November, Maj. Gen. Albert Boyd 

and Lieut. Col. Frank K. Everest, Jr .. , of ARDC, were authorized to 

fly the U-2 for the Air Force phase two {training.) evaluation .. A report 

. was submitted by Everest through Air Force channels and corrections 
. . " 

of discrepancies noted by him were important factors in the Air Force 

acceptance of the U -2. 

l..f CABLE-23S (IN 45803) to AOIC, 8 September 1955 .. 
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Additional Construction 

Subsequent to .the first successful flights of the U-2, the Watertown 

population increased daily with the addition of company engineers and 

techreps (preparing their work space and bringing equipment to be 

tested), firefighters, communicators, security officers, and REECO 

service people; and an influx of TDY'erst both VIP and others .. J'eeps, . . . . . 

sedans and trucks for the motor pool were driven in fr.om Camp Mer-

cury (AEC Nev:ada. Headquarters) on loan from the Air Force Special 

Weapons Project (AFSWP}. Base support aircraft furnished by the Air 

Forc·e between July 1955 and the following spring included: one L-20 

for local flying, two C-47 1s bailed to Lockheed and later retrieved for 

use at Watertown; two T-33 1s for transition training; and a C-54 

to be used on the Burbank to Watertown shuttle run, with a Lockheed 

crew, later being replaced by a regular MA TS crew. The MA TS 

service was put into effect upon completion of land line communica-

tion between Burbank and Watertown on 3 October 1955. (On 17 Novem-

ber 1955, the shuttle crashed on the side of Mount Charleston, killing 

all fourteen on board. See Chapter VII, page 18.) 

· Once operations were in full sWi.ng, it was obvious that the limited 

facilities available would have to be expantled. Money wa:s tight and the· · 
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Project Director desired the base to be run on as austere a basis 

as possible. However, since numbers at the site were expected by 

mid-November 1955 to reach 133 (the maximum number of billets 

available) and 175 by January 1956, the decision was made to close 

down operations for ten days at the end of November 1955 in order to. 

construct the additional essential facilities, including principally: 

Two new dormitories (increasing billets to Z03) 
Control tower 
Parking aprons, tie-downs and taxiway 
Classroom and office for SAC Training. Unit 
40' x 1001 warehouse 
Security post on water tower 
Installation of 20 trailers (billets) 
Dispensary addition, sinks a?ld cabinets 
Photo lab addition, airconditioning and dehumidification 
Water line for weli #2. 
Monorails and hoists in Hangars lfZ and #3 

Shortly after the construction was completed (see following page . . . . . 

for aerial view of Watertown at this stage), and the base returned to 
. . 

testing activities, Secretary of Defense Charles E. Wilson paid a 

one-day visit to the, site, witnessed an excellent demonstration of 

the A-Z camera's performance ·at 68, 000 feet, and departed with a 

very favorable impression of the ope.ration. 
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Engine Development: Fuel Control Problems 

The first engine flame-out was experienced on 22 September 1955 

when the U -2 reached 64, 000 feet and during descent !lamed out at 

60, 000 feet. ·The pilot's suit functioned properly and no difficulties were 

experienced during descent. The engine restarted promptly at 35, 000 

feet. In mid-November the ProjeCt Director became gravely concerne4 . 

over fuel control difficulties repeatedly durfog the pi"'evious 

few weeks and conferences were held With top.level Pratt & 

Whitney engineers a.nd NACA experts to seek a solution. New settings 

and techniques were developed and on 6 December Lockheed w.as requested 

to test these. setting.a at maximum altitude using Lockheed pilots until . 

favorable .results were obtained. then tu:rning over two aircraft to .the SAC 

i.----. unit for the training p;rogram . 

. While the .name-out problem was not completely solved, the situation 

-: <:1'. 'S :., did improve and it was recognized that pilots must operate within the na.r-,e.::: 
·c " 

.. , 
= .... ('I c,; .... = ... QI ·1 Q l:lll =<-- QI l:lll :: c,; f'f'l "'= = . . ... f,;""' 
= QI ·-= - -'=' .s as 

Q> 'i ·1-= r. r) ..= ..... "":: 
. :.=5cq u ;:i 

I 
·1 

row margins prescribed by the airframe and engine manufacturers in 

order to a.void flame-outs at altitude •. In March 1956 the Detachme?lt A 

Operations Officer,!._-------,,..___.! reported that during a ten-day 
. . . - . . . 

period of training flights by Detachment A pilots, only one flame"'.out 

was expe:denced ;which, he said, was very.heartening as it appeared that. 
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the pilots had found the key to flying this aircraft at its maximum 

altitude. 

J-57/P-37 Engine Versus J-57/P-31 

From the early planning days of the project it had been hoped to 

equip the U-2's with Pratt & Whitney's new P:'"31 seriers engines but, 

due to slippage in production date it was April 1956 before the :first ones 

were made availabl<e to the ·Proje·ct. Detachinent A had already been 

declared combat ready in aircraft equipped with the engines, and 

was preparing to deploy. A comparison of the specifications on the two 

engines by the maker showed the following: 

Length 
Diameter 
Weight: Max. 

Min. 
Dry thrust 

165 11 

40. 375 11 

4, 096 lbs 
4,047lbs 
10, 500 lbs 

P-31 

169H 
. 40. 375tt 

3, 68Q•lbs. 
3, 662 .lbs· 

· n •. 200 lbs 

A meeting with Colonel Norman Appold of the Power Plant Labora ory 

· at Wright Air Development Center was. held the first of May 1956 to cons de·r . 

e.ngine experience to date. It was concluded that the p.,..37 engine was re tdy 

to commit operationally and that if flown as dictated by Lockheed and Pr · 
. . 

& Whitney, the probability of fiam·e-out was slight. A program for im.:'" 

proving the r.eliabUity of the _ P-37 was to be instituted, and at 'the. same 
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an accelerated F. 31 program should ac.cumulate time on these ngines 

to a minimum of 500 hours total and 100 houcrs on one engine fo · exami-

nation .. And.sine no delay in the training.program could be to erated, 

all this must be . eared to the tl."aining program and the ·develo1 nent of 

subsystems. 

On 19 June 956, Mr. Bissell reported to Col. Appold th2 the 

necessary time r i.d been accu:mulate.d o.n the P-31 and asked hi views 

on the wisdom ·of employing it operationally {as had been recon rnen,ded 

by both Mr. Johr :ion of Lockheed and of P a.tt &: 

WJ::litney). Col. ,. ppold agreed that the .P-31 be ueed on operati >nal 

mbsions provide i that a hot section inspection was mad·e after every 

50 hours of oper< tion and an overhaul every 100 hours, and tha new 

blades were subs :ituted in the first stage of the turbine every 1 lO hours, 

until fprged blad< s were available •. ·These recommendations w :re put 

into effect and th P-311s after acceptance flights were· :d, 

were withdrawn 1 -:-om traitl.ing aircraft and used only for opera; i.ons in 
' ' ' . 

the field. This v a.s in accord with USAF policy, in. view of the ::ritical 

supply position v. th regard to P-31 e.rigines. 

In Deta.chm mt A's first operational expe#ence with the I -31 
. . 

. equipped aircraft the pilots on certain fligh.ts were unable to 1 :ach 
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top power and Jtitude flying from a German base where abr )rmally 

cold l"es were encountered at altitude. On the otb ,r hand, 

Detachment B )ilots flying from Tul".key later the same y.ea: were able 

to reach 66, OC J to 70, 000 feet before descent with little di,£± culty. It 

appeared to C· L. Gibbs on investigation of this difference ir: performance 

that the P-31 E tgine was a good temperature indicator and t at it would 

perform in ac< ::>rdance with the ambient temperature. 

.Q!ganization a ld Lines of Command at Watertown 

The Pro ect Director had anticipated that the operatic lal functions 

at the test site would be handled by the Commanding Offic-e1 and Opera-

tions Officer c: the detachment currently in training there; . e., Detach-

rnents A, B ar i C, in turn; and that the civilian in charge o the base 

wbuld be carr' on the T/O as Base Commander but would concern 

himself main!- with support matters. 

In June: 155 Agency staff en ployee, was 

nominated by · h.e Director of Personnel to fiil the position cf Resident 

Base Manager at Watertown and was accepted for· this assif :unent by the 

Project '.lr. Reporting to the site, the assistance 

of a small cad .-e assigned to the base from Headquarters, vorked with 

the Agency en ineer, REECO and AEC, setting up billeting and messing 
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arranE ::mentsi working out bookkeeping procedures with.A EC for 

operat on and maintenance, and in general bringing the ·base up to 

a statE of readiness to support test and training operations. General 

Order No. 1 of the 1007th Air tntelligence Service Group ( HEDCOM) 

dated · September 1955, designated the Watertown base· complement 

as "Fl ght D, Project Squadron Provisional" (later changed to 

"Detac unent D, Weather Reconnaissance Squadron, Provisional" to 

confor n with the cover established in the spring of 1956 ) • 

. iase command relationships at the test site were. discussed with 

the ne rly appointed SAC Liaison Officer, Colonel Loran D. Briggs, 

and fo Lowing up on· this discussion, the Project Director on 16 September 

-wrote 1.s follows to Col. Briggs: 

"We bad originally contemplated that the Base Commander 
· 1ould be responsible only for the managernent of the, facility 

nd for administrative and support functions and that the Com-
: :iander of the_ Detachment currently in training would be respon-

ible for the function of operations. officer .. You pointed. out 
hat the officer charged witl't operational responsibilities should 

. cave continuity of tenure at the base and that the · 
should not be ·qurdened wi_th local operational 4uties . 

. i.ccordingly you suggested tl:iat these be assigned to the· Commander 
, •f the S.A.C Training Group. Upon reflection we are convinced 

hat,your comment on our proposal was entirely valid but we have 
.op,cluded that the proper soh:Ltion is designate a Bas_e Coinmand-
:r competent to discharge ail of the responsibilities, ope.rational 
.s well as administrative, iha,t attach to this position.· 

"Accordingly, we now plan to· designa.te a competent Air 
i'i:>rce officer of Colonel or Lieutenant Colonel. rank as Base 
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Commander; the present Acting Base Commander will serve 
a.s his and in that. capacity will continue to be responsible 
for performance of support functions at the base. 11 l/' 

When the SAC nominee for Commanding. Officer of Detachment A, 

Colonel ·Frederic E. McCoy, reported for duty at Headquarters. he 

was hastily briefed and sent to Watertown where on 1 October ·1955 he 

assum.ed comm.and 0£ the base. He andj._ ______ l were almost 

immediately at odds on the running of the base and a situation develOped 

wherein Headquarters was constantly having to intervene and make de-

cisions on matters which should have been quiCkly and amicably resolved 

. at the local level. 

On lZ October 1955, a memorandum. entitled "Organization and 

Lines of Comm!Jl,nd at Watertown" •. which had l:een drafted by Mr. Bis$ell, 

was made an official order defining basic responsibilities and authorities 

at the base. As later amended, it read:. 

11 1 •. ·.The follqwing organizations are, or will shortly be, . 
; at the Waterfown base: 

11a •. The permanent staff of the base under the. 
r Base Conu:nande r. · 

''b. A !ield detacllment in t1la.ining for overseas· 
·.operations under a Detachment Co.mmander. · 

!J SAPC-1850, 16 Sept 1955. · Letter to Col. B . .riggs from Project Director. 
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"c. A SAC Training Mission, the Commander of 
which will be referred to herein as the Training Commander. 

"d •.. Technical s.taffs of the .several suppliers .. 

"2. The responsibiiities of the components . 
and their lines of command will be as. follows: 

11a. The Base Commander shall be for 
the management of the Watertown Base as a facility, for the 

. control of all air operations on the Base, for liaispn on opera-

. tional matters With other USAF installations, an.d for the support 
. of other comp:onents on the Base. He shall also be 
a.s a.representative of Project Headqua:i:ters, for the coordina-
tion of all activities on the Base, and he Will :i;-eport periodically 
to Project Headquarters on the progress of all activities. He 
shall monitor test programs at the Base and coordinate propo-
sals for equipment changes which originate at the Base. He 
will be under the command of the Project Director and his Deputy. 

. 11b. The Detacrunent Commander shall be responsible 
for the organization, build-up and· administration of his 
ment and the readying of it for active operations .. He will parti-
cipate in training as its Commander. He will be Under the 
conunand of the Project Director and his Deputy but will receive 
his guidance on all matters having to 'do with training f.rom the . 
Training Commander •. 

"c •. The T.raining Commander will be responsible 
for direction and supervision of training. He will be under 
the command of the Commander. SAC. 

"d. Suppliers i representatives will be responsible 
for their te15t programs and for the maintenance of equipment 
undergoing tests. Initially. they will maintain equipment being 
used for training purposes. In the late:r; stages of unit·tra:ining, 
the maintenance of equipment shall become the. responsibility 
of the Detaclunent on the Base .. It shall be the. responsibility of.· 
the Base Commander to coordb1ate. the different suppliers i test 
programs and requirements for facilities. 
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113. In order to .reduce to a minimum the number of 
persons stationed on the base, personnel of the Detachment 
currently fa training will f!.erve as the s.taff of the base to the 
greatest extent possible. For this .purpose they will be de-
tailed as appropriate to the :Base Commander. · 

114. · The Deputy Ba:se Commander shall be responsible, 
subject to the Base Commander, for management of the · 
facilities a.t the Base and for· the performance of support 
functions. 11 1/ 

The new Base Commander supplied.by SAC, Col, Lancion B. 

McConnell, arrived a.:o.d assumed command at Watertown on ZZ Decem-

ber 1955. This appointment did not.have t}).e immediate 

effect which was hoped for, since Col. McConnell found difficult to 

adjust to the terms .Of reference Of this unorthodox CO:tnJD,and. . . 
. . . . . . . . . . 

In January 1956, the Project Flight Surgeon reported to Mr. Bissell 

that morale at Watertown was sinking from its ea.rlier high peak and he I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

. blamed this largely on between the permanent base pers.on-

1. 
I 
I 

n.el and Detachment A personnel, which he said was fostered by.thei-r 

respective commanding .officers. Col. Ritland, after vi.siting .the base 

in Ma:t'<;h 19561 felt that conditions had improved in rnost respects, but 

said 

11 ••• the ill feeling rests in our own namely 
Base personnel versus Detachment personnel.·· This g·eneral 
area was covered thoroughly with ColS. McCoy and McConnell 

. . . 

· 11 SAPC-1617/G. 21 February 19.56; OrganbationandLines 0£ Command. 
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and they agreed to do all possible to prevent the growth of 
this unsatisfactory condition. In my opinion the Base C.6 has 
not been fully cooperative in discharging his responsibilities. 
In many ca.ses morale problems have arisen. un:necessarily 
since he had the facilities and authority to prevent them ••. 11 J:./ 
Another almost constant problem at Watertown was the relatien- · 

ship between the Project staff and contractor personnel, as well as 

differences between one contractor group and another. Lockheed, 

··Which as Prime Contractor had the responsibility for flight testing 

_and systems integration, was the largest and most aggressive group 

at the base, and with Kelly Johnson as leader they were prone to 

·grab the ball and run without waiting for signals. 

When Watertown was being reopened as. a test site for the sue-

cessor aircraft in 1959, Mr. advised the Acting Chief of 

the Development Projects Division, Col. William Burke, to 

to operate Watertown as an Agency fac:ility with 
. . . 

. . . . . • . . . v 

heed as a. tenant, rather than; by default, to let it become a Lockheed 

facility. The basis of this advice would, he sdd, be clear .to those 

who remembered the early days of the U-Z. 

J:J .!il&-143306, 30 March 1956. Conunents by Col. Ritland upon· 
completiOn of his tour of duty with the project. 
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"· •• At t ,e beginning of th.e project, Watertown was 
for many mon .1s in fact a ;Lockheed facility and we never 
succeeded in i ::covering effective control of it,· and our 
effor·ts to do s i gave rise to some unnecessary ill will."];./ 

One episode w .ich illustrates Mr. Bissell's quotation, above, 

·happened as follows. On ZO March 1956, Mr. Bissell instructed the 

Base Commander to work out a. master schedule of test requirements 

which would make best use of available U-2 1s in order to reach a 

state of readiness, 11king into account both the need.s of all suppliers 

·to install, calibrate 1nd test their equipment, and the requirements· 

. for pilot training. C ol. McConneli s.ent a. memorandum to all suppliers 

requesting them to s 1bmit their schedules of 'tests required which would 

be integrated into a naster schedule, kept flexible enough to provide 

. for change of empha is or additional tests that might develop. 

On 16 April 19!: 6 at a suppliers' meeting in Los Angeles, Kelly 
. . . 

· J'ohrison in a.n acrim •nious vein took strong exception to the Base 

Cornmander's memo l."andum, and especially objected to the 

that the Base Comm .nder would be. responsible for the coordination of 

test progl'.a.ms .which were the airframe manufacturer's responsibility. 

Mr. Johnson was re esured that the development flight test. 

· 1/ OXC-0155, 8 Dec mber 1959. Memo for AC/DPD from the DD/P. 
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programs was ndeed a Lockheed responsibility (as it had been from 

the start) and : ,ockheed would necessarily retain responsibility for 

detailed day-b; -day scheduling. However, major priority decisions 

as to relative ( mphasis on individual systems or components were the 

responsibility ,f the Project Director, whose representative at Water-

town would par ;icipate on behalf of .the Project Director in planning flight. 

test programs ;o ensure that desired priorities were observed. All 

suppliers musi _have the right of appeal through 'the Base Commander 

and ultimately :o the Project Director on questions of priorities. 

Phase-out of V atertown 

The forn a.tion of field detachments, their. training at the test 

site and deplo} .nent to the field, and the phasing in of the Air Force 

: follow-on grou > (FOG) took place between January 1956 and March 1957, 

· with developm nt testing continuing throughout this period. Beyond the 

. air. frame, eng lne and primary photographi.c and electronic systems 

which were de, lared operationally ready in early spring 1956, other 

equipm.ent test ld through the second year at Watertown included the 

· APQ-56 Side-I .ooking Radar and associated Radan, the B camera and 

film, the Bair Sextant, air samplers for collecting nuclear debris 

(both gaseous . nd particulate) and improved ELINT collection systems. 

.. 
TOP 
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. . The overcrowded conditions at Watertown,. due to the influx of 

the SAC U-2 group in November/December 1956, were relieved with· 
. . . 

the departure .of C in Marchl9?7 •. The SAC training of 

i:ts own U-2 group had expected to reach completion by the end of 
. . . . ' . . . \ . . . 

March 1957 but was delayed by two months . The SAC ·u..:z group de-

. parted for its operational base {Laughlin Afr Force Base at Del Rio, · 

Texas) on 10 June 1957. 

.. Meanwhile the AEC informed the Project Director that plans 

were being made for approximately 20 nuclear shots.between 15 May 

and 30 September 1957, which would. require the evacuation of Water- · 

town for periods up to t.hree days foi; h shot! . In view of the possi- .. 

bility of radioactive fallout,. no-one could remain continuously at 

Watertown durin:g this series. ·Bec<;1.use of. the interrU:ptfons in the 

training program which the numerous evacuations would entail, a;nci •· 

because there requirements for further development testing·· 

of equipment due to the extension 0£ the U-Z program, :Project flight . 
. . . ' . . ·. . . . 

.test activities were re-established at Edwards Air Fol"ce Base (North}, 

California., under the auspices of AR.DC, a.nd with the reluctant acqui-: 

escence of the Project Security. Officer., who did not feelthat the 

threly .open and easily base.at Edwards was conducive to 

· maintaining the. required secrecy of operations.· ·Watertown Strip was.· 
. . 

. ' . . . 

evacuated and mothballed on 21June1957. 
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Preliminary estimates for one-year mothballing of 

Watertown: from 21 1957 came to $15, 723, plus $1200 per·month 

($800 for the caretaker. and $400 contingency for special repa.irs, etc.} 

Since the 'Agency's decision to kee,p .4is.po.a.e .0£ ... at tlie . . .. . - . . . ' , . .. ... 

end of the year affected AEC .a.nd.USAF, Mr. Cunningham requested. 
. . . .. ' ,. 

the Project Directo.r to obtain a decision from Gen. Cabell on the re .. 

tention ofthe base as a physical asset of the Agency. The decision 

finally ma.de a year later was to Wate.rtown for. the flight 

teetting of the successor aircraft to the U -2, despite arguments then 

by the· Project Security Officer tha.t erosion of security of the U-2. 
. . . 

program had branded Watertown as a "spook" base, that the new 

program should be kept separate from any connection with the U-2 to 

the greate.st possible degree. The final however, was 
. . 

made, not on the basis of secu1'tYi but on the basis of fiscal a.nd 
. . . 

considerations. i.e .• to carry out the OXCART prog;ram as 
' . . . 

a. completely separate entity would have required uruimited time, . . 

unlimited funds,. a.nd unlimited personnel resoure,es, which·were not 

available. 
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MEMORANDUM OI·UNDERSTANDING 

14 August 1955 

This Men1:orandum of Understt:i.ding made by and between the 

U.S. Atomic. Energy Commiss:' :m and the Watertown Project, 

witnesseth: 

WHE,REAS, the Corrunissic :i. has added an a'I'ea of approxi-

mately six miles by ten mL to the NoTtheast corner of 

the· Nevada Test Site for tl purpose of pToviding a test 

area for the Project; and 

WHEREAS, the Corrunissicri has been· authorized to con-

struct certain facilities \ '.lich are a necessary adjunct to. 

the successful conduct of 'tests by Project personnel; and 

WHEREAS, the Conunissic n operates, maintains and /pro-
. . ' ' ' 

vides certain services rel< ted to Nevada Test Site· facili-

I . ties; and 

I 
I 
I 

' . I 
. I 

·WHEREAS, the PToject c es ires that the Cotnmi$sion . 

extend these services to tle Project activities and the 

co.mmis'sion is agr.eeable to extending such services at titne.s 

which do not with activities; 

NOW THEREFORE, in conf idet"ation of the f.oregoing and 

the provisions hereinafter contained, it is mutually under-

stood and as· : 

TOP EF!ORE'f 
(OA-:-LXl;..3284 ... lA) 

f .. . · . . . . Ran'1e 'lla 
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ARTICLE I - DEFINITIONS 

As used in this Agreement, the term, "Commission" means 

·the U.S. Atomic Energy Commissio.n, or _the Manager, Santa Fe 

Operations Office, or his duly .authorized representative, 

hereinafter called the "Commission." 

As used in th.is Agreement the term "Project" means· the 

Watertown Project or the Manager of the Project including 

his duly authorized representative, hereinafter called the 

"Project Manager." 

ARTICLE.II - SCOPE OF WORK 
1 ... Except for items furnished by the Project, the 

Commission will be responsible for furnishing an adequate 

. complement <?£ compet;ent personnel, equipment, .materials and 
supplies, as may be necessary· to supply, operate, maintain 

and/or service the. folloWing listed items in the Project's 

.test area: on a 24-hour per day, .year round basis (if neces-

sary) in accordance with accepted engineering principles:· 

a. Power plant and ·entire electrical distribution 

system.consisting of: 
. (1) ·· Three 100 KW Diesel Generators, including 

necessary appurtenant equipment and 

switchgear. 

(2) Approximately one mile of underground 

electrical distribution system. 

T 0 i> S E C R E 'i' 
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b. All wells, pumping equipment, water treatment 
plants and vater distribution systems in their entirety. 

c •. All sewage tJ:eatment plants and sewage systems 

in their er :irety. 

· d. All motor pools, together with appurtenant 

facilities. 

e. Con uunications facilities, to the extent desig-

pated by Project Manager. 
f. Pre ject buildings consisting of, but. not 

limited to: 

· (1) Three barracks 

(2; One mess hall to be comparable ·to 

those at Camp Mercury) 

(3) One wash· house 

One dispensary and operations building 

. ( 5; · One maintenance building 

(6; ·Three hangars together with three tie-down 

areas 

Trailers and· facilities fo'l:' trailer parking 

Temporary facilities. which· may be required 

g. All paved or temporary·access roads, camp streets, 
erosion cor t:rol, and drainage facilitj..es _required for 

the Project. 
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h. The 100 foot wide by 5009 foot _long runway 

which is paved with a 3-inch roadmix asphaltic pive-

ment and maintain taxi strips, associated drainage . 

areas, etc. 

i. Other services or facilities not specifically 

enumerated above which are requested in writing by the 

Project Manager. 

2. The Commission will perform new construction .in 

the Project test area after receipt of an allocation of 

from the Project. New construction shall be based 

upon plans and specifications approved by the Project Mana-
ger. This work will be accomplished only upon receipt of a 

WOJ:'.k order signed by the Project approved by the 

Commission. The Project shall have the right to remove or · 

transfer·any buildings or equipment which have been funded • 
by the Project. 

. 3. The Commission will perform remodeling, major .plant 

revision or addition or extraordinary maintenance upon any · 

structure or facility in the. Project test area upon receipt 

of a written request of the P;oject Manager and approval by 

the.Conmission. No changes to existing facilities, other 

than .those minor alterations necessary in the performance 

of routine maintenance work, will be. made without such 

written .request. 
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. 4. The Commission will provide miscellaneous support 

services as requested in writing by the Project. Manager to 

facilitate a 11 aspects of the tests .performed by the Pro-

ject. This work is generally outside the scope of main-

tenance and operations of facilities or construction of 

facilities and would consist generally of the following: 

a. Assisting Project personnel in assembling, 

installing, connecting and testing scientific equip-

ment and providing auxiliary needs thereto. 

b. Assisting in disconnecting, dismantling, de-

livering, packing and shipment of scientific and/or 

test equipment as directed by the. Project Manager. 

c. Placing test facilities in a stand-by condi-

tion adequate to protect for future use. 

5. The Commission hereby grants permission for Pro-

ject personnel __ utilize.Building No. 127· at Mercury, 

'Nevada and appurtenant ·facilities at no rental cost, co.n-

tingent upon their releasing the facilit.ies upon notifies-

tion from the Commission. All costs for repair and 

maintenance of Building 127, while being used by the 

Project, shall be borne by the Project.. Facilities Sl;lch 

as the mess ha 11, dol:mitories, etc., at Camp Mercury which 

a.re operated by the Commission are also available for use 

by Project personnel on the same basis t.hat they are 

'f 0 p. 
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available to other personnel associated with Commission 

·activities to the extent that such facilities are not re-

quired in connection with test activities of the Commission, . 

and subject to the provisions of Article III Finance. 

6. The Commission agrees to furnish to the Project 

non-expendable equipment, such as hutments, temporary build-

ings and equipment including office equipment, which is not 

required for current use by the Commission, 6n a loan or 

memorandum.receipt.basis.· Such items will be subject to 

recall by the Commission and shall be as soon as 

practicable, but, in any event. not more than sixty days 

after notice that the items are required by the Commission 

. in the performance· of activities under its jurisdiction. 

All such.items shall returned to the Commission in the 

condition as received,. norma.l wear and tear excepted .. 

All costs for repair, replacement and maintenance shall be 

botne by the Project. 

ARTICLE III - FINANCE 
l. Basic Financial PQlicy. All direct costs incurred 

by the Commission and its contractors in.carrying on the 

work and a proportionate share of Commission contractor 

ind·irect. costs will be borne by the Project.. Such indirec.t 

costs. will be de.termined on the same ;basis as that used by 

the contractor in accounting for other ·co!nmission :activities. 
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. ·2. Funding. Project work will be funded on a reim..; 

bur sable oasis. Prior to the undertaking of any Project 

work, the Commission will be advis.ed in writing that funds 

have been earmarked for the Project in an amount sufficient 

to cover the .estimated costs of the work involved. · Standard. 

Form 1080, together with an itemized statement of costs in-

curred, will be submitted quarterly for payment by the Cpm-

mission to the Project' a Washington headquarters. 

3 .. ·Accounting Records and Reports. The Commission will 
account for the costs of the Project work in accordance with 

its established accounting system. Cost reports will be 

. furnished to. the Project on a monthly. basis in the form and 

detail consistent with established AEC cost reporting prac-

.tices on comparable Commission activities. 

ARTICLE IV - SECURITY 

The,Project Manager will be responsible for security 

within the entire· Project addition. The Commission will 

maintain a guard station, ·Post which is located on 

the main access at boundary between the Project 

addition and. the Nevada Test Site proper, and will control 

·access tqrough this station on a 24 hour a day basis·. 

Access through this station. ·to and fro,m the Project addi-

tion, and beyond,. will be allowed on the basis of badges 

issued 'by the Commission, to include personnel approved by 

... 
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the Project Manager for access to the Project·camp opera .. 

tions area. The Commissioa will provide guards with AEC 

approved equipment .and AEC pa1;rol vehicle·s ·to perform such 

security guarding functions as may be requested by the 

Project Manager •. Reasonable advance notice will be given 

to the Commission ·of requirements for changes in guard 
service. 

The. Project Manager will be responsible for.personnel 
security clearance of persons .grant_ed access to the P:(oject 

and will. advise the Commission of security clearance ap ... 

proval of each such person. For this purpose the Cormnission 

·will.advise the Project Manager of the AEC clearance granted 
persons in question and grant the Project Man;:iger •.s· Security 

. Representative .access to the Commission.' s clearance files. 

ARTICLE V - SAFETY AND FIRE PROTECTION. 
The Project agrees to take all steps and all precau.-. 

tions to prote.ct health and to minimize danger 'from 'all 

hazards to life.and property.· It is agreed that the Pro-

ject will. abide by all safety regulations prescribed for· 

Nevada Test Site operations including radiological safety 

regulations prescribed. by the Commission, arid will estab-

lish and enforce any special safety regulations applicable 

to authorized work of the Project. The Project will· be 
. ' ' 

·· responsible for fire protection within the entire Project 

.. 
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addition. Fire protection at Camp Mercury will be provided 

at no to the Project. 

It.is mutually understood and agreed that the Project 

will hold the Commission harmless from any liability to 

third persons which may arise on the part of the Government 

out of activities of the Project at the Nevada Test Site 

proper or at the Project's testing area. 

ARTICLE VI - PRESERVATION AND STORAGE OF DOCUMENTS 
The.Conunission agrees to retain and without 

__ charge to the-Project, all books, records, correspondence, 

instructions, receipts, youchers and-other memoranda having_ 

a record purpose value pertaining to the· work under _this 

Agreement, for the $ame periods of time.for which the Com-

-mission is required to. retain Commission records. At the· 

option.oft.he Commission,.and in- lieu of preserving such 

documents, the Commission may return such;docunients to·the. 

Project for storage. 

ARTICLE VII RELEASE OF INFORMATION 

Any public release or dissemination of information 

· connec_ted with activities under th:is Agreement- will be in 

accordance with p()lici.es prescribed.by the Commission and 

all other par-ticipatirig Federal Agencies,. as coordinated 

. by the Project Manager, except .. that information relating to 

. the purpose or accomplishment of tests at . the Project will 
-

T 0 P 
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be released at the discretion of responsible_personnel of 

the Project. In any event, any reference to the Commission, 

·. the Nevada Test Site• or the Commission's ·contra.ctors shall . 

be cleared through AEC channels prior to actual release. 

ARTICLE VIII - TE.RM 
This Agreement is effective as of 15 August 1955. It 

shall remain in .effect until terminated by either party-

hereto upon si.Xty days' written notice to the other party. 

.IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties. hereto have executed 

this Agreement .. 

·ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION 

BY: Alfred D. Starbird Col. Starbird, CE 
Director of Military 

Application 
At0mic Energy Commission· 

DATE: 16 August 1955 

10 
.. 

CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY 

· BY: Richard M. Bissell, Jr .. 
Richard M. Bissell, Jr. 

· Spec:;l.al Assistant to 
· the Director for 

. Planning and Coordination 

DATE: .12 A:ugust 1955 
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CHAPTER IX. MA TERI EL 

. Early Planning 

The initial logistics plan for AQUA TONE, which concerned itself 

principally with the. governm.ent furnished equipment (GFE) to be sup-

plied by the Air Force, was worked out l.inder the guidance of 

Colonel Gerald F. Keeling 0£ the Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff, 

Materiel (General C. S. Irvine). The plan devised in order to make 

the Air Force supply system most responsive to project requirements · 

was to set up an administrative staff in USAF Headquarters under a 

cover story, and brief the Air Force Chief 0f Allocations, Chief of 

. Operations and Supply, and the Commander of the West Coast depot 

. which would be used for stockpiling project materiel.. T.he first task 

under this plan was to procure, deliver and .receipt for the complete 

list of GFE required by Lockheed. 

. In April 1955 the decision was reacl').e_d that engine.spares would 

be stored in the Pratt & Whitney bonded warehouse a.t Hartford. Both 

. overhaul and maintenance spares ·Wcfold be stored together and requi; 

. sitions for overseas delivery would be ma.de directly to. Pratt & 

. Whitney to b.e shipped from Hartford. 

Spares for components· manufactured Ori the West. Coast by .. 

Lockheed, Ramo• Wooldridge a.ndHycon were to be stored a.ti .... __ _ 
'POP SECRE'P 

I SOXl, I . 
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Arrangements for use of 

space at .... l ___ __.lwere made by the DCS/M with General Rawlings 

·of Air Materiel Command, but since the depot was short of personnel, 

the Project would have to staff i_ts own operation there. Major Robert· 

Welch, USAF, was to the Project Staff early in july 19.SS and 

was sent to .... ! ___ ___.I to organize the project depot. 

The logistics set-up at Project Headquarters was slow in develop- . . . 

ing .. In June 1955 an Air Force materiel officer, Lt. CoL William A. 

Wilson, was assigned to the deputy slot, and an Agency staff supply 
,· 

officer, was assigned to the test site af Water-....._ _________ ___, 

town, but_ the Director of Logistics,. CIA, had difficulty in finding a 

· civitian officer whom he could reiease to fill the Director of Materiel· 

slot ... With the la.ck of headquarters organization and direction in this · 
..... 

area, the ma.te:del officers assigned to the SAC 4070th, Support Wing .. 
Qi·- = ] .s . = = :moved into the void and took on the planning for equipping and deplOying 

::S?..,; 
-; :- •_the. first detachment. -=..:: u .... = 00 . 

The Operational Plcln of the 407Qth dated 15 December i955 out-

. lined its responsibility .to CINCSAC for not only "training, determining 
. . . . . : . ·. . ·.. . ... · . . 

combat readiness, and over.seas of eaGhAQUATONE opera-

tional l.init, but for the establishment of support detachments, each 

2 
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. capa9le of supporting an operational unit in its overseas location. 

The. Operational Plan (which is attached as An:nex 65) was reviewed. 

by Project Headquarters staff and returned to SAC, agreed with no 

changes. 

Early in 1956, the Project Director noted to 

who ha.d been assigned from the Agency's Office of Logistics to fill 

the· slot of Director of Materiel: 

"I am disturbed by the fact that we rnay be taking too little · 
. initiative on supply matters in this Headquarters and.leaving 

too much initiative to be taken by the 4070th SAC Support 
What l have in mind is that, not only are such tasks as detailed 

.. FAK (flyaway kit) and SLOE (standard list of equipment) lists 
made up by Colonel Shingler, but that, so far as I am aware; 
the planning and the initial drafts of all our supply procedures 

. have originated there. The former of these two tasks is one for 
which we may not have a.dequate:fadlities at Headquarters. In 
any event it is aprropriate that ·specific 

0 

lists be developed 
a.t Watertown and !rather than in Wa.shington. I do feel 
strongly, however, that we should be taking the initiative in devel".' 

.oping supply procedures and not leaving it to the support organi•. 
zation." 1/ . · · . 

In the same vein, Col. Osmond J. Ritland, on completing-his tour as 
.. 

DepU.ty Project Director in March 1956, .wrote; 
. . . 

,;Although the activities of· the project have· 
. progressed nicely during the past three months, it has not 

!/ SAPC:-46391 .26 March 1956. Memo to P:roject Director of Materiel 
from Project DireCtor. 

3 
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been accomplished by project personnel. I do not _believe that 
this is too. great a deficiency since ou;r original charter requires 
SAC to support AQ{)'ATONE .... At this point I would not disturb 
the present but I do feel an additional mate·riel officer· 
is needed in Project Headquarters., and with the activation of 

·Bases B and C, I visualize the need for a full-time construction 
engirreer ••. "]j 

I;n the same report, Col. Ritland gave praise to -,--_____ __.jas 

. one of the strongest organizations in the project. He had been very 

favorably impressed with the facilityt thE! personnel and the method of 

handling all supply activities at that installation. He also gave credit 

to the SAC Support Group in a letter to General LeMay (CINCSAC); as 

follows: 

"· •• Materiei has been our weakest function with little or 
no seasoned ability to solve this complex problem, In a period 
of jll.St a few months Col. Shinglert Lt. Col. Lien and Warrant 
Officer Moberly have planned and supervised the implementation 

·.of a workabie supply · This was not their assigned 
sibility and .was undertaken by them for the over-an advancement 
of the project-. .• " Zl · · · · .. · · 

Materiel Support to Field Units 

·. The SAC Support Plan for Detachment A had inciuded arrangements 

through 7th Air Divisioti in. England to extend all needed assistance to 

. ' !/ 30 March 1956. Final Report by Col.- 0. J. Ri.tland; · 

·z/ Letter to CINCSAC (unnumbered), 30 Ma.rch 19_56, by· 
Col. O. J. Ritland. 
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the unit in carrying out its mission. When Detachment A was forced 

in June.1956 to move its operations ·to Germany. these arrangements 

were no longer valid. Ther.efore it was necessary to reconsider the 

· . 4070th1s support plan in conjunction with the USAFE Director of Material, 

General Lester W. Light, who felt that SAC liaison support would not be 

required if all levels of command within USAFE properly acco.mplished 

all functions outlined in the Overseas Logistical Support Plan. He did 

not <:>bjeet to SAC representation to assist in :m.6nitoring logistics sup• 

port. but felt that any .sµch representative should be attached to 

quarters USAF!! for control and appropriate direction. 

In October 1956, Headquarters SAC in a letter to Headquarters USAF 

requested relief from the overseas support of the AQUA TONE. detac;h• 

ments. The Headquarters USAF Project Officer (Col. Geary) and the 
. . . . . . . 

Proje·ct Dire.ctor both agreed that the support responsibility shoUld be 

transferred (in the case of Detachments A and B) to.Director of ·, 
... " . 

· USAFE, with one supply.liaison .officer retained in the 

field as a troubleshooter. Thereafter logisttcs for the first .· . . 

th:t'ee field detaciunen.ts. was. arranged through local theater com- · ·. 
.. . . . ·. . . . ' ·. 

. J;n.and.-i with the assistance of the Headquarters USAF Project Office, 

· and with supplementary through Age?lcy channels (for 

5 
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example,. the purchase and shipment to Adana of trailers for base 

housing at Detachment B). 

The principal role played by the. Project Headquarters Materiel 

was In advising the Project on materiel policy 

a..rranging with various Air Force echelons for needed support, and 

monitoring depot and field base activities. Once operations were 

. way in summer of 1956, Headquarters Materiel set up a system of 

daily and weekly cable reports to headquarters on field conslµnption of 

fuel and film, engine time, malfunctions, field modifications to equip-
. . 

ment and other usage statistks, in order to ensure the timely flow to 

the field of needed supplies and spares. 

Depot Support 

Heavy reliance was_ placed on the project d·epot which was set up to 

handle the project-peculiar items related partiCularly to the U-2 aircraft 

and its photo and electroniC syste:pJ.s. The depot operation was· first"· 

located at from to June 1958, when it 

was moved to with Major Welch still iri charge.· 

In October 1960, Project Materiel Staff for proposed 

the- overt support of the U-Z ac_tiVities from,_l _____ _.I to the 

SAC U-2 (DRAGON LADY) depot at Warner Robins Air Jforce· Base, 

6 
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Georgia, with:all shipments to and from Project CHALICE detachments 

to be made through that facility. The principal reason for this move 

was in order to continue using! I in support of the follow-on 

program. (OXCART). The of the U-2 support activity from 

was expected to enhance the security of both programs and 

avoid cross-contamination. It was also expected that monetary savings 

would for the government by eliminating dual stock levels as 

.between the SAC and CHALICE U-2 programs by amalgamating their 

depot support. 

On 13 February 1961 a memorandUm of un(ierstanding with respect 

to £Un.ding of CIA/SAC U-2 maintenance, overhaul .and spare parts 

contracts was s.igned betwe.en DPD/Cbntracts and the USAF Air Materiel 

Comm.arid represented by l..t. Col. Sidney Bre·wer. The.decision was to 

consolidate logistic support activities within a single Weapons.System 

·support Center (WSSC) at Warner Robins Depot.effective 1January1961. 

An analysis was made of costs and future levels, 
·.; . 

and funding percentage ratios for each contract were as reed between .· 

the two pafties. This common support program. alleviated the .necessity 
' . . 

for detailed ·appropriation for in4ividual line ·items of sul>port 

·supplies. and services. 
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The activity and staff ____ __.lgrew along with the OXCART 

program, additional manning being required for the increased work 

load lnelud.ing the installation of data processing. ·Maj. John 

Druary replaced Major Welch the end of the latter officer's eight-year 

tour· with the project in August 1962.. In May 1963 in anticipation of the· 

transfer to the Air Force of responsibility 

support for OXCART and tm SAC SR-71 program, USAF was requested 

to provide about 35 new slots for the depot and also responsible . . . . 

• · a:t the time· of take-over for 50 slots previously supported by the Agency • . 
. Meanwhile, Secretary of Defense McNamara was effectin.g economies 

\Cl 

§ in Defense Department installations which involved among other measures 
··d· 

the phasing dO'Wll ofl Ito a deep storage operation. :""'4 .____ ____ ..... This re-

l.O. 

. ' 

quired another move and arrangements were made for space at San 

Bernardino Air Area at Norton Ai:r F.orce Base, Ca.llf6rnia •. 

This move took place at the end of 1963 and as of 1 Jantia.ry 1964 . the · 
. . . . ' ' . . . .· 

Air Force Logi'3tics Com:mand at Wright-Pa.tterson·Air Forc.e Base 
' ' 

assumed full manpower and logistics at the newdepot for 

. .OXCART, ·TAGBOARD and SR-71 ·the U-Z operating ·. 

is still supplied from Warner Robins. 
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Headquarters Materi ;l Staff 

From 1956 until 962 the Materiel Staff at Project Headquarters . 

maintained a T /0 str of only six or seven. During the period 

from 1959 to 1962 whE n the DD/P air operations formerly under the 

Air Maritime Divisic :1 were placed under the cognizance of the 

materiel support for ·:he .P2V and other .... l _____ __.la:i.r programs con-·· 

tinued to be carried cut by the former Aircraft Maintenance Support 

Division's sta#, which had been constituted as a separate branch under 

DPD Materiel. Follc wing the reorganization of the special projects 

under the Deputy Dir for Research and the return of other DD/P 

air operations to the Special Operations Divisfon (SOD) effective in 
. . 

J:uly 1962,. the separate aircraft maintenance branch was also trans-

.£erred to SOD, leavh g the project materiel staff at its original seven • 

In 1962 on the de )arture of .... l ________ ..... I the Director of 

slot was filled by an Office of Logistics 

____ ..... I Upon assi ;nment in September 1962 of Col. Jack Vedford 

"'= = ... = 
. . . ·. i ] for the Office of Special Activities (OSA) was revised in order to reduce. 

as Assistant Directo:;. for Special Activities, the organizational formula·· 

... . . . . . . . . :· . -=a...u . 5 . the number of division and staff heads reporting directii to the front 

office (then riumberirg to a more manageable arrangement • 
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. Materiel was bracketed aiqng with the operational functions unde.r 

· the "Director for Field Activities" as a part of that reorganization. 
= 

,.S I jtenure as Director of Materiel ·the staff 
.... "!t' 
Q O'I 

was increased, looking toward an operational OXCART program in ·c = 
% addition to continuation of the U -2 project. and numbers reached as 

«I " 

= highas.24 on the Headquarters Materiel Directorate staff. InAugust :;<_ 
: . 1964, C9lonel Alfred K. Patterson, USAF. replaced! 
Cl,) .ell = ' ! S: i and continued to direct Materiel's.maximum effort toward operational 
-== fll, a.I r ::2 J:: readiness of the OXCART and its sensor and countermeasures systems· · 

'. ... . ,·. ·. . •· .. 
. . .. . .· . 

.__ _ ___,i and to render necessa.;ry materiel support to the U -2 a.ctivities at 

· · Deta.chrrients G and H. 
. . . 

Another· reorganization of OSA which took effect in mid-July 1966 

resto:red Materiel t.o a separate D.irectorate, removing it the 

Directorate .for Field Activi.ties, which in turn became the Directorate 

of At that time the Materiel Directorate was· com.posed 
. . ' 

of five di.visions; Installations •. Maintenance. Supply, Plans and · 

Requirements, and Avionics. 
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15 December 1955 

Headqual;'ters Strategic Air Command 
· Offutt Air Force.Base, .Nebraska. 

Operational Plan - 4'070th Support W:lng 

1. Commander, 4070th Support Wing is directly responsible 
to· the in Chief, Strate,gic Air Command. This wing has 

· tbe mission 0£ training. and equipping the operational units of Project 
"AQUA TONE" and providing support fc;>r these units irt overseas theaters. 
Specific responsibilities are: 

a. Direct and supervise the training of combat crews. · 

b. Determine that these crews, and'their e.quipment are. 
operationally combat ready. 

c. Determine that the unit as a whole is operationally combat 
ready.· 

d. The deployment oversecis of each operational unit. 

e. Establishment of support detachments, each capable of 
supporting an operational unitin its overseas 

. . . . . . 

f. Effect the nee es sary ·coordination With th,is 
to effect the acti.on tequir.ed of United States Air Foree, Air 
Materiel Command, ·Military Air Transport . Overseas 
Theater Commanders and any other agencies deemed necessary 

insure adequate and tb:nely support for continuous operations. 

· II •. · CONCEPT 

f .. ·The 4070th Support Wing must be organized and manned s9· as 
·to support separate operational units'. by detachments.. Detac}µnents 

·· .. must be c;a;pable 0£ staging from forWa.rd .bases remote from parent and 
inte.rme<,iiate base of operatio:p.s. · · · · · 

'f'OP SECRE'f' 
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Z. Opera1;ion will be based upon formation 0£ thre.e operational 
support detachments. Upon development of satisfactory degree of 
combat readiness, the first support detachment and operational unit 
will be deployed overseas to its intermediate base {Upper. Heyford, UK). 
The second detachment and operational Un.it will be similarly deployed 
to the Far East upon attainment of combat readiness. The third detach . ..: 
ment and operational unitwill be based within: the Zone of Interior at 
Watertown A.ir Foi·ce Base, Nevada and will be· so organized as to train 
to, .and maintain a readiness statUs pe!mitting eLther the rotation of a. 
complete detachment and/ or operational unit or a flow of replacement 
personnel to deployed detachments and unitS'. The selection of the Far 
East intermediate base will be predicated upon security, . operational 

·facilities and habitability .. 

3. Operations will consist of operating from intermediate bases 
or staging at forward bases and subsequent operation.over areas of 

The forward staging of operational uni ts will be supported 
by detachments, with integral airborne support. The staging 

.·will be such as to minimize ground time at the forward bases and. be 
.adaptable to minimum installation facilities. This concept· of operation 
will enhance the security of operation, maximize operational flexibility 
and minimize the .risks inherent in focalizing. operation in a given seg-
ment contiguous .to unfriendly 'territory .. 

Ill• DETACHM:ENT ORGANIZATION 
. . .. 

The ·structure will be such as to provide for three 
·.··detachments equally equipped and manned. ·. Each detachment will be 

organized so as to permit i:n;dependent operation; ·e(ich de.tachment. to_ 
. be organized, m.anned and equipped to provl.de support necessary for · 

.· operational units to stage to forward bases.,· operate therefrom.with 

. minimum bas.e support., and subsequent return to intermediate base. 
Airlift support and manning v,:ill be .integral .to each in such quantity 

. as to permit .support of opera:tional units. at forWa.rd staging b.ases. 

·.IV. TRAINING FOR OPERATIONAL .UNITS. 

l. . Quantative and qUa.litativei training'will•be sufficient to 
. ·. supervisory· and crew personnel. Training operational ·readiness 

standards,. will be as .established by CINCSAC. · 

,. 0 p 
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. z. Aircrew training requirements are as follows: 

a. The fi.rst operational unit will be combat ready by 
15 April 1956. The second unit scheduled.for deployment will 

·. achieve a combat readiness status as soon thereafter as equip.:. 
men.t .and personnel status permit. The third unit will be trained 

. to acliieve combat readiness in sufficient time to permit rotation 
with deployed units to provide a. flow of replacement personnel as 
may be ·necessary. . · 

V. TRAINING LEAD TIME 

l. The 4070th Support Wing will be activated.ZO Dec;ember 1955. 
In order tb have one support detachment and operational· unit operationally 
ready in a minhnum length of. time. the headqua:rtei's personnel will be in: 
place at Ma.rep Air Force Base, California, by ZO December 1955. 

2.. Scheduled dates of activations, equipping and operational readi-
ness are as follows: 

a. .Activation - 4070th Supp9rt Wing • ZO December 1955 

b. 

c .• 

d. 

Equipping date (lat Unit) - 15 January 1956 
. . . . . . . 

Target·date for: 100% manning - 15 January 1956 . 

Combat, ready (lst Unit) 15 1956 · .. 
. . . . . 

3. Personnel requiring will be scheduled to 
c<>mplete course• of instruction, and be in place at Watertown concurrent 

. With or prior .to equipping date. . . 

4. Unit manning p:r.oVides for 10 .pilots operational: .. ·· 
. ·:readiness based on pilot to aircraft ratio. of .l. 5 to 1. . . . ; . . . ' 

··.; .. ,-

.· Vl. OPERATIONALLY REoUIRBMENTS · 

. · .. 1. The criteria established by AFR 55 .. 6 will be for r·epi:>rting .. 
. ··.the operationally ready status of UI?-its. Minim.um :require-
. ments for combat readiness for each item are Set forth in SAC h,ianual · 

171-2. 
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.. a. An operational readiness index 0£ 7, based on the 
weakest link principle must be reflected in Column "C" 
(Commander's estimate of operational readiness) £or the unit 

· to be considered combat ready. 

ho: In order to report an over-all index of 7, the 
minimum category indexes specified below must be met. 

( l) Column D - Non-Crew .Personnel assigned - 9. 

(2) Column E :.. Non-Crew Personnel assigned; 
operationally· ready - . 8 

(3) Column F - T/0 Equipment assigned {0th.er than 
aircraft) - 9 

(4} Column G - T/O Equipment assigned operationally 
ready {other than aircraft) - 8 

(5} Column H - Flyaway Kit and Spares ..; 9 

· (6) Column J - Average T/O aircraft posses·sed 
·. opera.tior1.ally r'eady ".' See ·Para IX, Z, a(l). 

(7) Column L ·-Average ·aircrews assigned and 
combat ready '." 8 (S.ee para V, 4}. 

2. In the determination of ,the folloVrin.'g material 
· factors will apply: 

. . . . . . . . . . . . ' . 

a. The unit Will be required to maintain. an in-commission 
rate o! 70% with desirable attairu:nent of 100% in-commission. 

.• . . . . . . . . . . 

b. Flying hour support Will.be 70 .hours/month. · 
. . 

c. Sortie rate will be "Qased ·on eight flights/month.··. 
· · (Includes test hops and fe:rry flights}. · 

. d. Individual units mission and support equipme.nt must 'be· 
at the ZI base on or before date detachrnertt training is 

scheduled to commence .. · · · 

4 .· 
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e. Unit operating tables II, VII, XVI, and X!X for common 
items must be located at the ZI ope.rating base 30 days prior to 
receipt of T/O _aircraft. 

XVI XIX eculiar items, must 
30 days 

prior to receipt of respective T 0 aircraft.· 

g. Materiel Reserves: 

(l) Station Sets: Unit operating at intermediate operating 
will utilize station set equipment pre-stocked under 

AFL 6 7-44. Peculiar· equipment support wi.11 be transported 
·by support aircraft in sufficient quantities to i;;iupport each 

unit at enroute, forward operating and staging base_s, 

(2) Flyaway Kit: Three basic flyaway kits each consisting 
of items common to all aircraft will be required to support 
six aircraft for 30 days. ·These kits should be complete and 
phased in place 30 days prior to unit ·deployment to inter-· 
mediate bases. 

h •. Flyaway kit and conunon item re-supply support wi.ll be . 
as follows: 

.. (1) · Enroute support will be furnished by SAC. 
. . . ' . . . 

· (2) . Common suI>ply support will be obtained from the 
area to which deployed.. · 

(3) Re-supply. of kit comporients, UEE. emergency require:. 
ments, and common iterns not. availabl.e in th.e deployed· area 
will be obtained by priority on. the. prime ZI support 
point.and airlifted to the using bases in accordance \Vith ... 
Vol. XVI,. Air Force Manual 67-1. 

. . 

(4') Resupply of pecuiiar spare-a and_equipment will.be 
·obtained as directed. · · · · · . 

(5) Reparables will be returned. to overhaul activities 
through logistic channels as specified. Airlift fo·r this · 
purpose will be used as required; 

5 
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i. Conswnables 

(1) Consumable bulk items including. but not lb:nited to 
POL, JP fuel, will be furnished by the area sources to which 
units are deployed, based on the utilization rate. 

. . ' . 
(2) . Special fuels will be requisitioned as directed. 

,• 

j. Unit Flyaway kits and UEE. will be located at Watertown Air 
Force Base; Nevada, and will deploy with the. unit. 

k. Consumable.bulk items: including, but not ·limited to POL,,· 
JP fuel, and gaseous supplies must be available in sufficient quanti-
ties to support wing training operations based on utilization rates. . . . . 

. Facilities! Facilities, such as aprons. parking areas, 
. office space, Wa.rehousing, etc., must be available as agreed·between 
participating agencies. · · 

.. · m. · Non-crew personnel, including maintenance and technical 
:representatives must be trained and available to the operatiortal unit· 

.·prior to deployment. · 

OPERATIONALLY READY DATES .· 

The,. first unit will be combat ready 15 1956, .. the .remaining units 
will achieve a c.ombat ready status. as .soon thereafter .as equipment and 
personnel ·conditions 

' VIll. DEPLOYME?-TT LOCATIONS 
/ I 

The 4070th·Support Wing be based at Mar<;:h Air Force Base, 
· .. ca.nforn;ia, and will be c:·apable of deploying support detachments .and 

ope:rationa:i units ·to. bases .. Units based at irtte:rmediate 
' bases wi.ll be capable of operating froi:n base normally' 
· . supporting USAF fighter, bomba.rdinen.t·or reconnats$ance.·wings .... 

IX. MOBI;LITY REQUIREMENTS 

1. Units wiU be ma.Ximum of 14.days to deploy to an 
intermedia.te base. 

6 
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2. eployrtJ;ent will normally be conducted in the following manner: 

a. Aircraft will be deployed as combat readiness is 
· achi _ved by unit. . . 

(1). Units will not be deployed with less than four 
operatiop.ally ready aircraft and a pilot to aircraft ratio 
of l. 5 to l. · 

(Z) Ground support personnel and equipment will 
. be airlifted to staging bases. 

(3) Mobility plans will be developed· as :l;'equired. 

.· X. CfIAN rELS OF. GON'T-ROL AND COMMUNICATION 

1. ' he 4070th Support Wing will be attached. to the 8070th Air 
Base Grou ,, March Air Force Base, California, for adminisfra.tion· 

· and logisti _:al support. 

. 2. C perational co.nt:i:-ol and support will be 
··effected set forth in "Organization and Delineation of Responsi-
_bilities" d: ted ZAugust.1955.· · · 

Dis tr: 
USAF:.P:rc Jrams_Grp · 4 

. Proj AQUJ' TONE Hqs 4 
4070,th Sup ·Ort Wing. 2 
Hqs SAC . 6 

7 

(Signed} 
. R. M. · MONTGOMERY 

Major General, USAF 
Chief of Staff 
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CHAPTER X. CONTRACT PILOTS 

. Foreign Versus U.S. Pilots 
. . 

During the White House meeting a.t which approval was granted. 

for the reconnaissance program, the possibility of a forced 

landing of the U-Z in enemy territory was touched on, but it was the 

Agency view at that time that the repercussions of. such an 

. accident would be somewhat mitigated if the aircraft were manned by . . . 

"non-official 11 U. s. personnel, and to the extent practicable it was 

intended .to man the U -2 with non"U. S. nationals. 

A mechanism for recruiting foreign pilots was already in being . 

within the Air Maritime Division (ProJect ZESTFUL). but the available 

. pilots were extremely few ahd the lea.d time for acquiring and procE!se- .· 
. ' 

ing one was six months. A recruiting effort was initiated through the 
. " .' . . 

AMD channel early in 1955 a.nd sourc.es in were canvassed £or 

prospects. .The ma.jority of pilot candidates offered, ho.wever. were. 

unacceptable for either physiological security reasons. 
. .. . . . 

At the end of July 1955, fifteen foreign pilotsJ,__ _______ ___.I 
. . 

CJbetween 23 and Z5 years.of age ha.d.beenrec.ruited, all of.whom. 

had at least 500 hours current jet.time, but all of whom lacked facility 

in the Engli$h language. Arrangements for language training for these 

'fO:P SECRE'F · 

· ·· Randle via BYEMAI 
Control :.System· 
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. . 
were worked out with the Office of Training prior to 

assignment to air operations. 

The Project Director had learned from the aeromedical experts· 

that very high qualifications frorr: both the physical and proficiency 

standpoints would be required of pilots for this prc;.>gram, which might 

necessitate the exclusive use of U. s .. This was broached to 
,· . 

the (Gen. Cabell) who made no strong objection and was. apparently· 

prepared to accept this eventuality.. Therefore, while the recruitment 

of foreign pilots continued, Col. McCafferty began discussions with 

the Air Force with a view to future recruitment of currently qualified 

Air Force pilots .• 
. . . . . . 

. A proposal was made the Deputy Chief of Sta.ff, Personnel, . 

of the Air Force. (Lt. Gen. Ern:i:nett O'Donnell) on 13 l9S5 as 

follows: 

"Whereas under way to proVi.de adequate 
nul:nbers of trained indigenous pilots for Project AQUA TONE, 
it is consider.ed desirable to use Arne ric.an . Present · 

. pl.ans are to use.American pilots if the int.ernational ·•· 
will permit a favorable policy decision a.t·t):l.e tinie the· opera..; · 

· tional phase of ·AQUA TONE commences. · · 
. . . ·. . . . . . . . . . . . ' :· . . . ' . . . 

. . "In our discussions regarding the of· 
. ·.· Americans for :this job, we felt .that it would 'be llighly de-
. sirable to obtain currently qualified Air Force offfoers. 

We would hope to obtain. res.erve offieers with three_·to five 

'fO:P. s·:SeRE'F 
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years experience in·jet :i.ircraft in ·the .First Lieutenant or 
junior Captain categor) . In addition, we would that 
they should be under th rty years of age, single, and in Af l . 
physical condition. 

· "We feel that, if 'roperly approe'!-ched, many young offi-. · 
cers in this category w ·uld. be willing to accept employment 

· for hazardous duty oft:. ts· sort. ·Our plans are _to establish a 
cut-out organization an . to provide this organization with 
funds, legal assistance and the power to write contracts for 
·the. employment of merican pilots. The pilots would be. 
told that this was an or .anization hacked by a gr.oup of Ameri-
can philanthrop\sts, or .anized with at least the tacit approval · 
of the United States Go· ernment. Their principal aim would 
be to recruit a group o: volunteer pilots to fly hazardous mis 4 

sions in the interest of .he United States Goverrunent against 
the Soviet Union and .its satellites. · 

"These officers ' ould be expected tb go on inactive status •. 
. or possibly resign thei Air Force Reserve commissions, and 
·accept employment witl this cover organization. They would 
be -offered excellent with substantial bonuses for success-
fui completiOn of opera _ional missions. It would be niost helpful 
. if they could be· offered a terminatiou' clause that would provide·. 
for. their reinstatement or :re-entrance on active duty in the Air. 
Force .. Obviously, the .e pilots would have to be .told initially . 
that this program had t .e blessing of the U.S. Government.and· 
specifically of the.Unit d States Air Force. 

"We feel that rec ·uitmeri.t' be carried out in the ... · 
following steps: 

. . "a. Initial: f a communfoation would be addressed 
to specific Wing Comm .nders. through the appropriate Air Force_ 

.· channels whir h wou,ld describe in a rather general way 
the intent!on of .a. civili< n organization to recruit pjlots fo ... 
accordance .with. the co· er story, indicate .that the A,ir Force.· 
.;looked with favor upon he project) and ask that the recipients 
indiCate the names of ii dividuals in: their units who would be · . . "- . ' ' ' ' . 

3 
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likely candidates and could meet the qualifications-specified 
above. · 

11b •. From the names thus submitted, a list of. 
candidates would be selected and Wing Coinm.ander.s would be 
nptified of the individuals in their units who were to be 
approached. 

11c. The approach to the candidates would be made 
by a civilian representative of the cover organization. This 
·representative would .make it clear .to the candidates that they 
were under no restriction in discussing the proposal with their. 
qommanding Officers._ . , · 

11It is believed that we. should .get started on this program 
.• t the eadiest p'ractical date sinqe it will be necessary, first. 
to run a. security check on all personnel nominated by the respec-
tive Wing Commanders prior to contact and,. second, to provide 
some time to allow their separatioRfrom the service and 
employm.ent by the cover organization prior to their a:ctua.l .train-
ing in project aircraft. 

111£ this proposal meets with your approval, we a.re pre-
pared to staff out the--details with whomever you might designate 
as your project officer. CoL George O. McCafferty is desig..;. 
nated.as the-project officer for this Agency." 1/ · 

' ' . . . --
The Ah• .Force a.greed to supply a limi:ted number of pilots froro. · · 

. - . . ' : . . . . . . 

·SAC for the first (As it developeds SAC eventually fur-. . 

nisbed pilots for all three Al'rangemen,ts wel'e made 
' . ' ' 

. for cleared USAF officers in the Pe.ntagon a.:0.d the 'SAC fighter bases 

1/ .:M·l0356-3, 19.55. Merp.orandurn forC:hie.f Staff •. USAF,: 
- Attn:. Lt. Gen. Emmett O'Donnell, from Richard M.: Bissell, Jr .. , . 

4 
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to be visited to screen likely candidates and arrange for interviews 

by an AMD officer accompanied by a Security Officer and a Personnel 

Officer from the project staff (a.11 working in alias). 

Recruiting Procedures 

The first pilot recruiting trip was made on 7 November 1955 to 

Turner Air Force Base, Albany, Georgia, and resulted in four candi-
. .· 

. dates. The following week Be:J;:gstrc,>m Air Force Base in Austin, Texas. 

was visited,. netting four more.. A second visit to. Albany in March 1956 

secured eight pilots out of eighteen interviewed, and in June 1956 teams 

visited Malmstrom Air For(:e Base- at Gr.eat Falls•. Montana, and 

La:rson Air Force Base a:t Moses. Lake, Washington; where a total of 

15 candidat.es were signed up. .The procedUreS. employed by the recruit-. 

·· ing teams g:enerally as follows: 

a. The first interview. was held il'.l a hotel .or motel room 
. . 

, With proper security safegual'ds being observed. The:following propo:.. 

sition was made: An American organization (unnamed) was seeking to 

recruit a group e>f volunteer pilots for ,flying Wi.tli commen.:. 

sura.te pay. It woul.d be to resign from th.e ·,Air Force but 

a. guarantee o! reins:tatement would be furnh!hed in writing. If the 
- ' . . . ·-. . - . . 

pilot was int.erested he was asked return for a. se:cond inte;rview. 

5 ' 
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. . . ' . ' ' ... ' . . . . . .. 

b. At the second interview a hypothetical overflight mission .·· 

· for electronic intelligence collection against Ru·ssia was outlined. Ter.m.s. 

of contract were state.d as $775 per month {general duty status),·. $1500 

pe.r month (operational duty status), and $1000 per month bonus (to. be 

paid on completion. of a total of $30, 000 per year maximum,·. 

plus subsistence, insurance ari.d medical expenses to be paid by the 

organization. 

Those willing to sign up were given instructions for 

further processing which included: . a week-long physical and psycho-. 
. . 

logical examination at the Clinic in Albuquerque; measurement · 

for partial pressure suit and fitting of the suit; altitude .chamber test at 

Patterson; and polygraph psychiatric intervie,w by Agency.·· 

Security Of(ice and Medica:I Staff. 

Before· signing a co.ntract. ·.the recruit was. given aJ;l. operational . · 
. . 

.. briefing. 01,1, the capability of the atrcr-.£t a;nd eqµipm.ent: and. on the true . . . ' . . 

sponsor of the project. He .was a.ho afforded .an opportunity to ·talk. . . 

·with a Headquarters USAF personnel and officer and to read the . . 
guarantee .of. reinstatement. into .the Foxce signed by Generals .White. 

.. 

and Twining. The contract was. then ·the were photographed, ·. 

fingerprinted, given'their individual cover sto_ry 'and sent'back to thei:i;-

bases to resign from the Air Force. 
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. With the signing of the first eigh_t USAF pilots, less emphasis was· 

placed on acquisition of more foreign pilots fo.r the p:t'.oject, although 

recruitment under ZESTFUL to satisfy other Agency needs. 

In November .1955 the Project Director s·aid in a status report to the 

. DCI: 

. nwe a.re at-present planning to use American pilots, 
because of their greater proficiency and trustworthiness ••• · 
In order to have a. second string to our :bow,· we have 
cruited and .are carrying out the basic training of som.e six 
to eight non-U. S'. pilots· who could be used 
if political circumstances dictated. 11 ];./ 

In mid-December 1955 .... l ____ __.IPil<'.>ts had passed their 

cals and initial checkout and were put into advanced pilot training at a . . . 

USA)'.' base (under AMD sponsorship} while awaiting a deci:!lion as to 
. . . 

· th•ir .use. ...._ ____ ..... · !pilot$ had been. turned. over to the PZV program.J ·. 

In April 1956 Col. Mccafferty 

and ·Lt. Col. Leo P. Geary- visited .the,_l _-.-...... their training base and 
. ' . . 

pronounced them fully qualified on the basis of proficiency, languag·e 
. ' , . . . . .. ., 

il l<) November 1955. Status. Report on Project. -
1 

'POP S:SCR:E'f 

.. ; 

. I 50Xl and 6, E.0.13526 I ' 

. . . Handle· via · .. · 
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. . . . . . . 
and morale to be used on Project AQUATONE. There were four of the 

. . . 

original eight left at this point; the .others had chosen .to return to· ___ _, 
after haying been away from home almost a year. 

· Since it was still felt to have some fully qualified foreign 

pilots available in the event political conditions prevented the use ·of 

Americans, the were sent to .Wa.terto"Yll in late June 1956 ......_ ____ _, 

for in the U-Z. 

Before their departure for the Cover 

. Officer had searched in vain for a means of fitting the .... I __ ___.I into the · · 

project cover story. With the acceptance of sponsorship .by NACA as 

. cover, the attribute for these .... I __ recruited (that 

of ·'being non-Americans) was now.a dra.wback, ·for use of civilian 

· pilots of foreign origin was fundamentally incompatible :with NACA pr9-

....._ ____ __, recommendation to the Project was: 

,....._ __ _,"If other. considerations dictate tliat we mu.st employ the; I pi.lots in I would recommend .that they con-
..........,ti,_n:_u_e ..... to be handledj las they have be.en in the pa.st.· The . 
· inherent problems arid security risk of suc·h an a.rrangernent ·. 
would have. be recogniz.ed an,d accepted. -"l/ · · 

------· ___.__ . . . ....,. . · 1 50Xl and 6, E.0.13526 

.1/ SAPC-6734. 5June 195.6. Memo to Project Director from Cover Officer"'. 

8 
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::;;;,t..-----.,...1 opinion should have been written off 

· before the U-Z training wa.s begun, because cover-wise ·they jeopard.ized 

· the entire program; this view was shared by the Project Security Officer. 

Du; partly to language problems. the .... I __ ___.I had a difficult time 

to fly the U-2 and on 15 July 1956, Colonel William Yancey, 
. . 

commander of the train,ing unit, reported that they were not qualified to 

continue in the. U .. z program. (Cols. Mc Cafferty and Geary disputed this. 

dete.rmination by the SAC training· commander but to no avail. ) The 

J ... __ .......... lpilots were returned to Washington and the decision was 

. ('With of Gen; .... ! ____ _.I> to keep them in the United 

States until the end of the project because of the extensive knowledge 

··of the whole operation they had acquired at Watertown. A year's program 

: of study and training was arran:ged for them and in October 1956 their 

case.s were tu.med over to the Contact!ll ·Division of the Office .of Opera.-

· tions for .administration.· 
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Once operational overflights began, ·the need to use other than 

U·. S. pilots did not arise again until the long political stand".'dowri of 

overflights •. In February 1958 the British were offered pilot training 

·in the U-Z and participation in the program, which they accepted, and 

in January 1961 an agreement signed .with the Chinese Nationalists 

for a joint reconna;issance over Mainl.and China using Chinese 

Air Force pilots. Other than in these two joint prog;ram.s, only 
. . 

have been used in the program.. 

Pilot Coyer 

In April 1956 arr.angements were worked out with LockheedAircraft · 

·Corporation for furnishing employment cover for the contract U-2 pilots 
. . 

while assigned·to the project. This plan was developed as descrlbed by 
. . . . 

·.Mr. Bissell in to the Officer: 

"Discussions to date have indicated ·the feasibility of an 
arrangement with Lockheed whe.reby the pilots under Project 
AQUA TONE will appear to have been: hired by Lockheed as · . 
Flight Test Consultants. Checks will be issued .by Lockheed 
!or the monthly compensation of each pilot although none of · 
these funds will inure to the benefit of the individuals. · In fact . · · · 

·. be required to sign a classifi'ed dc;>cum.eQ.t acknowl:.. . 
edging that the open contract establishes no, right and obliga-

.. tions between Lockheed.: and pilots.· · 

"U has been by 'NACA that a purported contract 
will be prepared whereby Lockheed is to furnish the serVices 
of certain ;Pilots under a services contract with 

10 
. . 
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Contemporaneously a contract will be entered into hetween 
the Agency a..nd Lockheed reflecting the true arrangements 
and acknowledging that the NAGA contract confers no. legal. 
rights. The arrangements are such that the purported bill-
ings under the NACA-Lockheed contract will be in fact the 
billings and reimbursement under the Lockheed/CIA contract. 
The services contract will for payment of $10, 000 per 
year per pilot for a group of 30 pilots. The 
actual administrative· charge to the Agency for this service 
will be $ZSO per month for the entire group. For security 
reasons within the accounting system of Lockheed it will be 
necessary .that an advance be ma.de to Lockheed by the Agency 
in tp.e amount of $25, -000 which, in effect, will be utilized 
as a revolving fund· for their paym.ents. Under these arrange .. 
ments we will require Loc}<heed not to file with Federal or 
State .tax agencies the normal types of information returns · 

·such as the Federal Form 1099 and the California Form 599. 
In.view of this possible techniCal viOlation of law:. Lockheed . 

· . will require indemnification for possible additional costs. 11 '];/ 

The pilot c.over contracts negotiated with Lockheed in 1956 

(numbered NA.-W-6471 and NA"'.'W-64Tl:(R)} have been extended yea·r 
. . . . 

.•by year to continue the arrangements dest;:ribed. a.hove, and were still' 

. in effect for Fiscat' Year 1968. 

. For their assignments the pilots were documented as. 

civilian contra.ct consultants to the. three Weather Reconnaissance 

. Squadrons, deployed on orders .issued by the HEDCOM 

cover uriit (the 10,07th Air 

.1'! · .!Pfr-143292, lZ Aprill956. for Contracting Officer· . 
from Project .Dii-eetor. 

11. 
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Pilot Morale 

In the. first year of training and operations there were those. 

(including Project Flight Surgeon} who considered that the pilots 

were being overfostered in many .respects by various project staff who 

administered pilot affairs. However, .in view of the investment made 

to bring ea·ch of the pilots to a state of operational profid·ency in the 

U-Z aircraft, and of the high hopes for the success of their 

·. it to be expected that every possible effort would be made to keep 

these men in a state of physical health and comfort, and of mental· 

wellbeing. 
)·. 

· the large of the pilots joined the program because of 

· the. monetary rewards involved and therefore careful to all 
. . ' . 

. matters relating to their individual finances was· a crudal factor in 

the of morale. ·One headquarters finance officer was occu- · 

.·pied full time keeping the financial affairs running 

smoothly, 
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There were of course other important factors in maintaining the 

pilots' morale, including the improvement of personal equipment and 

procedures .relating to the flying of missions from both a safety and 
. 

a comfort standpoint; the guara.nt':'e of some flying time in other air-

craft than the U-2; liberal rest and rehabilitation policies; prompt 

handling 0£ personal mail through the security postal system, as well 

as to family emergencies; and assistance to th()se desiring to 

. apply for regular Air Force commissions. A principal cause of lo_w · 

morale among the pilots as well as other detachment members, over 
. 

which the Project Headquarters had no control, was the forced inacti-vity 

which recurred duriµ.g periods of political stand-downs • 

Pilot Contracts· 
' . . ' . . 

The terms of the original contract signed in January 1956 .by tb.e 

. first group of pilots provide¢!, in addition tQ a. salary of $775 

when in general duty status and $1500 in operational duty status, 

a l;)onus payment of$1, ooo· per month, to accumulated_ for payment .. 

upon completion of. the · provided termination was not for ·caus.e. 
. '• . . . . ·. 

·. · March 19S6, dter discussion: among 
. . . ' . 

· .· .the eight pilots then in training signed a.Joint m,emorandi.lm protesting1 

· the inequity of the bonus cla.us·e>a.nd· that the full $li 000 bon\ls 

'fQp·.· SECR:_:e'l'· 

· Han.die via BYEMAN 
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be credited to them monthly, even ·though paYm.entmight be delayed 

·a. year. This in effect .treating the bonus as current salary. 
' ' ' 

This requested change was reviewed by the Project Director of Admini-

stration with the General Counsel, and a counter-proposal (approved by 

the DCI on 2.0March1956) was ma.de to the pilots whereby $500 of the 

·$1. 000 bonus would be· credited on a monthly basis (although for tax 

purposes.it would not be payable until the jiUcceeding calendar year). 

·The other $500 would be payable upon successful completion of the 

contract and would not be paid i£ the individual were ter.minated for 

·cause. The revised contracts were signed by all the pilots on Zl March 

all agreed at that that it appeared to them to be a very good 

contract. (See Annex 66 !or terms .of the co:n.tra,ct. ) · . ' ' . 
. . . . . •' . . . 

The 21March1956 .version o£·the pilot cc)ntract remained in 
: . . - . . . . . . . . 

effect until the end· qfl'957 •. In view of the plan· for the continuation of 

AQUA TONE aG:ti vi ties abroad and the imminent. expiration of. :many of 

tl>,e pilot COI'l;tracts, ·it was felt that neW" contracts should be sig:ried 'Qy 

. all those to be :retained iri the project. ,. rn o! the experi-

en.Ce they acquired oveT of it desired to 

retain· as many as possible order to a.void.cost.and delay of 

new pilots. Although Col. Geary recommended (a:nd Mr. 

14 
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. . 
agreed) that the new contracts should be written at a.lower figure, 

this suggestion was disapproved by the Deputy Project Director 

(Col, Jack Gibbs) who felt that the pilots should not be penalized 

because the Air Force was flying the same type of equipment at a 

lower cost, nor should they be penalized because they were flying 

fewer missions per month than had been anticipated when the pay scale 

wa.s fixed. The Counsel's Office (Mr. John Wa;rner) agreed 

with Col. Certain increases. were provided in the new contract 

and at the same time the pilots were accorded the p:i:ivilege of having 

dependents accompany them to Turkey or Japan. A comparison 

of the new contract· with the old shows the following: 

Former Contract New Contract 

· General Duty Status · . $775 monthly. . $1, 000 monthly 

·. Operationai Duty Status $1, 500 monthly 250 monthly (U.S.) 
(both in the U.S. and 

First $500. increment: 
An amount of $500 to be credited on the 
·books of the Agency for each month of.· 
satis·factory service in an operational 
duty status overseas and to be paid in 

· the year folloWing that year during which 
it wais 

15 
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$500 ', . . 
An amount at the rate of $500 

. per month for each month of satisfactory 
service in an operational duty' status 
overseas to be paid provided services 
not terminated for cause based on mis-
conctu.ct or abandonment of obligations · 
as set forth in the contract. · This accu• . · 
mulated amount to be pa.id within a three . 
(3) year period from termination of 
·contract. 

. Post diffeTential: 
No }Srovision. 

Same for overseas duty 
but now also applies to 
operational duty status 

. in the u;s; and is to be· 
paid within a 4.:.year 
period from .termina-
tion .of contract. 

To receive a post · 
ferent.ial at rates 
established by the 
Prefect Director while 
serving at certain 
overseas locations. 

The terms of the new contract were effective 1January1958 and ran 
' ' 

. through December 1959 in most At this point there were seventeen·. 
. ·.. ' . - . . . . . 

of: the original thirty pilots recruited in 1956 who signed for another two 

·years. Air app_rova.l for t'he extension granted verbally by. 
7 • ' • • '• • • ' ' 

Genera.l O'Donnell through Co.lonel At the end of 1959 all the 

pilots extended for a fHth year. under the same_ terms, and with 

:Air Fordt approval again obtained·verbally by :(:olonel Geary. 

·On 31.0ctober 1960. six pU.ots .fo:r to the Ai?;' . 

: Force having returned earlier .that. yea.r) whi,ch left tei;i. available .. ·.· 

Atthis point· action to modify contracts was held in . 

16 
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. pending the outcome. of high level deliberations regarding the future . 

use of CHALICE As an. interim measure pilot contracts were 

extended on a month-to-month basis in the form of simple amendments 

approved ·by the General Counsel which in no way af!ected or altered. 

. the provisions of the existing contracts; the periods specified for return 

to the Air Force or for simple separation remained the same. 

At the beginning of 1961, .when Detachment G at Edwards Air Force 

Base had just been revamped into an operatfonal group, .the Acting Chief 

of the Projects Division, Col. Stanley Beerli, recom .. 

mended that pilot contracts be renegotiated to provide a payment of . . . 

· $1, 750 per month for active duty.status; and a bonus of $7SO for each 
. ' . . . -

month in which the pilot either was assigned to a.mission involving· ... 

. ·overflight of foreign territory; or .was giveti. an .unusual task· to perform 

.·as, determined by the Division. This· rate of pay approved 17 Febru• 
. . 

ary 1961 by.-the DI')iP and cont.racts in:·effe'<:it were extended a.t this 

. :"tate of pay to the>end. of1961 (aef! Annex 67); 

Meanwhile elaborate program of medkal.t psychological, pl"ofi.-. . . . . . 

. cienc;r and s.ecurity evaluations of the" current resulte4 in 

. thli!I decilion to release. three more to the Ai1" FoT6e as of 31 July 1961. 

.A contract for calendar year 196Z a one-year .. · 

.17 
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extension for 1963 was signed with the :remaining .seven who were 

assigned at G where they were occupied in testing .aircraft ·. · ,., 

a:nd equipment, trainb:1:g other pilots, and.flying· operational missions 

from staging areas as required. 

A new contract was negotiated !or calendar year 1964 (when a. few 

. new pilots recruited) wherein the principal was the intro4. 
. . 

duction .of a graduated pay scale based on years of.Agency.service, as .. 
follows:. 

Up to two years of $24, 000 per annum; 
Over two years and up to four years, $30, 000; and 
Over four years, $36, 000. · 

Other emoluments than salary remained app.roJcimately same as 

before .. The terms of !:his c.ontria.ct have rema.ined·in effect since 1964 

. with extensions 'being made for a year at a time.· 

and :neath Bei:iefits 

. The original contract .with the pilots provided that ·the Agency 

wOW.d ar.range insurance and pay.the .. p;remiumsthereon·as follows:·. '· . ,. : . . . 

.A $151 000 policy With Ben.efitl:? Life Insurance · 
Company (tJBLIC); . . . 

A $15, 000 policy With War Agendes Employees 
Protective Association (WAEPA); a.nd · . . · . 
. An $18, 000 policy with Federal Errtployees Group Life · 
Insurance (F:F;GLI).. · 

18 _· .. · 
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on the legality of the proposed insurance coverage and he endeavored 

. to secure cove;age from. comrnercia.1 companies on a sterile ... 
' 

basis. ' He was particularly anxiO'l;lS to remove the pilot category of 

employee from the Agency-sponsored plan as. Underwritten by UBLIC ·1 ·in order to pr9tect the· interests of the other Agency employees insured 

:1 
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He was u.nsucce!is£ul in this effort. ·· 

Meanwhile. on 15 May 1956. pilot Wilburn Rose was killed in a. 

training accident at Watertown a.nd .death benefits had to be paid under 

the UBLIC policy, administered by Govermnent Health· 

Association (GEHA). On 31Ma.y1956; ·the GEEiA Board of Directors 
' . 

met passed a resolution ma.king .AQUATONEts contract pilots ineli.:. 
. ' . . '. 

gible for UBI+IC cove:rage. They asked the Agem_:y .·to cancel those 
. . 

.· pol\cies already WJ:'.itten thereunder.· 

The whole matter of insurance for the pilots wa.s then taken under 

study' 'by the General Counsel. The GEHA Board was upheld. in its · 

··. tion and the· policy waS. established and approved by the on . 
' . . . . 

18 January 1957· that the Agency (through AQUATON.ll:) would u,nderwrite . . . . 

. th.e GEHA pay:ment of death benefite on. pilots .. was do.ne by making 

advance payments to. GEHA: the first for .$5'3, 000 ($.30> 000 to cover 

'!'OP 
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benefits paid out on the. second and third fatality which o,ccurred in the 

interim) arid 000. pet man per year in the form of premiums to build 

up a reserve. The cryptonym iBMAYB't1SH w.is assigned to this 

accounting mecha:nism by the Project Comptroller to afford secure · 

hand1ing of these arrangements . 

Ironically, the second and third fatal accidents requtring the 

payment of death benefits occurred i.n 1956 while the insurance matter 

was being thrashed out, but the program .then went for eight years 

. without a fatality involving a contract American pilot .. · 

. In ·January 1964, Colonel Jack Ledf.ord (then Acting of 

Special ActiVi.ties) recommended, and. obtained ap.prova.l for, the 

discontinuance of the special cover.age in favor of·. regular 

coverage at the normal rate for .all _personnel,. the OXCART 

pil<:>ts had been accepted for UBL1C coverage. •As fate willed it; the 
. . . . . : ' ·.·' . 

coverage had·sca.rcely been arranged whep. the hextfatality occurred in· 

. April 1964 at· Edwa.i:ds Air Force Base. On l June 1964 the balance of 

fonds held in reserve by GEHA amounting to $77, 500 were returned. to. 

OSA. and the JBMA YBUSH account was 

·.zo . 
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Pilot Emergency Procedures 

During. early contin$ency planning fo-r possible loss of a U.-2 in 

. hostile territory; the Project Security Officer put forward the follow-

· ing considered opinion of the of Security on the subject: 

"We should not undertake any actual U-2 mission without 
a completely satisfactory destruction device. Moreover, we 
should consid·er the need to issue i;pecific instructions to carry 
and use the 'L' pill •.. consideration must be given to the moral 
and religious aspects of leaving the final decision to the indivi-
dual. Such instructions would place the ultimate responsibility 
for this extreme measure with the United States Government. 
We would want to assure ourselves that pilot personnel abso-
lutely dispose of the 'L' pill in the event they fell into enemy 

· . hands and failed to utilize it. · Possession would be contrary. to 
our cover ezjllanation and thwart any explanation that the air-
craft was on a peaceful flight but merely -off course." !/ 

. The question of a. destructor for the aircraft was handled with 

the a.id of I..ockheed who designed a simple detonator with a three-pound 
. . . . 

charge which could be .activated by the pilot as he prepared for emergency 

ejection from the aircraft .. The question of was. a . 
. ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . 

thornier problem and after the weightiest consideration by responsible 

project officers. a. consignment of lethal was sent to each of 

' the commanding -officers 'of the field units along with a of instr\lction 

.!/ SAPC-4Z34, 12 March 1956. Memorandum to Project Director 
. from I I Project Secur-ity Officer_... · 
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w_hich read .. in part: 

"Th.e philosophy underlying the furnishing of these devices ... 
is thatthese ampoules are to be 'made available' to the pilot . 
Just prior to the commencement of a mis.sion over enemy terri- .· 
tory. The individual pilot is no obligation to carry an 
ampoule on· his. person during a mission, but he must have the 
opportunity of deciding on his own if he wishes to carry such 
a device. Even if carried, he is obviously under no compulsion. 
to employ it if captured, though he should be advised of what 
treatment it i& conceivable he might receive at the hands of the 

almost regardless of the information he is authorized 
to tell them or finally compelled to reveal. However, should 
he decide. when first reaching enemy territory, th.at he does not: 
wish to employ the device, he should be cautioned to dispose. of 

.. it immediately lest its presence- on his per give rise to cer.:. 
tain suspicions about t_he. exact nature of .his mission. Again 

·however, should he elect to try to conceal the ampoule, it is 
to indicate that it can· be swallowed whole and passed through the 
system without harm, or it can be secreted.elsewhere in_ the 
body, thoug_h it is likely that in a thoroU:gh search even such a 
place of concealment would be discovered."]./ 

Later, when operations began, the furnishing of an ampoule was 

added to the mission pre-fiight check list, the Comm.anding Officer or . . . . 

his Deputy being the re.sponsible agents·, and, the _pilot made his own 

. choice to carrY, one, .. or not, a:t that of the emergency plan-: ... 
ning, however, was done on the premise that the pilot would be captured 

alive. by the .enemy,_ despite the har_sher. ve by Security. ·· 

·· 1/ '.PS'."'.143;454, Z 1956. Letter to Cornm.and1ng Officer,_ Detach:ni.ent A, · 
· •. from the Project 
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· When the Commanding Officer of >etachment A in March 1956. 

tuggested giving his pilots broad intelli ence briefings on.the order 

of a. lntelligence Estimate, he 1as advised by the Director 

-·of Operations, then Col. A. M. ''.Mike 11 Wehh, that no intelligence 

should be passed to pilots except tadic< 1 intelligence such as defensive 

capabilities which might affect their mi sions. Col. Welsh was in 
. .· . 

vor 0£ aqopting a liberal policy, a.llowir the pilot to tell all he knew 

in the of capture in order to obtai , preferential treatment from. 
. . . . 

· the enemy.· This, however, meant ins'l ring that the pilot did not have· 

·knowledge of matters which should be k :pt from the •.. · 

The following preliminary conclu: ions in the .area of.contingency 

planning were· reached· by the Project D rector in agreement with his 

staff, in March 1956: 
_., . . 

·"The pilots 1 equipment, pr€ ?arati,ont and b riefin:g ·should 
be to contribute i:i:t eve:r-; way possible tO high morale 
without increasing. the grave dang !rs inherent in .the loss of a · 
U-2 enemy · Specific preparations for this con-

· .. tingency shoul.d be made'. · · · 
. . . . 

"a.· Pilots should be •riefed on escape .and eVa.sion 
·. methods and if they arrang shQuld·b,e made for . · . . 

escape and evasion training eitJ:ie at Watertown:! I.· .. · 
/Tlll.s was car.ried out with the pi: :its .. of all three detachments 
I- . lby Office· of Trainin.g - . · · . • . · 

."b. l?ilcts should be ;i ven best sur-
. vi val eqµiprn.ent sUbjeet to weight 3.p.d .space ti:riiitation; the · 

. 23• 
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equipment will be sterilized with respect to USAF 
markings or identification. 

0 c. The pilot will be in!ormec:;l about the 'L' pill 
and permitted to carry one if he· so desires but win• i'ecei ve · 

· no instructions to use it or not to use it. 

11d. The pilot/Will be told he is perfectly free to 
tell the full truth about his mission with the exception of under-
stating moderately the performance of the He will be 
advised to represent himself as a civilian, to admit previous 
Air Force affiliation, to current Cl.A employment, and to make 
no attempt to deny the nature of his 

• 
11e. Such briefing. would leave the pilot the greatest 

possiQle freedom, .by responding to. interrogation to safeguard 
hims.elf from extreme treatment. 11 l / · 

An instruetion for pilots concerning their action in the event of 
" . ' . - . . ' : ' . - . ' 

an emergency was drafted by Colonel Welsh based largely on the above. 
. •' . ' ' . . . . . 
c6nclusions a.nd later cleared with the DDCI and the. Air Force. This 

was issued as Policy i:.e.tter No •. 6 on 15 Ma.y 
. . . - . . . ' ' . . 

1956 a:t the. time Detachment A was ·deploying to the field, a.nd. Wa.s in · 

. ·. effect when Francis Oary Powers went down in Russia. (See Annex p8 

for text.) After that a.nd the subsequent Russian. revelations ·Of . ; . .:.. : . ' 

information obtained from their prisoner through and 
' . . . . 

. . 
· pres:ented at his trial,. Operations Policy. Letter No. 6 was revised to 

;.··-

· 1/ · SAPC-408Z, 22 March 1956. · ... Mem.o.randum to Sta.ff from Project 
. ·Director, Subject: Planning for Contingency of of a U-:2. 
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·place greater stre·as on the absolute necessity for 'destruction of 

alrc:raft in an emergency. a.nd to limit the information which .a captured 

pilot should volunteer. This revised .Version was issued in De<:: ember 

1960. 

In. 1961 a program was begun in coordination with the Office of 

Training, Security and MedicalStaff, during which the IDEALIST and. 
' . . . . 

OXCART pilots received risk:..of-capture training. and were assessed · 

indivi.dua.lly for. their ability to withstq.nd Specific indivi-

. wa.s developed and conducted on a· continuing basis. As an 

outgi'owth of this Hea(lquarters 50-l055-Z4, meant 

to replace Opera.tions Policy Letter 6. was drafted, i:t:t March 1964, . 

subsequently.redrafted several times. and finally pa.ssed forward for 

·. a,pproval in October 1964 _by Col. Ledford.·. The new directive was. based 
. ' . ' ' . . . . 

on the theory that "resistance in successive positionsH is more effective 
. '. . ' . . ' . .· .. : ·_ ,' .. ' . 

' ' for et. ·captive .than· attempted rigid adherence to a d<?ctrine such al:J giVing'. 
. . . ' 

.. name; .rank a.nd serial number •. The· positions" were de-

.fined permissible and the pilot were 

set forth. 

·.The· Executive 

·expressed disagreement with permitting a captive pllot to 

ZS 
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' ' 

CIA afiiliation; the D 1/P (Mr. Helms) on the othel' hand recommended 

that the pilot be instr '.cted to give only name, date and place of birth, 

address, CIA aff.jation, and disagreed with the idea of. imposing 

· a complicated set of · i.structions regai.ding fall-back positions upon the 

pilot who would, find i.g himself in hostile hands. already be under 

. psychological preasu e. The ·draft directive was returned to OSA in. 

January for. rewrite. 

Months later, c :ter many conferences, a Trle·eting chaired. by 

.Col• Lawrence K. W ite produced an agreed version which set forth· 

permisSible c '.1.d impermissible disclosures and placed fewer. 
' ' ' 

' demands upon a 'e's judgment than did the former policy letter. 
. . . . . 

·It was.dated October 965 and was approved onl5 Nove.mber.196S by. 

Mr. Helmet (who.at tr l.t time had 'succeeded the positi.on of Deputy 

Director of Central I telligence. ·. T.he directive was. "Poli'cy 
.. . ' 

·. Governing Con.duct of ResistS:nce to ·and 

a.nee for: Project Pi.lo s Forci!d Down in Territory". It was 
' ' ' 

presented to the nal Secu:rity Council1.s "Special Group1i on.··· 

26 November 196.5 an by thai group o.n 1'6 December 1965 ... · 

• .. (See 69 fot" tex . ) As of 1:b.e .end o! 1968. this,. directive, fortunately, 
. ·: . . . ' ·. . . . . 

had not neecied to be n.voked. 
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In August 1960, the .Project Security Officer, Mr. William J. 
, ' 

· Cotter; recommended.terminating all contract pilots and recruiting 

and training six or eight new ones from. SAC. M·r.. Cunningham agreed 

a.nd said he felt it was asking for trouble to move ahead with plans for 

Soviet overflights or even peripheral collection flights using the present 

gl'oup. Col. Beerli concurred in this recommendation. However, since 
' , 

the proposed renewal of overflights from Detachment B did not receive 

approval, the question of risking overflights with the currently assig·ned 

pilots became academic. 

In late 1961, w:hen U-2. operations were being conducted over·Cuba 

and in the .Far East, Mr. Cotter brought the matter up again in a memo-

randum to the .Acting Chief, DPD: 
, ' 

. · "In view of the continued operational activity inJDEALIST . 
a.nd taking cognizance of the probability that .this will 
continue for some time in the future, it is the opinion. 

:. of this Branch that. immediate action be initiated to recruit and 
train new pilots .. 

"The present staff of piiots available to DPD a 
wea.lth of knowledge conce:inil:;l.g a broad spectrW:n of Agency 

· activities. Although it.must be that 
certain of this informa.ti.on is already available to the RIS as a. 
result of the l ?v.tay incident, I suggest that grievous ·damage 
would result from additional information or cOO!i.rrnatory data 

. which woul,d be extracted !:r:orn one. of the present pilots in the · 
· eved:he lost to.the oppc:>sition. · · 
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.·."I recognize the technical qualifications of the present 
staff of pilots is I suggest, however, .that we. 
consider spotting, rec:ruiting, pr.ocessing and training, 
gradually, replacements for the present sta,ff in the interests 
of sotind security." I/ . 

. -
In June 1963, one additional pilot was. recruited and in June 1964 

two more were recruited, all three from the U.S. Air Force. In 
. . . . . . . . 

November 1964, one U.S. Navy pilot was added, and one of the British 

pilots fl'Qm the JACKSON contingent at G ·resigned his , 

commhsion in the R.A. F. and was hired as a contract pilot in his 

status of resident As of July four out of the original 

·thirty pilots recruited in 1955-56 were· still with Detachment G, 

having served w1th the program for eieven years. (See Artnex 70 !or 

a listing of U-Z pilots, 1956-1967).: · 

1/ 8 September 1961. for AC/DPD· 
- · from Chief, DPD Security Staff. 

ZS. 
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Ae.romedical Support and Pilot Personal Equipment 

At an early meeting of the Project Staff in January 1955, 

Col.· Ritland recommended that the project seek the advice and assis-

tance of a aeromedical as. soon as possible. There 

were a wide variety of physical and psychological problems involved 

· in long-range, high altitude flights which must be explored. No one had 
. . . . . 

. flown above 50, 000 feet for much more than an hour or two and at 000 ·• . . . . . . . 

feet for only minutes. He recommended that Dr. ·Randolph Lovelace of 

_the Lovelace Clinic in Albuquerque be consulted, since he was the out-
. . . . . 

standing expert in the country, having been involved in most of the Air 

· Force work. in the. aeromedical field. 
. . . . . . . . 

·It was discovered that Dr. Lovelace was out of the Air Force pie- ·. 

ture at the moment and was concentrath1g developing his .clinic. 

·Mr. Trevor Gardner was anxious for the aeromedical work on the. 

project tO begin immediately and. recommended that Brig. · Don D. 

Commander of the Offic,e of Re.search of ARDC, 

. ··be chosen to head up this. work.· Approval by Putt and 
. . . . .. 

. Gen.· ·Thoma.a Power (then'Commander of ARDG) for.Gen. Flickinger1s . 
. . . .· . . . . . . . . . ··.· . . . . . . . ·... . ·. ·. . . . - . 

participation in program and for the use of all available AiT ·.· 

· facilities and resea-rch and development. in the 'aer:omedical field. 
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General Flickinger immediately began to look for candidates 

with the special skills and training required to support the project, 

and to :monitor closely the development and testing of pilot person.al 

At the first suppliers 1 meeting in April 1955, he reported 

that the partial pressure suit planned fol' use by the U -Z pilots had 

proven effective for periods from 30 to seven hours at 50, ODO 

feet after descending from 65. 000, depending on the. condition of 

pilot. The full pressure suit being develope.d by the A.ir Force was 

under high priority study and might possibly be ready by September 

.1956. 

Early personnel nominations by Gen. Flickinger were: 

Major George Steinkamp, Project Medical and Major Leo V. 

Knauber, Physiofogica.l Training Office:t', who Wa.s ,largely inst:i:w:n""ntal 

in. setting up the· aeromedica.l facility at Watertown. b'etween· July and 

September l9S5. Lt. Philip Maher of the Human· Factors Division 

of the Air Force. Surgeon General's O£fice·assisted Gen. Flickinger in 

meeting project requirements, including furnishing medical supplies 
- ' ' -

' and training. aids, rnoni toring the equipment. contrac:ts, . and securing 

Air Force technkia.ns to ma.n test siie and the detachments.•· 

30.·· 
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Medical services at the site during first six weekS of 

operation (including assignment of a doc.tor to the base until the arrival 

of the Project Flight Surgeon in mid-September 1955) were furnished by 

the Lovelace Clinic an Air Force contract .. At the end 

of .1955 the project contracted directly with Lovelace for its services, 

principally for pilot but also for continuing m.edica.l sup-

port for when needed. Reports on pilot examinations and 

· Lovelace recommendations thereon we:re sent to the Project Flight 

Surgeon at Washington Headquarters and it wa.s then his responsibility 

· to seed.re appropriate review and approval by Gener.al Flickinger on 

behalf of the Ail: Force, and by the CIA Medical Staff. Th.e area. of re-

sponsibility of the Agency Medical Staff with regard to ·passing on these 

examinations and the criteria on which they were based, and with regard 

to other medical aspects of the project, was. not clearly understood by 

the Project Fll.ght Surgeon {Maj. Steinkamp), and it was well into 1956 
. . . . . . . 

before proper lla.ison a.nd coordination between the Agel;lcy Me.dica.l . . . 

Staff (represented by Dr. Frank Gibson), and Maj. .. Steinkamp was 

established. ·. 

:Procedures were s.et up at the beginning of the iraining period at· 
Watertown for ip.terrogation of .the pilots following 

. 31 
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each flight. Interrogations were conducted by the assigned Flight 

Surgeon and/or Aviation Physiologist who were skilled in extracting 

·the. information relating to personal equipment and to the physical and 

psychological reactions of the pilots, which was needed for improving · 

equipment and for establishing rules and procedures for safety of 

As·with other critical categories of Air Force personnel, medical 

officers and NCO technicians were very difficult to obtain and late in 

arriving. To add to the medical staff shortage, the Air Force personal 

equipment.specialist at Watertown was killed in the Mount 

. er.ash of the MATS shuttle in November 1955, and the physiological 

tra.ining officer, Major a heart in the early. 

spring of 1956 and had to be withdrawn from pa_rticipation in the project .. 

. A contra.ct !or the of a pe.rsonal tec_hnician for 

base was written with _the Firewel Company (which ·subcontracted for 

the manufacture of the pressure and auxiliary equipment), ·but 

these technicians had to be recruited and were not available ; 
. . . 

in the early training phase. _A full-time Flight Surgeon for Watertown, 

· ·· Maj. James Deuel: reported for duty· the first. ofJUne 195_6, by which .· 
. . . . . . . . .. 

time the medica:l and eqtiipment ·were _to iunooth ·out. 
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While certain parts of the pilots 1 equipment existed in 

Air Force stocks, modifications to the pressure suit and other compon-

ents were deemed necessary for the .environment to be experienced in 

the U-2, and therefore a period of development and .testing of these 

items of equipment had to be undertaken along with the aircraft and 

systems testing. At the end of March 1956, .Col, .Ritland noted th.at 

although the history of personal equipment had been poor at the start, 

continuous improvement had been made in each item, and he antici-

pate4 that by the time Detachment B deployed in August 1956, this 

·equipment would be s.tandardized and available in sufficient quantities . . . 

to meet. project needs. The situation did improve through the summer 

of 1956 ao that the Project· Flight Surgeon was able.to report in Octobe+ 
. . . . -
that the personal equipm.ent situation was in excellent shape both supply-

wise and in oper<1.tion, a.s was. also the level of t:ra.ini.ng of detachment 

personnel. 
. . . . . . 

In the fall of 1957. when the Project Flight Surgeon ts. two year 
. . ' . 

finished, it was agreed that a replacement at Headquarters. would not be 

required, since the .aeromedical needs 6f the two remaining field detach-
' ' . . ,·. 

rnents and the .test group -which had n:ioved to .:$4.wa.rds were. being met. 

routinely.. General Flickinger wa.a more easily available to the 
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Project Hea:d(j_ua .staff for a.dvi.ce and consultation since J RDC 

Headquarters ha 1 moved meanwhile from Baltimore to Andre !s Air 

Force Base on t. .e outskirts of Washington •. Therefore the :i.dquarters 
. ' . . 

Medical Officer >lcit was cancelle.d and a Physiological Traini. ig Officer 

was assigned to 1eadquarters with the main task of ; the 

development aric testing of personal equipr.tfent and establishi 1.S proper 

procedur.es for · raining the pilots in the use thereof. .This pc licy has · 

· continued to the present. 
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(Terms of Contract Signed by U-2 Pilots January 1956}. 
· As Amended in March 1956 

THE .UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT as represented by the 
CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY wishes to employ you in connection 
with an activity which has been discussed with you in some detail. The 
relationship created under this contract is classified in accordance with·· 

· Agency reguiations and is information affecting the national defense within 
tl,le meaning of Sections 793 and 794 of Title 18 of the United States Code. 

1. For the duration of this cont:ract your services will be. re served 
exclusively for Agency activities, and you will make yourself available. 
for these activities at such and places as the Agency may direct. . 

You will carry out. such instructions as the Agency may from .· 
ti:rne to time impart to you. Normally, you will instructions 
through your immediate superior, who is also your normal channel fQr 
communication with the Agency. ·You will })e kept fully informed t..o 
whom this official will be. 

3,., For these services you will be paid monthly for the duration of . 
· · this contract in accordance .with the fol10wing scale:. · 

a. General Duty Status - $775. 00 per month. 

This status: will be in effect until reporting for duty 
at the first site and will be in effect in the event the activities . . . - . 
contemplated are discontinued. 

. : . . . 

. b. Operational Duty Status $lt:500. 00 per • 

This status will te gin upon first arrival at the initial site 
. an4 will continue so ,long as you are 'engaged in the contemplated 
a.ctivi.ties whether. in this country or elsewhere and in the event ' 
'the activities contemplated are discontinued, you will be continue.a 
in an operati.c:mal duty status for a: period of (90). Q.ays. • · 
in the event you are·unable by reason of rniscoriduct or refuse · 
without reasonable cause to engage. in the contemplated activities., 
you wilt' revert to general duty status.. . 

...... , ·-,,. 
c. In addition to the above amounts there will be on . 

the books of this Agency a.ri amount Of $500. 00 for each month of · 
service in an operational duty status overseas. ·At your option;.· 

'. Handle via BYEMAN 
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. in lieu of crediting this a.mount on the books, a $500. 00 G 
United States Savings Bond will be purc!1a.-sed in your name. How-
ever, this amount or. the bonds will not be paid or delivered to 
you until after- the first day of the calendar year following the 
performance of service for which these arn.ounts or bonds are 
·applicable. Fractional portions of a month will be prorated on 
the ·basis of a 30-day month. 

d. In addition, an amount calculated at the rate of $500. 00 per 
month for ea.ch month of satisfactory service in an operational 
duty status overseas will be paid to you provided your servlces. 
are not terminated for cause based on your mis.conduct or abandon-
ment o:f your obligations hereunder. This a.mount will be paid· 
within a three (3) year period from termination o.f thi:s contract · 
and the specific date of payment will be at the sole di-s.cretion of 
the Agency •. Fractional portions of a month will be prorated on 
the basis of a 30·day month.. · . . 

e •. Compensation currently payable will be pa.id on or about 
·the tenth day of the month succeeding the ·month in which earned. 
Payment shall be made in .a manner requested by you in writing 
proVi,ded the method is. acceptable to the Agency. 

. (1) ·From compensation" _payable ·to you the.re will be 
deducted appropriate amounts for w,ithholding f 01'. Federal 
income tax purposes and· Social Security 

. . . . . 

(Z) You will·fUe Federal i.ncome a. 
manner approved by·this Agency. · 

. . . . . . . 

f. The determinations required ·under this paragraph wiU 
. ally be·made by your· immedJate superior a.nd in -any event final 
determination will be at the sole discretion of the Agency •. 

:,I 
·1. 
I ,, 4 •. In addition to the compensation .otherwise provided in this· con-

tract, you will be provided: · · · · · · 

I 
·"I .•.. . 

;,1·· 

a. and meals during the period of yciur service · 
while a.t locations 4esignated by the Agency except while in a 
lea,:,.e status, or in a general quty status; in the continental United 
States.. · 

Handle via BYEMAN 
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b. Transportation including authorized travel expenses in 
substantial compliance with regulations to and from areas 
of Agency activities or to and f.rom such other points when the 
travel is directed and approved by the Agency. 

. c.· Upon expiration or te.:rrnination of this agreement, .trans-
portation to point of hire o.r such other point as may be niutually 
agreed. · 

. d. Thirty (30} calendar days leave annually, accruing at the 
rate of 2-1/2 calendar days per month. Such leave will be. accrued 
and credited in accordance with the duty status for the period in 
which N'o more than 60 day!fl .leave may be accumulated. 
Whlle on leave, you will c.ontinue to accrue leave. and: will be paid 
in accordance. with your status imm-ediately pl"ior to com.m.ence..; . 

of leave. When leave accrued: in one duty status ia exhausted, 
additional leave taken will be charged against and. paid at the rate 
of leave accrued in the other duty status. Un.used leave standing 
to your credit at time of expiration or termination of this contract 
will be pa,ld .fc:>r on a lump-surn·basis at the .rate of earnings at 
the tiri:i:e of a.ecrual, i. e. , leave earned while in an operational 
duty sta.tus will be paid at the duty status rate ofpay 
and l4!ave earned .in a general Q.uty status will be paid at .that rate.; . 
All leave will be .calc-ulated c;>n the .basis of a month. 

e. Transportation .to and .fro:m such leave are,a as the Agency 
may app:r:ove. 

. £. Payment of m,edical costs and for · 
injury or death incurred of duty, .. to· the extent · 

. provided by any applicable .United States' .laws or regulations. 
. . ' 

g. · In the ev:ent of or ix'ijury to. not. covered 
unde% this contract, you will be ,provided with, the following: 

. . .. 
{l) For inino;- injuries, sickness, a.nd othe'l' .l'J1.edica.l a.nd · 

dental:eare, not. requiriP.g hospitalization, you will receive, 
the of flee services of a selected' by the Agency.· free 
of charge,. and necessary transportation in connection there-
with, or, as deemed necessary and a.ppropriatef medical.care 

· treatment frorb. appropriate facllities and doctors as may . 
be. app.rove& by :the Agency. · ... · 

3 
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(2) The cost of hospitalization, or other. specialized 
medical care for sickness or injury not due to your own niis-
conduct, and necessary transportation in connection· therewith. 

h. In -the event you are determined to be missing in_service. 
benefits will be paid in accordance with Agency regulations on 
thi&! !iiubject which are in general accord with the principles of 
the Missing Persons Act. 

5. The Agency has made a:r.rangements whereby you will be eligible 
to secure certain life insuranc.e and the Agency will pay the premiums on 
this life insurance. Payment of benefits under these various insurance 
programs will be in accordance with the laws, regulations and policies 
applica'!le in each case. The spe'ci!ic are as follows: 

a. The life insurance plan underwritten by the United Benefit 
Life Insurance Company of Nebraska:. The face amount 
of this policy win be $15, 000. 00. 

. . 
_b. The term life insurance policy available through the War 

Agencies Employees Protective Association which program is 
underwritten by the Equitable Life Assurance Society of the 
United.States. The face amount of this policy is $15, 000. 00. 

c. The Federal E:x:nployees Group Life I surance program which 
was authorized by Public Law 598, approvedl7August1954. The 
-face amount o! this policy will be .established at the next higher 
multiple of $1, 000. 00 which is in excess of° the curr-ent annual com-
pensation rate. 

. Appropriate application forms and of beneficiaries will be 
required to be executed. ·The -settlemenfof any claims arising under 
these policies will be initiated by the Agen·cy the . 
that the beneficiaries initiate action. The beneficiaries; of course, ·will 
be required to execute documents which .documents will be· · 
trans;m:itted to the beneficia·ries by the Agency through appropriate means. 

. - . ' ' 

6. You hereby agree to·make no cla.4n for any 
benefit or service,· other than those proVided in -this contract. .·· .. 

7. The of-this contract will hetw_o (Z} year.s from the.· 
effective date hereof except' that it may be by the Agency a:t 

. any time for cause based on your wilful failure to follow 

:4 
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instructions, or abandonment of your obligations under this contract; · 
In the event the activities contemplated are c:liscontinued you may 
apply f.or r.einstatement in your previous employment provided the 

···Agency approves such application. 1£ you do not apply for reinstate-
ment under such circu.tnstar;1.ces this contract .shall terminate sixty 
(60) after the conclusion of the prescribed reinstatement period. 
In additio.n. if the Agency approves, you may apply for 
in your previous employment at any time. In any event,, this contract 
shall terminate as of the ·date o{ your reinstatement. Further, 
contract may also be .terminated at any time by mutual agreement in 
which case all benefits accrued to the date of termination will be paid 
you. 

8. The effective date of thh agreement is_. _______ 

9. Due to the security considerations surrounding this contract. 
·and your acti.vitie s, disputes or disagreements as to the terms of t.he 
contract are not subject to appe'al to any other instrumentality of the : 
United States Government and the final authority shall vest with this 
Agency. 

10. ··You hereby agree never. to disclose either the of this . 
relationship or any information which you·may acquire as a result thereof 
to any person, except as the Agency rnay authorize in writing. This clause 
imposes an obligation on you which shall survive the termination of this 
contract. 

· ll. Your signature hereop. will acceptance of the t.erms< 
of ·this agreement. 

' , 

ACCEPTED: 

WITNESS: 

. UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

. By ---------
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(Te'rms of Pilot Contract as Amended EUective 1 January 1961) 

Mr. 

is made to your with the United States Government, 
as represented by the Central Intelligence Agency, effective 
as .a.mended, a copy of which is attached hereto. 

Effective. said agreement, as amended, is 
further .amended a.s follows: 

Paragraph 3. · Delete sub-paragraphs b, c, d and substitute in 
. lieu thereof the following: 

:, .... ' 

"a. General Duty Status - $1000. 00 per month. 

You will be placed in this status in the event your immediate 
supervisor ·determines that it is in the interest of the con· 
templ.ated activities. or in the event. that you are unable by reason 
of lack or loss of personal proficiency in the contemplated activi-
ties, misconduct., or refusal without reasonable cause to engage 
in the contemplated activities,· or if incapacitated as stated .in 
paragraph 4e below, pending further ded$ion of the Agency as to 

· the future utilization of your services.·· you will be. · 
in an: . 

b. Activ.e Duty Status - (1) $1Z50. po per month. 

. , (Z) In addition, . an. a.t 
the rate of $500. 00 per month for each month of satisfactory 
service in an .Active Duty Status· will paid to yo':l' provided your 
services. are not t.erminate.d for cauljie based on your misconduct 
or abandonment of your d>liga,tions ·hereunder. · tn the· event your 
services -are terminated for cause arising after·.1 Janliary 1961, .. 

·the period of services .from tht! conunencement af this a.g:reement 
to 1 January 1961 shall b.e considered a. period of satisfactory 

· service for the purpose o! payments. to be. made under this sub• 
. :paragraph .. The amount payable will be paid within. a four (4) · ·. 

SECRET 
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year period from the termination of this agreement and the 
specific date of payment will be at .the so.le. discretion of the 
Agency. Fractional portions of a month will be prorated on the· 
basis of a 30-day month. As of 1 January 1961, any amounts . 
accrµed under this agreement to 1 January 1961 will be placed. 
in.escrow by the Agency for your account and will be paid in 
accordance with the provisions of this section, provided how-
ever, that as to such amounts placed in escrow the conditions 
for payment included in the. nrst sentence of this section shall 
not be applicable. 

c. · Bonus . ..; $750. 00 per month. 

· (1) You will be paid $250. 00 for each calendar month in 
which you assigned to participate in an· operational mission 
which has· as its objective the overflight of the territory of a. · 
foreign nation, or you perform an unusual What consti-
tutes an unusual task will be determined by the Agency in its 
sole. discretion. Payment under this sub-paragraph shall not 
exceed $250. 00 for any one calendar month. 

(2) In addition to and for. each bonus payment made under 
the above provision, there shall be concurrently credited on the . 
books of this Agency the amount of $500. 00. At your option, in 
lieu of crediting this amount on the books, a $500. 00 United 
States Savings Bond of an appropriate type-will be purchased in · 
your name. · . However, thh amount or· the. bl.'.>nds will not be paid : · 

. or delivered to you until after· the first day of the ·year 
following the performance of service fo.r which.these · 
or b.onds are applicable. 11 

. B. Paragraph 4. Delete sub-paragt:aph 'd. ··Substitute· new paragraph d as follows: . . 
. .. 

"d. Thirty (30) ca1endar. days leave annually, at the 
rate of two and .one·half (2-1/2) calendar days per ... ·. Monthly·· 
leave credit and accrual shall be at the dayvaluesi .. 

.. _.;._ 

General· Duty Status 
. Active Duty Statu·s · . 
. . Active· Duty Status . 

with 
Bonus 

$33. 33 and 1/3. 
- $58. 33 and 1/'3 cent 

. $83. 33 and 1/3 cent 

z 
SECRE'f 

Handle via BYEMAN . 
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·While on leave, you will continue to accrue leave at the same i::alenda r 
. day value as you did immediately prior to commencement of leave. 
·Leave will be charged on the same basis .. All leave standing to your 
credit-as of the effective date of this amendment will be converted 

· to the.above leave schedule with 11 0perational Duty Status Overseas". 
being equated to "Active Duty Status with Bonus 11 , and 110perational 
Di.ity Status in the United States" betng equated to "Active Duty Status". 
All leave will be calculated on a 30-day month. No more than ninety 
(90} days leave may be accumulated. Unused leave .c:redited to your 
accountat the time of expiration o.r termination of this· contract will 
be paid for on a lump sum basis. '' . 

C. Paragraph 7. Delete paragraph 7 and substitute the following therefor: · 

117. agreement is effective as of 
and shall continue through 31 
it may be t.errninated by the Agency at any time prior thereto for 
cause based on medical or other incapacitating reasons including lack 
or loss of personal proficiency, misconduct, willful failure to follow . 
in.str':ictions, abandonment of obligations under this agreement, or 

· .. upon ninety (90). days actual notke; . During the ninety day termination 
period,· your Status (General Duty or Active Duty) .as of the date of. 
receipt of said notice shall remain unchanged. In the event of termi-
nation; you may apply for reinstatement in your previous employment· 
provided·the Agency approves such application. If you do not apply 
for reinsta.tement·1,Vithin thirty (30} days after notification of termina-
tion, this agreement shall terminate sixcy (60) days after the con-
clusion of ,such prescribed thirty (30) day.reinstatement period. .In 
addition, if the·Age:qcy approves, you may apply for reinstatement in 
your previous employment at any time. ·rn any event, :this contract · 
shall termiriate as of. the date of your reinstatement. Further, this 

also be terminated at any time. by mutual c;;.greernent in 
which all benefits ace.rued to the date of termination will be paid 
you; 1.1 •· · . · · · 

If the .'extension of .the ef.fecti-ve .. pe riod of the ag1:"eenlent and the amend-
ments. occasioned thereby and set forth above are acceptable to you, wouid 
you indtcate your acceptance ,at the· pla<:e indicated below a:q.d_ return this 
let.ter and the· copy of the agree;m.ent to the Contracting· Offieer. · 

.• 

A CCEPT.E:D:· . 
· CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY 
By: 

Special Contracting ·off'iCer· 

·WITNESS: ... 
3 
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8May1956 

.. OPERATIONS POLICY LETTER NO. 6 

SUBJECT: Intelligence Briefings, Including Policy for Pilots 
Forced Down in. Hostile Territory 

l. Purpose: The purpose of this policy letter is to .furnish 
guidam:e to detaclunent commanders on the class.ified information 
which m.a.y be furnishe.d to Project pilots concerning their mission. 
&hd .the briefings which should.be given to Project pilots on procedure 

to be adhered to in the event they are forced down in hos-
tile.ter:rj.tory. The policies· set forth herein are general in nature. · 

· · Specific information, as applicable. will be included in 'separate · 
intelligence instructions. · 

· z. Information: 

· a. Generally, the classified intelligenceinformation im-
. partedto primary mission pilots should be limited to that information 
which is considered essential to the succe.ssful accomplislunent of 
their mission. Non-ea sential informa.t'ion conce:t'.'ning equipment fab- • 
rication and capabilities, utilization .of and E LINT inf o.r -
mation acquired, Project organization and personnel, etc.,. should be 

only.when the withholding·of such infoTmation might. adversely 
affect ·pilot morale and/ or jeopardize the mission itself. · 

. b •. It be st?'f3S&ed to the pilots during briefings that. 
the,less intelligence information they possess, consistent with mis-

the better it will be for them in ¢e event of cap,;, 
.ture. For this reason it is imperative that they be limited to only 

· ew;h intelligence as is necessary to carry out their.mission. 

c •. · tactical briefings should be··. 
gtyen to <1-ll primary mission pilots on those defensive·capa.bilities · 
wbiC:h could .directly affect th.eir respe.ctive missions or which might 
·enhance :the· possibilities of safe to friendly· territory in the 
. event of an emergency. These briefings should i11clud.e .at lea.st the 

· · · 

TOP E;ECR:ST·· 

.. ·.,. 
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(1) ·Air order of battle 
(Z}' Radar order. of battle 
(3) Anti-aircraft order of battle 
(4) GuiQ,ed missile order of battle 
(5) Air escape routes. 
(6) Detection, tracking and intercept capabilities 
(7) Aircraft performance and tactics 

d. · In addition, all primary mission pilots should be thor-
oughly indoctrinated in evasion and.escape procedures and techniques, 
and conduct and procedures. to be followed in the event they are forced 
down in hostile territory. (See paragraph 3, below) 

3.o. Conduct and Pro.cedures in Event of Emergency:· 

a. In the event of an emergency portending the loss of the·. 
aircraft behind enemy lines, the following procedures will be followed: . 

(l) If the emergency occti.rs in a populous· area, 
prescribed procedures for demolition of the a.ircraft and classi- · 
fied equipment will be instituted. Under these conditions, bail 
out by the pilot will be standard procedure and a crash landing 
.should not be attempted. These instructions, howeveri should 
not be construed as a restriction of the pilott s prerogative to 
atte:mpt bail out or crash landing in neutral territory. ii there is .. · 
a reasQnable chance that such an atte:rnpt might be successful. 

(2) In a remote area where the danger of immediate 
capture is less, a crash landing may be at1;e:mpted at the option· 
of the· pilot, and the aircraft and equipment utilized for survival 
purpose.s •. In this instance, the aircraft and classified equipment · 
will .be destroyed before departing the site of the crash landing •. 

. " . ' . ' . 

b. After bail out or crash landing, if c;ircw:nstances appear 
favorable. it .is st:rongly recommended that evasion p:rocedures and tech- . 
niques be instituted immediately •. Even when ·forced down 011 a: deep · 
penetration whe:i:e successful evasion and ultµn,ate r.eturn .to friendly 
territory appear.a. improbable, any delay. i?l capture wi,ll be · xn the final analysis, however, it will be the pilot's based on · .. · 
the circwnstan.ces at the as to whether evasion will be attempted ... . . . . . . . 

'f'OP SSCRBT .. 

. Handle via BYEMAN · . . , . . 
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. c. Pr or to deployment overseas, pilots will be giv n their 
choke .of survive: l items to be included in their seat packs. St :-vival 
experts will furr: sh guidance on the selec.tion of survival aids, if such 
assi.stance is det ired. 

... Cl. l£ vasion is attempted, standard evasion techni• ues. will 
be 

4. Conduc. and Procedures in Event of Capture:· 

a. l£ vasion is not feasible and capture appears hr :ninent, 
pilots should sur ·ender without resistance and adopt a coopers :ive 
attitude .toward t eir captors. · 

b. At all times while in the custody of their captors, pilots . 
will conduct then selves with dignity and maintain a respectful 3.ttitude 
toward· theh- sup· rior s . 

. c. Pi: ots will be instructed.that ·they are perfectly : ree to 
tell the full truth .about their mission with the exception of cer: ain speci· 

. fications of the a rcraft. They will be advised to represent th• mselves 
as civilians, to c itnit previous Air Force affiliation, tO adznit current 
CIA employment and to make. no attempt to deny the nature of their · 
mission. They" ill be instructed,.;however •. to understate .mo1 · . 
the performance :Jf the aircraft in a pla.:usible fashion .. {It is r .. > 

·that stated capab lities should be decreased from actual capab: by < .:· 
10, 000 fee-t altitu le and sop miles Such ehoult safeguard ... · · 
pilots from extre :ne treatment 'by pe.rmittingthem the greate i;c pos s.ib:te . 

in respo1 ding to interroga:tions. 

d. >pi: :>ts should make ev.ery e.ffort to avoid discuss ng or . 
divulging infc:)rm; ti on given them during the tactical. intelliaenc e brief-
ings- on defensive capabilities;i.e., AOB, ROB,· · · · · 

. ' . . . . . . 
e. · Wi h regard to signed radio intervi !Ws; and · 

similar activitie. which cotlld be .exploited for their propagand • value, · 
all efforts must 1 e made to resist. · 

. . . 
· · 5. Escape: Escape from. capthrity ma:{be attempted e:tt tie dis-

. cretion of ·the 'inc i. vidua.l. 

. 6. Policy .nd procedures for· the conduct .of J?ilots who·<' re .forced 
down in friendly )l" neutra;.l territories will be as pr.escribe'd ir Annex B 
.of the Opera.tlon2 L Order. · 

3 
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HEA >QUARTERS DIRECTIVE 
50-1( 55-24 

INTELLIGENCE 
27 OCTOBER 1965 

POL CY GOVERNING CONDUCT OF.RESISTANCE TO INTERROGATION 
T'.RA'". AND GUIDANCE FOR PROJECT PILOTS F.OR.CE'.D DOWN IN. 

ILE TERRITORY . .. . . . . ----
1 .. The purpose of this directive, which supersedes 

Oper "tion.s Policy Letter Number Six, is to furnish guidance to the de-
ta.chr .1ent commander on the classified information which may be furnished 
to P: ::>ject pilots concerning their mission, and the briefings and training 
whic should be given to Projec·t·pilots on procedure and conduct to be ad-
here to in the event they are forced. down in hostile territory. ·The poli-
cies ;et 'forth herein are general in nature. Specific i:n!ormation,· as. 
appli :able; will be included in separate intelligence instructions and 

·· Oper ltions Plan Intelligence annexes. 

CLASSIFIED INFORMATION .. 

a. the classified intelligence i:n!ormation imparted to 
prim 1ry tniesio,n pilots must be limited to that information which is con-
side1 ed essential to the successful accomplishment of their mission .. 
Non- :ssentiaf information concerning.equipment fabrication and capabil-
ities utilization of photography and ELINT information acquired,· Project · 
orga: ization and personnel, etc. I.. will not be.diyulged. 

. . 

. b •. It should be stressed to. pilots immediately upon recruitment· 
and i l subsequent briefings that 1; the national. intere$t, .and in their own . 
inter ist. it is desirable that the technical. and 
infor nation t.hey possess be held to the ·minimum consistent·-With, 

. miss on requirements• . . . . 
. . 

tt iS· impe.rative that· they be limited to only such · 
as is .carry out their mis.sion. · · 

c. · Tactical intelligence should be given to. allprimary .. · 
miss on pi16ts on those defensive capabilities wbich would directly-affec.t 
thefr res.pe.ctive missions or which might eilhance the !ila..fe 
retui :i to friendly territory in the event qf an emer·gency. · · 

'TOP Be C.R:E'f' .. 
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d. Primary mission pilots should be· thoroughly indoctrinated· 
in-evasion and escape pro.cedures ·and techniques, and conduct in hostile 
territory. (See paragraph 4, below). 

3 .. INFORMATION TO BE WITHHELD FROM PILO.TS:. 

The following information has been and will continue to be 
withheld from Project pilots: 

a.· Involvement or support of other governm:ents;. 

b'. · Mission approval mechanisms; 

. c. Know.ledge of any other non-project related CIA 
locations or personnel; 

d. Non-project covert organizations, aC:tivities .and modus'· 
operandi of CIA; 

. . ·. . 
e. Existence a.nd accomplishment$ of related· l!Jiznilar parallel 

reconna.issdnce programs; 

f. Conununications network, equipment and "Operations. • 
' ' . . . . ' . . . . ,· 

4. CONDUCT ANJ;) PROCEDURE!$ IN EVENT OF EMERGENCY: 

·z 
'f'6P .. SECRE':l' Handle via BYEMAN . 

· ,Control System 
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5. CONDUCT AND. PROCEDURES IN EVENT OF · 
. THE S.INO•SOVIE.T BLOC: 

a. U aU .attempts to evade shot;lld fail and immediate capture is 
inevitable. pilots should surrender witho' t resistance. · 

b. At all times while in the custo ly of their captors, pilots will . 
conduct themselves with dignity. 

c. When interrogated by their ca: tors, pilots will freely furnish 
the following information only: 

• (1) Name· 

(Z) Date and place of birth 

(3) ·Address in United States 

. (4) .. CIA affiliation (civilian) 

d; Beyond information in 5. c.; a 1 queries should be met by a 
respectful refusal to divulge any furthE.'r : nformation. 

e. It is assumed that the Comr.nu: ists will resort fo a· va:i-iety of . 
method.a and techniques in order to extra t information .they wish to .. 

. Resistance to interre>gation training inclu les in.struction .on methods and 
of interrogation, including tho ;e com.m:on to all organizations ' 

. 'anci those specifically found in each paten ial country .. Emphasis 
sliould be P,la.ced on the importance of ·del tying any dh:closures which 
aould be PY hostile p.rOfagan4is . . . . . ; ... ' . 

. . . . 

· f. Disclosure of p.ersonal irlfortn; tion: The pilot is exp·ected to 
interrogation beyond· the informati· nset forth in 5, c; If,. during. 

·.the process of interrogation. the p-risone ·believes that his re·sistanc.e to . 
intet'rogation would be· $.trengthened ac opting :a different stratagem, •· .. 

. available some .additional nformation. ·Thh.new:iniorm.a:.. 
. tion s;hould be wholly of a personal natutE which will ·hope£Ully buy time . 
. for him and the United States Governinen , . The individual will be assessed . 
· :and. insti-ucted a.s to those parts ·of his pe sonal life which should not be 

discussed.· Each,pilot·will be made i·ofthe potentially dangerous · 

3 

'I()P · . ·SECRET .. 
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consequences bf talking about himself indiscriminately. For example, 
the discussion of certain emotionally loaded areas of his personal life 
can be exploited by a skilled interrogator to generate more emotion and 
there.by impair the rational processes that are for ·. 
successful resistance. Counselling provided the pilot.beforehand attempts 
to pob:it o.ut his own emotionally laden are.is and to advise him on ways of·· 
avoiding them in his sessions .with the interrogator. He. will be further 
instructed to draw out allowable personal disclosures in order to give as' much time as possible. . . . 

. g. Disclosure of 11 Intelligence11 information: . A third group of 
disclosures has been chosen which would appear to the interrogators to 
be valuable. inte.lligence information but which, in reality, would do 
little if any harm to CIA, its personnel and operations, or to the prisoner. 
The .disclos'l.lres should be held in reserve and used as a last resort and 
given one at a time as reluctantly as possible. If the pilot is convinced 
that he must :make disclosures within this group, he should preface any 
such disclc>.111ures with a statement that for obvious reasons he was .given 
v•ry little information other than what was essential for hil:n to complete 
his. mission. Technical data concer.ning our reconnaissance systems were 
not made availaQle to him; he simply "pushed buttons" as.he was instructed 
to. do. In a(idition. throughout his association with our Project he.was 
stringently compartm.ented to prevent his acquiring information that was 
·not essential to his primary function as a pilot. · · · 

(1). Name and position of one CIA {Civiliaq employee who sent 
the pilot on the mission; · · · · 

. . . . 

{Z) ·Limited .modus operandi of -CIA as it has l::>een exposed to 
the pilot0 and names of a few CIA detacfunemt· personnel he has -, · .. 
met, ClA involvement not military;·· 

(3) · Limited technical information _on the .. mission aircraft· 
.. ( e>nly the int'.orma.tiqn needed for pilot ope ration and excluding all 
· details of const.ruction and payload.}; . · · 

(4) Names of contractor firms that may be lnvolved in the.·. 
Project but excluding detailed knPWl!!dge of their 

{5)' Involvement of military personnei'in a role only, 
·as associated with the overt ostensible unit mission, i.e., 
·cover story. 

4 
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6. INFORMATION TO BE WITHHELD FROM.INTERROGATORS: 

The individual will be specifically instructed to resist to the limit 
of hi• ability disclosing or confirming the following: 

a. _Knowledge of, or involvement in past overflights; . ' 

b. Confirmation that the entire detachment was involved in 
reconnaissance operations over denied and specifically that 
military personnel were knowledgeable c>f this mission; 

c. Confirmation that refueling aircraft bore Air Force markings; 

d.° Knowledge of any classified military operations he may have 
been exposed to in his Air Force career; 

e. Technical information about the mission aircraft or its systems 
except for those basic cockpit inst.ructions needed to operate the · 

7. CONDUCT AND PROCEDURES IN EVENT OF CAPTURE tN 
HOSTILE AREAS OTHER THAN THE SINO-SOVIET BLOC: 

. . . . . . 

a. If all attempts to evade should fail aiid itnm.edia:1:e capture is 
inevitable, pilots should. s_urrender without resistance. 

At all times while in custody of their captors, pilots will 
conduct themselves with dignity. 

c .. Pilots, in these circumstances, will strictly adhere to the· 
cover story giveri them prior- to the Their cover story will 
an appropriate s:tatement which will be tailored to the circumstances of 
specific ·missions, and will be set f'.orth in detail in the Fragmentation . 

for the mission, or series of missions. if applicable. · · 

d. Headquarters will be responsible for issuing prior 
to each miE:1sion aircraft markings, preparation.of cover props, 
composition o£ .survival and E&E gear, etc. , to insure to the greatest 

. possible extent recoverable evidence is consistent with the cover 
story. 

5 
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8. FRIENDLY OR NEUTRAL TERRITORIES: 

Policy and procedures for the condu.ct·of pilots who are :forced 
down in friendly or neutral territories wilLbe as pre·scribed in the 
Operations :Plan .. 

9. PILOT INDOCTRINATION INTO HOSTILE JUDICIAL SY STEMS: 

Every effort will be made to acquaint the pilots with 
followed in the various hostile judicial systems under which they could 
be. imprisoned and tried. These syste:ms will include .the USSR and Co: l-
mun.ist China as well as others to which they could be subjected. Spec: '.ic 
training and will involve· examples of undesirable legal c · · 
prc;>paganda effects to be .expected as a result ·of submitting to certain 
demands made by the pilots captors. · 

10. ESCAPE::· 

Escape from captivity may be attempted at the discretion of the 
individual.·. 

6 
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tJ-2. PILOTS - 1955.,.1967 

Name 

.Abraham. James G. 

Baker, Barry H 

Barnes; James A. 
Birkhead, Thomas C. 

Carey, Howard 

Cherbonnea.u.x:, Jas. w; 

Crull. Thomas 

Dunaway, Glendon K. 

Edens, Buster ·E. 

Ericson, Rol>ert J. 

'fOP SJSGRB,, 
Withheld from public release 

under statutory authority 

EOD 

of the Central Intelligence Agency 
FOIA 5 USC §552(b)(6) 

:b>etac!µnent . t e rrnina:tion '----,----....-::'.=="'="'s'---,--0-'-'--'..----l 

. 28 May 56 

.10 July 56 

13 July 56 

14 May 56' 

30 Mar 56 

4 Oct 56 

31 Jul 56. 

19 Jan 56 

16 May 56 

25 Aug 56 

B 

.c. B&G 

C, B & G 

B &: C 

A 

B&G 

c 
·A 

B, C &: G 

C, B &t G 

14 Oct 56 

30 June 67 

31 Oct 60 

17 Sept 56 

31 Oct 60 

31 Jul 61 

25 Apr 65 

:Pe P s.s.o a.a T 

I '---:-:.,...-=:-------_;/re.ty!rned · 
to Air Force. 

Retl,lrned to Air Force and took 20-yr 
retirement. A warded DFC and 1st 
Oa.k Leaf Cluster. 

· With Detac;:hment G. 

Returned to .Air Force. 
. . 

l{illed in explosion of u :-2 after 
take-off from Wiesbaden.· 

With converted to Agency Staff. 

Returned to Air force. 

Returned to Air Force. 

. KiUed during U -2.G test flight at 
. Edwards; ba1led out, chi.ite faUed 

. -, · to open •. 

WUh Detachment G. 

Hamlle. via BYOON . · 
·... : 
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· Oorrnan, Arthur W. 

Grace, Frank ,a. 

Grant, Bruce G. 

Hall, William W. 

J.ones, Edwin K. 

Kemp. Russell W., Jr. 

on, .Martin :A. 

Kratt, Ja.eob, Jr. 

- - - -··- -
.i'9P SEC1\ET 

25.Aug 1956 C 

1.3 July 1956 A 

zz January 19S6 · . A 

1 June 1956 

· ZS May 1956 

25 Aug 1956 

lZ J'anua.ry 1956 

21 January 1956 

B &t'G 

B &t.C 

c 

A,·B & G 

A&: C 

Withheld from public release 
under statutory authority 

of the Central Intelligence Agency 
FOIA 5 USC §552(b)(6) 

Withheld from public release 
under statutory authority 

of the Central Intelligence Agency 
FOIA 5 USC §552(b)(6) 

ii Dec 1956 

31.Aug 1956 ·Killed iG crash. at 
at Take-off on a night 
practice flight, 

12 July 1956 \ 

z3 Jan 1958. 

to Air Force; I I I I 
Contract terminated on mutual 
agreement; returned to Air Fora 
awa,rded second Oa;k; 

.. Cluster to PFC. 

31 July 1961 · Returned to Air Force; 

11June1957 ·I 
returned to. 

Air Force•. 
.. . 

· With. Deta.ehtnent G. 

31 July 1961. Returned 'to Air Force. 

.. : ·. : . . . 

· · Handle via BYEMAfl 
· CQnfi'ol Sntem ·•· 
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McMurray, William H. · 

.'Overstreet, Carl K. 

Powers, Francis G. 

Rand, Albert J. 

R.o.e, Wilburn S. 

.Rudd, Walter L'. 

Shinn, John c. 

Smiley, Albert B. 

·He:rvey S. 

Strl.ckla.nd, Frank L. 

13 May 1956 

9 1956 

14May1956 

31 July 1956 . 

15 April l956 

31July1956 

31July1956 

25 August 1956 

. . 
21Jan1956 

31 July 1956. 

Withheld from public release 
under statutory authority 

of the Central Intelligence Agency 
FOIA 5 USC §552(b)(6) 

B.lt C 

A 

·c, B & G 

A 

.. , c 
C&B 

A 

: . . . 

c .. .-· . 

31Oct1960 

8 Jan 1958 

. 6 Oct 1962 

- -···-:·-','· 
Returned to Air Force. 

Returned to Air Foi-ce: · 
· a.Wa.rded DFC. ,. 

·Shot d0wn by Rµasian11 l May 
1960 near Sverdfo:vsk. .. After 

am return to States; 
opted· accept empl'oyment with 
!Iockheed as te1rt pilot. 

With Detachment G. 
. . 

15 May 1956 Killed in training accident at 
Watertown. 

;, "" · . 
· · 31.0ctober i960 to Air Force. 

· · · 31 October 1960 Returned to Air Forc.e. 

4 June 1957 

" .zo Jan 1958 · . ''... ' . 

::z9 Oct 1956 

Returried to Air Force; awarded 
3rd Oak Leaf Cluster to D.FC. 

Returned to Air Fo:rce .. awarded 
1.st Oak Leaf Cluster to DFC. 

·1 . ..------,--11 
1-.-.....-,,,,,....----'freturned . 
to Air F.Orce. 

TOP s:eeRE"f'. 
Danille .Jia BYEMAR 
Control . System 
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16May1956 ·. B & C 

10 January 1956 

Withheld under statutory authority of the 
Central Intelligence Agency Act of 1949 (SO 
U.S.C., section 403g) 

under statutory authority 
of the Central Intelligence Agency 

FOIA 5 use §552(b)(6) 
31October1960 Returned to Air For·ee •. 

18 April .1960 

Returned to Air Force. · 

The following pilots were recruited subsequent to the initial thirty, lilted above. .· /. 

Bedford, Ja.Ines R., Jr. Z. 7 June 1;963 G 

Hall, Robert E. 24 June 1964 G 

Mc:Murtry, Thomas c. zo· November 1964 G 

Schmarr, Daniel w. 2.4 J'une 1964 .G 

w·ebater, Ivor B. 16 November 1964 G 

4 
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Recruited from Air Force.· 

Recruited from Force •. 

Recruited from Navy. 

Recruited from Ai:r Force •. 

Former RAF (JACKSON) . 
hired.as resident 

Handle via BYIK 
SystelJJ .. 
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U.S.C., section 403g) 
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C0.I. Frederic E. McCo , 'Commandfo Officer Se t .. 1955-June 1957) 

t. ol. Gould. Officer · 
Maj. Philip Karas, Operations.Of:flcer 

George K. R.eberdy, Medical Officer 
Maj. John· T. Intelligence Officer.· 
Maj. Fred W. Pope, Weather Officer 

Delbert E. Eversole,. Pilot AOB, Intelligence Officer 
Maj. Henry Spann, Pilot AOB 

· Maj. Samuel J. Cox, Jr .• Photo Navigator 
Capt. Edward S. Majeski,. Photo Na.vi.gator I Capt.· Rua Bell E. Johnson. Physiologi,:al Training Officer I 

·1 
U -2 Pilots:. 

Withheld under statutory authority of the 
Central Intelligence Agency Act of 1949 (50 
U.S.C., section 403g) 

··--'---, . . 

<U .. Howard Carey {killed local training fiight in Germany, l7 Sept 1956) 
· :::... OJ).- Glendon K. I)unaway· . · · · · · · · 

. ] ·5 <U Frank G. Grace (killed on ni.ght training. flight, Watertown, 31 Aug 1956) 
.S N Bruce G. Grant I I · .. :g· Martin A. Knutson 
s·] u Jacob Kratt, Jr. 

i;;< ..... !:I ell . o ·a ;::::> C.a:rl ·K. Overstreet 
·1· Wilburn S. Rose (killed in training at WatertoWJl.,, 15·May1956) . ·-;.... c:.:< . . . 
: . ] <l) - Albe-rt B. Smlley 

;s ·r::: U O He:rvey.S. Stockman.· ....... ;:s <l) µ..; 
· · ".$ · ·.Ca-rmille A. Vito 

'C ., 
I ,,,, 
-··· ' 

. Handle via BYEMAN 
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CHAPTER XI. . DETACH!v.tENT A 

arid Training, of Firl;Jt Field 

. On 7. September 1955, General Orders No. 1 of the l007th Air· 
. . . . . 

··Intelligence Service Group, HEDCOM, USAF, announced the designa-

tion and organization of Project Squadron Provisional, with subordinate 

units, Flights A, B C and D, "for the purpose of providfog a.n o'rgani-

zational structure, operating units, and command charmels for the 

·USAF elements of a classified projectu. These were the p:riginal CIA 

cover· units to which Air Force officers and enlisted men were assigned 

w:hen selected to staff'the headquarters and. field units of.AQUA TONE. 

Headquarters, US.AF, proposed :a.nd CIA accepted a.s nominee· for 

Commanding Officer of Flight A Colonel Frederic E. ·McCoy who,· upon 

· .. reporting to Project Headquarters in September 1955 ·almost imme-· 

· : diately. sent. to the domestic .training in.Nevada, where in·a.ddition 

to building his detachment. "£;-om ·scratch11 .he was requiTed to act as . 

B.ase Com:rnan,der until 'the nominee· for that .positionar.17ive·d on board. 

He was thus·thrown into a command position over a heterogeneous 

. group .in the before he had enough ta absorb·. 

the flavor of the project phiiosop,b.y behind: its jofot . 

·. military/civilian nature. 

TOP 
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Col. McCoy's first concern, the huild•up of his detachm.ent cadre, 
. . 

was hampered by shortages of personnel and delays in repo.rting .dates .. 

of those assigned •. He advised Headquarters at the. beginning of Decem- . . 
ber 1955 .that unless immediate ac.tion. were taken to fill key positions, 

the detachment would certainly not deploy on schedule. with consequ.ent 

adverse on the entire program. He expressed a strong desire 
. . 

·to have Air Force-officer as his Deputy than· a civi- ·. 

lian F.xecutive Officer as called for by the Detachment of Organi"'. . 

·zation. He was willing to ·have the support 9ffiee;;;, also be 
. . . . . . ': ' . .· . ' . 

· .·.designated a Deputy Commander if this were·desired.in. order to retain. 

. the Agency the control and lia.is'on necessary bet.ween. CIA ·Hea.dq\larters 

·and the detaclunent in the field. 

Tb.e Project of Administration ciid concur with this 

. suggested change the command structure and sai.4 in a memorandum 
. . . ' . . 

·to- the Project Director:· 

" ...... As I understand it. the thinking about /'ijie operational 
phase of the project7.has beeri. .CIA w9uld . · 
. control of Detachment ac ti vi tie.s. I do not think that an over-· ·· 
seas Detachment can be ·cor;npletely successful µnless a. large ·· 
deg:ree of autonomy is granted it, ·:not only in its · 
admfofstration, but .in .the ad:\ia.1 conduct of.its operat.iona.lm.is-

·. si.ons •. If both the Detachment CO and,.the Deputy are of the 
. ·. same cloth, be it CIA o.r Air. Force, .yoU: do.not ol::itain that. 

To P · · s :e a R:·s 'f'.. 

·Handle via BYn.1AN ·1 · 
Control Systr"'· · .: . 
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cou.nterbalance and relative objectivity that initially seemed 
desirable .•. rr l / . . · . 

. "t ., 1; Mr.· aisseU agreed with this interpretation of the intent of the' 

t:' 5 agreemex;t •. and an Agency staff officer, 
0 

.•·.-1·. .,:: _ ,':';' was recruited as Officer for A. 
"'= = ;., 
Iii ... = . The question of whether Commanding Office.rs ofAQUATONE I 1 :ai .:i . . 

. . . . 
] -; field detachments should be considered Chiefs ·of Stations or Chiefs 
.c:: .cu 

I ::::=oo • . . u ;j oi :Sas es under existing Agency RegU.lations was raised with the DD /S 

I 
. , 
I 
I. 
:a.· .,: 
,.1 
I• 
I 

·:I·. 
I 

. in January 1956 and it was confirmed that Chief of Station status was 

correct. since these of!ice:x's would report directly to Headquarters . 

SAC Trainii:g Unit at Wa,tertown 

As a part of the Air Force support of AQUATONE, the 4070th 
. . . . . ' . . . . . .. 

. Support Wing wa.s activated 20 December- i9.55' with a.t. 
. . . . . . . 

¥arch Air Force Base,· California., anQ.'With the mi.ssion of training 

. ' and equipping the operational units of AQUA TONE ·and providing. sup.. . 

· . port for these units in th.eaters·.·. Preyi.ously,, in September, •· 

Col. William Yancey had been named tc.f head the _detachtnent ·. 

whieb was .sent PCS to -with ':(DY. to the ttrst site at_ WatertoWn. . 
. . . . .. 

. for purpose .of training three AQUATONE 

. !/ SAPC-288.6, 9 December 1955, · M.emorandurri to .Project Director· 
from Project Dir«:'ctor of Admin,istration .. 

3 

'POP .SEGRB':P 

·.Handle. via BYEM: 
·Control -... . . . . . . 
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* The SAC officers assigned to the training unit visited Watertown' 

on. 19 October a.;nd held discussions with C. L. Johnson and the 

Lockheed training pilots, and with Headquarters perso.nnel. Suit fit-· 

tings tests were set_up for the next two weeks, followed 

by an period a.t the Lockheed plant• The first week of 

November the unit began flying the U-2 under LockJ:;tE'.ed test pilots' 

·. supervision. 

Shortages were reported by C:ol. Yancey in mid-November 

eluding more p<:rsonne1 needed to base aircraft and 5,round 

power equipment and to service fuel trailers; more ramp space and 
' ' ' 

supply facilities; and two chase planes for the training program . 

In December 1955 Col. ·Yancey reported further to Project Head-

quarters that he could not discharge his responsibility te> Gen. LeMay . 

of certifying t.o·combat readine.ss .of Detachment A 'l}.ntU the detacrunent 
' ' ' 

wa.s assembled as a unit·at Watertown· Strip prior to 0£ any 

of· :iu echelons Mr. Bissell agreed wfth this procedure .. ' . . ' ' 

. ', ,' ·:· . :.-.· . ··· .. }··; .. 

* .SAC Training Unit Cadre:· Col •. · Willi.a.in Yancey, Commanding Offieer; 
. Lt, Col.· Philip O. ·R.Obert!!lon; Maj. Robert E. Mullin; Maj •. John De Lap; 
··Maj. Loui!!I A.· Garvin, Ca.pt. Louis C. Setter, 'ca:pt. Meier-
dierck; MSGT Frederick D ." Montgomery, SSQT DaVi.15 N, 
SSGT Paul W. Brie st. 

4 
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' .. Handle' via BYEMAH 
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and approved the augmentation of housing and· other facilities required 

at Watertown ... This action, however,. took some time to accomplish. 

On 7 February, Col. Berg also reported to Mr. Bissell that he 

bad some static from SAC Headquarters betause DetachmentA 

wa.s not yet an entity at Watel,'."town. The training p.rogram had been de.;., 

layed almost a month due to the late arrival of the pilots, the first 

three beg.inning indoctrination and transition training in the T-33 on 

11 January. Headquarters Staff meanwhile was bending every· effort 

.to fill the Detachment's T/O a:nd get the assignees on board at the 

training base. 

By the middle of February 1956 the majority of the Detachment A . · 

cadre and first six contract pilots were at Watertown and with the. 

aid of the· SAC Support Unit we·re progressing in flight training in the 

. u·-z and in setting up the ·flyaway kit and procedures for maintaining it ... 
: . . . . . . ' ' . . . . . 

The operations staff were beginning to plan tra.ining flights and brief 

and debrlef pilots under of SAC training officers. 

There were still personnel shortages; partiCulady in the materiE!l. 
. . ' . . . . . . . 

. personnel, an,d physiolOgical training and personal equipment fields. 

A Case Officer (in the Clandestine to . · 
. . . . .· . ·. . . ·. . . . .. 

the of the contract pilots had b.een included in each detachment T /0 
. ' . . . •.. 

TO.P S:SC_RE'F 

.• Qandle: via BvEMAN 
·····Control System ... 
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(stemming from the. original intention to use foreign pilots). Col. McCoy · 

preferred., howev.er, that his. pilots be ·completely integrated into· the 

.and hilleted overseas along with the other· members of the group. 

·with their administrative af;fairs being handled by regular unit personnel.· 

Head.q'Q.arters agreed, and returned the Detachment A Case Officer 

designee, ... I _________ ..... I to Washington for ·reassignment. 

_difficult problem faced ·in organizing Detachment A was the 

practice of various- Project Headquarters components and parent serv-

ice&! of dealing directly with the Detachment's assigned personnel ratl;ier 

than goi:n;g through command· channels . Col. .McCoy's frustration over. 
this culminated in the following mes.sage t9 the Project Direc-

tor: 

n •.•• This is a form.al complaint relati'Ve t.o the lack of . 
control ()f Detachment A personnel, by the Coi:nma.nding'Of!icer'i. ··· · 
caused by direct actions of other sources and channels •. ·. · · · 
quest that-Security, ·Communica.tions_an(l Administratjon be-
advi.sed this is. improper procedure. · lf such actions continue 

. I will request withdrawal from-.the p;roject. The Commanding • .. 
. must .control all personnel and' materiel Qf hlti unit; II 1/ 
. . . . ' . ·.· ' ' . -

M-r. Bissell immediately ga.ve orders. to Headquarters th.at 

once a det&chment was activated at th.e .test·'base, its personnel were 

. l / CAeLE-1743 {IN 00434), s April 1956. ·-
6 

. . Handle via BYEMAN .. 
. Control . SJstem · · 
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under cont.rol of its· Commanding Officer and :could not be ·directed 

by staff officers at Headquarters. The purp .!le of activating detach-

· ments at a training base before deployment ' as to cut the direct line· 

between particular groups in the field and th tr Headquarters compon-

ents,. thus establishing the unit a.s a coznplet ly separate ands-elf- . 

sufficient entity under the immediate control of its Commanding Officer. 

At the end of March cover arran, ements for the overseas 

·operational phase were negotiated NACE and the Air Weather 

Service .and on a9 ;March Detachment A was econstituted "Weather 

Reconnaissance Squadron, Provisional (1st)" by authority of AWS 

General Order No. 7. 

Selection of aase for First Operations: Earl Survey of Turkish Bases 

·-In March 1955, the Project Director ot tlined the·operational 

. of AQUA TONE to Chief of Operation ; OD/P. and said that 

rear bases would be needed in the Turkey a.nd Jap-an, 

and forward staging bases probably in: Paki1:3 :i.n or Iran, and Norway .. · 

The Chief of Operations (then Mr. _Richard F ellns) made.two rec:·om-. · 
. ' 

mendations: first, the initialand sole o >erational a:pproach tb ·.· . . . ' . . . 

any be to· the security $er.vice Of that po.ss:ibly .. ·. 

'sti.pported by a parallel appr«>ach at the very highest level. but :no other 

'f OP SE.CR :ST 

Randle via 
· · Control System . 
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. approach should be considered through E ate Department or military 

channels; second, that the cover story g to be used in these 

. approaches should be that CIA is plannir r agent infiltration or exfU .. 

tration and will possibly take £ the opportunity to get inci-

. dental photogra,.phic or electronic covera (As a _practical lliatte:r;, 

neither. of these plans turned out to be fe 1.sible once the operational 

stage reached. ) It.was planned to h ve a .knowled·geable person 

with CIA operational experience visit co ntries ·where bases would be 

desired ·and investigate the possibilities. 
. . 

It was tentatively agreed 

. that (CIA) wou d n.ot be cut in on the project 

"-t any stage with the ·exception ,f Station. Chiefs •. !./ (On 
. . 

. various. occasion$, due to the exige.ndes of the .situation. this· plan 

. be modified in order to .obtain vit<: 1. assistance from Agency 

· Stati.ons.) . 
. . . 

In the SJurnrner of ic]55 Col.· Marior C. · MiXson of Headquarters 

Op.f;lr.a.tfons Staff and Mr. Greenv a.y Air Division 

o(bases ifr EU:r< pe and the Middle East, 

ostcmsibly for an Air F(:;rce a.nd deveioped a.base facilities .. 

list for future consideration •. ---...-.-----------... . . ·.. . . . . . . . . . . .·. . . . . . 

!I 1March1955. Memo for the Recor.d by R. M; Bissell, .J'!;. · 

8 

TOP S E G R E-!:1:1-
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On 7 October 1955, Lt. Col. Leo P. Geary, USAF (who was at 

that time assigned to 
. . . 

began a week's survey of bases in after visiting 

<::> 
. ll'l 

IC 

Incerlik,. Diya:rbakir, and Batman. he reported the latter two unsuitable, 

but considered Incerlik (the SAC ba$e at Adana) as aatisfacto.ry, pro".' 

vided a. fair amount of additional construcition could be accomplished 

before a.rriva.1 of the Detachment. On the strength of Air Force support 

for the use of Adana; planning went.ahead the assumption that Detach-· 
. . . . . . 

· rnent A would go to Turkey with approval being obtained.as quickly as 
. . . . . ' ' : . 

possible from the Turkish Prime lt been leal."ned that 

ari approach through either the Turkish Intelligence Service or the 

Turkish Ail." Force would not Menderes would; have to know 

a.nd approve the ·operation in a.ny case • When .the State _Departrnen:t was. 
. . 

·.consulted in November-1955,. however., it. was recommended that the 
. . 

··approach to Turkey be put qff due to the than ·reiations at 

1:hat on th.e diploma.tic 
' . . 

A survey :was made in December by Lt. Geary of existing 

§ .. facilities ,in which led to a request that I I approach.. 0 
·the Greek.Gover·rtm.ent its attitude toWa.rd the use of bases: ... 

.,.; 

·at Elevsis or Neankhial9s,, · (At the. Jan.uary)956 the Greek 
II) . . . . . . '. ' ... , ' .. 

9 
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·' 

··.Handle via. BYEMAN 
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Government gave its approval for project operations from either base, 

but action wa"s ·postponed, on advice o!,the· State Department, until 

.· afte;r the upcoming Greek ·due to be held 16 February 1956.) 

Approval Sought to Operate from the U. K. 

During the first w:eek of January 1956: it had b.e.en decided to 

approach the British for permission to operate out of· a SAC base in. 

·England (by far the best choice of bases), even· though the current 

Conservative Government and Prime Minister Eden were under heavy 

·. attack by the opposition at the time a:p.d were working toward rapp.roche-

. ment with the Soviets. Mr. Bissell oh his mission on 9 January 

after re.ceiving detailed guidance. from Mr. Dulles and Gen. Cabell on 
. . 

t.he nature and substance of what should be said tO'· th.e Britis·h. The 

fort.was to ·be made throughout the talks. to describe the proposed 

operatfon in such a way as to accomplish two results: 

u ••• to emphasize the potential value tc) the UK and the 
sens.e of partnership with respect to .the intelligence take and 
••• to play down the :political sigri.ificance·and to·emphasize the 
high probability that the ma.jo:rity. go enti.rely . ' 
unc:letected .. ·.The objective is 11-ot only to .pa.ve the way ·£or 
clearance.to operate from the U.K. but to any.sense·· 
of alarm· about political repercussions thus. to. mini-
mize the _incentive on the 'part 0£ the British to try to maintain a · 

·tight control over ]_! · 

1/ 6 January 1956. Memo for Record by R. ·M. Bissell; Jr. 
. -

TOP 
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On the 10th and 11th >f January 1956 ,the spec:ial project was 

discussed in London with wo representative·s of the .Bdtish Government. 

Mr. Bissell's record of t e conversations follows: 

"An initial app oach was made in company: with 
_ f to Sir John 

·Sinclair, Chief of i:c ---6-.--A-p_a_r_a_l_l_e_l_a_p_p_r_o_a_C::__.h was me);de 
24 hours later by G neral Wilson, Commander, Third Air 
Force, USAF, to tr Deputy Chief of the Air Staff, the rank-
ing RAF Officer in ,ondon at the time. Both men were 
briefed quite fully c t the Project •. The reason for these 
approaches was sta ed to be, in general, our wish to invite< 
the partnership of f- MG in an activity which would.be of as 

benefit to ther t as to us and, specifically·, to advise 
them that permissi( n would.very probabiy be requested to 
operate from the U. K •. It was expfa,ined to although 
the ProjeC:t was of ( ourse fully known to and approved by high-. 
est political authori ;ies in our own Government, final and 
definitive perm.is sic n to proceed with operations had not .yet 
been sought .. It wa' f-q,rther said, that the develop-
ment pha.se was nov virtually completed and s·uch permission 
would, we hoped, s ion be obtained. 

11In the cours. of the discussions, the following points 
were made concern ng the character of the operation and the 

. relationship of the : >ritish Government to it: · 

. . "a .•. Th! operation will JJ,ot be a.military one, but 
. rather a clandestin intelligence gathe;ring activity. It will . 

•·.be conducted by an ixed_task force largely•civilian'in cqmpo- · 
sition and under ci\ i.lian control. 

''b. Th: right 0£ HMG. to withdraw at any: time its 
permission to ·ope.r te from the U. K. would".be clearly r.ecog-
nized (and is implicit.in a request for. p_ermission to initiate 
such n. order to permit review of its· decision 
from time to time, the British Government would be kept fully· 
a.nd continuously in :>rmed: about. operatit:ms und-ertaken from 
the U. K •. 

11 

Handle. viaBVEMAN ·. 
. · · 
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"c. All raw intelligence secured through this project 
would b.e shared with the British Government, subject only to 

on secure handling :there9f. This applies to intelli-
secured in operations. from locations other than the. u: K. 

. as well as to th.at s.ecured from operations out of th.e U. K. (with 
:the ROS Sible exception of o.perations in the Far East}. 

"Both of the. in,dividuals to whom this presentation Wa.s made· 
were advised that, although nQ formal· requ,ell!·t to HMG pending final approVa.1 within. our Government, it wa.s. 
anticipated that this matter wouid be raised on the occasion of the-
Prirne Minister's forthc.omitig trip .to Washiriiton •. Sir Johll Sinclair 
unde;rtook to bring the matter promptly to the attention of the .Secre-
tary of State for F6z:eign Affair·s so that he a.nd the Pl"ime Minister 

be prepared to discuss it in . Sinclair made it 
clear that the request would Jiave his oWn. ·strong support. · The 
Deputy Chief of the Air Sta.ff likewise undertook to dis·cuss the pro-
posed opera.tion with the Foreign Secretary and to furnish a tech .. 
nic:a.l opinion from standpoint ·of the RAF. ·He, too, indicated 

. that the project would have his enthusiastic support: Both :men· . 
were advised of the extreme closeness with which knowledge of . 
this.project has been held within the s. and agreed. 
that it should receive similar treatment in London. Among: the 
Americans who took part iri these ·conversations it W.as the. con- . 
sensus that the Fc>.:reign Secretary would, play. a central pa.:rt in the 
final decision of the British Government,• that he would p·robably 
favor the project; and that the Prime Minister would P+-Obably 
have .strong reservl'Ltions .. 1/ . . . 

. .. -
A meeting wa.s to be arranged between the DCI and th·e Foreign 

Secretary during the cou.rse ;f to· ·1n .. o:.rder 

to get the reactions of the Bri.tish Governr;nent. and Mr.· recom-

that before Prime Min;ster Eden.·and the Jf9rel.gn Sec:retary 

· SAPC ... 3455, zo 1956. to DCI from.. R.. M. Bissell; Jr .. ·.· ."J:I 
lZ 
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arrived in Washington, approval should be sough(from highest s. 

a.uthority to. begin the operati<>nal phase of AQUA TONE, contingent 
. . 

upon the host government's (The latter recornrne,ndation 

was not acted upon since General .Cabell c<:>unseled delaying the 

to the Presid.ent Un.ti! Detachment A was .farther along the way toward 

a complete state of readiness.} 

On Z.Februa.r.y i956 t;he.DCI met with Mr. Selwyn Lloyd and the 

special project was discussed at length. The Foreign Secretary.said· 

he saw no objection in principle to·the conduct. of operatiozts from the 
. : . . . . ' . ' . . . . . . . -

U. · ·He emphasized· that the P;r.-ime Minister would have make the . 

final decision and thclt HMO would not Wish operatiOn·s to be undertaken 

during the· forthcoming visit 0£ Khrush<:;hev. and .B.ulganin to the U K •. 

. lt wa.s agreed that the Foreign Secretary wouid take the up with 

·. Eden.wi.thin the :£ew days and a de':fin_ite answer in a week's 

.· time. If the .were ·the Fdreign .Secretary would theri 

be advised through the 'British Amb.assador in Sir R()ger · 

Makins,·· as. to. specific .action. required of. the British il'>. o_rder to expe 

·._., 

lf >8"-143ZOZ, 3 February1956. Memorandum fqr the Record, 'by 
R. M. · BiSsell, J:r •. 
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On 8 Februa·ry the DCI wrote to the Secretary of State a.d'.vising. 
. . ' 

him of the diScussion with Mr. Selwyn Lloyd a.nd 'requesting th.at he . 

formalize the approach to the British by transmitting a rriemorandu.m 
. . . . 

to the Fo'reign Secretary through Ambassador Ma.kins. A suggested 

draft note to the Ambassador was supplied f<;>r the Secretary's use.· 

It was la.ter learned that no memorandum was given to the Ambas:sa.dor 

when he called at the Department on 9· Februal'y--:only a ·verbal request 

for information on.his Go.;_,.ernment's willingness to in 

special project. (See Annex 71 for tell:t of exchange of notes between 

the DCI and the Secretary .of 

No reaction was received to tb.e S. query untll 2 ·Marer+ 1956 · 

when a· rather negative and indefinite message was deli.vered by . 

Ambassador Makins to the Acting of State, Mr. Herbert.·· 
. . . . ' . ' 

Hoover,:Jr. Later on; that same-day,· a note to .British wa.s drafted 

and approved.by requesting a definite answe:r so.that, if neces-. 

eary, alternate planntng could go forward.: !twas agreed· to ha.1t con-
. . ' ' . ' 

atruction. going cm under USAF direction Lakenheath Air Base · · . 

'_in England'. until definite was froxti the .·.· 

. to· ask General Light,. DCS/Materiel,. USAFE,. to. survey available . 

.· fa.eilities .. in Germany for· the project ·and. pla?ls (or> .. 
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the best available base to project needs; and, since the political climate 

vis-a-vis Turkey appeared to be improving, take a fresh look at 

prospects for a high level approach. to the Turks. 

approval had been given by the British for the project to operate from 

Lakenheath. Col. William A.·. Wilson; the p;oject 1s Deputy Chief ... 

of Logistics, who had departed from England for Germany to negotiate . . . . 

with USAF.E for an alternate base, was called back to Lakenheat.h to 

·get construction moving again, and the 7th Air Division (SAC) was 

advised by SAC Readquarters to render all necessary assistance in. 

readying the base for Detachtp.ent A's deployment. 

Detachment A Combat. Ready 

An optimistic estimate for deploying the first. unit had been 

set a.s·between_the 1st and 31st of March 1956, ·and Headquarters USAF 

had .blocked space for ZlO personnel .and 160, 000 pounds· of cargo to be· 

· airlifted that . As delars in· readiness occurred, . the 

. airlift requirement was rescheduled, eventually 'Slipping to May 1st. 

. The quota of U-Z pilots _for each was set at 10, 

due to the .C oropleX a.rid tiroe·-corisuming p:X.-oceduTeS f Or' getting these. • .. 

pilots on board1 only six had comp.leted training by .the end ofMaroh. . 

15 
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A . that time a total of ino+e than 900 ·flying hours had been accumulated 

. o ··the U-2. and 39 of the m:ore than 350 flights had been long-

r· nge ones of more than six hours The proved P.erformance 

o the aircraft at this date showed maximum altitude from I I 0 

[ ____ _.I range 4, 150 miles,. and -.,--_____ __.I 
0 "' . The Unit Sim:u.lated Combat M.ission (USCM) tests were set for · · 

. . . . . 

H -14 1956 and an Evaluation Board appointed by the Air Force 

n onitored and passed on each detail of the Detachment's performance. . . 

A :cording to Col. Mixson. of the project headquarters staff, who was a 

. n ember of the Evaluation Board; the detachment :proved its ability to 
. . . . . . . . . . ·. . . . 

c rry out. its a$signed mission even though camera reliability .was less· 
. . 

tl a.n lOOo/'o, and engine performance was still s_omewhat of a problem. 

T liS latter point caused a good deal of concern and Gen.' Cabell ques-· 

ti )ned whether deployment should not be postponed until engine perform-

a tee was more reliable. (During the tests there was· one forced landing 
. . . . . . 

a vay from home base due to.a The aircraft and pilot we.re 
. . . . . . . 

r :covered safely with the assistance of the. Comrriandlll:g _Ge:p.eral at . 

. i< lr'tland Air Fo;ce _Base, where the emergency landing was made.). · 

. Mr. Bissell,· on 19 April Wl".ote to Gen. Ca.bell .and set out for. his·· 

c >nsideration the extent to which. of Detachment A .ha:d 

16 
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alrea,dy proceeded and the dislocation which would ensue as a result 

of a.postponement of the move to the U. K. He ma_de a very strong cas-e 

for carrying through the scheduled deployment and then conducting a 
. . . 

. suf£tcient number of shake-down flights over friendly terri.tory to prove 

the the system, familiarize the pilots with the operational 

environment and possibly test enemy radar. 

On the same day Mr. Bi.ssell's memorandum recommending the . . 

earliest possible deployment to England was written, a Russian seaman 

on the deck of the Soviet Cruiser Ordzhonikidze (which had brought 

Khrushchev and Bulganin to England on an official visit) sighted a 

n:aneuvering in the water neat- the cruisel' in Portsmouth·Bay. The sub-

sequent events of that day did not reach public until the 5th of 
. . . 

. . . 
May_ when· the Soviet protest note was· delivered to the . . 

to England 

On Z4 Aprii the DCI was· informed by memorandum from Assis.tant · 

Vice Chief of Staff; Gen. Jacob. E. tha.t DetaclunentA wa.s 
· consider_ed ready as a result the USAF evaluation.. lt 

was recommenp.ed that Detachment A. be deployed to Lakenheath Air. 

Base, England, during the period 29 April to 4 May 1956.in accordance 

with the s.chedule. Mr. Dulles concurred and added, in reply: · 

17 
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11! particularly wish to express on behalf of this Agency 
my gl".atification at the highly effective support that has been . 
rendered to this ,project by all components of the USAF and 
also at the close and cooperative relationship that has been 
developed between our two parent organizations. In particu-
lar, l. ·would like to call your attention to the very great con-
tribution that has been ma.de .to this by the- SAC 
4070th Support Wing un.der Colonel Willia.,n R. Yancey, by 
his Director of. Materiel, Col<?nel Herbert I. Shingler, J11 •• 
and by the Project Office in USAF Headquarters tinder · 
Colonel Russell Berg. Preparations for the operational 
pba,se could not possibly ha.v-e been made "o quickly or so well. 

the skillful and devoted service of the men in these 
two· USAF 11 11 · 
The deployment took place on schedule with an airlift composed 

of.eleven SAC and MATS C-124's and two MATS C-U8 1s. By 7 May th.e 

entire group. was in pface at Lakenheath, The Operations Order of 
. ' . 

(I} stated its .to be the conduct of "regular and frequent. 

· overflights of the· Soviet Bloc to obtain photographic and 

intelligence tQ conduct weather and air samplilig .flights for cover 

pui:poses as required. 11 

While the Detachnient w.as settling into its new home and readying 
. - . . . . . . . : . . ' . . 

the aircraft and ·equipment for its primary of·the · 
. . ' . . . . . . . . 

· 1oat (Commander Larry Crabb) became headline :tJ.ews. Ce:rt- · 

ain British news quoted 11exper'tsfl as. saYtng that British.'. 

1 / ;r.&::1434ZZ, · i May 1956. Memorandum fot' Maj .. .Ta.cob Smart·.·· 
- ·from Alien W. Dulles. · 

< •• / • 
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Intelligence had carried out this activity vithout Eden's knowledge and · 

accusing Eden of not exercising· proper c >ntroi over his intelligence 

agencies. ·Criticism of the government r ,ounted daily and the matter 

·.was brought up for debate in the o Commons on 15 May. 

On 16th of May. M·r: Bisse;ll arr <red in London for the purpose 

of getting B.ritish approval to launch ove1 :light operations. On the 

that Prime Minister ;Eden had sent a :iage fo President Eisenho.wer 

on 16 May requesting a; postpone.ment oft te beginning of overflights 

from. the U. K. The Eden note was delivis red to the President on 17 May 

via the British Embassy a.nd the State.De >artment. Mr. Allen Dulles 

was shown the note and. dictated a s unmary of it memory, . 

as follows: . 

''I regret to tro'l,lble you again, but 1 now have new. 
in frogman inci lent which was bad 

business. lt was a. Secret Service a: fair. The p:ress is on 
the 'alert.and likely to ask questions .bout unusual aircraft. 
I do not !eel! can take further' risk t 1ough l realize that you 
on your side will take all precaution . But thel'e could be .. 
mishaps. · · 

''In my Commons speech, I sa} 1.I to ·safeguard 
at all costs. the possibility' that the d' :icussions with, B. a.nd.K. 

. Might ,prove to. be the ·beginning of a •egiiming of better rela-
tions.' This o tensions and 1 can't · .. 
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:risk. impairing this prospect. I understand that high altitude· 
sampling -is the cover. If limited to thit3 it would not wholly 
stultify preparations already made and would relieve me of 
anxieties ·for the tinie being .. I am to suggest a post-
ponement and this is only asked because 0£ my present·· 
difficulties." 1/ · 

On 18 May during a meeting with Assistant Secretary of State 

Patrick Dean, Mr. Bissell mentioned that four U-2's were now at 

Lakeri.heath and were beginning their shake-down and training flights, 

at which news Mr. Dean became quite agitated he said, the 

Prime Minister had been .informed there was only one airc.raft involved. 

· He. requested. that all air operations cease immediately U:Utn further 

notice. Col. McCoy was notified to ground all flights. On the same 

afternoon, ·however, a U -Z on a .training flight had already caused an 

RAF: fighter· squad·ron alert which had been taken care of by the 

7th Air Division with the aid· of Air Vice Marshal McDonald after a ·. 

very.nervous few 

· Jt was deemed advisable to. have a statem..iant .released to the press· 

•. announcing the presence of' the· Detachri:ient in the U. K. in. order to 

nlinimiz.e curiosity on the .part of the press ·and pubUc once the nevit · 

air.craft was ·as well as to enhanc;:e .the cover story. The near. 

11 · Unntimbered .!iS"'Memo for the 19 May 1956, .. Subject: Outline 
- · .. of Note from "A" to 11E 11,delivered · 
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. . 
catastrophe of the fighter alert made this a necessity before further 

local flights took place_; The Pri;me Minister agreed to a release 

within his imposed limitation that only hi.gh altitude flights 
. 

would be allowed. The approved_text as released by the Air Ministry 

on ZZ May read as follows: 

"Preparations are being n;lade to ca:i,-ry on a recently 
announced research program of the U.S. National Advisory 
Committee for Aeronautics in. the U • K. and elsewhere in 

with U.S. Aii" Force support.· program, recom-
mended by the NACA's Gust Loads· Research Panel, i:D.volves 
the gathering of information abo:ut air turbulence, con-
yective clouds, wind ·shear, and the jet stream at altitudes . 

. between SO, 000 and SS, 000 feet. 

"Although civilian personnel and aircraft will be used, 
·the Air Weather Service of the USAF will provide operational 
and logisti.c support for the program, since the NACA has no 
facilities of its own outside the U.S. In the U: K. the progra·m 
will be conducted from one of the RAF bases used by the USAF. 

"Among the types of aircraft to be used is one recently · 
. de\reloped by the Lockheed Aircraft Corp. for use as a high. 

altitude test-bed. It is powered by a single jet has a 
.light wing loading, canma.ix:itain a·teµ-in.ile high altitude for 
. several hours at a time and is therefore well suited for the 
gathering Of data at aldtudes, II .}j 

· • ·Movement of Detachment. A to Ger.rn:any .. 
. . .... . . 

As .soon as it was known.that the Prime Minister's i1postponementu . . . . . . . . .. 

would be in the order of months rather than days, plans were followed 

!/ %-143476, Tab A, 25May1956. Memo for the Record by A. 
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up with General Light at USA FE Headquarters to prepare the base at · 

Giebelstadt for a li1:'l'lited staging group with perhaps lwo aircraft ro-

tating back to .Lakenheath between operational missions for major 

:tl:laintenaiice. This arrangement was agl:e.edat .a m1aeting·on ZJ3 May 

in Frankfurt attended by Chief of Station Tracy Barnes,. General Light, 
. . . . . . . . . . 

and Ge:O:eral William H. Tunner ofUSA'FE, and Mr. Bissell representing 

the project. However, while the.se plans were going forward. it. was 

lea.rned on 1 Jun.e that the Prime Minister was planning to request 

· complete withdrawal of the U .. z unit from the U. K. as qgickly as 

feasible •. On 4June1956. the DCl sent ·a to .... I ________ _. 
With the following to ·be passed to the· B riti s:h .... I ___ _. 

. . ' ' 

"In view of the Prime determination; .we will· 
·. transfer AQUA TONE operations to Germany or· For · 
· the interim. period of approximately five weeks. we .will leave 

one. or two u·-2's at.La.kenheath for ·meteorological missions. 
Line of command, supply channel .and con:).:rnunications be . 
established direct frO'm Headquarters t.o interim opera.ting 
base •. Remaining activities'at Lakenheath' Will be completely · 
separate ..• Since we have no inclination to s.eek modifi .. 

·cation of .the Prime: Mlnistel'.1·s belleve n'o purJ?:Ose 
will be served by another letter·on this subje·ct from the Prime· 

· M.inister to the President. Hope Patrick Dean can fore.stall 
ano.ther letter since these cammunications are apt to have the.·. 
effect of ·and formalizing '.pos1.tiona .cm both sides •. In . . 
any event we abandoning all· plans (.or utilization of Lakenh1aath · 

. . 
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other than continuing meteorological missions pending c6mpleti n 
of facilities ehewhere." 1/ · 

Since Giebelstadt could not be made, .. ready quickly enough to re-

ceive the fUll group, on 5 Juri.e a cor).ference in Gen. Light's office 

(with Cols. Mixson, McCoy and Shingler project interes :;) . · 

reached agreement that available space at Wiesbaden Air Force Base 

was opera.tionally suitable and should be made the·.interim baiJe for 

·Detachment A, the r;nove to take place beginning 11 June. Headquarte .·s 

this plan and the movement of approximately haU of the deta :h .. 

. ment was accomplished 11 and 13 June with the all-out lOgist' 

support USAFE HeadqUa.rters. 
' . . . . . . . 

. Approval Begin OV'erflights 
. . . .· . . . . . . . 

'At a White House on 28 May i956; the DCI discussed th· 

AQUATONE readiness for operations, a:i:nong other subjects, with the 
. . . . . . 

Presi_dent, but no decision came out ·of that meeting. On .l June the · 

DCI and General Twining met with Col. and left with him 
. . 

a paper entitled 1iAQUATONE Operational Plans 1r tZ} for 
. ".'. . . . '' : . . .. · . . . ' ' . - .. ' . ·. 

·tb.e P;residel1.t1s approval. · The President had entered Walter Reed · 

H-0spttai£ot tests and of an . - . . " 

]J ·LI --------=' =so=;x=1=, 
23 .·. 
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The paper outlined the present operational concept for the three U-2 

detachments and the value of the intelligence which could be obtained, 

underlining the wasting nature of the asset and the necessity for an 
. . . 

·. p; . . ' . 

immediate beginning in order to :r:eap the benefits of the temporary 

technical advantage now enjoyed over Russians. On the basis of 
. . 

these considerations, it was proposed to proceed as follows: 

ua. We are ma.king preparations to. start operatfons from 
if possible- by15 June. 

"b. Il'i.itially we will limit ourselves to missions over the .. 
Satellites. These fall within the pattern of operations already 
in progress by the Air Force.·. . , . · 

"c.. After a few suc;h missions have been flown. we will, 
. if all goes well, seek to undertake longer-range. 
missions; 

ud. ln accordance With.already established practices, 
we· wiil not with the German Government with respect 
to our initial limited operaticms. Prior to ·the. start of our 

operations, hoV?ever, we. will i_nform Chancellor · 
·Adenauer of our We wi.U not specifically ask his appl'.oval . 
in order to avoid plaeing an responsibility on him. 
If, however, he raises any. objections or feels· these oper.ations · . 

. might prove e;mbarrassing to we will consult further before. 
embarking upon . . . 

'. . . ' . . . 

"e ... Depending upon. tj').e Chancellor's reaction, we Will either.·.· 
plan to continue operations from Germany :for the life. of tne proje.ct 

·(as we hQpe) or operate. qrily· from Germany until fa- . · 
'cilities can be.. made ready in other locations •.. "!./ . 

l / ,:S-:-143443/B, 31May1956. (See Annex 72) 
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It was noted ·ir the paper that the pian of action had the app1 )Val of the 

Chief of Staff f the. Air· Force and the Secretary ofState. 

The 'Pres :lent's illness, mea_nwhile, was dia·g"n;osed as leit.is and 

on 9 June· he u Lderwent corrective s.urgery, remaining at Vi ilter Reed· 

Hospital until 10 June, then going to Gettysburg for a re cup ration 

period. Havir g received no negative reacti0.n from. the Whi e House 
. . . . . . 

. . . . . 
: . . . 

. regarding the >reposed action, on 13 June Mr_. Bissell advi. ed the DC!: . · 

"Ou: first detachment Will be ready to begin ope1 3.tions 
from Wie baden. on or about 15 June .. It is pla·nn:ed to s a.rt 
with a fev mis.sians over Satellite territories in accorc with · 
your earL er 

"Th ,se initial operations. are fully covered by the already· 
outstandir. granted the Air Force to conduct •verflig}?.ts · 
of the Satt llites, moreover they will fit Within ·a specifi: Air 

. Force pre of 16 overflight missions which has .bee . approved 
. iln:der that by the JCS, ·state and CIA, and with· 
which Cor 1manding Gene:ral.USAFE.has au.th·ority to·prr ceed. It · 

. would app :ar no problem of additional authority arises. 

11 Th can be no doubt that the of th' initial 
. missions ila.nned b.y the Detaclunent' for some ·.or_ all o.f those 
. contemplated in the Air. Force will significant y. reduce 
the politic :il :.risks The use .of our nevi,; equipr Lent will. 

· permit th1 $ame intelligence to be collected ui _fewer rr tsBiop;s 
. le15s :hance .. of tracking and with. vittua.Ily no chance of .. · ..•. 
i.ntercepti in. It goes without saying that this. arrangerr ent has ·. 
the full af proval of the .Air and the Theater Com nand_er 
for p.reCis e1y these reasons. 

···''Ip .·opose·to proceed :you instru to. 
the contra ry. " }:_/ · · · 

.1/ . SAPC-.675 , 13 June.1956 •.. Menio to DCI from R.'. M. Bi sell, Jr . 
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The Director agreed With the proposed course of action,. and on the 

same day, 13 June,· obtained the ap.proval of the Secretary of State to. 

proceed. On this authority Detachment A was notified to commence· 

overflights of the Satellite countries as directed by Headquarters Opera-

tions Control Center. 

At this point, . although Deta-chm.ent A was operationally ready at 

Wiesbaden, the opportunity was taken between 15 and 17 June to replace 

·.the P-37 engines. with the newly approved P-3l's in view of the higher 

performance attained by the P-3l's. 

As a result of discussions between Mr. Bis'se.11 and Gen .. Cabell on 
. . . . . .. 

the ·CIA· side and Generals Twining and Millard. Lewis ()n th·e Air Force 

side. with regard to USA FE' s requirem.ents for Satellite photographic . . . 

. coverage, the following agreed position with respect to AQUATONE 
. . . . . 

missions over the Satellites was conveyed to the Chairman of th.e Ad . . 

. Hoc Requirements Committee on 18 June: 

11All c.oricerned al'.e in agreement that it is operati.onally· · 
unwi·se to empioy the AQUATONE reconnaissance 
system ·for t·argets of a.s low priority a-s those in th.e Satellites 
especially since these ta·rgets can be pretty safely covered by. 
Uie.us.e of other less a.dvanced equipment.·· Ori .the_ 0th.er ·· .. 
it. i's. also. recognized by all concerned that we: 1?-aV.e in effect'.: . 
be.en instructed by higher authodty that at least a few.missions 

· lilllited to the Satellites must be fio\x.rn in Order finally to prt:we · 
out our weapo.ns system. we will be permittedto.employ 
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it for deep penetration missions of the. USSR, the purpose for 
which it was designed. , Accordingly, there is ·no disagreement 

· as to the course of action to be followed. 

uThe commitment it is proposed to make to Gen. Tunner 
· is aimply that during our initial missions over the Satellites 
and,. where appropriate; on the and homeward legs of 
longer range missions, we will obtain as complete a coverage 
of his targets as possible. For the initial phase when missions 
are restricted to the Satellites, the decision has already been 
made, for the reasons indicated in the preceding paragt:aph; to 
incur the risks involved even though the targets are of limited . 

In the later phal!le when deep penetrations are in 
progress, it is understood that coverage of the Satellites will 
be strictly a by-product of operations justified by much higher 
prio;t"ity require.ments •.• "'};_/ 

The first mission was flown on zo June 1956 from 

Poland and return; the pilot was Carl Overstreet, the U-2 was equipped 

with .the A-2 camera, and phdtographic results. were classified a.s "good'' •. · 

The next Gen. Twining made .a stop-over in ·Germany on his way to 
' ' ' 

Moscow to attend a.Soviet air show and while at Headquarters. 
. . . . . 

he reque.sted a s.tand-down of overflights for the duration of his visit 
' . . . . . . . . ' . 

. to Russia. Detachment flying was. restricted to test 

·. hops for another fU.11 week. 
' ' ' 

On. 21 Jti.ne Mr. Bissell .accompanied Drs. Land and- Killiia.n to a ·· 

meeting with .Col. Goodpaster at which the President's.policy guidelin.es· .. 

ll SAPC-7029, iS Jun·e 1956. Memorandum to Chairman, ARC, from 
. Project Director.· 
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for the conduct of AQUATONE were set forth. The President was 

still in the hospital but he had read the "AQUATONE Operational 

Plans" memorandum and, in general, the course of action 

recommended. He had expressed these specific desires as to opera-

tion.al timing, as reported by Col. Goodpaster (see Annex 73): 

a. Overflights of the Satellites ·could be carried out 

without informing Chancellor Adenauer but no overflights of the USSR 

should begin until the Chancellor had been informed plans. 

b. Chee missions had begun over the Soviet Union, every 

effort should be made -to obtain the priority coverage as .quickly 
. . . . . . 

as possible so that.the operation would not have to be continued for . . 

too long a period of time. 

plans w.ere made to brief Chancellor Adenauer ·so that 

the primary of the project could be undertaken as soon as· 

·. possible. Gen. Cabell and ¥r. Bissell proceeded to Frankfurt and on 
. . 

Z7 June 1956, accompanied by Chief .of Station Tracy Barnes and 
·' . . . . . . . 

Mr. Alan white (acting as interpreter}, w'ent fo. Bonn and gave a full 

project briefing to the Chancellor and Hans Globke. 
' . . . ' ' .. -

The reacti<;>ns of the Chancellor were described b:y Mr. Barries as 

"approVa.l and endorsemeI).t 11 of the project. (Later 

ZS. 
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at the request of the Chancellor a briefing was. also given to the head 

of West German Intelligence (Gen. Reinhard Gehlen) on ·11 July by .. 

Mr. Barnes.· 

First Mfssions over the Soviet Union 

With the briefing of the German Chancellor accomplished, and. 

Gen. Twining safely back from his .trip, the weather turned unfavorable 

over the primary Soviet targets. Two more Sateliite missions to the 

South were flown on 2. July covering· BUlgaria and Rumania, but photo-

graphic results were only fair to poor. 

On 3 July Project Headquarters cabled Detachment A that a high 
. . 

. level decision had been made that the first two weeks .. 

(1 - 1.4 July) would be carefully reviewed on the 15th; and. that Clearance . 

to continue. after that would have to be renewed at short intervals. The 

.· · Detac.hrnent was requeste.d to develop maximum. capability £or the re-. . 
. . . . . .. . . . . 

mainingtime allowed, subject to equipment a.rid ·safety of 

night, in order to make the best record possible. -. . . . . . .. 
At that point the weather cleared somewhat to the north and'on the 

4th of July the first mission.over Russia wa.s fl?w.11 pve:r;-_Mqscow ari.d. 
. . """\ . 

·Leningrad. of cloud cqver ori th.e first . 

mission, a second was on the 5th with excellent > 
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more missions covered the Baltic area, Kiev and Minsk (via 

slovakia and Hungary) on 9 July, and the Crimea/Black Sea: ·area on 

the 10th. . 
Soviet Tracking Capability 

Estimates of Russian_ rada.r and interceptor ca:P.4bilities in tihe 

early planning stage of AQUATONE were: limitec1 detection capability 

above 60,,000 feet; little trackil}g capa·bility; no aircraft interception; . . 

ground-to..:air missile ceiling 50, 000 feet, going to 60, 000 feet in.· 

possibly a year and a half. On 30 March 1956, when Col. Ritland 

was leaving the project after a year as .Deputy Project Director, he 

·noted that the several sightings of the·u-z made by radar stations in 

. the West Coast area were not consistent With intelligence forecasts to. 
. . ' . . 

date. He felt. it should be assm;ied the aircraft :Would be picked 
. . . . . ' . . . . . . 

. . . 

up by uiif'riendly radar and plotted short distances.. He re com-

mended that simulated ·be conducted with the aid of the .. 
. .· . . . . 

Air Command to pin do'VJll t}ie capability of gr.()und radar to 
. . . 

intercept and identHy the aircraft. 

The Office of (OSI) oi DD/I cailed 

to make the ·recomme:ri:.ded study.(the first in a long. line of vulnerability . . . 

studies by OSI) and submitted their report on ZS May l'9S6: . 
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"a •. Maxim.um Soviet radar detection ranges against the 
ProjeC:t aircraft at elevations in excess of 55, 000 feet would 
vary from 20 to 150 miles, depending on th,e radar and the man-
ner in which it was empioyed. In our opinion, detection can . 
therefore be assum.ed. 

"b., Considering the importance of such factors. as 
distance and speed, it is doubtful that the Soviets can achieve 
consistent tracking of .the Project vehiCle. The'.r.e,. is certainly 
n9 available .evide.nce from any other operation which would 
indicate sufficient· capability on the.ir part . 

· "c. No known Soviet inte.i-ceptor can achieve the requisite 
altitude to enable successful. engagement of the Project vehicle 
at its intended operational altitude, nor would there be much 
risk at any elevation above 57, 000 feet. The possibility of using 
a fighter or research vehicle to ram or other-
wise intercept it is remote; · 

"d. An estimate of the risk from Soviet guided missile:;s, . 
surface-to-air or air"'.to-air, can not be made with great certainty. 
We estimate a SAM capability in· the regions of Moscow and Lenin-
grad but, from analogy with U. we doubt that the 
SoViet SAM maintains adequate stability beyonc:l 60, 000 feet to be 
a major interception device against the Project vehicle. We know 
nothing about.Soviet air-fo-ai'r missiles considering the . 

. problems of launching at extreme altitude coupled with the. diffi-
culty of getting the laun·ching platform in position to launch, ·we. 
believe no great risk attends this mode of interception (air-to-air) 
versus the Project ve_hicle. · . · 

. . . 

"e. W.e believe it feasible, thoughextremely d.iffictilt, !or 
the Soviets to :i:n,aneuver a stripped-down reconnaissance air.craft 
lnto a position from whiCh visual or photographic surveillance 
can- be achieved. for a brief t:Lme. We believe su-ccessful recon- .. 
naissanc:e of this.type would be the result of an unlikely combina-
tion of favorab1e Circumstances rather than. solely, because of '· 
successfti.l opel".ation of Soviet GC!. Su:ch reconnaissance could· 
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o:ri.l.y occur near the C{ :iters of Soviet experimental work 
(Moscow-Remenskoye and the like). 11 !/ · · · 
In light of a.hove, it came a.s. a rather ruc;le shock 

to some to find tha.t on the :irst overflight (ZO June ovet-· Poland) the 

U-Z was tl'acked. from the noroent it entered t.he Soviet orbit throughout 

the flight. Mr. Bissell re )orted to the Project.Staff on 10 July that 

.R.us19ian ra.da.r was trackir. the U-Z so consistently :that they would 

probably be able to compu e its altitude more acc\lra.tely than the 
' . . 

aircraft's own altimete:s:". He antieipated the possibility of a diplo-
. . 

matic protest and said whi .e such a protest might not force Project . . . 

activities to stop, it _would ce.rtainly limit the area of 

· Russian Pi-otest 

On 11 July Sovie I: Ambassador to Washington Georgi N. 

Zaroubin a prot s_t note. (see Ani:-ex 74} to Secretary of State 
. . . . . . 
. . . . . 

Dulles, charging: that Unit d. States 11milita.ry .aircraft", as 

a twin-engined bomber, he :l grossly violated Soviet air apace on 4. 

S a.rid 9 JUly With flights at:: deep 2.00 mile.s inside' the Soviet Union.· 
.. ' : . . : ' ' ', . ·.·.. ,·· . . 

The. Secretary ?f State* -at the instruction of the President, called . 

. for the of all o'. erflight operations immediately.· . 

1/ ZS May 195E. · OSI,. "Estimate of. 
CapabilitieE n. . . . . 
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On 16 July.' PoiishAmbassador Ra.muald Spasowski delivered an 

oral protest to Deputy Under Secretary of State Murphy that .· 

jets flying at high altitudes on 4, 5, 9 and 10 July had violated Polis'h 

airspace: . On 21 July the Czechoslovak Foreign Ministry passed a. 

note of protest to the American Embassy in Prague demanding tha.t 

overflights of Czechoslovakia be stopped. 

The r.eply·to the Russian protest was delivered to the Soviet . ' ' 

Ambassador in Washington on 19 July and stated that after conducting· 

a thorough inquiry, it had be.en determined that no United States mili-

. ta.ry aircraft could possibly have been involved in the overflights aileged 

by the Soviet Union. (FuU·text of reply is in Annex 74.) · 
' ' 

Faced with an indefinite grounding as a. result of the first protest,· . . . . 

Mr.· Bissell addressed. his thoughts on the ·"Immediate Plans for · 

. AQUATONE11 to th.e Direc:tor and Cabell on 18 July, in part . 

as follows: · 
' ' 

"· •• l can not he.lp wondering .whether the purely 'political 
implications· of an immediate and probaoly final cessation of 
operations in Europe have 'Qeen fully considered by the. Secre-. 
tary of.State. As· .you.are aware, it will .appear to the Soviet 
authorities .that their protest accomplished its purpos·e literally 

·Within hours of its Is it reaiiy.deslrable to demon-
strate in this way both the closeness of our control over these . 

·operations and our :extreme sensitivity to a diplomatic protest 
.·even when no evidence can be adduced in its support? •Do we· 

' . . .• ' . ' . . .. • . 
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wish to demonstrate again to.Adenauer and Menderes, as in the 
case of GENETRIX, that we will not carry through projects of 
this sort in the face of a protest?. I- would think th.at at a 
mum one or two missions should be flown over satellite ·terri-
tories ·and at least one penetration rnade into the USSR if only 
to avoid what .seems to me to be disastrous 'political c;onse-

. quences of a demonstration of. timidity. I recognize this is a. 
mattel' for th_e Secretary of .State. ·If he is not worried about 
the political considerations or if: he believes it is futile· to ' 
reopen this· matter wl.th the President. ·there is. certainly no . 
move that be made from this Agency .•• · 

• "With respect to the construction now in progress at 
. Gtebelstadt, l believe the Air Force should be advised that 
there is little prospect we will .ever wish. to operate from that 
base so they may reach a prompt.decision as to th.e completion, 
modification or suspension of work now in progress there.· .• 

11Although I do not recommend any modification at this 
time of the to install a detachment at Ada.na as soon 
as that base is ready, l would like to emphasize for .the l'ecord 
the basis of that decision. The-fact of the matter is that.there 

· is very little likelihood of our being· able to penetr·a.te the· USSR·. 
from the south without detection. We have already flown mis-
sions over the Crimea and have been tracked.more accurately . 
there than in Central Russia, · It is no exaggeration to. say that . · 
the only prospect of being able to penetrate .tracking is 
for flights over· the Caspian Sea. Accordingly, if the Presi-
dent's present views remain substantially . we will 
never be permitted to operate from Adana.. Viewed _in this 
.light, .. the of a up.it to tha,t location can be· justified 
only,alil· a preparation for the contingency that the Pres-ident 
will change his. n;iind in a. few weeks. time'. - i suppose this can • 
be justifi-ed on the ground ·that .we ha.ve spent _some · 
75 million dollars to little purpose and we :may· as .well spend . .. 
a bit more on the. of£ chance that .things wi.ii.change fol' the better. n.!/• .· 

J:.l 18 July 19'56 .. Memo .for DCI and DDCI from Richard M • 
Bissell. Jr. 
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. It is Understandable that Mr. Bissell should have felt almost complete 
. . . ._ . . . . . . . .. ·. ' . 

frustration at the turn of -events for he had been responsible, more than 
. . 

any one man or group of men, for bringing this unique reconnaiss"Ca.nce. 
·. . . . . . ' . . 

system to operational readines!J and, by_ the .force of his own persuasion,· 

obtaining political approval to launch iton its mis.sion. 

From this point on in the history of the p:roject it became.a matter 

·of selling the capability of the system'.in order stay in · A 

special processing center for handling._the miSsion,film payload had been 
. . . . . . 

· iet up at Eastma:c:t Kodak Company's Rochester plant and as soon as the 

film from the first Russian overflights arrived. there and processing 

a i"elay of photowinterpreters the center 
. . . to inspect the _results and clip sections of film whiCh showed promise. 

of the greatest value. · These were blovin up·to make· 

briefing boards for the da.ily high level exposititins of the AQUATONE ·.·. 

intelligence product. .These briefings to be known as ''Lundahl's , . . . . . 
. . . . ' . . .... 

DQg and Pony Show", for Mr. Arthur c. Lundahl, head of 

th.e Photo Interpretation Center (PIC, - late+ NPIC) which Was then in 

proces,s of belng set up to handle the .exploitation of AQUATONE film. 

His lueid expositions of the photo intel,ligerice n'lade him a 

very effective advocate for the continuance of However, 
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. . . . - . . 

.. it was ag< in Mr. Bissell, who, after this first groundb g,. had to carry · · 

the burde , of persuading higher levels not to abandon tl e U-2 capability. 

Detachme 1.t A Comm.and and Morale Problems 

A vis lt by·Mr. James Cunnirigl:i.am to Wiesbaden dt: dng the first. 
. . - .· . . . . . . . . . 

week of J tly confirmed the. fact that the concept of a ci"Hian Executive 

·Officer a: second in command of Detachment A wa.s no1· wol'king out at· 

all •. Whi1 e this was attributable to the conflict 

between t Le two men involved, Mr. CunningharJ::i._ .. reit it' ,va,s more the 

result of :olonel McCoy's clear, stated feeling that thE Air Force 

I should :e care of everything p.ertaining to operations ap.d the· flying 
. . . . . ' . . 

. the aicraft, and Agency personnel should take. care of and . .c: 
.· 1· ·c: Q 't -< = .., other JOrt matters, an:d neither. Side concerr itselfwith the . 

I , .. f ,,__ affa.irs of the other .. As a :re·sult attitude, the s :11i<:>r Agency 

member . team. I I was not be'irig irlformed at au ,I t ......., _______ ......... 
g :§ o!. ·the natire an.d pr.ogress .. of nev.er asked to s1.·t . = . . . . . . :s .. fll . 

.. . , ... ·.. -9 u=- . - in on a m;_ssion briefing, diet: not know for tie day" or the 
;<:::: 00 . 

1 u;;; aitOrnate Geri:nan bases to uaed in the event o{an energency • 

··1. 
'."1.· . . 

I 
... , .. ·. . . 
·: ·, 

. . Mr. Cunr ingham· to Project Director that the Execu-' 

tive Offit: be withdrawn;. and asked £br a rUling' on' wLe·ther ·o.r not 
. . . . . 

the conce?t of should be 're'Vised. ·.Mr. 5issdldirected tha.t. 
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while the present incumbetit should be without prejudice for 

reassignment,. the concept of command remained vali(l (as demonstrated 

by the satisfactory arrangement betWeen the Detachin·ent B C.ommander . 

. and his Executive), and that a replacement for .EXecutive Officer at. 

A was to be recruited immediately. (This was done, but 

.. took .several months to accomplish.) 

Wea,.t.her and local proficiency flights were resumed at Wiesbac;ien· 

· after a week of inaction following the protest, but tnorale of the person-
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

nel was very poor and the Commanding Offic·er was offering n'a leaders.hip 

and exercising very little i-estraint on the group's behavior eit}:).er on or 

·. off -base. · The temporary installation at Wiesbaden was Unsatisfactory 
. . . . . . 

for i:>rot_racted with crowded hou1:i"irig, poor messing,. and other 
. . 

ca.uses for gruinbli:i:ig. The contract pilots had time to indulge in. 

"gripe s.essions'' and to draw up lists of grievances. (so:r;-ie justified;. 

others not); au of \Vhich had tobe at·.Headquarters •. 

The basic cause of demoralization was the $tand--down and the lack of . . : :.., .. ' . . . . ' 

information on prospeets !or ftiture activity. All travelers returning · . 

to .Washington from visiting brought the same. sfo:ry 0£ a. 

slackening of ·effort by the• group t6 stay ready.·.·. 
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Futl,lre .Plans for AQUA TONE 

A con.ference was held at Headquarters on July to discu$s 

future prospects,· those present being Mr. Bissell, 

Cabell and Gen. Frank Director of Operations, 

Headquarters, USAF. It was planned to make a joint Cr.A/USAF/JCS 

approach to the· President on 15 August 1956 to request permission to 

res\ime AQUA TONE overflights. B was to be deployed as 

planned. Pending the 15 August verdict, Detachment A would remain 

at Wiesbaden but :for redeploying to the Far East would ·go 

ward on a .contingency basis.· at Giebelstadt was to 

continue on an orderly, rather than a. c l".a.sh, basis with the. intention· 

to send C ther_e in November. 

At the eri.d of July, Gen. Curtis LeMay, Commander of SAC, had 

informed Agency representatives that, recognizing the value to.SAC 

of AOUATONE's capapility, h-e would give. h.is fullest if poli-
. . . . 

· . tica.l approval was He was asked to ,;let the Jo\.nt Chiefs 

knQw of his support in order to. add weight tO the approach. to highef 

a.uthority ... (It should be remeti-ibered that at this tithe Air Force 

follow-on· program £or procuring U-Z 's to boli:Jter .SAC' s reconnaissanc,e 

capability was well a.long with sums· of money committed.) . . . . . 
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The Project Director devoted his best efforts in early August 

toward setting out for the Director .the. strongest possible brief-in sup-

port of ·the <;:ontinuance of the program, always with the rean.zation that 

the presentation to the President .would require previous concurrence 

of the Secretary of State. The final Bissell draft o! this brief was pre-

sented t.o Gen. Cabell for approval a11d, with his changes 1 was passed 

to the Director on 11August1956 (see Annex 75). · Mr. Allen Dulles 

agreed to see his brother, the Secr-etary of State, .and obtain his ap- . 

proval of the recommendations in the memorandum. · The Project 

Director hoped to obtain permission for about 15 deep penetrations of 

the USSR to cover the highest priority targets on the approved list, 

but if a rie,a.tive d:ecision.resulted, he proposed that the capability be 

used against the lower priority. Chinese Communist targets; operating 

out of Japan. 

Middle East Activity:: Postponement of Further Soviet Overflights 
. . 

Before a. hearing could be arranged with Secretary of State . ' . . . . . 

. John Foster Dulles, th·e Secretary departed fo.r· the Suez Confer-

ence, and ,the hoped-for meeting with the .. was also put' off 

until September: As. a result of the conflict.in the MiQ.dle East; approval> 

was gi.ven for coverage of the. tr.ouble spots and D.etachrilent B; Just 
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arrived on base at Adana, Turkey, was told to prepare to run these 

missions. - Col, McCoy obtained permission also for his group to join 

in this coverage and on 29 and 30 August Detachment A originated two 

flights from Wiesbaden, covering Egypt, Is.r.ael, Jordan,• Lebanon and 

Syria, refueling at Adana, and retul'ning to Wiesbaden. · The results 

" 
of these flight!3 were processed and given immediately to the British 

and weJ;"e-used b}'.' them in tactical planning in the Suez action, although 
. . . . 

their field commanders not privy to the source of their · 

gence. While coverage of the Middle .East continued by both Detach-

. ments A an.d B, on 30 October 1956 the decision was tnade by higher 

. authority to deny the British any further fr.om this source. -

· in view of the trend of British/ French -action in this very touchy inter-, . . . 

. national situation. -
. . . . ... 

Ori the return to Washington 6f Dulles, a briefing was 

held on 7 with .Mr. and Col. John Bridges of the. 
. -

·_. USAF Intelligence Directorate briefing;.· and Secretary of the 'Air Force 

Dona1d and Chairmari ·of the JCS, in attend-
' .. '·. . : ·. . . . .. . . . ' .. . ... : 

. . . . 
ance. Sec-retary.Dulles .that any further 9perattons 

- Germany would-surely result in another from the Rtissiaris 

.. ·.· .. an.d said.he wouid.Hke to give further thought- to the matter before any • 
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decision was mat;le. Meanwhile he had to return to Europe for 

conferences and. during his absence an opportunity availed: bri:efiz:ig . 

of th.e Pr{'sident on 17 September •. 

(On·the· same day, the first U-2 accident at an overseas base 
. .,· ' . . . ' ·. . . - . . 

.. occurred. Shortly after take-off from Wiesbaden on .a training flight, 

the aircraft exploded in mid ... air, .killing the pilot, and spreading wreck-

. age over a wide area. The President. was given this information 

. during the brieffo.g. of 17 September.} 
. . 

After the the President indicated that he wished to h.a.ve 

atiother. with the Secretary of State and General Cabell before 
. . . . . . 

ma.king any decision regarding further oyerflights. He· again.: 

the feeling ·that as long as the R:i.:ssians. knew w.e were e:ri.ga.ged in this 

activity they woµld it· was and might feel they had to . . . . . 
.. .. . ' . . ' . . 

take: somea.ction suchas .. hot pursuit of one of our aircraft to.its base,,· 

·thus creating an inte:rnatiana.i. crisis •. Or the. Russians might ·even con•. . . . . . . . . - . 

sider the presence of our aircraft ovecr their territory, a prepara.tion 

··for war and. be led to take. which might lead to war • 
. . 

Despite the qualms eXpressed by',the !'.resident,_ Mr .. Bissell reported 

. to his staff that the President appeared friendly 8.nd and dic;i not · . 

appear inclined to postpone a decision of the issue his next •. 
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meeting with the Secretary of State.· However, ·the hoped-for meeting 

was delayed further due to the international situation, or the absence 

of one or th.e other of the two principals from Washington. 

Meanwhile the constrtiction Giebelstadt .was completed .and early 

in October 1956 Detachment A was relocated there with a much 

environment, irii:::luding quarters, mess and security of operations. The 
.... = r--'"-------__;,, 
S ti . Executive Ofifoer, I I joined the g·roup in ' 
- <U bl) . . . I 

I 
"' = <= .September and found it even more demoralized than he ha_d. been 

..... <U "" 
<U .!:P = 

I· 
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it would be. · The move to Giebelstadt brought· morale up somewhat. 

GS -; "' :; "" u at least. temporarily. :-= 1:i 00 

In October 1956, the. eyes of the were on Hungary where the .· 

Flghters were being s'Q.bdued by Soviet troops and · 

It was hoped that· a decision.in further overflights of. 

the USSR cC>uld be obtained from the Pr.esident be 

less llkelihoqd of a Soviet protes.t, ·or· if one .were rnade, little chanc·e 
. : . . ' 

of its attracting any sympathy · the met with 

President 15 however, there was dedsion: 

on further AQUATONE.activities, and the sta.tus quo.continued wi.th 

both :Oetachµients A and B flying East and an occasional 

·.Satellite overflight. 
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At the beginning of April 1957, Mr. Bissell again reminded the 

Direc·tor of the rnajor questions requiring answers, beyond the princi-

pal one of whether overflights of Russia would be permitted in the 

coming good weather period. · If the Agency expected to retain the U-2 

capability after the fall of 1957, he. saw four possibilities: 

a. Continue at roughly the same strength. 

b .• Continue at ha.lf strength and cut to two ins.tea.d of 

detachments. 

c. Continue at reduced scale under cover of a commercial· 

survey .. company. 

d. Continue in cooperation With the Navy with one or two 

carrier . ...;based units. 

Decisions also had to be made on the disposition of Watertown,. recl'uit-

. ment of replacement personnel for those whos-e tours were expiring; 

preparation of the budget for FY 1958; e.s:tablishrnent of requiremel1.ts · 

for Air Force possibly Navy) support. · :Mr •. Bissell 

disc\lssing with the Air Force Chief of Sta.ff, Gen .. Thomas. 

. .and others of the Joint Chiefs, before 

guidance. The meeting with the President was postponed several . . 

ti.mes and finally was held on 6 May 1957, Approval wa·s obtained for 
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a Sel"ies of missions to be staged fr()m Pakistan by Detachment ·B. 

but overflights of l,lussia from Germany were still considered too much 

of a pro:vocation by the Secretary of State and the President. 

For 'the first half of 1957 A flew only one operational 

mission (over Albania) and was occupie(l principally With loc;al. flights 

·in support of the and air sampling programs. At the 

end of June 1957, Col. Mixson relieved Col. McCoy as Comrnanding · . . . . . 

Officer, and his arrival exerted quite a sobering influence on those 
' . . . . . ·' . 

members of. the Detadunent whos.e. working and living habits had grown 

too lax under the previous regime. 

On ZO September 1957, Detachment A was notified that .its actiVi.ties 

·were to be phased out and the facility at dosed dc;>wn in 

. November •. In October the final two ope,.-ational missions approved for 

Detachment A were :flown from Giebelstadt- Elint mission over 

the Barents Sea during ·sovie.t Navy Maneuvers, and- one photographic 

mission over Munnansk with excellent results--a belated opportunity . · 

to demo.ristrate, after a year of what might have been 
. ·. . .. . . . . . . ·. 

accomplished by this group :had the .political climate been less unfavorable .. 
• ' . • ' . • . .= ·• .. ' . . : • . . . • 

As a::footnote to .the last two ini$sions, Norwegian -radar plotted 
. ' . · .. 

these two flights a.11.the way bae-k.to base in Germany and·as a result 
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Norwegian Intel igence (Col. Evang) pressure upon thel I 
get the intelligence fro;mthese missions for· .. · 

his service. ·[_• -----------------1authorized to 
Q . . . . . 
ll"l offer Evang inh lligence in the £or"m of written reports, unless the 

Norwegians ins :ited on photos. The offer· was· made on 15 November 

and the Norweg accepted the offer written report with appreci- · 

ation, p:romisin: support for future operations if ever required. 

On Sand 6 {ovember 1957, two U-Z's took off from Oiebelstadt. 

each and were flown via Plattsburg, N. Y., two to Edwards Air 

. Force B.ase for Detachment Guse, and two to Del Rio, Texas, to the 

SAC u '."z Wing. By 15 all Detachment A had 

departed from c :iebelstadt on that day communications link 

·with Oiebelstad was closed a:nd the facility turned back to the Air · 

Force. 
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. CENTRAL INTEL.LIG.ENCS AGEJ.'\ICY 
: WASHINGTON 25, c; C •. 

OFFICE OF TH·E DfRECTOR 

MEMOR .. .:1.NDUM FOR: .·The. Secretary of .State 
-··... .. ·. 

SUBJECT : 1'!e-eting S:elwyri .. Ltoy_d .•. 
Z .February 19S6 

l.· On 2. February when l met \vith·M1· •. :r..1oyd, the first 
topic I with him was the Project · 

•··OILSTONE - TS) with whi(:h you are Jam.ilia:". ·You wiU :rem.ember 
· that Bissell ha.d advised the British of this two weeks a.go 
. in L·ondon. .At the:t tirae it was taken up v.rith sl'muttaneot-:.t ty fo.ro\.lzh 
Sir John Sindair of .. 6 and· the.Deputy of .."\ir St-aff .. Bo::h men 
were: advioed the matter w.ould be l"aised by us on . .the occasion of 
the meetings. purpose i:n discuaaing the matt.er wit:·.1. . 

. Mr.· Sehvyn. Lloyd was to his attitude O\lr provisionz.l 
. reque!:t that we be allowed to conduct operations undc:=: this Project from. 

' 

. z. Present e:t meeting in addition to Mr. Setwy.n ·1,toy,d and ... 
Si:- Roger Makins, .Mr. F.- Haneock (hlr. Lioyd 1s 

sccrctaiy), and. lvir. Bis.Sell,. .Mr. Selwyn L.t0y9. rcmc.i:mbered. 
w!i.en I mentioned· it to hilT'. and as we di:lcussed it he seemed.q\1ite Well.. 

about it. He seemed wott dis,p.O-'ed towa;"..d it and .did 
no.t ra:'i.se any objection in prir..ciple to the conduct of ope:rations «from the 
ti'1.<. ··. faat the Prime 1.1inistcr '\Vould, have to 
make the final decision. ,, He explained. that t.li.e .Prime :M •. ir,.is.ter had . 
told about the P:roj<?;ct and the proposal to from the .':JK but ho:d 

··.not been asked .for a decision, since no io:r.mat:rcquest.fo:r pe:rmis;)io-;l 
to. there· had yet b..;:¢n. presented, to the British Gover.nr:.1.cnt by ug,. 
Ho alsc;i a<l:ded- tbat his Go"!lernmcnt not vlish opc:-ztion.e· to be ca:i:· .. ri.ed · 
on during foe forthcoming vii:it oi Soviet-loaders to the PK. 

·,.,: TS- l4Z96 l ./. 
.·.··Copy I .of 6: ·. · . · .. ·· 
· · . · ·. Handle ·raBYEMAN · · 
. . . .· . .· . -

Control Syijem 
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3. · . Certain specific points should be noted .a.bout the 

a. At no point was any rcfor.cnce made to the of 
conti·ols m.· limit<?.tions on Ot.!l" activitiei:' by the Br1tish "(in the event that .· 

. th .. pe:imit i.<s to fror.1 t.11.(! U.!.<), at though I cl.:ai o-..i; 
recognition of right to. h;:.tt O?,erations ·.at any tim.c and 
tiiat they \vould be kept Closely inform-ed of our operations. 

b. We.indiCated foat we woutd shal"e the inteHigencc take from 
any run out o.f En!::land. 

. c. We told M:r. Lloyd foat his help would be in 
expedi.tfog ce4"ta,i't;l modHicatio;is cf' e:id,sting that wilt have to be 

. undertaken. {!t. was und.9..rstocd that we would pay fo'r these. :rnodifications.) 

In concluqing the discussion it was agreed to proceed as follow a i . 
The Fo::-eign Seci·etary promised to discuss this with the Prime 

-Minister in cou1·se of the remainder o! thetir trip so th.at the latter 
would soon be prepared to· grant or to refuse in principle 
to the conduct oi ope:rations from the UK.· Meanwhile, in ord;!l" to put 
t}le mat·t9l" in the proper channels, I said that 1 woulc{' communicate with 

. you with a view "to transmission by you of :a. memorandum to Sir aoger . 
. would in turn send a message ·to London the 'reaction-
. of P....i.\1G.. This message would serve both to formalize .our appr·c;>ach and 

remind M:-. Selwyn Ll.6yd of .my convei·sa.tion with him •. 

5;. I attach herewith a draft of c:i. note you :night consider tO 
Sir Roger M.:>.kins •. Since. our dis.cus$ion of the Project was r.casonabty 

·foll.. and Mr. Selwyn Ltoyd 1 s secretary tock notes on ·1 do not bcli¢v6 .· 
it ii; :for either. your comft .. tO Sfr Roge.r M?-kins, hig · 
cable to London to dC> more than refer to our c'orl.ve:rsa.tion •. ·. Fo:r security . 
reasons we· woutd obviot.tsl;r prefer that no revealing reierence to the 
?roj•ct be ma:le in the British c,,ble this dn!t is 

qnite steri.le. \tQ({L___ 

.Attachinent: · Draft 
.· ... 

.•. 
. ,,. ........ _, 

Alle·n W .c · 
Director 

TS-14Z96l. 
Co""Oy / · of. b . 

. .. . _..,_. -· 
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NOTE !<"'ROM THE SECRETAR): OF STA TE TO S!R ROGER 1'.-1AK!NS 

In lh., cv1.n•nc ot' th0 vhdt to .of tin:. Prhnc !vHni:::ttJr ;m•.l 
, ' 

the o! qta:fo for Fo;eigri .!\£fairs· week, the Di:rcdor of Centl'al 

Mr. M. Bissell. jr. · discusse.d with the b.tter a 

sensitive: !.i1·ojiact TONE/OILSTONE. - TS) which will involve th<! 
' . 

. . ' . . 

. collection of ce:-tain kinds of intelli3ence i't'.iot-mation on a m\!ch"eY.pa.nded 
. ' .· . . ' ' 

scale. I understand that you partidpa.ted in this conversation. 

For technical reasons .the operations contemplate4 in this · 

eannot be conducted b.om the The plan is to condi.t.ct 
. . "f, ' 

from seveTal irlertdl1 countries both in Euro?.e and the Far East. .!tis 
' " ' ' . ' 

our earl'lest hope that they can in t}le United •. 

The pm.·pose of ·this n:>te to as'k that you.ascertain th'.l:'oug!1 your 

. channels the :reaction of tbe Foreign Scc:r.e.ta:ry and the ·Minister to. 

·this. proposal. In: making this req,uest, . wish tt:> emphasize the real i:np;:)'rtance. ·. 
'.' 

tnent and the beneiits that will accrue to both.·Q;)verr.rnents if _it he· . 

.carried out successfully. 
'"' 

I hope. the handling of the matte:t;' in this manner i.n acc·o:rd '-'>•ith the 

·.·. understanding that t.11.e eorivers3.tion to above •. · 

' . ... ::· 
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THE SECRETARY OF STATE: 

wJ\$·Hl_NGTON 

TOP SBCRBT Februfl!'y 9, 1956 

MEMORANDUM FOR The Honorable Allen.W. Dulles 
'.'fr. 

I raised the project referred to in your 
attached. memcrandu.m of February 8 with Ambassador· 
Makins :today. I asked him whether his Governm(:;nt 
was 'Prepared to cooperate with it and.what thetr ideas · 
were about ttminq. · · 

· Attachment: 
dated 

. re wi.th Selwyn Lloyd .. · · · 

. 
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31May1?56 

AQUATONE OPERATIQNAL PLANS 

1. In the light of the discussion of AQUA TONE and related 
m.atter.s on 28 May, we have reviewed plans and:.possibilities 
in consultation with the Air Force.· The following facts and considera-
tions have a major bearing on our concluslons: 

a. Work is going forward, as rapidly as possible to prepare 
facilities in Turkey but these cannot be ready much before 1 August. 
Operations could be initiated in Germany ·by 15 June. · 

· b. The six weeks from mid-June to late July that can be gaitied ·.· 
by operations in. Germany are of especial importance because• 
the weather is at its best and the days'are longest at that time of the year. 
Ope:>:>ations over all target areas can be conducted· more frequently and 
more productively in June and July than during the.autumn and winter • 

. · ':['hese'.months acquire added importance· from the fact that operations . be usefully conducted over northern target areas. only during the. 
summer months. . . 

c. A secqnd unit wi.11 be ready for deployment overseas early . 
in August and facilities should be ready to recei.ve it. There would not . 
be room for both units at Adaha, Turkey. In any event fr is desirable to . ·. 
·base operations at two or more locations so.as to secure maximum 
coverage and to preserve our .flexibility in the face of changing political 

· · · · 

Providing good security can be maintained 
lo.cally, the opel."ation of our equipment at a Ge1'm.an base sh9uld inv.olve no greatE!r risk ol compromise than its operation in England, since u.n ... 
authorized ·pers.ons:.ate given the sarne opportunity to see it frorn a distance 

··at any overseas its appearance. at several locatitins in Europe·iS ·· 
consistent with the cover story·that is 'and might J;ielp to dispel·. 

air of mystery about the .activity. · · · 

e •. ·We are actively planning for operations in East an9, 
expect shortly to select a base in that area an.cl; move forward with the 
preparation o£ spedalized facilities. ·in terms of numbers,· 
some four-fifths ·of our intelligenc;:e targets in the .USSR; and iri. terms of · 

.'l'OP S EC&ET 
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. quality a higher percentage'of really important targets, are accessible 
f;oom Europe rather than from .the Far East .. Moreover, many of the 
Far Eastern targets have been, or can more be, .. covered by 
other mean:S. It is for this reason that we propo·se to use $e first two 
units in Europe and the third in the lfar East • 

. 2. The major task to which .all ·of our pre?ci.rations have been di- · · 
rected is the performance of long-range missions over areas hitherto 
inaccessible with any degree of safety. Such missions· promise to yield 
decisively valuable intelli'gence obtainable in no other way. Time is of 
the essence in the performance of this task since the technical advantage 
that has been gained is only temporary and the secl;lrity that cloaks it is 
a wasttng ,asset. Before long, the Russians will develop the capability 
consistently to.track and somewhat later to intercept high altitude. air ... 

·craft •. We must assume that they will soon have photographs· 0£ our 
equipment which will allow them to guess at its performance and 'Will 
stimulate their efforts. ·Meanwhile, with the mere passage of time, the 
maintenance of tight· security grows more difficUlt. Accordingly, ·it is 
our conviction that the sooner we are able to embark upon our major task. 
the more securely it can be accomplished. 

On the basis -of th_e above considerations we propose to proceed 
as follows: 

a. We are making preparations io:start from 
· · Germany if possible by 15 June.. .. ·· .: ·· 

b. Initially we Will.limit ourselvee to rniesion-s over the . 
Satellites. These fall within the .patt¢rn of operationf,s already in pro-
gress by the Air Force. 

c. After a few so.ch missions have been flown,. we 'Will, if. all 
goes well, seekperniission to undertake longer-range •.. 

. . . . ··. . . . 

In accordance With already established pl,"actices, ·.we will 
.not consult with the German Government with respect to· our initial limite.d 
·operations.. Pri.or to the. of our long-range operati.ons, howeve;r, we . 

. will.inform qhancellor Adenauer of our plans •. We will :not .specifically ask 
his approval in order to avoid placing an unwelcome res.ponsibiHty upon . 
him •. If, however, he raises any or feels .thes'e operations . 

z 
. . 
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prove to him •. we vn,11 consul.t further before !!lmbarking 
upon them. 

e. Depending upon the Ch,ancellor 1 s reaction, we will either 
plan to continue operations from Germany for the life of the project {as · 
we hope) or. operate only. temporarily fr6m Germany until facilities can 
be made ready in other locations.. ' 

4. The Chief of Air Sta:lf concurs iti. tht:; above conclusions as far . 
as they concern operational matters. .{Specifically he concurs in 3 a, b, 
and c but makes no comments on d a.n.d e.). The $.ecretary of State also. 
concurs in the above 

. ' 
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TO :P S ECR E 'f' 

i2 . .June 1956 

·MEMORANDUM FOR THE RECOltD 
. ·, 

. SUBJECT; Conversation with Colcmel Andrew J. Goodpaster, 
Dr. James Killian· and D.r. Edviin Land, 21 . .'fune 1956 

' 1. At Dr. Killian's request I accompanied him and Dr. Land to 
the White House at noon on 21 June to brief Colonei Goodpaster on 
AQUATONE and to discuss current operation:e with him. No one else 
was present •. Before the briefing Wa.s started,· Colonel Goodpaster ex-

. plained that he hid just returned from a meeting with the President at · 
Walter Reed Hospital and that the Presidt;!).t.had discussed AQtJATONE 
with him: Colonel Goodpas.te·r had with him the o-riginal copy of the· 

.memorandiun entitled 11AQUATONE Operational Plans" dated May 
(copy of which is attached} which had been· handed to him. by the DCI 
.a.nd Gen.eral Twining at the.beginning of the month., The President'had 

the paper and had made a longhand notation 'l,\pori it. His dis.cus-
sion of AQUA TONE with Colonel Goodpaster had been related to the · 
paper. 

Z. Colonel Goodpaster stated that the President's "Tiews were as· 
f ollow.s: · · 

a.. In. general, he approved the course of action recommended 
. in the .Paper. 

b. Specifically, he was entirely willing that .we should operate 
·over the satellites .without informing Chan,cellor about the·se 
activities but he emphasized thci.t no fonger run: missions shQuld l::>e 

· : Ullde.:rtaken until the Chancellor· had been told of ,our plans •. · . 

. c. He agreed that the t9.the Chancellor should . 
. the form recommended the is, he shou1d n9t formally be ' 
a.aked for hfs approval but merely told about· the proje.cted Jongrange 
·Operation!!, which would give hbn a chance to ob.jectj.Q.n.S if he SO 
·desired. · · · " 

. 3; The Pre.sident, Colonel Goodpaster' said, had added a. geD.e:ral. 
' inst:rttction in rather strong terms as to •the policy to beJolloweci. in.' 
AQUA TONE •. ·.This was to the effect that effort shotµd be made. 

TOP SEGRE.'!' ' ' ' 
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'to obtain just as quickly as possible coverage of tbe,higb priorfty. 
·targets which were the real objective and justificati.on of AQUA TONE 
·so that ope·rations would not hav,e to be continued £or too long a period 
·of time. I pointed·out to Colonel Goodpaster .that restriction of opera-· 
tions to the Satellites was directly inconsist.ent with the .policy desired.·• 
by the Goodpaster replied that in his view the· President 
had no desire to. restrict us to these limited operations ex-
cept that he did not wish penetration missions to be undertaken 
until after the project had been discussed with the Chancellor. 

. 4. In concluding this phase of the conversation, I asked Colonel 
Goodpaster whether a correct interpretation pf what. he had. a.aid was· 
that after the projected conversation with the Chancellor we are free 
to proceed with deep penetration overflights, proVided, of. course; .. that 
the Chan.cellar raised no objecti6n and that our limited operations had 
gone well in the meanwhile. · He indicat¢d that this was his view. · 

5. The balance of the conversa.tion was devoted. to a rather full 
briefing of Colonel Goodpaster and di.scussion of various phas·es of 
the project primarily by Ors. Killian and Land. The main topics dis-. 

. c;:ussed were the following: · 

· a. Progress of.equipment, with special emphasis on the shift 
that has been ma.de to the new (J-57 /P-:-31) ·and more reliable engine and. 
on the extremely high quality photography obtained in recent flights iti .. · 
the s. with the ·A-1-and A .. 2 camera configurations. 

· b.· ·.Present enemy c·apability, the predictable 
development of a higher 8.ltitU.de capability, and a conse-

'' quent urgency of making use of this re_co1inaissance system while a 
clear advantage over interception still obtains. · · 

. . ' . . ' . . . . 

. c. Goodpaster' s desire for pe:i,-iodtc .operational re-
ports when deep penetration missions are being. condu.cted. 

. d. The whole question of the position to ·be taken by the U.S. 
· in the contingency of the los 13. of an aircraft over: enei:,ny territory. On 

this point .I explained that arrangements of a sort 
were being worked out with the Department of State:·all.d other interested 
parties. Drs. Killian and suggested, coz;isi<;lera.tron of a muc:h 
action by the U.S. involving admission overflights were beiI'l.g· .. 

2 
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conducted to guard again.st surprise attack. It was left that we 
would th{nk further,. about this matter and perhaps. suggest .several 
alternative cou:i:ses of action which would. be discussed with some-
one in the Depa:rtrnent of State a:q.d among which a choice could be 
made .on short notice. . 

. ·.(Signed) 
RICHAB.D M. JR. 

· Project Director · 

3 
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(Text of Russian Protest: Unofficial Translation)· 

Embassy of the Union of Soviet 
Socialist Republics 

Note No. 23 · 

io July 1956 

The Embassy of the Union of the Soviet Socialist 
Jl,epublics .presents. its complimenti::;. to the Department of 
.State of the United States of America and, acting on in-
structions from.the Soviet Government, ·has the honor to 
state the following: · -

According to precisely verified data, on July4 of. 
this year, at 8:-18 a.m. Moscow Time, a twin-engined medium. 
bOmber of the United States Air Force appeared from the 
American Zone of Occupation in Western Germany and ftew over 

territory of the Germ.an Democratic Republic, entering 
the air. space of the· Soviet Union from the direction of the 
Polish People's at 9:35 in the area of-·Grodno .. The 
aircraft which violated the air space of the Soviet Union 

· flew on the route Minsk, Vilnyus, Kaunas and Kaliningrad, 
.·penetrating territory of the Soviet Uni'on to the depth of 
· 320 kiiometers and-remaining over such territory for one 
hour and 32 minutes. 

On July 5 of this year, at 7:41 Moscow Time, a twin-
engine medium ·bomber of the United States Air Force, coming, 
from the,American Zone of Occupation iri Western Germany, 

. · flew over t.he ·territory of the German Democratic Republic, 
and at 8:54 penetrated the a;i;r space of the So'7iet Un;ion in 

. the area.of· Brest, coming from the direction of the Polish. 
People '.s ... The aircraft: violating the air -:frontier . 
of.the. Soviet Union flew. along the.route Brest,.Pinsk Bara-· 
nc>vichi, .. Kaunas, and icaliningrad, ·having penetrated Soviet 
teri'itory to a<depth of 150kilometers.and having remained 

··. one hoU:r and 20 minutes over such territory 4 The .same day 
.. another t'W'.in-erigine bomber of the United· States A:ir. Forc.e 

Department of. State of the 
· United States of .America 

Washington, D. C. 
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invaded the air space of the Soviet Union and penetrated · 
to a significant depth over Soviet territory .. . . 

On J}llY 9 there.took place new flights·of 
States aircraft into the Sovj,,·et air space_. .· 

The ·.above.;.men1;ioned violation of the air :fro-ntiers 
of the Soviet Union by American aircraft cannot be inter-
preted as other than intentional and conducted for purp-
oses of reconnaissance . 

, It must. be underscored that the.se gross violations of 
the air space of the Soviet. Union took place ·at a time. 

· . when, as a result of the · efforts of the S.oviet .Union and 
other peace..;.loving governments, a definite lessening of 
international tensions has been achieved, when relations 
between governments are improving, .and.. when mutual confi-
dence between them.is growing. Such a development of inter-
national relations is fully supported by the peoples of all 
countries who are vitally inter.ested in strengtheningpeace. 

One.cannot, ·however, fail to recognize that reactionary 
circles hostile to the.cause of peace ina numbel". of.coun-
tries are worried by the relaxation of int.ernational tension 
which has taken place. These.circles do possible 
to interfere with further. impro:vement of relations between 
countries and the creation of mutual trust ampi:ig · · 
Among such attempts is the said gross viola,tion .. 1:>y" the. 

·American Air· Force of the air· space of ... the Soviet Union, 
which consistently carries out a policy of strengthening. 
peace and broaQ.ening businessl.ike; cooperation,. with all 
countri.es, including the United States o.f America. 

In this connection, the· fact attracts· attention that 
the said viola.tions .of the air. frontier of the Soviet Onion 
by American··aircraft <;:oirtcid.ed with .the,,.stay o·f General 
Twining, U. s. Air Force Chief of ln the Feqeral 

. Republic· of ·Germ.any. .. ·· 
. . . . \ 

The Soviet Govermnent E;lner.getically protests· to the . 
Goveril!llent of the United States against such gross.viola-. 
tion of· the air a.pace· ·Of. the Soviet Uni.on by_ 
1:8.ry aircraft and considers thiS: :viola tio'n as an intent.ional 
act. of certain circles ·in th.e ·United States, . planned .to ag:-
grava te relations petween the Soviet Union a.rid. 
States of America. 

2 
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Calling the attention of the: Government of the United 
States to the inadmissibility of sucli violati()ns of ·the 
.air space of the :Soviet.· Union by American· aircraft, the 
Soviet Government states that a1.Lresponsibility for possible 
consequences of such violations rests with the Government of 
the United States. · · · 

The. Soviet Government expects that steps will .. be taken. 
by the Government of the U:nited States to punish those 
gUilty for the s_aid violations and to prevent such v:i,ola-
tions in the future. 

' .· 
.. · .. ..... . 

3 

Washington, D. · C ;' . · 
·July 1956 
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July 19, 1956 

DEPARTMENT OF . S'.I'ATE · 

FOR THE PRESS 

No. 398 

FOR RELEASE AT 7:00 E.D.T., THURSDAY,. JULY .19, 1956. 
Not to. be previously published, quoted from or used in any way. 

.UNITED STATES REPLY TO NOTE OF JULY 10 
. ALLEGING. VIOLATIONS OF SOViET TERRITORY BY UNITED STATES AIRCRAFT 

Following is the text of.a note delivered to the Soviet 
·Union today. It is in rep:I.y to· the .soviet note of· July: 10, 
1956 alleging violations of .soviet territory by United States. 
Air Force twin-engine medium bombers: 

· ·. The Department of State. has ·the . honor ·to inform the Embassy 
of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics ·that the latter '.s 
note no. 23 of July· 10, 1956 alleging violations ·of Soviet terri:O.. 
tory by United States Air Force twiri-·engine med:ium bombers ·coming·.· 
froin Western Germany, has ·received the most serious consideration 
of the United States Government. It is noted that the.Soviet.· 
Government's note refers to "-the American Zone of in 
Western Germany" .. Attention is called to the fact that there is 
no longer an American Zone of Occupation 'in Western Germany. 
Presumably, the reference is· to the Federal Repub:I.ic .of Germanr .. 

A thorough inquiry has been conducted and it.has been.de-
termined that no· United States military planes based, or·flying, 
in or adjacent to the Eu·ropean area at the t;i.me of the alleged . 
overflights could possibly have.strayed, as alleged; so 'far from 

·their known flight· pl;ins, which carefully exclude such over-· . 
flightt; as Soviet· Note alleges. . Therefore· the statement · 
of.· the Government of the Soviet Union is . in 

. The DepartI!J.ent of at the· same :t.ime ·feels obliged to. 
·comment on the accompanying statements ln·the Soviet Embassy's. 
note implying· a plot to hinder t.he ·improvement of. international 
relations and insinuating that the alleged American Ai·r ·Forpe . . 
fl.i.ghts might have been arranged by· Gen:eral Twining .in Germany, · 

. following . his v.isi t· to t}le ·Soviet· Union •.. ·. These. remar.ks, which· 
· are as obviously .out of ·place as they ·are unwarranted_, indeed 
of themselves have_ the effect of h,ind.ering the inipro.vement of 
international re.lat ions.· · · · · 

·Department of 
· ··Washington, July 19 !i· 1956 .. 

·· ..... ·. ,:.,.:. .. ' · .. ;. ' . . . •:.. ... 
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(Text of ·Russian Protest:· Uno·fficial Tran lat ion:) 

Enibassy of the Union of Soviet 
· Soc.ialist Republics 

·. 
Note No. 23 

10 July. 1956 ·. 

The Embassy of· the Union of the So vi .!t Socialist . 
· Republics presents ·its compliments to the Department o:f 
State of the.United States o:f America and acting on in-
structions from the Soviet Government, ha : tlt.e honor to 
state the fol·lowing: · · 

According to precisely verified data on July 4 of · 
this year, at 8: 18 a.m .. Moscow Time, a tw .n"':'engined medium 
bomber. o.f the Uni t·ed States Air Force app . .from the · · 
American ·zone of Occupation in Western Ge ·many a·nd flew over 
.the .territory of· the German Democrati'c .Re JU·biic, · entering · 
the air space of the Soviet 'Union. from·. th ! direction of the . 
Polish People's Republic. at 9:35· in the a ·ea .of G.rodno. The 

· aircraft which· ted .. the air space of . ;he Soviet Union 
flew on the route Minsk,. Vilnyus·; Kaurias md Kaliningrad, 
penetrating territo:ry ·of ·the Soviet ·union to the depth o:f 

.320 kilometers a.rid over .such · 
· . hCSU;t" and 32 minutes·. · · 

. On July 5 of this· year, at· 7: 41: Mose >W· Time, . a ·twin.:. . 
medium bomber. of· the United States Air Force;. coming.· 

·. ··from the American· Zone of Occupation in W ?S.terµ,,Germany, · 
flew over territory·of .the German 

· ... and at. 8: 5il penetrated· the air space ·Of· t le Soviet Union in. · 
the area of .Brest, coming from the direct Lon. o'f ·the Polish .. 
People.' s Republic. The aircraft viol at the air frontier •. · 

·of the .Soviet Union tlew along the route 3rest, Pinsk Bar;a-' · 
· novichi, Ka\lnas, and .,having. ?enetra.ted Soviet .· 
territory to a depth ·o'f · 150. kilometers ar j having reina .. ined 

, . one hour and 2() minutes"over such territc CY•··.· The same day. 
anot·her. bomber of the sta:tes ·Air Force· 

.• 
. . . •, 

Departmel;l:t of State of the. 
United States of ·. 

· · D .. C. 

.. 

'·· .. : 

. • .. 

.. 

... .. . 

.. 
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invaded the air space of the•sovi.et-Union·and. penetrated 
·.toa significant depth over Soviet territory. 

. On July 9 there took pl-ace new flights of United 
States aircraft into the Soviet air .space. · 

The .above.;;..mentioned. vioiation of the air frontiers· . 
of.the.Soviet Union by American aircra+t cannot be inter-

.: preted ·as other than intentional and conducted for purp-. 
os,es of reconnaissance. · · · 

.. 

It must be underscored that these gross vio.lations:of 
the air spEi.ce o:f the Soviet Uri.ion took place. at ·a time· · 
when, as a result of the efforts of the Soviet Union and 

. other gov·errunents; a definite lessening .of · 
interJ.lational tensions has be.en ach,ieved, when relations . 
between governments are improving; and when mu.tual conf i-
dence betwe·en them is growing. Such a development .. of inter-. 
national relations is fully supported by the peoples of all 

who are vitally interested in strengthening 

. One cannot, ho.wever, fail to ·recogni:z:.e t-J:ia t · reactionary 
c·ircles hostile: to the cause o·f peace in a.. nuni'ber of coun-· · 
tries are. worried by t_he relaxation of international tension 

• which has place. Thes.e .circles· do everything p_ossible> 
to interfere with further of relati.ons ·between · 
countries and the· creation. of mut'li°al . 

. Amopg. such attempts ·is the said gross. violat;on ... 
Arile:i;"-ic·an· Air Force .of <air space. of the'.Soviet 

.. which consistently carries out a. pol-icy of s·trengthening. 
·peace and'broadeningbusinessl;ike_cooJ.?erationwith all· 
cou.ntries,. including the .United of .. 

·In this the ·that· 
the. sai.d .of .the .. air .frontier of: the. Soviet U11ion · 
by Aineri"can aircraft· coincided with. the stay of Gep.eral 
twining; u. s. Afr Force -Chie;f of Staff; in the Federal 

· .··Republic of Ge;rmany-... · · · · 

. The Soviet Government energet.icallf' .. protests to the 
Government of the United States· a:gainst ·such .. gros$ viola-
tion of the a;fr space o.f the soviet Union by ,t\merican. :mfti• 

· ta.ry aircraft and cons_iders this violation as an intentional. 
·-.ct. of c.ertain circles in· the United planned to ag-. 
gravate relations between the Soviet_ Un·ion-.and the 'United 
States of· America. · · · · 

2 
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Calling .the attention of the Government of t.he· United 
States to the inal;imissibility .of. such violations o.f the 

· air space of the Soviet Union by American 'aircraft, the 
Soviet Government states that all responsibility for poss.ible .. · 
consequences of such violations.rests with the Government of 
the United States. · 

The Soviet Government expects·· that steps will be taken 
by the GQvernment of the United States to puni$h .those 
gu.d;lty fo·;r the s.a.id violations and to· prevent Sl+ClJ vi,ola-
tiorus. in the future. · 

. -.. ......... ... 
.. . . . " 

. 

l . 

' . 

'. 
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Washington, D. C.' 
July 10, 1956 . 
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FOR RELEASE AT 7:00 P.M., E.D.T .• ; THURSDAY; JULY 19, 1956. 
Not to be previously publ1'sh,ed, quoted from or used. in. any way.· 

DNITED STATES ·REPLY TO SOVIET NOTE OF JULY 10. . . 
ALLEGING VIOLATIONS OF SOVIET TERRITORY BY UNITEP STATES 

. . " . . ... - . . ' . . . . ' ,· 
Following is the text of a note delivered to the Soviet 

... ·.Union today; It is ·in r.eply to the Soviet ·note of July l'O, . 
1956 alleging violations of Soviet territory by United St.ates · 
Air 1prce twin-engine medium.bombers.: · · 

. . . . . . •. 

The Department of State has the honor to inform the Embassy 
·Of -the Union of. Soviet Socialist Republics .that the· latter's 
.·note no. 23 of July 10, 1956 alleging violations of Soviet terri,:... 
· tory ·by United States Air Force twin-engine· .medium. bombers coming· 
from Western Germany 1 has received the most serious· cons.ideration 
of the United States Government. · It is· noted that 'tl:te .. Soviet 

. GOvermnent 's ,note to ''the American Zone of Occupation .in . 
. Western Germany''.· Attention .is called to the fact that there is 
no longer an Am.erican Zone of Occupation i:n Western Germany. 
P.r.esumably, the reference is. to the Federal Republic of Germany. . . . . . . . . . . •. . . . . I .. 

. , I 

A thorough inquiry ·has been conducted and it has been de:- · · · · · 
termined that .no United States military· planes based., or flying, . 

· in. or ·to the European. area at· the. time of the alleged .. •· 
overflights could possibly have.· strayed, as alleged, so far. f,rom 
their ·known flight plans, .which ¢are:fu1ly -exc.lude such ovet'.""." . 
fli.ghta as the Soviet Note a.lleges. · the .statement i 
csf the Government of · the Soviet Union is . in ·error. · · '· . . . ' l 

. The Department of State. at the same :time· feeis to . 
comment. on the accompanying statements in the ·Soviet Embassy rs : 
note implying a plot :to hj.nder the. improvement ·o.f: inte.r:o,atio·na.1 
relations. a.nd insinuating' that t.he alleged American Air .. 
tlit;hts might have .be·en arranged by Gener.a.I· Twining in Germ:;l.ny, 
following his visit .to ·the Soviet· ·union •. •.· These ·remarks, which· 
a.re as obvio1,1.sly out of place as they are .· indeed · . 
of themselves ha.ve the effect o,f hindering the. improvement of:.·· 
international relations •.... ·• 1.. · · · .. · ·i:· 

. l>epartme11t of State; , . : . + ' . . .._,' / 
Washington, ·Ju;r. 19, , · .... , . [} · 
' , . : .•··· ,: ; ., . ·. . . , . ''. . ! I ' 
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8 August 1956 

MEMORANDUM FOR ; Director of Central Intelligence * . 
· SUBJ·ECT Decision on Project AQUATONE 

1. Present Status: Reflecting the discussions and decisions of 
. the past three weeks since AQUATONE operations were halted on 11 July, 
· the following is the present status of the Project. 

a. Detachment A is at Wiesbaden in complete state of 
. readi_nes s with four ai re raft ope rational. It has been advised that no 

.. missions. will be flown over denied areas 1.intil after 15 August _at the 
··earliest but in the meanwhile infrequent weather missions and certain 
test .missions a.re being flown over friendly territory. Work is still pro-
cee·ding on a permanent base, OI,"iginally intended for this unit, at 
Giebelstadt. 

b. B has completed training and.its deployment 
to Adana from Watertown will start on 13 August. It should be fully 
operational with four aircraft at Adana by 25 August. 

c. An advance parfy is surveying available facilities at 
Yokota AFB, Japan, and Kadena AFB, Okinawa. Plans are being com-
pletec,i and airlift schedUled for the redeployment of Detachment .A from 
Wiesbaden to the Far E;ast beginning about Zl August. (The same air-
lift 'Will be used for the .initial deployment of Detachment B. and the 

of ,A. ) It is understood that the final decision to · 
Detachment A in Germany or redeployit to the Far East will not be 
made until about 15 August and it will remain in a state of operational 

until that da_te. If redeployed this Detachment should be op-
. e·rational in the Fa.r East.about 15 September. 

· · d. ·The assembly, equipping and training of a third 
(Detachment C)·is going forward on sc}\edule at WatertoWn.. Most of·its-
senior pe'rsonnel have already entered on duty and: eight piiots have been 
recruited.: The Detachment should be :ready for deployment in the first . . . . ' .. : ...... -"" .... . . . 
half of November. · 

. e. As a. result of slippage in the ofthe most . 
advanced cameras and much of the electronics equipment, considerable. 

(* The Bissell version with changes 
by Generai · · 

T 0 P E C .R T 

1) 

via ·eYEMAN·· 
Control System . 
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development remains to be done. The C camera cannot be expected 
to be operational much before the end of the year aild electronics 
'system #4 will not be operational until late Winter. On the basis of 
present plans these development programs and some training activi-
ties will continue at Watertown until 1 February. Thereafter /plans 

. are being·rnade for/ Watertown wiJ:.J.. /to/ be shut down and the . 
remaining development activities will handled at an Air Force 
base/ I subject to decision subsequent to Z.5 I . 

2.. Decisions Required: By 15 August it will be necessary to 
decide: 

\ ·a. Whether Detachment A is to .re.surne .operations in Europe, 
be· redeployed prpmptly to the Far East. or remain inactive at Wiesbaden· 
&Waiting a. later resumption of operations or redeploYm.ent. 

b. Whether Detachment B is to start active operations from 
Adana when. it is operational, fly "probing" missions or remain inactive 
there than for flying its cover missions;T awaiting.later decisiens. 

·. - . - . 

Immediately after 15 August it would seem desirable to review procure-
ment and development programs in the light of the above decisions with 
a view to /determining whether or not tOt curtailing- development and 

· /which might be/ no longei" required· for this· Project. At 
the same time-it would like,.,;:fse seem wise to reVi.ew the requirement.· 

·. fqr a third detachinent. 

3.; Considerations Bearing on the.!!le What are ·here listed as 
considerations bearing on the problem: are. believed to he reasonably· 

· .. clearly established and objectively stated circumstances which in no way 
·determine the major policy decisions but whicl,l doh.ave clear implications· 
for the form and timing of these 

:: .. · 
a. If /it is determined that there is no reasonaQle prospect 

that/ Detachment A is B&i- going to be used in either at Wiesbaden 
. or °ilong with' Detachment B a_! Adana, it ought to be put to WO!,k as soon 
as possibl4? in the Far East Lafter that dete:J;"minatfon is If a '' 
dec-ieion is .not made 15 August either to let it resume c>perations or 

' to redeploy the opportu.nity for a prompt redeploytneiit would be lost 
aaa-m.91:-e-'&ift!e -wei.t:i:cl. .&e-wa.ste a-t-E)..ae -goOO ' ' 
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b. The organization which has beeri built up to carry out 
AQUATONE been designe4 to conduct operations for a period of 
slightly more than a year. It is not a permanent organization and is 
ill-adapted to the task of maintaining in a routine manner a standby 
capability to be used in the event war or of unforeseeable shal'.p 
·change in. the political climate. Its personnel, both civl.lian and mili-
tary, have been recruited for short tours of duty, assigned overseas 

· on a TDY basis without their families, and every effort has been made 
to develop the motivation for an intensive temporary undertaking. If 
the .decision is made that a part or all of the capability that has been 
developed is to be placed on a stan!fby basis, with no prospect. of active 
use at any foreseeable time, /;.e would have serious problems in 
keepin_a/ .the present organization w-Ocl.E1.-l-0e-e /from its morale, 
many 6£ its best people, and its effectiveness.. · 

c. Development and procurement are currently going forward· 
on a scale adequate· to support three detaclunents on a fully active basis 
for a continuous period of 15 months. Savings of some millions of· . 
·dollars (part ·of which would accrue to the Agency and part to the Air 
Force) could be achieved by prompt cutbacks in these programs. Such 
cutbacka would, however, prevent the development of the full capability 
origi.nally planned.· Under the circumstances, failure to achieve any 

·.clear-cut decision as to the scale .. on which and.the time.period for . 
Which this capability will be actively employed i-9-.&oun-d-t;e /;night/ . 

. result in the Wa.ste of substa:ntial sums as well as the tyi.ng . 
·up of technical manpower which may be needed in other n.ational security · 
programs. 

. d. It.must be repeated that well-informed technical opinion 
aliows· the existing reconnaissance system·less than a year before t!!_e 

· 'J>r.obabnity of t1;1.e u aircra!t star.ts to increase •.. Lrt. 
·.would of coµrse be longer. before there could be generally effective 
· deployme.nt of.advanced interceptors.:] . ·. • · . · · .· · .. · 

All of the above argue powerfully 
. in favor of an: attempt to secure reasonably clear-cut deci.sfons. 9n the 

··future of this Project by' the middle of' /The mqst ·desiral:>le · 
· is that authorizing a concerted effort c;i.gainst the top .· 

. Failing· this,: CIA and the Air Force sho.uld consider what the 
·. are of. eventual favorable action:_!·· · 

-ro.ae-n:i.a-Ei-e-i-s- 4.s -go.iilg--» b.e-llse8.-

3· 
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-e.U.. It I can be. argued/ is .te-b&lieve-

. Lno7 a:ay facts not now available are required as the basis for_ 
. such a decision or that the passage of a few more weeks would not/ 
greatly alter an evaluation of risks to be h1curred and benefits to be 
gained. In particular it is difficult to see what good can come of 
"probing" missions which will merely alert the defense and stimulate 
more political protests without accoqiplishing any really important 
pur-pose,. 

. 5. Proposed Pr.ocedure: In order to secure a decision it is be• 
lieved that two kinds of·sta.ff work should be done: 

a. First, a specific plan of operations sihould be proposed 
as the. desired course· of action 

te l'Jin.& · 
A specific proposal has been 

prepared in the form of a plan for soine fifteen missions over the western 
USSR which would cover the highest pri,..ority intelligence targets. U. is · 

p!:la-ctioed.-:p\:l!!'j!)8 se 8 al'e -Gn-1')""' 1'\ive -aJ.4:e Pl\& R-V-e 
e e\ll' s es -of-ae t.i-0f.t: 

-(i} -Ope-i"iilA:i.Ons- J.:i.mi t&d- .te -Gki;na. a.'n.Q.. th& Satel-1-it&e-. 

. 

. b., Second, the proposal should be staffed out with the . 
. · tnt•r•Hted military authorities (the.Air Force a.nd the JCS) and with the· 
Department of State in the hope that it can be presented with their con-; 

. To this end, a military assessment of AQUATONE is being• · 
p;repared by the Air Force and it is belieyed that support will be forth-
·coming both from·. General Twining and from Admiral Radford on behalf 

· of the Joint It had been.hoped that the S·ecreta.ry of State's views. 
could be obtained well. in a.dvan_ce of 15 Aug\lst •. · · .. · · . 

6,. . · It is strongly 

. a. That the recommended plan of operations over the USSR 
fror.h the west, tejeih&• «-aeti.()11.., be. 
presented to the Secretary of State a.t the earliest opportunity and the 

·plan be necessary so as to obtain his concurrence or at 
least acquiescence. · · 

4 .. 

.. ' 
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·.· .. 
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. epa!'a.ttiQE.-s"J.:. step& -0.e-ta.k&n-lePthwi-th-&<>-t'l:ll!'B-o-ve-P. -aU-t:ke ... ef. .tke 

' , 

-o-... L b.7 That in the event of his concur.rence in a plan of 
operations,· this be presented to higher authority as a joint recommenda:-
tion of the DCI and the JCS with the concurrence of the Secretary: of State. 

cc: DDCI 

s 

RICHARD M. BISSELL,. JR • 
. Project Director 
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Detachment - Officer Cadre 

First To-ur (May 1956 - October 1957) 

. Col. Edward A. Perry, Commanding Officer 
Mr, John. Parangosky, Executive Officer 
Lt. Col. Roland L. Perkins, Ope.rations Officer 

. Ope:rations Staff: 
Maj. Harry N. C9rdes 
Maj. John F. Carlisle 
Maj. Chester Bohart 
Maj. James B. Hester 
Maj. William E. Kennedy 
Maj. Donald R. Curtis 
Maj. Joseph E. French 

. Maj·• Thomas W Land 
Capt. Warren R. Kincaid, Jr. 
capt. Roger J. Tremblay . 
Ma·. William R. V. Marriott Medical Officer 

Withheld under statutory authority of the 
Central Intelligence Agency Act of 1949 (50 
U.S.C., section 403g) 

Secon.d Tour (November 1957 - May 1960) 

Col. Stanley W. Beerli, Commanding Officer {Nov. 1957 - July 1959) 
Col. William E. Shelton,· Commanding Officer (July 1959 - May 1960) 
Mr. John Parangosky, Officer (through March 1959) 
Lt. Col. Carl F. · Funk, Materiel Officer · 
Operations Staff: .· 
Maj. Raymond N. ·sterling 
Maj. Joseph L. Giraudo, Jr. 
Maj. Arthur DuLac 
Maj.· William Dotson 
Maj. James T. Deuel, Medic a.I: Officer 

Withheld under statutory authority of the 
Central Intelligence Agency Act of 1949 (50 
U.S.C., section 403g) 
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Detachment B - C9ntract Pilots 

» u 
u c: 
Of:J <U g ..0 _;p G' 

First .Tour (May :- October 1957) 
......... •....C ,,._., a <U Z' lJ!!Ltnes. G. Abraham u..i:: u'-' 
..0 "3 OJ) V) a c ::3 :2,. Thomas C. Birkhead 
§ ?i James W. Cherbonneaux (joined Det B .in Turkey, December 1956} 

<J.:< ro - ;:J Buster E. Edens: · 
-o t; e V) . William W. Hall 
Q);... d < .g l3 0 Edwin K. Jones 

§ ,S µ... ·. William H. McMur:r:ay 
<+-< Francis Q. Powers 

..._ __ Sammy V. C. Snider 

Second To.ur (November 1957 - May 1960) 

·Barry H. Baker {transferred to Detachment G August 1959} 
James A. Barnes, Jr •. 
Robert J.' Ericson 

I 
I 
I 
I 

Martin A. Knutson (transferred.from Deta1:hment A November 1957) 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

11 
\ 

·Francis G. Powers 
Alber.t J. Rand {transferred to Detachment G August 1959). 
John C. ·Shinn . . · . . 
Glen,don K. Dunaway (transferred from Detachment G August 1959) 
Jacob Kratt, Jr. from Detachment G August 1959) 

TOP SECRET 
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CHAPTER XII - DETACHME:NT B 

and Training 
. . . . , 

The.activation and training phase of the second field detachment. 

proceeded in a great deal more drderly fashion than the first, and while 

· th.is was to be in the light of experience gained. there were. 

other. factors which led to. the smoother transition of the second group 

into, a effective and highly motivated unit. 
. . . . 

The Commanding Officer. Colonel Edward A. Perry:i was an 
' ' 

aggr.essive leader with a strong urge to lead a winning team •. He 

d_emanded the full support and loyalty of hii;; men and iri turn. spa.red · 
. : . . . - ' . -. . . . . 

no effort in trying to achieve the best possible conditions for them.· 

Col.· Perry was tapped £or the. assignment frofu the Training Directorate · 

of SAC -Hee.dquarters in San.uary 1956· and thus .bad three montha before• 
. . - . -

·.the activa.tion of.his detachment in which tovisit Project Headquarters . . . . . ·. . . 

and b.e fully briefed, to visit the training ?ase and witness operations 
. . . . . . . 

there, and. to pick 60% of b.is officer cadre· from · ·. 

men known to him. In addition. the. facUities·at .the at 

Watertown in better shape in _all respects to second 
. . ' . '• . . . . . . . 

·the SAC Training Unit had been able to put forward recoy;nme:q.da-
. ' 

tions on deficiencies and problem areas in the-aircraft for . 
' . . . . . . . . . . . 

and to tailor their t_raining course_ in Hn-e With the experience gained 

'!'OF SEGRE'F 
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with the first group; arra.ngements fol:' recruiting and indoctrinating 

techreps !or overseas service were working more smoothly; and 

the equipment had been operationally proven. 

Col. Perry's orders assigned· him to the 1007th Air Intelligence 

·Service Group with duty a.s Commanding Officer of Flight B of Project 

Squadron Provisionalt effective 6 March 1956. He reported at Project 

Headquarters, Washington, and began working with the staff on the 

rec:c:uitment of his cadre and drafting plans and procedures. for the 

training and operational phases. Personnel shortages and lateness in 

reporting were. still being encountered, particularly in the specialties 

of aeromedicine and supply and Wa.rehousing. 

May 7th (.date of cornpletfon of Detachment A's deployment) was 

set as the day for activation of Weather Reconnaissance Squadron, 

Provisional.< II} at Watertown and ti;e majority of the. detachment's 

personnel had reported in by the middle of. May.· The detachment was 

not fully manned, however, until the middle of 
. . . . . . .. . . :: . * 

The .estimated date !or c.ompletion of training in the U-Z of the nine 

· contract and !our Detachment B. officers was for 10 July, with .the 

* 

z Withheld from public release 
under statutory authority 

TOP SES R:E of the Central Intelligence Agency 
FOIA 5 USC §552(b)(6) 
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USCM tests beginning .Z3 July and deployment to follow about 10 August. 

Mr. Bissell wanted to advance these dates to 16 July and 5 August 

·re.spectively in view of the !act that the sun angle over the Soviet. 

targets of interest would become .less favorable for each : 

day. He als_o wanted to set target dates which would require re·al e·ffort 

to m.eet; this wa.s understood and agreed by Col. Perry. 

The .optimistic outlook was adversely affected by :the late reporting 

of the detachment's contract pilots.· Five were on deck by-mid-May and 

three additional pilots reported by l June. The concurrent training of· 

the four Greek pilots and two casuals ·for Detachment A, as well as the 

running of accelerated tests on the P-31 engine during May, June and 

. July 1956 put a heavy burden on available. a.ire raft. Col. . Yancey's esti-

:m,ate in the middle of May was for a possible six weeks' delay in the 

operational readiness date; however, with some adjustriieri.ts i.n work 
' .. 

schedules and training prog;rams and maximum effort by all concerned, 

. the detachment held its USCM tests 18' through Zl was declared • 

. combat ready, and began deployment on 13 August 1956. 

Withheld from public release 
under statutory authority 

of the Central Intelligence Agency 
FOIA 5 USC §552(b)(6) 
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Withheld from public release 
under statutory authority 

of the Central Intelligence Agency 
FOIA 5 USC §552(b)(6) 

.Turkish Approval for Operations at' Incerlik,Air Base 

The Air Force recommended on 7 March 1956 that Adana, Turkey, 

. be developed as a base for Detachment Bin preference 

Greece. Reasons for the choice of Adana were that it was ·closer to 

prio:1:ity targets, had better termi!lal weather and available alternate 

landing bases, available SAC lOgistical support (this later dis:. 

covered to be almost non-existent),· and .better physical security. 
. ' . . 

The Project Director concurred and proceeded to seek State Department 

concurrence.. There '\Yas a delay due a new Ambassador to Turkey 

not having been. confirmed. On 11 Aprill956 the Department of State 

approved an approach to the Turks through Air Force channels. . . 

the Project Engineer, was sent via .__ _________ _J 

USAFE to Adana to as.certain what construction was necessary. The 
. . 

Air was to sustain the costs· of additionai facilities but the 

Project Director offered to reimburse the costs, if any,. which the Air. 
c; ... 

· · Force was unable to meet .. After the survey, ... I ______ ..... . 
u ;5 

5 
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that the basic facilities would be ready approximately 10 August, if 

there were no slippages in delivery of matel"ials. This means the bare 

essentials 1".equired for living and operating on the ·base.· The additional 
' . 

. base support facilities required would take up. to four months to construct. 

On 24 April Col. Russell Berg, together with Mr. Bissell's Personal 

·Assistant, went to Ankara for the purpose of 1-..----------,---' 
obtaining-approval for overflights from Turkey by Detachment B at the 

·Service-to-Service level.. It became evident from conversations. with 

. Agency and U.S. Force contacts in Ankara, and the Charge' 

.s = i: (: d'Affair.es, Mr. Foy Kohler, that approval could only be received ·uiti-' 
ma.tely from the. Prime Minister ..... 1------'---.lrequested Project• 

. . 
Headquarters by cable to obtain State Department concurrence in a 

· Government-to-Government approach, and asked that the Charge' be 
. . . . 

so notified. This was done and on 28 April a message from the Secretary 

I (see 

Annex 76 for text). 

On 1May1956 Mr. Kohler saw Prime Minister Menderes and ::t;'e-

ceiv:ed unqualified for operations from ·Turkey. The Prime 

.Minister was told that the I 50X4, E.0.13526 

6 
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Adana would consist .of a})out 130 personnel- with five U-Z 1s; that the 
. . ' ' 

ope:rration would last approximately two years; that the intelligence 

collected would be given to the Turks through normal channels; and 

that in the event of a the Turkish Government would not 

be expected to take any of the responsibility. Menderes replied that 

in such an event he would least meet in consUltation ancl promised 

to keep knowledge of the operation (in the extended cover story version) . .. ' ' - . . 

to General Tunaboylu, Chief of Staff of the Turkish General Staff, a.nd 

bis Deputy, Lt. Gen. Rustu Erdelhun:, and Mr. Nuri Birgi, Secretary 

General of the Foreign Ministry. 

. Because of approaches made to the Greeks concerning possible use 

of Elevsis, it was felt politically expedient to let the King and Queen 
. ' - ' . 

. . . . 

and the Prime Minister 'know immediately that there had been a change 

in plans, but witho\lt referring to the use of a Turkish bas:e, This was 

accomplished· 'byj._ __,, _______ ..... ! 5_0_X_l...:..., _E_.0_._13_5.....,2_6__..... __ ...,._ __ -.11 . 
to Incerlik 

·The advance echelons of. communications, security and operatiop.s 

personnel departed on zs.'and Z7July1956,. and by ZAugust 

.. a temporary communications link was established between Incerlik 

and Project Headquarters. 

TOP 

The officer in .charge of the advance. party, 
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Lt. Col. Roland L. Perkins, sent back a gloomy report on the status 

of construction at Incerlik, but the Project Director felt there was no 

alternative to going ahead with deployment even though the U-2. 1s and 

some of the equipment would have to be left in the open for a while until 

hangar and storage space was ready. Therefore the move went ahead 

according to schedule and between 14 and 17 August 1956 a. combined 

MATS/SAC airlift of C-118's and C-124's delivered WRSP (II), complete 

with aircraft, equipment and supplies to Turkey. 

To insure that there would be no misunderstanding with regard to 

line of command (as had occurred with Detachment A) the Project Direc-

tor sent a dispatch to Col. Perry before his departure from Watertown 

outlining the duties of the Executive Officer in the management of the 

Detachment's affairs. These were: 

a. To implement policies and orders of the Commanding 

Officer and assure compliance therewith. 

b. To maintain liaison 

c •. To maintain liaison with host goverriinent agencies and 

·coordinate of other detachment personnel with these agencies. 

d. To advise the Commanding Officer on Agency policies, 

regulations , etc . 

8 
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e. To act as office of record for the detachment. 

f. To coordinate support activities with operational planning. 

g. To review organization and procedures and advise the 

Commanding Officer on proposed. changes. 

h. To perform other duties as the ·Commanding Officer may 

direct. 

Perry accepted fully the concept of joint administration but 

at the same time insisted that as Commanding Officer he retain full con-

trol over all elements of his command and that detachment personnel 

(including security and communications) should not communicate directly 

with their superiors in Washington, and that any reports by official 

visitors to the detachment should in every case be submitted through him. 

Although the detachment retained its unit designation as WRSP (I I), 

the additional designation of Detachment 10-10, TUSLOG, was added in 

order to incorporate the unit into the theater command for support pur-

poses APO mailing privileges). Facilities construction,· 

airlift, ground vehicles and other normal Air Force support wei-e to be 

on USAFEHeadquarters with: the promise of priority treatment. 

Incerlik Air Base, a SAC post-strike base for long-range aircraft, 

situated seven miles out of Adana near the southern coast of Turkey, 

9 
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was occupied by a small housekeeping group with little or no activity 

at the time of Detachment B's arrival. L.iaison with the base comple-

ment was established with Col. Gordon F. Thomas, Base Commander, 

and cleared contacts in the local OSI and Provost Marshal sections. 

The settling in of detachment personnel and readying of the aircraft 

and equipment for operations was hampered by delaye·d completiOn of 

facilities, poor sanitation, substandard mess, el.ectrical failures, low 

quality indigenQus help, and extreme heat. 

The Detachment Flight Surgeon,· Dr. Marriott, shortly after arrival 

of the group wrote up a detailed report of the unsatisfactory and unsanitary 

condition of the mess at Adana which was sent back to Headquarters. 

When it was shown to Col. Geary (who then occupied the position of 

Headquarters USAF Project Officer) he immediately brought it to the 

attention of Gen. Smart, Vfoe Chief of Staff, who in turn referred it 

to Gen. Tunner at USAFE Headqual:'ters. Gen·. Tunner sent his Inspector 

· General down to to investigate (although he was quite angry at 

the· report having reached Washington without ''going through channels"). 

Action was soon taken to relieve the Food Service Officer and his 

assistant and get replacements. Other corrective- action included 

curement·of dishes, glasses, silverware, water coolers and other 

10. 
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items to improve service. New sc eening for windows and screen 

doors was ord-ered, and sanitation l. general improved by cleaning and 

fresh paint. All of this did not hap en overnight--in fact it took several 

months to realize the necessary im irovements in the living and working . 

areas; 

The problem of airlift in and o t of Adana for both freight and pass-

engers was a principal concern of' ol. Pe.rry 1s group for almost four 

months after arrival. Considerati· n had been given to a 

.Athens-Adana run us; 1g the Agency C-54 .... I ____ 
.__. __ __.I but this was ruled out for ecurity a.nd other reasons (except 

. in cases of dire emergency}, and d had to be placed on the 

limited regular USAF flights (two < r three a wee.k} fr.om Athens or 

Rhein Main, Germany. In Decemb 1956 .USAFE finally delivered a 

support C-54 to the detachment for it.s own.use and this was probably 

the greatest boon to that "v.,, s experienced by the during 
. . . 

. its entire stay in Tu;rkey'. It mean riot only the ability to bring in 

badly needed supplies and equipme lt and to exchange pouches and 
. .. . . . 

· passengers for qti.ick connecti.on but it also meant•. 
. . 

the possibility of scheduling rest. a ld rehabili,.tation trips out of Turkey•· 

for Detachment personnel.. 
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Liaison was establ shed with the Agency Station at Frankfurt, 

Germany, and arrange lents were made for the Station 1 s assistance 

in local purchases and Jther day-to-day project business in German 

Later a Project Liaiso Officer from Headquarters was established 

at Wiesbaden, first in ie office of the DCS for Operations (physical r 

located in the office of Jt. Col. R. D. Steakley) and later moved to 

the office of Lt. Col. C h.arles Carver of the USAFE Materiel Direct r-

, ate. The project offic( r assigned performed liaison as required bet 'teen 

Project Headquarters, USAFE components, the two operating detacl -

ments, Frankfurt Stati n, and the photo-interpretation center at 

Wiesbaden {URPIC/W). His activities were facilitated by ace es s to 

\ 

[} lXl, E.0.13526 I 
,_ ____ ---JI and Agenc: pouch and other facilities. at Frankfurt Sta ti< n. 

First Operations: Mid .le East Coverage 

In the late summe: and early fall of 1956, the rapid deterioratic l 

of the situation in Egyf; and the relations between that country and t ,e 

Br.itish and French, an i the cutting off of intellige.nce bearing upon 

·these developments, lei the Ad Hoc Requirements Committee (ARC 

to recommend to the Ir :elligence Cornmunity that requirements for 

coverage of the Middle East be levied on Project AQUATONE whose 
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U-2 aircraft were deployed conveniently nearby awaiting permission of . . 

higher authority to resume their primary mission of overflights of the 

Soviet Union. The initiation of Middle East overflights was authorized 

by the White House after concurrence by the Secretary of State in the 

ARC' s recommendations . Both the President and the Secretary of 

State were kept constantly informe.d of the progress of these overflights 

by reports or by briefings with photographic displays of intelligence ob-

tained. 

The first Middle East flight by Detachment B was flown on 11 Sep-

tember.1956, and the last on ZS February 1960, During this period a 

· total of 151 overflights were made: 11 by Detachment A• 17 by British 

pilots attached to Detachment B, and the balance by Detachment B's 

American pilots.· During this period the following Middle Eastern 

*. 
countries were covertly overflown: 

Aden 
Afghanistan 
Bah:rein 

·Egypt 
Ethiopia 
Israel 
Iran 
Iraq 

·Jordan 

Kuwait 
·Lebanon 
Pakistan 
Qatar 
Saudi Arabia.· 
Syria 
Turkey· 
Yemen. 

* There is no in;fotfuation available that. indicates that .the U-2 was 
subject to radar tracking by any Middle East coU:.O.try Israel. 
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When Middle East coverage got underway in September 1956, the 

film from missions was still being sent back to the Eastman processing 

facility, but when the military situation in the Suez area heated up and 

mission results were required for immediate tactical use, the Photo 

Interpretation Center (PIC) established a branch at Wiesbaden (URPIC/W) 

with a small sub-unit later set up at Adana (URPIC/l), manned by a 

three - man team led by . The Detachment thus ha.d 

a.n imrnediate read-out capability so that flash reports could be cabled 

to Washington within a very short time after the mii;;sion aircraft landed 

at Adana. This facility was maintained in stand-by condition during 

non-operational periods so that on demand it could be reinstituted in a 

matter of 12. to 24 hours. 

Honoring the promise to Prime Minister Menderes to share the 

intelligence obtained with the Turks, the first intelligence summary 

was given to him on 27 November 1956 and related principally to the· 

Syrian Air Order of Battle. 

Problems with Commanding Officer, Detachment B 

Once Detachment B was established at Adana, Col. Perry instituted 

a continuous stream of cable mes sages to Headquarters which at first 

were limited to listing deficiencies requiring Headquarters or USAFE 
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·supply action, but which soon turned to policy matters, questioning 

Headquarters deCisi9ns, and suggesting changes in established proce-

dures .. Interspersed were messages on the private channel to either 

Mr. Bissell or Col. Gibbs 

In January 1957 his request for Headquarters consultation was 

granted,. along with ten days of home leave to visit his family. 

. . . ' . 
In announcing Col. Perry's forthcoming TDY at Headquarters, '------

Mr. Bissell noted to the concerned members of his staff: 

. "I do not anticipate any earth-shaking decisions or 
important new policies to emerge from Col. Perry1s trip. 
I feel it is most important, especially in the light 
of our long exchange and not infrequent differences of view.·. 
with h:im during the ·past several months, that we be exposed. 
face to face to his philosophy and attitudes and he to ours. 
If we can obtain a more vivid and complete unde.rstandingof 
his problems as he sees them and he 0£ ours,. and if each of 
us can get a better grasp of the o.ther' s reasons for holding 
the. views. he does, the visit will be mos.t profitable. 11]:/ 

' ' ' 

J:../ SAPC-1208·3• 4 January 1957; · Memorandum to Project Staff from 
R. M. Bissell, Jr. 
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>uring his TDY at Headquarters on 5 and 6 Febl"uary 1957, Col. Perry 

had a ong private talk with Mr. Bissell, of which no record was made, 

but th< results were that Col. Perry discussed his detachme-nt problems 
. . . 

with tl e Headquarters Staff in a fai:Jdy calm and cooperative spirit and 

depart for Adana apparently intent on getting on with the job. 

n March a visit was· paid to Adana by Col.· Gibbs and a Headquarters · 

party or purposes of a general inspection, and to discuss cutback and 
. . . . .. 

-reassi of. personnel. The politic_af'hold-down of the ,primary mis..; 

siona .d un(:ertainty of the future of the.project made it necessary to try.· 

1/ Le ter to Dr .• William R. Lovelace, Jr., dated 7 January 1957. 
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possible. The condition of the Detachment's facilities and adequacy of 

current supply lines procedures were reviewed. An improvement 

in the ove!'."all picture was evident and the Liaison Office at USAFE 

Headquarters, Wie.sbaden, was very well since it had been 

placed in the offices of the Materiel Directorate in. lieu of Col. Steakley' s 

office in Operations. 

The' number of Middle East missions during the first few months 

of 1957 had decreased to a minimum as a result of United Nations peace-

making activities in .the Suez affair, and on l February the .ARC had recom-

·mended discontinuance of use of the U-Z for .this coverage in order not to 
. . . . ' 

jeopardize its use in penetration flights into the Soviet .orbit in the current 

photographic sea'son, permission for which it was hoped would be forth-

coming soon. Two suecessful Elint missions with System V were flown 

along the Soviet border, the second of which on 18. March 1957, returning 

from Afghanistan inadvertently overflew a. portion of the Soviet Union 
. . . . . . 

which set off a .chain reaction through the.intelligence up to 
. . . 

SAC and a written explanation of why and how this happened 
. ' . . '' 

had to be prepared for Headquarters, USAF, with corrective action being. 

taken \vith regard to pilots' operational procedures to ensure rio :repeti-

tion of the· incident. 
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The Middle East moved toward another crisis in April 1957. 

King Hussein of Jordan threw pro-Communists out of his government 

and was faced with a possible uprising, The U.S. 6th Fleet was ord..,. 

ered to the Eastern Mediterranean to show support for Hussein. Mid-

dle East missions were flown as required for tacti.cal coverage of this 

develop.rnent by Detachment B until the situation in Jordan calmed down 

and the 6th Fleet was moved back on it
0

s .nortnal station. 

First Staging from Pakistan 

At a meeting with the President on 6 ·May 1957 the decision was 

· .·reached that overflights of Russia wC>uld be renewed and would be staged 

by Detachment B fr<:im Pakistan if permission could be obtained from 

the Government of Pakistan for use of a base. Mr. Bissell' s Personal 

. visi.ted Karachi for this purpose . 
'---------------------------' 

between 3 and 7 June 1957 and along with I 50Xl, E.0.13526 I 
briefed President Mirza and requested approval 

for a U-Z staging mission 11into Sinkiang for a.fr sampling and electronic· 

intelligence" from a base in Pakistan. The President asked that Prime 

Minister Suhrawa:rdy's approval be sought (without informing him that· 

the President ha.d already been seen), This was done and the Prime 

Minister gave his approval but said he would like the group to talk with 
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General Ayub Khan. General Ayub, when approached, said he would 

advise the Prime Minister against this project unless the U.S. was 

willing to furnish ,Pakistan the needed military aid (principally fighter 

aircraft) previously requested. On 5 June 1957 a second visit with the 

Prime Minister by the U.S. representatives disclosed that Ayub had not 

dissuaded him from permitting the operation. Although the Prime Mini-

ster said he agreed with Ayub that Pakistan should have more aid, he 

did not ask a quid pro· guo for use of the base. Lahore was chosen for 

the operation since the runway at Peshawar (a more desirable location) 

was undergoing repair. Col. Perry and the Project Engineer.I!'-' _____ ___, 

.__ ___ _.I joined .... l _____ __.I to visit and inspect the base 

Operation SOFT TOUCH 

Use of the base at Lahore was agreed for the approximate period 

of 7 July 1957 through 7 August 1957, With a possible extension if found 

to be necessary. The advance echelon arrived on 12 July an<;l communi...: 

cations were established with Adaria on 13 July. . . The main task force 

of 40 personnel, including all eight contract pilots and three U-2 air-

craft (two with the new anti-radar application) followed immediately 

and after shake-down of equipment, waited until 4 August before target 

weather cleared and the first mission could be run. 
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were carried out betWeen 4 and 28 August and while four were classified 

a.s 11poor11 dqe to camera or other malfunction or target weather, excel-

lent cove:r:age was obtained of the guided missile test range at what later 

came to be known as Tyura Tam, ?'nd of the Siberian atomic proving 

grou.nd at Semipalatinsk, as well as other known or suspected installa-

tions •. (See overleaf for a listing of SOFT TOUCH missions and the 

targets 

On 10 Aug'1st 1957 the Government of Pakistan received a complaint 

from th.e Indians through the UN Kashmir Observer on an overflight of 
. ' . . . 

Indian territory on 5 August. The violation was not attributed to the 

U-Z, and the Pakistanis took c.are of the Indian complaint by blaming 

·.the in question on the LI __ __;J=s=O=X=l='=E=.=0=·=1=3=52=6=:!...J __ -.-J 

" recommended early withdrawal of the staging party since its continued 

presence would aid_ the Soviets in pinpointing the operating; base from 

which the overflights were originating. The task forc-e therefore with-

. d;r.-ew on 30 August and returned to Turkey. 

.Briefings were given. in Washington in early on the· 

results of these missions to the President and the Secretary of State by 

Gen. Cabell and. Mr. Lundahl •. On 27 November, the Br.ittsh Prime 

Minister, Mr. Macmillan, and members of his cabinet were also bl".iefed 

.·by Mr. Lundahl in London on SCF T TOUCH 
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SOFT TOUCH Mi.ssioM: 

Date M.sn. No. Duration Pilot 

4 August 1957. 403.6 8 hr. 35 min. Powers 

5 August 1957 4035 7 hr. 30 min. Edens 

11August1957 4039 6 hr. 25 min. Mc Murray 

20 August 1957 4045 8 hr. 40 min. Snider 

20 August 1957 8 hr. 5 min. Jones 

21August1957 4049. 9 hr. 10 min. Birkhead 

21August1957 4050 8 hr .. 05 min .. Che.rbom,eaux 

21 August 1957 4051 6 hr. 40 min. fiall 

28 August 1957 4058' 7 hr. 35 min. Jones 

* Note: DB stands for "Dirty Bird". the 
name given the U-2 with the 
anti-radar appiication. 

'f'OF SEGRE'%' 

Targets 

China, TiHwa. Mongolia 
(abort before Irkutsk) 

Confi'g. &Results 

A-2 Poor 

Novokazalinsk, Kzylorda, B(DB)* Good 
Aral Sea (Tyura Tam) 

Ust Kamerogorsk (abort 
. before Novosibirsk) 

Tomsk, Novosibirsk 

Semipalatinsk. Omsk 
Balkhash 

Krasnoyarsk 

. Stalinsk, Semipalatinsk .• 
Alma 

Ti.bet, Lhasa 

Leninabad., Aralsk 
(Tyura Tam) 

B(DB) Poor 

A-2.. Good 

A-2(DB) Fair 

A-2. Poor 

A-2(DB) Excelle 

B Po.or· 

A-2.(DB). 
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On 18 August 19-57 a pro-Soviet military group in Syria e:K'ecuted 

a coup and subsequentlyjoined forces with Egypt under Egyptian control. 

· Coverage of Syria by Detachment B on 31 August and 1 September was 

obtained and ·a report on Syrian troop disposition and air order of battle 

was furnished the Turks on 9 September in order to forestall their over-

flying Syria to obtain such information and possibly touching off further 

seriou:s hostilities. 

On 10 September permission was received for a one time flight 

by Detachment B to cover the Russian miss.He test range at Kapustin Yar 

and fortunately the mission was timed so that.the facilities were phpto.;. · 

graphed just after a missile had been fired which provided bonus 

· info:tmation. 

· of Command, Detachment B 

On 20 Septemb.er 1957, a change in policy was instituted by Head-

quarters allowing dependents to accompanr detachment. personnel over- . 
. . 

seas. The immediate effect was the necessity for additional housing. 

Before! !departed, for Adana on 25 September to look it?-to 
. . - . . . . . 

· the furnishing of additional .quarters, he was given guidelil).es and dele.· 

gated contractual authority by Mr. Bissell with the proviso: 
. . 

. "I a.m interested in doing evet-ything reasonable and 
p?'oper to ensure that personnel of this Project stationed at 

Zl 
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. . 
. Base B enjoy facilities, both residential and recreational, 
that are as livable as the conditions over which we have no 
control will permit. At the same time I do not wish to at-
tempt construction on such a scale _that we will overcommit 
ourselves financially or that through sponsorship of major 
construction we will attract attention to Base B as an Air 
Force base blessed by 'special favors 1 or a privileged status 
in Air Force Headquarters. 11 . ]j 

·Twenty off-base houses were rented during ... l ______ ,____.l TDY in 

Adana and contractual arrangements were entered into with a local 

firm for renovation needed to bring them up to acceptable standards.· 

·Col.· Perry completed his 18-month tour and returned to Headquart'."'" 

era in October 1957 for reassignment by the Air Force. Col •. Stanley W. 

Beerli agreed to move from his post as Commanding Officer of Detach-
. . . . . .· . . . . . . 

· .. ment C in Japan and take over command at Adana. With the arrival of 
. . 

Col. Beerli in November 1957 at Detachment B, there was an almost 

complete change-over of personnel. Col. Beerli brought with him from. 
. . 

Japan several of the unit who had sezyed with him there as well as five. 
. .· . . . . . . 

of the Detachment C contract pilots. 
. . '.. . . . ... · . . . . ·. . . ' . . . 

. ' . . . 

By January 1958 the shaking-down process of the new command . 

was generally completed. Two of the Detachment's earlier problems 

}_/ SAPC-19633, 25 September 1957 Memorandum for ... l ______ 
from R. M. Bissell, Jr. 

TOP 
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were still bothersome- -supply and air transport. This could oe 

-attr-ibuted in a measure to the geographic location of the base with 

respect to sources of supply, as well as to the lowered priorities 

now being· granted to filling the Detachment's requirements, since 

the fast strike nature of the operation had given way to piece-meal 

coverage ofprimary targets. 

Col. Beerli began work in February 1958 on a ''Fast Move" 

i:Jtaging concept which would allow the deployment of a self-supporting 

task force of approximately-30 men and one U-:-2 aircraft to a remote 

base: with shop and office facilities installed within the C-124 used 
- - . 
airlifting the group to the forward staging base. This plan was drafted 

and sent to Headquarters where the Operations Staff, after full discus-

sion, recommended that the concept be further investigated and refined 
- - -

. . . . . . . . . . . . . 

so that it could be used in foture staging operation_s bases where 
. . . . . . 

permatient facilities were not available, thus expanding operational 

capability. 
..·. 

Second ·p1ann:ihg -

Ea;ly in February 1958, as a resu_ltof briefing by the DCl and . 

Mr. Bis sell on future- operational plans of the pr'?ject; the Secretary of 
. . . . . 

State approved approaching the Pakistanis again and requesting the use 

of a for Operation BLUE MOON, a follow-up to the missions run 
Z3 - _-

TOP SECRET 
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I the previous August £ram Lahore. The approval of President Mirza· 

·· 1 and Prime Minister Noon was secured on Zl February 1958 .. 
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50Xl, E.0.13526 

the Project Headquarters Staff ill Washington the 

The briefing on mission purpose given the·Pakistanis followed the Elint 

cover story (with no mention of photography). The U." S. Ambassador, 

James Langley,. was also briefed, using the same cover story. Mr. Ali 

Asghar, Joint Secretary of the Ministry of. Defense was seen by 

= <:.I in 

.... 

.c:::: 
·;::: Q =-=< = ...... = y ;:.... = 
Q 

"'"' bD !! y ff') .· Col. Beerli in company with Col. Clinton True, Air and e 
__ = 

·-· .... I ____ __.I and permission :was use the base at Pes.hawar; '°§ = 
a hangar and necessary facilities. 

On 6 March 1958 the Soviet Government presented to the State 

Department (without m.aking it public) ·Ci._ prot.est concerning the. overflight 

of their Far East Maritime Province. The flight was a Detachment ·C 
. . . . . . . . 

. mission over Ukrania on 1 March; however the Russians attributed the 
. . . 

aircraft to the U.S. Air ·Force in its first protest note. (later identifying 
. . . . . . . - . . . . . . . 

the aircraft as of the U-2 type). ·.All overflights by U-Z 1 s we're irrirrie-

. c:liately grounded, indefinitely, on order. of highest authority, and BLUE 

MOON was therefore called off. . . . 
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·Staging from Norway: Planned aDd Postponed· 

On 26 June 1956 Mr. Bissell and Gen. Cabell flew to Germany to 

brief Chancellor Adenauer on AQUAT.ONE. They were invited to travel 
. . . . . . . . 

in the aircraft 0£ the Chief of NATO Forces, Gen. Albert Gruenther,. 

and enroute to Germany they took the opportunity to brief Gen. Gruenther 
. . 

on the u..:.2 project and get. his views concerning an approach to the Nor-

wegians for use of a base from which. to operate over ·. G:ruenther 

was peseimistiC concerning these prospects and indicated that if any ap-

proa.ch were made, it should be at the highest level in the Norwegian' 

Government and not through Col. Evang, head of Norwegian: Intelligence. 

The next day LI ------=I 5=0=X=l=, =E=.0=·=13=5=2=6=j:......_ _____ ___11 was 

briefed on AQUATONE in anticipation of an approach to the Norwegians 
. . - . . . . - . 

. ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . 

and he reported that the Norwegians were still somewhat sour as a result 
. . 

of the failure o:f GENETRIX (the project) to achieve promised in-

telligence. He recommended that the first approach be to Col. Evang •. 

It was two years before an approach was actually made to the Nor-

wegians in June 1958. I 50Xl, E.0.13526 l arranged through Bvang 

for Col. Beerli andl .... _____ ___,jto visit Bodo on 19 June to inspect the 
' ·. . . . . . . . . . . . 

aV'ailable base facilities. Planning then went ahead fo:r Operation 

·HONEYMOON to be staged from. Bodo. Two events intervened which 
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delayed the carrying .out of these plans. ·First on 27 June 1958 the 

Agency's C-11·8 aircraft from the Wiesbaden Ai:r Section down 

·· over Armenia by the Russians; the surviving members of the crew· 

(including Lt. Col. Dale Brannon and other Agency-assigned military 

personnel) were seized and held by the Russians, while charges and 

countercharges were aired in .the international press. Second, on 

14 July a pro-Nasser group in Iraq assassinated 'King Faisal and took 

over the government. The next day> Presidet;t Eisenhower ordered 

s. 009 U. S. Marines to be put ashore at Beirut from the 6th. ]fleet at 

the request of Lebanese President Chamou.n." feared overthrow of 
. . . . . . . . ' . ' ',' . _. 

'liis government. At the same time British .troops were requested by 

Jordan. The daily or twice U-2 coverage of the Middle East 
. . . ' .. ...,,.... . . . . ' 

. . 
. trouble spots on.behalf .of the. Intelligence Community, particularly the 

U.S. Navy, required all of Detachment B's assets. · 
. . .. 

The proposed operation from Bodo had been opposed by Gen. LeMay 

unless each sortie wer'a carefully and specifically justified.'. . The Air 

Staff believed that three of the planned missions ·could produce· ·. 

· vertent overflights consequent Soviet protests •. · Meanwhile. I .1 

that !forwegiari Intelligence· felt the:,Bodo, · 
. . . . ... 

·operation shoUld be postponed in view of the Middle East <;risis. 
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Gene+al Cabell concurred in the postponement, with future reactivation 

of the operation to be at the discretion of the Project Director. 

·United Nations intervention in the Middle Eas.t, voted at an 

emergency session of the General Assembly on 8 August, brought a lull 

to hostilities. On 11 August 1958, Detachment B, at the request of the 

U.S. Navy,. ran Operation BIG EARS with Elint System IV over the 

6th Fleet in order to test the. Fleet's radar capabilities and limitations. 

The results of tb'is operation were of great value to the Navy not only in 

its operations but.for future research and development purposes as well. 

Project. NEW· MOON 

With the Middle East temporarily quiet, on 28. August 1958 the 

President was briefed on Operation NEW MOON (replacement for . 

HONEYMOON} and he approved about 90% of the coverage proposed,· 

personally checking the .flightlines of each :mission plan. NEW MOON 

. was planned so as to .use the Elint operation previously approved by the ·. 

Norwegians as cover for added Soviet overflight. CQl, Evan.g was 

the only Norwegian f;o know of the. overp.ight phase of the operatiox:i-· 
. ' ' . ' ·.. . ' .· ·. . . 

Col. William. Burke, then Director:. briefed. the 
. . . . •, . . . . ' . . . 

Air Staff on 2 September 1958 proposed coverage 
' . . . . : . . . . . . . 

. . . 

Bodo of Polyarny Urals, including the dei;ire thts over-

flight of the USSR be launched from Norway. The reaction of the Air 
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. . : ' . 

Staff was that this mission was more likely to a protest than 

a mission originating in Pakistan and landing at Bodo, but all were 

pleased that at least a mission had been approved. Norwegian approval 

for use of Bodo was cleared 

,___ ________ __.!on 4 September 1958, and the task force departed 

from Adana on 10 September, arriving at Bodo on the 15th due to weather 

and aircraft malfunction enroute. 
' . . ' 

. . ·. . . . . 
The weather was unfavorable until 25 October, when an Elint 

. . . . -

peripheral mission was launched •. Afte.r waiting ten da.ys longe:i: for 

suitable weather for the primary mission, with no prospect of better 
. . 

· weather, a substitute mission was flown from Bodo over the Gulf of 

Finland and the Baltic Sea, and thenc.e returning to Adana. The mission 

was tracked by Russian radar, and officials of the Norwegfan Foreign 

Office became aware of the flight and were very unhappy, more over 
. . . . . 

their ignorance .of the arrangements made through Intelligence ... 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . 

th.an the activity itself. Evang's positioil. at that point was something 

less than secure. 

Mr.· Bissell expressed concern on the need for better liaison: plan-. . ' . 

:ning in future staging operations. He. noted to C.ol. Burke in a: follow-tip 
. . . . 

on the Bodo operation: 
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"Looking at our Norwegian activity with the advantage of 
hindsight, it is my impression that the following discrepancies 
may be outlined: · 

"a. We failed to achieve suppression of radar for 
one 0£ the flights into Bodo . 

"b. Though we went into Bodo under USAF cover. 
we failed to arrange for any notification to reach either 
Gen. Johnson or Gen. Motsfield through normal USAF chan-
nels. We thereby calied the attention of the Norwegian Air 
Force to the unusual nature of this operation. 

11c. · We never seemed abie to reach a. clear mutual 
understanding with Evang as to what information we were to 
furnish him during .our stay in Bodo •.. 

nThe preparation of a liaison plari should cause us to con-
sider· carefully the nature of our cover in any country in which 
we operate and to inquire how notification of our arrival would 
reach the local authorities concerned if our co..ver story were in 
fact true. I would like to suggest therefore that the Cover and 
Security Sections in Headquarters as well as Operations and the 
appropriate individuals in the Detachment J::>e concerned with the 
planning of future staging operations. 11 l / 

. . . . . .-
January 1959 it was learned that the Norwegian Ambassador to 

MQscow had been called in by Foreign Minister Zorin ·and told that the 

Norv.Tegian Government should steps to halt hostile acts against 

the 'USSR (i.e., allowing U.S. and ·British wa·rplanes to Bodo as a 

·.base for recorl.naissance flights against the USSR). 

l/ 30 D.ecember 1959. Memorand\ll'X'l to Deputy Director,. 
DPS, from R. M •. Bissell, Jr. 
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British Join Detachment B 

In December 1958 the British OLDSTER unit arrived.at Adana and 

were gradually integrated into the Detachment. The Prime Minister's 

approval ·for British pilots to participate in operational missions carried 

the proviso that some cover background should be built up with meteor-

ological flights. Therefore before the unit settled in, one U-2 was 

ferried to Watton RAF Base, England, for the purpose of running sorrl.e 

rnisi:iions with the weather configuration to establish cover in England. 

(British.participation in the program is covered in Chapter XIII.) 

Elint Missions 

Two outstanding Elint missions by Detachment B were among the 

"firsts 11 in the field of electronic intelligence collection. Timed to 

coincide with:an expected SoViet "moon shot11 on 2 January 1959, an 

Elin:t mission with System IV (Ferret} was flown over the .Soviet/Afghan-

· istan border in order to cover the launching of .the Ru!!!sian lunar probe 

11Metchta 11 from the Kyzyl Kum Desert in Turkmen. The results we re 

good. The other ''first" was the acquisition, usirig System VII, on 

9 June 1959, of an intercept 6£ 30 seconds of -telemetry prior to the· 

first stage of a Soviet ICBM froi:p. Kapustin Yar. The 

second stage telemetry was obtained by a SAC RB ,..4 7 at a lower altitude 
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with manned equipm :nt and. the two mutually confirmed intercepts were 

of great value to an< Lysts in determining the size, type and other. 

characteristics of tl e engines used in the missile .. 

Further Operations, .1959 

Other than Elin missions, the Detachment kept busy with routine 

coverage of Middle :ast trouble spots, upper air sampling and weather 

missions. Two wea :he!'. flights were staged by the British pilots, again 

out of Watton RAF I ase, continuing to build their cover. These flights 
. . 

·occurred on 7 and 8 May 1959 with the support of Detachment B and the 

British Meteorologi :al Office, in coordination with the RAF. 

In May 1959, C< l. William Burke made an inspection visit to the 

Detachment and £ou1 d the unit in good shape, particularly in pilot pro;. 

ficiency (including tie- British) as confirmed by tracker analysis of 

missions flown. HE found ·the Detachment's off ... ba·se housing to be ade-
. . - . . . . . . . . . . 

quate but recommer ded that all pilots and their families should live on 

base. and that, if de. tenure at Adana were extended through another 
. . . . . 

season,. trailers sh ·uld be installed on base for all pers·onnel for pro-

ject security and to avoid any anti-American incidents. 

Soviet Missile Laun :h Site Covered A&ain 

The requireme ·.t of the ·u.s. defense community for intelligence 
. . 

. , . 
. . .. 

on the status of the :>oviet missile program was more critical 
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by the bellicose statements being _made by Khrushchev referring to an 

al1"eady operati nal Soviet ICBM capability. Two CHALICE operations 

were planned ar i tentatively approved early in 1959 which would collect 

additiona1 hard nformation on the lbcation of operational I.CBM sites 

and facilities er in missile production. A Big Three meeting in 

Washington the irst of April, and plans for a Foreign Ministers 1 Con-

ference in Genera in May (at which Khrushchev's dem<;l.nd for a "Summit" 

meeting to settl ! all issues was to ·be discussed,) caused the postpone-

meri.t of the plar u operations. The incon.c1usive conference in 

Geneva adjourn :d.on the 20th of June untilJuly 13th, and in the intl!rim 

permission was given for one mission. On 9 July 1959 a successful 

overflight of T) ira Tam and the Urals (Operation TOUCHDOWN) was 

·flown from Pes ta'war and collected excellent photography. 

A change o command at Detachment B took place when Col. Beerli 

finished his tou · arid for Washington to become Project Director 

of Operations. He was replaced at A.dana by Col. William Shelton who· 

·ai"rived on (iuty on 31 July 1959 .. In August two contract pilots .(Rand and. 

Baker) rotate.cl >ack to the ZI for assignment with Detachrrient G at 

Edwards while wo Petachment G pilots (Kratt and Dunaway) moved 

· with their fami ies to Adana. Al.so in August, two U-2C's (the mbdel 
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configured with the J-75 engine) were ferried to Adana and an 

accompanying team, during an intensive two-wee.ks period, trained 

the operating and maintenance personnel, checl<lng out 10 pilots. The 

aircraft, engines and other equipment functioned well and the system 

was declared operationally ready at the end of two weeks. 

British Operations 

In October 1959 Operation FULL HOUSE was staged from Watton 

RAF Base bythe British pilots for meteorological missions and cover 

I 
I 

. build-up. A Detachment B task force using the. 1'Fast Move" concept 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
,I 

.of operations supported the deployment and two successful missions 

were flown. Two Soviet overflight missions by British pilots were 

finally approved by the Prime Minister in November and permission. 

was obtained from the Government of Pakistan through British channels 

to use Peshawar as a staging base. Two separate deployments were 

supported by Detachment B to carry out these missions. On 6 December 

1959 a successful photographic overflight of Kuybyshev, Saratov-Engels, 

Kapustin Yar, landing at Adana, was and on 5 February 1960 

another flight was made over Tyura Tam,. Ukraine, and .Kazan, also 

terminating at Adana. Both of these missions collected excellent pho'."' 

tographic intelligence, including coverage of the principal Soviet aircraft 

production centers. 

'f' 0 p 
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. .Project Relations Y1ith Norwegians 

In November 1959, Miss Frances .Willis (U. s. Ambassador to 

Norway) was in the Department of State on consultation and .requested.· 

that Ambassador Cumming {State/Agency Liaison) arrange a meeting 

for her to discuss Project CHALICE relations with the Norwegians. 

Mr .. James Cunningham,. on behalf of the project, met with the two 

ambassadors on 18 November and .. the discussion immediately turned. 

to CIA relations with Col. .Evang and his unique position in the political 

structure in Oslo, particularly with regard to his .dealings with the U-2 
. ' 

project representatives. In Cunningham's record of the m.eeting he 

noted: 

''There was general agreement that in the event another 
mission is projected Norway in th'e .s.pring that the winter 
might profitabiy be spent in exploring the desirability and timing 
of briefin.g Cabinet members on CHALICE materials i.n order to 
ma.ke ;:i;ctual mission approval in the spring :much easier. 
Ambassador Cumming stated that he was of the view: that Secre-
tary Herter would press the President rather hard in the spring 
:for a high priority mission in Northwest Russia and that, in · 
Cummings' opinion, th.e President would probably approve. 
Ambassador Cummings indicated that Secretary Herter's interest 
in this particular mission had been rekindled only.yesterday by . 
Premier Khrushchev's statements a.bout missile production in 
the Soviet Union. 11 1./ · 

1/ CHAL•0790, 18 Novembe·r 19S9. ."Memorandum for the Record by· 
James A. Cunningham,, Jr. 
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Ambassador Willis said she would think about which of the Norwegian · 

Cabinet members might most profitably receive such a briefing and 

would communicate with Ambassador Cumming on the Rogel;' ·channel 
. . . . . . . 

after her. return to Norway in December regarding timing of a briefing. 

(Nothing has been found in the records to indicate that Ambassador 
.. · . / 

Willis followed through on the recommended procedure for circumventing· 

Evang as a sole channel for approvals. At any rate, the next approach 
. . 

to the Norwegians· at the end of February 1960, looking .toward staging. 

from Norway in April, was made to -------------' 

Planning for Spring 1960 Operations 
. . . . 

· On 19 February 1960, General Goodpaster reported to General Cabell 

that the President had reviewed four CHALICE mission proposals which 
. . . . 

. had been submitted for his approval, and had.made the following de-

. . 1/ c1s1ons: -
. . 

a.· His first choice was a northern mi!lsion ·stag.ed from a 
. . . . ·. . . . 

Norwegian base (Operation TIM.E STEP), which would cover area . 

along the Polyarn.y-Ural/Kotlas railroa.dHne including a suspected . 

l / CHAL-0890-60; 19 Fel:>ruary 196(L · Me:i:norandurn for the Record by 
Colonel Burke. 
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operational ICBM. site. 

b. If weather favored a launch from Pakistan. then Operation 

GRAND SLAM could be flown covering targets at Kyshtym. ·Sverdlovsk· 

and the. Koia Peninsula. including energy, guided missile and· 

subm.arirte with mission aircraft retrieving in Norway. 

c. I:£, after waiting for favorable conditions to accomplish. 

either a orb, above, these conditions did not develop within the allotted - - . . 

time, then the Sary Shagan mission could be flown (Operation SQUARE 

DEAL). 

General Goodpaster made it quite clear that the President was 
. . . . .. 

approving only one and that. the time period was between the -- .. .. . 

lst and.the 30th of March 1960. The President could b.e approached for 

·an extension if during that period _the weather. was not (A re-

quest for an extension was later granted up to 10 April, not because of 

weather but que to compltcatiO().S encountered in obtaining agreement 
' ' ' 

. fr'om the. Pakistanis. and 

Project Headquarters requ.ested 
......... 

to approach the Pakistanis £orpermission to 

a 3eries of U.$. high.ts from Peshawar ...... , __ __.,... ........................... _· .... 1replied on 5 March. 

after talking with u. S. Ambaiisador Rountree, that it might be· a good idea · 
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to have the British High Commissioner, who had arranged for the use 

of Peshawar for the OLDSTER missions, negotiate on behalf of the U.S. 

This would avoid the question of F.:.104 1s for the Pakistani Air Force in 

'° M· exchange for use of a base being raised again by President Ayub Khan. -S On 9 March 1960 Mr. Bissell was informea .... I ______ ___,. ____ __. - that MI-6 had. asked him to pass 
in 

loC 
M 

'.Vl 
...; 

0 

ori the information that there had been a cooling off in the Pakistani offi-

cial relationship with the British with respect to use of their facilities, 

due to pressure from the Soviets. This ·had been reported to London 
' ' ' 

by the High Commissioner in Karachi after the 5 February 1960 U-2 

overflight by the British team. It was therefore decided that Mr. Russell 

would approach Mr. Riaz Hussain,._!_· _____ ..... I principal liaison within 

the Pakistani Government, rather than go directly to President -= vi :reported on 15 March 1960 .___ _____________ ,...... ____ ___. 

on: the results of his approach to Col. Evang for permission to stage from. 

Norway. Col. Evang had Norwegian Ai.r Force approval for one British 

Elint flight in April and one U.S. flight in May. He therefore intended · 
. . . . . . 

to approve TIME STEP for April, since the British had withdrawn their 

request for an April flight, but this had not as yet been cleared with 

Gen. Tofte Johnson, head of the Norwegian Air Force. A few days later 
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.· ..... 1 _______ ---JIHeadquarters that Col. Evang was ill with flu and riot 

expected to be available until 28 March; therefore no plans could be 

ctiscussed sine.a Evang had authorized no one to discuss the mission 

other than himself. 

Meanwhile on 25 March, Mr. Riaz Hussain notified in 

Karachi that President Ayub had given permission to mount the operation 

·from Peshawar allowing sixty days 1 use of the base if needed. The U.S. 

· Ambassador and Air Attache in Karachi were informed of the ilnpending 

operation at that time._! _,_ ______ __, 

The Project Director gave orders to Col. Burke ZS March 1960, 

. after reviewing. the Ad Hoc Requirements Committee's latest input, as· 

follows: 

11 You will accomplish TiME STEP or GRAND SLAM as soon.·· 
after 31 March as weather is suitable for either mission •.. Should 
conditions develop in which either mission. could be accomplished, 
first priority will be given to TIME STEP. It is assumed tha.t the 
foregoing will require the preparation of alternative operations 
plans and the completion of arrangements to permit staging alter-
natively either East or North in .response to the development of · 
the weather." ];./ . · 

In Oslo, learned from Col. Evang that be- · 

tween 9 19 April all Norway would be celebrating the Easter holiclays 

.and no government officials would be available during that period; also 

);_/ CHAL-0931, 28 March.1960. Memorandum to AC/DPD from DD/P. 
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that both Andaya and BodoAir Bases were involved in NATO. e.x:ercises 

from 4 to 13 April. Therefore neither TIME STEP nor GRAND SLAM 

could be run before April 19th at the earliest, since the first was planned 
' ' 

to depart from Norway and. the second to retrieve there. 

With Presidential authority due to expire on 10 April, the only alter-

native under .the circumstances was to fly the third priority mission. 

Operation SQUARE DEAL was therefore staged from. Peshawar on 9 April 

1960, retrieving at Adana. The photographic mission was successful, but 
' ' 

. . . . . . . 

. ·the aircraft was tracked for almost the entire route by Russiari radar. 

Operation GRAND SLAM · · · · .. · · .. · · . ·. · .· . . . . .· .... · ·.• . . 
. . . . . . 

Planning continued toward carrying out the TIME STEP operation, . 
. . . . . . . . . . 

with the hope of getting approval before the Summit Meeting in Paris.on 

. 16 May. ·Mr. Riaz l{ussain was again requested to obtain approval frorn · 
.· ·. .· ·. . . . . ·. ' ; .. 

President Ayub for the mission to be flown froi:n. Peshawar 
... · . . ·. . . . . . . . . . .' . . . . ·. . . 

· ·. and this was .accomplished on 19 April 1960 with the proviso that the 

· operation must end before the Summit Meeting. Also on 19 April, 
. . . . . . ·. . . . '. ·. . . . . . . . .· .... 

. . . . . . .. 

Col. Evang notified Gen. Tofte Johnson of the proposed mission and re;.. 

ceived his agreement for use of either Andoya or Bodo. 
. . . ' . . . '. . . . . . 

On 18 April 1960 the Detachment B was notifiec;l that 
. . . . '. : . . ·. . . . . 

higher authority was being asked to approve thre·e missions:· TIME STEP, 
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still one, had been replanned to use Thule, Greenland, as an 

alter·nate pre-strike base, covering Novaya Zemlya in addition to the 

previously planned targets, and retrieving at Andaya or Bodo; GRAND 

SLAM, priority; and a possible mission, SUN SPOT, 

departing from Peshawar, covering Tyura Tam, the Vladimirovka Test 

Range, facilities at Dnepropetrovsk and Kiev and five long-

range bom?er bases, and retrieving at Adana. 

The DCI, Mr. Helms and Col. Burke briefed Secretar.y of State Herter 

on 19 April on the results of the SQUARE DEAL mission and on the plans 

fOJ.'·the three additional missions. Ambassador Cumming advised 

Col. Burke on Zl April that Secretary Herter approved the three missions, 
. . . 

provided no use were made of Greertland bases. Also briefed on the three . . 
. . . 

missions between 19 ·and Zl April were Secretary of Defense Thomas Gates, 

and Generals Twining and LeMa y. 

On 25 April word was received via Gen. Goodpaster that the President 

b.ad appro.ved the three mission and gave permission· to fly one of 

them midnight l May 1960, Washington · TIME STEP, the 

number one. mission, required almost 100% perfect weather con-. 

ditions, and the long-ra.nge forecast at that time Wa.s not within 
. . 

the time span allowed. The Headquarters Operations Staff _therefore 
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began to plan for GRAND SLAM a.s the next choice. Col. Evang was · 

ad'V'i.:sed that TIME would probably be postponed and he agreed 

to support the new mission and to advise Johnson of the change. 

On 2.6 April 1960, tl::\ree C-130 support aircraft with fuel and 

· team departed Adana via Bahrein {permission for refueling 

there having been arranged by the British), landing at Peshawar. Two 

C-130 1s with fuel and post .. strike team departed for _Rhein":'Main where 

. they were to hold until the U-2 mission was lauriched. They would .then 

proceed to Bodo.arriving after the mission U-2, in order to support 

the story that the ·u-2 landing had been an. emergency. (This was 

Col. Evang's cover story. He was later to allow the C-130 1s 

to arrive at Bodo three hours ahead of the mission· aircraft so as to be 

prepared to effect a quick turn-around and relaunching of the U -2 for 

home base at Adana. ) 

Col. Beerli arrived at Bodo on 28 April (at Col. Evang's request) 

to coordinate the reception of .the mi$sion aircraft with the Norwegians. 

It Wa.s expected that GRAND SLJ\M might be -laun<;hed as early as 
. ' . ' 

28 April.: The evening of Z.7 April, the primary U-2. and a. .spare departeci 

Adana arriving at Peshawar prepared fo.r an early morning ·ZS April 
. ' 

take .. off.. At go-no..;.go time there.was a· cancellation due.to route weather, 
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and the two U-Vs immediately flew back to Adana. On 28 April th·e 

two aircraft again proceeded to the pre-strike base only to receive 

another 24..:hour hoid for weather. The two aircraft again return.ed .·· 

to Adana. The next weather briefing at Project Headquarters was held 
. . . . 

at ll30 GMT on 29 April and the weather was stillmargina.1 but showed 

p.:romise of being acceptable for launching the mission early on the 

:morning of 1 May (a Sunday). . 
On 30 April at 1415 OMT a cable went to Col. Beerli at Oslo (where 

he hid gone to brief Col. Evang on mission plans) advising that the 

weather showed a fair chance of launching GR.AND SLAM on 1 May, and 

. that in the event a cancellation should be necessary a.t go-no-go 

the pre-strike force would be brought 'back to Adana from Peshawar, 

.. the post-strike group at Rhein-Main would be augmented to provide a 

capability for TIME STEP1 and the capability would be ma.in-

.tained to la.wich any one of the three approved m.is.sions if a.n extension. 

of time,, co\lld be' obtained. 
' ' 

On 30 April at 1430 GMT the mission aircraft and :spa;re again flew 

to to await the launch signal fr.om •. At about.· 

midntght on the 30th(local time at Adana} the:te wa.s a\oss of 

cation between that stf;l.tion and outside points,· including the forward 
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<II II') ;: ;;- group at Peshawar, due to an unexplained radio blackout. The mission 

..... "" Q <='> .,. .e-::: 
'i: Q 
Q ... 

launch signal (HBJAi:tGON-32.) was sent from Headquarters to Wiesbaden 
;< 

I = ...... CCI i:J 
...... c 

_ Liaison Officer at Wiesbaden I I The substance of 

and telephoned to Detachment l3 at Adana on an open line by the Project 

I 
- <II I,),() 

!! "' l'f'l 
: ·the launch message was then broadcast blind in clear transrp:ission by 
<II ..... = 1 =5 .:: 

I. ..; 'S 'E Detachment B .communications at Adana, using the phras.e''HBJ 32 Go" --=ell <II CCI 

:E on pre-arranged fo.:r a period 0:£ a.bout 30. minutes, 
:::: <II Cl:l I At 01/0230 GMT communications with Peshawar were re-established and 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
:I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

the staging team acknowledged receipt of the clear text broadcast as of 

0.1/0153 GMT. Mission launch had been made good at Ol/0159 GMT 

·{approximately one-half hour behind schedule). The post-st1'.ike team 

departed Rhein-Main for Bodo (via Oslo) with an estimated time of 

arrival of 01/0625 .GMT to rendezvous with Col. Beerli and be prepared 

- to receive the mission ai'rcraft, which, as fate would have it, never ·did 

ar-rive. 
- . . .. ·· . . . . . . . . . . : . . 

The summary of Comint pick-up on the unsuccessful GRAND SLAM 

mission described the flight as follows: 

"Good take.:Ooff Ol/:Ol59Z Peshawar, on course · 
. per mission plan •. Soviet tracking began.at border, ·continued 
without inti!l".ruption for 1558. n.autica_l,,mi-les until last 
position Ol/0629Z nearly midway through fli.ght plan. · · 
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"Scattered fighter reactiox'i occurred early in flight. not 
reported subsequently. Track for last 30 minutes showed U-Z 
in trol,J.ble, with reduced ground speed, altitude. Headquarters 
hypo.the.a.is, -directly opposite Soviet reports, is that U.-2 .. encoun-
tered. sorne . .,sort of mechani.cal rnalfunc;:tion, possibly including 

equipment. 

"A special VIP flight took off from Moscow Ol/1435Z, 
a:rriving at Sverdlovsk Ol/1615Z, returned to Moscow 03/0247Z 
but quite unusually, landed.at the Russian equivalent of Wright- . 
Patterson Air Force Base rather than point of origin. Believe 
this aircraft may have been carrying top level aerodyna.micist.s, 
possibly bits and pieces of the U-2 ••• 11 'J:_/ · 

On the non-arrival of the mission airc?"aft at Bodo within a reason-

a.ble period after its ·anticipated arrival time of 01/1119 GMT, a check 

was made at Andoya Air Base. with negative results. Subsequently all 

other possible a.iternate landing points ".'"'ere checked to no avail. At 

01/1617 GMT Col. Beerli telephoned ·:from. Bodo LI _..=I =5=0X===l,=E=.0=.1=3=52=6==-l-_J 
asking him. to sen.d the following message to Headqua.rters: "We have 

. . . . . . . 

bad no information from you for several hours •. At .this moment we have 

two planes standing by .af:. Bodo as well as local help. What should we do? 11 

Headquarters was at t,h.e same time sending a message to Col. Beerli, 

·which crossed the one above, saying: 11Situation here grim. Staff' 

· by for any eventuality. Imperative you keep Headquarters ad• 

vised all information by any communications available. '' 

----------ls_o_x_1,_E_.o_.1_3_s2_6_I __________ __. 
44 
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The Comint reports left little hope for the U-.Z's recovery. and 

the Project staff began to take care of the necessary details 

for pulling back the forwa.rd teams, and ale·rting all concerned stations 

a.round the world to the emergency. A first consideraHon was to fix the 
. . 

.. cover story which would.be in the eventual announcement of a 

lost aircraft .. The text of the announcement released on 2 May by the · 

Adana Base Commander was agreed by all conceTned agencies in Wash-.. 
ington and said: · 

11 ••• The U-Z aircraft was on a weather mission originating 
at.Adana, Turkey. The purpose was the study of clear air turbu-

· lence•. During a flight in Southeast Turkey the pilot reported he 
had oxygeh difficulties. This was the.last Word heard at 1700Z· 
over emergency frequency.. The U -2 aircraft did not land at 

·'Adana as planned and it can only be assumed it is now down •. A 
search effort is underway in the Lake Van area. The pilot's name 

. i$ Withheld pending notification Of next Of kin, II l / . . ,- -
. . . -

The change in the cover story with regard to the flight pla.n of the missing 

.·: aircl."aftwas decided at highest levels in Washington in an effort not to 

involve Pakistan, on the theory that the Turks were better able to stand · 

. the ·initial exposure· to possible Soviet claims or 

· Sinc:e it was irnpos what fo_rm or manner the Sovie.ts 
. . .·. . . . :. .. . . . : . . 

would break the ne·WS of .the downed aircraft' inside thetr b.orders, whether 
. . . . . . . 

·.by open propaga-nd& blas-t, ·or through private ·protest notes to the U. S .• 
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and others concerned, all that could be done was to brief all those 

involved and then wait for Khrushchev to show his hand, meanwhile 

tightening physical security at every point possible. 

On 5 May, the Foreign Broadcast Information Service, monitoring 

Ra.dio Moscow, picked up the official announcement by Khrushchev of the 

shooting down near Sverdlovsk of an plane which had crossed 

the Soviet frontier "from Turkey, Iran. or Pakistan11 • On 7 May an addi;... 

tional statement said that the Soviets had captured the spy pilot alive 

and were ip.terrogating him. , 

The rest of the story of the U-Z pilot, Frank Powers, and what 

happened over Sverdlovsk, is .almost entirely in the public .domain. The 
. ' . . 

sequence of events iri Washington following the May Day incident is•· 
' ' ' 

covered separately in Chapter XIV. 
' ' 

Efforts to Remain Operational at Adana 

All fiights of U-2 1 s from Inc erlik Air Base as of 3 May 1960 . 

a:n.d not even local flights were allowed to maintain. the aircraft and equip-

ment in operationally ready status. The Menderes Government was 

ousted in a military coup on the night of Z7 May 1960--a long.:.simmering 

revolt against its dictatorial and oppr,essive Menderes 

and. most of the members of his government were imprisoned. No official 

of the new provisional government had been briefed on the U-Z's mission,. 
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nor had any ·such briefings been requested •. However, neither had any 

· restriction against resumption of U-Z flights from Turkey aft'ef 1 May 

b'e'en tmpos-ed· by-the new· government. 

A strong effoz:t to retain the U-2 capability in being the field was 

made by the Project Directo.r subse.quent to the May Day mishap. Due 

to the political situation in Japan and the strong urging of U.S. Ambassador 

l;>ouglas MacArthur, it became neces'sary to remove Detacbr:Q:ent C's U-2 

aircraft (.and later its personnel) from Atsugi early in J\lly 1960. The 
. . 

State also favored at least a temporary pull-back of Detach-
. ' 

nient B to the Zl. in view of the Soviet intention to hold a public trial of 

Francis Gary Powers, and the possibility of revelations being made which 

would make the continued presence of Detachment B .in Turkey a source 
' . 

of embarrassment to the U.S. Government. Plans were therefore made 

to phase the groliJ,p out of Adana by Septembe:r. 
. ' . . 

In August 1960 a high priority requirement of the Office of Scientific· 

Intelligence of ClA for peripher.al electronic reconnaissance of the 

Sovjet/Middle East bordel' region raised the qu,estion of keeping Detach- · 

rXl.ent B in action to achieve this covera.ge. The return 0£ the group t<;> 
' .. 

the ZI was suspended while a decis,ion was sought; I)Ct was c..greeable 

to retention of Detachment B in place provided Department would 
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consent. No d.ecision had been reached at the time of the Moscow· trial. 

of pilot Powers (17-19 August 1960) and full time and attention of all con-

cerned was being given to the monitoring of testimony madepublic 

th.ere, and tQ the sifting of press and radio broadcast coverage of. the 

affair. ·While the trial ca.used a worldwide sensation, the revelations 

were, over-all, not as damaging as had been feared, ;a.nd the list of 

· persons implicated by name was small compared to anticipated numbers 

of people an,d places feat'ed ublown". The participation of the :Br:tish 
. . . 

was not brought out and the in:volvement of members of host .govern-

ments whose ba_ses had been used was fairly low key compared to what 

had been expected, Norwegian reaction to .Soviet accusations caused. 

the principal blowback am.ong third countries involved. 
. . 

In Octob.er 1960, an e£:£ort was made to obtain State Department 
. . . . . . . .'' 

reaction to the idea of retaining Detachment B .fo.r of Elint . 

.fror.n, ·the Soviet 1ati.hch site at Sary Shagan. Mr• Cunningham visited 

Ambassador Cumming at State· 5 October £or that purpose and was 

told -that since Secretary Herter had previously supported. th:e plan to . . . .· . . . . . . 
. ' 

return the. any change in would req'lJ.ire the Secretary's 

approval. Mr. Herter was. not pressed fOr a. decision at the time and 
' . . . . . 

a month later in an effort to settle the matter, Mr. Bissell 1fought 
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Gener.al Cab-ell's recommendations on the future of the group at Adana . 

(USIB had meanwhile formally recommended the development and em-

ployment of a U-2 airborne Elint system fo:r peripheral coverage of 

Soviet missile launching, but no source of funding had been 

General Cabell's view was that a token force only be maintained at 

Adana, acting as caretakers of the equipment to be stored there, primarily 

for the purpose of retaining the use of the base in the event permission 

might be forthcoming in the future for Soviet Bloc or Middle East over-

flights, and secondarily to retain a base for the proposed Elint operations. 

A p:rincipal problem to reactivating the U-Z flights in Turkcey, E!ven . 

for merely local flying; was cover. NASA's Director,. Dr. Glennari, had 

given a negative response (supported by State) to any further use of his 

agency as ·Air Weather Servi"ce cover would require use of. 

Air Force pilots and aircraft insignia, which would remove the civilian 

nature of the operation completely. 

In consideration of problems relating to cover, ftinding and political 

app·rovals, ·Mr •. Bissell concluded that Detachment Band Hs equipment.· 
. . . . - . .. . . . ·. . . . . . . . . . . . : . . . . . .. ' 

should be returned to the ZI to augr.nent the Edwards group_and the .new . 
. . .. . . . 

·Taiwan group just being formed.·. Therefore on 10 November 1960 reduc-

tion to.a holding unit was begun. All pilots were returned to.Edwards 
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and by January.1961 the unit was reduceq. to ten: Maj. Kep.neth Martens, 

USAF, Commander; .three CIA communications staff; four Lockheed 

and two support types. 

The next effort to unground the U-Z and reactivate Detachment B 

· came early in April 1961. Mr. Bissell obtained DCI a.nd DDCl concur-

rence to a step-by-step revival of the c.apability, provided State Wa.s 

informed and given opportunity to. disapprove. Mr. Hileman., then 

Director of Intelligence .and R.esearch at State, was favorable toward· 

the id.ea but recommended that the Special Group* be given detailed 

.justification and time to study the proposal. The Special Group con- · 

· sidered the proposal at a on 17 August 1961 and instructed CIA 
' . . , 

and DOD to coordinate .the ungrounding of the CIA U-Z in Turkey under. 

* At the 19 May 1960 meeting of the National Security Council's "Special 
. Gr.ouplf {the body which coordihated all CIA activities falling under the 
categories of covert activities listed in .NSC 5412/2),. Mr .. Allen, Dulles 
briefed the group on 1 May U-2 incident. Afterwards, Mr. Gordon 

Special Assistant to the President for Nati9na.l Security Affairs, 
exp,ressed his belief that U-2 operations should have been a matter 
fbr the Special Group to consider and a ori. Mr. Allen Dulles· ex-
plained that, since every phase the project.and all missions floWn. 
had .received the coo.rdination of the Secretary· of State and the Presi- . 
dent,. there had been no need to submit.these operations to a 1.e.sser 

·body for coordination. From th.at time onward, ·however; .. all U-Z • ·· .. · 
overflights have, with very few exe:eptions1 .been passed on oy the : · · 
Special Group, the exceptions b.eing the few cases of urgent requir·e·-
ments for which coverage was orderedby highes.t authority without ' 
·reference to the Special Group. 
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.cover of TALL KlNG.(a proposed SAC U -2/RB-47 operation over the 

Black S·ea and Iran for Elint collection}. This coordination wa$ com-

pleted on 23 August but the U."S. Ambassador in Turkey, when queried 

by State reg·<:irding Turkish permission for the operation replied, in 

part: 

"It remains my view that the use of U-2 aircraft, regardless 
of wheth.eT we have Turkish approval, could foreseeably ha.v.e most 
serious public relations reaction as well as international political 

which could be specially serious in present situation. 
My reasons for this have been previously expressed •. This is ad-

however, not only a Turkish problem, but one cf. wider 
significance and I must, of course, defer to any decision made on 
appropriately high level in Washington,· but with hope that conclusion 
reachedwill in fact give full consideration to all implications, in-
cluding possible effect on present flights which now going smoothly 
after period acute difficulty. I would wish to make. clear that my 
concern here centers on use of aircraft of U-2 type in view its 
unfortunate history and by that token does not apply to RB ... 47 even 
though participating in joint exercises. 

1iAs £ar as securing approval of Turkish Governtil.ent is 
concerned, even comments made above are essentially of 
.pc:>litical character., I do not feel approach here. need be on a .politi-
cal level, but would recommend that request for U-2 and/ or RB-47 
flights be handled through presently established channel through 
which requests for other flights are transmitted. This. channel is 
J-Z, Office ofGeneral Kurttekin. I do not exclude the 
:however, that Turks may wish to ·raise this problem. to higher 
level, either within the military pr in Foreign Office •.. 11 ll 

...•... · ·.;= 

l/ 14 September 1961. cable from An::ibassador Hare,. 
Ankara, .to the S'tate Department. · ' 
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Oh 3 November 1961, the Department sent Ambassador Ha:re a. 

further message saying that the Special Group had carefully considered 

bis.views (as expressed in the above-quoted cable) in.the light of the 

changing international political scep_e, and had decided that.the ·TALL 

KING operation should proceed as planned.. He was ac.cordingly re-· 

quested to approach appropriate Turkish authorities. The approach was 

m.adethroitgh the U.S. Air Attache, but no answer.to the request was 

forthcoming from the '.furks. Atthe time the Soviet afrlfoe, Aeroflot, 

was petitioning for the right to overfly Turkey on a Moscow..;Cairo rWl. 

and the Turks were giving this request serious consideration. . ·:· 

With little prospect of getting Turkish agreement to U :-2.flights, 

·Detachment B was told. to complete plans for evacuation. The one re-

maining U-2 was disassembled and airlifted to Burbank for inspection 

and repair as necessary, .and modification, the personnel were reduced 

.to seven, and the Detachment B hang·a.r at Incerlik Air Base was 

tioned so as to allow the Air Foree to use part of the facility. After 
. . . . . -. : . . . . . . . . . 
departure of the last ail-cratt Jn February 1962, a small .caretaking 

group with a communications tie-in With Project :Headquarters in Wash.:. 

ington remained. at lncerlik .as' me.rely 11a. foot in the door''.· 
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/This message and approved 
-fol" dispatch 50Xl, E.0.13526 by Under Secretary 

of State Herbert Hoover, 
28 April 1956 

EYES ONLY 

F:ROM THE SECRETARY OF STATE TO THE CHARGE, ANKARA 

I am taking this means of instructing you beca_use of· 
the unique sensitivity and security considerations concerning 
t·he project which is the subject of this m:essage, -namely, 
AQUA'l'ONE. Until otherwise directed, you your 
communications on .this matte.r to m·e to this channel. You 
should know that knowledge of this project within.the Depart-
ment is confined to myself, the Acting Secretary in my ab-
sence, and a very few high officers, but does riot include the 
Bureau of Near Eastern, South Asian and African·Affairs. You 
will. be -briefed more fully on this project byl I and 
Berg. 

I desire that you see Prime Minister Menderes and pre-
sent to him. the request· described below. You.may tell the 
Prime Ministe·r that this request comes personally from me. 

·You inay in· your discretion take I l_wi th you in order 
to an,swer any detailed or technical questions the Prime 
Minister may ask. 

You should approach Menderes along the following lines, 
if you thi.nk ·appropriate. 

Now that the "weather balloon" project (GENETRIX).has 
been liquidated, the US Governmf:;int wishes to express to the 
Government of Turkey its Sincere appreciation for.the whole-
hearted cooperation .an·d assistance accorded the US Govern-

. ment in. carrying out that effort. 

The US Government admires the firm stand that your 
Government· took when. the. USSR launched its propaganda cam-
p:a,ign and protested against the balloons, that its 
upper air space .. The US Government regretted that it was 
not able at that· time to coordinat.e its decision fully with 
you, but for reasons which are now to be conveyed to you, 
the. US believed it wise to terminate promptly rather th.an 
to continue launchings. . 
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· The fact is that the balloon project the first 
phMi·e o:f a reconnaissance plan that will shortly be ready 
to embark on a second and more important phase.· At the 
time that the ball0on launchings commenced, it was not 
tll:en convinc:i;ngly demonstrable that the second ph'as-e, whi;ch 
was in the testi·ng stage, would prove out so tha,t. it could 
'be with acceptable levels of risk •. But by'·tue 
time t.hat the Soviet Union protested the .balloon flights., 
these tests had proceeded much further, and in the interest· 
of avoiding possible to the success of the second 
phase, it was considered prudent to ·discontinue further · 

·balloon launchings. The tests have now been.completed with 
results that are satisfactory to us, and it :i.s now feasible 
to deploy the units involved. 

this.point you should descril>e Project AQUATONE to 
the Prime Minister, giving him such detail a:s he requests. 
You should tell him that the project is considered of the 
highest priority by the US Government and that, because of 
its obvious sensitivity and the need for the greatest pos-
sible security, the US Government has restricted kni:>wledge 
of the project to the smallest possible number of high · 
officials. However, operations will not commence. until the 

. to do so .has been taken by the highest leV.el of 
the US. Goverpment. You could say that the US Government 
has the utmost confidence in the discretion of the Prime 
Minister and is thus prepared fully to disclose the nature 
of. the project to him, but trusts that, if be concurs in 
'it, he will not find it necessary to inform more than the 

.minimum number of officials in his government who 
would need to know of it if ·tbe ·project i.s ·to succeed. 

You should then inform the Prime. Minister that the US. 
. considers that the .airfield at Adana, from which. the bal-

. loons were launched, is .frQm all points of view the most 
favorable site for AQUATONE. You should poiiit out its geo-
graphic advantages and·you can say that no other.available 
s·;f. te compare'S favorably with it. You could ·point out that 
this request, in effect, is a continuation of ·the balloon 
phase by different means,· involving a manned vehicle.· You 
can further say that the US Government solicits. the con- · 
tlnU:ed cooperation of· the Government of Turkey in using . 
the Adana airf ieid · fpr this purpose. You .may inf.oi'm the· 
Prime .. Minister that the UK is.expected to cooperate with 
the US in this project by providing a site. · 

I 
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In. describ;ing. Project AQUATONE to the Prime Minister, 
you should frankly indicate that .its purpose is overflig.ht 
of .hostile areas for reconnaissance purposes, but unless · 
pressed by him, you should leave the maximum penetration 
capabili·ty · and the intention to employ it as vague as the 
circumstances permit. 

l;f the Prime Minister raises the question of quid pro 
quo, you may _indicate to him that the US is prepared'to _,_ 
share such of the results as would be of direct interest 
to the Turkish Government with it. By. this we in m.ind 
areas adjacent to Turkey and the northern littoral of the 
Black Sea. 

If the Prime Minister should demur on the grounds. that 
ther-e Jli"e :reasonable prospects that .the USSR will agree 
eventually to the. President's "open skies" proposal, ··you 

· may tell him that the US Government is satisfied, as a 
result of reports of the position stated by the·Soviet 
lead·ers recently in England,.· that the USSR .has ri.o repe.at 
no intention of.undertaking any such agreement. Thus.it 
is of the utmost urgency ·for.the US and Tur!cey to exerdise 
the·. re.cently developed US capability to overfly the defenses 
before the USSR has time to develop the match!:ng intercept 
capability. · 

. I request that you hold this ma.tter on an EYES ONLY· 
basis. Ambassador Warren is being briefed on the project 

· prior to his departure· from Washington. 1 believe, however,· 
that it is better for you to. make this approach than have it. 
pe one of the first things Ambassador.Warren would take up. 
upon his arrival. . . 

3 .· 
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CHAPTER XIII .. BRlTISH PARTICIPATION IN THE U -2. PROGRAM 

In a briefing papi!r for Director Allen DulJes fo preparation fo'r a 

White House meeting in May 1957, Mr. Bissell recomm.ended that, if 

AQUA TONE were to continue beyond 1957, in order to reduce the politi-

cal hazards of overflights, certain modifications of operational concepts 

might be introduced. One of these was the use of non-U. S. pilots {possi-

. bly British} in order to heighten the possibility of plausible denial.· Be-

tweercl957 and early 1958 the question of U. _K. participation in the program 

was discussed with Sir Dick White, head of MI-6, and Air Vice. Mal"'shal. 

William M. · L. Assistant Chief of the Air Staff for Intelli-

· gence, on several occasions by.Messrs. Dulles and Bissell, but only in 

tbe vaguest terms. 

On 7 Febr-µary·l958, Mr. Bissell cabled._l _____________ _.I 0 
r4 I I the current CIA/ Air Force on the = ..._ _______ ___, . . . . 
lTl nature and extent of a possible joint operation the British. The main 

. . . . 

adV"an'ta;ge·for inviting llK participation a.t that time would:oe 11to facilitate 

operations by them. at times or under •circu.Insta.nces beyond the scope .of 

authority acce.rded by U.S. political authorities. rr !/ The Air Force and. 

· .. lII L-_______ l_s_ox_1_,_E_.o_.1_J_s2_6 ___ - ______ ..... I. 
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CIA were agreed that a.s a. first step a. number of .British pilots 'should 

be given U-Z training in order to be prepared for future contingencies. 

,__ ____ ___.!was asked to convey Headquarters 'thinking to A VM MacDonald,/ 
. 

ACAS/I, and learn whether he was. prepared to select three to five pilots 
c 
"' and move ahead with their training (in advance of final policy decisions). 

· Tbe Air Ministry responded affirmatively and recruiting of RAF pilots 

was begun. 

At the end of April 1958., Mr. Bissell spent several days in Londc;m · 

discussing with MI-6 and Air Ministry officials the prospects for obtain;.. 

ing UK political approval for flights against Soviet and Satellite targets. 

It was agreed a joint list of priority targets with justification for 

their coverage should be worked up. and in July or August, when pilot . . . 
. training would be farther along,· an approach would be made to the Prime 

Minhter. · The timing would be in a.ccordanc.e with the current political 

situation, e.g., whether o.r not a. Sµ.m.mit Meeting was in progress. 

Project OLDS'!'ER . . . . . . . . ' . . 

AJt Ai.r Ministry contingent composed. of Air Vice .Marshal Beresford 

Lees, Assistant Chief of the Air Staff for Group Captain 

. Stewart Gordon Wise, who was to serve as project ·officer within: the Air 

Ministry cell, arrived at Project Headquarters in mid-_Jun.e 1958 £or 
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. . . 
orientation on the program and to reach agreement on plans and precedures . . 

for carrying out the joint proj.ect. In preparation for these tal:ks the Head .. 

.quarters staff had drafted two plans: Plan A envisaged a small RAF con-

· tingent often to twelve to be integrated into Detachment Bat Adana, 

bei.µg supported by Detachment Band running missions which would be 

operationally controlled from Project Headqua.'rters. ·Plan B called for 

establishment of a· separate detachment at a suitable UK base, with person-

nel to be approximately 40% RAF and. 60% American, with an RAF com-

mander. After a week of consultation, Plan A was agreed in principle 

With further· refinement· of details to be worked .out jointly. (See An:hex 77 

for text of Plan A. ) 

By June 1958 additional action had taken place. focluding: 

a •. The nomination, processing and beginning_of training of 

the first four RAF pilots (Flight Lieutenants .John Alonzo MacArthuri. 
. . . . ' . . 

David E. B. Dowling, Michael Granville Bradley, and Squadron Leader 

Christopher Hugh Walker). 
. ·. . ' ·. . ·. ·. . . . . . .. 

b. ·. The establishment of cable communications 'Project 

Hea(!.quartei-s the p.roject cell in the Air Ministryi vi.a London Station, · . . . ' . . ' 

. . . . .· . 

(In July 1958 a direct channel was opened into the Air Ministry cell.} . . 

c. An exchange of 'visits.between the ·:requirements people and 

the :photo interpretation experts on each side. 
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The initial ground trai'ni.ng and checkout of the first four pilots in 

the U-2 was accomplished in early July 1958 at Del Rio, Texa.s, where 

their training was supervised by the SAC Wirig at Laughlin Air Force· 

Base. On 10 July, Squadron Leader Walker was killed in a ti;-aining 

accident and as a :result one 0£ the ·th:ree, additional RAF pilots chosen 

-for training {who were still in England) ·withdrew from the program. 

Delays were encountered in processing .additional RAF personnel, in-
. 

eluding particularly a flight surgeon, arid in completion of training by 

the S:A'.C Wing due principally to shortage of aircraft: This caused a 

slip in the planri,ed readiness date of the. unit to October 1958. 

Political Approvals 

While the Chief of the Air Staff, Sir Dermot Boyle, and all RAF 

personnel involved were eager. to get ahead with the project, .there were 

delays on the political side through the summ.er of 1958 due to the Greek/. 

Turkish clash over Cyprus and the Jordanian situaticm .. On Z7 July 1958 

L_ _ __:::/ =S=OX=l,=E=·=0=.1=3=5=26=/'..__ _ ___JI was told by Patrick Dean (then Deputy. 

Under Secretary of State .. in the Foreign Office; and Ch,airman of the .. 

Joint Committee) that there was .no Foreign Office objection 

to the idea of operations from Turkey. He s·aid also that he believed 
. . . . .. . 

chances Vf.'.ere.good for obtaining of the British Prime Minister 
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f.or possibly five missions at a time with specific mission approval to 

be given by Sir Patrick himself. (This plan did not eventuate, much to 

the c·hagrin of all concerned.) 

Ori 27 August 1958, Prime Harold Mac-millan gave his. ap- · 

pl"OVal to British participation in the project with the understa11ding that 

.ope.rational missions would be flown by "civilian" pilots and without RAF 

ma:rkings c:;m the aircraft; the ground organization would be integrated 

with that already established by the Americans; and it was to be clearly 

understood that the Prime Minister reserved judgment of the use to be 

made of the aircraft,. and that no operational flights were to be ma.de 

without his specific permission. 

On the same day, President Eisenhower gave. his approval in prin-

· to the OLDSTER project provided the_ Secretary of State' agreed. 

Later General Cabell briefed the Se.cretary of State on the <?f 

British participation and said it was proposed to determine informally 

from the Turkish Government whether the few British persori.nel involved 

could be stationed with the America:r;i group at Adana. The Secretary ad-

visec;t that he had no objection ·to the. British Joining the project nor to 

·the informal approach to the Turkish authorities. · He asked whether or 

·not proposed British flights would be cleared with the u;s; in advance. 

.5 
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General Cabell replied that arrangements would be for the British to 

·notify the u: in advance of any intended operation with and. 

mission planning being accomplished at CHALICE Headquarters Control . 

Center. Thus the CHALICE staff would have the opportunity to block 

the operation if u. s.· authorities so desired. 

On .5 September 1958,1...l _....1!_s ... o_x_1_,_E_.o .... _1_35_2_6 __ to the 

Assistant Chief of Staff for Intelligence, A VM Sydney 0. Bufton, RAF, 

as follo:ws: 

''The favorable policy decisions which have just been 
made at the top levels of both our Governments suggest that 

. the moment .is particularly appropriate for· an: ;!.nalysis of the 
policy issues involved •.• The U. s: intended, when it initially 
fieldedits units, to have a capability of performing 32 opera-
tional miss.ions a month. Moreover; it was hoped that a sub-
stantial number of this maximum capability would occur .. 
With.in fourteen days, however; after commencement of the 
initial missions, the Soviets ma.de a formal protest ••• which 

· forci.bly established the fact that the Soviet radar capability 
wa.s extremely good (better than expected) and Soviet Govern:-. 
ment was .attaching a sharper sigrµficance to deep penetration. 
than anticipated. Consequently our highest political authox-ities 
.insisted that the missions be reduced in number from the plan 
above and be undertaken only for reasons· of real importance:. 

· .intelligence comm.unity. then reviewed its requirements 
with"·a view to reducing targets to only those of highest pri-
orities. And approval was to be requested orily when 
international situation seemed appl:'opriate for"deep penetra...; 
tions and when.a mission or missions would not cause major. 
embarrassment te US/Soviet relations .. ·It was assumed . 
all missions would be detected .... therefore the fundamental 
conslderation: on the political ai,de regarding of any 
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given mission is or hot the worlti political situation is 
S\lch that the possibility of a Soviet protest is tolerable or 
politically acceptable to the sponsor ••• 

11At no time has there been in the U.S. any pro-
. hibition against deep penetration missions and I am advised, by 
Washington that the .President has been: extrexn'ely receptive to 
the efforts and results of the .program over the rnany months 
that it has been reviewed and examined ·by He now, as we 
have told you, favors British participation essentially for the 

'reason for which it was proposed, namely that our joint 
·efforts may well tend to spread confusion among the Soviets as 
t() the SpOnSOrship Of SUCh activities, II l./ 
On ll September 1958 Prime Minister Adnan Menderes of Turkey. 

·was briefed on the plan to put'the British unit a·t Adana with Detachment . 

. B. PermissiOn-was received to bring in no. more than 12 British tech-

· to work with the American Briefing of the Prime Mini-

ster was accomplished by the I 50Xl, E.0.13526 I 
with Cha.rge·.d'Affaires Carlos Hall, Col. Geary, a.nd ......_ ____ __. 

Messrs. Cunningham, _______ ..... lof Project Secu'rity Sta.ff 

. also present. Subsequently ¥r. Cunningham visited. London for defini- · · 

· tive discussions with the British Messrs ..... I _________ __.I 
of Project Personnel and.Security; respec:-

'----------.---' . . .. . . . 

joined the working party to add their specialized knowledge in 

!J Letter to A VM Sydney 0. Bufto1;1, 5 September.1958, 
50Xl E.0.13526 
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the fields of the ca re and handling of "ci viliari.i zed" pilots and the buiiding 

of cover stories. Until the Headquarters group arrived in London, little 

progress had been made, due principally to the Air Ministry's inability 

to adapt to a clandestine program. Partially as a result of this, MI-6 

entered the scene as the clandestine support element .. Good progress · 

was subsequently made on pilot contracts, cover and other administrative 

and secu.rity matters. 

·The CHALICE/OLDSTER Operational Plan, which was worked out 

jointly, was signed on 28 October 1958 by AVM Bufton and Group 

Captain. Wise for the British side and Mr. Jam.es Cw:i.ningham for CIA. 

The text of this TS/CHAL-0397, is append.ed as Annex 78. 

On 12 November 1958, Group Captain Thomas Leigh Bingham-Hall 

was nominated to replace Group Captain Wise as the senior officer in 

. 

the OLDSTER Air. Ministry cell. He was given the cover of Command- .· 

ing Experimental Research Unit, RAF Static>n, 

.. but maintained his office in London under the. immediate juris-

diction of AVM John Grandy, Assistant Chief of.the Air Staff f?r Oper-

' ation$. -One week later the first group composed of three pilots and 
. ' 

a flight surgeon joined Detachment B,. and began the process of inte-. 

gratlng into the group. 
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On Z December 1958, Acting.Secretary of State Herter was briefed 

. on OLDSTER. and shown the target complex overlays which were to ·be 

for the British Prime Minister's approval. The Acting Secre-

. ta.ry wa.s in general agreement with these. 

On 5 December 1958 the White House was informed through the Aide 

to.the President, Gen. Goodpaster, o.f the status of plans for British 

participation in the CHALICE overflight program by memorandum from 

Mr. Bissell as follows: 

"You are aware of the 'plans for British pa.rti<;ipation in 
Project CHALICE. Their pilots and other personnel are now 
in. place with our detachment in Turkey. An exchange of letters 
has taken place between ACM Sir Dermot Boyle and General White 
requesting and agreeing to the loan of U-2 '.s to the B:titish Meteor-
ological Office. In about a week two U-Z's will be staged at the 
RAF Station at Watton and will fly a number of meteorological 
miss.ions British personnel. .We believe this will establish · 
our cover. 

. "The British plan!J are well advanced.for operational use of 
the U-2. The Air Miµ.istry has secured £uU .concurrence of the 

· Foreign Office in seeking authority to obtain coverage of a num-
ber of top priority areas in central Asia from Pakistan. This 
proposal has been presented to the Prime. Minister and his de-
cision is expected early next The, betting 1n London 
appears tobe that he vvill·gr-a.nt the authority requested sub.ject' 
to miSsion-by-mission· review by the Foreign Office .. 

"lam calling these facts to your attention with . · 
urgency for the following It is agreed with,London that 
we will be immediately notified by cable of the Prime Minister's . 

so that appropriate persons in Washington can be ad-
vised of it.· The Prime Minister has indicate.d, however, that 

TOP. Sli:CSli:T 
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in addition to this rather informal communication through our 
channel, he will address a personal communication to the Presi-
dent, unless his decision is whopy negative (in which case there 
would be no point in raising the issue). His communication will. 
be delivered to the British Ambassador here who will be instructed 
to hand it to you for delivery to the President. Such a communica-
tion could reach y-0u .as early as the 9th or 10th. We would hope to 
have at least 24 hours warning of its impending arrival but our 
communication could conceivably be delayed. 

"The Under Secretary of State has been briefed on this pro-
cedure and also on the specific proposal that has been presented 
to the Prime Minister by the Air Ministry and we plan to keep the 
State,Departm.ent advised as to the Prime Minister's decision. 
I assume that if his decision is favorable, it wi.11 be necessary 
promptly to secure the views of the Secretary of State and there.;. 
after to bring this matter to the President's attention. I might say 
that the requirements which the proposed missions would meet are 
agreed between the two intelligence communities so the operation 
would have the same strong support as if we were doing, it on our 
own authority. Moreover, although any communication or action 
on our part should be undertaken Within, say, a week, there is no 
need for a crash decision since the operation could not in any event 
begin before 15 January. Lastly, there would 0£ course be an op-
portunity to review progress here, mission by mission, as well as 
in London, so there is no question of an irrevocable decision 
covering three or four sorties. 

"Perhaps we should communicate on the 8th or 9th as to the 
procedure you would use, in handling, the communication from the 
Prime Minister should one be rec,eived. 11 I/ 

' -
The Prime Minister gave his approval for the 'OLDSTER unit to 

stage from Pakistan on 10 December 1958 in the following letter to 

1/ .:t8f C'E:IAL-0263, 5 December 1958. 
from R. M. Bissell, Jr. 

Memorandum for Gen. Goodpaste·r, 
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President Eisenhower which was delivered by the British Amb'a.ssador 

·on 11 December 195.8: 

"· .. The staffs on both sides have now worked out an agreed· 
procedure for clearance and I have now approved in principle·a 
programme of British flights for the next thl'ee months, of which 
details will be available to you. I have ruled that within this pro-
gramme each individual flight should be !3li.bmitte'd to me for 
clearance before it is made ••• 

11! would not propose normally to in!orm you direct if I 
should find it necessary for reasons of policy to cancel or post-

·. pone ·a particular flight in the present or subsequent programmes; 
United States authorities will, of course, be aware of any such 
decision through operational channels. But if at any time I feel 
it necessary to cancel or suspend the programme in whole·or in 
part I would propose to inform you direct of such a decision. ·I 
hope that you would be prepared to give me a similar notification 
of comparable decision which you may take. "!/ 

' ' 

President Eisenhower replied to the Prim:e Minister as follows: 

1'I share your desire the policies of our two Govermnents. · 
with respect to these activities should not be inconsistent. If we 
should feel at any time that operations you a.re _planning would do 
disservice to our common interests, we Will to communi-
cate our views to I hope you will feel eqJ.a.hy free to do 
likewise •. I think it should be·Uri:derstood, however, that British 
missions are carried on your 'authority and are your responsi-. 
bility just as our activities a.re authorized. and controlled here ih . 
a.ccordance with procedures I have e.stablished. In this s-ense, it 
could be said that we are carrying out two complementary pro-
grams rather than a joint one .. 11 '!I 

I/ CHAL-0447, 10 December 1958. 

Z./ ·Reply to Prime. Minister Macxn:Hlan (drafted for .the President's 
signature.by.R. M. Bissell, Jr.). · 
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<?LDS-TER. Opel'a·tional ·'.Pha,se 

One additional pilot and a navigator/flight planner joined the 

·.OLDSTER unit at Detachment B in January 1959. Two of the Detachmen.t's 

tJ .. 2 aircraft were to be available. for their ·It had been dec::id·ed 

by the DCI that title to the aircraft when being employed by the British 

for overflights must rest with the British Gove.rmnent. Only if this con-

.dition we;e met would the U.S. political authorities regard the operation 

as truly. British.· being uridertakert with the authority of their own Prime 

Minister. Accordingly, arrangements were made to cover ·the transfer 

and the retrieval of the aircraft. Approval .to stage British missions 

from Pakistan was obtained from Gene.ral Ayub Khan, then Minister of 
. . 

Defense, and all appeared to be in readiness for British operations. 

In January and February 1959, Air Ministry officials became con-
. ' . . . . . . . . 

cerne.d with the increase in vulnerability o:f the U-2 to improved 

Soviet intercept capabilities. Exchang'es of cables and :a briefing of the 

· B!itish group. on the latest inteliigence and zoom climb test :results 
. . . . . . 

. · chiared.the ai:r and imprc;ved the outlook of the OLDSTER pilots toward 

flying the U -2. 

Then followed.a .se.ries of delays including a. visit to Russfa .. by 

the British Prime Minister,. several in:ternatfonal meetings and.other 

lZ 
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state visits throughout inost of 1959. Meanwhile permis:sion had b.een 

given for the British pilots to fiy Middle East t"econnaissance, and .as 

a means of building cover, two meteorological research flights were 

&tag·ed from the RAF Base at Watton, England, with suitable publicity. 

On this staging the quick turn-around procedures developed at Detach:-

ment:.'B were tested successfully, using a C·l30 and a tent in a remote 

area of the field as an ope:tating headquarters. 

The· first British ove.rflight of Russia was finally approved and 

floWn on 6 1959 :from Peshawar. covering Kuybyshev and 

Kapustin Yar. and using the B camera with excellent .results. The·. 

. second and; only other Soviet mission was flown on 5 1960 

covering Tyura Tam, Kazan and Ukraine, . also using the B camera 

with excellent results. 

As -a security measure following the events of 1May1960, the 

entire. RAF .contingent was immediately withdrawn, deb:defed and re-

turned to normal duty.· the perio4 of O·LDSTER operations the. 

·following Headquarters -directed mis a ions. 

USSR 
Peripheral Elb;it Missions 
Middle East Photo Missions 
Weather Flights 

Total 

13. 
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.. RAF at Project Headquarters 

Du.ring the discussions in London in May 1958, it was agreed'. that 

the British side would have one liaison. officer stationed at Project .Head-

quarte·r·s to represent the Air Ministry project group in both ope:ratioha.L 

and administrative matters. first assignee was Wing Commander 

Norm.an Mackie, and when news of his arrival on 28 June 1958 reCl;ched 

. Project Headquarters, the question immediately arose as to where his 

desk should be; the Operations Control Center e.t that time was supporting .. 

the highly classified satellite program as as 
Mr. Bissell re.commended that he sit in the Operations area, n:ot 

within the Control Center, and that he. be briefed that there were other 

activities which were closed to him. If this arrangement should become 
' . ' 

too difficult to manage. be said; it might be best to cut the Wing Com-

. ln.ander and one or two of his superiors in on the satellite ac;:iti vity 

rather than go in for elaborate compartmentation. 

During the course of a visit to Project HeadqUa.rters by A VM,Bufton · 

•nd Croup· Captain Burnett, his deputy. at the· time the OLDSTER;. unit 
. . . . 

became the precise arrangements witb"regard.to the liaison 
' . 

officer's responsibilities and p·rivi.leged status were revi.e.wed •. ·He was · 

to havelo¢a.l authority. on behalf of the :t\ir Ministry OLDSTER cell, 
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for approving mission plans for RAF ·pilots, and in order for .him to 

discharge this responsibility, the current close working relationship 

within the operations structure was to be continued. Mr. Bissell ex-

plained to AVM Bufton that there were other projects of a highly sensi..; 

tive nature which would be withheld from Mackie, although from day to 

day he might be exposed to some mention of them. Therefore it.was · · 

requested. that AVM Bufton approve the liaison.officer's treating such· . 
. . 

information as privileged and not intended to be passed to his. superiors 

in the Air Ministry. The AVM concurred and stated that Mackie would 

be told to treat any information gained as privileged and would be ex-
. . . . 

. pected to behave as a 11pa.triotic American11 in these cases rather than 

·as a British subject. 

·In a subsequent memorandum, Col. William. Burke reported: 
. . . . . . ; ·. . . . 

110n 11 December I reviewed this converaation with 
Wing Cornr:na.nder Mackie. He stated that he was aware of 
other projects; that he was relieved to hear of the AVM1 s · 
and position; tha.t he felt he was occupying a privileged position 
and· would not pass on to his Government information on projects 

. other than CHALICE. 
' •' .. ' ' . ' 

"My judgment, based on the frank and aboveboard cha.rac-. · 
ter of W /C Mackie, as well as the close and unusually fine rela-
tionships which exist between him and the members of the staff, 
is that he will certainly honor this arrangement. 11 l/ 

jj ..:;p.sjCHAL-0470, · 12 December 1958. Memo for Record by Col; Burke.· 
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The RAF Liaison Officer maintained his office within the Project 

Operations Control Center from July 1958 throughout the life of OLDSTER. 

In the spring of 1961 when Mackie was relieved by Wing Commander J. C. 

(Bill) Blair, -an internal review of the situation relating .to continuing 

B.ritish participation brought forth the following recommendation by 

the DPD Executive Officer, Mr. John McMahon: 

"Looking back to AQUA TONE there were obvious advantages 
to be gained through the mutual participation of the British and 
United States in the project. Such cooperation could be greatly · 

. ·enhanced by- the presence of an OLDSTER representative .•. within 
the AQUA TONE organization ... Since tP:e time of AQUATONE,. 
however, the Division has expanded to include air support for aµ 
Agency requirements and, of course, we ourselves have stepped 

·into val:ious exotic .. programs of our own ••• When the charter of 
this :Division was extended to include all CIA. ail: activities, we 
accepted the responsibility to· protect from unauthorized individuals, 

. both CI.A and otherwise,. information concerning .the operations con· 
ducted under the auspices of the various Area Divisions. I question 
the willingnes.s of the Area Divisions to· jeopardize k:nowledge of . 
their operations .to a. foreign national. ·.I question that aqvan-

. tages to be gained from Commander Blai:i:'s permanent i:>"resence 
in this Division outweigh the .obvious disadvantages in. the c:orn-
promise Of information, II l/ 

I,')espite this,· and similar J:'ecommendations from Security; the RAF 

Liaison Officer was not excluded from occupying office space Within 

the Operations area. until the move was .made to the new building a.t 

· }_/ DPD-1384/61,· .3 March 1961. Memorandum for the Acting·Chief, 
DPD-DD/P,. from Executive Officer, DPD. · 
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La;ngley in February 1962. From that point through the balance of 

Win:g Commander Blair's tour he required an escort in and out of 

.·the restricted. area .and was not given desk space.there. Since the 

prog.rarn never received approval from British political authorities 

f()t reconnaissance overflights subsequent to 1960, the task of liaison 

with Project Headquarters became something less than a full-thne job • 

. SuJ::>sequent to the departure of Blair, an MF officer assigned to the . 
British Joint Services Mission {Group Captain A. J. Moody) was given 

this chore as an added duty to his liaison with other. U.S. agencies, 

· principally the Defense Intelligence Agency 

Continuation of British Participation: JACKSON (1961 to date} 

Shortly after the withdrawal of ·the OLDSTER. unit from Turkey in 

May 1960,. A VM Bufton- in a conversation with Mr. Allen Dulles, indi-
' ' . 

. cated interest on the pa.rt of the British in to participate in 

the U-2 program. The Director at that time could not say what the 
. . : . . . . . . . . 

·. future held foi: . CHALICE, since a Presidential decision would be 

necessary to carry it on ... Later when higher authorities agreed on a 
. . . . . . . 

consolidation of CHALICE assets in the ZI, with a phased withdrawal 
. . . ·. . . . . . 

. of Detachment B ·fr9m Turkey,. the Air Ministry was so informed. The 
. . ' 

' . . . . 

Headquarters feeling at.this time. was that there wa,s· little merit in . . . . 
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British participation unless Foreign Office support were obtained fol' 

primary missions. Group Captain Bingham-Hall felt that the intelli-. . 

· gen-ce collection potential of a UK group operating from the ZI would 

be.quite limited and he pressed to .abolish his staff within the Air Mi.n:-

istry, rfZ!tai.ning only a liaison officer in Washington, However, 

A VM Bufton, during September and October 1960, discussed continua-

tion with the Foreign Office and on 11 October 1960 received political 
... 

approval frorn the Foreign.Secretary to retain .the franchise. Project 

Headquarters expressed concern that approval had not been obtained 

from the Prime Minister himself, and wel'e answered by A VM 

cable. as follows:· 

"Both Secretary of State for Air and the Foreign Secretary 
consi.der it reasonable and prudent to maintain overflight capa-
bility under the same rules that existed between us before and it 
is inconceivable that both Ministers would accept such 
ment Without belng sure of ground.:. E:ven fr yoU: 
that the J=>M be approached for his blessing it .is .ex.trernely 

that he would say he was going to .agree to any· 
further overflights or that he was not. He w.ould mel'ely, I am 
sure. support the decision of his_ Ministe'?'s to maintain a : . 
'bility. TP,ere is no doubt that in due course he will be informed 
of the decision .•.. I consider we should go .a.head with ·our planning. on the basis that before all the various are con-
cluded the PM will .be informed at an: appropriate time .• If !/ 

. . . ' " . ,·.·-. 

·.!/._I _______ l_s_ox...,....1_,_E_.o_.1_3_s2_6 ________ __... 
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Two RAF pilots were chosen for the JACKSON program and reported 

for processing in December 1960 and for trai.ning at Del ·Rici in January 

1961. Between January and June the pilots converted to the U-2 at 

Laughlin and in June moved to Edwards Air Force. Base where, along 

with an RAF medical officer and a navigator/flight planner, they were 

integrated into Detachment Gin accor.d with a memorandum of under-

s.ta.nding signed on 25 May 1961 by A VM Bufton for the British side and 

Mr. James Cunningham for CIA {see·Annex 79 for terms of this agree .. 

ment). The JACKSON Operational Plan was drafted jointly over a 

period of several months during which time Bufton was. replaced as 

Assistant Chief of the Air Sta.ff for ·intelligence by A VM Alick 

Kelcey, who event\.lally signed the joint operational plan on behalf of 

the Air Ministry at the end 0£1961.. (See Annex 80 for the JACKSON . = 
;.I "' ;c- . 
;:: Operation.al Plan.) At the same .time Group ·Captain .Harold A.G. 
0 °' ,..., """'.' 

Bird-Wilson r.eplaced Bingham-Hall as head of the.JACKSON cell in· 
- CJ -=·< ·= -e11 c· the Air Ministry •. = 
J.. ;.I 
0 ·_-; < DPD, 

- ;.I Sil .s· CJ "'= =· recommended that the RAF pilots be fully integrat·eq. into the air opera-

=---= tions of Detachment G and be used for air sampling, ferry, overflight 
.......... W'J ' • 

QJ = ..... ' . 
;c J.. u :€ i rJ:. a.nd peripheral missions. a.s .well as other routine flying, with excep .. 

tions to be rnade on a examination. However, 
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during their first year at Edwards the British p .ots (other than flying · 
. . 

training and test flights) flew only three Headqu. rte rs-directed air 

sampling missions and one ferry miss·ion to M;ic .vay Island. The Brit ... 

ish authorities did give an okay for use of their 1ilots on Cuban over-

· flights without the 11ecessity for >ion approval, but this 

offer was not taken up by CIA. 

In April 1962, the Air Ministry in reviewinf the queS!tion of use 

of their pilots in the joint IDEALIST/JACKSON• rogram, sent the fol-

lowing message to Project Headquarters: 

1/ -

. "The UK Government 1 s original concer: of JACKSON was 
that it' preserved a capability for urgent int lligence collecting 
missions in the event of a major emergenc; . Contingency 
planning which has already been agreed to l us was re-
garded here as contributing to this capabili y. But as yet no 
emergency has actually materialised which 1.as seemed to call 
for a· U -2 operation ..• 

"We recognise that you now have man' projects on hand 
. unde·r your IDEALIST programme and that t is only a hindrance 
. to you to have in the u .. two RAF pilot: who 
We are however most anxious to continue w th our participation 
in the JACKSON project and within limits li :ely to be prescribed 
by considerations we should Hke tl ese pilots t.o be em-

. ployed on tasks which will coritrib'ute effect vely to the· US./UK 
· i::iitelligence effort and. my Secretary of Stat is ready to submit 
. proposals to the Prime Minister with this e id in view •.. '·' !/. 

I 50Xl, E.0.13526 
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Evolving .from this effort to revitalize the program, a proposal tq 

stage a JACKSON mission from Pakistan against the Sary Shagan 

Missile. Test Range, employing System :X,. was put forward for approval.· 

This operation (named ADVENTURE.), after presentation t'o the. British 

Foreign Minister on 10 July 1962, ·hung fire for a month with approval 

being expected momentarily; but before Bri.tish approval could be ob-

tained, the Director (then Mr. John A. McCone) called a halt to the 

. plan .in v!ew of pressure .from. USAF to use the RB""57F for Sary Shagan 

surveillance.· ·This somewhat disgruntled A VM Foord-K.elcey, since he 

was on the verge of presenting the proposal to the Prime Minister, and . 

it was anticipated by Headquarters staff tha·t the British would move to 

end .their participation in the U-2 program. However, the Air Ministry 

Still Wis.bed to maintain the capability in being and the agreement was 

reaffirmed late in 1962. 

In May 1963 an exchange of messages bet:Ween Air Chief Marshal 
. . . . . . . 

Sir Wallace Kyle, Vice C.hief of the Air Staff, and MarshalfS. 

Carter, PDCL r.esulted in the .extension for a.aother . .year of the JACKSON 

Detachment at Edwa.rds. · Th.e only activities during the following yee;ir 

in:"olved. replacements and training.· 
. . . 

I.n September 1964 an exer.cise involving the ferrying of two U-Z 
' . . . 

. aircraft ,via Plattsburg and RAF Wyton to a U, S. carrier in the 
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Mediterranean, accompanied by a KC .35 carrying relief pilots and 

fuel, was being discussed via cable wi h the British. It did not develop 

· beyond the talking stage either then. c ·when it was up in March· 

'1965 at the time when trouble was aga; l brewing in Cyprus. 

ln May 1965, Dr. Wheelon (then r: )S&T) :m.et with Group Captain 

Robert W. Oxspring and Group Captai Wise, who were currently re-

s.ponsible for JACKSON on the British side, for .a discussion as to whether 

the project was still viable and warrai ted. He posed two questions: 

(l} If the program continued, would tl is give equity for use of British 

airfields for staging? The British an. wer was that historically this re-

quest had been turned down by either · 1e Commonwealth Relations Office 

or the Office. (2l Was there value to the Briti.sh in having the• 

U-Z. and its advanced cameras availab e for their use? The British ad-· 

mitted that the system was better thar .their Canberra equipment, hut 

that the RAF would find it difficult to perate the U-2 in any but a line 

RAF unit,. which the British Governro nt was· relu.ctant to accept. 

On i4 May 1965, Dr. WheelcinL __________ as f9llow•; · 

11We will make an explicit d leis ion to continue or 
discontinue the JACKSON prograr' in the near future. I want 
you to inform me of any the British may· show in 
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this area as well as informing of any other matter bearing 
on this is sue ... 11 l / -

In a background memorandum on the subj'ect "Continuation of the 

JACKSON Program.", prepared for Dr. Wheelon's information on 9 June 

1965, Mr. Cunningham recommended-that if the current search by the 

British for effective employment of the JACKSON ca,pability proved 

non-productive, the program should be allowed to expire at the comple-

tion of the tours of the current incumbents at Edwards Air Force Base. 

(See Annex 81 for full text of Mr. Cunningham's brief.). 

to the DDS&T 1 sQ a full 

- later, gave the following summary of the current RAF position: The 
- - -

RAF would like to retain capability for .possible contingencies. 

Group Captain Wise had hinted that the_ availability of a better vehicle 

woulci give him a stronger position. At present the RAF up through 

the Assistant Chief of the Air Staff for. Intelligence d_esired to .let the 

-current tour of the JACKSON group run its course to. the spring .of 1967 

th_en reevaluate. As an aside, it was mentio:q,ed that GrolJ.p Cap-

tain Wise had referred· to the U-Z as a ridirty. airplane''• a very hot 
- ' -

item politically, which the tJK Gove·rnment firid it difficult to 

l/ - I 50Xl, E.0.13526 
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operate independently under the existing political drcumstan:ces. 

In July 1965 the .Air Ministry underwent a reorganization, becoming 

"Ministry of Defence for Air'', and JACKSON affairs were placed under 

the cognizance of the Director of qp·erations (Bomber and Reconnaissance), 

Air Commodore Antony Wilkinson Heward, with Air Vice Marshal 

D. C. Smallwood assuming respon:;ibility on behalf of the Air Staff 

for the JA.C.KSON program the first of September 1965. 

Throughout the sum.mer ·of 1965 there were intermittent talks 

(begun in June by Air Commodore John Aiken, then Assistant Ghief of 

the Air Staff for Intelligence) with regard to the possible purchase by 

the British of new model U-2's. Dr. Whe.elon in Aug:ust 1965 sent the 

following message to the DDS&T Liaison I 50Xl, E.0.13526 

"FYI we are not particularly anxious to sell U -2 's to 
the U. K. We did discuss possibility With Aiken, Wise and 
others during their visit here. This originated with OSA and 
.its desire to. reestablish production line for U-2 and from 
this office as gambit to eliminate UK personnel from Edwards 
Detachment. If British come with strong proposal for pur-

. chase, we would have to make difficult policy decision here. 
Under circumstances I consider it desirable to play matter 
in low key and to leave all initiatives up to them." 1/ 

In September 1965 AVM·SmaUwood raised the .question ol use of 
' . 

l3ritish pilots for ferry flig!;tts outside the-continental U.S. and said ih 

l/ I 50Xl, E.0.13526 
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a letter to Mr.· Cunningham that although Hawaii was now the 50th State, 

he .believed the terminology of "within the continental u:s." 11 was .stretch-

ing a point; he therefore requested notification in advance each time 

1luch use of British pilot!!J was anticipated. (Up to the present, ·approv.., 
' 

als of the few flights of this type have been received by return cable 

with no delays and no refusals. ) . 

In October 1965, approval was given by the British Air Staff for a 

. JACKSON mission from. Darwin or Cocos Islands over targets in Java . 

. Delays were encountered in obtaining the final approval from the Foreign 

Office and the Prime Minister, and with the subsequent favorable action 

of the Indonesian Army against the PKI (local Communist Party), the 

proposal was shelved in' December 1965 •. 

Air Com.rnodore Heward made a visit to the U. S, ·in January 1966 

visiting the group at Edwards and holding talks at Headquarters. At 

· that time the British were making a decision on the use of the F-111 

and while showing a.n interest in the new U-Z model. discussions were 

limited to possible joint reconnaissance in South.east Asia (Indorie:sia) 

· Africa (Rhodesia). and the possibility of sending pilots through 

.survival tl."a.ining at an:RAF b.ase north of 

·Air L. Wade relieved Heward in February 1966 

· as Director of Operations {Bomber·al:ld .. In Marchl966 
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" 

he Wrote to Mr .. Cunningham suggesting that all agreements concerning 
. . . . . 

. JACl<$0N, including use of pilots, cover stories, etc., ?e brought up 

to date. At the same time, Mr. Eugene Somers reported from London 

that Air Commodore Wade believed tha.t the Labour Party, if it increased . ' 

its majority in the current elections, would react more confidently t<;> a 

proposal for JACKSON operations. Mr. Somers felt that Wade was dedi-

cated to of the program. 

· In April 1966, Dr. Wheelan visited London and briefeda group of 

Air Staff officials including Air Chief Marshal Sir· Brian Burnett, 

Air Marshal L. M. D. Hodges, and Air Commodores Wade and Aiken, ·· 

on the performance capabilities expected from the U-ZR. He explained 

the concept that the U.S. should give or sell several to countries such 

as India,. Iran or Korea, which would render it more .difficult for the.· 

.opposition to associate the owner and the activity of the.se The 

yice Chief of the.Air Staff stated that the RAF had studied the problem 

of purchase of over the past year or two and had arrived at a 
. . . . . . . . - . . . . . . 

negative conclusion for two reasons: . the politicaltaint of the U.-2, 

. and the decision to buy F-111 ai]."craft, · 

This ended any further discussion of British procurement of U-2's. 

However, in Octobe.r 1966 agreement was reached with the Air. Sta.££ that 
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replacements for the RAF JACKSON contingent at Edwards would be 

furnished in the spring of 1967, and that a further meeting would be 

held in Washington in December 1966. The Minister of Defence, 

however, on 26 September 1966 ruled ag?inst any broadening of the 

project or instigation by Air Staff personnel of discussions with such 

in view. 
. . 

An internal OSA review of the JACf<'.SON prog.ram ·in October 1966 

the following summation in a meroorandum for the DD/SA from. 

Special to the DSA: 
11The previous staff studies •. which have been. undertaken 

periodically since 1960 .•. essentially concfoded that the program 
· was, in fact, costing us very little and that in antieipation of un,,_ · 
foreseeable contingencies (e. g; Middle East crisis), it was an 
asset which we should maintain. It also gave us a closer identity 

·with the British, in an operational sense, which in retrospect 
was of dubious value. In this ·regard, ·nothing has changed as of 
this date, and if the prospects for the future are no more prom-
ising, I would ftrmly recommend that we terminate the JACKSON 
program. This would. be without prejudice to some future reassess- · 
ment with regard to B.ritish participation in the U -ZR program when 
it becomes operational ... 11 ]J .· · · 

. . - . . . . 

The Joint meeting held in the· OSA .Control Centei.- in Dec: ember 1966 
. . . . . . . . -

was held for the purpose of discussing the future of JACKSON with no 

l/IDEA-3375/66, for the DDSA from SA/OSA dated. 
Z4 October 

: . .:· 
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commitments to be made pending referral to respective higher commands. 

Those present included Air Commodores Wad.e- and Aikenand Group 

. Captain Moody on the British side, -and the Director and Deputy Director 

of OS:A and members of the OSA Operations Staff. The consensus of 

views arrived at during this meeting was a_s follows: 

"a. -_Although the_re are existing intelligence requirements 
in the Far East {outside China/Vietnam. -etc.), g. IndG-nesia, 
there is little likelihood for approval of operations in that area 
under existing circwnstances. 

"b. The most probable areas of possible mutual interest 
for use of the unique U-Z capabiiity appears to be Africa and the 
volatile Middle East. The UK representatives in particular felt 
that political approval would be most prQbable for these areas. -
The US representatives shared this opinion strongly but were 
coricel".ned about the lack of adequate bases in the area. 

' ' ' 

"c. Currently available, and politically acceptable bases 
for U-Z stagings for possible target coverage of Africa and for 
contingencies in the Mid,dle East are severely limited. Ascension 
Island rangewise may have limited utility; Aldabra will not be 
available for from 2 to 3 years; politically feasible Akrotiri, -
Cyprus, might be availabie butprobably qnl.y under emergency· 
or crisis 'situations. El Aden, Liberia, was suggested as a -
possible contingency staging base but would. pose major problems 
from a security standpoint. In the only base in the UK 
pocket which showed a promising potential at the momen.t Wa,S 
on the island of Masira off the eastel.'n ·coast of .Saudi Arabia. -

. . . ·. 

_ "d. The possibility of. carrier .launchings and recovery 
was .discussed but with an admonition that suc;:h ope.rations would 
probably entail prohibitive costs for othe.r than highest 
or crisis requirements. -- Refueling operations would. involve the. 
same problem but to a lesser degree . 
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"Wade and Aiken expressed desire to utilize JACKSON pilots 
in a productive manner at the earliest possible c They 
affirmed that coverage of Africa and the Middle could not 
be accomplished readily by any operationalcapa ility presently 
available to the UK. " 1 I 

It was further agreed to meet again at the worki 'g level to formu-

late firm recommendations for respective higher he;; iquarters. 

At the end of 1966 there were two pilots, a flight planner and a 

flight surgeon at Edwards with the .JACKSON unit, al due for rotation 

and replacement during· 196 7. 

l / B YE-0394-66, Memo for DCI, Subject: Meeting 1ith UK Repre-
sentatives, 22 December · 
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CHAL-0164 * 16 June 1958 

PROPOSED PROJECT CHALICE/KEEPER - PLAN A 

1 •. Under this plan the KEEPER program would be conducted. 
alol'.lg the following lines: . . 

a. A. Royal Air Force contingent of approximately ten to 
twelve personnel would be assigned to Detachment B. 

b. Possible operational bases ·for KEEPER missions 
will .include but not; necessarily be restricted to Adana, Turkey; 
Giebelstadt, Germany; Kinloss, Scotland; and Cyprus. 

· c. In order to accommodate the KEEPER augmentation at 
Detachment B, · two additional U -Z and one additional T- 33 aircraft. 
will be provided at Detachment B .. . . 

· d •. KEEPER pilots will receive continuation .and profic.iency 
training at Detachment B. 

. . - . . . . . 

2. Under this plan the RAF personnel assigned to Detachment B 
would include: 

a. One Squadron Leader. who will functio? as the Br_itish 
Detachment Commander a.nd who will be an operational pilot. 

b. · Five other operational pilots - Squadron Leader I 
Flight Lieutenant. 

c. An Adjutant who will serve as adm.inis.trative officer 
and senior security officer. 

·d. Three to. five· other personnel as needed. . . 

. 3. All· KEE PER will be under th.e. operational c.ontro1 ·of the . 
C.ommander, Detachment B with suchcontrol ,to be exercised through··· 
the. Royal Air Force. Detachment Coriuna.nder. The Commander. 'Detach:.. 
znent B, will be responsible. for rriainfaining the pilot p.roficiency of 
KEEPER pilotJJ and for the tra:ining 0£ all British personnel in their. 

. respective jobs. ·All i;itaging opel"ations will be under the command of 
the Commander, Detachment:B or his designate. 
(* Changed KEEPER to. OLDSTER due to copflict with another 

British crypt.) . ·· T 0 p SE 6 RE '1'. · · 
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4. A Concept of Operations to include method of target selection 
i-s- &t·taohe.d as enclosure 1. · 

* * * * * * * * * * 
Ope;-µtional Concept for Joint CHALICE/KEE.PER 

· · 

A. Assumptions: 

1. That the Royal Air Force KEEPER unit will pe integrated 
within D?tachrrient B. 

2. That the KEEPER Unit will be supported by U.S. personnel . 
on all operations. 

3. That the KEEPER missions will l;>e operationally 
from CHALICE Headquarters in the same manner a:s normal CHALICE 
missions. 

B. Target Selection: 
. . 

· 1. Following diScuseions between British and .U.S. Intelligence 
. Requirements Officers, the. Air Ministry will obtain authority to secure 
coverage of specified targets and areas, tog-ether with an indication of 
relative priorities. It will transmit such authority and priority indica-
tioo.s in appropdate form .. to CHALICE Headquarters as guidance for 

· mission plarining. · · . 

· C. Weather: 
. . . 

-1. Weather for flight planning ;tor KEEPER missions will be. 
furnished. by the Weather. Central at Offutt Air Force Base 1 Omaha, · 
Nebraska. using the same system now established to support CHALICE 
operations. The weather for mission planning .will be. sent to the unit · 
12. hours prior to take:..ofC Additiona,i weather·lnformation.for flight 
briefing will be sent to the unit appro:idmately four and one-half hours 
prior to take':"off, _information will be furnished only to those 
e.chelons which are directly concerned with detailed planning. 

'I' 0 p 
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D. Mission Planning: 

1. KEEPER operational missions will be planned in the Control 
Center at CHALICE Headquarters. Direction and control of these . 
missions will be effected and maintained through the normal HBJARGON 
message system already established,. 

2. All KEEPER flights will be planned and/or approved by the 
Royal Air Force liaison officer assigned to Headquarters CHALICE,· 
prior to being dispatched. He will also maintain liaison with the Air 
Ministry and keep them advised of planning and status of proposed 

·operations. 

3. The British Air Ministry will obtain political approval for 
specific misi;ions or geographical areas· for.coverage well in advance 
of contemplated operations. The Air Ministry will be made an informa-
tional addressee on the "Alert" message dis.patched to the unit 24 hours. 
prior to take-off and designating the general area of operation •. Approx-
imately two hours later another message will be dispatched to the Air 

·.Ministry only describing in as much detail as weather information at · 
the time permits, the flight path and the targets to be covered. · On the 
basis of this message the Air Ministry may direct modifications of the 
flight plan. · Although the schedule will not permit changes of the flight . 
plan at a later point in the cycle, the Air Ministry may at any time ex:-
ercise its prerogative of disapproving the mission because of political 
considerations or late developments which might be prejudiCial to the 
proposed operation.· of approval or disapproval should be 
dispatched at least five hours prior to take-off. The Air Ministry will 
also be an informational addressee of the detailed Mission Plan 
(HBJARGON 100-12 hours prior to take-off}, the 11Go-No-Go 11 message 
(three hours prior to take-off), and will also be advised by CHALICE 

. Headquarters when a landing report on the aircraft has been received .. 
Emergency procedures relating to last minute cancellation or recall of 
airborne missions will be in accordance with existing CHALICE arrange-. 
ments. 

. . . . . 

4. Although the Ad Hoc. Requirements Committee, in conjunction 
·with its British counterpart,· has responsibility for establishing target· 
priority, the precedence for coverage of individual targets will be de-
termined by the Operations Staff, including the Royal Air Force Liaison 
Officer, based on operationalconsiderations. 
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E. Unit Responsibility: 

.. 1. As in the case of CHALICE Detachment Cpmmanders, the 
KEEPER Unit Commander will have authority to can:cel or delay 
KEEPER missions because of equipment no_n-availability or malfunction,. 
01" because of inadequate terminal weather. All decisions concerning 
route weather will be the responsibility of CHALICE He.adqµarters and 
the Royal Air Force Liaison Officer assigned thereto. · 

F. Mission Take: 

1. Exposed primary camera film. from operational 
missions will be sent to Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, New York, 
for processing. 

2. The 70mm tracker film will be processed at the Detachment. 
Route weather and aircraft track will be determined and reported to 
Headquarters CHALICE in accordance with established procedures. The 
tracker film will then be duplicated and one copy sent to London and one 
copy to Washington. Distribution of primary configuration photography 
will be in accordance with current agreements. 

3. ELINT tapes will be duplicated at the Unit and the original· 
sent to Washington for read-out. One copy will be sent to London and 
an additional 11 hostage" copy will be retained by the Unit. pending safe 

·arrival of the. Washington and London copies. 

4., Escort of all mission take, photographic or electronic, between 
the Detachment, the U. S, and the U. K. will be under CHALICE security 

·cognizance. 
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28 October 1958 

CHALICE/OLDSTER - OPERATIONAL PLAN 

Appendix A · - Administrative Arrangements 
Appendi.k B - Notification and Clearance Procedure· 
Appendix C - . British Overt Cover Story. 

Task Organization: 

General Situation 

Headquarters CHALICE (Washington)· 
Headquarters .OLDSTER (Air Ministry) 
CHALICE Det B (Adana, Turkey) 

1. It has been agreed between the U.S. and HMG that it would 
be of mutual benefit to their respective intelligence commuriities for 

. ·British personnel to play a full part in the ex:ecution of CHALICE 
· ph.qtographic and elint intelligence missions over ari.d around the .· 
USSR and other denied territories. Such participation se'ems likely · 
to broaden the scope of these operations and thereby enhance the 
intelligence information available. to both the US and British Govern-
ments. 

2. The British participation is to be known under the code name 
. OLDSTER a.nd will consist of selected pilots and control personnel 
working as a national team. at the direction of HMG within the existi.ng . 
CHALICE organisation for the purpose.of satisfying intelligence re.;, 
quirements agreed between approved representatives of the two 
Governments. 

Mission 

3,; ·To establish a British reconnaissance capability within the .· .. 
existing command structure of CHALICE Det B for the purpose of 
undertaking elint and photographic intelligence missions directed 
by Headquarters OLDSTER •. · 

Execution 

4. Personnel 

(a) Headquarters OLDSTER is to provide 5 RAF Officer 
' ' 

Pilots and l RAF Medical Officer who will be represented on· 
appointment to the unit. as civilians for all purposes. during service 
outside the U. K. The senior RAF pilot is to be designated British 

· Detachment Commander. 

TOP a E .GR ET 
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.· · (b) Headquarters CHALICE is to arrange for the integration 
of RAF personnel into the command structure of CHALICE Det B. 

(c) Additional administrative details are covered in. 
Appendix A. 

and Material 

5. (a} Headquarters CHALICE is to provide two additional U-Z. 
aircraft and one T-33 aircraft to Det B for use of OLDS'TER 
personnel. 

{b) The British Detachment ls to be provided with the full 
losistic and maintenance support available to Det B. 

Op·erational Planninit 

6. ,Operational control of all OLDSTER Sorties is to be. exercised 
by Headquarters OLDSTER throughHeadquarters and the 
local .USAF Commander in the field. On all operational matters, the 
British Detachment Commander will be responsible to the local USAF . 
·Commander but has the of direct access to London: on all policy 

. and domestic matters concerning British personnel which may arise 
from time J:o time. The flight training programJ;"ne and selection of · 
RAF pilots for operational and training missions is to be the joint 
resp.onsibility of CHALICE Det B Commander and the British Detach-
ment Commander. 

:M'.issionPlannins 

7 .. (a) Headquarters CHALICE to prepare provisional mission 
plans from an agreed list· of targets and in the light of operational 
and political considerations .. · These will be submitted to Hea.d-

. quarters £.or consideration,. evaluation an4 for .. · 
provisional political ap_provalln accord.a.nee with Appendix B. 

. . . . ' . 

. (b). The Air Ministry are to keep the agreed target lists and 
·priorities under and to notify Headquarters 
CHALICE of any amenqments th.rough .channels. 

TO l? i E.C RE 'P 
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(c) After consideration of provisional mission plans 
Headquarters OLDSTER is to notify provisional planning 
approval to Headquarters· CHALICE. Thereafter control of 
proposed missions is to be in accordance with the Reports 

· Control Manual (Ops Manual. 55-1). The procedure for 
taining British political clearance is detailed at Appendix B. 

(d) After notification of approval by Headquarters 
OLDSTER, the operational control of the mission is to pass 

·.to Headquarters CHALICE. Headquarters OLDSTER retains 
the right. to cancel a mission up to time of takeoff and, in . 
addition, the RAF Detachment Commander retains the right 
to cancel any British mission based. on his judgment of local 
operational considerations. · · · . 

Mission Take 
. . . . . 

8. Photographic and Elint take from all OLDSTER missions 
. is to be processed under existing CHALICE arrangements, and the 
intellfgence information disseminated to both the U.S. and British 
intelligence agencies under the existing procedures.· 

. . . . . - : . . . . . 

. . . . . . . . . . : . . . : . . · . 
. Security . 

9. It is mutually recognised that the protection of the U.S. and 
British Governments in the event of an incident is of paramount 
importance, and it is intenied to build up a suitable Britis.h overt 

. meteorological cover story with a classified cover story of air sampling 
similar to the existing cover provided for U.S. activity.·• To this end •. 

. ·Headquarters CHALICE. agrees to make available to Headquarters · 
OLDSTER one U-Z aircraft for meteorological missions from a selected 
RAF base in the U. K. The provision of this aircraft will be on an oppor-
tunity basis and at the rate of approximately two sorties per 90 days. 
The proposed cover story is detailed at Appendix C. 

. . 

u.:.2 Operational Base in the U. K. 
. . ·.. .. .. . .. 

. . . . . . . 
. . . . ' . 

. 10. RAF Watton has been selected as the United Kingdom airfield 
for meteorological flights and for ferry flights to and from the U.S.A. 

3 . . 
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11. In the event that a post or pre-strike base is required for 
tJSS;Q. peripheral or over£1igh:ts the base rnost suitable 
for U-2 abcraft operations in the _U. K. is RAF Kinloss because of 
terminal weather, availability of hangar .and proximity to the Northern 
targets which are of .interest to intelligence agencies. In addition, the 
lack of air traffic in the area and its loca:tion eases the security 
problertt. 

. RA.F Kinloss is at present undergoing ma.jor vo rks. servic.es 
on the main runway and this work will not be completed at the earliest 
b,ef9:t"'e Ma.l'ch 1959. 

13 •. After work is completed at RAF .Kinloss, it can be used a_s 
a pre and post-strike base. RAF will meet airlift requirements .. 
within the U. K. to support any staging operations. 

. 14.. Facilities required at RAF Kinloss will b:e limited and will 
be laid on for each specific operation as the situation requires. 

Tran,sit flights to and from the United .Kingaom 

15. Special instructions dealing with clearanc;e of flights between 
the U. K. and Adana. will be passed by H;eadquarte.rs OLDSTER to RAF 
Watton and Headquarters Fighter Comm.and • 

. Comm1.lJlicatfons 

16. (a) Comm.and posts are: 

(i) Headquartel's CHALICE 
. (ii) ·. Headquarters OLDSTER 

(Hi) CHALICE Det B . 
. . 
· {b). CHALICE is to provide and/ or arra.nge 

cornrnunications in support of the CHALICE/OLDST.Ell project· . 
a.t base:;i other than in. the U. and. is to ee1tablish standards 
for traffic transit times in acc9rdan:ce with operational and 
a.dministrati ve requiretr1ents. . . 

Signed: ' Ass·t. Chief of the Air Staff (Intel.) .r. Bufton (AVMf . 
Dep. Director Ops {Reece)_ D .. G .. Wise (Gp 
C. I. A., James A; Cunningham, Jr .. 

Z8th October 1958. 
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ADMINI$TRA TIV:E ARRANGEME.NTS 

.A - Personnel .. Administration 

Toµ,r' of .Duty 

OLDSTER OperatiQnal 
Plan da.teQ. ·za.10. 58 

l. The ·anticipated tour of duty for RAF personn.el with Detach-
ment B is two years. 

Personnel Records 
' ' 

2 •. An RAF personnel of Detachment B are to be established on 
· the strength of AMU /SDL and all official records and documents will 

be -retained at Headquarters OLDSTER. RAF personnel will be 
issued with a civilian flying log book in which entries· to be made by 
the holder will conform to 16cal security requirements and which will 
be certified by the USAF Detachm.ent Commander. This book will be 

.. retained by the J?etachrnent Operations Officer. · 

3. On completion of a tour on OLDSTER operations, entries in 
civilian log books will be transferred to RAF log. books and certi-. 

fied by Headquarters OLDSTER. · 

4. Forms 1369 (Annual ConfidentialReport) will be completed in 
respect of RAF personnel under arrangements to be ma.de by Head-
quarters OLDSTER. . 

Leave of Absence· 
. . . " . ·. 

5 •. Privilege Leave and/ or R.&'R from duty for .RAF per- .· 
sonnel will be approved·by the Briti$h Detacluri.ent Commander in · 

· c:9n.sultation with tl'/.e Detachment B C.ommander and will be· granted as · 
· operational requirements permit. The local USAF regulations on ''off 
· litni.ts 11 areas and leave travel outside the C·OU!ltry Of assignment Will 
be strictly. observed by RAF.personnel. Headqua.:rters OLDSTER. will· 
be advised by cable of any annual leave· propos:ed. , 

Ord.er and Dis,c.ipline · 

6. a.11,times when posing as .civilians; .RAF a'te·to 
conduct them.selves in accordance with established and appropriate 

T·O P SECRET 
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·RAF regulations and with the local regulations of the ·usAF 
Turkish authorities. 

Casualty Procedure 

7. The approved US casualty procedure is to be applied to all 
RAF personnel at Detachment B except that personal effects of the 
individual will be forwarded to Air Ministl"y London, marked 11for 
the personal attention of ACAS(Ops) 11• All casualty reports and docu ... 
ments in respect of RAF personnel a.re to be copied to Headquarters 

. . 

Aircraft Accident Investigation 

8, All aircraft accidenta, regardless of type, involving RAF 
personnel are to be investigated in accordance with CHALICE Detach-· 
ment procedures. Copies of such reports as well as related signals 
will be furnished to Headqua.rters OLDSTER. 

Marriage 

. 9. RAF personnel contemplating marriage a.re to immediately · 
submit full particulars of the proposed spouse to the RAF Detachment 

·Commander who will inform Headquarters OLDSTER for further in- .· 
structions. It should be recognised that the continued utilization of an 
RAF officer on OLDSTER is contingent upon proper c.learance of his 

. spouse. 

Travel Orders 

10. RA:F personnel, while in a duty status with Detachment B will 
travel from place to place on orders authorised by the USAF Detachm.ent 
Commander. They will be shown as civilian employees of the British. 
Meteorological Office on such orders, i.e. "Experimental Of£icer 11 •. 

The orders will further state that the individual 1 s equivalent rank is 
that of Major. 

Travel Notifications 

11. Notification 0£ movements of all personnel, including visitors 
is to be authorised by Headquarters OLDSTER, and !orwarded to Detach-
.ment B with information copy to Headquarters CHALICE. · Notification·· 

TOP SECRET 
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will include name, civil o:r military grade, .as appropriate. It will also 
include purpose of travel, anticipated duration and clearance status of 

. the individual. In the event of an individual proceeding to Detachment B 
for temporary duty whose access to specific locations or equipment 
should in any manner be restricted or curtailed, this information will 

. be made a part of the ETA cable. Headquarters OLDSTER will be ad- .· 
vised of proposed travel to the United Kingdom by OLDSTER personnel 
from Detachment B in advance. 

Passports and International Immunization Records 

12. Passports and official International Immunization Records will 
be provided for each individual by Headquarters OLDSTER prior to 
deployment to Detachment B. Upon arrival there these documents will 

· be placed in the custody of the USAF Executive/ Administrative Officer, 
Detachment B and will be released to the individual only for official 
travel or leave travel. 

Section B - Registry 

Registry 

. 13. (a) The procedures for transmission of classified documents 
and personal mail to and from Headquarters OLDSTER and Detach-
ment B will be as follows:-

(i) Classified documents originating in London will b'e 
· appropriately marked, placed in double envelopes and de-
livered to the American Embassy, London, for despatch 
by diplomatic courier to Germany and thence by USAF arrange-

. ments by secure means to Detachment B. On arrival, the 
mail will be delivered unopened to the RAF Detachment Com-
mander and a receipt obtained which will be returned to Head-
quarters OLDSTER in the reverse manner employed for 
outgoing material. 

(ii) Classified documents being sent from Detachment B 
to Headquarters OLDSTER will be delivered to the USAF De-
tachment Executive/ Administrative Officer, suitably marked 
for classification, and placed in double env:elopes, as above. 

TOP 
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These will be transmitted to HeadquaJ:ters OLDSTER 
through the reverse of the system set forth in paragraph 
13(a)(i) above. 

-(iii) Personal mail will be handled in the same manner 
as in paragraph 13(a)(i) and (ii) above except that receipts -
will not be required. Mailing address for OLDSTER 
personnel at Detachment B will 

Room 7323, Air Ministry 
-- Whitehall Gardens 
London1 S. W. 1. 
England 

- Headquarters OLDSTER will forward personal mail. _On no -
a._ccount will personal mail be transmitted through civil 
postal channels to or from an OLDSTER individual at Detach-

- ment B or at any other location overseas.· 

Section C - Medical 

· -Ref!lponsibilities of British Medical Officer 
- -

Th,e RAF Detachment Surgeon is directly responsible for the 
ca.re of all RAF personnel and their dependents. - In addition, he will -

-assist the USAF Detachment Surgeon whenever required and practicable. 
All RAF personnel or dependents requiring medical care wHl first be 
referred to him. Upon determination of the amount and type of care 
required, he will_ either perform such care as lies within his capabilities 
of equipment and supplies, or will seek the assistance and guidance of 
the USAF Detachment Surgeon if the cases are beyond his local scope. -

_Such additional support medical facilities as are needed. to offer complete 
and definitive care for RAF personnel and dependents will be arranged 
through the USAF Surgeon and/or CHALICE Headquarters, -
keeping Headquarters OLDSTER in.formed. 

Hospital Services 

15. Should it become-necessary to hospitalize RAF personnel or 
- -- _dependents for minor ailments not requiring surgical care, the -

facilities of the Base Dii:;pensary will be made available through the 

.4 
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Detachment B USAF Surgeon. A small daily charge may be t'Pade to 
the patient for such service .. 

16. In the event major surgery or extended hospitalization is 
required, of a non-emergency nature, the patient will either be air 
evacuated to NATO Hospital Izmir, Turkey or to Lyneham Air Force 
Base England for onward movement to an RAF Hospital in UK at the 
discretion of the RAF Detachment Surgeon. 

17. Emergency care for RAF persorinel or dependents. including 
emergency surgery, will be provided either at the Detachment B loca-
tion or the USAF Hospital. Ankara, Turkey. Following such emerg-
ency treatment, if the patient1 s diagnosis is favourable but requires. · 
extended hospitalization, he may be air evacuated either to the NATO 
Hospital, Izmir, Turkey, or to an RAF f!ospital in England. 

Physiological Training and Maintenance of Personal Equipment 
. . 

18. RAF Detachment Surgeon is directly responsible for the 
support of the mission in relation to a.ll aspects of Physiological Train-·. · 
ing and maintenance of personal equipment, ·as well as other spedalized 

·equipment concerned with pilot performance. In the performance of 
this duty he will be assisted, as required, by the USAF .Detachment 

· Surgeon,. the USAF Physiological Officer and USAF medical support· 
personnel. . · . 

(a) Special areas of responaibility will be to advise the . 
RAF Detachment Commander ofthe physical and mental condition· 
of flying personnel within the confines of acceptable aeromedical 
practise, the care and proper utilization of all personnel and 

.. specialized equipment directly concerning the welfare of flying 
personnel. · It shall be his sole responsibility to withdraw an RAF 
officer from flying· status based on a medical opinion, and to 
reinstate him to flying status when he sees fit. · · 

(b) In the physiological field, it shali be his further responsi-
bility to maintain training of flying personnel commensurate with 
mission performance, · 
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19. The RAF Detachment Surgeon has the respon.sibility to maintain 
medica1 health records for all RA.F personnel attached to 

the unit. Though not in themselves classified documents, they will be 
stored as such by the MF Detachment Surgeon and must in no cir.cum-
stances be shown to uncleared.personnel. If essential. extracts may be 
produced in sterile form. · . 

20. The RAF .Detachment Surgeon shall see to the maintenance of 
immunization standards for RAF personnel and dependents in accordance 
with arrangements m.ade previously between Headquarters CHALICE and 
Headquarters OLDSTER. 

Section D - Pay ai+d Allowances 

21. The RAF OLDSTER personnel will be posted to the Air Ministry. 
Special Duty List and their RAF pay and allowances will be paid through 

· norm.al service channels. Whilst engaged in this project they will re-
ceive additional allowances from special funds and be provided with free 

·.accommodation. These allowances.will be calculated in two parts:-

(a) · A special living allowance whilst based at Adana,·· equivalent · 
to the living allowances paid by H. Q •. CHALICE to their own pilots •. . . . . . . . 

(b) A supplemental"y allowance calculated to .. raise their net .· 
·RAF pay in the same proportion as CHALICE pilots' pay compal"es ·· 
with USAF pay. 

- . . . . 
22.. Each officer's special allowances will be· calculated individually •.. 

The supplementary allowance will be paid independently to his .U. K. bank 
account. The living allowance in Turkey will be paid at Adana in U.S. 
dollars through H.Q. CHALICE from a fund which will be replenished. 
periodically from London. . . · · 

Z3. · Prior to departure for Detachment B RAF personnel are to 
elect an amount to be paid to them monthly :by the Detachment B Finance 

The requisite amounts to cover these monthly payments will 
b.e made available in U. s; dollars to the Detachment B Finance 

·and authority will be given for British personnel to draw U.S. dollars to 
meet their requirements subject to satisfactory assurance of :recovery 
from his RAF emoluments. · . 
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24. The Finance Officer Detachment B is to account.for all . 
supplementary Agency funds and render monthly accoUnts. 

. . 

25 •. The medical officer attached to the OLDSTER team at Ada.na 
will qualify for the special living allowance but not for the supplementary 
allowance. 

Section E - · Security · 

General· 

26. It is agreed that RAF personnel of Detachment B will be 
.subject to the existing security regulations detailed under the direction · 

. and control of the USAF Detachment B Commander and subject to policy 
·.guidance from Headquarters CHALICE and OLDSTER. 

27. ·When operating fro·m RAF bases, Detachment B Commander 
may enlist the aid of the. RAF security services as authorised by 
Headquarters OLDSTER. 

Secui-itr Responsibilities of the British Detachment B Commander 

28. The British Detachment.Commander is to be responsible to the 
Det'achment B Commander for ensuring that RAF personnel conform. to 
the security rules and regulations laid down by the Detachment B security· 

·authorities. 
. . . 

Handling of Classified Material 
. . 

29. The handling of OLDSTER tnaterial for Detachrnent B, including , · 
· storage, rnaintenance and movement, will be executed in accordance 
with the Security Custodial Responsibilities laid down by· Headquarters 
CHALICE. . . . 

Security Investigation of RAF Personnel 
. . . . .. . 

30. All personnel cleared for access to OLDSTER will. 
have P. V. T. clearance--No OLDSTER clearances will be initiated 
without the personal authority of A. C. A. S. (!}.; ·.This clearance will be 

. passed to Headquarters CHALICE with full clearance particulars. 
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31. All investigations concerning breaches of which may 
arise at Adana or any staging area .. involving RAF. personnel are to 
be conducted by Detachment B Security Staff and co ... ordinated with 
British Detachment Commander. All security information and docu ... 
mentation involving RAF personnel of Detachment B will. be handled on 
a "Eyes Only" basi.s between - · 

Detachment B Commander 

and 

RAF Detachment Commander, 
Detachment B Senior Security Officer 
A. C. A. S. (I) 
A.C.A.S. (Ops) 
Headquarters CHALICE Security Officer 

Security Violations 

32. All security violations by RAF personnel of Detachment B will 
be recorded tinder arrangements to be made . by the Detachment B Com:. 
mander and the British Detachment Commander .. I£ it is found that· . . .. 
any individual is guilty of excessive and continuing. security violations, 
the case will be referred to Headquarters OLDSTER. 

8 
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Appendix B 

. OLDSTER Operational. 
Plan dated 28 Oct 195 8 

>TOTIFICATION AND CLEARANCE OF ELINT AND 
PENETRATION FLIGHTS 

Penetrai .on Flights 

I. )etails of proposed penetration flights by British pilots 
iricludin1 overlays setting out target complexes and proposed routes 
of missi · ns over a three month period will be sent from Headquarters 
CHALIC ; to Headquarters OLDSTER (Air Ministry) approximately 
fourteen ::lays prior to start of a three month operational period. 

2, readquarters OLDSTER (Air Ministry) will seek provisional 
political ::learance using agreed British procedures from the Prime 
Minister for these missions. · · . . 

3. feadquarters OLDSTER (Air Ministry) .will inform Headquarters 
· · CHALIC ; by signal of British provisional political. clearance or other-

wise to t Le proposed missions prior to the start of a three month period. 

4. . 'allowing British provisional political clearance for proposed 
.. Headquarters CHALICE will be responsible for detailed plan-

ning as .f Jllows:-

(a) Producing an Operation Order for any staging operation.· 
that may be necessary. A copy of this order will be sent to 
Hea quarters 

(b) Ensuring that the mission is conducted in accordance with 
esta )lished procedures. 

'.c) Observing and executing the following action prior to the 
actu .. 1 mission:-

(i) Mission Forecast. This will be sent to Headquarters. 
JLDSTER (Air Ministry) on the Wednesday of. each week. It 
..vill detail the proposed missions to be flown during the immed-
Lately following Monday to Sunday within the programme pro-
risionally agreed (Para. 1 above). 
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(ii) Alet't. This will be sent to r·ea:c:h Head.:. 
qua::i;ters OLDSTER (Air Ministry) no later than twenty-four 
hours in advance of planned take-off time. The m.ess.age will 
contain:operating details including target area and time of 
take-off. · 

{iii} Intention Message. This will be sent to reach Head-
.· quarters. OLDSTER {Air Ministry) not later than twenty-two hours 
prior to planned take-off time and will contain additional 

. operating .details including target and time of take-off. 

(i:V) . Unit Mission Plan.· This will be sent to reach Head-
quarters (Air Ministry) no later than twelve hours. prior to 

'planned take-off time. It will contain full details of speclfic .. 
mission including target. route. equipment and weather.' 

(v) Final OLDSTER Message. Headquarters·OLDS.TER 
(Air Ministry) will despatch to Hea.dqu.arte.rs CHALICE at . · . 
least' five hours prior to estimated time of departure a message 

. giving final British political approval or disapproval to the 

(vi).• Go•Nq-Go Message •.. Headquarters· CHALICE will send 
Headquarters OLDSTER a copy of their message to. the opera-. 

·ttoiial unit giving approval <>r .non-approval to the proposed :rniS..;. 
· sion. This message will be to arrive at least three 
hours before the esti:mated time of take:..off and after the re-. . . , 
ceipt of the rri,essage in (v) above. 

:Elint Flight$ 

5. No Elint flights are ·to be undertaken by British pilots vri.thout 
· autnol."ity from Headqua.rters OLDSTER .. : · · 

2. 
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OLDSTER COVER STORY 

itroduction 

Appendix C 
OLDSTER Operational 
Plan dated 28th October, 

1958 

I. The American cover story for clandestine U-2 flights is linked 
) the overt and publicised operation of USAF u .. 2 weather squadrons 

, perating for NASA. Because of this and of the special characteristics 
· f the U-2 it is logical that a British cover story should. also be related 
>high altitude weather research.; 

. . . . . .· - . . 

2. The validity of this approach is reinforced by the fact that there 
s a real MeteorologiCal Office requirement for this kind of research 
·ork and it would be looked upon as a natural and desirable development 

· 'l meteorplogical circles. · · 

3 •. Arrangements are to be ·made fo; the Meteorological Office to 
ave the occasional use of the U-2 aircraft as a result of an understanding 
etween the USAF and the RAF •. This fact would not be classified but 

· 'ould not be given tindue publicity and all press releases are to be 
trictly controlled by the Air .Ministry. Meteorological.data concerning 
arbulence associated with jet streams 1 temperatures al;'e to be collected .. 
'his would be. done either by installing British meteorological equipment · 
r by utilizing .existing American met. instruments:' · Meteorological U-2. · 
ircraft are to pay periodical visits to this country and based at an RAF 
irfield. ·.Such flights will be of ap.proximately ten days duration every. 
hree or four months. 

4. Meteorologicat data. obtained .at heights above 55, 000 :feet is to.·· 
· .e classified 11Secret11 and the information is to be divulged to only those 
,eople concerned with analysing· such material on a strictly "need to , 
now" basis. Data below 55, 000 feet is unclassified, .and freely available· 
or publication by the Meteorological Office. · 

. . . 

5, Covert operations for purposes of photographic or electronic 
ecdnnaissance will take place from suitable bases in the United Kingdom 
·r overseas as dictated by operatfonal requirements CHALICE 

The will be flown by RAF pilots from the UK andby 
he same pilots documented as meteorological officers when flying from 
iverseas. The Medical Officer and any supporting administrative staff 

.. T 0 I' S ;s; C :a Ji: T HANDLE· VIA BYEMAN 
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would similarly be des·cribed as civilian teer licians when vis.iting 
overse.as bases. Whilst penetration flight$ \ i.11 nbt carry mete.orological 
eqµipment1 in the event of an incident they w U nevertheless be described 
as meteorological research flights. 

6. In the event of penetration flights le< ling to a protest by Soviet 
or Communist bloc countries, little difficult is fores.een in producing 
a rebuttal. In the event of an incident irivolv ng a forc-ed landing or 
destruction of a U-2 over denied territory v-c r:ious explanations can be 
gi'l1en as described in Annex 1. . 

Approach and Docurne!ltation of 9L lSTER _Person:p.el in Turkey 

7. 'J'he initial approach ha:salready bee t made to the Prime Minister 
and Minister of Defence of Turkey, who havf agreed to l3ritish participa-
tion. This participation was described by t't ) Americans as technical . 
assistance by civilian technicians and test pi ots. ' 

8. RAF personnel will enter Turkey wi :t civilian British pas.sports 
desc.l:'ibing them as civilian employee$ of the Meteofological Office. They 
will c.arry Civilian medical certificates and c supporting paper from the 
Meteorologic.al Office signed on b-ehalf of the Di.rector General to this 
effect .. Personnel will enter Turkey by civil an airline to Ankara and will 
then be transported t.o Adana by American st rvice transport. Further 
journeys between Turkey and. the United Kini dom and other. operational 
bases will be 'made in USAF aircraft authori ed by the Comi:nander of the· 
CHALICE Detachment. 'The final exit from will be made openly 
by civilian airline from Ankara. Whilst stat oned in Turkey all British 
personnel will ensure that they have no docu nents or wiiforms wh.ich 
could connect them with the RoYa.l Air Force The true nature of their 
visit to Turkey will only be known-to :CHALI( E.;;cleared personnel. 
Selected personnel wh9 have a need to kj:i.ow tha'.Il the unclassified 
story will be told that the .. re in Turkey for pe-r-ipheral 
ail". sarhpl_ing duties. · The British·Ambassad •r in Turkey will 
of the pres-e·nce of these personnel but not to d the true stoliy,· and in-
st:tucted to refer to any enquiries he might get about these person-
nel befor.e ·replyi.ng· to the. ·Turkish GovernmE 1t. · · 

9, All correspondence including privat mail for OLDS·_TER pers.onnel 
will be routed thro.ugh the special "cel111 int Air Ministry for onward 
transmission by American diplomatiC courit r to Turkey. Return 
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. correspondence from Turkey will be ent to the Air Ministry by 
American diplomatic courier for forv :i.rding. · 

Political approach and documentation )f British OLDSTER personnel 
operating in Pakistan 

10. The Americans have operatE :I. from Pakistan twice before but 
have only told the Pakistan President chat they were engaged in periphery 
Elint collection. A similar story has been told to the American Ambassa- · 

·. dor although the U.S. Air is . .illy briefed. It will be necessary 
for some approach to be made to the 'akistan President for British . 
participation. M. I. 6 will approach t le P. U.S. of the Commonwealth 
Relations Office who will be cleared f )r limited knowledge of OLDSTER 
operations, and he in turn will inforn the British Higl:i Com.missioner 
along similar Hnes to those. told to th American Ambassador. 

11. H. High Cominissioner v. 11 be instructed to approach the 
Pakistan President and ask for permi 3sion for British participation in 

·.peripheral Elint collection in agreem nt with the American The· 
visit to the President will be arrange ·. in conjw:iction with a similar 
visit by the American Ambassador. 

12. ·.When proceeding to Pakista1 on temporary duty British OLD-
STER pe:rsonnel will travel from Ada ta under the auspices of the USAF 
and retain their civilian cover as Met Technicians. 

1. The precise form of public Si 1temenf in the event of a mishap 
could only be determined in the light ,£ the mishap itself; the actual 
route being ,n.own by the penetrating a .rcraft; and any statements made 
by the Soviet Government or any othe · Government. 
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Z. In general, if a penetrating ( -2 aircraft became missing on 
a. penetration flight it would be the ir: ention of the U. K. to make this 
fact public and to initiate search and. rescue operations. These 
operations would, of course, take pl in an area appropriate to the 
point of penetration but would not, at course, involve operations over 
denied territory. 

3. There are two points of prin iple which would be followed at 
all times. These are: -

(a) At no time would there 
the penetrating aircraft had bee1 
operations. 

e any admission to the fact that 
involved in reconnaissance· 

(b) Iri·the event of the U-2: ilot falling Soviet·-. or other 
hands alive he will tell the truth about.his operations. In these 
circumstances U. K. would r Lake it clear that any such state-
ments were regarded in the san way as other ·past incidents 
which claimed to give 'free adm ssions' on points hostile to the 
Western cause, the germ warfa e, and were made under duress 
of one kind or another. 

4. There are two basic situatic is to be dealt with,· one involving· 
a deep penetration flight, and the otl er a shallow penetration flight •.. 

Shallow Penetrations· 

5. · In this situation any stateme 1t would be related to the fact that 
a U-2 aircraft was mi.ssing flown by a RAF pilot. The aircraft would. 
be stated to have been engaged on a neteorologicd research flight as 
part of a programme at present heir 5 undertaken. ·Appropriate details . 
Wou.ld'}>e made available. of this ramme and .of the arrangements made, . 
including of the flight fromf e U. K. to enable RA·F pilots to fly 
thes.e aircraft. · 

.6. Details would then be :given i the particular flight on. which the 
aircraft was engaged when it went rr i.ssing, · These details would not, 
of. course._ refer to any penetration ctivities but merely account for the · ·· 

. tact that the aircraft wa.s operating n the vicinity of the area at which.· 
the peq.etratiort was made. 
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7. · There would then be some speculation as to what had happened 
to the U-2 aircraft. This speculation might t.ake one of the .following 
forms:-

(a} That the aircraft was intercepted over international 
airspace and wa..s either forced to .land or was shot down over 
denied territory. 

. (b) That ground contact with the a.ire raft had been lost at a· 
particular position, and that the pilot (flying in bad weather, 
hampered by loss of radio conta.ct and loss of navigation eyatem) 
may have wandered inadvertently over Soviet territory where he 
was later forced down, shot down or crashed. · 

8. Any statements on these lines would, of be accompanied 
by general guidance of previous· incidents where Soviet o:r other Com-
munist countries had shown· them.selves .to react with excessive violence 
against inadvertent trespass within their ah-space. 

Deep Penetration 

9. ·.The. general attitude would be very similar to that for sha.llow 
penetration, but it would be neceasary to offer a specific explanation 
as to why the aircraft was so deep in Soviet or ether territory.. This 
explanation might take one of the following forms:-:' 

. (a} .Contact with the U-2 aircraft had been lost at a particular· 
tirne and. particular place. It might' be that the aircraft radio com-
munication and navigation system had developed serious malfunction· 

· or had failed outright. The pilot might also have had oxygen 
trouble which, combined with the aircraft1 s complex navigation 
system might have resulted in this very grave deviation from. the 
aircraft's planned course. It is possible that with the pilot suffer-
ing from 1ack of oxygen and with the aircraft on 'automatic pilot• . 
this might have caused it to have reached the area by the 
Russians. 

. . . . 

(b) 'That the radio contact with the U-2 aircraft had been lost 
. at a particular time and at. a particular place. It may .have been 
that for· reasons of pilot error or for technical reasons that the 
aircraft had, in fact, inadvertently violated Russian airspace. But 
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under no circumstances could it be imagined that the. aircraft 
could. on its own accord have reached the place stated by the. 
Russians. Such a flight was not within its capability .taking into 
account of time, the length of route it had previously flown. 

OPERATION OLD5_TER PLAN. 

Attachment #1 to· 

1. ! This note set.s out additional arrangements to those discussed 
in the plan dated, 28th October, 1958 .. These a(lditi.onal arrangements·· 
supersede or an\end appropriate parts 0£ the 28th October plan as 
necessa.:z;y. 

. . . - . 
2. In order to strengthen the OLDSTER cover story it has been 

decided to form a Unit at RAF Watton. This Unit would be kno'Wll. as 
th:e Meteorological Experimental Unit (M. E. u. ). 

3. The establishment of M. E. U.· would consist of a Comm.anding 
. Officer from Headq'l,la.rters OLDSTER):. and OLDSTER person-
. nel from Detachln.ent B, and a senior N. C. 0. {Adinl.nistrative}. 

. . . . . 

4. The M. E. U. would be overtly located at .RAF Wci.tton and would 
· · have i.ts ,headquarters in a hangar. An area for the exclusive use .of 

the E. U. at RAF Watton would be made available unde:r appropriate 
· security arrangements. It would be.made known as necessa:ry at RAF'.· 

Watton that M. E. U. was involved in meteorological investigations but 
also the task of atomic sampling and its activities in this- respect · were to be :regarded as Secret.. . 

S. The full task of M. E:. U. would be kno:Wil. to the Commandant, 
· Centl;'al Signals Establishment but to no other personnel 
at a.A. F. Watton. A senior N. C. O. (Administrative) would be perma- · 
nently at the secure area occupied, by the .M. E. U •. ·.The · 
area. would be large enough to contain Z U-Zs and.would also have i.n i.t · 
.permanently stores and. equipment for these aircr,aft, •. 
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6. Arrangerner :s would be made for M. E. U. to be on the Air 
·Ministry Special Du·f es List. No personnel or administrative matters 
would be handled by MF Watton. These would be under the exclusive 
control of H'eadquar1,;rs OLDSTER. 

7. OLDSTER c mmunications equipment would be installed in the · 
secure area. The s cure area o:f M. E. U. would act as the operational. 

· base during detachrr mt of U-2 aircraft for meteorological experimental 
flights and atomic S< mpling flights from the U. K. 

8. M. E. U;, wo1 ld be wholly controlled and administered by the Air .. 
Ministry (Headqua:rt :rs OLDSTER). · · 

9. Every atterr >twill be made to give credence to the operational 
role of M.E. U. Th( frequent ab.sences of the majority of its personnel· 
will be explained by :eference t<;>:- · 

' . . .· . . . .·· . ··. . . . . . . ·.' '· . . . 

(a) The Un t's operational equipment i.s American and can only.· 
be made availal: e from time to time. as American commitments 

. . 
. . . . . ' :, . .• . ': . , . -allow. 

. {b) . Meteor researc:h is taking pface on a worldwide 
basis and per so mel of the Unit are, or may be employed from 
time to time in unerica, the Middle East,. Europe or the Pacific.· 

. . 

10 •. The vital p .rt 0£ the to .give credence to the 
activities of M. E. U. will be actual meteorological flights from RAF 
Watton. Headquarte cs CHALICE will, in conjunction with Headquarters 

. OLDSTER, make ar angements for these flights .to take place as fre"". 
quently as condition· will allow. ·These conditions will be .affec.ted by:-

. . . . . . - . . .· . 

(a) The re< uirement for CHALICE/OLDSTER operational 
flights •. 

{b) The avi: ila.bility of qualified technicalpersonnel and equipment ... 

(c) The ave. ilability of USAF transport aircraft. 

11. 1£ political lpproval is given for penetration flights to be made. 
from the United Kint dom, ·the RAF will make available transport air-
craft for the logistic support within the United Kingdom of any OLDSTER 
detachment.· 
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M.EMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING· 

· IDEA-0303 
25 M;i.y l961 

SUBJECT: Integration of Project JACKSON Pilot Personnel into 
Project IDEALIST Detachment at Edwards Air Force 
Base, California 

·As a result of a meeting held in Washington the afternoon of 
19 May 1961, the following text is proposed for: mutual agreement, 

principal arrangements required at the local level in 
Detachment G •. Personnel at the meeting were A VM Sydri.ey O. Bufton, 
RAF, ACAS/I; Air. Commodore R.oger Whelan, RAF; DDI (B); 

Devel-
.......... _.,..----------------------,...------' opment Projects Division; Wing Cotnmander John C. Blair, RAF 
Liaison Officer to· CIA I Mr. ""J,_a_m_e_s_A.,..-. -c=-un-n..,..in-g"""'·ha,..._m-,-..,,J,...r-. -.-A...--c_ti,...·n-g__,C=h....,i_e....,f,..., _ __. 
Development Projects Division • 

1. ·.·JACKSON pilots assigned to Detachment G, Edwards Air 
Force Base, will be do.cutn:ented under the notional cover of 6510th 
Air Support Group, Air Force Flight Test Center {AFFTC). ·This 
tm.it is ana.lagous to a Headquarters and Services Squadron in a les1:1er 
c.ommand and is the only unit on the base reporting directly to the 

·Base Commander, Brig. Gen.· Carpenter, USAF. · · . 
. . . 

Since sorne form of documentati.on is focally; all 
assigned RAF personnel will be furnished app·ropriate pocketbook. 

i.e., gate pia,sSes, club cardsr drivers' licenses, 
· ·PX anci cards, ·which will indicate their .associa-

tion with the 6510th Air Base Gl'oup. · By special arrangement with 
AFFTC, RAF personnel will not, however, be carried on· any morn-
ing reports, manning documents, or published figures of the 6510th 
Air Base Group; . · . . 

. . . . . " . 

. 3 .. ·Living quarters for RAF personnel will be off base. While 
this in itself is a modest departure I·Ton'l the no·rin for o:f£icers serv·-
ing w:ider an exchange arrp.ngement, both to this agreement 
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feel that it is in this instance, since it tends to reduce 
the opportunities for on-base exposure of RAF participation in 
Pi-oj.ect JACKSON/IDEALIST. Civilian clothing will be worn at all 
times by RAF personnel. Although sµfficient .documentation as 
lined in paragraph z above will be furnished each officer to peri:nit 
him: to freely utilize normal base suppo.i-t facilities., i.e., motion· 
picture theaters, Officers' Clubt;1, PX and Comtnissary, it ia speci..; 

· fically understood that RAF personnel, with the exception of the 
Surgeon whose on-base bona £ides have already been estab-

' lish'ed, will not avail themselves of these facilities. In return for 
this it is understood that RAF personnel will be furnished a special 
allc>wance to compensate for the absence of such normal privileges. 

4. I£ questioned, either on or off base, as to the nature of their 
assignment, RAF personnel will indicate that they are assigned to 
the 6510th Air Base Group., .The sole exception to'this is the Flight 
Surgeon, who.will continue his administrative as·sociation with the 
special medical team at Edwards Air Force Base under the control 

· of Brig. Gen. Dori Flickinger,· USA:F, Assi.s:tci.nt to the .Commander 
for Bio-Astronautics. Air Research and Development Command. 
!:f questioned specifically a.s to their duties, they will respond that 

. "they are on a classified assignment". At no time will RAF personnel · 
admit their association with Detci.chrnent G, and if questioned about · 
the identity of their commanding officer, they will give the name of 
Brig. Gen .. Carpenter. LikeWise, they will not volunteer informa-
tion that Will assodate them with the U-Z. If questioned-as to 

· .· whether or not they do in fact fly this aircraft; they .will respond in 
· the affirm.a.'tive, admitting .that they do this "in.addition to flying 
·various other typel:l of aircraft". · 

·. • In the event of. a mishap, the initial reaction· tq will 
. ·be to withhold the identity of the pilot until "notifi.ca,tion the .next 

e>f kin" •. After hours, which is the· normal delay associ• .··· · 
. a:ted with such notification, the identity of the pilot will be released .. · 
'by the base Office Information Services, with the foll<?wing added 
statement: "At the time of the accident, this officer was detailed to . 
Air R.esearch and Development Command to familiariz.e himself with ·· 

. various aircraft in the USAF inventory. (RAF officer's name) was:. 
·nying a U-2 aircraft, belonging toARDC atthetirnethea.c-cident 

. 2. 
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o.ccurred. Normal accident investigation is being implemented to 
determine the cause of the crash. 11 · 

6. It is understood that in the interest of both participants in 
this activity, Project JACKSON personnel will not frequent the 
Detachment G squadron area except while on official business. ·Open 
association with U.S. members of Detachment G on the· base is not 
encouraged. 

7. B.oth parties to this agreement are aware of the need for . 
operational compartmentation at Detachment G. On occasion th.is 
may require that Project JACKSON personnel will be excluded from 
special areas wJ:+ere unilateral operations of U.S. interest only are 
in the process of being planned or conducted! Project JACKSON 
personnel ·will be briefed to this effect prior to arriving at Ed.wards 
Air. Force Base by Wing Commander John C. Blair, RAF Liaison 
Officer to CIA. · 

8. Administrative guidance to RAF.personnel in. meeting normal 
. requirements off the base su.ch as State drivers' licensees cr,edit 

. cards, · docwnents relating to the purchase of personal items, etc., 
will be available within Detaclm;l.en.t G. In all suc'h instances the 
6510th Air Support Gr.cup, AFFTC, will be shown as their place of 
assignment. Mail for Project JACKSON personnel, except for the 

· Flight Surgeon, will not be received at a military address on the 
'bas:e but will be directed to their off base housing location. 

It is realized that a document of this. sort. drawn up in advance of . · 
a new situation such as proposed for Project JACKSON personnel in 

·the Detachment G environment cannot of nee es si ty answer .all situa-
tions which might develop. In any case not covered by this agreement 

.'and: in those instances where an appropriate solution is not :readily 
available Within: the Detachnlent. G area ·itself, the problem will 'be 
referred in.' advance to ·Project IDEALIST Headquarters where it· will' 
be diScussedbetween senior personnel of Project IDEALIST and the 
RAF Liaison Officer, hopefully leading to a mutually position.·· 

3 
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It will be the responsibility of the RAF Liai.s.on Officer to keep his 
headquarters advised of any major departure. from thi.s agreement 
which he feels may require additional coordination in London. 

· (Sigp.ed} 

· (Signed}· 

. JAMES A. CUNNINGHAM, JR. 
Acting Chief, DPD 

A VM SYDNEY 0. BUFTON 
Assistant Chief to the Air 
Staff for Intelligence 

Air Ministry 

4 .· 

25May1961 

. 2'5 May · 
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DDI(B}TS. 5013. 18May1961. 

IDEALIST/JACKSON - OP.E:R,ATlONAL PLAN 

APPENDIX 'A' 
I B· 
'C' 
'D' 

Notification ancl ·Clearance Procedure 
Cover story and arrangements for RAF 

personnel at Detachment G 
RAF Liaison Officer/HQ IDEALIST I 

Responsibilities and dut_i.e.s 

Ta,sk Organisation: Headquarters IDEALIST (Washington) 
Headquarters JACKSON (Air Ministry}. 
IDEALIST Detachment G {Edwards AFB} 

General Situation 

l. It has been agreed between the United States and Her Majesty's· 
Governments that it would be of mutual benefit for British nationals to 
undertake photographic and ELINT intelligence missions in concert with 
the IDEALIST organisation. · · 

. . 
2. The British participation to be known under the codename. 

. JACKSON and will consist of a flying workit1g as a national 
team under the direction of H. M. Government within the existing 
IDEALIST · 

Miseion 

3 •. To establish a British reconnaiSsance capability within the 
. existing IDEALI,ST organisation £or the purpose of undertaking photo-
. .ELINT intelligence mioions as directed by Headquarters 
. J:A:CRSON. . . 

Exec:ution. 

4. Personx+el 

(a) Headquarters JACKSON is to provide two RAF officer · 
pilots, one RAF navigation officer and one RAF medit:al 
The senior RAF pilot is to be the: British DetachmentComrnander. 

'!'OP SEGR;3'i' Handle· via BYEMAN 
. Control S;;stem 
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(b) Headqt.iarters IDEALIST is to arrange for the integration. 
of RAF personnel in the IDEALIST field organisation. · 

(c) Additional administrative detail is·in Appendix 'A'. 

Logistics and Material 

5. (a) HQ IDEALIST is to provide U-2 aircraft and T-33 aircraft 
.for the use of JACKSON personnel. 

(b) The JACKSON is to be with full 
logistic and maintenance support. .. . · 

Operational Control 

6. Operational control of all JACKSON sorties is to be exercised 
by Headquarters. JACKSON through Headquarters IDEALIST and the 
local USAF commander in the field. On all operational matters, the 
British detachment commander will be responsible to the local USAF 

· commander but he has the right of access. to London through the RAF 
Liaison Officer established in IDEALIST HQ on all policy and domestic 
matters concerning British pers<;>nnel which may arise from time to 

·time. The flight training programme and selection of pilots for opera-
tional and training missions is to be the joint responsibility .of the · 

· IDEALIST detachm.ent commander and the British detachment com-
. mander. 

·Mission Planning 

7. Mission planning is divided into:..,. 

{a) Provisional mission plans to rneet current intelligence 
requirements. 

(b) Immediate planning to meet a sudden elem.and which may 
or may not already have been under (a). above. .. 

8. To meet requirements in 7 {a): 

{a) IDEALIST I JACKSON to prepare provisional mission 
plans from an of targ.ets •. 

2 
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(b) If a provisional mission plan reaches the point: where· 
British political approvaLis to be sought for its execution, 
HQ JACKSON is to notify HQ IDEALIST of provisional approval • 

. If political approval is sought and obtained the control of the 
proposed mission is to be in accordance with the Reports Control 
Manual (Ops Manual 55-1). The procedure for the clearance of 
JACKSON operational flights is given in Appendix 1B 1 • 

9. In the event of a sudden demand for a mission, IDEALIST HQ is 
to provide a detailed operational plan and when final- political approval 
has been obtained is to control. the mission in accordance with the Re-
ports Control Manual. 

Mission Take 

10. Photographic and ELINT take from all JACKSON missions.is 
to be processed under existing IDEALIST arrangements and the intel-
ligence information disseminated to both the U.S.· and British intelli-
gence agencies under the existing procedures. 

Security 
. . . 

11. It is mutually recognised that the protection of the U.S. and 
British Governments in the event of publieity in the U.S. (for instance,,_ 
an accident) or in the event of an incident outside the U. $. , is of para-
rnount importance. 

. 12. If any publicity is given in the U .s. to the British element, 
and. especially to the pilotS, which reqW.res an answer or explanation. 
from the British the answer will be given: that the RAF 
pilots are in the U.S. to fly various types of aircraft, including the 
U-2. Details of this cover story as well as the security measures to 
be adopted by the JACKSON detachment in the U.S. are given in 
Appendix 'C 1 • 

13. Before any mission is undertaken outside the U.S., a cover 
story must be agreed between IDEALIST/JACKSON HQ.· Any cover 
story will have to be related to the political situation at the time and 
to the overflight area or areas. 

3 
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14. Air Ministry is to maintain secure hangar facilities at .· 
RAF Watton for IDEALIST/JACKSO'.tfpersonnel and aircraft.·. These 
facilities are to include the screening of part o'f. the hangar .and suit-
ably secured office and technical accommodation. 

15. ·Special instructions for the reception a.nd clearance of 
flights from RAF Watton are to be made as requirE?d by JACKSON HQ. 

Communications 

16. {a) Command Posts are: · 
. . . ' 

(i}. Headquarters IDEALIST •.. 
(ii) Headquarters JACKSON. 

(iii) IDEALIST Detachment• 

{b) . Headquarters IDEALIST is to and/or arrange for. 
communications in support of the IDEALIST/JACKSON project 
at bases other than in the U. K. and is to establish standards for 

. traffic transit times in accordance with operational anc:j. admini- · 
strative requirements. 

4 

{Signed)· . 

. A. Foord-Kelcey 
Air Vice-Marshal .. 

Assistant. Chief o;f the.Air Staff 
(Intelligence) .. 

. . . 

A. ·Cunningham. 
Development Project Division 

Central Agency 
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Appendix 1 A' to 
JACKSON Operational Plan 

ADMINISTRATIVE ARRANGEMENTS 

Section A - · Personnel Administration 

. ·Tour of Duty 

1. The anticipated tour of duty for RAF personnel with the 
detachment is from two to two and a half years. 

Personnel Recoi-ds 

2. All RAF personnel are to be held on Special Duties List No. 1005·. 
· (British Defense Staff Washington) and all Qfficial records and documents, 
apart from medical documents, will be retained in HQ JACKSON .. 

. . . 

3. No entries a.re to be made in RAF logbooks of u-2.nying .. 
Fl}'ing times are to be recorded. separately and given monthly to 
HQ JACKSON for entering .into log books in a suitable form on completion 
of tour.· 

. .. . . . 

. · 4. Annual Confidential will be c.ompleted in respect of. 
. RAF personnel under arrangemente. to be made by HQ 

Leave of Absence 

5. Privilege leave a.nd R. and R. absences from duty for RAF· 
personnel will be approved by the British Detachment Commander in· 
consultation with the IDEALIST Detachment Commander .and will be 
granted as operational requirements . The locai USAF regula-

. tions on "off limits11 areas and. leave travel will be observed by RAF . 
·personnel. HQ JACKSON is to be advised of any annual leave proposed • 

. Orde.r and Discipline 

6. RAF personnel are at.all times to conduct themselves in accord-· 
· a.nee with established and appropriate RAF regulations and with the 
local regulations of the USAF authorities. . · 

TOP SECRET 
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Casualty Procedure 

7. The approved U.S. casu.alty procedure is to. be applied to all 
RAF personnel at the Detachment except that personal effects of the 
individual will be forwarded to Air Ministry, London, marked 11for 
the personal attention of A. C .. A. S. {Ops)", All casualty reports and. 
documents in respect of RAF personnel are to be copied to Head-
quarters JACKSON. 

·Aircraft Accident Investigation 

8. All aircraft accidents, regardless of type, involving RAF 
personnel are to be investigated in accordance with IDEALIST Detach-
ment procedures. Copies of such reports as well as related signals 
will be furnished to HQ JACKSON. · · 

·Marriage 

9, RAF personnel contemplating marriage· are to submit full 
. particulars of .the proposed wife to. HQ JACKSON. The continued em- . 
ployment of a RAF officer on JACKSON depends upon proper clearance 

· of his wife. · 

Travel Orders 

10. RAF personnel, when on duty with the detachment, will travel 
from.place to place on orders authorised by the USAF detachment com-
mander. Whether they tra.vel as RAF officers or as civilians will 
depend upon the circumstances of the time and will be decided befo:r:e 
the operation by IDEALIST and JACKSON HO. 

Travel Notification 

11. Any British visits to the detachment are to be cleared with 
IDEALIST HQ and the notification is to include name, civilian or 
military grade, purpose of travel, expected length of stay and clear-
ance status. If the visit<,:1r should be denied access to any locations or 
equipment this is to be stated in the cable.· 

Passports and International Immunization Records. 

12. Passports and official International Immunization Records 
will be provided for each. individual by HQ JACKSON as required. 

z 
'1'0!2 SECRET 
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When travelling norrnally, only those for.ms showing the hearer to be 
a Royal Air Force officer are to be used. 

Section B - Registry 

Registrx: 

13. The procedures for transmission of class.ified documents and 
. personal mail to and from HQ JACKSON and the detachment will be as 

follows:-

(a) Classified documents otigina,ting in London will b.e 
appropriately marked, placed ·in double envelopes and delivered 
to the office of the IDEALIST representati.ve in London for despatch 
by diplomatic bag to the U.S. On arrival at the detachment, the. 
mail will be delivered Unopened to the British detachment com-
mander arid a receipt obtained which Will be returned to HQ JACKSON. 

(b) Classified doctiments being sent from the detachment to 
HQ JACKSON will be given to the USAF detachment Executive/ 
Admini$trative officer suitably marked for classification and 
placed in double envelopes.·. These will be sent to HQ JACKSON 
through the reverse of the system described in paragraph 13(a} above. 

{c:) Personal mail is not to be .received at a military address 
.on base but is to be directed to the off-base housil'lg location; 

Section C - Medical. 

IleS.Ponsibilitii;s of British Medical Officer. 

14. · Th.e RAF Detachment $urgeon i.s directly resp,ons.ible .for the 
care of all Rt\Fpersonnel and their In addition, he will 
assist the USAF .detachment surgeen whenever ;required and practicable. 

aA,F.pe.rsonnel or dependents reqµi:d!lg med.ical first b.e 
·referred to· him. •Upon determination of am.o'Lint and type of care · 
requtred, he will either perform sµch cate as ltes withip, his capabili-
ties of equipment and supplies, or the assistahce and guidance. 
of the USAF detachment if the. cases are beyond his focal scope. 
Such additional support facilities as are needed to complete and . 
defiri\te ca:re for RAF personnefand depende.nts wiU be arranged through 
the. USAF' detachment surgeon and/ or IDEALIST HQ', · 
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Ho·spital and Emergency Services 

15 •. As far as .. possible, the three officers living in Lancaster 
are tc;> be treated. for minor ailments without associating them directly .. 
with the Base Dispensary. In an emergency it may be necessary to 
use the Base Hospital facilities but as far as is practicable this is to 
be avoided. For surgery or hospitalization, if time permits, arrange-
ments will be made with IDEALIS.T HQ for treatment elsewhere. Costs 

·for such treatmeri.t will be borne directly by IDEALIST . 

Pent.al Treatment. 

16. Dental treatment will be arranged with a private practitioner, 
a:way from the base, with the approval of IDEALIST Costs for such 
treatm.en.t will be borne· directly by Project IDEALIST. 

Physiological Training and Maintenanc.e of Personal Equipment 

17:. · The RAF detachment surgeon is directly responsible for all 
aspects of Physiological Training and maintenance of personal equipment, 
as well as other specialised e.quipment cc:mcerned with pilot performance. 
In the performance of his duty he will be• asa .sted, as. by the 
USAF detachment surgeon, the USAF Physiological officer, and medical 
·support personnel. 

18.· He is to advise the ·USAF detachment commander of the physical 
and mental condition of flying personnel within the confl.nes of acceptable 
aeromedical practice and it is his sole responsibility to withdraw an 

·.officer from flying status based on a medical opinion and· to reinstate 
.him to flying status when he sees fit. He is"to advise on the care and 
. proper utilisation of all personal and- specialised equipment directly·· 
concerning flying personnel. In the physiological field, it. is to be hls 
further responsibility to maintain training of flying personnel commensu-
rate with mission performance. 

. . . . 
· 19. He is: responsible for maintaining appropriate medical health 

reco.rds for all RAF personnel attached to the unit. ·· Though not in them-
2ielves classified documents they will: be stored as such by the RAF 
detachment surgeon and must in no circµmstances be .shown to uncleared · 
personnel. If essential, extracts may be .produced in sterile. form.· 

.4 
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20. -He is to see to the maintenance of immunization standards 
for RAF personnel and dependents in accordance with arrangements 
rtl.ade between HQ IDEALIST' and JACKSON. 

Section D -- Pay and-Allowances 

21. RAF pay and allowances will be pai_d through normal se.rvice 
channels but while the pilots and the navigator are based at Edwards 
Ai1" Force Base they will receive from special funds an allowance of 
5 dollars-a day each. This allowance is to compensate them for loss 
of privileges on .the base and for daily travelling allowances. 

22. Money will be paid into an account in Detachment G and the 
pilots and navigator can draw their entitlement from the Finance Officer 
as required. 

23. HQ JACKSON is to be informed when the account has fallen 
to 500 dollars and a statement of account is to be forwarded every six 
months to HQ JACKSON. . 

24. This special allowance is not to be paid when JACKSON 
personnel are on leave. 

ZS. JACKSON pers.onnel are not t<:>. be told the source of this 
specialallowance, are not to discuss the allowance except_with HQ 
JACKSON and the RAF Liaison Officer HQ-IDEALIST, and are_not to 
show the allowance on income tax forms. 

-Se·ctilin _E ..: Security 

. 26. RAF personnel will be subjeCt tothe existing security regula-
tions-detailed under the di;rection and-control of the USAF detachment 
commander and.subject to policy guidanc·e HQ IDEALIST and 
JACKSON. 

2-7. When operating from RAF bases, the c;ietachment comma_nder 
may enlist the aid of RAF services as · by HQ' 

'JACKSON. 

5 
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Responsibilities of the British Detachment Commander 

28. The British detachment commander is to be responsible to 
the USAF commander for ensuring that RAF personnel conform. to the 
security rules and regulations laid down by the detachment security 
authorities • 
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29. The handling of JACKSON material for the detachmenti including 
storaget ·maintenance and movement; will be executed in accordance with 
the Security Custodia! Responsibilities laid down by HQ IDEALIST. 

Security Investigation of RAF Personnel 

30. All personnel cleared for access to JACKSON information will 
have P .v. (T) clearance and no JACKSON clearances will be initiated 
without the personal authorities of A.C.A.S.(I). Full JACKSON clearance.· 
particulars are to be passed to HQ IDEALIST. 

31. AU investigations concerning breaches of security which involve 
RAF personnel are to be conducted by the detachment security staff 
and co-ordinated with the British detachment commander. All security 
information and documentation involving RAF personnel of the detach-
ment will be handled on an 11eyes only" basis between:-

USAF Detachment Commander 
and 

RAF Detachment Commander 
Detachment Senior Security Officer 
A.C.A.S.(I) 
A. C.A. S. (Ops) 
HQ IDEALIST Security Officer 

Security Violation 

32. All security violations by RAF personnel will be recorded under 
arrangements to be made between the USAF and RAF· detachment com-
manders. If it is found that any individual is guilty of excessive and con-
tinuing security violations the case will be referred to HQ JACKSON. 
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Appendix 1B 1 to 
JACKSON Operational Pla.I) 

NOTIFICATION AND CLEARANCE OF PERIPHERAL 
AND PENETRATION 

1. HQ JACKSON will inform HQ IDEALIST by signal when . 
p:toV"isional political approval is being sought for a mission. Whe:n 
provisional political approval has been obtained, and after both 
Hea.dquarters have agreed the main outlines of the mission, HQ IDEALfST 
will be responsible for detailed planning as follows.: -

(a) Producing an Operation Order for any staging operation 
that may be necessary. A copy of this order will be sent to 
HQ JACKSON. 

(b} Ensuring that the. mission is conducted in accordance with 
established procedure. · 

(c) Observing and, executing the following action prior t.o the 
. actual mission:- · 

(i) Mission Forecast. This will be sent to HQ JACKSON 
on the Wednesday of each week. It will give the proposed 

· mission or missions to be flown during the immediately fol-
lowing Monday to Sunday within the.programme provisionally 
agreed. · · 

(ii) Alert. This will be .sent to reach HQ 
JACKSON· no later than twenty-four hours in advance of 
planned time. The message Will .contain operating 
details including target al'ea and tim.e o! take-off • 

(iii} Intention Message. This will be sent. to reach 
HQ JACKSON not later. than twenty-two hours pr-iol' .to planned 
take-off time and will. contain operating details. 

(iv) Unit Mission Plan. This will be sent to reach 
HQ JACKSON no ia.ter than twelve hours prior to take·-off 
time. It will contain full d¢tails of specific mfs sion including 
tal'get, 1'.0Ute, equipment and weather. 

TOP SEC P,.li: T 
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(v) FinatJACKSON Message. HQ JACKSON will 
despatch to .HQ IDEALIST at least five hours before esti-
mated time of departure a message-giving final.British . 
political approval or disapproval to the mission. 

(vi} G1:>-::-No-Go HQ IDEALIST will send 
HQ JACKSON a copy of their message to the detachment 
giving approval or non-approval to the mission. This 

. message will be sent to arrive at least three hours before 
the estimated time of take-off and after the receipt of the 
final JACKSON message. 

.. 
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Appendix 1C 1 to 

JACKSON Operational Plan 

COVER STORY AND ARRANGEMENTS 
FOR RAF PERSONNEL AT DETACHMENT G 

1. JACKSON pilots assigned to Detachment G, Edwards Air Force 
Base, will be documented under the notional cover of 6510th Air Support 
Group, Air Force Flight Test Center (AFFTG). This unit is analagous 

a Headquarters and Services Squadron in a lesser command and is 
the only unit on the base reporting directly to the Base Commander. 

2. Since some form of documentation is ;required locally, all 
assigned RAF personnel will be furnished appropriate pocketbook docu-
mentation; i.e., gate passes, club cards,- driver's licenses, PX and 
Commissary cards, etc., which will indicate their association with the 
6510.th Air Base Group. 

3. Living quarters for the hvo pilots and the navigator will be off 
base in the town of Lancaster which is 38 miles from Edwards. While 
this in itself is a modest departure from the normal for officers serving 
under an exchange arrangement, it is preferable in this instance because 
it tends to reduce the opportunities for on-base exposure of RAF partici-
pation in Project JACKSON/IDEAI..IST. Civilian clothing will be worn 
at all times by RAF personnel. Although sufficient documentation as 
outlined in paragraph z above will be furnished each officer to permit 
him to use normal base support facilities, i.e., motion picture theatres,. 
Officers' Clubs, PX and Commissary, it is speclfically understood that 
RAF personnel are not to use these facilities. In return for this the 
_RAF personnel will be furnished a special allo_wance to compensate 
for the absence of such normal privileges. -

4. -If questioned. either on or off base, as to the nature of their · 
·assignment, RAF personnel will indicate that they are assigned to the 
6510th Air Base Group. The sole exception to this is the Flight Surgeon, 
so long as he continues his administrative association with the special 
medical team at Edwards Ai_r Force Base under provisions arranged by 
the Assistant to t'lle Commander for Bio-Astronautics, Air Force Sys-
tems Command. If questioned specifically as to their duties, they will 
respond that 11they are on a Classified assignment". At no time will 
RAF personnel adntlt their aesociation with Detachment G, and if ques-
tioned about the identity of their commanding officer, they will give the 

TOP _SECRET -- HANDLE VIA BYEMAN 
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name of Major General Carpenter. Likewise, they will not volunteer 
information that will associate them with the u-2·. If questioned as to . 
whether or not they ·do in .fact fly this aircraft, will respond in the 

·affirmative, admitting that they do this "in addition to flying various 
other types of aircraft". 

5. In the event of a mishap, the initial reaction to inquiry will be 
. to withhold the identity of the pilot until 11notifica ti on to the next of kin". 
After twenty-four hours, which is the normal delay a$sociated wi:th 
such notification, the identity of the pilot will be released by base 
Office of Information Services, with the following added statement: 
"At the time of the accident, this officer was detailed to Air Research 

. and Development Command to familiarize himself with various aircraft 
inthe USAF inventory. (RAF officer's name) was flying a .U-2 aircraft, 

. belonging to AFSC at the time the accident occurred. Normal accident 
investigation.is being implemented to determine the cause of the crash. 11 

6. Project JACKSON pe.rsonnel will not frequent the Detachment C 
squadron area except while on official business. Open as.sociation with 
U.S. members of Detachment G on the. base is not encouraged. 

7. On occasions Project JACKSON personnel may be excluded fror., 
special areas where unilateral ope·rations of U.S .. interest only are in 
the process of being planned or conducted. 

8. The Commander, British Defense Staff, Washington, the Com-
manding Officer,· Edwards Air Force· Base,. and other selected officers, 

. Will be briefed as required to support a story that RAF officers are,. unc er 
·normal arrangements, flying various aircraft, including the U-2. If it i > 

possible, however, no statement should be made by any of these officers 
. '!llltil instructions have been received by either HQ IDEALIST or HQ JAC GON. 

9 •. The medical officer of the detachment Will continue to l; ve 
on the Main Base at Edwards, to wear uniform, and to maintain interest 
in various aspects. of tl:ie medical work b.eing the Main e. 

.·Outside .the United States 

10. It is expected that members of. the British when 
outside the U.S., will .travel on USAF orders as British civilian 

2. 
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and will be issued with the nec.essary documents and instructions to 
enable this to be· done. 

11. RAF pilots flying the U-2 outside the u: s.' will their 
MF identity under all circumstances. If they force .. land in friendly, 
neutral or denied territory they will always• give their nam.e, rank 
·and number. Any further information that m.ay be freely volunteered 
after a forced landing will depend upon the territory involved and · 
pilots will be briefed accordingly before each mission. 
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Appendix 'D' to 
JACKSON Opel'ational Plan. 

RAF LIAISON OFFICER/HQ IDEALIST 

R.F.sPONSIBILITIES ANP 

The.Royal Air Force officer (Wing Commander) a.ssigned to 
Headquarters IDEALIST is the representative of the Air Ministry 
{Headquarters. JACKSON), London, and is responsible for the fol-
low1ng duties:-

(a) Act as liaison officer between HQ IDEALIST and 
HQ JACKSON for both operational and administrative matters concerned 
with the project. 

{b) Advise HQ IDEALIST as regards RAF policy, methods, etc., 
which may be pe.rtinent and required for information in connection with 

·.IDEALIST/JACKSON operations. 

{c) Maintain liaison with HQ JACKSON and keep them advised 
of planning and status of proposed IDEALIST operations. 

(d) In accordance with HQ IDEALIST/JACKSON policy and 
requirements, co-ordinate arrangements for JACKSON missic;m plans 
fa coi:ijunction with HQ IDEALIST Director of Operations. 

(e) Monitor and supervise·the JACKSON misi;;ion plaIJ.hing 
·carried out by the HQ IDEALIST Operations Control Staff. 

(£) Attend JACKSON mission.briefings and i·n.conjunction with 
the HQ IDEALIST Operations Sta.ff.make the.necessary decisions con- · 
cerning route and target weather. 

(g) Be the final approVi.ng authority for all JAC;K.SON flights. In the event of this final authority may be given by the 
: HQ IDEALIST Directo·r of Operations but HQ JACKSON is to be ad-

vised aceordingly. 

(h) any arl."angements.nece.ssary for RAF/British 
visitors to HQ IDEALIST; 

!OP. SECRE·T · Handle . via BY£MAH 
· System .· •·· · 
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TOP S :8 G RE T 
··BYEMAN BYE:..2628-65 

9 June 1965 

MEMC :lANDUM FOR: Deputy Director for Science and Technology. 

SUBJECT: ·Continuation of .the JACKSON Program 

You have asked for our thoughts on the questio·n of the. 
contin· ation of the so-called JACKSON Program. I believe that in 
order o evaluate its worth it would be helpful to spend a few mo-
ments briefly at the background of this effort: 

a. The JACKSON Program began in early 1959 as the 
outgro vth of conversations between Allen Dulles and Sir Dick White 
in the :·arly winter of 1958 in London. We had just gone through the 
Congr ssional elections in, the fall of 1958 during which time, for · 
pqlitic ;.l reasons, the U project had been pretty thoroughly neu-

. traliz€ :i for several months prior to the election in order that no one 
"rock he boat" and perhaps· endanger the Administration's hope 9£ 
succeE s at.the polls. Having witnessed this same period of extended 

. politic in the presidential contest of 1956, it was · 
Mr. D llles's view that a certain advantage might be gained by estab-
lishinf a British U-2 capability with the thought that, because of the 
lesser frequency of British elections and the probability that they · 
would LOt coincide with established v. S. electionst a way could be 
f9und t :>keep, t.he U-2's flying .from one side. Qr the other fairly · 
contin1 ousl . ·. . .. . ·. · .·. ·•· . . . . .. . .. ·. · . . . . 

b. The Program matured 1959 underthe 
aegis c f the. RAF with nominal financial and documentatioh support 

:I-6. An operational agreement was worked out .in London,·. 
l . . . - . . 

which oday is still in effect, ·and Agency communications wi.th the 
Air Mi i.istry were established. A cell was created within the Air 
Minist ·y initially under ACAS(Ops). btit prior to the first mission the 
cell we. s·shifted to the area :of ACAS(I), then presided over by the now 
Air Cb .ef Marshal Bill MacDonald •. · In latter 1959 _and 1960 until i'May, 
a smal. detachment ·Of four: RAF pilots, a medicaloffice·r, and an op-
eratio1 s officer/navigator was stationed Within the lJ'-2. detachineiit at.· 

. Adana, Turkey,· from which point some nineteen Middle .E;ast U•l rnis-
. sions '·ere flown as weU as tw<:> from .Pakistan over the Soviet Union. 
I feelt lat the. system worked reasonably well, although at the time the 
Britisl system of approvals seernec:l a bit tedious, since no less th:an · 
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eight senior Air Ministry and officials, including the 
Prime Minister, had to sigri off on each mission, as well as on any 
minor changes to the flight plan brought about by operational or 
weather conditions. 

c. After 1May1960 British withdrew rather rapidly . 
from Adana, f earf'ul that their whole posjtion. in the Middle East might. 
be endangered by revelations which. they expected would be made in 
August of that year at the time Gary Powers was brought to trial. 
Their fears, of course, did not materi,alize. However, the program· 
lay dormant.until early 1961 it was revived by the then ACAS(!). . 

. Air Marshal Sidney 0, Bufton .. Bufton was a close personal · 
friend of the DDCI, General Cabell, who supported the. resum.ption 
of the program.on what was, at best; a contingency basis .. ·The number · 
of pilots, however, was reduced to two since it was hard to see how an.y 
more could be· supported in view of the diminis.hed U-2 assets of the 
Agency. (At the time of the Powers inddent, the AgeQ.cy possessed 
fourteen U-2's. With.the· loss of Powers' plane a decision was made to 
return four of the remaining aircraft to USAF .. These la.tter bi.rds were 
subsequently recovered from USAF to replace. losa:es.) .Despite the best 
effo:r;"ts of Sid Bufton there was a relucta;nce on the part of. HMG to 
sider active commitments of the U-i's in areas where they might have 
.been reasonably effective before the whqlesale of SA-2 1 s 
in the Middle East. Following Bufton's departur.e his succes!iior, Air 
Vice Marshal Foord-Kelcey, did little to advance the U.;2 ca':lse up ·· . 
through his retirement in.1964. There was ·a brief period in 1962 when.· 
it looked' as though we on the verge o{ obtaining an agreement· 
from both governments to establish an RAF detachment in Pakistan to 

. · conduct the ELINT surveillance over Sar.y Shagan MTR with System X. 
I honestly believe the British were to give.this project their best. · 
but in August of that year Mr. McCone order.ed a stand-down in any · 
further plaiming in face of strong USAF represen,tation on behalf of the. 

,.R.B.:.5.7F as a vehicle for the. SaryShagan surveillance. 
- . . . -

As you can from. the above, a score woUld: ·. 
. seem. to indicate that. the JACKSON Program wasa>losing p;roposition 
after 1May1960. In May of 1963 a:n attempt was· made to interest the 
British in permitting us to use Cyprus -cis a ba.s.e for TJ .S. U-Z flights 
against Israel and adjacent .areas without notable success. We_have .. 
found.that in all instanl!es where we have. aCtively explored the possi• 
bility of using the JACKSON assets, thatthe Air Ministry and the . 

2 . 
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·Air Council have supported us to the:political authorities. It has 
been .the latter who have historically been bothered by the implica-
tions of losing an aircraft in the Powers' manner, where the pilot 
might .be able to reveal his affiliation. 

3. At the m·oment, the continuation of JACKSON is costing us 
little or nothing. There are two. pilots, a navigator and a medical 
officer at Edwards Forc.e Base £o.r whose up-keep we are not re-
s·ponsible, but for whom we furnish flyi:o.g time in U-Z's and T-33 1s .. 
MI-6 continues to pay the detachment a daily supplemental stipend and 
we have in the past afforded the RAF or at least some of them •. 
carrier training although there is no carrier in the RoyaLNavy suitable 
for .operations. Our communications link to the Afr Ministry has 
permitted some useful exchanges on technical matters; .i.e., during 
the Sino-Indian crises in 1962. when we were able to deterr.n.ine fairly· 
accurately the capabilities of the Indian Air Force to conduct tactical 
reconnaissance against the Chicoms. It is only fair to say .that if the> 
matter of maintaining the link were put to a vote . I I would be the first to opt for its abandonment. 
In a rather intangible way this program furnishes the excuse for direct 
liaison with the Air Ministry on reconnaissance matters, but this alone 
is probably insufficient justification. There is today i_n 1965 one area 
of the world.where the JACKSON Program. might be effective; and that 

.·is in. Southeast Asia against.Indonesia in cqnnection with the smoi.:i.lder-
ing Malaysian crisis. Even though the .British are .on the receiving end 
of T-KH material, because-.of weather and·geography this collection 
system cannotbe maximally effective against.either Borneo or Indo- · 
nesia itself. The U-Z's ope-Tating from. Darwin or Cocos.Island or 
both could do the job. If political· sensitivities permitted, Singapore 

.. could also be a base o£ as could the Philippines •. There is, 
as yet,. no competitor to t}\e U-Z in terms 0£ within the 

. : .RAF and little prospect that they will aehie.ve one.·. The 
British might see fit to join us, H the occasion arose, in conduct• 
· ing from India over China. Su.ch a sug_gestibn even 
giaete.by Air ViC:e Ma.rshal Foi::>rd-Kdcey to General Carter in 1963. It 
.is .. coneeivable that the Air Ministry at might give. seriOus thought . 

· . tO employing-their pilot·s over C):lina from Ta:khli, if we so desi.red; in · 
view of the ,progressive deterioration: of the international situation in 

·Sou_theast Asia. 1 feel there. is orily a limitedpro,r,;pect. in_emplOying,· · 
tbe.U-Z in the Middle East under RAF J?erhapsi in 

3 
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the les.s heavily defended areas of Kuwait, Iraq, and Saudi Arabia. 
I see little expectation that either the U.S. or the U.I<. could .mount 
a U-2 staging from Pakistan in the near term, and U.K. pilots 
opera.ting against China from Taiwan are totally out of the question. 

4. All of the above would seem to suggest that unless thel:'e is 
some prospect of melding the RAF capability eventually into the 
OXCART Program, the chances of effective employment of JACKSON 
are not too encouraging. The present re-exa.m.ination of the U.K. 
position, which I hear from Harl:'y Hea.n is going on in London, may 
suggest the possibility of further operations of one sort or another. 
If this search on their part proves non-productive it might be appro- · 
priate to think of allowing the program to expire at the completion · 
of the tours of the present incumbents at. Edwards, which would be 
in the late spring of 1967. Your thoughts on this topic would be 
appreciated. 

TOP 

4 

(Signed) 
JAMES A. CUNN!NGHAM, JR .. 

Acting Assistant Director 
{Special Activities) 
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. CHAPTER XIV. THE MAY DAY 1960 INCIDENT 

In Moscow 

On the morning 0£ May Day 1960, in the foreign diplomats' 

section 0£ the reviewing stands in Red Square, the U.S. _Air Attache, 

Col. Edwin Kirton, was making notes which later that afternoon .were 

sent "Operational Immediate" to the Pentagon under the heading 

"Hi-lites, May Day Parade 11 and iI1cluded the following: 

"Wide speculation caused by fact that Vershinin* was 
55 minutes late and entered upper deck only at very end of 
military portion of parade •. Immediately after arrival he · 
held series of seemingly very urgent and serious conversa- . 

First to consult with him was Viryoxov, head of 
PVO.** 

"Vershinin went to head of line and consulted urgently 
for ten minutes with Malinovsky following which he came back 

. to the right end of the line and continued serious conversation, 
pulling papers out. of his pocket, and accompanied with re- . 
peated gestures. Speculation included: (1) that some spec-· 
tacular event either succeeded or failed, but was of sufficient· 
importance to keep Vershinin away from ceremonies, (2) that · 
PVO forces may have shot down unfriendly •• 11 l/ 

In Washington· 

At approximately 0330 hours, Washington local time on Sunday,· 

May 1st, personnel in the CIA operations control center at the 

. >.'<Commander-in-Chief, sOviet Air Force. 

**Soviet Air Defense Command. 

l/ DAF Msg IN 32702, 1 May 1960, from USAIRA Moscow. 

TOP SEGRE'f HANDLE VIA BYEMAN 
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Building,· where Mission 4154 was be' •g followed through Comint 

chapnels, became aware that all wae 1ot well with the flight. The 

Soviet radar tracking of the aircraft' progress was discontinued at 

01Z9 hours Washington time at a poini southwest of Sverdlovs.k, just 

short of half-way through the m.issior 

Key project personnel were sunu coned to the control center in 

the early morning hours to analyze tr latest information as reflected . . . 

by the Comint tracking and to irnplerr mt appropriate actions in vi.ew 

of the probable loss of the aircraft. >resent in. addition to project 

staff were Mr .. Walter Bonney, Prest Rela.tions Officer of NASA, 

and Colonel Leo P. Geary, USAF Pr< ject Officer. The group was 

later joined by Mr. Richard Helms, ..1. cting Deputy Director for Plans 

. in the absence .from the city of Mr. E ssell, and Hugh 

Director of Intelligence an l Research, Department of State. 

·A full-s.cale discussion of the p:roposi d text of a suitable cover story 

·release ensued. Mr. Bisffell joined t le group at about 1530. hours, 

and it was decided that a should be released from the aircraft's 

home base at Adana, Turkey, to. the < ffect that a. !'{ASA high altitude 

.weather research airplane was-rnisai g having last been heard from in· 

the vicinity of Lake Van, Turkey, at 700 hours,. a.nd that at last radio 

contact the pilot had reporte<;l. oxyg;en lifficulty. 

'!'OP SECRET Handle via BVEMAN 
· Control Systen1 
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Ambassador Cumming informed Under Secretary of State Dillon 

by phone of the agreed release and obtained his concurrence (in the 

·absence of the Secretary of State). The story differed in some aspects 

from the prepared one distribute4 to the Detachment, to Headquarters 

USAF, to USAF European theater command, and to third countries . . 

involved. The revised story was based on the la.test information and 

assumption that the aircraft was down deep within the Soviet Union 

where any story connected with navigational error, pilot hypoxia. or 

aircraft malfunction would be difficult to sustain. Yet, in the absence 

of any verified information on the actual fate of th.emission, .condition 

of the aircraft and pilot,· and uncertainty as to whether the Soviets 

would admit to a penetration of such depth, it Wa.s felt that the revised 

release offered better prospects of being sustained in the event the air-

craft was totally destroyed and the pilot killed, or if .the Soviets should . 
* .· . 

take credit for shooting it down, while at the same time electing to 

move the scene of the incident closer to their borders in order 

to conceal £:rom their own people arid the world the depth of the 
penetration into the heavily guarded Russian.heartland". 

. * During the period immediately a.iter loss of tb:e mission, the idea that 
the pilot might be taken alive did not receive the high priority attention 
which other possible eventualities received. 

3 
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The revised cover story •. backed up. by an actual mission flight 

plan, was sent through CIA communications channels to Detachm.ent B, 

L____.:j::5=0=X=l=, E=·=o=.1=3=5=2=6 .Mea.dqua rt:e:rs ·us:A The Commanding 

Officer of the Detachment was directed to release the story after local 

coorclination with the Incerlik I 50Xl, E.0.13526 I , . 
'50Xl, E.0.13526 II (This was done on 2 May, however the story did not 

appear in the news until 3 May when it was published with an Istanbul 

dateline.) 

In Turkey 

Word reached Detachment B at Incerlik Air Force Base in the. 

afternoon of 1 M;:i.y through cable channels of the non..;ar:rival of the 
.. 

mission aircraft at Bodo and its probable loss deep inside Russia. In 
. . ' . 

·the .absence of the Commanding OffiCer who. was with the staging party =< E in l'a.kistan. th_e senio:i:- officer_ in charge at Adana was ... I _____ __. 
'$! , . I Housing .and Administrative Officer, and it fen him to "'= = ._ ____ __._ it i break the news to Barbara. Powers, wife of the pilot,· that her 

=="CJ "C .... q,j 1l i-: ct; -= 1'11 :'. -= !: u 
::: Cl3 

husband was missing on a flight. Mrs. Powers was suffering from a 

broken leg at the time. the result of a skiing acddent a feV'J weeks 
' . . . ' . . . - . . .. ' ,· .. 

earlier •. It was decided that.it would be best !or her ·to return imme-
·. ' ,• . . . . . . . . . 

diately to the States, and on 3 May Headquarters authorized her PCS 

4 
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her German shepherd log's transportation by the same plane (co st to · 

·be rcimbur sed by Mrs . Powers) •. 
. . . . 

. . . . . . . 
Secretary of State Herter and General Thomas D. White, Chief of 

Staff of the Air Force, were in Istanbul on 1 May, attending a NATO 

meeting when the U-2 '/as declared overdue,j"--. --.-. -.--------' . 

· was requested by Heac :iuarters to fly to Istanbul and brief them. on the 

situation. 

Third Country Involve i.ent: Pakistan 

Since it was impo sible to predict in what form the Soviets would 

break the news, wheth :r openly or in private protests ta the u. and 

other countriee involv d, on 2 May 
"-----,---...---------....,-----' 

lw' s by Headquartersto see General 

· ..... ;:=======-- a:nd tell him the a.ir intelligence activity •'. 
' . . . 

approvedby him throu ;h Riaz Hussain had experienced the of an . . . - . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . - . 

aircraft which was bel eved down inside the USSR; that the U.S. would 

attempt to keep Pakist ,n from activeinvolvement with tb.e Soviets and. 
. . . . 

. . . . - - . . - . . . 

would make every effo 't to minimize any Soviet pressure growing out 

of the inciclent; also t: at the U. S, was grateful to Ayub for his steadfast 

support of vital intellif ence collection efforts. {Since Ayub had never 

I SOXl,-E.0.13526 I . 5 
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desired to forestall any violent re.action by him in case the Soviets laid. 

blame on Pakistan.) 

Ayub on 4 May .and delivered the message. Ayub 

received the news calmly, .said he was sorry to hear of the loss of the 

aircraft but was not disturbed about what the Russians might say. He 

asked that the following message be relayed to Mr. Allen Dulles: 

11We shall stand by our friends and will not let them 
down on this. The problem for us is not what to say not to 
say to the Russians but what we can do about them: and. their 
continued overflights of our country. As to the latter we are 
very dependent on your assistance since we do not ourselves 

. have the means to defend ourselves. Our needs in this regard, 
namely a few F-104 jet aircraft and some further supplement to 
our radar network, have already been _made known to your gov-

. ernment at the highest •. anything Mr. Dulles c.ould say to 
the proper quarters to help out in this connection would be most 
appreciated. 11 ll 

Soviet Disclosures: Washington Reacti,ons 
. . . . . . . - . 

. · . . . ·.· , ·.. . 
On 4 May, before the Soviets made any di.sclosure whatever, there 

were meetings at the Department of State attended by Col. William Burke, 

Acting Chief, DPD, with Ambassador Bohlen and Messrs. Richard Davis 

and Lampton Berry of the State Department. A question and answer 

· brief prepared by the Agency principally for use by NASA was carefully.· 

ll ........ 
j sox1, E.0.13526 
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gone over. It consisted of answers to hypothetical questions which 

m,.igi_l.t be asked by. the press concerning aircraft and the upper air 

research program. This list was agreed by the conferees and was dis-

patched to all involved officials _in Washington and at overseas stations. 

Then.ext day at a convocation of the Supreme Soviet in.Moscow 

Khrushchev announced the shooting down of an American airc.raft which 

he said had crossed the s.tate frontier of the Soviet.Union from either . . 

Turkey, Iran, or Pakistan. {See Annex 82 for _Khrushchev statement,) 

The FBIS pick-up of this news from Radio Moscow was immediately 

referred to Project Headquarters and to the DCI who was attending a 

National Security Council meeting which was being held at High Point. 

After the NSC meeting convened, a further meeting of the President, 

Secr.etary of Defense Gates, Mr. Gordon Gray, Mr. Douglas Dillon, 

Mr. Allen Dulles and General.Andrew J'. GooQ.paster, was held to 

consider the handling of the U -·2 .incident. It was agreed by the group that 

the President should not be personally involved, it was determined 
. . . . . . 

that the Departm.ent of State should handle aU publicity .. 
. . . . . . 

In Washington, a m-eeting at the Department of State attended by 

Gene;raLCabell Bissell with Messrs. Davis and of State,· 

discussed the implications· of the Khrushc:hev which gave no.·· 

7 
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clue as to the fate of the pilot. The group adjourned to Mr. Dillon''s 

office on his return from the NSC condave and learned of the decision 

that State would handle all publicity. In the afternoon of 5 May, the 

·following agreed press release made: 

"The Department has been informed by NASA that,· as. 
announced May 3, an unarmed plane, a U-2 weather research 

. plane bas.ed at Adana, Turkey, piloted by a. civilian, has been 

. missing since May 1. During the flight of this plane, the 
rep_orted difficulty with his oxygen equipment. 

"Mr. Khrushchev has ann6unced that a U.S. plane was shot 
dQwn over the USSR on that.date.· It may that this was the miss-
ing plane. · It is entirely possible that, having a failure in the 
oxygen equipment which could result in the pilot lo:;;ing conscious·.;. 
ness, the plane continued on automatic pilot for a considerable 
distance a.nd accidentally violated Soviet air space. 

11In view of Mr. Khrushchev's statement, the. U.S. is taking 
this matter up with the Soviet Government, with. partiCula.r 
reference to the fate of .the pilot. 11 !/ 
Meanwhile the White House Press Secretary; Mr. James Hager:ty, 

. . 

made a statement to the press that the President had ordered a.n 
. . 

investigation of the entire matter. He also in a telephone conversation 

with Mr. Bonney of NASA suggested that the latter hold a press ·confer,. 
. . .· . . . ' . . . . . 

e:iice as soon as pos1:1lble as a m.eans of handling the heavy volume of· . 

press inquiries; such a was at 1330 hourg on 

_!/ (OUT 66457), · 5 ·May 1960 •. · 
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5 May in NASA Headquarters. {It is presumed tha.t Mr .. Hagerty had 

not been informed at that time that the State Department alone was to 

handle all publicity regarding the U-2, and that neither had NASA been· 

so informed in time to prevent the press conference.) The answers 

given the press by Bonney were based on. the brief prepared and 

agreed between CIA and State on 4 May. 

On 6 May there were two radio and press briefings at the Depart-

m.ent of State, one at 1110 hours held by Mr. and one at 1235 

hours, by Mr. Lincoln White. · At the latter, Mr •. White made the . 

in reply to a question that was no deliberate attempt. 

to viol.ate Soviet air space, and. there never .had been. (Although this 
' . . : . . . . . . ·. ' : . . . . . . . . :. 

statement was Mr. White's own response to the question asked, it was 
. . . . . ·. . . . 

taken by the membersof the press as the Department position and so . . . 

· printed and broadcast. ) 

Later in the day. 0£ 6 May, Embassy Moscow reported that the 
.. · . : , . ' ' . . .. . ' 

Swedish Ambassador had been told by Jacob Malik at a reception on. 

5 May that 11the pilot hit the .silk and we are now interrogating.him11
• 

' , . . ' -

Project Headquarters 1 first reaction. to this bit of news was that it 

might be a plant to force a reaction from the tJ. s. in an effort to . 

$pare the pilot possible torture at the hands of his Russian captors. 
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Shortly after noon on 7 May, Munich cabled infqrmation 
. . 

monitored frorn:Radio Moscow that the Russians had the pilot of the 

downed aircraft, that he was alive and had been identified as an Air 
. . 

Force pilot working for CIA; also that the Russians claimed to have 

·. equipment.from the plane. ·(See Ann:ex 83 for 7 May speech by 

Khrushchev. ) 

This news touched. off a series of extended meetings in. CIA and 

the Department of State, ·the first between noon and 1430 hours in the 

DCI 1s·office with General Cabell and Ambassadors Cumming and Bohlen 

from State and General Goodpaster from the White House. In this ses-. . . . , . 

. sion a draft press statement was agreed; however this statement was 

reworked by Mr. Dillon and the Secretary of State · go f:a.rther down 

. the road toward open adrr.i.ission of overflight), 

with the President, was released .at 1800 ho · (See .A.nnex 84 for text. ) 

. The DCI wa.s informed by telephone of th ater .decision at higher level 

six days after the il).cident, was the r st officiai" statement casting 

doubt on the pre·viously published c · On. the same day a pub-

lie. display of·a NASA-marked U-2 t. Edwa;ds .Air Force Base had.been 

. · held to satisfy press demands for.detailed information on the plane arid 

10 .. 
. . . 
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its meteorological equipment and to. supper the cover story on the 

U-2' s weather mission. 

Also on the same day, Detachment B v 1s instructed to furnish a 

11black11 airlift to remove the British cadre .1.t Adana from Turkey and 

return them to the Air Ministry in London . H debriefing and a temporary 

leave until the U-2 incident had calmed dov .1. This procedure was agreed 

·by Project Headquarters at the request oft le Air Ministry. 

The next day, 8 May, was Sunday and · o further statements on · 

the incident were made by official Governrr :mt spokesmen on the Admini-

stration side. (There were many public st: tements by Senators and. 

Congressmen, however.) 

Third Country Involvement: Norway · 

On 9 MayLI _ ___i...l _so_x_1 ......... E_._o_.1_3_5_2_6-'-1-,---__JI Cc • · Evang {Chief of Norwegian 
. . . _· ·.. . . - . . . . . . . ' . . 

Intelligence) had requested that CIA HeadqL· :i.rters send him a full report 
. . 

.· ·.. . . . . . . . . : .· . . ... 

of all information available to the U-2 pilot which might reveal Norwegian 

involvement so that Evang could prepare to defend hi.mself when the .. 

matter was brought up in the Starting. · Eva 1g was talking of a possible 

five years behind bars, although he had bee 1 given a u. S. visa on 

9 May (secretly) in the event it became nee ssary for him to leave the · 

country. He predicted a difficult period fo: I I 50Xl, E.0.13526 
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for the next few months even if he, himself, should survive the 

crisis. 

Coniressional Briefing, 9 M.:?-Y 1960 

At 1000 hours on Monday, 9 May, a tneet{ng in the office of the 

Secretary of State gave to the question of the handling of 

Congressional inquiries. Present at that meeting were: Secretary Herter,_ 

Under Secretary--Dillon, Defense Secretary Gates, Deputy Secretary of 

. Defense 'Douglas, Ambassadors Bohlen. and Kohler, and Messrs. Dulles 

and Bissell of CIA. It was agreed that the DCI would brief chosen 

Congressional leaders, giving the basic facts in a closed session, and 

that Secretary Herter would issue, subjeCt to Presidential approval, a 

press statement clarifying the position of the United States Government. 

After cons.ultation with the White House, it was further decided that 

Mr. Herter would give.his statement to the Congressional leaders before· 

it was published. (See Annex 85 for text.) 

An appointment was set µp for 1400 hours the same day for the 

· · Congressional briefing,. to be accompanied by an ·eiposition of U-2 

pho_tographic intelligence by Mr. L\lndahl. Mr. -Dulles spent the inter-

vening with aides preparing his presentation, and Mr. )3issell 

joined the group at State in cl.rafting the Secretary's. prbposed·.statement. 

12 
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Shortly before 1400 hours Mr. Bissell and Mr. Dulles joined the 

Secretary of State. for_ the ride to the Cong1-.essional hea-ring room 

during which the text of the DCI's proposed remarks was read and 

app1"oved by the Secretary. (Text included in Annex 85). 

Congressional leaders who were present for the briefing on 

9 May were: Senators Lyndon B. Johnson, Mansfield, Dirksen, 

Bridges, Saltonstall. Russell, Vinson, Wiley and Fulbright; and . 
Congressmen Rayburn, Halleck, Hayden, Arends, Morgan and· 

Chipper'field. 

Further Moscow Revelations 

On 10 May Tass radio reported that Pilot Powers had in his poses-. 

sion a letter signed by General Thomas D. White permitting him to fly 

an Air Force aircraft. Parts of the downed U-2 were put on display 

in· Ciorky Park in Moscow and press indicated that variOus. 

items of equipment were tagged with maker's name or identified as· 

· U • .S. Government property. Detachment B viras queried on what items 

the pilot may have had in his possession, and what pieces of equipment 

were aboard the aircraft which had any identifying markings. on them. 
. -

In the early days of the project, the ·question ·of "sterilizing" the 

equipment carried by the· U-2 received a good bit of attention with the 
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idea that items would not be attributable to the manµfacturers of the 

components. That idea was abandoned as impracticable and the concept 

of sterilization .which was then followed was that the ai:tcraft and equip-

ment should not incorporate any items which by .their markings indicated 

them to be the property of the U.S. Air Force . 

Dam.age Assessment 

On 10 May a damage assessment on the incident was ordered to be· 

carried out by DPD Security Staff in cooperation with the CI Staff of the 

Agency.with the purpose of accumulating the fullest possible :record of 

information which must be presumed to be available to the Russians 

and which could be used against the United States and its allies. This . 
' ' 

initial assessment was submitted to the DD/P c;m i1 June 1960 (text 

incluQ.ed as Annex 86 ). 

The CIA Director of Personnel on 10 May, in response to a request 

. by DPD, affirmed to the that, under the. authority granted 

by Agency Regulation 20-'760, he had reviewed the circumstances of 

.the disappea.rance of Francis G. Powers and of his reported capture 

a.nd on the basis of his :t"eview had determined that Powers was in a 
' ' 

statu:s qualifying him for benefits of the Missing Persons Act (P. L .. 490, 
' ' 

17th as am.ended, effective l Mayl960. Authorization was 
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. . . 
given for the continuance of Powers• pay and allowances to }:ie accrued 

• . . . , • . . l 

. . . . - . . . 
in an escrow account with the specific authorization for allotment dis"'. · · 

bursements to be furnished later through DPD. Included .was an allot-

ment for support of Mrs. Powers who had been escorted to her motherrs 

home in Milledgeville, Georgia, under Project Security Staff 

As a precautionary measure, all records on project pilots 

. (including the British) who had gone through the Lovelace Clinic were 

retrieved from the Clinic and held at Bea.dquarters. The suppliers of 

the U-Z aircraft, engines, and other components were given defensive 

briefings on meeting press inquiries. Witting project and other Agency. 
. . . . . . . . . 

and USAF were advised as to the information which should 
. . . . . . . . 

. . . . . . . . . ... 

.remain classified and be so treated in spite of public revelations and 

announcements made during the ten days.·· 
. . . : . . . . ' - . . . 

President Eisenhower's Press Conference, 11 1960 . 
. . -. . . ' 

Despite the agreement of State, Defense,. and officials at 

the post-NSC of 5 May to avoid any personal involvement of. 

the President. in the matter, President Eisenhower. made the decision. 
. . . . ·_ . " . . ._ . . 

completely on his own to face the press and announce his cognizance 
. . . . . . '• . . . . 

and approval of the secret flights over The text of the Presi-

dent I s. statement is ind.uded as Annex 8 7. 
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. On the same morning, Mr. Allen Dulles. accompanied by 
. . 

Messrs. Lundahl and Houston. was meeting with the CIA Subcommittee· 

of the, House A:rmed Committee to brief them on the history of 

the U-2 project and the recent incident. At the end of the briefing and 

questioning by Members, the Director made a final statement that he 

'knew from the start what chances were. being taken and that the Agency 

was ready and able to take the brunt .of the criticism, but he wished the 

Members to be aware of the extreme. importance of the contribution 

this operation had made to U.S. intelligence. A vote of confidence ih 

Mr. Dulles was proposed by Congressman Van .Zandt and agreed to by 

·the Members.·· Mr. Houston's record. of the meeting indicated that: 

"The Su,bcommittee did not show any great c<:>ncern about 
the timing of this last U-2 flight .and its nearness to the Sum-
mit. They .seemed far more perturbed about the fa.ct that the 
pilot had spoken so rnuch and so early, although they made clear. 
that they were not holding ,this against the man .. It. was ·also 
clear that Members were deeply impressed by the description 
of.the intelligence product and no.question about the neces-
sity for and value of the project generally. At the end there 
was some discussion of what the position of the Subcommittee 
should be--whether embarrassment,. or disappointment. The 
consensus seemed to be strongly in 4v:or of standing behind 

. the Executive Department's action With. no al'ofogies. 11 }../ 
,. 

1/ %-174813, lZ May 1960. ·.Memo for Record by General Counsel, CIA., 
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In anticipatic i of a worldwide press barrage following the 

President's state cient to the press on 11 May, the first propaganda 

guidance to CIA f eld stations on the U -2 incident was issued by cable 

later the same de: f, as follows: 

11 1. In discussion plane incident with your contacts you 
should for p: and immediate future take basic guidance 
from Secret<: ry of State official statement of 9 May and Presi-
dent's 11 Ma: pre.ss conference. Will try to supplement official 
statements f ·om time to time with additional points such as those 

· . in following aragraphs which you may use in discussion with· 
senior clear d-and witting officials your host goverrunent, but 

· am sure you realize it diffi"cult to keep you up to minute in this 
extre_mely fa ;t-breaking situat.ion. 

11 2. •. F r time being prefer not to officially confirm exact 
details CIA I articipa.tion in organization and control this opera-

·. tion but the1 3 no need deny CLA involvement. You may also say 
CIA conside ed product aerial surveillance program to be of 
extreme imi: ntance in assessm'ent likelihood of and capability 

. for SoViet Sl: rprise attack.. This connection, you should cite 
many reasor, for U. need obtain such information by Clandes-
tine means i L vie_w excessive Soviet secrecy. and past record. . 
aggression. (Western Europe stations only: In those areas 
where our r lease of intelligence to local ·services includes 
general stud es or estimates you should stress fact that host 
government vas recipient benefits of information and in any_ . 
event all We ;tern coti.ri.tries benefitted from intelligence obtained.). 

. . 

· 11 3. Y >u may inio;rm liaison contacts that analysis infor:ma:. 
tion release by Soviets leads to serious doubt their claim to 
have shot de .vn plane by rocket. This. doubt based among other ·· 
things on ap ·arently faked photographs of crashed plane and of · 
Soviet airfie d, Soviet claim that maps; films, destl:'uction de-
vice still int ict despite ,crash from extreme altitude, contradictory· 
statements < s incident has progressed re place where>plari.e downed,· 
etc. Seems qU:ite possible pilot had equipment fai.lure and was 
forced down by fighters \*.Then reached lowe·r .altitudes. We attach . . . ' . 
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no credibility to story he double agent or· defected to Sc ·iets 
and note past Soviet record in extracting confessions fr 1m per-
sons under their :control. · 

"4. Above raises many questions re Soviet moti' :!S. arid 
tactics whole affair. By own admissio.n they knew of .er; rlier 
survei.llances but did not publicly announce until. they c( .ild 
claim shoot down, in order hide weakness their air def nses 
and use incident as excuse again to ·brandl.sh their nucl< l.r mis-
siles. Khrushchev propaganda treatment also obvious ttempt 
blame U.S. for any failure at Summit and possibly to a oid real 
is sues of disarmament inspection and control. .• " l_/ 

Furth.er Third Country Problems 

Because of pressure being exerted by Sovietdiploma:tic protests 

or visits by their Foreign Office emissaries, the Turkish, forwegian, · 

···Pakistani and. Japanese Foreign Offices in turn began to prE 3S the State 

Departrn.ent for information to assiSt them in replying to th Russians. 

The. texts of all the written and oral communications betweE 1.the U.S. , 
. . . . 

. the U.S.S. •• and other governments in connection with th U-2 inci-

dentwere collected by the State Department into one docum mt dated 

12 August 1960 (RSB MM-0 203, Secret Noforn) a copy 6£ wl: Leh is 

· . appended as. Annex 88. 

Pari,s Summit Conference 

While diplomatic notes were being passed back and for 1., plans for· 
. . . . . ' 

the 11Summit11 me.eting in Paris went forward and as one pr{ liminary step 

·· 1/ Book Cable.DIR-Z9Z43 (OUT 74598}. 11May1960. 
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. . 
General DeGaulle was afforded a briefing to bring him up to date on 

the U-Z matter. A flash summary t6 the DCI._l __________ __..I 

I I reported that: 

"DeGaulle stood before easel in his office one hour and 
twenty minutes on 14 May while briefed by Cunningham and 
Lundahl {NEDROW (P) interpreting). Original meeting had been. 
scheduled to last one-half hour. He had·minor interest in organi-
zation and history of project but showed much interest in U-2 

especially CIA conclusions regarding likelihood mechani-
cal malfunction as. cause versus Russian claims Of shootdown. 
Once satisfied on this point, he expressed desire to see take, saying 
that it•s the end .results that. count. 

11 He listened attentively to detailed Pl briefing, carefully. 
fixing most important locations in his mind and asking penetrating. 

·questions. For example, he desired to have our best estimate of 
·the maximum effective ·range new Soviet Hexagon SAM sites and 
the pea.ring this had on SAC strategy and needs. ·Expressed great· 
interest in Soviet atomic energy capabilities and in BW and CW 
evidence. 

· ''He inquired whether the U -2 had uncovere.d Chinese atomic 
energy fostallations. 

·. 11 Whe.n briefing completed, he. ma.de following points: he was 
very mue:h impressed with the results and ma.de it clear he con- · . 

. sidered CHALICE an intelligence operation of great significance. 
·.He was highly appreciative for briefing which he sai.d would be 
helpful to him during SummitConference, · He believes that the· 
operation continue and ·he would like to be kept informed of .. 
Significant intelligence developed in the future, II 1/ . . 

,__ . . . -. 

. l/ IL_ __ ..::, __ ____JI 
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At the preliminary meeting of heads .a! governments in Paris on 

16 May. Khrushchev condemned the. United States in :relation to the U-2. 

spy flights and gave his ultimatum for continuing with the Summit Con.-. 

fererice, at the same time withdrawing the invitation for President 

Eisenhower to visit Russia: The U.S. President replied, leaving no 

doubt that the ultimatum was not acceptable to him. The invitation 

extended by President DeGaulle for. a meeting of the four powers on 

17 May was. boycotted by the USSR and the other three powers issued a 

joint communique taking note of the that, because or the. attitude 

adopted by the Chairman of the Council of Ministers of the Soviet Union, 

. it had not been possible to begin at. the Summit Conference the examina-
. . . . 

. . . 
. . . . . . 

· tion of the problems which.were to have been but 
. . . . . . . . . 

their readiness to take part in such negotiations at any sui:table time in 

· the future. 

On 25 May President Eisenhower on radio. ari.4 teleVision £rom . . . . . . : . . . . 

WasMngton· gave the American people his version of happened ill . 

Paris, and.while he took full responsibility for approving ci.11.the various 

programs und.ertaken by the U.. S. to sec'L"!-re military. intelli-

gence, he placed. the blame for torpedoing the conference on 

'Mr. ·Khrushchev and brought out.the fact that Khrushchev had been aware· 

.. zo 
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I c previous overflights of. the Soviet Union at the time he visited the 

I l 1ited States the p.revfous September, but had said nothing then, In· 

I e same speech the President said that he had directed that the U-2 

£: .ghts be stopped--their usefulness was impaired and continuance would 

I o .ly complicate relations of our allie-s with the Soviets. {Full text of ,. t; e President's speech .is at Annex 89.) 

On 14 June in the Senate, the collapse of the Summit Conference 

I VI, i.S the subject of a major speech by Senator John F. Kennedy in 

I h said that the effort to eliminate world tensions. and e1'!.cl the cold war . 

t: rough a Sum:mit Meeting was doomed to failure long ·before the U-2 

I f, 11 on Soviet soil, because the United S,tates was unprepared with new 

I . p •licy or new programs to settle outstanding issues. In the same speech· 
. . . 

h . put forward the challenge· for.a 1iGreat Debatett on the issues by the 

I A nerlcan.peopie through the media of theiJ: political parties. 

I Six after the May Day ·eveI1t, after appraisal of the 

.1 
f< vorable and unfavorable reactions with regard fo CIA ts .role in the 

. . . . . . . . : 

a fair, a Book Dispatch went out to the Chiefs of C.IA Stations and Bases 

I· f. om the Director, emphasizfog th.e significant benefit to national 
. . - . -_ . ·. . . ' 

I 
s curity of the intelligence collected by tne U-2 program a.nd encouraging 

· e for,ts to d,evise new metb..o4s for collecting vitaFintelligence in view of · 

I Zl 
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continued Communist secrecy and hostilit The text of the Director's 

secret te.stimoriy before the Senate Foreig Relations Committee on ·. · 

31May1960 was appended to the book disp .tch for the background infor-

. mation of (see Annex 87). In : is before the 

Senate Foreign Relations Committee the r .rector decided to go 

over to the attack, in which attitude he ha- the expressed support of the· 

Acting DDP, Mr. ·f{elms, who said he bel the Senators would appre-

ciate the aggressive appr_oach since under ,eath it all, -there was a good 

·deal of admiration and good will in the Ser and he felt they would 
. . 

react positively when they saw that the Di ectOT was neither apologetic 

·nor on the defensive. This prediction tur ed out to be correCt, and the 
. . . . 

Director was also able to maintain the prt :;edent of non-disclosure of 

his testimony by the Committee. 

As to the reactioI1 of the Russian peo1 Le to the U-2 incident, the 

Chief of the CIA Soviet Russia Division (1' r. John M. Maury) reported 

on 8 June 1960 that although persistent re1 etition of Soviet propaganda 

themes might eventually produce anti-Am rican bias, travelers return-

ing from Russia since the incident report• d no change in the over-all 

friendliness toward Americans evidenced n personal contacts in recent 

years. Despite the that the o, ernights would represent to 

zz 
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the Soviet man in the istreet an affront to the dignity and sovereignty of 

the USSR, a threat to peace, and a m·enace to his own person, the atti-

tudes reJ?orted .reflected a sophisticated acceptance of espionage as a. 

·fact of life, and the expected emotional responses of indigµation and 

. hostility had not materialized. ]j 

Between 6 and 9 May 1960 the American Embassy in Moscow received 

approximately 6, 000 letters and ZOO telegrams purported to have been 

written by ordinary Soviet citizens protesting the U-Z 

overflights. ·These communications were considered to be the result 

of a calculated psychological effort. on the part of the Soviet propaganda 

bureau and showed that they had a substantial internal organizing ability 

along these lines. 

I 50Xl, E.0.13526 1 

Preparation for the Defense of Powers.· 
' 

·In the first week of June, State and CIA officers a.greed that. a 

. maximum effort to provide lega.i assista.nce to the captµred pilot would 

1/ DPD-4769-60. 8 June 1960, 11Sovietimage of the U-Z 
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.be made; this would be done through a priv· te front, and would of · 

course be subject to whatever restrictions i.ight be imposed by the 

Russians. Through the Department of Stat Legal Adviser, Mr. Eric 

Hager, an agreement was successfully neg• tfated with the President of 

the Virginia State Bar Association who· pro1 1ised to fo.rnish adequate · 
. . . 

counsel without fee and to protect and keep >ecret the govermnental 

interest in the case. 

I 50Xl, E.0.13526 J 

An account of the negotiatfons between and Agency officers, 

the Virginia lawyers, and the wife and fath r of Frank Powers during 

the month of June 1960 in preparing the bas s for a defense of the· 

captive pilot was set.forth on 30 J\uie 1960' y Mr. John McMahon (at 

that time DPD Personnel Officer) and is in luded as Annex 90. 

As events later .developed. the lawy_ere were never permitted to 

participate in the trial; however, consider.z :>le were inc;urred 

'!' 0 p 
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in preparation of the defense, including travel expenses of the Powers 

family and lawyers to Moscow and return.· 

I SOXl, E.0.13526 

Pro;easanda for the Defense 

On 7 July the Soviet news agency published the indictment of pilot 

·Powers under Article Z of the Law of the Soviet Union on Criminal 

·Responsibility for State Crimes. The Embassy was instructed to pass 

an aide memoire. to the Soviet Goverrunent once mo.re requesting pennis-
" . . . . . 

sion to interview Powers and provide him with legal counsel, but like 

previous overtures, the note was ignored. The date set for the op·eni.ng 

.of the tri.al was 17 August, and it was .anticipated that it would follow the 

·pattern of "show11 trials with the prisoner well-rehearsed and 
' . . . . . 

rendered cooperative throU:gh 11brainwashing 11 techniques. Through· 

with Mrs .. Barbara Powers, DPD obtained the letters 
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written to her by lier husband from his Russian prison. They were 

analyzed, first, for evidence 0£ the prisoner's use 0£ the simple code 

1n which he had been instructed during his training. He did not make 

use of this means of communicating secretly. In addition, expert con-

sultants in handwriting were retained through the efforts of General Don 

Flickinger, USAF Medical Corps, to make a study of representative 

samples of Powers' handwriting before and after his -capture. While 

such studies must be classed as experimental.(the consulting psycholO-

gists, Drs. Harrower and Steiner of New York, were not informed as 

to whose handwriting was i_nvolved). the findings were considered' of. 

enough significance to ·warrant possible exploitation through propaganda 

prior to the trial. 

The most important deduction arrived at by the analysis of the 

before and after. handwriting was that more than likely some type of 

. organic psychiatric change of significant degree in the subject had taken 

place in the interim between the writings. Such a change could res.ult 

from su,ch things as brai'!1 injury, electroshock, cerebral infection,. or 

vascular deprivation and psychochemical application. However, State 

Department policy with regard to pre-trial publicity negated the 

. ganda use of the "bl"ainwashing 11 thesis. An instruction sent to field 
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stations 1n this regard on 5 August said that official and attributable 

c.omment prior to .the trial would appear only in response to direct 

·queries from responsible sources. If access to the prisoner continued 

to be denied, State would probably release the text of the 30 July note 

to the USSR reviewing the unsuccessful efforts thus.far to obtain access 

to Powers, and to obtain Russian visas for legal counsel. 

Stri.ctly unattributable assets of the Agency might refer in low key 

to prev.ious Soviet practices of rigging tr.ials and extorting confessions. 

However, it was considered inadvisable and possibly counter-productive to 

make a broad effort to suggest the probability of brainwashing in the 
. : . . 

Powers case. (During the processfog by his Soviet captor.a at the time 

of his being confined prison, according to Frank Powers' own report 

subsequent to his release, he given a hypodermic injection which was 

probably a general immunization Although he was kept ip. solitary 

confinement and subjected to constant interrogation. sometimes ten to 

twelve hours a day, there wa.s no evidence that he was .given truth seriims 

or other drugs.} 

Stations were advised to encourage the attendance at the trial of · 

· .. responsible, reputable journalists_ whose ieportS would be balanced, 

and generally favorable to the. West. One propaganda ploy_ which had 
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Agency support was the delivery of a speech at the Congress of 

International Astronautical. Federations in Stockholm on the day before 

the Powers trial was to open. The speech, to be given by Mr. Spencer 

Beresford (a Congressional consultant on space problems}, contained 

arguments refuting the Soviet indictment of Powers and raising the 

question of national sovereignty over airspace--which was not defined 

by international law and was generally assumed to reach only as far as 

could be enforced. The State Department, two days before the speech 

was to be given I foreign media assets lined up to 

give the speech maximum play, reached the policy decision that ·exten-

sive publicity of the speech was not desirable since it expressed a point 

of view at variance in some respects With the U."S. Government approach 

to such problems and raised questions the U.S. would prefer not to. have 

raised at that time. 

. . . 
On 10 August 1960, the State Department released .a statement 

regarding the u."s. policy with regard to public utterances on the 

Powers trial as follows: 

In order to avoid any possibility of prejudicing M:r. Powers' 
situation and in the interests of.national security, the U.S. 
Government for the pres Will withhold on any aspect 
of .the trial. itself. 
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.However. it is to be noted that Powers has been in 
exclusive control of Soviet authorities for 101 days, that despite 
all efforts of this Government no one other than his jaire::rs and. 
captors has had access to him, and that anything he says. should 
be judged in light of these circumstances and Soviet past prac-
tices in matters of this kind. * 

. . 
A special "Propaganda Guidance to Stations and Bases on the Powers 

Tria1° was dispatched by the Agency's._! ________ ___.Ion 1 August 

1960 for maximum use.with all assets (see Annex 91) . 
. 

Ad Hoc Committee on Powers Trial 

' . On 29 July 1960, Mr. Allen Dulles appointed Mr. John M. Maury· 

·Chief of the Soviet Russia Division, to handle the over-all Agency. 
' . 

· · coordination of activities related to the Powers trial. This occurred 

at the end of a meeting during which the Director gave a complete.bri f-
. . . . . ·. . . 

ing. to the Virginia lawye.rs picked to defend Powers, and granted perr ds-

sion for them to study the signed contract 'Under which Powers was hi ed 

by the Agency. 

Mr. Maury had met with the la\vyers (all old friends of his} the 

evening be!o.re at the Mayflower to discuss ways of putting pressure o , 

·.the. Sovi.et Embassy to obtain Viisas for the party to go to Moscow for t le 

trial. Mrs. Barbara Powers.had also been present. Mr. Maury1s nc ::e 

* The second paragraph of the State Department Press Release was. 
included at the specific l"equest -of th_e DC!, Mr. Allen Dulles. 
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on the meeting reported that during the evening he had an opportunity 

to become acquainted with Barbara, who made quite .a good first im-

pression on At the same time P.e became aware of certain prob-
' ' 

lems: (a} that Barbara had been dissatisfied with past Agency assistance 

rendered her and was particularly unhappy about the long delay in re-

ceiving any financial aid from the Agency; (b) that she wished to examine 

be:t husband's cc:mtract with the Agency, although her reason for this was 

not dear; (c) that she. was highly critical of· the Department, con-

tending that none of its officers (except Ambassador Bohlen) had offered 

her any significant advice or assistance; (d) she was also critical of 

Mr.· Allen Dulles because he .was not available to see her when she was 

at the Agency the day before. 

On receipt of a copy of Mr. Maury's memora.nd'1!n, the long-

suffering DPD offi!=ers who had been assigned the onerous task of hand-

holding Barbaria. and seeing to her financial and other. needs made known 

to Mr. Maury the completeness of the past assistance rendered and drew 

from him agreement that in any future COll.taCts with Barbara, Mr. McMahon· 

or of DPD, or Mr. Mike Miskovsky of the GJ!neral 

Counsel Staff.woUld be present to any .complaints by Barbara 

on the adequacy of Agency assistance to 
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Mr. Maury's ad hoc committee met daily as required through the -

pre-trial period and was a convenient forum for obtaining agreed pcH1i- -
. ' . . . . ' . ' . . ' . 

tions for action and rendering daily reports to the Director and others 

concerned. As events developed, it became obvious that the lawyers 

would not be permitted by the Soviets to participate in the_trial and-

their visas were held up until al mo st the eve of their planned departure. -

There was considerable anxiety within CIA as well as the State Depart-

ment that Barbara Powers not travel to Mo scow alOne and therefore, 
. . . . . 

- in view of the possibility that the lawyers might from 
. . . . . . ,_ .. ' · .. ··· ': 

accompanying her, -Ci-rrarigements were made for her mother, 

Mrs. Monteen Moore Brown, -_-and her family Dr. James -M. 

Baugh, to go to Moscow with expenses being underwritten by CIA .. 
- -. . . . 

The Agency had no direct contact _with or control over the Oliver 

Powers family entourage as travel to Moscow was arranged arid 
- -

underwritten by the editors of Life magaz.ine who. had l'.legotiated exclu-

· sive rights to cover the family's attendance at the trial_. Th.eir party 

consisted of Mr. and Mrs. ·Oliver Powers (father and mother of the 

--pilot), Miss Jessica Powers (his sister), -a family friend, Mr. _-Sol 
. . . . .. . 

Curry, and Mr. Carl McAfee, Attorney. 
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Once the two family .groups were finally airborne toward Moscow, 

the .Project Headqua·rters braced itself for whatever sensati.ona.l revela-

tions might develop with the opening of the trial. The .ad hoc committee --
had set up a temporary command post in the DPD office area in the 

Matomic Building with news tickers installed to receive immediate trans -

mission from all news serVices, and with twenty-four hour coverage by 

relays of staff personnel. 
. 

It was expected that testimony by the prisoner would 

tion on U-Z overflights of other areas, including the Middle East, 

Indonesia and China, introduced in such a way a.s to discredit the tJnited 

·. States with neutral or favorably disposed countries peripheral to the 

Within the stricture laid down by State of "no.comment11 on the 
' . ' . . ' . . . . . 

·. trial, the United States was in a position to deny categorically overflight· 

of Indonesia and as well as the Middle Ea.st (with special excep- .· 

. tions of Turkey, Iran and PakiStan);, ·Any revelations concerning U.. K. 

participation was to be handled by the British. Foreign Office. 

Of the thir.d countries involved in the May Day flight, only Norway 
. . . . . . . . .. 

. continued to create problems· for th.e u. s; This was due largely to having 

dealt exclusively with Colonel Eya.ng, who. had a.cted unila.terai!y in 
. . '. - . .. . . . . . . ·.. . 

.. granting base rights to the Americans clearing this with higher 

authority within the Norwegian Government. Consequently, when the 
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. . 

Russians put pressure on the Norwegian Government,· Evang was only 

able to stick with his own personal cover story: that the Americans 

had misled him on the true nature of the May bay operation. 

In June the Pakistani Ambassador to Moscow reported to his own 

Foreign Office that he had learned the fo_llowing from the Norwegian 

Ambassador to Moscow: that his Government ha.d decided that the 

Americans were so inept and unwise in their handling of the incident 
. . 

that it would be best for Norway to be absolutely straightforward in 

their dealings with the R.usisians no matter how much this might offend 

the State Department; th.at their Foreign in Oslo sent for the 

Russian Ambassador to Oslo regularly and kept him posted with all that 
. . 

they learned about the event to convince the Russians that the Powers 

flight took place without their knowledge; that knowledge of the large 

number of Americans who had landed at Bodo on 1 May had trickled down 

all over Norway because the Americans had taken no precautions to cover 

up their presence; and that the Norwegian Government pelieved that 
. . . . .. 

Powers had made a clean breast of all he kne.w to the Russi.ans 

a:nd therefore it was useless to keep them in the dark about anything 

that could be learned from the American's. l_/ 
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The Trial and Subsequent Events 

During the trial of Frank Powers, the princip 1 points which the 

prosecution hammered down were that Powers ·wa guilty of violation of 

the USSR's air space; expert testimony was given o support the military 

· and espionage nature of his· flight; participation of :hird countries (Turkey, · · 

Pakistan and Norway} was underlined; and the sho ting down of the U-2 

by a Soviet rocket.at 68, 000 feet v;as established. The defense built up the 

picture of Powers as a victim of the capitalist sys em making much of his 

proletarian family background, his total lack of pc Litical motivation or 

interest, his non·resistance when ar:r.ested, and t s regret for the con-

sequences of. his flight. 

, . The English translation of the complete. trans ript of the trial, as 
•. 

published by Translation World Publishers> Chica Illinois, was 

procured by the CI Staff and a summary made the eof, copy of which is 

attached as .Annex 92. One item of interest not in luded in that ·sum.m.ary 

is Power's final statement. made at the. end of the rialJ before the sen-
. . 

tence was passed, which he read to the court: 

. "The court has heal"d all the evidence ti the .and now ·. 
must decide my punishment. I reaHz.e that I i.a:ve-coin.mitted a 
grave crime and that I must be punished for i . I as1<: the _court 
to weigh all the evidence and to take into con£ i.deration not only 
the .fact that I commi_tted the· crime, but also he circumstances 
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that me to do so. I also ask the court .o take into consideration 
that no secret information reac;:hed its des i.nation; it all fell 
into the hands of the Soviet authorities. I ::-ealize that the Russian 
people think of me as an enemy. I unders and this, but I would 
like to s.tress the fact that I do not feel an. have never felt any 
emnity toward the Russian people. I plea. with the court to 
judge me not as an enemy but as a human eing not a personal 
enemy of the Russian people, who has nev r had charges against 
him in any courtt and who is deeply repen ent and sincerely sorry 
for what he has done. 11 1/ 

The verdict of the court was rendered at 1 00 hours on 19 August 

and Powers was sentenced to ten years depriv: tion of liberty, the first 

three of which were to be served in prison, co nmencing from 1 May. 

The verdict was not subject to judicial appeal. 

Inirnediately upon conclusion of the trialt ;hortly after 6 p. m ••. 

. the Powers family had their first visit with th{ prisoner accompanied 

by one Intourist interpretert but closely monit >red by six Soviets .in 

uniform.· The meeting was highly emotional w th all in tears .. Frank 

reported·that his.treatment had been better th' n he expected, he had 
.. . 

. " ' . . . 

not been subjected to any physical measures, · ut.he had been prepared 

for the death sentence. He did not know the fa nily wer.e in Moscow 

until he saw them in the court 

·The lawyers saw the Prosecutor. after the trial and later prepared 

a petition for clemency to the Supreme Soviet >residium and a letter 

1/ State Department Cable,. Mo.sc<;>w TOt EC, 19 August 1960. 
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to Khrushchev :requesting an audience with r m for Barbara Powers. 

Presentation of the petition for clemency w2 ; discouraged by Soviet 

Advocate Grinev (who had acted as Defense :ounsel£or Powers.). Grinev 

said he would himself file application for co imutation at the appropriate 

. time. However the petition drafted by the l; wyers, addressed to Brezhnev, 

wa.s delivered to Brezhnevrs office, but was refused at the reception desk 

and. therefore had to be sent by mail. The l tter from Barbara to 

Khrushchev produced no results, however, h.e parents and wife were 

granted separate visits with Frank on .23 Se! tember, and Barbara had 

an additional private visit on 24 September. 

The rules for future contact with the pr soner were explained as 

not less than one letter, 8 kilos of pac.kages and 100 rubles of pocket 

money per month, one visit by relatives eve -:y two months, and one hour 

. wa.lk daily. Delivery of allowable items war through the good 

offices of the U.S. Embassy, Moscow. a.nd he two family parties left · 

. sepa.ra.tely .to return to the United 
. . 

An effort wa.s niade by Oliver Powers, then Khrushchev visited· 
. . 

New York in September 1960 for the United I ations· General Assembly,. . . . 
' . . ' . . . . . .. . . 

to have an interview. with the Russian leader ·but he was unable to 

accomplish this. However, through the Nat ona;l·Broadcasting Company's 
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assistance, he appeared on the Dave C lrroway morning television. 

· program on 27 September and read hif le.tter to Khrushchev over a 

nationwide television network. 

The end of the Powers trial broug ct a reappraisal of the security 

situation with regard to the U-2 proje, : in the light of all events since 

1May1960, and a revised security gui lance was circulated to all 

members of the U.S. Government and :on.tractors within the cleared 

community by the DD/P (Mr. Bissell) 

"The following information reviously clas.sified is now 
general public knowledge: 

''a. That the U Ge :;ernment, .specifically CIA, 
between 1956 and 1 May 196C was engaged in a program of 
overflights 6f the USSR for ihotographic and electronic 
intelligence purposes, utili· i.ng the U-2 aircraft under cover 
of a NASA-sponsored weath !r research program. 

11b. ·That Francis Ga y Powers on 1May1960 under...o 
. took such a mission using a U .;,z aircraft: based at D.etach-
ment Incirlik Air Ba e, Adana, Turkey, taking off 
from Peshawar, Pakistan, inroute to Bbdo, Norway, via. 
Sverdlovsk. 

"c. That the operatic n.al capability of the U-2 is at . 
least 70, 000 altitude ar d z. 825 nautical .miles (distance 
from Peshawar to Bodo via Sverdlovsk). · 

''The following have b.een r• moved from CHALICE control and 
classified Secret to permit w!der usage by the US defense community; 

''a. Full pedormanc · character! sties of the U-Z. 
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''b. CHALICE intelligence collection hardware 
involved in the 1 May incident {B camera, Systems lll and VI, 
Mark 30 anti-radar and drift sight). 

* "The following in.formation remains classified under CHALICE 
and should be handled accordingly by all: 

"a. CHALICE activity subsequent to 1May1960. 

"b. Extent of past CHALICE operations (COMOR may 
release certain product information where in best interest 
of U: s.· defense community in a manner not to· divulge U; S. 
exploitation of CHALICE). 

"c. All details of CHALICE operational concepts. 

''d. Details of cognizance and approvals of higher 
authority on past and future specific missions. 

"e. USAF participation in CHALICE including pilot 
recruitment, "!:raining, reinstatement rights, materiel support. 

"f. British participation. 

- "g. Host government arrangements and relationships. 

"h. Contractual and development mechanisms and 
backstopping procedures '(including Eastman Kodak Company 
Processing 

"i. Intra-U. S. Government relationships in CHALICE 
activities." l/ 

1 / CHAL.-1177-60, 27 Sept 1960. Memo to All Members CHALICE 
Community from the DD/P. 
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_NBC White Paper 
. . 

As a postscript to the Pbw rs trial, the National Broadcasting· .· 

Company announced in October 1960 that they w.ere in production on the 

first in a series of six so:--calle :1 NBC White Papers; the theme of which 

they advertised as the· 11Politicz 1 Effects of the .U-2 Incident0 • Both the 

Air Force and the State Depart nent shied away from _overt indica-

tion of disapproval of such a pr)g.ram, and neit_her would steps to 

thwart it. The DC! was reques :ed to appear on NBC-TV but turned down 

the request. Lockheed wa_s api: roached in an _attempt to enlist Mr. L. 

(Kelly) Johnson as narrator of '' portion of the program. When this was 
. . 

put to the Agency for its reaction, the answer given was that the qecision · 

to cooperate with NBC in t_he·aErodynam.ics aspects of the story was left 

to Mr. Johnson and Lockheed management. If they elected to cooperate, 

the Agency desired to be allowEd to go over the prepared script in con-

junction with the Air Fo.rce Prcject Office well in _advance of the prograni1 s 

filming. This was agreed C).nd :t taping of the remarks of Mr. Johnson and 

Lockheed test pilot Schumache1 during their part of the TV film was 

transmitted to DPD for review 3.nd clearance. An NBC camera crew 

went to Turkey and shot about f 5 feet of film .in the .Detachment B trailer 

area where Frank and Barbara Powers had lived; the film was first 
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confiscated by the Base Commander because the camera crew had not 
' ' . . .. 

cleared their activities properly through channels,. but it was later 
' ' 

released after it was checked for security implications and found to 
' ' . . .. . . '• . . . . 

be innocuous •. The hour-long program was finally shown on 29 November. 
. . . . . . . . . . .· . . 

1960 between 10:00 and 11:00 p. m., ·with Chet Huntley as narrator. The· 

ac ript for the program with all dialogue and narration, as well as a de-

scription of the video portion, is appended hereto as Annex . The . . . . . 

Assistant Chief, DPD, Mr. James Cunningham, estimated that as many . 

viewers witnessed "The U-2 Affair" as saw the rtGreat 

Debate. 0 

Trouble with Barbara 

On her retu:i;n from Moscow and after a debriefing by project staff· 
. . . . . . . . 

in Washington, Barbara. Powers continued on. to her mother 1·8 home in.·. 
. . . . . . . 

Georgia, and the hall.d-holding problems be gap. again with a relay of . 

project case officers attempting a measure of control over Barbara's .. 

activities. Some assistance in this department developed in the person 

of Dr. James Baugh, the family physician .who had accompanied Barbara 
. . . . . . . . . 

and her mother to Moscow •. He kept his Agency contacts in Washington 
' ' ' 

informed of Barbarai s escapades and lent his own in trying to 
. . . ; . 

keep her out of the public eye (and out of jail). Despite all efforts, 

her bouts with alcohol and sexual promiscuity led eventually on 

22 September 1961 to a sanity hearing at the request of her sister, 
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mother and brother (the latter an Air Force Chaplain) and Dr. Baugh. 

The result of the hearing was .. the sending of Barbara to the Cleckley 

Clinic at the Medical School of the University of Georgia at Augusta.. 

Her brother was named her guardian and he retained an Agency-cleared 

lawyer in Augusta as legal adviser. The psychiatrist in charge at the 

Clinic, Dr. Corbett Thigpen, diagnosed. Barbara as psychopathic. How-

· . ever, sh! was released £rom the hospital in her m.other 1s care on 
. . . . 

30 October. On 18 November she was recommitted after a bout of 

drinking which ended in delerium trem·ens, was treated, again released 

. in a week to her mother •. Doctors at the c"iinic in consultation with an 

Agency team of Cl and legal staff were in agreement that Barbara Powers 

would never change her activities or interests and that her behavior would 

continue to follow the pattern set thus far. The Agency team therefore 

conclude<3, should Barbara attempt to seek revenge against the· 

. Agency by talking to the press or in other ways,_. there was little that 

· ··.could be done to prevent her taking· such· action. This resignation to the 

facts of the situation had barely oc_curred when the prospect arose that ' 

·Frank Powers might s.oon be by. the ·Russians and returned to.· 

the United States.· 
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The Abel/Powers Exchange 

. As early as 2 June 1960, Mr. Oliver :Powers had on advice of his 

attorney. Mr. Carl McAfee, sent a letter to the o:> nvicted Soviet spy, 

Colonel Rudolf Abel. in Atlanta Federal Penitentiary, suggesting that 

they work together to achieve approval from the U.S. and Soviet Govern .. 
' ' 

. ments for a prisoner exchange between Abel and Frank Powers. 

Colonel Abel did not reply directly to Mr. Powers due to a restriction 

against his corresponding with individuals outside except through his 

defense counsel, Mr. James Donovan. He therefore sent the Powers 

letter to Mr. Donovan a.long with his reply to it, which indicated that 

the matter should be brought to the attention of Abel's wife and lawyer 

in East Germany.· The text of the Powers/Abel letter exchange and 

covering note to are included at Annex 94. 

Mr. Donovan duly notified the Justice Department about the letters 

and Abel's ·request that Donovan possibly arrange a meeting with the 
. . . . . . 

East German lawyer.·. Mr. Donovan also called the CIA G:erieral Counsel 
. .· . 

· a:s.ked for guidance. A i;:neeting held 16 June 1969 withDPD. SR, 
' . . . . 

and OGC concluded that the letters should be sent to 
. ' 

the East German lawyer {who was m.ost; probably in touch with the 

Ruasians). ·Mr .. Houston,. CIA Generai Counsel, meanwhile was to 

coordinate the plan with Justice and State. 
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The Chief )f the CI Staff of CIA was convinced that the Soviets 

would in no circu 1stances admit responsibility for Abel, or interest 

in his release. 'J i.is view was shared by U.S. Ambassadbr to Moscow, 

Llewellen Thomp on. The Chief of SR Division was interested in using 

the prospect for ;: :i exchange as a lever to pry information out of 

Abel- something b.is American interrogators had thus far been unable 

to do.· 

Mr. Dono an travelled to Europe on other business between 
. . 

. . . 
- . . ·. .·-. 

26 June and 8 Jul · 1960, but the East Berlin lawyer, Wolfgang Vogel, 

did not approach Lim during the trip. The indictment of Powers and 
. . . 

plans for his tria were announced on 7 July, and the Russians were 

obviously not rea ly to give up the propaganda opportunities th.at the 

trial afforded, nc matter h_ow badly they wanted to get Abel back. No 

actit>n was taken >n either side from July 1960 until January 1961. .· 
. . . . . 

On 11 Jan iary 1961; Mr. Donovan called Mr. Houston to advise . 

that Abel's Wife l 3.dwritten suggesting an ·appeal be made to the new 

. (I resident-elect Kennedy) for clemency for AbeL 

Donovan had writ en to Abel. saying that it was not appropria_te for him 

to do this but tha his wife might appeal to the new Administration in 

a mannersimila: to the Powers family's appeal to Khri;shchev. 
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Abel asked Do .ovan to write directly to Mrs. Abel, which: onovan 

did, advising : er that an appeal for clemency was fairly cu tomary and 

tha.t she shoul· feel free to address a simple; non-legalisti petition to . 

the President >f the United States, after he had settled intc office •. 

On 8 F :bruary 1961, Mrs. Hellen Abel (whose addu 36 at that 

time was sh.av .1. as Leipzig, East ·Germany) did write a lett 'r to the Presi-

dent asking fo clemency and the release of her husband, a ld mentioning 

the fact that tl e USAF RB-47·fliers had been.released in R ssia. 

hoc working group on the Powers case, in v ew of the 

intimations fr im various sources that the Russians might r onsider an 

early release ::if Powers, met on 17 February 1961 and app1 :>ved a set of 

contingency p: ocedures in the event of such a release. Th s plan is 

attached as Ar nex 95. The plan was approved by- the USAF Project 

Officer, Colo1 el Geary, with the following. stipulation: 

In keeping with the basic cover policy 0£ IDI ALIST. that 
public Air Force association with the project be he d to an ab;. 
solute minimum, it should accordingly be clearly l: 1derstood 
that ar y participation by the Air Force in the. retur , of Powers 

· must 1: e directed by higher authority. Such directi >n should be. 
for thf public rec:.ord, brief, and matter of fact. 111 //This state ... 
ment : elated to the possibility of airlifting Powers )ack to 
the St< tes by special USAF flight if h.e were releas· d:,_T 

ll IDEA-022 1, 23 Ma,rch 1961. ·.Memo to Chief SR. Oivisic dChairrnan, 
· Powers C )mmittee) from Assistant Chief, DP:O. 
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The 8 February 1961 appeal of Mrs. Abel was not .nswered until 

3 May 1961 by the Pardon Attorney of the Department c :.Justice (not 

. by the White House to whom it .had been addressed) an it was in a 

negative vein; Mrs. Abel meanwhile on 8 May wrote l onovan that she 

had received no answer and asked him to expedite the natter, at the 

same time referring to the previous interest of Olive! Powers in an 

exchange. .. . 
After consultation with Mr. Houston at CIA, Mr. )onovan replied 

to Mrs. Abel, referring to the :release of the Russian ):risorier, Melekh, 

by the Americans and intimating that an indication of i ood faith on the 

part o! the Russians was expected by the U.S. He sug that 

Mrs. Abel approach the Soviet Govermnent and deterr .ine its interest · 

in the rele_ase of Abel, and asserted that Oliver Powe: s was willing to 

' 'cooperate, but there should be no pul:>licity in the mati :r. 

Meanwhile Colonel Abel had written to }iis wife a.r :1 suggested that 

she initiate action toward seeking an exchange betwee: himself and 
- " . . . . . 

Powers. Orr 17 June 1961 Mrs. Abel wrote. Donovan .st that she had 

visited the Soviet Embassy in Berlin where it '1vas re_c >mmended that 

she proceed with effortsto obtain clemency for R 1dolf Abel. . She 

expressed certainty tha.t ff her husband were pardonec, Powers would 
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. . . . . 

be amnestied.· She therefore requested that Donovan proceed with his 

ef Hts with the American authorities • 

. At this point the Agency CI Staff, in a summary of action to date 
. . . .·.· .. . 

re :arding a Powers/ Abel exchange, addressed a memorandum to the 

D< I taking the position that the Agency should oppose such an exchange, 

pr ncipally for CI operational reasons. The memorandum stated= 

110perationally speaking, the trade would be an exchange of 
everything for nothing •. Powers has told all he knows and is of 
no further use to the Soviets except as a pawn-as he i.s being used 
in this .matter. On the other hand, Abel has conducted himself in a 
highly professional manner. He remains resistant; he has refused 
to give informat.ion, even such information as his true identity.· .• He·. 
is a person of high caliber and a potential source of information of 
great value, provided the proper pressures can be brought to bear. 
His release and deportation would be a major victory for the Soviets. 
In addition, his knowledge of the United States would be of consider-

. able operational benefit to the RIS ••• The possibility that 
may talk may ac-

count or current . oviet interest in bringing about the r_elease of 
.Abel ••• 11 ]j 

On 3 July 1961, Colonel Beerli, Acting Chief -of DPD, advised the 
. ·. . . . .. · ·. . . . . . 

DI /P .of the CI Staff position anci expressed DPD's in pursuing 
. . 

th release of Powers by any means possible (a) to learn the true facts 

of his "shoot down" and treatment since his capture; (b) to learn the full 

sc >pe of his debriefing and the damage resulting therefrom; (c) to deny 

Jj Memo to DCI from James Angleton, Chief, Counter. Intelligence Staff, 
CIA, 30' June 1961. Subject: Exchange of Rudoli Abel for Powers. 
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the Soviets the opportunity for further .debriefings; and (d) to fulfill 

the Agency's and the U.S. Government's. responsibility to effect 

Powers 1 release. 

On 14 July, Gene:ral Cabell notified Mr. Houston that he should in-

formally convey to the State Department the Agency's position on the 

exchange as follows: 

· a. The U.S. Goverrtm.ent should not take the initiative in 

the matter. 

b. If the question became active. the Agency generally 

favored the idea of the exchange of Abel for Powers. 

Thus far the Justice Department had not been brought into the CIA/State 

discussions. On 11 September 1961, a letter to Mr. Donovan from 

Mrs. Abel after a second visit to the Russian Embassy in Berlin con-

ta.ined what was considered by the Agency as a "key11 paragraph: 

111 gat1'.ered from our talk that there i$ only one possible 
way to achieve success, that is simultaneous release of both 
Francis Powers and.my husband, which can be arranged." !/ 

It was suggested to the Secretary of State (Mr. Rusk) by General 

Ca;bell in:Ms memorandum of 2 November 1961 (see Annex 96) .that 

!/ ·ER 61-8690, 2 Nov 1961.. Memo to Secre'tary of State from Gen • .Cabell. 
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"Mrs. Abel" was being instructed by the Soviet Government and the 

continua,.tion of negotiations through this channel was recommended in 

an effort to obtain the release of Powers. The Secretary of State on 

Z4 November 1961 wrote to the Attorney General (Robert F. Kennedy) 

giving him the ·background of the case to date, stating that foreign policy 

considerations need not be a factor influencing the Justice Department's 

decision .concerning the exchange, and suggesting that the Donovan/ 

Mrs. Abel channel be the means of consw:nmating the agreement with 

the Soviets. The full text of this letter is at Annex 97. 

The Attorney General gave his approval to the exchange effort the 

first week of January 1962 and at a meeting between State a:nd CIA officers 

on 4 January it was agreed that.Mr. Donovan should write to Mrs. Abel 

asking to meet her in Leipzig or Berlin and to be put in touch with appro-

priate Soviet officials.·· If this ca:ine to pass, he would indicate that he 

was authorized by the U.S. Government to negotiate the exchange. DPD 

was assigned responsibility for providing someone to identify Powers 

· ·. and arranging for the airlift. Mr •. Houston reported that the Deputy 

Secretary of Defense, R.oswell Gilpatric, .had .committed the Air 

Force to provide the airl\ft .for this purpose. 
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. At this point, security of the negotiations became paramount, and 

CIA bases in . .._l __ _.land Frankfurt were requested to set up restricted 
. . . . . . . 

cells for receiving commu11ications via the HBJAYWALK channel on a 

very sensitive matter. Mr. John McMahon and Colone1 Geaxy visited 

.__ ____ _.I Germany to prepare for USAFE and CIA support which would 

be The code name ZRHOOKUP was given to the exchange plan. 

Mr.· Donovan wrote to Mrs. Abel that he had new information and 
. . . . . . . . . . . . - . . 

would meet her at the Soviet Embassy in East Berlin at noon on 3 .Febi-U:-

· ary. She was warned that all publicity rnust be avoid,ed •. Meanwhile 
. . . . . . . . . 

. . .· . . ' . · .. 

Mrs. Abel's lawyer, a Mr. Vogel, had been in touch with the office of 

the U.S. Mission in Berlin concerning a possible package deal to include 

the Yale student, Frederick L. who had managed to S'et himself 

arrested in the East Zone and whose parents were in West Berlin putting 

pressure on U.S. Mission to effect their son's release. The U.S .. 

Mission therefore asked the Department to instruct Donovan to ask first· .. · 

that Pryor be included in the exchange. · The Department replied to the 

Berlin Mission that the undertaking in which it was about to be invo.lved 

had been carefully planned and approved at highest levels; that the De-
. . 

partment was fully aware of the Pryor problem; that instructions to 

Donovan were based on the best U, S. national interests and had already 

been passed to him in Washington; and that it was essential that no 
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United States official should become involved in Donovan's negotia-

tions. 

Donovan 1 s briefing had included the following guidance coordinated 

with State and Justice: (a) Upon being introduced to proper authorities 

in East Berlin he should show his letter from U.S. Pardon Attorney 

Reed Cozart to establish his authority to arrange Abel's release; 

(b) he should ask what the Soviets are willing to offer for Abel; and 

(c) if th.e Soviets offer only Powers, he should state that the U.S. 
. .. . ( •. . . . 

expects :more and mention Pryor and Makinen (another prisoner 

the Whatever the Soviet reply,. Donovan should say he must 

communicate w.ith his Government ci.nd arrange for a next meeting, 

· allowing enough time to coor.dinate the next move with. Washington •. 
. . 

According to plan, Donovan was airlifted from London to We.st 

Berlin on 2 February and on 3. February made his ipj.tial visit to the 

Soviet Consulate in East Berlin.· The story of his is 

included at Annex 98 hereto, as it was reported by cable from the 

Berlin Base. Two separate descriptions of the Powers/ Abel exchange 

in the middle of the Glienicke Bridge at the border crossing from 

West Berlin are also included as Annexes 99 and 100; one is by 

Mr. (now Ambassador) E. Allan Lightner, Jr., of the Berlin :Mission,, 
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and the other by Mr. Fred T. Wilkinson. Depu:ty Director of Prisons, 

Department of Justic.e. Both of these gentlemen were members of 

the official party on the bridge to consummate the exchange. 

On the return of Frank Powers to the States by special USAF 

airlift, he was established. in a safehouse where he had a reunion with 

his wife and his family, after which he underwe.nt a long debriefing 

(from which voluminous tape recordings and transcriptions now repose 

in OSA :material at the Records Center}. The es:sence of Powers 1 own 

story of what happened on May Day and during his imprisonment 

is contained in· the transcript of his testi.mo.ny before the Senate Armed 

Services Committee on 6 March 1962. (copy of which is appended as 

101). 

A complete review of the case was made by a board of inquiry 

presided over by Judge E. ·Barrett Prettyman to determine if Powers 

complied with the tern:l.s of his employment .and his obligations as an 

American. It was the conclusion of the boal'd of inquiry and of the 

Director of Central Intelligence that Mr. Powers had lived up to the 

terms of his employment .and instructions in connection with his mis-

sion ;:Lnd in his obligations as an under the circum:stances in 

Sl. 
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whic.h he found himself. On 5 March 1962 the !)Cl authorized the 

reinstate:rnent of the contract and appointment of Powers and the 

paym.ent of the salary due thereunder for 11general duty status'' 

$1, 000 per month). 

On 4 April 1962., Colonel Geary advised Project Headquarters 

that the Air Force agreed to the reinstatement .of Powers in the Air 

Force provided the Agency, State and the White House agreed. All 

approvals were obtained and Colonel Geary was advised on 10 April. 

He met with Powers on 11 April for a discussion and it was agreed 

the reinstatement would be made effective on 1July196Z. Meanwhile, 

however, began legal proceedings to obtain a divorce from 

his wife, Barbara, and in view of the expected publicity in connection 

with th{s development, the reinstatement was postponed at USAF 

· request until the divorce proceedings were completed. 

On ZS September 1962., Powers applied to Lockheed Aircraft 

Corporation and was accepted· for employment as a test pilot checking 

· out U-Z's followi.ng IRAN or m,odification. He resigned from: the 

Agency's employ on 6 October 1962 and reported to Lockheed the 

middle. of October where after ground school and. area familiarization.· 
. . . . . ' . . 

in the Los Angeles area, he we,;,t tQ Air Force Base and 
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· requallfied in the U-2. It was his intention to work for Lockheed 
' ' ' 

until the time was appropriate for him to be .reinstated in the Air Fol'ce. 
. . . . . 

. On the settlement of his divorce case; he met with Colonel Geary on 
' ' ' . . " . . . . . 

30 March 1963, and after consideration of the personal pressures .which . 

he could expect to be faced with on his return to the Air Force, he de-

cided it would be wis.er to remain with Lockheed. 
' ' ' 

' ' 

. Many offers we;e made to Frank Powers for the pµ.blication of 

his story, which he duly reported to his Agency mentors.. In answer·. 

to his query conc.erning permission to publish a book, the following 

decision was handed down on 27 June 1962 by the then Executive Pirector 

of CIA, Mr. Lyman B. Kirkpatrick (recently the author of a book on 

his own CIA career entitled The Real CIA): 

11 1. On 25 June a meeting was helcl in the office to .. 
discuss proposals by various publishers that Francis Gary 
Powers write a book on his experiences. It was concluded that 
such a book would be undesirable, would be harm!ul to Powers 
and not in the best interests of.the Agency. 

112. · That same ·day the General Counsel and Mr. John 
McMahon of DPD talked to Mr •. Powers on.this subject and he 
was reluctantly. receptive to our guidance. 

. . - . . . . ' . ' . ' . . . . ... . 

. 113. This ill.formation is for the guidance of ail concerned. · 
In the event that Mr. Powers should :raise the issue again it . 
should be stressed to him that the writing of articles or a book 
would only involve him in controversy in which he would most 
likely come out second best. Further, he should be warned that 
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he will. be constantly the target for possible exploitation by 
unscrupulous individuals who want to make money off of 
Powers' reputation. Third, he should be aware of the fact 
that literary endeavors such as have been proposed to him 
are inevitably less financially rewarding than they appear 
at first. As long as Powers is with the Agency or continues 
an active Air Force career,. the above will continue to be the 
policy in regard to his writings. It should be noted that one 
of the arguments that has constantly been advanced for the 
high pay of the U-2 pilots has been that they would not have an 
opportunity for personal gain through writings. 11 l_/ 

Frank Powers again raised the is sue of writing a book in 

July 1967, he was again discouraged from doing so, even. 'though five 

years had passed since his release by the Soviets and he was no 

longer subject to either Agency or Air Force Regulations. 

Intelligence Star Awarded 

On 2.0 April 1965 in the Directo:r's Conferenc.e Room at Langley, 

f:{eadquart.ers, Powers was awarded the lntelli-

·· ge.nce Star, the presentation being 'made by General Marshall$;·· Carter, 

Deputy Director of Central Intelligence, with the following citatfon: 

N!r. Francis G. Powers is hereby awarded the Intelligence 
.Star for his fortitude and courage in the performance of duty ':lllder 
conditions of extreme personal hazard. .Mr. Powers 1 contribution 
to United States intelligence is in keeping with the finest traditions· 
of s,erVi.ce to our Natio.n and.to the Central Intelligence Agency. 

1/ ER 62-4387/1, 27 June 1962, Executive by 
Executive 
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Postscrip 

As a ,ostscript to the MUDLARK* story, it is perhaps fitting 
. . . 

to wind ur the May Day .Incident1 s history as it was begun •. with a 

message) ·om the U.S. Air Attache in Moscow. On22March1963, 

.Colonel VY lliam F. Scott cabled the following message from Moscow 

to Headqu rters, U.S. Air Force, in the Pentagon: 

1 :'allowing message from AlRA USSR C-68 quoted for· 
· your nformation. Theodore Shabad, New York Times, 

proba Jly Will submit articles on Powers .• U-Z ... His source 
that the U-2 approached the Ura.ls undetected. ·When 

detec missiles unable to fire because of kodovye fishki 
lation: code plug). Two aircraft attempted intercept, 

but cc uld not reach As U-2 was leaving SAM area, 
one b .ttery came into operation. · Ground unit saw only one . 
blip c 1 screen. Did not know their own fighters were in 
area. Fired salvo of three missiles. One missile hit and 
de str yed Soviet fighter attempting intercept. Another hit 
U-2 i .. tail. · Third missile missed •. Shabad thinks his source 
re1ia1: le, a Soviet electronics engineer who got story from an . 
indivi lual on missile site in Urals area. ••• u !/ 

* MUD.LA was the code name given to the. May Day 1960 Incident; 
. . . . . ' 

. . . . . . . 

I 
I 
I 

l/ · USAIR \.TT Moscow to Hqs USAF, Washington, 22 March 1963. 
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STATEMENT BY CHAIRMAN KHRUSHCHEV TO THE 
SUPREME SOVIET ON 5 MAY 1960 

CONCERNING SHOOTDOWN OF U-2 

On April 9 a U.S. aircraft flew in from Afghanistan.· 
S1 :ne of our comrades raised the question of warning the . 
Ut ited States, for this was in contra.diction to our talks 
w:th U.S. leaders. Such provocation is a bad prelude to 
a summit meeting. We discussed this question and decided 
tc do nothing, for it usually leads.to nothing. Then we 
ii structed' our military to act resolutely and stop foreign 
a: rcraft from violating our air space. . 

. The United States, apparently.encouraged by previous 
(: ncursions), crossed the Soviet. frontier on May 

The Minister of Defense informed.the Government. We 
s<id that the aircraft should be shot down; this was done. 
Tl e aircraft was shot down. The investigation showed that 
ii was a U.S. plane, but it did .not carry the usual markings. 
It has been establishe_d that the plane flew in either from 
T' rkey, or Iran or Pcikistan. Nice neighbors! · 

· On behalf of the Soviet Government I must tell you 
a1out acts of.aggression by.the United States against the 
m SR.· I have in mind U;S •. aircraft violating Soviet ·air 
s1 ace. ·.In the past we· protested against these violations, 
b1t the United States rejected them. 

We decided to send a severe warning·that wewould take 
· tl e steps necessary to insure the security of our country .. 
I think .we shall give· the gravest warning to those countries 
wl ich provide facilities for the United States to carry out 
ae gressipn against the. USSR. 

. . . . 

Just think what·would be thereaction,of the.United 
St ates if a Soviet. plane flew over New York or Detroit.· 
Tl is would mean the beginning of another war. Why then.· 
de you not .think that. we·may. reply with the same measures 
sl ::>uld a foreign plane appear over our country. ·We think 
tl st there is no doubt in anybody's mind that .we· have the 

·alility to retaliate. Of course we have no atomic bombers 
or patrol but we have rockets which are more reliable than 
be nbers . 
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The governments of those countri providing . 
facilities for the United States sho1.. Ld realize th.at they. 
may s·uffer as a consequence. U.S. vi ,1ation of our air 
space is a dangerous sign. We are gcLng to raise this point 
in the Security Council. It is diffi:ult to comprehend such 
an attitude in view of the Summit Meeting •. What 
was it:· A congratulation on May Day? No, they hoped that 
their aircraft would fly in with. impi.: ;iity and get· back. It 
seems that the U.S. aggressive forces have of late been 
making every effort ·to thwart the Surr nit Meeting. Who sent 
the aircraft?· If this was done by tr:::? U.S. Military on thei.r 
own this must alarm world public opinion.· 

2 
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DON'T PLAY WITH FIRE, GENTLEMEN 

From the concluding Words of Comrade N. S. Khrushchev to the 
Fifth Session of the Supreme Soviet USSR, Fifth Convocation, on 

7 May 1960 

Comrade deputies, the aggressive act committed by the American 
airforce against the Soviet Union. has justifiably incensed deputies artd 
all Soviet people. Numerous inquiries and appeals are being received 
by the session and the Soviet Government. In. view of this, permit me 
to dwell on this question once again and to furnish certain new data. 

After my report to the Supreme Soviet, in which I dwelt on this 
fact, the U: S. State Department claimed in an official press statement 
that the point in question was a violation of the Soviet state frontier by 
an American. aircraft of the Lockheed U-2 type, which allegedly was 
stt:tdying weather conditions in the upper layers of the atmosphere in 
the area of the Turkish-Soviet frontier. This plane had allegedly 
strayed off its course because the pilot had oxygen trouble. 

The State Department asserts that the pilot lost consciousness 
and steered by its automatic pilot, the plane flew into Soviet territory. 

·According to the State Department, the pilot only had time to report 
back about the failure of his oxygen equipment to the Turkish airfield 
in Adana, whence it flew, an airfield which does not belong 
to the milita::ry, but to the N4tiorial Aeronautics and Space Adrnini-

. stra.tion (NASA). · 

Soon after that, NASA issued a statement confirming the State 
Department version. This statement says: 

"One of NASA's U-2 research airplanes •. in use since 1956, in con-
. tinuing the program of studying wind and tneteorological conditions at 
· high altitudes has been missing since-about 9 o'Clock, May l (local 

time). when its pilot reported he Wa.s having oxygen difficulties ·over 
· Lake Van, Turkey. ·11 . • · 

Comrades. I must tell you a secret: When I was making my report 
I deliberately did not say that t.he pilot was aliv-e and in good health · 
and that we ha.ye parts of the plane. ·We did.so because· 
had we told everything at oI1:ce the Amer:icans would have invented 
another version. 
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And now, just look how ma .y silly things they have said- -Lake Van, 
scientific research, and so on, and so forth. Now that they know the 
pilot is alive they w.ill have to i .vent something else. And they will 
do it. 

(Khrushchev then read furt .er.from the NASA press release 
with added comments.) 

This is the official version circulated by American officials to 
mislead public opinion in their :ountry and the world. I m.ust declare, 
comrade deputies, that these v rsions are completely untrue and 
circulated for gullible people. 

The authors of these versi ns supposed that if the plane was shot 
· the pilot must probably pt: rish. So there would be no one to ask 
how everything actually happen d; there would be no way to check what 
sort of plane it was and .what in ;truments it. 

First of all, I wish to anno mce that the pilot of the downed 
American plane is alive and in health. He is now in Moscow. 
Brought here also are the remc- lns of this plane and its special instru-

. mentation, discovered during t e investigations. 

The name of the pilot is Fi ancis Harry Powers. He is 30 years 
·old. ·He says he is .a 1st lieuter ant in the U.S. Airforce, where he 
served until 1956, that is, to th! day when he went over the Central 

Agency. 

Francis Powers reported,. incidentally, that while serving with the 
American airforce he used to g !t 700 .dollars a month, but when he 
went over to the intelligence service and started carrying out spying 

to glean secret 1nf >rmation he began getting 2., 500 dollars. 
a month ..•.. 

I want to tell you somethin about the results of the examination of 
the plane that has been shot do' n and its equipment;, and results of 
questioning the pllot, The iriqu ry continues, but already picture is 
fairly clear. 
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To start with, this was, indeed, a high altitude. Iowspeed Lockheed 
U -Z. They counted. on its high altitude and believed that this plane · 
could not be bl"ought down by any fighter or antiaircraft artillery. That 
is why they thought it coul.d fly over Soviet territory with In 
fact, the plane flew at a great altitude, and it was hit by the rocket at 
an altitude of 20, 000 meters .. And if they fly higher, we will also hit 
them! 

The plane was in no way equipped for "upper atmosphere research11 

or for taking "air samples, 11 as official American spokesmen assert. 
Not at all. This was a real military reconnaissance aircraft fitted with 
various instruments for collecting intelligence and, among other things, 
for aerial photography. · 

The. competent commission of experts which examined the wrecked 
plane has established from the documentaz:y evidence that this American 
plane is a specially prepared reconnaissance aircraft. The task o( the 
plane ·was to cross the entire territory of the Soviet Union from the 
Amira to Kola Peninsula to get information .. on our country's military 
and industrial establishments by means of aerial photography. Besides 
aerial cameras. the plane carried other reconnaissance equipment for.· 
spotting radar networks, identifying the location and frequencies of 
operating radio stations, and other sp.ecial radio-engineering equipment. 

·Not only do we have the equipment of that plane, we a_Iso have 
developed film showing a num:ber areas of our Here are 
some of.these photos. {Khrushchev showed the photos) ...••. 

LAdditio:p.al items brought out during this speech: .. 
. . . ·.. . ' . . 

Powers was attached to Detachment 10-10 at Incerlik; · 
· Col. W:Ulia.m Shelton is commander and Lt .. Col. Carol? Funk 

ia deputy commander. ' ' ' 
The flight also violated the territory of Afghanistan.> 
There wai an explosive charge in tP,e aircraft. · 
The.pilot was supplied With a poison 

·The pilot also had a pistol equipped with a· silencer. rubles and 
· othe.r currencies, gold rings and watches. 
. . . . . . . 
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·Khrushchev warne . the governments of Turkey. Pakistan •. and 
Norway that they must )e clearly aware that they were accomplic;es 
in this flight because tl ey permitted the use of their airfields agains 
the Soviet Union. 

He also intimated hat a press coµference would soon be held 
at which the remains o the airplane would be put on display. 

He said he thought it.would be right to have the flier prosecuted 
so public opinion can s e what·action the United States is taking to . 

·provoke the Soviet Uni' n and heat up the atmosphere, thus throwing 
us back from what we l ave achieved in relieving international tensio .. 

He finished by ann ·U:ticing the decision of the Soviet Government 
·to s.witch the Soviet Ar ay and Navy over to rocket weapons, and the 
setting up of a rocket t oop$ command with Marshal 0£ Altillery. Ned :Un 
in command. 

Abo ·e .excerpted from the book· 
uTo he Pillory with the Aggressors" 

or 
"The Truth about the Provocative 

Inv .sion by an American Plane 
oft ,e Air Space of the USSR" 

A P •.blication of the Union of Journalists 
,f the USSR. Moscow, 1960 
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TEXT OF STAT . DEPARTMENT RELEASE FOLLOWING KHRUSHCHEV 
ST .TEMENT ON THE DOWNING OF U-2 

7 May 1960, 1800 hrs. 

The Dep rtment has received the text of Mr. Khrushchev's 
further rema ks about the unarmed plane which is reported· to 
have been sh t down in the Soviet Union. · As previously an-
nounced it w s known that a U-2 plane was missing. As a 
result of th inquiry ordered by the President, it. has been 
established hat insofar as the authorities in Washington 
are concerne . there was no authorization for any such flight 
as described by Mr. Khrushchev. · 

Neverth :less it appears that in endeavoring to obtain 
· information tOW concealed behind the Iron Curtain a flight 
over Soviet erritory was probably unde-rtaken by an unarmed 
civilian U-2 plane.· . · · 

It is c !rtainly no secret tha.t given the state of the 
world today, intelligence collection act:ivities are prac-
ticed by all countries, and postwar history certainly revaals 
that the Sov .et Union has not been lagging behind in this· 
field. ·The Lecessity for such activities as measures for. 
legitimate n tional defense are enhanced by the excessive 
secrecy prac iced by the Soviet.Union in contrast to the 
Free World. 

One of he things creating tensions in the world today 
is apprehens .on over surpris.e attack with weapons of mass 
destruction. To reduce mutual suspicion and to give a . 
measure of p otection against surprise attack, the U.S. in . 
1955 offe-red its "Open Skies" proposal -- a proposal which · 
was rejected out of hand by the Soviet Union •.. It was in 
relation to .he dange: r;f. surprise attack. that planes of · 
the type of 'narmed civilian U-2 aircraft· have been patrol-
ling the fro ,tiers of the Free World for the past four years. 
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May 9, 1960 No. 254 

STATEMENT BY THE SECRETARY OF STATE 

On May 7 the Department of State spokesman made a 
statement with respect to the alleged·shooting down of an 
unarmed American civilian aircraft of the U-2 type over 
the Soviet Union. The following supplements and clarifies 
this statement as respects the position of the United States 
Government. 

Ever since Marshal Stalin shifted the policy of the 
Soviet Union from wartime cooperation to postwar conflict 
in 1946 and particularly since the Berlin blockade, the 
forceful takeover of Czechoslovakia and the Communist ag-
gressions in Korea and Vietnam the world has lived in a 
state.of apprehension with respect to.Soviet intentions. 
The Soviet leaders have almost complete access to the open 
societies of the free world and supplement this with vast. 
espionage networks. However, they keep their own society 
tightly closed and rigorously controlled. With the devel-
op'llent of modern weapons carrying tremendously destructive 
nuclear warheads, the threat of surprise attack and aggres-
sion presents· a constant danger. This menace is enhanced 
by the threats of mass destruction frequently voiced by the 
Soviet leadership. 

For many years the Unite4 States.in company with its 
allies has sought to lessen or even to eliminate this 
threat from the life of man so that he can go about his 
peaceful business without f7ar. ·· i:rany proposals. to this end 
have been put up to the Soviet Union. The PresJ,.dent•s 

. "open skies" proposal of 1955 was followed in 1957 by the .. 

.offer of an exchange of ground observers between agreed 
military installations in the U.S., the USSR and other · 
nations that might wish to participate. For several years 
we have been seeking the abolition.of the restrict-
ions on travel imposed by the Soviet Union and those which 
the United States felt obliged to institute on·a recipro-
cal basis. at the Geneva disarmament confer-
ence the United States has proposed far-re.aching ne\Y . 
measures of controlled disarmament. It.is possible that 
the. Soviet leaders .have a vers.i,ori and that, 
however unjustifiedly, they fear attack from the West. 
But this is hard to reconcile .with the.ir contin'1a 1 rejection 
of our repeated proposals for effective measures against 
surprise attack and for effective inspection of disarmament 

. measures. 
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I will.say frankly that it is unacceptable that the 
Soviet political system should be given anopportunity to 
make.secret preparations to face the free.world with the· 
choice of abjec·t surrender or nuclear destruction. The 
Government of the United States would he derelict to its 
responsibility not only to the American people but to · 
free peoples everywhere if it did not, in the absence of. 
Soviet cooperation, take such measures as are possible 
unilaterally to lessen and to overcome this danger of 
surprise attack. In fact the United States has not and 
does not shirk this responsibility. 

In accordance with the National Security Act of 1947, 
.the President has put into effect· since the beginning of 
his Adr,n.inistration directives to gather by every possible . 
means the.informationrequired to protect the United States 
and the.Free World against.surprise attack and to 
them to make effective preparations for.their defense .. 
Under these directives programs have been developed and put 
into operation which have included extensive aerial sur-
veillance by unarmed civilian aircraft, normally of a 
peripheral character but on occasion by penetration. Spe-
cific missions of these unarmed civilian aircraft.have not 
been subject to Presidential authorization.·· The.fact that 
such surveillance was taking place ha$. apparently been 
a secret to the Soviet leadership and the question indeed 
arises as to why at this particular juncture they should· 
seek to exploit the pre·sent incident as a propaganda battle 
in the cold. war. · · 

This government had sincerely hoped and continues to 
hope that in the coming meeting of ·the Heads of Government 
in .Paris.Chairman Khr':1shchev would ba prepared to coope:ate 
in agreeing toeffect1ve measures which would remove this 
fear of sudden mass dest.ruction from the minds of pe_oples · 
everywhere. Fc;ir damagi:.ng to the forthcoming · .. 
meeting in Paris, this incident should· serve to. under.line .. 
the importance to wor·ld of an earnest attempt there to 
achieve agreed and effective . safeguards.· against surprise ·· 
attack and aggression. · · 

At my request and withtheauthority of the President, 
. the :Director of the Central Intelligence Agency, the ·. · 
Honorable Allen W. Dulles; .is today briefing members -of 
the Congress fully along.the .foregoing lines. 

* * * 
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STATEME?-?T 
BY 

MR. ALL.EN \'! .. DULLZS · 
AT THE 

l3RIEFlNG 01: ... THE CONG!tES.SIONAL 
MONU.AY. MAY 9, l.960 

2:00 PM 

Under authority o! tho National Security Act o! l 947 which 

by the Na.dona! Sec11:t:lty Council with the of collect 1g 

essentlal to· our national aocuri.ty. 
. ' 

Under other dircctlvel'l o! tho Council. the Con ra.i lntclUgence 

Agency wa.s also entrusted with certain ta.skS relating t' tn4etlng tho 

ol intci-national commu.nisrn in t1 ' aggressive 

· a.ctlvltioe of the Soviet.Union. 

Since that time. a.net trowlngly in recent yea.rs tho Soviet 

. 'Onion boll.ind: the of tigh.t secu.t'ity. 'µa been &l"mi in seer.et 

At the Confcl:oncc in 1955 in s:>rder to 1 :>lax ··tJ:w 

srowlng tensions resulting from tb,e da.ng(tl:' of ·surprise ,ttack. the 

President advanced Ui.ca "Open Skio_:i" 

· -· .. 
,. . . . . via BYEMAtl .. · 

· Contra\ ·System 
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That was :.iumrnarily rejected by Moscow :and Soviet 

seeurity were rein!c.r:ced. 

Thus the Soviet ha.a arming in secr.::t whild our counter-

'1e£en:;;ive in the field cf a.rm<l.ments were largely mattorG 

o£ opon lmowlcdge. 

The ordinary meaiu of were largely inef!ectivo 

to tho i.n!orn-.ation <l.bout Soviet u.rmamer.ts which WC't'G essential 

to our sul:vlval an.;1 to tho eurvival o! the Free World. 

Ac early as Dece:nber 1. 1954. a project to construct a . 
reconn:ifosa:ico plane was initiated. Tho first U·Z 

flow in Auguet 1955. 

· By this time the oi tb.e Su;i:nmit C.on!erence were 

project became negHgiblo. 

We wero. then. faced a. situation whore t.he_Soviot wore 

contlnutng to develop iheiir and missile ba.ac;, and tb.Oir 

botnbor ba.ecs witbo.\it. a.ny a.dcquato. l:nowledze on our 
.·.·.·- ""':'. . 

•. 2 .. 

-.. 

.) 

ffandf e via BYEMAN 
Control System · 
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This was considered to be an intolerable situation; intolorablc 

both irom the point o! view o! adequate military p::.-epa.ration on our 

part to meet the menace i from the point o! view o£ being 

able e!!ectively to take counteraction in the event o! attack • 

.Any state bas the duty to the mea"ureo necessary £or 
. \ 

aurvival.,. &Uid wo :i-ec.:::ived a hi3h direc:tive to saiu vitally 

I intc11isenc:e by every feasible means. 

I 
I· 
I ., 
I 
.I 

I ,, 
I 

Moanwh.ilo-by cspionase th3 Soviet had .been to 

pcnetrato oul' and certain other secrets and the 

details o£ our own xniUta.ry cstabli.shment. 

A policy decision W'1l.S then that the U-Z ahould bo 

used to ·obuin with respect to:vital within the . . 

Soviet Union as conditions As has indicated, 

this project had competent policy ·The details. and timing 

of missions were 1e£t for determina.tiOl1 by 'those mozt Competent to 

judge. the b.lghcst priol:'ity til.rgcts, and. tho right weathe11'. rauoly 

in i:-.any parts o! the Soviet 'Union. 

- s ... 

I 

·. Sr r. if Ff · ffandfe via BYEMAN .-control uJv .. ... , 
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Since that time there have been a. cons.iderablc number o! 

succeus!ul fiiahta over the Soviet Union. over Communist China. 

eve:= the Satellite a:roa.s. Many square miles of strategic 

'territory in the Soviet Unio1t .ot.nd Com..vnunist China lla.ve been 

photo!Zraphed., 

Essential in!ormation baa been obta.in.ed. to 

the develop:nent o£ the Soviet missile threat; its bol'r.bor basesi its 

uuclea:r establishments and othe.- hl.,gbly stratezic 

Mr. lUsooll. undel:' my direcUon a.nd.tha.t of General Cawll• 

ha.a baoJ:l in charg43 o! this pi-oJcct .... He .wlU describe the.flights in 

mol:'o dctan. and. •elective plictozraphs o! the results of these 

mtsDion:;s wUl be shown out of a total oE thousands available to us. 
.\ 

.• 

. . . 

· Handle via BYEMAN . · 
. Control. System · · . SFHRF7 
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MEMORANDUM.FOR: 

SUBJECT: 

S E 0 R E 'f 

Deputy Director (Plans) -

CHAL-1052-60 
27 June-1,960 

U-2 Incident (Estimate and Analysis of 
Compromise of Agency Classified Information) 

' ' ' 

l. In accordance with your instructions, submitted 
herewith is an estimate· of damage to Agency interests caused 
by the U-2 incident. lt is believed that this report is 

complete on the subject.of-damage. The opera-
tional and personnel security aspects of the investigation 
are being continued in DPD-DD/P and the Office of Security. 
The-Office of Security is giving attention to the compila-
tion -of the names of staff, contract, and contractor pers-
onnel believed to have been compromised. -

2. In making this damage assessment, the reviewing 
officers have taken into account that there is no valid 
evidence at present that -the u.;.2 incident was brought .about -
by sabotage, defection, or actual penetration of CHALICE. 
It is known, however, that radar interception of the 9 April 
flight over target resulted in a continuing Sovie·t alert •-

. after that date; that there -is evidence of possible RIS ac-
tivity in. the vicinity of Adana and Peshawar which may have 
been targeted against CHALICE activity in those areas; that -_ 
adverse weather conditions caused unusual-delay in the -
launching of GRAND SLAM, resulting in two round trips by -__ 
the U-2 Adana-Peshawar and a single .flight Adana-Peshawar; 

_ that atmospheric conditions prevented the use o·f established 
communicat.ions channels and forced the· use of open_ long- · · 

.distance telephone lines from Wiesbaden to Adana through_ 
Athens for the transmission of clearance instructions for 

_ GRAtm SLAM; that_ CW_ transmission of GRAND Sr;.M. "GO" instruc- _. -
_ tions in clear text occurred several· times';' and that. the _ 
- GRAND St.AM flight·for· the fir$t time was. ill}der Soviet_ rada't' 
_ · observation· c.ontinuously froni the -bprder .. -- There -is no evi-
. dence _that any of: the above circµmstances were responsible. 
for the U-2 incident, ·although they could have contributed 
to the known "early warningn of the Soviets. 

- - . 3 •. A definite pattern of.damage to Agency ipterests ····--· . 
the material and information$() far assembled. 

In general_, the classified informat;ion Which tnust be .pre- _ 
_ sumed as having come - into_ the posse·ssion of the -Soviets ·· · -
through the U-2 incident may be attributed. to .the knowledge.- __ 
and memory of Francis G. Powers and to the captured u ... 2 · · · _ 
equipment 'and an intelligence coordination of this information 

S EORE'l'--
-Handle via BYEMAN 

-·-•-- .Contrci _S1stem ; ..... -
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with intelligence data already available to Soviets through 
other sources. The area of compromise .of Agency interests 
comes within the following brpad ca.tegories. The scope· of 
the damage within these categories is hereinafter more spe-
cifically stated: · 

Administrative procedures 
Installations and bases 
Personnel 
Operational techniques and procedures 
in CHALICE · . 
Equipment and contractual relationshi.ps 
U.S. Government inter-Agency relationships 
Relationships between tfie U.S. Government 
and other Governments .in CHALICE . 
Related and· successor proJects to CHALICE 
Miscellaneous intelligence knowledge of Powers 

4. In addition to the volume of classified information 
which has come into the possession of the Soviets because of 
the U-2 incident, it must be noted that the world-wide 
publicity attendant upon this incident relating to the Agency 
sponsorship of the U-2 program and the employment of. Powers, 
has served to make public knowledge, both limited and un- · · 
limited in scope, of Agency contractual and procedural. · 
activity. · · · 

5. ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURgS: 

(1) CIA/AF personnel procurement methods 

Use of 1007th ··Intelligence Group as CIA 
· · procurement and holding mechanism 

Personnel. · · . · · · .. · . 
Contract terms 
Salary 
Investigation · . . . 
Medical processingat Clinic 
Polygraph testing. of pi.lots ·· · .. 
DocUm.entation .· .·. ·· · · · · · · . · • .· .· . •• .· 
Terms of resignation fro::n and r_eassignment · 

to Air ·Force · 

(2) CIA/AF training program for· CHALICE 
. . .. 

Details of flight t:raining· at the 1iRanch1'-
_Watertown, Nevada 

Detachment A · · 
. Remova 1 to. Edwards AFB 

2 

.. ·· .. ·. 

S.E 0 RE T Handle via· BYEMAN 
· ·· .. Control System 
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Participation of USAF (Hqs. 4080th) 
AEC/REECO functions 

.Testing of CHALICE pilots periodically 
at Wright-Patterson AFB 

Identity of supplier groups 
Planned utilization and training of 

I I Pilots · 
T-33 transition navigation training 
U-2 training 
Use of C-124's, U-2's, MATS.and Commercial 

Air for movement of personnel and equipment 

(3) · Headquarters - 1717 H Street, N.W., D. C. 

(4) 

Location 
Organization 
Personnel 
Operations. 
Administration (Travel, Admin and Finance) 

Detachment 10-10 

Location 
Establishment, organization, personnel, 

operational and administrative procedures 
Relationships with USAF Base Command and 

host government 

(5) . Cover·mechanisms and documentation-

NASA 
NASA/AWS 

· USAF letters 
AGO cards 
Cover contracts with supplier companies 

6. INSTALLATIONS AND BASES: 

· (1) . use and func.tion of: 

"Ranch" .:. Watertown, Nevada 
Edwards AFB, California. 

·· ..... . 
CHALICE Headquarters, 1717 H Street, N.W. · 

I I 
I 50Xl, E.0.13526 . 

G1ebelstadt, Germany 
Adana, Turkey 
Atsugi, Japan 

.3 
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Lockheed Air-craft Corp.,_ Hangar ffa82, 
Los Angeles, California 

Bodoe, Norway 
Wiesbaden, Germany 

Possible knowledge of location, identity and 
some personnel of following CIA installations: 

Frankfurt Station 

I I 
European Air Operations Division, German Station 

(3) Use of Lovelace Clinic, Albuquerque, New Mexico 
for U-2 pilot medical care 

(4) Schedule and flight plan of shuttle flights, 
Adana to Wiesbaden 

7. PERSONNEL: 

(1) Knowledge of personnel assigned and partici-
pating in CHALICE_ at: · 

Operation GRAND SLAM (Also prior flights) 
Atsugi Naval Air Station 
Adana 
Peshawa?: 
Wiesbaden 
Edwards AFB 
Watertown . _ 
CHALICE Headquarters -- _ _ _ 
Utilization: 9f Dr. Ran4olph Lovelace and · · · 

Genera 1 Don Fl USAF _ _ 
Manufacturers' technical representatives. 
Lockheed Aircraft Corp. 
Perkin-Elmer Corp. 
Hycon Manufacturing-C9. 
-Eastman Kodak Coin-pany _. 
Pratt & Whitney 

- j 50Xl, E.0.13526- I I 
8. OPERATIONAL TECHNIQUES AND PROCEDURES: IN CHALICE: 

(1) Existence and purpose, but not specific-content, 
of TALENT Security Control System -

4 
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(2) Extensive knowledge of CHALICE - its personnel, 
and its operational, administrative· and support 
routine · 

(3) CHALICE staging· proc.edl.,lres, routes, targets, 
planning, implementation, support during entire 
functional period of CHALICE, up to and including 
GRAND SLAM. 

(4) 

Operational concepts: 
. . 

Diversionary tactics 
Fast strike concepts 
Use of C-124's and C_.l30's 
Ferrying: EAFB, Giebelstadt, Adana,. ·.etc. 
Miss;ton profiles - transit and exit altitudes 
Tactical missions - Suez, Lebanon, Egypt, Israel 
Staging routines, including air;raft support, . 
. · packing, etc. arrangements with USAFE . 

· Headquarter.s clearance 
.· · Administrativ:e preparations: 

Visas.· 
Preparatory arrangements with hostgovertl!ll.ents 

for use of bases 
clearances for support aircraft 

Communicat:tons message sequence 
Ability to ef.fectively monitor thrcmgh intimate· 
knowledge of. the operational concepts· and admini-
strative and material preparations involved in 
mission ·planning .· ·. · 

9. . AND . CONrRACTUAL ·RELATIONSHIPS: · 
(1) 

. ·(2) 

Pilot carr:f:.ed containing u.-s .. currency and .. 
NASA identification card containing wording c:>f .·· · 
AFR 55-26, dated 2 August 1959, .beari:I'lg sta.rtdard . 
command line ·of General White authorizing . · 

· pilots to fly Air Force aircraft. · · 
. . . . -

Standard .. navigation tools: green 
navigationdata; JN navigation charts covering 
route, cootaining·normal. navigation annotations 

·and radio aids extracted from list of KWHAMLET 
·radio broadcast. stations; .CNC ·chart. showing . 

. entire annotated with course lines.to near-
est friendly .territory; pilot's aircraft checkliS't, 
and standard ai.rcraft emergency checklist. · 

5 
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(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

S ·g GR E .T 

Pilot possessed knowledge .of return 
Bodoe to Adana and ferry route-Adana to 
Bodoe (no . 

and evasion packet containing cloth 
charts covering the ar.ea of operation,. blood · 
chit, assorted denominations of rubles and 
barter items. 

Aircraft equipped with "enroute low altitude 
(RFC) Europe", 13 April 19f;O and flight informa-
t.ion publication .terminal (high altitude), 
15 April 1960. Both publications contain Aviano 
and Brindisi radio frequencies. 

Cockpit contained standard European radio fre-
quencies and channelization for aircraft radios. 

The complete, though damaged, aircraft and 
equipment . . 

. Identity of designer · 

.Design features 
Construction and materials 
Mission capabilities and performance charac-

teristics · . · 
J-7 5 engine . . · . · · . · .. .. . . 
Photogra. phic g.ear . ...; function and ·performance of .· · 

.t.racking camera. and· main camera 
ELINT gear and performance.thereof. Pilot . 

knowledge limited to purpose only. 
Radio and radar gear ·.· . . . 
Pilot· gear · · · . . . • I 

I 
I 

Component parts of aircraft. marked either by 
the manµfactµrer or the U.S. Government, I sox1, E.0.13526 I are listed in· detail in ' 13 May 1960 •. · ' .____ _________ ...,.... 

I 
·I 
.1. 
I 

. . . . 
' ' 

(8) . CHALICE .supplier contracts. (Agency/Air Force, .. · 
. Agency/Navy, and Air Force) are now known to 
· a varying degree -· as such to persons involved.· 

in those contracts, and to that extent are· . 
public knowledge. ·,These· disclosures may be · ·.·.· 

.. expected to have some detrimental effect. upon. 
· existing procurement:: and shipping procedures. 
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10. U.S. GOVERNMENT INTER-AGENCY 

(1) CIA/NASA cover plan 

(2) AF/CIA joint sponsorship of CHALICE 

(3) AFCIG:..5 participation in CHALICE and identities 
of AFCIG-5 personnel 

(4) SU!l]°rt to CHALICE via USAFE and I_ _ _ and identity of ·p:srsonnel . 
· nvolve in those areas. Through this, in 
addition to the simple monitoring of unclassi-
fied easily. categorized by proj-
ect priority materiel indicators: JUGHEAD, 
SHOEHORN, and BABYDOLL, the Soviets should soon 
be able to effectively monitor the entire 
CHALICE materiel 

(5) USAF/IJNS.participation in CHALICE, with knowl"':' 
edge of personnel probably limited to Base 
and Headquarters Weather elements. 

(6) Possible knowledge of USAF radar hold-down 
procedures as pertain to CHALICE. 

(7) 

(8) 

Participation of USAF/TUSLOG Detachment 50 ln · 
ELINT and telemetry efforts from. Incirlik AFB. 
CIA relationships in CHALIGE with the Depart- . · 
ment of State, and, through various Aritbas.aadors 
or.Charg!s d'Affaires, with the· Governments of 
those countries where CHALICE aircz-aft have b;en 
based, or haye had either prestrike or post-
strike bases. Norway, Gerlll{lny, Pakistan, Iran 
and Turkey. · 

11. . TIQNSHIES . BE'rwEEN :HE ·U.S •. GOVERNMJmr AND OTHER .. 
VERNMENTS IN CHALICE. . · . . . . . . . . .. 

(1) 

(2) 

. . . 

. · British high an'd British 
participation in the CHALICE progr.am through . 
the ·Air Ministry.·· 

identity of all pilots .. based Ad anti 
who were involved in CHALICE. British 
pilots, British Flight Planner; and British · 
Flight and their connection with the RAF). 
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. . . 

(3) ·Role of the Watson AFB in the.CH.ALICE Program. 

(4) The number of missions (USSR and Near East) 
flown by British pilots and the identities 
of those pilots. · · 

12. RELATED AND SUCCESSOR PROJECTS TO CHALICE: (Follow-
ing believed by most pilots} · k · 

(1) OXCART: 

A follow-on program in progress Ol: under 
construction · 

A larger aircraft with altitude over 100,000 ft. 
Manned .aircraft as opposed to unmanned vehicles 
Boeing, Convair; or Lockheed will build· 
Two engines - turbo-jet to get it airborne 

and ram-jet to keep it airborne 
Speed ·about Mach 3 · 
Great range with missions from ZI to target 

and return 
Will possibly :req1.lire towing to· get airborne 
The "Ranch" at Watertown, Nevada, is being·or 

will be .for the follow-on program. 

(2) Possible unofficial pilot knowledge of 
satellite projec;:-t 

13. INTELLIGENCE KNOWLEDGE OF POWERS 
AND DAMAGE TO AGENCY INTERESTS BECAUSE OF U-2 
INCIDENT:. · . 

(1) The registration. of Power$ .in the WA.EPA and 
United Benafit Life Insurance programs serves 
to pinpoint these programs as insuring mech-

used by CIA to insure its · 

(2) Pilot pel:iodically briefed generally on. ', 
Soviet .capabilities regarding aircraft and 
missiles. · · 

(3) 

(4) 

GeneTal knowledge as to existence of SAM sites 
and.current SAM opeTational limitations. 

General knowledge of Tyura Tam and Kapustin Yar. 
. activities. and of our · 11Hot Shop" activity. 
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(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

SE CR.El' 

Through obset:vation of Detachment 50 ai-rcraft 
pilot able to infer their engagement in ELIN! 
and/or telemetry against Tyura Tam •. 

Pilot knowledge of content of various intelli-
gence briefings during the past year concerning 
t:he area of operations, consisting mostly of · 
Escape and Evasion matters publislied in area 
studies, and general briefings on Soviet Air 
Defense Systems, but not including locations 
of defensive elements. 

. . 
Altitude and speed capabilities of current Soviet 
fighters as published irt the Air Intelligence 
Digest. 

(8) ATIC studies and documents similar in rtature to 
the above. 

(9) Limited knowledge of Soviet aircraft being 
equipped with AAM's. 

Probable ·knowledge of CIA participation in the 
Indonesian revolt at least to the extent of 

. CHALICE overflights. 
(11) Relationships between CIA and CAT and the 

employment of Allan Pope by CIA through CAT 
in the Indonesian revolt. · 

(12) Participation of James Cherbonneaux and Carmine 
Vito in behalf of CIA in the Indonesi.an.revolt. 
Knowledge of operational generalities, including 
location of base of operations and the fact 

.. that P-51 and B-26 aircraft ·were used. 

(13) Knowledge·of the.staging of CHALICE flights 
by Detachment c, based at Atsugi Naval Air · 
Station in Japan. 

(14) Pilot believed to have an awareness that CIA 
is engaged in other clandet;;tine air operations, 
but the· specifics of his knowledge in this re-
gard are· unknown.at the present time. · 

14. It is. an· ine.scapa ble conclu:;ilon fr, om th7 foregoing ;;::=: that the damage to Agency :interests, :t.rtsta llations, 
and equipment ·in CHALICE by rE;!ason of. the U-2 in-

is serious and far-reaching. In many respects the 
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dam.age is complete insofar as any effective. future clandestine 
use of CHALICE assets is concerned. ·rt·must be noted for 
fµture. reference that much of the oompromise of information 
can be attributed to a failure to follow through with a con-
cept of complete compartmentation within the Project of . 
pilot personnel who might be .subject to capture. 

15. Many after-the-fact recommendations could be made 
·upo.n the basis of the abova data but such recommendations 
'W'Ould be academic in· light of the developments in the U-2 
incident. We would recommend only one .thing, that in all 
highly sensitive projects the necessary compartrnentation . 
should not .exclude the continuing advice arrl assistance of 
specialized components of CIA. 

(Signed) 

: Withheld under statutory authority of the 

I Central Intelligence Agency Act of 1949 (50 
U.S.C., section 403g) 

CONCUR;· 

Shef·field Edwards 
Director .of .Security 

Stanley w. Beerli 
Colonel, USAF 
Acting Chief, DPD-DD/P 

s. H. Horton· 
Acting Chief, CI Staff 
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To: Chiefs of Certain Stations and Bases · 

From: Director of Central Intelligence 

Subject: U-2. Incident 

Action: For information 

1. Over the pa.st month; CIA b.a.s been the subject of an unprecedented 
volume of publicity centering around the U-2. project. The press in this 
country and abroad has devoted an enormous amount of spac;e to reporting 
and analyzing all aspects of the incident on l May. We are glad that the 
publicity is now diminishing and believe that it will continue to do s.o. 

2. Undesirable as exposure is, we can take comfort from the fact 
that in this country and in other Jfree w·o:r!Ci areas, has been a 
ing recognition of the Agency's efforts and, even more important, an aware-
ness of the continuing need for intelligence activities •. 

3. On the whole .. domestic opinion has been overwhelmingly 
favorable to the Agency. The leaders of Congress have generally praised 
the Asency's role; responsible newspapers have supported the need to 
collect intelligence; and hundreds of private citizens have written directly 
to ei:press their support. There has been some adverse criticism, of 
course, but this has been concentrated on incidental parts .of the operations 
or against policy decisions which did not involve the Agency. 

4. We have achieved two principal things. 'One. the.results o:( . · 
this collection .effort }lave significantly benefited national security. Two, 
we have demonstrated to the world that such an operation can be con.ducted 
in secrecy for four .years. All of the people involved, and this 

. includes l:'epl:'esentatives .of all of the intelligence components in our 
·government, have performed efficiently and securely and. they are to be 
highly praised. · 

S •. ·I am enclosing. a copy of my Statement made in Executive 
Session before· the Senate Foreign Relations Committee. A similar 
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statement was made before the House Foreign Affairs Committee. 
This statement has not been made public and it should not be dis-
closed. It should becl'osely held by you a.nd your immediate staff •. 
There are also enclosed statements by the President, Representative 
Cla:t-ence Cannon and Senator Lyndon B. Johnson. 

6. The official .inquiries are a.bout completed, and it is now 
time to look ahead. The past month has not changed any of the 
priority targets for intelligence collection. The Communists stand 
exposed to the w.orld as obsessed with secrecy, an9. as still motivated · 
by a. hostile attitude toward the United States. It now falls on all of 
us to increase -0ur efforts and to bring all our ingenuity to.bear in 
devising new methods to collect the intelligence which is vital to our 
national security. 

. (signed) 
ALLEN w ·ouLLES 

Attachments: 
1. Statement before Senate Foreign Relations Comm.ittee. 
z. .Excerpts from President's Press. Conference ll May 1960. 
3. Remarks of Representative Cannon before· House; 

10 May 1960; · . 
4. Statement of Senator Lyndon B. Johnson before Seri..ate, 

10 May 1960. 
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STATEMENT BY 
MR. ALLEN W. DULLES 

DIRECTOR OF CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE. 
to the · 

SENATE .FOREIGN RELATIONS COMMITTEE 
ON 31 MAY 1960 · 

The dutyof the Central Intelligence Agency under 
statute and 1,lnder National Security Council directives 
pursuant. to statute, is to provide the President and the 
National Security Council with evaluated intelligence re-
lating to our national security. 

The Agency has no policy or police functions. 

In addition, however, the Agency has the duty, with-
in policylimitations prescribed by the President and 
State Department, to do whatever is within its power. to 

and produce the intelligence required by the pol-
icy makers in government, to deal with the dangers we . 
face in the .world .today, a nuclear world. 

Increasingly over the past ten years, the main target 
_for our -intelligence collection: has been the U.S.S.R., its 
military,· its economic, and its potential. 

The. carrying .out of this task has been rendered ex-
tremely difficult because the Soviet Union is a closed 
society. 

Great areas of the u.s.s.R. are curtained off to the·· 
outside world. Their military preparations are made in_ 
secret. Their· military hardware, ballistic missiles, .·. · 
bombers, n1.lclear. wea·pons, and submarine forces, as far as 
physically possible, are concealed from us •.. · Th.ey have re-· · 
sisted all efforts to realize .mutual inspection or "open 
skies." · · 

- . . . . . 

The or4inary tools of information gathering, under · · 
these circumstances. are· not wholly adequ_ate. These. 

.. n.ary tools includ.e .both the .normal,. overt means of obtain• 
· ing. informatio11, and the classical. covert means ."genel;ally 
referred to as espionage. . · ·· · · 

. . . . . 

lt is ·true that from these. sources and froin the many 
Soviet defectors who have.·· CD.fi\e. over to the Free World and 
from disaftected end disillusioned Soviet nationals, we 
obtain very :valuable info.rmation. 

. ··•. Hau019 via B'fi:MAM · 
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.However, the$e sources and other sources· developed. 
through the application of various scientific techniques, 
while very helpful, did not give us the full intelligence 
protection this country required against the danger of 

.Preparation for surprise attack against us, from bases which 
might remain unknown and by weapons, the strength and power 
of which we might not be able adequately to evaluate. 

Almost equally serious had our lack of knowledge 
of Soviet defense measures against our retaliatory striking 
power. 

Shackled by traditions, we were seeing the power of 
attack grow while the ability to secure the·intelligence 
necessary for defense against attack was slipping, bound 
down part by tradition. . . 

· For example, while Soviet. spy. tra.wlers CC}n lurk a few 
miles off our shores and observe us with impunity, the Sov- . 
iets cr.y "aggression" when a plane, invisible to. the naked 
eye, flies over it some fifteen miles above the .ground.· 

Either, theoretically, could carry a nuclear weapon. 
The trawler could deal a much more serious nuclear blow 
than a light reconnaissance plane. 

But, of course, as we well know, no one would think 
of starting a nuclear war with either an isolated plane or 
ship. 

. . . . 

. . . In this. age. of nuclear peril we, the Central 
gence Agency 1 felt that a new approach was called 
the whole ·field of intelligence collection. 

****** 

Intelli-
for in 

This was the situation, when in 1954, almost six 
years ago,. consultation was initiated on new int.elligence 
collection techniques. we consulted with a group of high-
ly competent technicians in and out of government. . From . 
our discussions there emerged .the concept of a high-flying, 
high performance reconnaissance plane •.. In the then state 
of the art of a·erona\];tics, it was confidently believed that 

· a plane could be designed to f!y unintercepted over the. 
vitally important. closed areas of the Soviet Union, where· 
ballistic, nuclear,· and other milita•ry preparations against 
us were being made. · · · 

·2 
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We also believed,. as 1 result of t_hese consult;ations, 
. that the art· of photograp'b. r be so advanced a_s to · · 
make the resolution of the pictures taken, even at extreme 
altitudes, of very great s .gnificance •. On both counts the 
accomplishments exceeded e:pectations. 

While the development1l work for this project, pur-
suant to high policy direc:ive was in process, there came 
the Summit Conference of J ily 1955. · 

Here, in order to rel !X .the growing tensions resulting· 
from the danger of surpris; attack, the President advanced 
the "open skies" proposal. Moscow summarily rejected any-
thing of this nature, and ;oviet security measures continued 
to be reinforced. 

Accordingly, the U-2 >reject was :r.-ushed forward rapid ... 
ly, and about a year after the 1955 ··summit meeting the first 
operational U-2 flight ove· the Soviet Union took place. · 
For almost four years the '.light program·has been.carried 
forward s.uccessfully. 

Speed in getting the irogram underway had been a top 
priority. We were then fa .:ed, that is in 1955-1956, with 

·a situation where the Sovi:ts were continuing to develop 
their missiles, their heav '·bomber and bomber bases, and·. .· 
their nuclear weapons prod tction without adequate knowledge. ·· · 
on our part.· · · · · 

This was considered t > be an intolet"able · ·. 
intolerable. both from the. riewpoint of adequate military 

·preparation on our part to meet the menace; intolerable· 
from the point of view. of. ieing able. effectively to take 
countermeasures in the eve it of attack. 

. . . . . 

It· was at he: .outset. that this U-Z°project. 
. had its risks· and had a lir i1ted span of life due to im-
. provement of counter measu: ·es;· that a. relatively fragile 

single-engine plane of the nature of theu ... 2 might one day 
have 8 flSme-OUt Or Other I :alfUOCtion in the rarified 
atmosphere in which it had to t.ravel. . If that resulted .in 
a serious. and prolonge<i lo s of altitude, there· was danger 
of failure and discovery. 

To stop any enterpris of this nature because there 
are risks would be, of cou· ·se, in this field· to accomplish 
very little. · 
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While air rec.onnaissance is an old and tried method. 
of gaining intelligence, a peacetime operation of this · 
particular type and on this sea le was. unique. 

But I submit that. we live in an age when old . 
c.ept.s of the limits of "permitted" techniques for acquir-
ing information are totally qutdated. They come from the 
horse and buggy days. · 

1 see no reason whatever to draw an unfavorable dis-
tinction between the collection of information by recon-
naissance at a high altitude in the air and espionage· . 
carried on by individuals who illegally operate directly 
within the territory of another state. 

In fact, the distinction, if one is to be drawn, 
would·favor the former. The illegal espionage agents 
generally attempt to suborn and subvert the citizens. of 
the.countries in which they operate. High level air recon-
naissance in no way·. disturbs· the life of the people. It . 
does not harm their property. _They do not even notice it. 

I.believe .these techniques should be universally 
s.anctioned on a mutual basis and beco:me -an accepted and 
agreed part of our international arrangements. 

The USSR has known a good deal about these flights 
-for the last four years. It has studiously refrained from 
giving the people of the Soviet Union. the knowledge they 
now admit they had. 

********** 
With respect to the u-2 project;·! am prepared to 

support and document these conclusions.: --

. First, that this operation was _one· of the most valu-
able intelligence collection operations that any country 
has ever mounted at any time, and that it was vital to-our 
national 

Second,· that the chair). of command and authority for 
the project was. clear. · . · · , · 

Third, . that every overflight was caJ:efully planned, · 
fully authorized, and, ·until May· l,. 1960, effi=etively . · 
carried out. 
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Fourth, that tr= technical and logistic support was 
prompt and efficient . 

Fifth, that thE security which was maintained for. this 
project over a peric1 of more than five years has been 
unique. 

I shall deal these points in the inverse order in. 
which I have present;d them. 

First - securit'f. The project was run by a small, 
closely knit at headquarters and in the field:. 
Knowledge of the was restricted to a minimum. 
Over more than five years, since the inception of the 
project, there has r;ver been any damaging disclosure to 
interfere with the I rogram. . . . 

. . . . . 

· The existence cf the U-2 aircraft was,. of course, well 
known, though its f1 11 capabilities, particularly the alti-
tude and range were not disclo·sed. It had important weather 
and air sampling ca1abilities which were.effectively used 
and which afforded 1 atural cover for the project. These. 
weather ware open ·and publicized. 

. . . 

For example, far as I know the U-2 is the first 
aircraft that has e'er flown over the eye of a typhoon. 
It was used very effE ctively .out in the Far East to learn 
about typhoons whicl cause so much damage, and we have a 
very extraordinary.ieries of pictures of the U-21ook1ng. 
right down at the of a typhoon from. several miles above 
the top of it. Of 'ourse, the U-2 also had very valuable 
characteristics as reconnaissance plane for peripheral 
£lights. · 

With regard to technical and logistic 
the inception of tht project, CIA has called on the United 
States Air Force fo; support· in the· form of technical ad.- · 
vice and assistance in those fields where the Air.Force has 
the most expert knm ledge. ·These included. adv.ice op air- . 
craft design and pp curement, operational t:rciining·of air . 
crews, weather,. aer< -medicine and communications •. ! may · 
say the Air Force 1 berally gave all this support to us. 

The CIA also d: ew ·on the technica 1 knowledge and · · 
advice of those mem1 ers of the United States Intelligence· 

with particul< r· competence . in the field of intelli-
gence priorities -- and.the like. Each mission 
was carefully planw d With t;o the highest priority 
requirements of the Intelligence Com.11unity •.. · · 
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· The project has been directed by a senior civilian 
in CIA with high competence in this area .of work. He was 
responsible directly to me and, of course, to General 
Cabell. . . · " 

Since the inception of CIA.- going back for ten 
years - personnel from the military services, including 
the Air Force, have been detailed to CIA for tours of 
duty.· We have had as many as 8 or 9 hundred of them at 
one time. These personnel take their orders from GlA,not 
from their parent service, during their period of detail. 
The U-2 project, under its civilian director, drew upon 
both the military and civilian personnel of the Agency. 
They were assigned to duties in headquarters and in the 
field staffs which were responsible for carrying out the 

functions of the program •. They.were chosen in 
view of their particula:r qualifications for this particu-
lar project. · · 

· . Third, every overflight, from the inception of the . 
project, and every phase of it, was carefully planned and 
staffed. · · · . · . 

Frpm time to time intelligence requirements were re-
viewed,' and programs of one or more missions were authorized 
by higher authority. . . · ·· · · · . 

Within the authority thus granted, specific flights.· 
could then be carried out on the order of the Director of 
Central· Intelligence, availability and readiness of air- · 
craft and of pilot and as weather conditions permitted. . · 

On the afternoon of 30 April last,.after carefully 
considering the field report on the waather and other de-

. termining factors affecting the flight then contemplated, 
.and. after consultation with General Cabell and· other quali-
fied advisors in the Agency, and acting wl thin existing·· 
authority to make a flight at that time, I personally gave 
the order to proceeq with. the flight of M.ay first. · . . ' 

There was no laxity or uncertainty in the chain of· 
conunand in obtaining the authority to act or in giving the 
order to proceed. · With respect to. the flight authorized .· .· 
on April 30, the same careful.procedures were followed as · 
had been followed in. the many preceding successful flights. 

Now I wish to discuss the value.to the country of 
these flights from the intellige:rice·v:tewpoint and from the 
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viewpoint of national security c6nsiderati6ns. I 
do this within the limitations of what I think both you · 
and I feel are the necessary restrictions. 

Under the law setting.up·the Central Intelligence 
Agency, as Director, I am enjoined to protect "intelli-
gence sources and methods from unauthorized disclosure." 
:Naturally I.recognize this Committee as an authorized. 
body to whom disclosures can properly be made that should 
not be made publicly; In so I wish to within 
the bounds of what I believe you would agree to be in the 
national interest to disclose, even. here. · · 

I feel that you should share the facts.which I con-
. fidently believe justified the obvious risks of tbis project. 
Such risks were recognized and evaluated at all stages of 
the project.· · · 

For many years,· the. United States Intelligence Com-
munity has been directing its efforts .to provide the infor-

. ma tion which woµld help to meet· the threat ol' surprise 
attack. Every available means in the .classical intelli-
gence field utilized, and recent years these 
have been valuably supplemented by the highly .technical 
electronic a.nd. other scientific means to which I have re-
ferred. 

. ' . . . . .. ; . 

Our main emphasis in the U-2 program has been directed 
against five critical problems affecting our national ·. 
security. These are: the Soviet bomber force, the Soviet-
m:issile program, the Soviet atomic energy program, the Sov-
iet submarine program. These are the major elements con-
stituting the Soviet Union's capability to launch a surprise 
attack.. In a target during this program has 

· .been the Soviet air defense sys tern with which our · retalia-
tory force would have to contend, in case of an a.ttack on. 
us and a counterattack by us. · 

Today, the Soviet bomber force is still the main of-· 
fensive long range striking force of the Soviet Union. 
However, the U-2 program has helped to confirm that only 
a greatly reduced long-range bomberproduction program is 

in the Sov{et Union. It. established 1 how-
ever, that the Soviet Union has recently developed a new 
medium bomber with supersonic·capabilities. 

. . . . . . . . 

The U-2 covered mani Soviet 
bomber airfields, confirming estimates of the location of 
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bases and :he disposition of Soviet. long-range bombers. 
It has als ) acquired data on the nuclear weapons storage 
facilities associated with them. 

Our Clerflights have enabled us to look periodically 
at the act1al ground facilities involved. 

With to the Soviet missile test program --
this I illustrate graphically by showing you the 
photograpl: of these facilities, including both their ICBM 
and their CRBM test launching sites which could, of course, 
also and may well be, operational sites. · 

Our r 1otography has also provided us valuable insight 
into the i::oblem of Soviet doctrine regarding ICBM deploy-
ment. It las taught us much about the use which the Sov-
iets are rr'lking of these sites for the training of troops 
in the ope.:ational use of the short and intermediate range 
ballistic nissiles. 

The i:r:ogram has provided valuable information on the 
Soviet atcnic energy program. This information has been 
included i ci the estimate which we give periodically to the · 
Joint Cornn ittee on Atomic Energy, but without referring to 
the actual source of our data. This has covered the pro-
duction of fissionable materials, weapons development and 
test acth Lties; .and the location, type,. and size of many 
stockpile sites. · 

The 1roject has shown that, despite Mr. Khrushchev's 
boasts th.:: t the Soviets will soon be able to curtail· .the 
productior of fissionable materials for weapons purposes, 
the Soviets are continuing to expand fissionable material 
capacity. · 

The Eoviet nuclear testing grounds have been photo-
graphed me re than once with extremely interesting results •.. 
the has also given us our first firm informa-
tion on tle magnitude and .location.of the USSR's domestic 
uranium o:e and uranium proqessing activities, vital in 

Soviet material production. We· have 
1ocated n< tional and nuclear ·storage sites and.·· 
forward s· orage facilit1es .• · . .. · 

In g• neral, the program has continued to giv·e useful 
da.ta on t7 e size and rate of growth Soviet industry •. 
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he material obtained has been used for the correction 
of mi itary maps and aeronautical charts. 

.. nong the most important intelligence obtaineQ is 
that . ffecting the tactics of· the United States deterrent 
air s rike force. We nowhave hard information about the 
natur , extent, and in many cases, the location of the 
Sovie ground..:.to-air missile development. We have learned 
much bout the basic concept, magnitude, operational effi-
cienc , deployment, and rate of development of the Soviet 
air d fense system, including their early warning radar 
devel pment. · 

e have obtained photographs of many scores of fighter 
air f elds previously inadequately identified, and have 
photo raphed various fighter types vainly attempting to 
inter ept the U-2. All of this has proved invaluable to 
SAC i adjusting its plans to known elements of the oppo-
sitio it would have to face. ' · ... 

.s a result of concrete evidence acquired by the 
U-2 p ogram on a large number of targets in the Soviet. 
Union it.has now been possible for U.S. commanders to mak.e 
a mor efficient and confident allocation of aircraft, 
crews and weapons. . . 

r-2 photography has also made it possible to provide 
new a ,d accurate information to strike crews which will 
make .t easier for them to identify their targets and plan 
their navigation more precisely. 

re have obtained new artd valuable information with 
regar: to submarine deployment and.the prec:i,.se location of 
their submarine pens. 

IL the opinion of our military, of our scientists, and 
of th senior officials responsible for our national secur-
ity, :he results of the program have been invaluable •. 

. . 
'he program has had other elements of value. It has 

made :he Soviets less cocky about their ability to deal 
with rh,at we might bring against them. 

:hey have gone through four .Years of frustration. in . 
havin; the knowledge since 1956 that they co·...ild be· 
with .mpunity, that their vaunted fighters were useles·s · ··· 
again;t such flights, and that their ground-to-air missile 
capab .lity was inadequate. 
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· Khrushchey has never dared· expose t lis to his own 
pt ·It is only after he had boas tee , and we believe 
f< lse.ly, that he had been able to bring 1own the U-2 on 
M<y 1 by a ground-to-air missile while at altitude, 
tl 3t he has allowed his own people to ha re even an inkling 
o: the capability which We p::>ssessed. · 

His frustrated military, many of wr )m know the facts, 
a: .a far less confident today than they c :herwise would 
h1 ve been. 

At. the. same time, in competent miU :ary circles among· 
01 rallies, the evidence of American ca:r,:3.bility demonstrated 
b: the present disclosure of the U-2 fU has given a new 
ar:l better perspective of our own relat]1e strength as com-
p< red with that of the Soviet Union. 

****** 
At this point I propose to show yot some photographs 

tt support my presentation regarding thE intelligence value 
o. the project. 

Now I shall present the facts with regard to the dis-
P< tch of the May l flight and the ensuiI g developments 
i1 sofar as the intelligence aspects are con9erned and inso-
f, r as they are known to us. 

. . . . . . 

As.to the.timing of the.flight, th< re is, of course, 
. n< good time for a failure .. 

I have already.presented the circur stances· under which 
I assumed direct responsibility for disratching this 

. . . . ' . . . . . . . 

If this·· flight· had . been a success; we. would have cov ... 
e: ed certain targets of particular.sign: ficance and .we. · 
wr uld, in the normal course, have wi'she< to analyze its· 
r· before scheduling a further mis, ion. ·When it failed, 
i was obvious even before we 3;."eceived .• nstructions that we 
.w' uld not try· again before studying the cause and effects 
o failure.. In .. either event, success o: failure, . after 
t- is flight we were not·preparing to fl: again for several· 
w eks and until further policy guidance was rec·eived. . .·. 

With respect to the timing of the lights, the 
P esident, in his speech of May25;, had this.to say: "As 
t the timing, the question was really ·. rhether to halt the 
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program and thus forego the gatherin , of important informa-
tion tha.t was essential and. that was likely to be unavail-
able at a later date. The decision ·as that the program 
should not be halted. 

"The plain truth is this: when a nation needs intel-
ligence activity, there is.no time w ,en vigilance can be 
relaxed. Incidentally, from Pearl. H rbor we learned that 
even negotiation itself can be used o conceal prepara-
tions for a surprise attack." 

·· I would point out, also, that i · you turn off all 
flights for months before internatio Lal meetings and then 
for some time after such meetings an l before trips to the 
Soviet. Union of high American offici tls or .trips here of 
Soviet officials; if you also estima :e that in times of 
tension flights should be they might in-
crease the tension, and in times of ;weetness and light 
they should not be run because it wo ild disturb any 
"honeymoon" in our relations with Soviet Union; if, . 
on top of this, you take into accoun: that in much of the 
Soviet Union most days of the year a:-e automatically elimi-
nated because of Weather and cloud C)Ver and low Arctic 
sun, - then you can understand the i;::-oblem of timing of 
flights. · 

. If you asked me whether or not 1 flight would have 
been made after this particular flig1t, I cannot give you 
the answer I do not know. P: the time; we had no 

· .• authority for any mission other thar the one that was then 
· undertaken. 

. With respect to the.flight itself when the aircraft 
did not reach its destination withir the flight time and 
fuel capacity given it, it was p-resLned to be down. But· 
at first we did not know where. It have been·within 
friendly territory, in hostile dese!.t, or in uninha:bit:ed 
:territory or within hostile territory where if alive the 
pilot would have been quickly apprer=nded as was the case. 
We did not know whether the plane we s intact. or destroyed, .· 
the pilot alive or dead. 

I shall deal in a moment with t '.le sta·tements which 
we.re is sued. during this period of ur :erta inty .. 

The question of course arises cs to what actually . 
happened to cause this aircraft to come down deep in.the 
heart of Russia. 
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Le.t me remind you first that the returns are not 
yet all in, and so ourpicture is not complete. However, 
we do have a body_ of evidence that permits 
a reasonable Judgment with a high degree of confidence. 

Our best judgment is that it did not happen as claimed 
by the Soviets. That is, we believe that it wa:;not shot 
down at its operating altitude of around 70,000 ·feet by the 
Russians. We believe that it was initially forced down to 
a much lower altitude by some as yet undetermined mechanical 
malfunction. At that lower altitude, it was a sitting duck 
for Soviet defenses, whether fighter aircraft or ground-to-
air fire or missiles. 

As to what happened at the lower altitude, we are not 
sure. The pilot may have bailed out at any .t.ime or he may 
have landed. The. ai:craft was with a de-
struction device to be activated. by the pilot as he leave.s 
the aircraft. Again we do not know whether or not he at-
tempted to do so. ·It should be noted, however, that no 
massive destruction device capable.of. ensuring complete 

.destruction could be carried in this aircraft as weight 
limitations were critical, and every pound counted. . 

. Thus, whether or not the destruction device was used, 
one might expect sizeable and identifiable parts of the 
aircraft and its equipment to remain. 

As to the nature and cause of the suspected malfunction, 
we are not prepared to pass judgment. · But let me remind 

•you that this aircraft and this pilot had proven their high· 
degree of reliability'in many technica_lly s;imilar ·flights, 
inside and. outside friendly territory. ·when op:erating as · 

· in this case, about 1200 miles· within unfriendly, he&.ly-
defended territory, there can be no cushion against mal-
function. . · · · 

. · There has been much comment and questioning with re-
gard· to the pilot and.his behavior after apprehension. Of· 
course, we only have theSoviets 1 report on all of this, 
and we. should accept it with caution. 

. . 
All of the pilots engaged in· this ent·erprise were· rnost 

carefully· selected. ·They were highly traineQ, highly moti-i 
vated, and, as seemed .·right, well compensated financially. 
But no one in his right mind would. have accepted these .. · . 
risks for money alone.. · 
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. Sii:ce. operational.pliaseof.the program started, 
the rel1ab1l1ty record of the plane, for a craft of this · 
character, was little short of phenomenal. It was a 
tribute to the high skill of the designer, the maintenance 
crews, and the pilots. Until the May first flight, over · 
about a 4-year period of operations, no plane had been· 
lost over unfriendly territory in the course of many, many 
missions •. Several were lost during the training period. at 
home.and in friendly territory abroad.. · · 

Francis Gary Powers, the p;ilot on the Mayl flight, is 
a fourth generation American citizen, born in Jenkins, 
Kentucky 7 about 31 years ago.· He received a BA degree from 
Milligan College, Tennessee, in September- 1950. · Scholas-
tically he was high average. Be joined the Air Force in the 
fall of 1950, as .a private •nd served in an enlisted status 
until November 1951, When. he was discharged as a Corpol'.'al .· 
in order to ehter the Aviation Cadet School to train as a 
pilot .. He attended the Air Force Basic and Advance Pilot 
Training School at Greenville,.Mississippi. Upon completion 
of this training.in December .1952, .he was commissioned as a 
Second Lieutenant. 

His first duty assignment was as an F-84 Commando Jet 
Pilot with the 468th Strai;egic.Fighter Squadron at Turner 
Air· Force Base, Georgia. . He resigned his Air Force Reserve · 
Commission under honorable conditions in May 1956. The .. 
reason for such resignation was to join the project; we are 
·discussing. · · · · · · · · 

His record with the Air Force had been uniformly 
. He was given a special security screening by the Air Force 

and also a supplemental check by the security of.fice of 
the CIA. . 

During his Air Force career, he with 
respect to _his behavior and conduct in event of capture, 
and after entering the employ of the· Agency, he took the 
Agency's escape and evasion course at.our training.station 
here in the United States in .June of 1956. ·He had subse-. 
quent training in escape and evasion after his assignment.· 
to his overseas post in August 1956. 

. ' .. . . . . . 

.·An Air Force. Major Flight Surgeon, assigned to CIA who 
worked with the U-2 pilots during tbeir training in the 
United States and continuously during tbeir stay overseas, 
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had this to say in regard to Francis Powers, · " ••• During 
the period of my assignment as Flight Surgeon at Adana, 
I not infrequently shared a room with Mr. Powers and par-
ticipated in social, flying, and mission duties with him. 
In my opinion Mr. Powers was outstanding among the pilots 
for his calmness under pressure, his precision, and his 
methodical approach to problems. I have flown consider-
ably in jets with Mr. Powers. I would consider him tem-
perate, devoted, perhaps more than unusually patriotic, 
and a.man given to. thinking.before ·speaking or acting." 

. . 

.It should be remembered that Powers was a pilot, 
navigator, a well-rounded aviator trained to handle him-
self under .all conditions, in the air or if grounded ·in 
hostile territory. He was not :trained.as an "agent" as 
there were no foreseeable circumstances, even the present 
ones, where he would act as such. Furthermore, ·such train-
ing would have been incompatible both temperamentally and 
with the strenuous technical·dernands of his flight mission. 

The pilots of these aircraft on operational missions, 
and this was true in the case of Powers, received the 
lowing instructions for use if downed.in a hostile area: 

First; it was·their duty to ensure the destruction 
of the aircraft and its to the greatest extent 
possible. 

Second,· on reaching the ground.it was the.pilot's 
first duty to attempt escape and evasion so as to avoid 
capture, or delayit as longas possible. ·To aid him.in 
these purposes and fqr survival he was given the. various 
items of equipment wh;lch the Soviets have publicized and· 
which are normal and standard procedure,· selected on the 
basis of wide experience gained in World War II.and.in 
Korea. · 

. . . . 

Third, pilots were equipped with a'device for self 
.destruction but were not given.positive instructions to 
make use of it. · In the last analysis, this ultimate de.;. 
cisionhas t::o be left· to the individual himself. 

. . . . . . . . 

·Fourth, in the contingency of capture, pilots were 
instructed todelay as long as possible the 
damaging information. 

Fifth, pilots were 1nstructed .to tell the. truth if 
faced with a situation, as apparently faced Powers, with 
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re.spect to those matters which were obviously within the 
knowledge of his captors as a result of what fell into 
their hands. In addition, if in a position where some 
attribution had to.be given his mission, he would acknowl-
edge that h7 was working for the Central· Intelligence . 
Agency •. This was to make it clear that he was not working 
for any branch of the armed services, and that his mission 
was solely an intelligence missiori. 

These instructions were based on a careful study of 
our experience in the Korean war.of the consequences of 
brainwashing and of the extent of information which could 
be obtained by these and other means available to the 
Soviets. 

Whether or not in this instance the pilot complied 
with all of these instructions, it is hard to state today . 
with the knowledge we have. However, a careful revie_w of 
what he has said does not indicate that he has given_to 
the Soviets any yaluable information which they could not 
have discovered from the equipment they.found upon the 
pilot's person or .. retrieved from the downed aircraft. . 

I would warn, of course, against putting too much 
belief in what Powers may say, particularly if he is later 
put on trial. By that time they will have had a more tho-
rough opportunity for a complete brain-washing operation 
which might well produce a mixture of truth and fiction. 

I will now deal with the i•cover story" statements 
. which were ·issued following May 1. · 

When a plane is overdue and the. fact of its takeoff · 
: and failure to return is· known, ·some statement must be · 
made, and quickly. Failure to do so,- and, under normal 
conditions, to start a. ·search for the lost plane, would 
in itself be a suspicious event. 

Thus, when the U-2 disappeared on May first and did 
· not return to its base within: the requii:lite time period 
after its takeoff, action was required. · 

For many years, in fact since the of .the 
operation, consideration has give11 to the cover story 
·which would be used in the case of the disappearance of a 
plane which might possibly be 0 over unfriendly territory. 
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. Becaus·e of its special characteristics t the .. U-2 
. plane was .of great interest to the U.S. weather services 

and to. the National Advisory Com:nittee for Aeronautics, 
the. predecessor of NASA. NASA was very. i!'lµch concerned 
with the scientific advances whtch .. <?£ 
U-2s.could make towards greater knowledge of· the upper 
atmosphere and for other scientific purposes. As al-· 
ready indicated, U-2s have now undertaken many weather 
and related missions and their· functions in this respect 
have been publicized by NASA, and this publicity has·been 
distributed freely to the world. · · . 

It was therefore natural that NASA's operations be 
used to explain the presence.of U-2s.at various bases 
throughout the world, although NASA did not participate 
in the of intelligence devices, nor did they 
partic;pate in the planning and conduct of any int.elli-
gence missions. · 

. · Accordingly, when the May first flight was. lost, an 
initial statement was issued on May 2nd by the Base Ccim-. 

. mander at Adana that a U-2 aircraft, engaged in upper air 
studies and operating from the ·base was down, and oxygen 
difficulties had. been reported. This was identified in 
the pr. ess as a NASA plane. A search for the plane was 
initiated in the remote areas of eastern Turkey. · 

.On May 5, early in the d;;iy by our time, Khrushchev . 
made his claim that "an AJ:nerican aircraft crossed our fron-
tier and continued its flight into the interior of our · · 
country ••• and •••. was shot down." At that ·time, Khrushchev 
gave no further·details of.significance. 

. . 

_Apparently as an attempt at deception,·Khrushchev 
followed up his speech thenext day by distributing photo-
graphs of· a pile of junk--according to experts, pieces of 
an old fighter plane- ... possibly for the purp?seof 
making us think that the U-2 plane had been effectively · . 
destroyed. Sin.ce the fake wreckage was quickly 'identified· 
for what it was, . thi's particular ruse had ·no effect. 

The. NASA statement which followed the Khrushchev speech· 
of May 5 developed somewhat further the original cover·" story. 
Also on May 5, the Department of. State issued a further re-
lea,se which general.ly foll.owed· the cover story. ·. Dillon 
has covered this in his testimony before .. this Com.'llittee on· 
May 27. . 
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. At this time.--on 5-6 May--we still did not know whether 
the pl-:tne or any recognizable parts of.it or·the pilot.were· 
in Soviet hands,· or whether the pilot wa.s dead or alive. 
Furthermore, then we did not know whether Khrushchev desired 
to blow up the incident as he later did, .or put it under the 
rug and spare his people the knowledge that we had been over-
flying them. . 

Hence, in this situation, there seemed no reason at that 
ti,me to depart from.the original cover story. 

These two press releases attributed to NASA ware worked 
out in consultation between CIA and NASA and after conferring 
with the Depar_tment of State. · 

. These statements did not come out of any lack of fore- . 
thought or attention to their preparation or lack of coordi-
nation ... The basic cover story had been developed some.years. 
ago for the exigency of a failure, .and t;his original cover 
story was on May 5 modified to meet our then estimate of what 
was. best to say in the light of what little we knew about the 
details of the May 1 flight failure.. . . 

Subseqpently, on May 7, adduced evidence' that 
he had the pilot alive, and quoted his purported statements. 
He also produced certain of the contents of the plane and later 
various parts -of the plane itself. ·This clearly disclosed the. 
true nature of the mission on which the plane was engaged. 

The cover story was outflanked. 

The issue then· was whether to admit the incident but 
deny high level responsibility, or to take the CO\lrse that 
was decided upon and clearly expressed in Secretary Herter'.s 
statement of May 9 and in the President's stat;ement of May 11, 
and his addres_s .of May 25. 

In Mr. Herter•s appearance before this Committee, he has 
dealt with the. -statements which were i$sued during the period · 
afte-r May 6, except for the two statements involving NASA . 
. which I .have. covered. 

I would only add that in my opinion, in the ·light of all 
the factors involved, the decision taken to assume responsi-
bility in this particular case was the correct one •. Denial, 
. in my opinion, : over .. the . long run wou;l.d have be.en tortuous · and 
self-defeating. . . 

17 
.SE d RE'!' 
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S E C R E 'f 

Those who took this decision knew that I was rea y to assume the full measure of responsibility and to c ver 
the project as a technical intelligence operation car ied 
out on my own responsibility as.Director of CIA. Thi al ... 
ternative, too, was rejected because of the many elem nts 

·making it hardly credible over the longer run. 

18 
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PRESIDENT EISENHOWER'S PRESS CONFERENCE ON .U-2 INCIDENT 
ll May 1960 

Pres: 1ent Eisenhower:· Good morning. Please. sit down. 
I have ma< e some notes from which I want .to talk to you 
about U-2 incident. 

A fu: 1 statement about this matter has been made by 
.the State Department and there have been several states-
manlike rt narks by leaders of both parties. 

. For r y part, l supplement what the Secretary of State 
has had tc say with the following four main points. After 
that l·sh< 11 have nothing further:to say--for the simple 
reason I ( an think of nothing to add that might be useful 
at this · 

The : irst point is this:. The need for int;elligence-
gathering activities. No one wants another Pearl Harbor. 
This mean. that. we must have knowledge of military forces 

.and prepa:ations around the world, especiall.y those capable 
of massivi ·surprise attack. 

Seer( cy in the Soviet Union makes this essential. In 
most of t!e world no large-scale attack could be prepared 
in secret but in the Soviet Union there is a. fetish of 
secrecy a1 d concealment·.. This is a major cause of inter-
national · ension and uneasiness tQday. Our deterrent must 
never be ·laced in jeopardy. The safety of the whole free 
world dem,nds this. · · 

As t .. e Secretary of pointed out in his recent 
·statement ever since the.beginning ofmy Administration I 
have·issu d. directives to gather, in every.feasible way, 
the inforr .ation required to protect the United States and 
the free · ·orld against. surprise attack and to. enable. them 
to make e fective preparations for defense •. 

Mys cond point: .The nature of intelligence-gathering 
activitie . 

Thes have a special· and secret character. · They are, . 
. so. to spe k, "below the surfa·ce" activities .. They· are 
secret be ;;iuse they must circumvent: meaErures designed by· 
other cou .. tries to prote.ct secrecy of military prepa;ations. 

11111·1·11 ............. , .... ff .......... llillllilillllllll'llll .. 
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They are divorced from the regular visible agencies 
of government which stay clear of operational involvement· 
in specific detailed activities. 

These elements operate under broad directives to 
seek and gather intelligence short of .the use of force-
with operations supervised by responsible officials within 
this area of secret activities. · · 

We do not use our Army, Navy or Air Force for this 
purpose, first to avoid any possibility of the use of 
force in connection with these activities, and second, 
because our military forces, for obvious reasons, cannot 
be given latitude under broad directives, but must be kept 
under control in every detail. · 

These activities have their own rules.and methods of 
concealment which.seek to mislead and obscure--just as in 
the Soviet allegations there are many discrepancies. For 
example, there is some reason to believe that the plane in 
question was not shot down at high altitude. The normal 
agencies of our Government are unaware of these specific 
activities or of the special efforts to conceal them. 

Third point: How should we view all of this activity? 

·It is· a distasteful but vital necessity •. We prefer and 
work for a different kind·of world--and a different way of 
o}?taining the information essential to confidence and effect-
ive deterrents. Open societies, in the .day of .present weapons, 
are the only answer. 

This was the reason for. my 11 open skies'' proposal in· 1955, 
which I was ready instantly to put into effect--to permit 

· aerial observation over the United States and the Soviet 
Union which would assure that no surprise attack was being 
prepared against anyone •. I shall bring up the 11open skies" 
proposal again at Paris--since it is a means of ending con-
cealment and suspicion. · 

My final point is that we·must not be distracted from 
the real issues of the day by what.is an incident 
in the world situation today.· 

· This incident has been given great propaganda exploita-
tion. The emphasis given to a flight of ·an unarmed, non,.. 
military plane can only reflect a fetish of secrecy. 
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The real issues are the ones we will be working 
on at the Sum:nit--disarmament, search for·solutions 
affecting·Germany and Berlin and.the whole ra11ge of 
East"'!'West relations, including the reduction of secrecy 
and suspicion. 

Frankly, I am hopeful that we may make progress on 
these great issues. This is what we mean when we speak 
of "working for peace." 

And as I remind you, I will have nothing further 
to say about this matter. 

' . 
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. REMARKS OF CONGRESSMAN CLARENCE A CANNON (MISSOURI), 
CONCERNING U-2 INCIDENT, BEFORE U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

10 May 1960 

MR. CANNON. Mr. Chairman, on May 1 the Soviet Government 
captured, 1,300 miles inside the boundaries of the Russian 
Empire, an American plane, operated by an American pilot, 
under the direction and control of the Central Intelligence 
Agency, and is now holding both the plane and the pilot. 

The plane was on an espionage !llission authorized and 
supported by money provided under an appropriation recom..'llended 
by the House Committee on Appropriations and passed by the 
Congress· . 

. ·. . Al.though the Members of the House have not generally 
been informed on the subject, the mission was one of .a series 
and part of an program the 
in charge of the appropriation was familiar, and of which it 
had been fully apprised during this and previous·sessions • 

. . The appropriation and the activity had. been approved and 
·recommended by the Bureau of the Budget· and, like all mili-
tary expenditures and operations, was under the aegis of· the 

·commander in Chief of .the Armed Forces of the United Sta:tes, 
for whom all members of the subcom:nittee have the.highest 
regard and in whose.military ,capacity they have the utmost 
confidence. ·. · 

The question immediately.arises as to the.authority of 
the s.ubcommittee. to an appropriation f<;>r .such pur-
poses, and especially the failure of the subcommittee to . 
divulge to.the House and the country the justifications war-
ranting the expenditure and. all details connected with. the · 
item at the time it was under consideration on the floor. . ' . . . . . 

. . ·.. . . 

· The answer of the. subcommittee is absolute, and unavoid-
. •able military necessity, fundamental national defense. 

: . . . . 

During the Second World War the· United. States succeeded ·· .. 
in breaking the Japanese naval code. Through this incred- · 
ible good fortune the U.S •. com.ila.nders were able to read 
every order transmitted.from Tokyo and all inter-fleet·com-

. rnunications. This advance· and intimate information had . 
much to do in preparing the way' and increasing the ef£ective-
ness of our great victory in.the Battle of Midway which broke 

.....• ·. 
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the power of Japan in the Pacific. But some incautious 
member of a congressional committee or its staff .leaked 
the information to· a reporter, and 30 minutes after the· 
next edition of..}lis newspaper hit the street Japan changed 
her naval code and all further advantage was lost. . 

. · This appropriation, and its purpose, is· Justified by 
honored·. and established This in-
cluding the same personnel with the exception of two mem- . 
bers who have since died, was the same committee which for 
something like 3 years provided in the annual appropriation 
bills a sum which finally totaled more than $2 billion for 

. the original atomic Session after session the-money . 
was provided, and the subcommittee visited Oak Ridge where 
the work was in progress. without any Member of· the House 
with the exception of the Speaker of the House being aware 
of this tremendous project or the expenditure of the money. 
According to the testimony of all military authorities that 
bomb ended the war and saved the lives of not less than half 
a million men who would.have had.to be sacrificed in the 
conquest of Japan. No one. has ever said that the sub.commit-

was not justified in expending an amount that eventual-
ly aggregated more than the assessed valuation of some of · 

. the States. of the Union for that purpose.. · . . . 
. . . 

Espionage has been throughout recorded history an 
integral part of warfare. · Before occupying the Promised 
Land Moses "by the commandment of the Lor<i11 sent out from 
the wilderness of Paran 10 men under the direction of Joshua 

. ·to spy out the land.. 
And no nation in the his.tory of the world has prac-

ticed espionage more assiduously than Russia.. The United 
States and ev7ry.other allif!!d nation today literally swarms 
with them. Within the last few weeks we sent to the Federal 
Penitentiary at Atlanta a Russian spy convicted at :Federal 
Court who was regularly transmitting information directly to 
Moscow every .night. Their spies stole from us the secret 
the atomic .bomb. Every Russian Embassy and Consulate has · 
today time.and again the.number required for routine diplo-. 
matic and consular service. When we were at Oak Ridge· we 
were told ·there were so many Russian spies th.ere that only 
by a policy of strictest compartmentalism were.they able to 
maintain th.e. integri.ty of· their work. · .· · . 

· · The need for in this instance was l 
. and compelling. At the· close of the world war in which we 
· · had saved Russia from complete subjugation we· were surprised 

to learn that While all other nations were disarming <:ind · · 

2 
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returning to a peacetime status as rapidly as possible, 
Russia was feverishly driving her factories·and continuing 
to increase her armament at top speed. Simultaneously 
they announced communism and free enterprise could not 
live in the same world. · 

Every effort has been made by American administrations 
to reestablish conditions under i;.-hich we could discontinue 

·excessive expenditures for armament and divert these vast 
sums to business and humanitarian purpqses. But each year 
Russia has become more arrogant and threatening and more demanding. · ·. 

Under our American ideals and. system of governro.ent, a 
declaration of war against any nation, however provocative, 
is unt}\ink.able. ·Our military authorities have no choice 
but to give any.enemy the advantage of' first attack and•then 
depend on massive retaliation for.defense. ·The Communists 
have taken every advantage of this situation. · 

In modern warfare surprise is a tremendous advantage 
Less than a week before the Communist attack on Korea a 
congressional committee from this .House returning from Seoul· 
reported that permanent peace had been established and the· 
land was to. prosperity. There was no of 
war; not the slightest cloud appeared on the horizon •. The 
sudden rush of a vast army of well armed, well trained, and 
well munitioned communists across the border made it neces• · 
sary for us to throw precipitately into battle raw and un-
trained troops.who w-ere wholly unable to protect themselves 
or hold their positions. And· there followed one of· the . · 
most disastrous periods in the_ history of Americ.an .arms.· 

During the hearings on this appropriat;Lon for the.last 
2 or 3 years, I have each year asked the CIA representative 
before the Commit·tee, 1·1How could the. enemy .mobilize an army 
of such size and accumulate hundreds of tons of supplies and 
munitions and the transportation facilities rtecessary for. · 
its movement without our learning that such. an at.tack was in 
prospect?"· . . · 
. And each year we have admonished the. Authority, the CIA, 
that it must meet· future situations of this .. character with 
effective measures. We toldthem:, "This must not happen 
again, and it is up to .you to se.a that it doe.s not happen 
again"; that the American forces must be apprised of any 
future preparation of attack .in time. to meet it. And the 
plan they were fo.llowing when this plane was taken is their 
answer to that demand. · 

3 
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I want to take advantage of the opportrinity to · 
·complJ.ment and thank Director Allen w. Dulles and his re-
markable corps for the admirable way in which they have 
met the situation through these later years. 

. They are entitled to the highest commendation by the 
Department, the Congress,. and· the American people. . 

We cannot permit another Korea. We cannot take the 
risk of carnage and riational.devastationwhichmight i.nvolve 
every American city. We cannot take the risk of the conse-
quences which would follow a similar attack from across the 
Russian borders. And since the Russians refuse to cooperate· 
in our efforts to establish perinanent peace-•refuse to . 
agree to ethical standards of warfare--we have no choice but 
to protect.our nation and our people through.the age-old 

of defense· so long in use· by the Communists ·them-
selves, lest we wake tomorrow, or do not wake tomorrow, as 
a result of our failure to know in time what they are plan-
ning against .us.· 

The world has been appalled by the vicious vindictive-
ness of Khrushchev's denunciation. He yesterday character- . 
ized the policy of the United ·states a.s stupid and blundering. 
His fury is incited by the fact that it is neither stupid or . 

. blundering. On the contrary it has been infinitely success-
ful and effective. · · 

When we have answe.red his threats--and he has been very 
free with thep:i on all occasions, even when he was here as our 
guest .in .our own country. When we have answered his threats · 
by basing our Strategic Air Command in a· position to defend 
ourselves and our allies, he h.as ·boasted that he could stop 
them at. the border.· That is why we are now so earnestly de-
veloping our submarines so that if he ever is able to_ neu- .· 
tralize our Strategic AirCoinmand then we.will have to take 
its place a fleet of nuclear-driven missile-firing submarines 
that will be just .as effective a halter upon him as SAC is 

·today. · · 

His discovery that since 1956, .·for 4 years, CIA has. 
been sending planes across.his border--is the occasion for 
this outburst. <It completely disproveshis·vaunted.ability 
to stop SAC at the border. 

. . . .. 

The only· reason he was able to apprehend. this. plane. 
or 'its pilot was that it developed some unforeseen and un- .· 
avoidable mechanical ·or physiological defect, the . first .in 

4 
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·four years. He was unable to hit it or to ovartake it 
at its cruising height of 70,000 feet. So in order to 
leave the impression that he captured this plane he dis-

. tributed a picture of a pile of rubbish which those who· 
know the plane recognized as.absolutely spurious. The 
plane and the pilot were evidently taken comparatively 
uninjured. That completely destroys his claims.of in-

against American attack. So he as usual 
resorts to subterfuge. 

5 
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STATEMENT OF SENATOR LYNDON B. JOHNSON 
BEFORE THE SENATE 

10 May 1960 

MR. JOHNSON of Texas: President, this is certainly 
a time in people everywhere-- must keep 
their heads. We cannot afford hysteria, panic, or hasty 
and ill-advised action. 

. There are many unanswered questions about the incident 
of the American plane that was shot down over the Soviet 
Union. There are serious questions which will have to be 

· considered very carefully by Congress and by the American 
people. . ·. . . 

But it. is doubtful whether the answers will be forth-
coming immediately •. There are too many facts which are not 
available and which will be available only when the Soviets· 
permit a cool and realistic appraisal of what happened in 
their airspace. · ' · . . · 

· · Furthermore, it is always cliff icult to come to ob]ect- · 
ive conclusions in an atmosphere of sanctimonious statements 

·and threats against other nations. It is ridiculous for 
Nikita Khrushchev to profess such shocked surprise over 

·efforts to gather information. · . ·. 

When Mr. Khrushchev visited this country last.year, I 
do not think he impressed any of us as being a man who .is 
naive. By that, I mean naive about· what his own country has 

· beet:i .doing for many, many years. 

The. incident,· of course, will be assessed with· great · 
care all of its implications will be explored carefully. 
But meanwhile, we cannot lose sight of the·. overriding t"eal-
ity which confronts us immediately. 

It is whether this. incident will become an exc.use . and 
.· an alibi for sabotaging the Surrim.it Conference. · 

Within· a · ve:ty few days,· our country . is g'oing to enter 
negotiations with the Soviet Union in an effort:. t.o relax · 
the very tensions that have brought about.this kind of an 
incident. It is difficult to imagine· those negotiations ·. 
as having much success if they are to be conducted.in this 

·. kind of a.n atmosphere .. 
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If Nikita Khrushchev is going to spend his time 
taunting the United States over what he considers the 
blunders it has,made and threatening other countries on 
the basis of facts which have not been clearly estab-
lished1 there will be 1ittle time to talk about the real· 
problems which divide the world •. 

cannot be traced back to the fact that 
nations seek to extract information from each other. Es-

. pionage ·and intelligence gathering are not something that 
cause the cold war. They are merely byproducts of the 
cold war--something that follows logically when nations 
cannot trust each other. 

Whatever may be his motivations, it is obvious that 
Nikita .I(h.rushchev has handled this incident in such a way 
as to draw attention away from the real problems. We must 
get back to.those problems--of people, of armaments, of 
respect.for the integrity of smaller nations--if the Sum-
mit·Conference has any meaning. 

If blunders have been made, the American people can . 
be certain that Congress will go into.them thoroughly. But 
this is something that should be done objectively_and not 
merely as a panicky reaction to Soviet charges. . · 

And I think that one point should be crystal clear. 
Nikita Khrushchev cannot use this incident .in such a way 

·. as to divide the American people and to weaken OUJ:'. national· 
str.ength. The American people· are united in .a determina-
tion. to preserve our freedoms arid we are not goiri.g to be 
shaken from that course, or we are not going to be divided 
in this critical hour. · · 

*****1rlc**** .. 
MR. DIRKSEN: The.Senator from Texas has made a forth-

right statement; .and I concur in it. This is not a time· for 
. us to retreat or walk backward; and I, for .one, absolutely . 

refuse to do so. To be sure, there is nothing that we need 
conceal particularly •. Certainly, ever. since civilization 
began, there have. been intelligence activities. and espionage 
of a kind; and in proportion as civilization has.become more 
complex, obvim,1sly the intelligence activities have . 
me>re · . · · . . ·.. . ·. ··.. . ·· · · . .· 

During World War I, ·we set up the Office of Strategic 
Services. I had opportunities to examine. >their installations 
in many parts .of .the world;.. s'o, Mr •. · p·resident, as the ma'"'. . 
jority leader· has well put it, we would indeed be nab{e if we 
did not view this matter. objectively and. realisti9ally_; and 
we so stated yesterday.when was discussed.on the 
floor of the Senate 

... 
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RS:S MM-0 203 

August 12, 1960 

WRITTEN.AND ORAL CO.MMUNICATIONS BETWEEN. 
. THE USSR, AND OTHER GOVERNMENTS IN 

CONNECTION WITH THE U--2 INCIDENT 

·On Uay 3, 1960 the US Air Force in Turlcey reported that a 

U-2 weather plane from the.US air base at Adana,. Turkey, was 

missing. · Addressing the Supreme Soviet. on l\f.:.ay 5,. Khr11shchev 

. asserted that an American plane had been shot down over the USSR, .· 
. . . . . . . . , 

but qave no details of the locale,. circumstances, or fate-of, the pilot •.. 
. . . 

Iri Washington, on the same .day, a. brief State Department press 

release reported that a weather. plane. belonqjrlq to· the National 

· Aeronautics. and Space Administration (NASA) was missing. NASA 

9n May 5 also iss1;1.ed a press release,_ a lengthy announcement 
. . .·. ··. . 

giving the route of the "weather planen in Turkey and statin<;t that 

· pilot had reported oxygen ditficuiues •. On Way 6 a US tb 
. . 

- the USSR asked for information on the plane and its pilot. This note 

, was the first of i series of official communications, both written 
; .... 

·and oral, between the US, the USSR, and other govern.;. 

ments in connection with the U-2 incident. · 

- This pa,per presents, in chronological order 1 the texts of all 

such communications. Press and other U.nilateral state• 
. . . - . , . 

ments are not qeneraUy included unless of particular significance. 

For comrenient referen<;!e, this paper is also broken· down on a 
.· . . . 

country-.by-country basis. An unclassified addendum presents 
the tefxts of Department of State press and radio relating 

to this subject. . . 

,. ......... , .. --.-- ---·-· .. ·-··-·-

.SECRE':r/NOFORN . 
Randle 
. Contrnl-S1stem . · · 
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SECRE:l'i'/NOFORN. . .. -.-

..; 2 -

I •. USSR 

May 6 US no1 to Khrushchev's May. 5 Supreme Soviet 
. . ' 

Statem mt and US May 3 announcement on missing air-

craft a id asks information on plane and.pilot. 
No. I) 

. . . . . 

:M:ay 7 Khrusr :hev, addressihg Supreme Soviet again, announced 

that'.U- 2 pilot was alive and had confessed. the plane 1.s 

recom: lissance mission. ·· (Text not included)· 

May ·9 · Sovtet )efense Minister MalinovSky warns tilat in 

event cf future fligbt:>the USSR would retaliate ag(iinst 

countr es from whose bases they took off. (Excerpt, 

docum mt No. 2) 

May 10 US not ; request permission for Embassy officer to · 
. . . . . 

interv: 3W · U -2 pilot. · (DOcument No. 3) 1 

:Wiay .10 Soviet lOte protests U fliqht, warns of · 

''retatatory measures 11 .ii similar acts ·repeated. 
(Docur ient No • 4) · 

·May 12 

May 13 

. . . . . 

US not · in reply to Soviet May 10 denies flight for 

intelli1 ·ence purposes had ·a9gress1ve intent. (Document .· 

No. 5) 

Vershi 1in letter. (dated May l2)to General White (USAF). 
11postp mes 11 former's scheduled visit to US. until 11a more 

suitab- a time." (Document No. 6) 

' 1. ' 1F:lirffief. totr regarding pilot ihe us.. . • . . 
.aide memoirf of July 11, the .us.note of July 30, and the Soviet 
note of Ao.qus; 4) were published in the Department's.Press· 
release No. L 33 of Aug'Ust 6. ' ' ' 
· . . ascusT /NoFoRN . Handle via BYEMAN . 

Control System 
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May 16 

. SSORET/NOFORN . 

- 3 -

Soviet note dencu..nces US 11policy of aggression .and 

provocation:; and war11s that not only willfuture 

ing aircraft be shot down but bases from.which they.come. 

will be struck against. (Document No. 7) •. 

II. PAKI§TAN 
I . 

Pakistan - USSR 

May 13 Soviet note. to Pakistan .charges that U -2 took off from 

Peshawar airport in Pakistan1 refers to the •;dangerous . 

. policyn Of allowing foreign armed forces to use Pakistani 
. . . . . . . 

territory and warns that repetition would necessitate 
11retaliatory measures. 11 (Document No. 8) . 

·May 24 Pakistani. note to the USSR denies participation in . . . 

Of :flight,. notes. US assurance tha,t no such 

incident would be allowed to ta,ke in the future, 
. . . . 

and refers to Soviet violations of Pakistani 

(DOc;:ument No. 9) · · 
. . 

iune 22 Soviet note to Pakistan rejects claim that GOP unawat'e 
' . . . 

of intetition. of flight from Peshawar, rejects 11grounti-

less11 claim that Soviet violated Pakistani airspace/ rejects .. 

·statement about US assurance with to 11mendaeious'1 
· 

assertions by US in. connection with U -2, and. states 
that will hit bases in event of.future flights. ·.(Docu-

No •. 10) 

SBCRETfNOFORN . . . . . 

·. .·· Handle via BYEMAN 
· · ·.Control System·. . . 
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B. Pakistan us 
·May14 Pakistani aitj.e memoire to US states that if plane .which 

had taken off from Peshawar had been diverted to USSR, 

Pakistan would have cause for :.bitter complaint.·· 

(Document No. 11) 

May 19 Pakistani note to US states that May 14 

might be considered a complaint from GOP. (Document 

No. 12) 

May 22 US note to Pakistan gives requested assurance. (JJocument 

No. 13) 

C. Pakistan - Afghanistan 

May 16 Afghan note to Pakistan protests the use of a Pakistani 

airfield for a flight violating Afghan airspace, and states 

that RGA awaiting elucidations and assurance that no 

such violations would be allowed in the future. (Document 

June 4 

No. 14) 

Pakistani note to Afghanistan denies allegation that flight 

originated from PeshawQ.r with the cooperation of the· 

GOP, and that if flight did take place it was without the 

knowledge of the GOP. The note recalls the GOP note 

of November 10, 1959, protesting to Afghan Government 

·about frequent and repeated_ violations of Pakistani 

airspace. (Document No. 15) . 

SECRET/NOFO RN 
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Afqhan note to Pakistan states that Pakistan's reply was 

tmsatisfactory and deviated fromthe facts, that · 

to give assurance for the future was. evidence· of ill Will 

of GOP and that earlier protest once more confirmed •. 
(Excerpt, DJcument No· •. 16) . · 

· m. TURKE,¥ 

A. rurke;z . - USSR 

· Ma: 13 Soviet .note to Turkey- notes that plane had been permanently· 

based 1n Turkey, and warns cf retaliatory measures 1n 

the event of repetition. (Document No • 17) 

26 Turkish note to. the USSR states that Turkish airspace 

riot used for the overflight and that Turkey was responsible 
only for its own airspace, reaffirmed Turkey's right· 

as a sovereign state to. put. its air. bases. at the disposal 

of its allies fox- purely defensive purposes 1 and n·otes 

that there had been complaints of Soviet overfliqhts in 

Turkey. ·(Document No·. 18) 

IV. NORWAY 

A. ... USSR 

Ma: 13 Soviet npte to Norway states that Norway's earlier · · 

assurance that under Norwegian rules allied plane.s were 
. . 

not allowed to fly across Norway east of 24 degrees lati-
. -

tude Norway was an accessory to the US overflight, 

.. BBCRET/NOFORN 
Handle. via· BYEMAN 
Control . System . · . 
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· , : .-: ariq warns of possible if such :flights 

continue. (Document No. 19) 

May 27 Norwegian note to the USSR states that no Norwegian 

authority cooperated with the flight, denies that 

Norwegian territory was at the disposal of the US Air 

Force for overflights. (Document No. 20) · 

B. Norway - US .:-;. 
"t° .. ·t: 

· Yiayl3 

.. 

Norwegian pour memoire. to US protests that permission 

to land U-2 at Bodoe bad not been requested and that 

landing of U --2 at Bodoe would have been against principles 

·followed by Norwegian authorities .in granting permission 

for landing foreign reco:n.?J.ais::;ance planes, and asks US 

to . take steps to prevent similar. incidents in the future.· .· 

(Dqcument No. · 21) 

May 16 US pour memoire replies that permission for a U-2 

landing had not been requested, and that if such a land-, 
- . . 

· ing had been made it would have _violated the principles 

followed by Norwe<fian authorities. US will continue to 

abide by those principles. (Document No. 22). De-, 

partment telegram to Oslo 1124 US ambassador 

''to state Lange th.at final sentence in- PNI is designe·d 

to be responsive to Norwegian request that 'American 

authorities take all necessary "steps to prevent similar 

incidents in future • ' .. : 

SECRET/NOFORN 

Handle via BYEMAN 
Coritrnf .. System · . 
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· V. AFGHANISTAN 
A. Afgqanistan · - ·US · 

·· May 18 Afghan note to US protests viola ion of Afghan airspaG:e 

by the U-21 and requests assur< 1ce that such action 

would not be (DocumE lt No. 23) 

May 20 US reply regrets that RGA inter )reted a certain..su.cparte· 
' ' 

version of the flight as an unfriE idly action. With re-

gard to assurance requested, no ·?! quotes 

Eisenhower to the effect that fli hts woulQ. riot be resumed.· 

.. (Document No.·. 24} 

•· . B · ... Afghanistan Pakistan .. 

May 18 · Afqhan note to Pakistan protests the use 9f a Pakistani · 

. J'une 4 

. . .. 
' ' ' 

airfield for a flight violating Afc;, lan airspace;· and st9-tes 

t.b.a;tRGA awaiting elucidations < nd assurance that no such .. 

violations· would be allowed in fr; future. (Document No. 14}·. ·· · 

Pakistani note to Afghanistan de1 ies allegation that flight . · · 

.. originated from Peshawar with t 1e cooperation of the ·GOP 1 
. . . . . 

and that if flight did take.place i was without the know-
' ' 

ledge of the GOP. The note rec lied the GOP note of 
. . . . . . 

Noven:rber 101· 1959, protesting·) Afghan Gove:rnrnent · 
. . . . 

abdut frequent and ·repeated viol: tions of Pakistani . 
. ·' 

15) 
' ' ' 

June 21 Afghan.: note to Pakistl:in states th tt Pakistants reply· 

was unsatisfactory and deviated rom the facts, that 

SEC:RET/NOFORN 

· Handle. via BY£MAH .· 
· Control. System .• 
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. failure to· give assurance for the· future· was evidence of 

ill :will of GOP· and that earlier protest once· more con-

firmed. (Excerpt, document No. 16) 

VI. US - JAPAN. 

informs JYiacArthur, US prepar:ed to (1) 

con.elude specific undertaking with GOJ no intelligence 

missions will be :flown over non-Japanese 

from US facilities in Iapan without prior. consultation 

GOJ, .(2) give Kishi assuranqes U-2 in Japan. used only 

for legitimate scientific p\irposes, .(3) make public state-· 

. · ment to this effect •. {Document No. 25) 

MacArthur informs Vice Foreign Mfuister Yamada sub-
' ' ' 

stance of US proposal.· Kishi and Fujiyama felt it 

unnecessary to enter. into formal agreement for consultation 

in case of intelligence sugqest simple · 

•11legitimate and normal purposeil statement by us. 
(DocUtn.ent No. 26) 

US issues ''legitimate and normal purpose 11 statement •. 

(Document No. 27) 

MacArthur transmits te:l..'t of US May 10 announcement to 

GOJ. (Text hot included) 

Fujiyama· acknowledges by note receipt of text of US 

May_ 10 announcement. No.· 28) 

SECRETfNOFORN ' l 
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Fujiyama informs lv'iacArthur of new Sovit;!t note .to .Japan. 

protesting security treaty and illegal over:fli.ghts .by US· 

aircraft. Requests that no US plane (U -2 ·or 
. . 

other) has conducted overflights of Soviet territory f.rom 
. . 

Sa pan. (Document -No. 29) . . . 

May 28 Department informs MacArthur he can. give assurances to 

Kishi or Yamacta that there have been no overfliqb,ts of. 

Sovietterritory by U-2 or.other US ·plane irom.J.apanese 

territo.ry. {Document No. 30} . • .... 

JWle 2 Vice Foreign Minister Yamada given verbal assurance by . 

·MacArthur of no US overflights from Japanese territory. 

{.Document No. 31) 
. .·. . .• . . . ,• . . 

. JW.y 11 Foreign Minister Fujiyama told a press conference that 
.... 

the government had been informed that the U ..;2. planes . 

hadbeen withdrawn from Japan •. ·(Textnot included). 

July 21 Chief of Intelligence Japanese Air Self Defense staff 
. . 

· shows MacArthur forged US document regardln.g U-2 

overflights from Japanese territory. (Document· No. 32) 

Verbatim of forgery (Document No. 33) 

July 21 Embassy Tokyo issues statement den9uncing forgery. 

·(Document No. 34) 

.SECRET/NOFORN 

·Handle via BYEMAN 
Control·. 
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VIL. ITALY 

A. Italy - US 

May 20 Department replies to Italian Ambassador's inquiry 

stating that U -2 pilot had _no instructions to the effect 

that he might in an emergency use an Italian a.irport. 

(Document No. 35) 

BECRET/NOF'ORN 
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U1 '.;LASSIFIED . 

... 11 .. 
Pocument No. _1.__ 

The US Governmen has noted the statement of the Chairman 
· ·of the Council of Minister of the N .s. Khrushchev, . in his 

speech befbre the Suprem . Soviet on May 5 that a foreiqri aircraft 
·crossed. thE:i border of the 3o'Viet Union on May 1 and that on 
of the SovietGovermnent 1 this aircraft was smt down •. 

· same statement it was sa: 1 that she.wed that i.t was 
a US plane. . · · · · 

. . . 

As announc( i on May 3,. a 't,Jriited. States . 
Aeronautical· Space Agenc · unar:med weather research plane oased· 
at Adana, Turkey, and pr >ted by a Givilian American has been 
missing since May 1.· Th name· of the American civilfan pilot 
.of the missing aircraft is !rancis Gary Powers, born on August 
17, 1929, at Jenkins, Ker · . . ·. ·. · · 

. In the light of the at >ve the US Government requ.ests the 
Soviet Government to pro' ide it with :fUll Of the Soviet . 
investigation of this inc id< nt and to inform it of the fate of the . 
pilot.. · · 

tTh LASBlFIED. 
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Docuxnent No._z_ 

We reply to you irmly, gentlemen American imperialists: 
. no :you will not :fly ove our landl We are ·not your Guatetnala,-
Tu.rkey, . Pakistan or f:. •uth Korea. We shot down -and will .shoot 
down any ·violator who :iares to violate o·ur. airspace and will 

·adopt all measures ne essary for protecting the integrity of our 
state frontiers 1 We a so warn the countries countenancing . . . . ·· 

· these evil doings, lew their territory and airfields for the 
fligh.ts of similar pira :; planes over .our:,,cou.."'ltry's borders -- . 
think before it is too 1 te. · Technology is now so perfected that 
it can show us withoul fail the airfields from which such · ·. . 
violators are flying. Ie have the right to .take any measures 
in such a case against those bases and airfields and can raze 
these bases, so that n >thing remains of them. . · . . 

UNCLASSIFIED 
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Annex No. I Docwnent No. _Q_ _ 

US Note to USSR of May 10 
. 1 _., ,• 

The Embassy of the United States of America presents 
its compliments to the_ Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the USSR 
and has the honor to re:fer to the public statements of the Soviet 
Government inciicating_that an American Francis.Gary 
Powers, is Un.der detentfon in Moscow. The Embassy requests_ 
that an officer of the Embassy be permitted to interview Mr. Powers. 

UNCLASSIFIED 
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USSR Note tOJIS ()f MaK 10 

DOC'Ument No • .4-

On Ma: l of this year at 5 hours 35· minute$ Moscow time . 
a military ai craft violated the boundary of the USSR and intTuded 
across bordE .·s of .the Soviet Union for a distance of more than 
2, 000 kilo me :ers. The Government of the USSR naturally could 
not leave unf mished such a fiagrant violation of Soviet -state · 
boundaries. '!Jl.en the intent:.ons of the violating aircraft becarr..e 
apparent, it 1as shot down by Soviet rocket troops in area of 

· Sverdlovsk. . . · ·· · 

Upon e :amination by experts of all data at the disposal of 
the Soviet si e, it was··1ncontrovertibly established that·the .. in-
truder airer: ft belonged to the United States of Amedca, was 
perznanently Jased iz:i Turkey and was sent· through Pakistan into 
the Soviet Ur ion with hostile. purposes. · . 

As ·Che irman of the U$SR Council of Ministers N •. s. Khrushchev· 
made public Jzl May 7 at the final session of the USSR Supreme · 
Soviet,· eX.ac from the· inve·stigation leave no doubts with 

.. respect to tl: 3 purpose oi the flight of the American aircraft . 
which violah j the USSR border on May l. This aircraft was 
specially eqt ipped for reconnaissance and diversionary: flight 
over territo1 y of the. Soviet Union. It had on board apparatus 
for aerial pt )toqraphy· for detecting Soviet radar network and 
other .·specia radio-technical equipment which form part of USSR 
anti-aircraft defenses. At disposal:of Sovi:et expert commission . ·. 
which ca:rrie 1 out. the investigation, there is indisputable proof 
.of the espior lge-reconnaissance mission of the- American aircraft:. 
Films of Soii .et defense and industrial establishments, · a tape · · 
recording of signals of Sov:et radar stations and other data. 

. Filot I owers, about whose fate Embassy of United States 
of ·America: 1quired in its note May 6, is alive and, as indi- · 
cated in the fore mentioned speech of· Chairman of USSR Council 
of N.S. Khrushchev, will be brought.to account.under the 
laws of Sovit t State. The pilot has indicated that he did every-
thing in full .ccordance with .the assignment given l:lim. On the 
flight · map t ken>from him there was clearly and accurately; 
markedthe 1 ntire route he was assigned· after take off from·. 
city of Adan: (Turkey: Peshawar (Pakista.Il) -:- ural sea-

.rchangel-Murmansk, followed by a landing at .· 
Norwegian a rfield at Bude. The pilot has also that he · 
served in su 1unit Number 10··10 which under the cover· of National 
Aeronautics· md Space Agency is engaged in high ·altitude rnilit11ry 
reconnaissa: ce. · · 

U.NCLASSIFIED 
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Th '.and other information. revealed in speeche.s ·of the head · 
ofSoviet refuted the US State. D.epartµient's 
concocte· and hurriedly fabricated V'ersion, released May 5 in an 
official·a .no1lllcement for press, to the airer.aft · 
was carrying out n;ieteroioQica1 ob.ser.vations in tipper . · 
strata of ;tmosphere along Turkish-Soviet border. · . 

· Aft r complete absurdity .of the version . 
had been :ihown and it had been incontrovertibly proven. that the. 
Ame.rica aircraft intruded across borders of Soviet Union for 
aqgressl' a reconnaissance' PurpOSes, a announcement was . 

· niade by he US· Statement Department on May 7 which contained 
the force l admission that the aircraft was· sent irito .Soviet Union 
for milit r:y reconnals.sance purposes and, by that very 
it was ad nitted that the flight was,pursuing aggressive'purposes. 

In; · iis way, after two days; the Stiate Department already · 
. bad to de 1y version which obviously had 'been intended to.mislead. 
world pu lie opinion as well as public opinion otAmerica itself. 

. Th State Department considered it appropriate to refer 
in its am )\.UlCemant to the "open skieS 1

·
1 proposal made by the 

Governni int of the United State.s of America in 1955 and to the 
· refusal o th$ Soviet Government to accept :this ·Yes 1 · 

the Sovie Government, like the governments of many other states, · 
t) accept this proposal which was intended to throw open 

· the of other nations to American. reconna.issance. The ·· 
of Ameritan aviation only confirm the correctne-ss of · 

the evalu Ltion given to this propo$al .at the time by the Soviet 
GoverJiltl int• · · · · 

Do s this not mean that, with the refusal of a· number of .· 
states to 3.CCept this proposal for 11open·skies 11 the United States 
.of Ameri :a is attempting arbitrarily to take upon itself the right 

11to open 1 a foreign · It·is enough to put.question this way, 
for -the C' mplete groundlessness qf the aforementioned reference 
to the Un ted States of America's "open skies'' proposal to be-· 
come.cle tr. · · · · 

It f illows from the aforementioned May 7 annotine.ement 
of the. Un ted States . State Department that the .hostile acts 
of Ameri :an aviation, which have taken place numer.ous times 
in .relati.1 n to the Soviet Union, are not simply the. result of · 
the act1vi y of military commands of the United States in various 
areas but are· the expression of a calcUlated United States policy. 
That whil 1 the Soviet Government repeatedly declared ili its 
represen 3.tions to the Government of the United States of Arnerica . 
in connec ion with violations of.the USSR national boundaries by 

: .UNCLASSIFIED··. 
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Ame: airplanes has been confirtrled, namely, that these · 
. viola are premeditated. All this testifies that the Govern:.. 
ment )f the United States oi America, instead of taking measures 
to .. stc ) SU,(!h action's by Amer.ican. aviation, the danger of which 

· ore than once been pointed out by the Soviet Gover11ment, · 
off1c1 Jly announces such actions as its national policy. · 

Tf!us, the Governnient of the .United States of .. America, · 
in thi: ·first place, testifies to .the fact that its answers to · 
r.eprt sentations o.f the SoViet Government were. only for sake 
of !01 n, behind which was concealed an effort to ·avoid the · · 
subst ,nee ·of the issuej and that all violations by 
airer .ft oi the National boUii®ries o:f USSR :represented actions 
confc ·ming to US policy. . . · · · · · 

In the second· place e.nd this is the mr..in point, ··by· sanction-· 
. ing s ch actions of American ·avlation, the Government of the ·. .· 

t:nite l States aggravates the situation even more. · .· 

· . One must ask, how is if possible to reconcile this with 
decla ations on the part of leading :fiQUres of the United States 
of Ar erica, that a government of the United states like the Soviet · 
Gove: nment,. also strives for improvement of relations between 
the. U iSR and US, for relaxation of international tension, arid 
the s' of trust between states. . Military intelliqerice . 
activ :ies .of one nation by means of intrusion of its aircraft into 
the a· ea of another count;ry can hardly be called a method for 
impr< vinq relations and strengthening trust. - · 

. It is self-evident that the Soviet Government is compelled, 
unde1 such circumstances, to give strict orders to its arJ:?led 
force; to take all .. necessary meastires against the violation of 
Sovie boundaries by foreign aviatioJ:i.· of USSR .. 
reqrc :fully states that, while it undertakes everything possible 
fo: n< rmalization and improvement of international situation, . 
tlle G )vernment of the United States of America follows a .· 

. d!!fe1 path. It is impos13ible to. exclude th.e thought that, ·. 
appa1 mtly, . the two governments view differently the necessity 
for· i:r tproviriq relations between our countries and for the 
creat on of a favorablE;? ground for the success of the forthcoming. 
sumn meeting. · 

. . 

· The Soviet Government, as well as ali qf the Soviet people, 
consi ered. that personal meetings and discussions with the · . 
Pres: ient of .the United States of America and other American 

· offici 1 figures which Chairman of the Council Ministers of the ·. 
USSR had dtwing his visit in. the United States of America, made 
a qoo beginning in the cause of normalizing Soviet-American· 

. UNCLASSIFIED 
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relations and therefore the improvement of the entire i.ntern:=ttional 
as wen. However, latest actions of the American . 

authoritiP-s apparently seek to retilrn the state of Ame dean-Soviet 
relations to·t.ri:e worst times of the 11 coldwar'1 and.to poison the 
international situation before the summit meeting.. · 

The Government of the. USSR cannot avoid poiriting out that , 
· the State Department's statement, which is unprecedented in its 

cynieism, .. not only justifies the provocative flights o:f aircraft 
of the armed of the United States.but also acknowledges 
that such actions are "a normal phenomenon" and thus in fact 
states that in the future the United States intends to continue 
provocative ihvasicns into confines ·of air.space of the Soviet . 
Union for the purpose of intelligence. · . 

, Thus the Government.:of the USSR concludes that the 
announcement of the State Department that.a flight was carried 
out without kriowledge and permission of the Government of the 
United States does not correspond to reality, since in the very 
same announcement the necessity !or carrying on intelligence 
activities against the Soviet Union is justified. This means 
that espionage activities of American aircraft are ca.rried on .. 
with the sanction of the Government of the United Sta.tes of America. . . . . . . . . ' ... · 

The Government of the Soviet Union made. an emphatic protest . 
to the Government of .the United States in· conriection with the 
aggressive.acts of American aviation and warns that, if 
.provocations are repeated, .it will be obliged to take.retaliato.ry 
measures, responsibility for consequences of which will rest 
on.governments of states committing aggression against other 
countries. · 

· The Soviet Government would sfucerelylike to hope that 
·the Goverrunentof the United States recognizes in final analysis t 
that of preserving. and peace ani<:n<p peoples 
including interests of .American people itself, who_se strivm<;r for 
peace was well demonstrated dnriilg't.he visit of head of Soviet 
Government N .s. Khrushchev .to . the United States, would be 
served by cessation of aforementioned dangerous provocative· 
activiti-es with regard to the USSR, by cessation of the 11 cold war," 
and by a search through joint efforts with the Soviet Union and 
with other intere$ted states for the solution of unsettled inter-
nati:onal problems 1 on a ·:mutually acceptabl,e basis, :which is 
awaited by all peoples. 
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AnnexNo •. I Document 

. us Not@ to U§$Rof.Mav·l.R 
. . . . .. :.' ., .. ,.. • .. 

. . . . . ' . . . . . . 

The Embassy of the United States of America refe.rs to . 
the. Soviet Goverrunent 's of May 10. concerning the shooting down 

· of an Arnericf!n unarmed· civili..m aircraft on .lvr..ay 1, . and·. wider 
instruction from its Government, has the honor. to state the · · 
following. · · · . · · . 

. . . . . . 

The United States Government,. in the .statement issued · 
by the Department of State on May .. 9, has fully stated its position 
with respect 'to this incident. · · · 

. In its note the Soviet Government· has stated that the 
collection of intelligence about the Sovi$t Union by American 
aircraft is a "calculated policy 11 of the United States. ':('he . 
t:nited States G9vernment does not deny that it has pursued 
such a policy for plirely. defensive purposes. ·What it emphat.-

. ically does deny is that this policy has any aggressive intent, 
or that the unarmed U -2 ·f;l.iqht of May 1 was undertaken in an 
effort to prejudice the success of the :forthcoming meeting of 
the Heads .of Government in Paris or to . 11 return the state of · 

· Am.erican.:.Soviet relations to the worst times of the cold war. 11 

· Indeed, it is the Soviet Government's treatment of this case .which, 
ii anythinq, may raise about its intentions in respect . 
to these · matters. · 

· For its the Uriited States Government will partici-
pate in the Paris meetinq on. lV.:.ay 16 prepared to cooperate to 
the fu1lest extent jn seeking agr(;:ement. desi<¥1ed to reduce . 
tensions, including effective safeguards aganist surprise attack 
which would make unnecessary issues of this 

.. 

' . ' 
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Letter From Vers}J.inin, Ii;ra.1 
· · . Dated K1a:y::12. · · •. ·. . 

Dear Mr. General: . 

. As you know in my letter of Ap:ril 29 this year I accepted 
with thanks your inviattion to visit US a quest of US!\.F. 

. ·In connection with recent events k 1own to you, I have. . 
considered it necessary to reconsider q testion.of my journey . 

. to US ·and would like to state frank:ly mJ reasons.ther.cfor •. · 

· . · I think you·will agree with ine tha at 9resent tlme · · 
unfavorable circumstances ha.ve been c1 3ated for successful 
accomplishing Of purposes envisaged in 3Xchange. Of Visits ·. 
of this kind.. . · · ·· · · · ·, . · · · . · 

. . .In this atmospher·e it is my opfaio that it would be more .. 
appropriate to postpone my Visit to US ntil a more suitable tim.e. 

· .Dear.Generat, ·you will distmctly mderstal).d the motives 
which guide me in writing this letter to ·ou. 

Respectfully. 

. OFFICIAL USE ON .,y · 
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.USSR Note to ... us o ]J.Ia:t 16 
- .. . . " . . 

· .. In connection with the note of t .e US Em_bassy, 12, · · 
1960, USSR declares the following: . . . · · · 

In the said note ·US Governmen admits that illegal in.:. · 
trusion by Amer!Can planes into the :onfines. of the Soviet Union 
;and other states for th,e of r llitary espionag>S represents 
official policy of the United.States. 1 he S. Government, be-
fore the whole world, thereby procla ns as its political course in 
:relations with other states a poli.cy c : conscious provocation1 a . 
calculated gross violation of interna lonal law and of _· 
states1 inCluding one of its chief pri ciples -- territorial mviola .. 
bility of .;s'tates •.. 

Such a policy le.ads not only to m iritensificatlon of tension, 
suspicion, ln.istrust in relations ;im.ong states put also creates· 
an atmosphere dangerous to the ? of peace. The statement· .. • 
by the secretary of State of May 9, t >which reference is made .in 
the Embassy note, just as subseque1 ·: public statements by US 
leaders, is an attempt to justify hos ile actions which are per-
missible only in relations between s :i.tes which are at war with 
each other·. · 

. A shameless into th of another state1 . 
whether it be by land, water, or air cannot be viewed otherwise . 
than an act of and thE attempt to justify and leqal.ize 
these actions is nothihq other than a sermon of aggression. ·· 
can .be no doubt that such a policy of the US Government, which 
brushe·s·aside the elementary riorrns of intern?.tionallaw and · 
order and the principles of the UN C larter, will be 'dec-isively 
condemned throughout the world. · · 

. . '}'he question ineVitably arises How, in the light of these 
proclamations of such a policy by· th US Government, can one 
believe its statements on aspiratiom for peace and an easing .. 
of international tension? In general what talk can there be of· · . · 
trustin the foreign policy of the US Jovernment.while itremains 
in the wsition of justifying and pr.ea hing aggression? 

The Government conside ·s. it necessi;try to warn once 
· again with all clarity. that in the eve1 t of new attempts. at an 
.. aggressive intrusion into the airspac the Soviet Union,. the 
intruding aircraft will be immediate / annihilated.; The policy 
of a9'gressioh· and provocation procl imed·by the US Government 
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. renders vulnerable also those rtes whose governments,. 
the interests of thE r provide their terri-. 

tories as sites for AmeriCan ba, ;s from whiCh are sent out 
aircraft to intrude into the airsr 1ce 9f our country; for, wH.h 
regard to these states, the requ site measures ·will be taken. by 
the Sbviet Unibn, not excluding ' blow at the aforement'ioned 

As far as the statement Of the us Government is concerned, 
regarding the fact that the USSR will be prepared at the con-
ference of heads of gov€rnn:ient n Paris to seek agtPements 
directed at a reduction of ili.tern tional tension, the Soviet Union 
considers that the time has com for the US Government to dis-
play concern for this riot in worr s but. in deeds, and, first of all, 
to condemn the provocative acti( no.fits aviation with regard to 
the Soviet Union, .and to reject t .e policy of aggressive intrusion 
into the airspace of other sta,te:: pro.claimed by it, . a policy most 
dangerous to the cause of peace . . .. · . . 

. The sOviet Government co :tinues to support the restoration 
of good relations between the So "iet Union and the States. 
It depends on the US Governmen , and on·it alone, whether the -

. obstacles which r..ave now ariser on the road to this objective 
will be removed. · 
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USSRNote o.Pak!§tan,. May 13 

A military aircraft vie ated the .USSR frontier at 0536 
hours, M.oscow time, on Mz ·' 1 of this yea:r and penetrated . 
more than 2,000 'kilometers vithin the Soviet Union. The Soviet 
Government, naturally, 1 not leave such a gross v1olat:ion 
of the Soviet stt.te· u .punished. When the :ir.tentions . 
of the intruder plane becamE clear, it was.shot down by Soviet 

· rocket troops in the Sve:rdlo sk area. .. . · · . ' 

Expert investigation o: all the data possessed by the · 
Soviet side has irrefutably e ;tablished that the intruder plane 
belonged to the United of America, v:.1as permanently · 
based in Turkey and sent vi;; Pakista11 with a hostile mission 
!nto the Soviet Union. · . . · . 

. The detailed results o: the investigation, as announced 
by the chairman of the USSR Council of Ministers Nikita . · · 
Khrushchev at the· final May 7 meeting of .the USSR Supreme· 
Soviet se.ssion, leave no dou it as· to the purposes of the . 
American plane which violat :d the Soviet border on May 1. 
This aircraft of the Lockhee l U -2 type was specially ,equipped 
for an intelligence and subve '.'Sion flight over Soviet Union.· 
territory. It was equipped· 1ith apparatus for aerial photo-. 
graphy and for detecting the 3oviet radar network and other 
special tadiotechnical mean. included in the Soviet Union's 
antiaircraft defenses. The., oviet ·expert Which 
carried out the investigation pO$Sesses · irrefuta·ble proof of 
the American plane's espion Lge mission:.· films wit}?. photo-
graphed Soviet defense and i idustry targets, tape-recorded · 
signals of the Soviet radar s ations, and other materials.· 

It has been estaplishec that the plane in question was based 
at the American-Turkish ah force base of lncirlik near Adana, 
whence it flew on April 27 tc the Peshawar airport in Pakistan. 
The. flight map taken from tl spy pilot Powers, who 
survived, clearly shows the 9ntire course he had to fly afte.r 
leaving the Turkish city .of l jana: Peshawar; the UralS.ea; · 
Sverdlovsk; Archanqel-Mur1 iansk; andthen the Norwegian 

· airport of Bo doe,· where,•he ;as to land. 

. . The spy pilot divulged that he serves with the American 
unit 10-10, stationed in Tur ey and engaged in high altitude · 
intelligence; and that he, fo one, has flown ·more once 
along the Turkish.;.Soviet bo1 :ler with a view to studying the Soviet 
Union's antiaircraft radar d fense system. 

UNC 
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. . . 
Confronted with ili1 3e irrefutable facts, the us· State 

Department was cotnpell d to adrnit that the Ar.nerican plane, 
which violated the Soviet )Otder on NJAy l ·of 'this year, .was . 
sent into the Soviet Unio1 on an intelligence mission. It was 
thereby admitted that thi aggressive purposes. 

. The USSR Governn 3nt.cannot.disregardthe part played 
inthe·preparation and.in _)lementation of this act; which was 
hostile to t.he Soviet Unic 1, .by Pakistan, from wijose territory 

. the provocative intrusior of the American plane into the .Soviet 
· airspace VJas·undertaken · · 

. . ' . 

In its statements o December 26, 1958, February 20, 1959, · 
and .25,, i 969, the 3oviet Government has already calfod · · 

. attention of the Pakistani Government to the grave consequen(!es 
connected with loaning P: kistani territory to establish foreign . 
war bases, and their use by third pow.ers for aggressive purposes 
against-the Soviet Union. rid other peace-lovinq states·. . ·. 

. . The takeoff from l? ckistani territory of a US Air Force · 
plane, which penetrated: 1to the Soviet Union on May 1st of this 

. year:, again confirms wit t ample clarity:what a.dangerous p_olicy. 

. · the PakistanLGovernmen pursues by allowing armed,. . · 
forces to use its territor , • · ·. · · · · · . . . . . · · , : ·. 

· .'I'he Gov.ernment of the S6viet Union.protests with'.the . · · 
Government of Pakistan 1 l connection with the granting of Pakistani 

· territory to the United St tes for the commitment of aggressive . 
actions against the USSR )Y the ..f\inerican. air force and warns 
that if Such actions are r peated from Pakistani it 
willbe compelled to take 9roper retaliatory measures. It is 
common knowledge that t: e Soviet Union poss_esses means to 
render harmless in case Jf·need the war.bases used for.aggressive 
actions ag§t!nst the Soviet Union •. It CJ'?es without . 
responsibility for the cor 3equences will be borne ·both by the · . 
gove.rnments of the Statei co!IlmiUng aggression against other 
nations and by the goverr nents of the coi.intries w hi.ch are accom -
plices in it. · · 

T NCLASSIFI.ED 
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Paki§tan Note to the USSR. Mav 2j.,. 

The Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Commonwealth · 
Relations presents its compliments to the Embassy of the USSR, 
e.nd with reference to the Ministry of Foreign A:fia:irs of the· US&R, 
note dated the 13th of May, 1960, has the honour to state as follows: 

The Government of Pakistan denies that it has played any 
part in the preparation and execution of the flight· of ar.'1.y aircraft 

· for the· purpose of military intelligence over USSR. · Pakistan · 
has never qj.ven any facilities to any foreign aircraft k:r..own to 
be en(Jaqed in collecting intelligence and has no in .the 
future of departing-from its firm policy in this .resped. . . 

. · After due inquiry it· bas. been ascertained fha t no air.craft 
· took off ·from Peshawar airfield i..'1 the direction' of the USSR •. 
It was publicly stated by the Secretary of the Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs of Pakistan that in case any· American plane, taking off 
from Peshawar had been diverted to USSR in the course of its 
flight, without knowledge of Pakistan and when Pakistan · -. 
ties had no control over it, Pakistan has· cause for bitter complaint 

. against the Government o:f the United 

. A formal protest was lodged later, · demanding that the . 
Government of the United States must assure the Government 
of Pakistan that no such incident would be allowed to take place 
in the fu:ture • · 

An.assurance to that effect has been received from tlie 
Government of the United· States of America. 

. . 

· · The .Government of the USSR has reiterated its oft-repeated 
allegation-that.the Government of Pakistan has military-bases on· 
its territory. It has also attested that these bases are used for 

· aggressive purposes. • The Government of Pakistan wishes .,again 
to point out, as it has done on mapy previous occasions; that· 
there ·are no :foreign military ba:ses in Pakistan and therefore 
the question of their being. put to S:ggressive purposes does not 
arise. · · 

· Wbile · sympathizing with the desire of the Gover;nmeint of · · 
· the USSR to safeguard its space against t.+nfriendly intrusions1 

the Gov.ernment of Pakistan deems· it necessary to point out that · 
its·own air space in·West•Pakistan has been violatect.·several · 

OFFICIAL USE .ONLY·· 
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times in recent months. The type of aircraft used inthese · 
operations and their direction of :flight indicate that these must . 
have been Soviet airplanes. The Government of Pakista.n hopes ·· 

· that flights of this nature over Pakistan territory will not re 
in the future. · 

The Government of Pakistan wishes to ·make. it· plain that 
Pa..'tdstan desires nothing but peace and friendliness with all its 
neighbors. It hr..s no aqgressive designs-; Its own t'!rritory . 
is its ·only co11cern, and to guard it, is its sacred duty. This 

. duty, it will perform in all cir.cumstances. The Government 
of Pakistan assures the Government of' USSR that Pakistan 
wishes and mtends to live in peace and friendship with USSR. · 

· Thd Ministry avails itself of this oppor.tunity to renew . 
to the Embassy of USSR the assurances of its highest consideration. 

. OFFICIAL USE ONLY 
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USSR Note to Paki§!?.JL_June 4a_ 

. . . .. In connection with the reply of the Government of Pakistan . 
dated May 24 of the cur.rent year to the note oi the USSR Govern-
ment dated IV:ay 13 about the fact that J?akista,n made its territory 
available for the carrying out by th.e US Air Force of aggressive 
acti.cns against tb.e USSR, the Government of the US.SR deems it 
necessary to state the following: 

. . . 
In its reply the Government of Pakistan reports that it · . · . 

made an official protest to the US Government and demande.d from 
the latter assurances that :·not a single similar incident would be 
allowed J:-..1 the fUture. · · In doing sq, the .Gover:timent of Pakistan 
. admitted that a US aircraft of· the Lockheed. U '.'.'2 type had beeo · 
based on Pakistani territory and had taken oif from .there 'tratrel ..;. 
ing deep into Soviet territory. At the same.time> tryingto . . 
evade. responsibility :for particip?<tion in this aggressive act, the 

·Government of Pakistan tries to raise doubts as· to whether the. 
US aircraft was dispatched on its intelliqence-diversionist flight . · 

· from airport and to contend that it had no connection 
with this· flight. · · 

. · This attempt by the Government of Pakistan contradic.ts 
accurately established facts which are confirmed not only by 
statements Of us spy pilot Powers and the flight route :map 
taken from him, but also by admissions by the US· Govefnment 
itself. · · · · · . . . · · · · ··· · 

- : . ' . . . . . 

· The facts, .·however 1 are these: . A· US military aircraft of 
the Lockheed U -2 type arrived at ·Peshawar airport April 27 from 
the lncirclik air force ba.se on Turkish territory and remained 
at the Pakistani airport for three days. final preparations 
for its flight were .ma.de. On May l this took off from 
Peshawar ,airport and flew into the ·USSR. It is common knowledge 
that this .aircraft had no ma1 kings and coUld for that reason alone 
·not help but to attract the of the relevant Pakistani · 
authorities.; who should have forbidden both the arrival qf such 
an aircraft on Pakistani territocy and its departu.re, ·taking . 
account that the Pakistani authorities must ·e,xerc1.se proper con- · 
trol over. their territory. · But thJs was not, dohe. by the Govern me.nt 

. of Pakistan. · 
: , . ',, . . . . 

If one were to deny the facts and suppose that the claims 
of the Government of Pakistan contained in its note, that it did . 

· not.know anything about the.futerided f}.ight of the US aircraft over 

UNCL,ASSIFIEP · 
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USSR territory from Peshawar and bad not participated 
in Brepa:rations f0r such a flight, correspond to 'reality, 

· one could' not help conclude that the United States controls · 
Pakistani·&:irports as though they were its own military bases 
and does not have to account to Pakistani authorities• But these 
claims by the Government of Pakistan canti.ot be reconc:i.J.ed with 
its other statements, particularly its statements to the effect that 
there are no US military bases on Pakistani territory. 

.· . Thus, the facts make it completely obvious that between 
April 27 and M..ay 1 of this year the US aircraft was being pre-
pared on Pakistani territory for penetration into the USSR. with 
the cooperation of Pakistani authoritiesl and that the Government 
of Pakistan has thus asswned the role of accomplice in this matter. 

. . . ' . 
· The government of Pakistan, appar,ently .to extri "." · 

cate itselffrom the situation in whichit itself as a,result 
of. its participation in the carrying out. by the US Air Fo.rce .of 
an aggressive act against the USSR, pointsto some kind of 
violations of Pakistani afr·space by Soviet afrcraft t>; Wholly 
·rejecting these groundless claims, the Soviet Government. 
s.tates that, in contrast to the United States:, which, violates 
ge.nera11y accepted norms of internati011al law,' the .USSR has 

··always respected and continues to respect the national sovereignty 
and independence of other states, µicludiilg Pakistan.·. . · 

As for the claims by the Government. of Pakistan of i.ts 
wish to have good relations with the USSR, it is essent:i.al to 
note that Pakistani leaders have also made such statements. 
previously, yet the present state of Soviet-Pakistani r. elations 
by no means points to a desire- by Pakistani leade;r.s to turn their . 
woras into practical deeds. Nor is this confirmed by the afore-
mentioned note of the Government of Pakistan, in Wll.ich, instead 
of qiving .a clear answer about iJ1e- prevention. in the future of . 
the use of Pakistani territory by the US Air Force for aggress1on 

. aqainst the USSR, the Government of Pakistan tries to evade 
res110nsibility, referring to some kind o:f assurances by .US 
authorities • · 
. The value of these assurances 1 one would have thouqht, 
are well known to the Government of Pakistan. It .cannot.help 
know1nq that, under the impact of the facts, the 
assertions by L'fie US Government in· connection with the flight 
of the US aircraft into the USSR were refuted one by one. · · 'Taking 

. tl:iis into account, the USSR Government cannot help conclude ·. .. 
that the Government of Pakistan underestimates the full serious-
. ness of the question and the danger which threatens Paldstan c;s 
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a result of the use made by the United States of airports of its 
· military bloc allies, particularly if one takes into account that 
the caiculations of US militarist circles rely on the fact that their 
allies would, in case US aggressive circles provoke a military 

·· confilct, take the main burden of the first blow. 

. The USSR Government reaffirms the position it outlined · m its note dated May 13 a:nd reiterates.that if in the f11ture .. 
flights· by aircraft are made against the USSR from 

·Pakistani ·the SoViet Government will, witl.l a view . 
toward guaranteeing the security of the Soviet· people, be forced · 
to take the necessary steps, to the.point of dealing blows at bases 
which may be used for carrying out such flights. · ' 

. Using this opportunity, . the USSR reiterates tbat 
. it would like to .have friendly relations,· based.on the ·principles of 
peaceful coexistence, with Pakistan as its close neighpor.. Such · 

would best meet the interests of the people:s of tile USSR 
· and Pakistan and would be· a worthy contribution to the cause of. 
the struggle for world peace. But such relations can .arise only 
when both parties aspire to bW.lding them and when the Govern-
ment of _Pakistan appreciates the full danger of making Pakistani 
territory available fl.S an arsenal to be used by US militarist ·· 
circles for carrying out aqg-.cessive acts against the USSR.· 

. '. UNCLASSIFIED 
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DOcuinent No. 11 . 

·-"· ·. 

The Pakistan Aide .. Memoire to the Mai 14 . 

- . . . . 

.Our enquiries show that no·.aircraft has taken off from. 

Peshawar airfield in the direction o:f ·soviet !rt case.· 
any American plane takinq off from Peshawar has been.diverted· 

. . . 

toSoviet Russia in the course of its flight, and Sovietallegatlon 

:that American. which has been brought dow:n in 

Russia to-ok off from Peshawar is correct, we have cause for 

bitter complaint. The American authorities must realize the · 
. . . 

delicacy of our situation and ensure that all concerned refrain 
. . . . . . . 

from such activities in· future. · 

Weare making.a statement to the press to this effect. 
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Annex: No.· ll ·Document No.12 . 

Pakistan Note toJhe US,· May 19 

. . 

The Ambassador of Pakistan presents his compliments . 

to Secretary.of State and has the honour to refer to the Aide . 
Memoire left with Mr. Frederic·P .. Bartlett, ·DireGtor·of ·so.uth 

Affairs hy Mr. K • .M. Kaiser; Minister of this Embassy 

on Saturday, the 14th of May, 1960. Under instructions from 
. . . . " '. 

the Government, the Ambassador of Pakistan wishes to state 
. •that this Aide Memoire may be considered as a protest from 

. . 

the of Pakistan. In view of the circumstances 
' . 

mentioned in the Aide Metnoire the Government of Pakistan . 

shall be qrateful. for an assurance that aey facilities that may 
be made available to the United States Government by the 

. . 

. Government of Pakistan would not be used tor any such purposes 

in future wlthoutthe·knowledqe and cqncurrence of the·Govern:.. 

ment of Pakistan. 

CONFIDENTiAL 
· 11andte· via BY 
Control Syste· 1 · 
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US Note. to Pakistan, Mii:Y 22 

The Secretary of State presents hiS compliments to · 

.. His Excellency the Ambassador of Pakistan and· bas the 

honor to refer·to the Ambassador•s note of May 19 reqard-

inq the use of airfields in Pakistan by American aircraft. 

In this connection the Government of the United States is . 

pleased to qive the.assurances requested by the Government 

of Pakistan. 

. ) 

. ·aoNFIDENW.cL 
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Afghanistan No.te .to Pakistan. May 18 . 
. ' •. ·. ,.. .· · .. l.. . . 

. From irrefutable information about the forcing: down of 
an American U .;2 plane in the vicinity of Sverdlosk, USSR, . and 
from the confessions of Mr. Powers, the pilot of the said plane, 
and also on the basis of the map recovered from t,pe pilot whiCh 
shows the route of the.flight,· it becomes apparent that the said 
plane had the illegal duty of espionage in the Sovief Union, and 

·. that the plane flew from a military base of Pakistan and after · 
art illegal. and unauthorized flight over Afghanistan ·entered the 
SoViet Union. . . · . . · . . 

.. This flig:ht. which took place from military bases of Pakistan · 
with the permission of the Government of Pakistan involves the 

· Government of Pakistan in this undesirable violation which is 
absolutely in contravention of international law and contrary to 
accepted international practice, and damages the atmosphere .. 
of peace in this area and aggravates international tension. 

. . As regards the violation of the air space· of Afghanistan, 
perpetrated with the permission of the Government of Pakistan . 
and from its military bases by a third country with unlawful . 
motives, the Ministry of ForeignAffairs sttonqlyprotests and · 
places on the Government .. of Pakistan responsibility for the 
qreat danger resulting from its attitude. 

The Royal Government of Afghanistan is awaiting nec·essary 
.elucidations and also assuranc·e from the Government of Pakistan 
that no opportunity will.be provided in future for such a violation 
·by the said government. · · · · · . . . · · · · 
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Pak1$an Note to Afg:hanistan7 June 

. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Commonwealth .· . 
Relations presents its compliments to the Royal·Afqhan.Embassy 
with referen.ce to the Note No. 947, dated the· 18th May, 1960, · · 
handed over to the Ambassador at Kabul, has the 
honour to state that the allegation contained in the above note 
that· a flight of the US plane4 which was brought down in the. 
USSR originated. from Peshawar airfield in Pakistan with the .. 
cooperatiqn of the Government of is incorrect •. · · 
In t:Qis context the attention of the Royal Afghan Government· 
is to the followinq statement issued on the 14th .··. 
1960, 1Il London by.Mr .• E. IkramWlah, Secretary, Ministry 
of Foreign Affairs and Commonwealth Relations,· Governzn$nt · 
of Pald.starn: - · · · · 

110ur enquiry shows that no aircraft has taken . 
off from Peshawar .airfield in the direction of 
Soviet Russia... In case any American plane tak-
ing off frpm Peshawar.has been diverted to 
Soviet Russia in course of its fli9ht, . and Soviet 
allegation that American aircraft which has been 

· brought down in Soviet Russia, took off from 
. Pesh.a war is correct, we have cause foz- bitter . 

complaint. The American authorities must realize 
the delicacy .of our sittia tion and ensure that all . 

. concerned refrain from such activit;ies in future. 11 

.Itwn1·be obvious from the above statement that if such a 
flig'ht took pl.ace it was without the knowledge and approvar of 
the Government of Pakistan, Under these ·circumstances there 
ls no valid reason for the protest lodged by the Roy!i)1 Afghan .. 
Government and the said protest therefore is hereby rejected. · 

. . . . . . . . 

. · ..... The Government of Pakistan, however, wishes to draw 
the attention of the Royal Afghan Government to the Ncte No .• · 

dated the 10th November, .1959, delivered 
to the Royal Afg:han Embassy in Karachi protestinq against 
repeated and frequent violations of Pakistar;i. air space and 
Pakistan territory by unauthorized flights of air.craft from 
Afghanistan• The Government of Pakistan regr.ets to. note that 

· no assurance has so far been received. from the Royal Afqhan 
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GQverrunent that such :flights would cease and while ·again .· 
· renewirig a strong protest on those :flights expresses the hope 
that· they· will not be permitted to recur in tbe future• 

. . . . . ·. t 
The Ministry av:ails. itself of this opportunity to renew 

to the Embassy the assurances of its highest-consideration. 
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Afghanistan Note to Pakistan, June 21 (Excen2t) 

. . 

of feal facts and evidence that is clear to everyone, 
y Foreiq.ri Affairs considers (Pakistan reply) not only un-

satisf, but intentional deviation from facts of case. · It 
also c nsiders this conduct of Government of Pakistan and its 
denial Jf assurance that such fliqhts, which endanger of 
this r• gion and that of the world, will not take place· in the 
future as indication o.f ill-intentions Government of Pakistan •. 
There ore the Afghanprotest.is once more .confirmed. 
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· Document 17 

USSR Note to Turkey,. Mgy 13 

A military. aircraft violated the Soviet border at 0536 hours, 
. Moscow time, on W.iay 1 of this year, and penetrated more than . · 
2, 000 kilometers within the Soviet Union.. The Soviet Government, 

· naturally, could not leave such a gross violation of the Soviet state 
fror,itier unpllnished. . When tre intentions of the intruder plane be -
came obvious, it was shot down by Soviet rocket troops in : · · 
SVerdlovsk area. · 

. Expert investigation of all the data: possessed by the Soviet 
side· has· irrefutabl:)1' e.stablished that the intruder plane belonged · . 
to the United States of America, was permanently based in Turkey, 
and sent via Pakistan into the Soviet Union on a hostile mission. 

. Detailed results Of the. as· announced by the 
chairman of the USSR Council of Ministers.Nikita Khrushchev at· 
the final May 7 meeting of the USSR Supreme Soviet session, leave 
no qoubt as to the purposes of the Amerfoan plane, which violated . 
the Soviet :frontier on Y.i.ay 1. This aircraft of the Lockheed U -2 
type was· specially· equipped for an intelligence and subvel'Sion 
fliqht over USSR territory. It carried apparatus for aerial . .· · 
photography and for detecting the Soviet radar network and other 
special rediotechnical. means included in the Soviet antiaircraft 

.. defense system. The Soviet expert commission which carried · 
· out the investigation possesses irrefutable evidence of the · · 
.American plane's espionage mission:. films with photographed ·. 
Soviet defense and mdustry targets 1 tape-recorded signals of the 
Soviet radar stations, and other materials. 

It has been established that the plane in question was ba$ed · 
afthe American-Turkish air force base of Incirlik near Adana, 
from Where it flew on April 27 to the airport of Peshawar 1 Pakistan. 
The flight map taken from tile American spy pilot Powers 1 who 
survived, shows clearly the entire course he had.to fly after 

. leaving Adana: Peshawar; the Aral Sea; Sverdlovsk; Archangel; 
· Murmansk; and finally the Norwegian airport of Bo doe, where 

he was to land. 

· The spy pilot divulged that he served with the American 
unit 10-10, stationed in Turkey and engaged in high altitude 
intelligence, and that he, for one, made repeated flights along 
the Turkish-Soviet frontier in .order to study the antiaircraft 

·. radar system of the Soviet Union. · · · 
. . . 

' . . . . 
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Confronted with these irrefutable facts, the US State· 
Department was compelled to admit that the American plane, 
which violated the Soviet border on May 1 of this year, was 
sent into the. Soviet Union on an intelligence mission. Thereby 
it was admitted that this flight pursue? aggressive purposes. · · 

The Soviet Government cannot disregard the part played 
in the and impiementation of this hostile act against 
the Soviet Union by the Turkish Republic, in whose territory the 

. American intruder plane was based and prepared for the :flight. 
. . . 

The Soviet Government deems it necessary to state to the 
Government of Turkey that by lending its territory to the United· 
·States for setting up war bases and for carrying out aggressive 
acts against the Soviet Union by the US Air Force, it becomes . · 
an accomplice in such acts and thereby has a grave .responsibility 
:fOr the possible dangerous consequences of such All 
this by no means agrees with the statements of· Tl.i.rkish leaders 
about their desire to help consolidate peace, ease international 

and improve Turkey's relations with the Soviet Union ... 

The Sotiet Government eariier warned the Government of 
Turkey about the danger oft.he situation when Turkish teri-itory 
is used as a military place d'armes by third powers. The Soviet 
side has drawn attention to this fact when the Soviet airspace was 
violated by for.eign planes and baloon.s from Turkish·territory. 
In the light of the above, the S6viet Government cannot help 
concluding that the Government of Turkey hasnothe·eded these·. 

· warnings 9f the Soviet Union dictating concern for the preservation 
of peace and a desire to improve Soviet-Turkish relations. 

The Government of the Soviet· Union protests to the Govern-
ment of the Turkish Republic against the ppportunity given to 
foreign warplanes to use Turkish territory for prepar'-h.g and· 
carrying out intrusions into the Soviet Union. The Soviet 
Government deems it necessary to warn that if such provocations 
are repeated from the territory of Turkey it will be compelled 

· to proper retaliatory measures. It is commori lmowledqe 
· that the Soviet Union has means to render harmless, if necessary, 
. the war bas.es used for aggr.essive actions against the Soviet . 

Union. It goes without saying that all responsibility for the 
consequences.will he borne·both by the governments of the states 
committing aggression against other col.l.It.ries and the accomplices 
in this aggression. · · 
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. Document No. 18 

. Turkish.Note to the USSR, May 26. · 

· The Turkish Government bas· stµdied, with all the attention' 
which it requires, the Note whi6h the Soviet Government has been 

·pleased to deliver to the Turkish Embasey in Moscow, with the 
date.of'May 13, 1960, on the subject of the·American aircraft 
knocked (abbattu) down within the Soviet airspace on the first of · 
1'.iB.y !J 1960. . 

The Turkish Government considers it from.the 
outset to convey to the Soviet Government the knowledge that the 

. incident relative to.the overfligl'l.t of Soviet.airspace by·anAmerican 
aircraft and the dispute which has resulted therefrom cannot be · 
the object ofa discussion between the Turkish and Soviet Govern-

.. ments. 

On the other hand, the Turkish Government does not intend 
to. render a judqement upon this event, which has already been 
submitted to the jurisdiction of the Vnited Nations. 

The Turki$h Government also desires to draw the attention 
of the Soviet Government to the fact th.at the airplane. in question 
did not penetrate ·into the Soviet airspace 1 based on the statement 
of the competent Soviet authorities themselves, until three. days· 
after having departed-from Turkish soil. This clearly proves 
tha..t the Turkish airspace was not utilized for the overflight of 
Soviet airspace. 

Moreover, the Turkish Government is also in a position to 
declare in a categoric manner that Turkey has never accorded 
to any aircraft whatever the .authorization to pass from its air- . · 
space into the Soviet airspace without the aircraft in question 
ha:vinq the requisite permission. The TU:rkisl'J.-Govern- · 
inent likewise desires to state moreover, that the American 
authorities have riever submitted such a request. · . · · 

In view of the preceding, the Turkish Government desires 
to convey the following clarifications: · 

. . . 

The responsibility of the Turkish authorities can not go 
beyond the lit.nits of Tl1rkish airspace. .It evident that authori-
zations granted to foreign aircraft overflying Turkisl'l. airspace 

UNGLASSIFIED 
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are not granted except in conformity with the provisions of inter- : 
national law controllinq the matter. In that which concerns flights 
outside of Turkish airspace, the Turkish Government fails to see 
how it can be held to assume responsibilityexcept when it concerns 
authorized flights of aircraft of Turkish nationality. 

Consequently, the Turkish Government is unable to accept 
in any.manner the accusation put forward in the aoove-mentioned 
Note' of the Soviet Government with regard to its responsibility 
arisinq from the fact that the American aircraft in question bad, 
util.ized the air base at Incir.lik prior to its departure for, a desti-
nation in a third country other than the USSR. , 

With respect to t·he remark made by the Soviet' Government 
relative to the use of certain Turkish bases by third 
and particularly by the Government of the United States, the , 
Government of Turkey hastens to bdnq to the attention of the ..... 
Soviet Government that as a sovereign state Turkey, has the right,· , 
in conformity with the principles and provisions of the Charter · , , 
of the United Nations and international law, to put its air bases ·· . 
at the disposal of its allies with a purely defensive aim. Other- · .. '. 
wise said, the Government of Turkey has never granted and will 
never grant to,the aircraft of allied or other powers the riqht to 
use its bases or its air space with an aggressive aim which could 
prejudice the security or tranquility of its neiqhbors. . . . . . . . 

Furthermore, the Turkish Government can ,even,declare 

i 

j ' 

to the Soviet fUnion that the arrangement existing between itself . 
and the American Government does not permit American aircraft i , · 
to fly ·in Turkish airspace without the authorization Of the competent' : ' 
Turkish services and subjects them in this respect to the authority l 
of the Turkish Government. , · · · · 

. ' 

, Under these conditions it 1s easy to. understand that the 
Turld.sh Government can only reject the accusations and remarks· 
brought to its attention in the of the Soviet Government. 

With respect to the previous cases of overflights of Soviet 
, territory to which reference was made in the above-mentioned 
. Note, the Turkish Government had the time clearly explained to 
. the Soviet Government the reasons for which also in these ,cases 

no part of the responsibility whatsoever could, be attributed to it • 
. I 

' On the other hand,'tlle ?:'urkish'Government wishes to point 
out in this connection that the Turkish authorities had found them-
selves compelled on several occasions to formulate complaints on 

· the subject of unauthorized overflights of Turkish airspace by Soviet 
aircraft. · 
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. . . 
The Turkish Government is of the opinion that all these . 

incidents should be resolved in comormity with the customary 
rules and; principles of intern,ational law. Demarches which 
exceed this frame are certainly not of a nature to serve the 
interests of the parties and to contribute to the safeguarding of 
peace. 

Before finishing the Turkish Government wishes to bring to 
the attention of the Soviet Government that Turkey, which has al-
ways founded its policy on the principles of the Charter· of the United 
Nations, . has never ceased to devote. itself to the eatablishment of the 
best relations with its neighbors, and that it has adhered only to . 
those alliances which have a purely defensive character, with the 

· aim of assurin9 its· independence and contributing to the safeguard-
ing of peace. And these alliances can never be considered to be 
of a nature to.preventTµrkey froz;n. having the best of relations 

· with countries which are not me.mbers ·of these alliances (but) 
which.nourish the same desires· with reqard to Turkey and the 
same attachment to the ideal of peace. 

Tilrkey would be very happy to see all its neighbors .inspired 
by the same principles and showing as much solicitude as it does 
for the .establishment of relations of good neighborliness. 

UNGLASSIFIED 
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AnnexN Document No. 19 

USSR Note to MaY 1§ 

A military ·aircraft violated the Soviet frontier at 0436 
hours Moscow time, May 1,, and flew over 2,000 kilo.me.ters deep . 
into the Soviet Union. The USSR Government could not, naturally, 

· have left such a gross violation of the Soviet national frontiers 
. unpunished. As soon as the intentions of the· intruding plan,e . 
·became obvious it .. was.shot.down by Soviet missisle forces in 
the vicinity of Sverdlovsk. · 

An expert examination of all the vidence at the. Soviet 
Union's di$posa1 has put it beyono dispute tbat the invading 
plane belongs to the. United States of Ai;ne:t.ica,, was permanently 
based in Turkey, and was sent to the Sov.iet Union via Pakistan 
for hostile purposes.. · · · 

The exact findings of· the ·1nvestigatipn,. as reported by the · 
chairman Of the Council of lv1inisters Of the USSR,. .. Khrushchev, 
at the closing meeting of the USSR Supreme Soviet session May 7, . 

. leave no room for doubt as to the purpose$ behind· the flight of the · . 
American plane which violated the Soviet frontier on May.l •. This .. 

. plane, of the. Lockheed U-2 type, was expressly equipped for . · . · 
reconnaissance and subversionary flight over. Soviet.Union territory. 

The plane carried equipment for aerial photography and 
the detection of Soviet radar networks and other special radio-
enqineerinq facilities of the Soviet antiaircrait defenses·. The 
Soviet expert conu;nission, which made. the inquiryi has incon-

. testable evidence at. its disposal of the spying .and reconnaissance 
mission of the American plane: rolls of film showing Soviet .. · 
defense and industrial establishments;. a tape recording of the 
signal of Soviet radar stations; and other evidence. . · 

It· has been established that plane in question was based 
at the American.;.Turkish airbase at Incirlik, near Adana, from 
where it flew to the Peshawar airfield in Pakistan, April 27. 

. . 

The route map taken from the surviving American spy 
flyer 1 Powers, clearly and distincUy mdicates. the entire route 
which he was instructed to follow after taldnq off from the Turkish 
city of Adana: Peshawar; the Aral Sea, Sverdlovsk, Archangel, 
and Murmansk, with absequent landing at the Bodoe airfield in · 
Norway. · The spy flyer reported illat he was serving with the 
American 10-10 unit stationed in Turkey and engaged in high . . 

. altitude reconnaissance,. .and that he had, notably, made 
along_ 1:.!1e Turkish-Soviet frontier for the purpose 

of studymg Soviet radar .networks· •. · . . . . . · . 
.. ·. UNCLAS$IFIED . 
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Annex No. IV . 
In the fdce of these incontrovertible facts:,.·the US State . ·. . . 

Department has had to qdznitthat the American plane, which :v1oiated 
the Soviet frontier May l,had been se.nt into the Soviet .Union for 

· military :1'ecpnnaissance. This rqeant recognizing that the 
fl.ad aggressive ·.purposes. . · · . · · · . · 

The American pilot testuies that in the course Of thorough . 
preparation for his flight over USSR territory, made ·well in ad-
vance, he on the instructions· of his command, 
preliminary flight from Turkey to Norway via: Greece, Italy, and 
the Federal German Republic, and stayed there for two to three 
weeks studying landing conditions at the· Bo doe airfield. 

It should be reca]Jed in this connection that as early as . · 
January 1959, the Soviet exact and 
verified information about reconnaissanc.e flights to 
Soviet territory· by American military planes from Norwegian 
territory, and specifically the Bodoe. airfield,. already told the 
Norweqian·.Government .. that s.uch a· state of affairs was intolerable. 
In its reply, the Government of Norway did that planes of 
third countries received permission from the Norweg:tan authori-

. ties tn isolated cases to spy on Norwegian territory temporarily, 
alleqedlyfor joint :flights with aircraft of the Norwegian air force. 

The Government of Norway said that these flights were made 
only with the permission of the Norwegian authorities .and that, · 
under Norwegian rules, allied planes were not allowed to fly across 

. Norwegian territory east of the 24th· degree Eastern longitude. But 
already it was .clear that these assurances were an attempt to 
exonerate Norway's partnets in the···aggressive NA'rO bloc and to 
whitewash their actions which are a.threat to peace and seclirity · 

· in: the north of Europe, actions for which Norwegian territory, too, • · 
is used. Now, the provocative flight over Soviet territory by an ' · 
American plane which was to land on the airfield at. 
:Bodoe proves irrefutably that. the Norwegian Government did not 
heed the warnings of the Soviet Government. Moreover, it has in 
fact become an accessory to provocative actions by the United 
States against Norway's neighbor, the Soviet Union. 

· In view .of the aforesaid, the question is posed; What is 
the real worth of ·the Norwegian Government's repeated assurances· 
that the territory of Norway will not be made availabel in peace-
time :for the stationing of foreign armed forces,. if this territory is 

. already being used by planes of the. US Air Force making aggressive . 
flights into the oonfines od the· Soviet Union? ·.The Soviet Government 
calls attention to the Government·of Norway to the· fact that it is . · 
difficult to re.qard these. actions. otherwise than as unfriendly to the . 

·UNCLASSIFIED 
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Soviet Union ang incompatible with the normal good neighbor · 
relations between the two countries, and considers it necessary· . . 
to stress that the. Goverrunentof Norway bears a not inconsiderable 
share of the responsibility for the aggressive acts undertaken by 
the American air force with regar:d to the Soviet Union. 

· Tlje Government of the Soviet Union protests. strongly to 
the Government of Norway against allowing :foreign military 
aircraft to use Norwegian territory :for the preparation and · · 
commissioning of intrusions into Soviet airspace. · . 

. The Soviet Government considers it necessary to warn that 
· if such provocations continue :from the territory of it 
will be :obliged to take appropriate measures in reply. It will 
be recalled that the Soviet Union has the means which, .if necessary:,· 
will make it possible to fUlly incapacitate the military• bases used 
for. the commissi9ning of actions· aga!n.st the Soviet · 
Union. It goes without saymg that the responsibillty for tlJ,e · 
co11sequ,ences will rest both with the governments of the states 
comniittinq aggression against other nations, and the. governments 
of the countries which are their accomplices.. . .· · 

. UNCLASSIFIED 
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Document No. 20 

·Norwegian Note to UES.R •. M;a.v, ·21. 
. - ' . . . 

· The Norwegian Government m.s closely examined the contents 
of the note from the Government of the Soviet Union of May 13 and 
would like to communicate the following: 

··Jn its note the Government of the Soviet Union draws the 
attention of·the Norwegian Government to Uie viola.tion of the ·· 
frontiers of the Soviet Union by an Ameriean aircra,ft, which flew. 
over parts of the territory of the Soviet Union .. Based·,upon the 
information that the pilot of the aircraft was equipped w1th a map 
indicating Bodo airfield as his destination, the Soviet Government 
protests against foreign aircraft· being given the opportunity of 
using Norwegian territory in order to prepare and.to carry out 
penetrations into the Soviet Union. 

In this connection the Norwegian Government would like to 
· make the fd Uowinq observations: · . . · 

. . . . . . 

. . In its declarations to the J!Stortingn on May 9 and ·May 13, · 
the Norwegian Government made it clear that no Norwegian civil 
or military authority had cooperated in any way in- the execution 
of the flight in question. In these declarations the Government 
stated. its reaction to this incident and e,xplained :steps taken_, 

. in the matter. Reference is made in this respect to the Foreign 
Ministers press· release of May 19. The government has thus in 
the 11Storting1r openly presented the available information 
inq this matter. The contents bf the two declarations have also been 
brough.t to the knowledge of the Soviet Government on.the under-
standing that the relations between our two countries must be 
based on frankness and sinceritu. 

In its note of May 13 the So·viet Government assert that ·· 
the aircraft incident on Wiay 1 diminishes the value of the ·Norwegian 
assurances regarding the statidn;i.ng of foreign armed forces in . · 
Norway. This assumption is made on the grounds that Norwegfan 
territory "already now is put at the disposal of aircraft of the . 
Urilted States Air Force penetrating into the Soviet Union for 
aggressive purposes 11

• As is evident from the statements made 
by the Norwegian Government, there is no basis for such 
assumptions. · 

. SECRET 
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It has. been and still is the policy of the ·Norwegian Government 
never to permit the use of Norwegian·territory for .ads violating 
the territory of country.· · 

· The Norwegian Government fully recognizes the need of 
the Soviet Union to safeguard its interests and its national , · 
security. Norway for its part has the same needs which the · 
Norwegian Government endeavours to satisfy in the most. 
appropriate way. The Government is fully conscious of the 
considerations which in this connection must ·be qiven to all 
legitimate interests of Norway's neighboring countries. It is 
thus essential to ensure .that the qood. and .confident neighbody 
relations with the Soviet Union are not endangered by the. fact 
that Norway has safeguarded its security by participating in a· 
regional defense alliance. It will always be a major aim of · 
Norw·egian foreign policy to mairitq.ill and strengthen these 
neighborly relations.. ·--

Aqainst this backqround the Government of the Soviet Union 
will no doubt understand that the Norwegian Government must 
regret the warnings of measures against Norwegian territory con..; 
tained in the Soviet note of May 13. The Norwegian Government . 
cannot see that any steps have been taken by Norway in.connection 
with this incident which can in any ·way be interpreted as unfriendly 
acts towards the Soviet Union, or which in any other way justify 
such warnings. · · 

. SECREl'l' · 
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Document No •. 21 

Norwegian Pour to US,: MaI 13 

On he basis of the information available to Norwegian 
Governm1 nt it seems evident that an A:rnerican aircraft of type 
Lockheed U -2 whicll according to $oviet sources was shot down 
ove.r USS , on.May 1, 1960, was bound for Bodoe Airfield.. . 
Norwegia , authorities had :got received any request for permission 
to land th s particular aircraft. Furthermore, it must be em-
phasized hat in this case landing• on a Norwegian airfield would · 
have beer contrary to principles. followed by Norwegian authorities 
in grantu J permissien for landing of foreign reconnaissance air-
craft. · · 

The Norwegian Government must.lodge its protest, and 
at. same t me ask that American authorities take all neces;ary · 
steps tor revent similar incidents in the future.-

CONFIDENTIAL.· 
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DOcument No •. 22 

The US .Government confirms that Norwegian authorities 
had not been requested to grant permis.sion for American air- ·. 
craft o:f type Lockheed U ..;2., which according to Soviet SOUI".Ces 
.was shot down over USSR on May '1; 19f30, to land at Bodoe air-
field.. Had such a landing beert made on a Norwegian airfield, 
it would have been contrary to principles followed by Norweqian · 
authorities in g:rantinq permission ·for landing: of fo:reign ai:rcraft. 

The United States will continue to abide by those principles. 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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Afghanistan Note. to US. May 18 

Docwnent No. 2.3 

From irrefutable information about the fc r-cirtg down of. an 
American U -2 plane in the vicinity of Sverdlos! , USSR, and from _ 
the confes$ions of Mr. Powers, the pilot ·of th said plane, and · 
also on the basis of the map recovered from th pilot which shows 
the route of' the flight, it becomes·appare.nt th.a the said pl.ane · 
had the illegal duty of espionage in the Soviet U lion, and. that . 
the cplane flew from a military base of Pakistan and after an · 
illegal and unauthorized.flight over Afqhanistar: enter.ed the 

· Soviet Union •. ··. . . · 
I 

·· . The Foreign Ministry of the Royal Gover ment of Afghanistan ·. 
considers this flight, in addition to ·being· an ac· completely con-
trary to International Law and contrary to acce )ted relations be- . 
tween. states and an unfriendly action. part of U1 ited State.s · 
Government and also considers such an act whi takes place 
from a military base o:f another country inthis area.as disturbing . 
to peace and a cause of· increasing tension and , Qp.:fliet' -in. this . 
area ·as well as in international . · · · 

In reqard to the violation of Afghan air st a,ce by· the AmeriCan · 
plane ;the Foreiqn -Ministry of the Royal Govern nent of .A.fqbanistan ·. 
stronqly proteststo the Government of the. Unit ;d States·of America 
and awaits the necessary expla:p.ation as well a::. an that 
such a vio tation of A:fghan air space will not be repeated by the 
United States of · 

COMPIDEN'.'fIAL 
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Annex No. V Document No. 24 

The. Embassy of the United States Government refers to the 
E:toyal Government of Afghanistan note of 18 concerning the 
forcing down of the American unarmed civilian aircraft on May 1 
in the USSR and has the honor to state·. the followinq: 

The United States Government notes with regret that the . · 
Royal Government of Afghanistan }la.s tnterpreted a· certai,n.§ oarte . 

·version of flight as unfriendly action by the United States Government. 
The United States Goverrunent entertains $:lnd has entertained only . 
friendliest sentiments toward.the Royal.Government of Afghanistan 
and has never taken a course of action in. the contrary sense .•. It 

.. is beli.eved unnecessary to invite the attentio11 of the. Royal Govern-
. ment of Afghanistan to the history of US-Afghan relations to . 
demonstrate the validity of this point. . · 

. . . . 

. . With respect to the assurances qesired by the Royal Govern-
ment of Afghanistan and without prejudice to the exception taken . 
by the United States Govermnent to the charge .of Uni'iendly action, 
the attention of the· Royal Government o:f Afghanistan is invited. to 
the public statement made on May 16, 1960 in Paris by President · 
Eisen.bower with respect to such flights. Qu,ite apart from the 
route which this or .any particular plane might have· taken, the· · 
President said: .. 11In point of fact these flJghts were: suspended 
after the recent incident and are not to be resumed. tr · 
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·. ·· l. . In light your estimate situation in Japan, we 
are prepared to: conclude spacific unde±taking with GOJ 
that.we will not rpt not in.absence armed attack against 
Japan fly any intelligence missions over non-Japanese · · 
territories from US facilities in Japan without rpt without 
prior consul tatiori with GOJ.. 'vie desire to conclude this 

within framework Consultation Agre·ement. We 
would also give public assurances that lacking of 
GOJ we would not rpt not undertake .such flights contrary 
to express wishes of GOJ. ·. . . . 

·2 •. With respect to past you may give 
Kishi assurance that equipment has heen utilized. only 
for legitimate scientific purposes. Realize such.assurance 
will be accepted with some doubt.in view recent.happenings 
but our posture will certainly be none the worse for 
giving this assurance even with respect to past performance. 

3. We also consider that it would be strongly in 
our interest to make public soonest al6ng 
following lines: QTE US Government has given GOJ as-
surances that U-2 aircraft, flying from air bases in 
Japan" have been utilized only for legitimate normal and 
no intelligence overflight missions. · 

Under the new Treaty arrangements, the )JS Govern-
ment has agreed to a specific consultation arrangement. 
If the GOJrequests such, US Government is prepal;'ed to 
make a furthe·:r agreement clarifying that. µnder .this 
consultation. agreement intelligence mission.s over non-
Japanes.e territory from .air bases . in Japan .will not. :rpt. 
not .be undertaken without prior consulta.tion with. the. GOJ 
'and in such consultation the US .will not act contrary to . 
views of Japanese.Government. This formal undertaking 
will· come into effect once the new Treaty 
are ratified by both Governments. UNQTE -- Department 
Telegram to Tokyo.2599. · 
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1.. I deeply appreciate swift and. construc'tive 
instructions which you sent me ·in REFTE.L. which have been 
tremendously helpful. 

2. I met privately early this morning with Vice Fonl\11in 
Yamada. and conveyed to him for Kishi. and substan:ce 
of. REFTEL,·including public statement we propose to make. 
Yamad21 expresse!i great appreciation and left at once to meet 
with Kishi and Fujiyama. .· .· 

3.. I· have just xeturned from. secon<;i priv.ate meeting 
with Yamada, who had just come from meeting with.Kishi and 
Fujiyama. _He first·asked that Kishi's deep and heartfe.lt 

. thanks be expressed to and to· you f··or. our .con- · 
structive.proposal, which w;as greatly appreciated. He said. 
Kishi and Fujiyama both wished. us to know that they und'er-
sto.od that US had to undertake intelligence activities and 
that such intelligence ties· were important for 
security of US and its friends and allies. They did not rpt 
not wish to create problems for US in our intelligence 
activities but on other hand. they had very difficult.problem 
to handle in term of public opinion. they appreciated 
scope of statement we were, prepared to make ·on our w;illing-
ness to expand "prior consultation° to include intelligence 

Kishi and Fujiyama felt it unnecessar.y, at . . 
this juncture, to enter into new formal and official agree- · 
me.nt re co.nsul tation. in cases o.f · ovet<flights. 
In fact, if we mentioned in our statement prior .consultation 
for intelligence overflights from Japanese bases, GOJ, for . 

opinion purposes, would be to ;t 
would.not rpt not authorize such overflights. Klshi: did 

s.not think this would be helpfu.l from- our viewpoint. 
4. Therefore Kisni·proposed that we make simple 

statement along fallowing .. lines based on· first sentence· 
of statement in para 3 of REFTEL: · . · ·. 

' . . . 

Begin Draft Statement: ·The US Gov&rnment .has 
the GOJ assurances that aircraft flying from air·base:S 
in Japan have been .and. will ·continue to b.e utilized only 

SECnET/NOFORN .. 
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legitimate and normal purposes and not for intelligence 
overflight missions. End Draft Statement. · 

Kishi said that although.Socialist would cast 
doubt on good· word and faith of h.e believed such 
statement would hold situation and theref o·re wo.uld not 
propose expanding "prior consultation" arrangement for 
overflights at this time. 

5. Kishi strongly hopes Secretary or State Dept. 
can issue such statement as soon as After 
ment is issued .in Washington, he relations 
purposes in Japan, also wish to have me· convey it formally 
to FonMin under first person · 

6. I strongly recommend that· statement proposed above 
by Kishi be issued soonest in which I will . 
subsequently transmit in first person note to Fujiyama if . 
Kishi so desires. I feel that from our po-int of view Kishi's 
proposal is actually preferable to proposal in 

Again, my deep appreciation for great speed with 
which such constructive action was taken on this very 

matter. -- to 3603. 

i' ·._ 
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Ioffe:tryctign ;to Mas;f,.;tthtlf on 
.' .. · 

Department issuihg statemeht as you noon 
' . . \J . 

EDT l1Aay lO. If Kishi considers· would be helpful his 

purposes you authorized pass firs.t person note following 
similar language. FYI We assume Kishi understands ou:r 

offer of specific undertaking on.consultation remains 
available.to him shouldcsubsequent e.vents require such 

undertaking. .._ Department Telegram to Tokyo 2610. 
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-.52 
Annex No. VI Document No. ,28 · 

I the honour to acknowledge the receipt of our 
, 

Excellency's nc :e date 11 May 1960 in which was trans .i tted 

the text of the official statement. made by the Depart 

of State in lington at 12:00 noon1 Eastern Dayligh. Time, 

10 May 1960, ari to express my appreciation for your 

·Excellency's pr )mp.t •action in communicating the assur inces 
. . 

of the United E tate·s Government concerning the missio is of 
. . 

U-2 aircraft fl1ing from air bases in Japan • 

I avail of this opportunity to renew your 

Excellency the assurances of my highest consideratior.. 

{Sitjned) Aiictiro Fujiyama. 

OFFICIAL USE ONLY 
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. ".Document No. ... 29. 

Foreign Office has just informed us of new Soviet note · 
to Japan protesting security treaty and illeg.al overflights 
by US aircraft. GOJ intends delay formal reply for few days 

. ·but Foreign Office .:;pokesman will informal .statement 
later this afternoon. Vice Foreign Minister Yamada. told us· · 
line not y•t firm but he thdught it· would make following 
points: · · 

(1) Reiterate Japan-:US security treaty purely defensive; 

(2) Note US assurances that U-2'-s based in Japan have 
not eng·aged· ln intelligence overflight ·missions; and 

. . 

{ 3) State that GOJ fully respects forms and obligat.ions . 
of int_ernational law. and practice_. · 

Yamada said two points iri Soviet note presented great 
difficulties for GOJ during present widespread agitation 
re security treaty. Soviet note: 

(A) Obviously refers to intelligence overflights not only . 
by U;..2's but also by other US aircraft based in Japan; and 

(B) States US government has .been warned· by Soviet Union 
more than once before re such intelligence overflights.· 

. : ..... :Yamada asked as matter of great urgency for information 
to assist GOJ in preparing its formal reply to Soviet note 
whi.ch would· have to be made soon. In partioula:i;- GOJ believes 
·statement that none of our planes has: conducted· or will 
conduct overflights is important together wi t.h information 
re- alleged previous .Soviet warnings.. · 

. . 

While Diet Lower House has passed security treaty, 
. Kishi' s position is ext.remel y difficult and he is in . 

St.ate of public opinion is such that major · . . . .· 
politic al crisis could build swift! y • . As reference tele9ram 
emphasized, Kishi must be in position. to mak.e c.le ar that 
norie of our aircraft based in Japan has been engag.ed in, or 
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:Jill in future carry out, illegal overflights from bases 
in Japan. 1 again strongly·urgt, if.we are in positioti 
to do so, that we make. this clear at once in public state ... 
11ent to be issued· by State Department (perhaps as comment 
on Soviet note). Also request Department.send me soonest 
any background re Soviet allegation re previous warnings 

. to US to which Soviet note refers so that I may pass this 
on.to Foreign Office. ·If there were previous Soviet 
wa.r:nings did we in our replies de.ny overflights, admit we 
had overflown or · -- Tokyo Telegram to ,Department 3784 

. .SECRETfNOFORN. 
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Document 3Q 

You may inform Kishi or Yamada that in reply to .. his 
query regarding overflights of Soviet other than 

.by U-2's from bases in Japan, we have been making a most 
thorough search of all· flight records to bases 
iti Japan and, having gone back several far as 
accurate records are still available, we can now state 
there have been no such overflights from Japanese territory. 
Assurances contained. para one Deptel 2599 apply here, i.e., 

· nor will there be any such overflights from Japanese terri-
tory in future.without prior consultation GOJ. (You should 
point out that commitment to prior consultation. in future 
is for confidential information Japanese and in 
accordance its wishes will not rpt not be publicized. 
Strongly hope in any reply to Soviets; GOJ will not rpt not 
reveal confidential commitment on prior consultation with 
respect to future.) As regards U-2' s ·we have already sta.ted 
publicly that the United States Government has given the 
Government of Japan assurances that U-2 aircraft flying 
from air bases in Japan have been and will continue to be 
utilized only for legitimate and normal purposes and not 
for intelligence overflight missions. · 

As regards previous Soviet warnings to the United 
States Government re border violations in the past ten years. 
the Soviet Government has in approximately half a 
dozen cases that U.S. aircraft intruded into Soviet space 
in neighborhood of Japan. In most of·these cases, allegations 
were that Arrie:i;-ican aircraft were intercepted by Soviet · 
fighters, that Soviet fighters either signaled American air-
craft to leave Soviet air or that American aircraft 
opened fire on Soviet interceptors, and that the incidents 

. ended in alleged disappearance of American aircraft. In . 
>·one o;r two there no allegation of interc.eption •. 
In only one of these cases has Soviet government made specific 
charges. of an intelligence mission with respect to these · 
flights. · 

The Soviet Government in its notes riever made it a 
point of issue where the planes based •. Soviet charges 

. SECRE'f /NOFORN 
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of firing by American airer.: ft on Soviet pla·nes or de-
liberate violation of Soviet air'space1 or·inthe one 
inst·ance of· specific referer ;e to reconnaissance, have 
been. rejected as untrue by I nerican side· and Soviet govern'."" 
ment has been invited to lii igate issues of law and fact .·. 
iri International Court of Jl :>tice. This the Soviets have 
consistent! y refused to do. FYI .Qf these cases of in-
trusions four involved u.s .. 3ircraft based in Japan. This 
to be used only if pressed 1: f Japanese and in context 
these not overflights· per O'l c rejection Soviet protest. 
End FYI • . . . · . . . . · 

. - . . 

· !he foregoing. summary ex:cludes Korean war questions 
and aircraft under ,UN commarj in the Korean conflict. 

' ' 

Depertment does not ref eat not wish to comment 
pu·blicly on Soviet note to ..: a pan· and prefers not repeat 

· not to make any further s statement on 'issue,s :raised 
by Yamada. Department !elegram to Tokyo 2826. 

-&Ea E:fy".NOFORN 
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. ' 

Substance REFTEL ommtinicated to Vice FonMin Yamada. 
vie emphasized that hav ng gone back as far. as records· were 
available for past sev ral .'years we· could state none of · 
out based in apari has engaged in illegal over-
.flights from bases in ·apan, and we reviewed record previous 
· Soviet warryings as pre entea REFTEL. We informed Yamada 
our willingness .give a surances there would be no such over-
flights in future from Japanese territory without prior 

•. As Yama a did not press .for additional details 
re Soviet protests we , id not mention inf.o that Soviet · 
allegations in four ca es- involved US aircraft· based in 
Japan. 

Yamada ha·s just i ,formed us Kishi and Fujiyama are 
.. most grateful for our ssurances and their position 

in forthcoming Upper H iuse discuss.ions cfo security· treaty 
been materially st · GOJ most appreciative · 

offer .. re prior c_onsul t ition for· any future intelligence 
overflights, but for r:asons set out in ElvU3TEL 3603 does 
not wish at this time ·armal and official agreement,·whether 
classified or public, scope of prior consultation 
commitment to cover ov from .Japanese bases .. · 

In view use 'Of U- affairs Soviets are continuing 
· . make in their propa9an la arr foreign bases and attempts· by 

Kishi 1 $ opponents to l.nk ne-vvtreaty with.intelligence 
overflights, and Fujiyama believe it is indispensable 
for them to be able to state, withoµt any qualification, · 
that none of our aircr1ft based in .Japan has carried out, 
or will in future enga1e in, illegal overflights from bases 
in .Japan. Verbal·assu :ances we have given them, they now 
believe, fully meet th :ir present Diet and public opinion 
lp:roblem. If asked spe ;ifically in 
authorize. any overfli9 its from bases in .Japan, 

,of· course .reply in neg itive. · 

Yamada said FonOf has been ·attemptlng. draw from · 
. U-2 charges· and quiet )ublic agitation on issue as mt:ich as 
possible (EWU3TELS 3953 and 3954). For this ·reason FonOff 

SECR:t!T/NOFORN 
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now does not plan make immediate reply to Soviet note or 
U-2 of iV1ay 20 (El\ri ·TEL. 3784) but will wait f o:r week or sc 

·and make one repl ·to this note to earlier April·22 
Soviet noteprote.ting-security treaty (EJv,BTEL 3452L 
Yamada'said diffi ult to predict how soon U-2 issue will 
die down here as ,oth Soviet propaganda broadcasts· and 
those J.apanese le 'tists under Communist c:::ont1·01. are . 
. de-termined to mak · situation as difficult .:1i. possible at 
·this time. For a 1 these reasons we.have nov 

· given GOJ are of ·ital importance. to Kishi and Fujiyama, 
and Yarriada reiterited their appreciation. 

Yamada recal .ed that summary of previous Soviet 
protests we had c _immunicated per REFTEL had· excluded Ko2 
war questions and ai.rcraft under UN. command in . 
conflict.; He ask whether .there were now in Japan any 
aircraft under lJI\ command which were not cove·red by 
assurances we had. given. We replied our unders-:onding 1, as 
there were no suet UN aircraft' based ·in.Japian;·that 
exclusion of under UN command 11 ·from scope of 
our as·surances wa > limited to Korean conflict. prior to 
Korean armistice; and· that alL US operated aircraft. flyj ng 
from -bases in Jai:; m were covered by our present assurances. 

appreciate ;pecific c.onfirmation that .our underst< nding 
i1 correct, since any understanding of our assurarces 
.would raise grave problems involving continued use of ot r 
air Tokyo Telegram to Department 3986. 
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·Document No. · _ 32.,,_ 

·. ·. This Colonel Makino (Chief of Intelligence 
Japanese Air Self Force Staff) called on Colonel 
Robert G. Emmens (Ai:r: Attache) with Yomiuri Assistant· 
Editor and produced photostat of memorandum on Foreign 

.Service stationery from Colonel Emmens to Ambassador 
.marked Top Secret and dated May· 7, 1960. · Memo stated that 
U-2s based in Jap.an had been used tQ overfly Laos, Cambodia, · 
Viet Nam, Communist China. Soviet Union, and. North Korea . 
and %'ecommended .that we·trick the Japanese by temporarily 
removing planes from· Japan to Okinawa and return them · 
secretly after hullabaloo over U-2s and anti-Kishi demon-
strations died down •. 

. . Memorandum is extremely clever forgery as we informed 
Colonel Makino. . · · ' · 

Ambassador had copies made of photostat and called 
personally on Vice Fonliliin Yamada :that Japanese 
police authorities undertake immediate investigation with 
view to·trying to apprehend perpetrator of forgery. Yamada 
assured him that competent authorities would be asked to 
begin investigation irmnediately. 

Ambassador al.so discussed public handling of forged 
document. · Since it seemed apparent that story might br.eak 
during the night and since subsequen.t denials never· catch 
up with initial story• Yamada,' who was having press .con-
ference at 6:30 p.m. this evening Japan time, said he 
would announce to press conference that Ambas$ador had called 
to acquaint him about forged document and had requested him 
to have Japanese authorities undertake immediate investigation 

1with view to bringing guilty party to justice. Yamada will 
also say that persons who are circulating forged docu.ment 

, are obviously trying to create further difficul tie.s in · . 
Japanese-American relations in wake of difficulties already 

· created. by extremists which led to cancellation of 
President's visit. 
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Embassy Press Attache is .also making statement along 
.similar-lines to American and other correspondents. L.ine 
·he Will take is included in second following telegram.· 

Immediately preceeding telegram drafted before 
above information· came into our possession. Itstrongly 
recommended that we give new Ikeda Govt assurances that . . 
US bases in Japan have been and will-continue to be utilized 
for .only legitimate and normal purp_oses and not for. any 
intelligence overflight missions. Forged memorandum 

in this telegram lends added importance to recom-
· mendation in p:receeding.message since it is clear pro-
Communists intend to do utmost to keep overflight issue 

.... Tokyo Telegram to Department 228. 

I 
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61 
Document No. . 

(forged Memo was on bl 1 e seal Foreign Service stationery, 
marked Top Secre.t,. headed· f .. om Office of the .us Air Attache, 
Tokyo, Japan, h1emorandum To Ambassador Doug,las MacArthur II, 
From: Colonel Robert. G. Emm ns, da.ted 7 May 19.60.) ·. 

In connection with the report which. I made to you 
personally, I am pleased to comply with your request for a 
written summary of t!J,e info mation we have obtained .. from 
Japanese military quarters ' ith respect t6 the possible 

of the Kishi Govt to Khrushchev's statement on 
t'he Lockheed U-2 incident .. 

According to our sourc s the Gov.t. of Japan is greatly · 
concerned.about Khrushchev' statement.that the USSR is 
prepared to knock out·milit ry bases from which our U-2s 
operate .. The reason, as yo know, is that our.U-2s based 
at Atsugi and Tachikawa i.n ddi ti on to making flights over 
Vietnam, Cambodia, Laos, an Thailand, have over 
important military and indu ;trial zones in Communist China, 
the Soviet Far East and Nor hern Korea as .well. As a · · 
result, Japanese officials ire· of the opinion that the 
threat of Soviet retaliatio. 1 represents a real danger to 
Japan • 

. Moreover the Japanese iovernment is under severe 
popular pressure since info ·mation. concerning our U-2 
operations has become widel ' known. Chief of the National 

Agency Akagi has dir1cted our attention to the. faet 
that as early as. December 1 of last year Socialist Deputy 
Ichiro Akukata, in a statem1nt at a meeting of the Lower 
Chamber, mentioned the U•2 1ereal photograph of coastal 
zones in China "and Siberi.a. ·Then .again on April 14 and 

-15 of t.his year, this quest .on was touched upon in the. · 
discussion of the sources u;ed in drawing up air planning 
charts for the Japanese Nat .anal Safety' Ag$nCY:o Mr. Akagi 

·has been informed that the Tapanese opposition is about to. 
launch a more vigorous and Jroader campaign· against us and 
tha Kishi regime •. 

..,.GGf 'IDENTIA!;. 

Handle via .BYEMAN · 
Control .System 

....,, ______________________ .....;__--..;._ ......... _......_._--'-_··--" 
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CONFIDENTIAL 
- 62 .... 

In view of the predicament in which the. Japanese 
Government now finds itself -- and which has been further 
complicated by the mass demonstrations against the se:curity · · 
tre:aty .. _ it is prepared to make official in.the 

future, perhaps by the lQth of this month,, that the 
US Government withdraw all rec.onnaissance. planes from its 
territory. If such a demand is made, it will seriously 

. undermine our prestige and wou.ld also. set off .. a chain . 
reaction in other allied countries.· 

I consider it my duty to stress that the of such 
a demand being presented is real since Kishi, it is reported,. 
very much fears that he may share the fate of .Mr. Syngman · 
Rhee. For this reason, I believe we should distract 
Japanese public opin.ion from the issue by stating that. we 
have stopped our u ... 2 flights from Japanese territories and· 
that such planes are no.longer located at the and 
Ta<;:tikawa bases. At· the.sametime,.we should temporarily 
transfer all U-.2 planes from the main· islands to Okinawa 
where. we can conceal our operations much better.. When the 
anti-Kishi demonstrations die down, we could return our 
planes to Japan proper in line with.our geographic and 
strategic interpsts. 

To prevent discovery of this maneuver by the Japanese 
public, AF headquarters is prepared not to use natives at 
the NW U-2 location. sites and to ·strengthen security 
measures. Our military authorities will also tighten 
censorship over communicat?,.ons between Okinawa and the 
main islands. · · 

At this point, I should like to comment briefly' 
concerning the situ at ion on Ofdnawa itself •. 

According to information received from the .island', 
dis.affection among the natives, .including land owners; is 
mounting in view of our continued requisition of the property 

. ·1'and the low rental· fees which they receive •. This dis-
affection develop into big · 

, against .our bases, and stir up similar agitation throughout • 
Japan. In order to avert further.trouble it seems ·to me 
that we should double or treble ·our rental payments •. This 
way the Japanese would have much less objection to our 
r'equisi tion of their property.· .. 

CONFIDENTIAL 

. Handle. via DYEMAN 
· Control System · · 
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GO:NFIBENTIAL 

- 63 ... 

At the same time we should strengthen our propaganda . 
on Okinawa by po .nting out that the expansion of our military 
bases will. stimu ate. the building of new railroads, ports, 
medical centers, the development·of and 
marketing facili ,ies and the increase•of employment for the 
natives -- in otte.r words, we could.showthat the Japanese 
have more to gai' than the Americans. 

The substan e of this Memorandum has been communicated 
t.o US Air Fo ·ce headquarters. 

:f,. 

GONflOE ,l\L 

Handle. via BYEMAM .. 
· Control System · · 
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Annex No. \I. 

llNCLASSIFIED 
- 64 -

Document No. 34 

A frie1dly news source this afternoon delibered to 
the Embass; a photostatic copy of a forged document on 
stolen Emb<ssy stationery that purported .to be.a memorandum 
fr,om Colom l Robert G. Eminens, the. Embassy Air Attache, to 
Amba.ssador Jouglas MacArthur, :CI. . The memorandum, labeled 
"top secret '', was dated May 7 and alleged that U-2 air-
planes basej in Japan had made intelligence overflights 
of Laos, CE nbodia, Viet Nam, Thailand, Communist China, 
the Soviet Jnion, and North Korea. This forged document 
also recomrr tha.t the U-2 aircraft be temporarily 
removed frc n Japan and. later secretly. reintrodu.ced into 
.Ja'pan so tr 3.t overflights could continue. The forgery was 
cil'c.ulated Jnder cover of. a memorandum signed by 11 the 
Japanese pc triotic group," which obviously is desi·gned to 
stir up anti-American sentiment in Japan. 

. .In car 1ection with this fraudulent document it will 
be recallec that well over twomonths ago the United States 
Government 3ffirmed that U-2 planes which had been based· 
in Japan h2::i never engaged in any.intelligence.overflights 
and wo.uld r be used for any such· purposes. It was · 
announced c1 July 11 that the two U-2 planes that had been 
stat:i,oned i 1 Japan had been disma.ntled, . crated, and shipped 
back to the United States,. and will not be returned to . 
Japan •.. The Embassy immediately transmitted to the Japanese 
Foreign Off Lee a copy of ·the false document and requested 
the Foreigr Office to have the appropriate Japanese · · 

undertake an immediate investigation so the 
perpetrator;; of this fraudulent and illeg(ll act could be 
apprehended and brought to justice. From the· paper used, 
(which was 1ot Air Attache's but purloined Foreign Service 

, the language and dcomposition of the forged · 
.text, it is that the drafter. was unfamiliar with 
Embas-sy pro :edures and practices. The Foreign Office assured 

· · the Embassy that an investigation would be undertaken 
immediately. It is obvious .the persons· who were 
responsible for stealing Embass'y stationery and perpetrating 
the forger)' are trying to create new difficulties in · . 
Japariese•Arr relations. in the wake of the difficul tie·s 

cre!ted certain extremist groups receiving 
encourageme1t·from abroadwhich led to the cancellation of 
the Preside1t'$ visit to Japan. 

UNCLASSIFIED 
RD,State-Wash. ,D.c. 
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tjECRET/NOFORN . 

'." 65 - . 

An..'1.ex VII · Document No: 35 

_State Department· Statement to Italiam Ambassador 
·. ·· .· · .·· JY1ay 20 . . .·. · ... 

Italian Ambassador called on Department (White} May 20 · 
and indicated GO! had info from nplausible sourcefl thatU-2 pilot, 
Powers, had instructions to use airfields at AvJano and Brindisi in 
emergency. GOI desired know whether any truth to this iriformation. 

After careful checking \.Vhite informed Italian Embassy 
· (Perrone) May 21 that U ...;2 pilot had no repeat no instructions, •· 
written or oral, stating that in ca.se emergency he could utilize . · 
any Italian airport. Referring to press reports that PCI deputy 
Pajetta had exhibitted during Chamber Foreign Affairs Committee · 
meeting photocopy o·f document allegedly fou..'lld in U -2 listing . 
radio beacons at Aviano and Brindisi 1 White said we wotild be · 
interested in any information indicating alleged document is other 
than or excerpt from unqlassified flight .information .publication . . 
entiUed ''Flight Information Publication Terminal (High Altitude) 11 

which is customarily available·in a,ll airbase operations and 
· carried in all aircraft. . . . . .. . . . 

. Perrone Wormation and said . 
his government did not attaeh much importance to move by 

--Department telegram to Rome, 3537. 

... 

SECRET/NOFORN 

·. Handle . via BYEMAN 
· Control System 



C05492916 ·ADDENDUM 
I Exce:rpts of .!1e12artment. of State 

ftess ·El;,nd R,adio: ].ews Brjefin.g.§. 

· 1 The excerpts in this cr;ntain statements and questions 
and answers concerntng the U-2 whj,.ch have bearing on pul.-·I relations with other countries, and which a.re not .available in · 

. . .· bef Q.tft th? .· Pomw:t tte_g .QI! l.Qr.f3:igp · .tl?ii1.?.d 
· §!pate, !19-Y 2z, 196"0, "Events Incident to the Su.mmi tn .• Pertinent 

material from the transcripts of .the Departmental news briefings 
published in the Hear.ings is as.follows: · 

. May 5 -
May 7 -

· ·May .,0 -. f 
Date 

Initial Departmental Statement .(pp. i78 ... 179) 
Departmental Statement (pQ187) . · · · 
Statement by the Secretary of' State (p .. ·193) 

Index to Material in Addendum 

Subject '' 

1 May io 
. ' 

Statement on Japan and related.questions and 
answers. 

I 
I 

'May 11 

.I May 12 

I 
I 
I 
.1 
I 
I 
I 
1 

May 18 

May 19 

May 26 
June i· 

July 7 

Statement on Khrushchev threat to countries.with 
U.S. bases. · · 

Norway, Pakist.an, Turkey 

Canada 
Japan, Pakistan 

Pakistan 
·Norway .I • • ,.. • . .. 
Afghanistan, Turkey, 

Czechoslovakia 

Statement on Malinovsky threat. 

Germany 

Italy 

l-5 

4 

4-5' 
6-7 
a· 
9 

10-11 

10. 

12 

13 
13 
11t 
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DEPARTMENTAL. PRESS BRIEFING 

MAY 10, 19 0 

•••• I have one brief statement 
Government has given the GovernID 
U-2 aircraft flying from air bas 
and will continue to be utilized 
normal purposes and not for inte 

o make: The United· States 
nt of .. Japan assurat!ces that 
s in J"apan haviJ be0:i.1 
only for legitim::-1t;e and 
ligence overflight missions. 

Now, let me quickly point o .t that by "legitimate and 
normal purposes" is meant the NA :A Weather .Observation Project. 

Q. How was this assurance givEm Link? 

A. Through our to the G )vernment. 

Q. Had they requested or made i tquiries, or what? 

A. I suppose inquiries were mad:. 

·:t. 

Q. Your use-of theword n1egiti iate" implies :that intelligence 
overflight missions are illegiti 1ate, does it not? 

A. We· have made statements on t tis. What I point out to you 
is tne pu:rposes of these planes ·.re weather observations. 

Q. Is there a procedure which 1 .mits them from the Soviet 
and Chinese Communist borders by any.set distance? 

A. I do not know. 

Q. I think the Commander in Tokro informed the·.rapanese 
Government that thHre was a limit. 

A. I. am just not familiar with ;hose details .. 

Q. Does this mean the Soviet ani Chinese Communist airspace 
i. will not be violated? 

A. This is strictly for weather observati.on, Spence. (Davis). 

Q. Does this apply to our plane> ln Japan only· or fo 
other places too? 

A. I am directing myself to 

Do we have· any information e)out Soviets conducting bi-
weekly flights· off the Japanese ::cast for photographing 

. ? purposes. 
A. 
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May 10, 1960 (Cont.) -2-

A. I am just not prepared: to go into that at this moment. 

Q. ·Link; can you give us the.normal course ot: these planes 
on weather observation patrol from our bases in Japan? 
A. 

Q. 

A. 

No, I don't have those details. 

The assurances refers only to a special· type of plane. 

That is right. 

Q. Are these similar flights, Link, that were involved in 
.those planes that were shot down off er rather close to the 
Soviet border? 

A. No, no; these are U-2' s •· 

Q. Link, the point that John (Scali) made are bound to be 
raised by many people, because your statements· put out 
viously have gone out of their way to make the po·int that 
the .flights that were made were legitimate. This does seem 
to imply that we have changed our point of i.riew. Can you 
say this changes our previous statements? 

A. No, it changes in no way, shape or form anything previously 
stated.. It is simply to indicate that these planes will 
be used for strictly weather obsel'"lration purposes, ·period. 

Q. Link, perhaps you would like to substitute another word fa: 
"legitimate", p&rhaps get rid of .it? 

. . . . 
A. You can make it "normal 11 , normal weather observation flights. 

/ 

Q. The point is weather observation onlyo You said in ex-
planation that it was, but why_ doesn't ·the statement say that? 
You said in explanation of the statement that it was normal 
weather observatlon. 

1 A. That is right. · 
'• 

Q. Why don't we change it this way, Link? 

Q. Now wait a minute. Are we changing it or is Link changing 
it? 

A• I am perfectly happy to stand on it. tr.you people 
wish to change 

••••. Q. 
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May. 10, 1960 (Cont.) 

•• Do you mean tha. these planes do.not conduct weather 
observation over Soviet or Chinese Communist territoriec? · 

A. That is my understa ,ding, certainly. 

Q• .. White, does. tha answer mean that f'o:r observation 
research purposes these planes never approach the So·viet and 
Chinese Communist terri · 

A. I don't have the pr ·Cise deta:tls a$ to how far away· 
they stay,·but I emphas ze that they are f'or weather 
observation purposes. 

Q.. These ass·urances on y apply to the U-2 and not any. other 
airc.raft. 

A. Well, that is what .hey are.out.there for. 
Q. My question is this state.mGnt apply only to the u..;.2 
and not other aircraft. 

A. Mike (O'Neill), thi' refers to the U-2's. Now, I 
refer you.back to what ias previously'been said, that 
we are·not closing our !yes _to surprise atta.ck 
direction. 

Q. This, then, would n )t apply to any U-2 1 s ope1·ating from 
alr bases in Okin.awa or Taiwax;i. 

A. We will keep our ey is open, Bill you can be sure 
ot that. 

Q. Did we vol'lmteer th :se assurances to the Japanese .or 
did theyrai.se them? 

A. I as.s·ume this resu1 :s .t'T.om an inquiry by the Government. 

Q. Link, can you say tv 1 have given similar assurances to 
any other country, or there have been similar inquiries 
f'rom any other · c ount;:ry? 

A. To mY knowledge the'e ha'V'e not .been any from any other 
country. · 

Q •. ·Link, on ai.-iother pc Premier Khrushchev had some : · 
things to say last about .Alllerican Allies which might 
allow their bases to.be used for intelligence ·overflights, 
and he specifically sail that they allow others to fly 
.from their bases to our territory, we hit at t.hose 
bases." Do you have ar. r comment on that? 

A •. 
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May 10, 1960 (Co:: t.) -4-

A,; It is typica that the Soviet Government singl·es out 
as the objective of its threats these smaller countries of 
the free worldwl o bear no -- N-0, no -- responsibility for the 
recent incident. 

Q. You are sayil s that· such countries as Pakistan and Turkey 
bear no illty for the launching of aircra:f.'t which 
may fly· into the Soviet Union? · 

That is corrf::!t, for the recent incident. 

Q. Link, are yo1 finishad with the statement? 

A. Yes. 

Q. What would WE do if they unde1•took any such effort 'to 
hit at those basE s? 

A. About the on: y thing I can add here is ·that· the United 
States has underiaken certain commitments in the multilateral 
and bilateral ar1 angements for the common defense existing. 
between this Govtrnment -- that.means the United States --
and these -- ·. means the other. governments -- which once 
ag·a,in to 1 e subjected to a policy of intimidation 
by the Soviet There should be no doubt -- N-0, 
no; D-o-u .... B-T, de ubt -- that the United St.ates will ho..nm: 
these. commitment: i · · 

Q. Link, in the light of that statement, can you tell us 
whether or not a> this stage we do or do not accept the Soviet 
claim that thi$ :light did go from Turkey to Pakistan with 
a target to· end 1 p ii1 Norway? 

A. I can add to the statements that have already beeh 
issued. 

Q. Link, Soviet Premier Khrushchev was also ·quoted as· saying 
'i- last night that : f we send .further pla.."1.es ·over Russia. the 
· Soviets are to shoot them down. Do you have any comment 

at.all on that? 
'' 

A. I haven't fa:nted yet. 

Q. Link, just ft r clarif;tcation, your ·statement mentioned 
commitments withcut specifying. These are commitments.to 
come to the defe1 se of any nations which· attacked? 

A. 
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May 10, 1960 (Cont.) 

A. Those countries with which we have security ar ·angemeilts. 

Q. Can you say anything, Link, about the call yeE ;erday 
o.f the Norwegian Ambassador? Can you say anything more 
about the call? 
A. No; I think he explained this thing.· 

Q. · Link, the No:t:'wegian Ambassador was quoted as E 1ying yester-. 
_day.that .be gnthered that Secretary Herter did not know 
where this :flight was going.. Is that correct? 
A.. I can't specif'ically answer that. I.f the Am1;>c: 3sador 
said that, I that he was being per:fectly r niest with 
you • 

•••• Q. In your .stat.ement on Japan, was that. assur mce given as 
part· of the ·consultation which we have agreed upor? 

A. I don't know the- circumstances o:f it, Spence t)avis). I 
assu!Ile they asked·us about· it and this is what we ;ave them • 

• • • • Q." Link, back the you made origi 1.ally a.bout 
the U-2 flight to Japan_, this implies that. tP,ere r 3.S not 
been any tirder to groun,d these U-2 weather recon:m isa.nce planes·. 

A. I don't know ·the specifics of The purpLse of this 
statement is to assure the Japanese that these pli:ri.es are 
being used :for weather pu.'1'.'poses .. 

. Q. ·.Thank you,. sir. 

A. You are very welcome. 
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DEPARTMENT AL PRESS BRIEFING 

MAY 11, 1960 

•••• Q. Link,. while we are in this sam.e general o.r!!a, a 
Toronto newspapoI' yesterdo.y said that U-2 flights have 
taken off f'rom Canada's bases for ·surveillance cf' Russia • 

. Do you ha,re anything to say on this? 

MR. WHITE: Yes, I am in a posi tj.on- to categorically deny 
this report. · . 

Q. Who made this report? 

Q. A Toronto newspaper, the Q-.l,.Q..Q.it and J:1a;t,l.. 
Q •. ·What was that report a.bout? 

Q. That an American U-2 took ot'f' from bases. 

Q. Are there any weather l'econna1ssance :flights by U-2,'s 
from Canada? 

A. . The spokesman f 01· the .C2.nadian De:fense Ministry has 
said: "A U-2 airer.aft made a forced landing north of Prince 
Albert on March 15, 1960.. This ai.rcra:ft was on: a routins 
flight, the pur·pose or which was upper atmosphe:i'.'n me·teo-
rologlcal and l'adiolog1.cal sampling.. The _plane was return-
ing from a point aver Liverpool Bay) near the mouth of the 
MacKenzie R:tvar A It has not beyond North ALlerican 
airspace. The :t.'lj.ght in question was one ot• a series of 
scientif'ic flights fl0t·m to obtain precise informati9n 
about clean air.turbulence'} upper air cloud :formations, 
jet str(ll_am and radiation ln thG upper atmosphere.. The 
aircraft were ur.i.armad and all flights were cleared in the 
normaJ. manner." 

, Q. Litik, does this mean there have been series· of U-2 
flights from. C.ana.dian bases? 

A.. No. 'l1he Canadian Minister, Mr o · Pearkes, has also 
made a statAraent. Ha said: "No u.-2 mission has ever flown 
from a Canadian base •. The only· U-2 landing e,ver made in 

·Canad.a was on March 15.-" · · , · 

Q. These flights have taken. off from Ame1•ican bases, is that 
it? ' 

A.· That is 

Q. This long statement yeti gave ali fr-om the spokesman 
Qt the Canadian Def'ense Ministry? 

A. That_ls right. Q.. ' 
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May 11, 1960 {Cont.) -7'.-

Q • . You a.re endorsing this· full stater ;nt? 

A.. I am certainly raising no questior 3 about it • 

Q. .Link, these flights took off from .\.merican bases? 
A. I would assume so. 

Q. They went up into Canadian airspac 3 with Canadian per-
mission, and then flew back to ted States, is that it? 

A. Well, one of them landed in.Canad.:. The only one tha:t 
ever landed up there was this one on l :i.rch 15'. · 

Q. It doesn't say why it was forced t:> land? 

A. l don't know. 

Q. Could we find out about that? Th:s might give us a 
clue. as to why --

MR. REAP: I think the press story on that said it landed 
on an icy lake and made min.01" repairs and then took off 
again. 

Q.. Could anybody gi-ve us a clue as tt what went wrong? 
This might give us a clue as to what wrong over Russia. 

MR. -WHITE: I don 1 t have any informat: on on that other than 
what has been said.by the Canadians. 

Q. They haven't said anything .abo·ut ·this plane as to the 
cause. 

A. No. 

\ 
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DEPARTMENTAL PRES BRIEFING 
MAY 12, 1 60· 

· ..... Q. Do you have any further la1•ification of the funct:ton 
. JD.1ss1on of the. U-2 1 s in Japa in view of these Con.'lnl,unist. 

cbar.ges .and· Japanese Socialist c' argcs that they so 
.engaged in espionage? The quest on that comes tomi11d is 
wey was Japan singled out as ab se.f'rom which they were 
not.flying these flights? · 

. >;.. There is no truth· to reports that a U-2 aircraft dondu.cted 
. missions from Japan period. 

..... Q.. Link, the Pakistan Ambas ador. called today, I think, 
in re,ference to this .business· of whether Pakistan territory 
was used. Do you know what was old to him? · 

A.. I don t t have anything to ·add to what he said to you fellows 
when he 

. Q. ·He said it had not yet been ( eterinined whether this plane 
actually had taken .off from .PakL tan territory as Khrushchev 
claimed •. May .we assume from tha' that the State Depaitment 
doesn't .yet lthow where this fligl t origlnated? . . · · · 

A. ·r think he said they were 1n1 estigati11g. 

Q. Who was investigating? · 

A. · The Pakistanis. 

Q.. Well, isn't the United State: Government also investi• 
gating? .. 

A. ·.I say I have nothing to add · o what the Ambassador said. 
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DEPARTMENTAL PRESS BRIEFING 

MAY 18, .1960 

.... Q.. Anything new on the Pakistan protest that was repprted 
ye·st·e+day? 

A. Well, let me clarify tha situation H' I car:i.. · ! think I .. 
. reo,al!.ed to you yesterday the Pakistan Ambassador ts call · 

on the Secretary of May 12, which the Ambassador 
sa.i<i to the press ·tha:t he had lodged no protest. It now 

· appears. th;at President of Pakistan was referring to an 
atde cei.101re handed to, the Department· on May lli·1 transmitting 
tb.e statemen·i; released to the p-re:gs by the Pakistan Govern-
ment on that day. We are in c.ontact with the Qovernment ·of 
Pak:iS.t-an. on this matter and this oommunlcation ·is und:er study. 

Well, this communication is not a protes'I::? 

A.· statement by the on that day said that "Our 
1nqu'iri:es show that no aircraft has ·takei1 off fl::om Pe.shawar. 
a1.rfield ln the. direction of Sov-iet Russia. In. case. any 
.Anericanplane taking off fromPeshawar·has·been diverted 
to Soviet Russia in the course or its :flight,. and Soviet · 
allegation that American aircra:t."·t which has been brought down 
in Soviat Russia took off from Peshawar is correct, we·have· 
ea.use far bitter complaint. The·American authorities must 

.realize the delicacy of our situation and ensure that all 
.conoe-rned refrain from such activities in the future." 
Q. . Does the American Government ·realize ·the ··delicacy of 
their situation?. · 

Q. Is the Pnited States planning a reply to·this? 

A. The matter is under study in the Department. 

Q. This· says "we are. in ·contact with the. Government of 
Pakistan on this matter." ·ts that. here, or in Pakistan, or· 

"· both? 

A. I would, assume both. I don't know specifically,. but 
I would assume both places. 

. . .. 
Q. The matter is under 'study; we didn't answ:er the aide 
memo ire as yet? 

A.. Not to my 

p ''' *&**@aj1k : 4rlewntc.,..4 a· MA ' .. • · *»l'·fi AhLfis.m.8 a eaa.JJ,_ . 
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DEPARTMENTAf.. PRESS BRIEFING 

May 19, 1960 

•••• Q,. . Wnat is the. status of the protest, Link, and 
fort:C.1 -- whC> owes whom a letter? 

A. First of.f, let me say that the United States has delivered 
a reply to.the Norwegian Government's oral protest and has 
given assurances in response to the request of .the Norwegian 
Government • · · 

What are the assurances? 

A. I have to confine myself to tnat. We have received a 
protest from the Afghan it. is under study . 
at the. present time. We have not received the text, although 
we know that the Czechs have given us· an oral stat.e:ment 
referring to Secretal'y Herter's statement of May 9. 

That is the situation as it now stands• 

Q. How about the Pakistan protest that allegedly has been 
sent"? 

A. .Just nothing new 011 that .. 

Q. I don't think we ever acknowledged receiving it. 

A. Yes, yesterday I pointed out what that situation wa.s. 

Q,. Link, this is asked out of · Have we received 
one £rom the Turks as well? 

·A. No. 
Q. What did the Afghan's protest protest? 
protest? 

What was the 

'-· ·A. I don't have the text of it here. 
released 

I understand. they 

Q .. · Ambassador Willis in Oslo is reported to have said 
the assurances we :·gave the Norwegians were that the flights 
had been discontinued. Why can't you say that? · 
A. I wasn't aware she had said that, -.John {Scali). If she 
has, her word is good enough for me .. 

Q. Are .you to publish the text. of· that reply? 

A. No, sir. Q. 
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Q. The communic; tion that Ambassador Willis had with the 
Norweg.ian Goverm ent is . the one you· are referring to he:'e, · ·· 
or is there.a se: arate note that went directly to the 
Norwegians? · · 

A. As I pointed out, . this was a reply ·to the Norwegian 
Governmemt 's ora: protest. Maybe you didn't catch that. 

Q.. When you say the United States ha:s delivered a reply, 
you are talking bout what .Ambassador Willis delivered .. 

A. That is corr ct. 

Q. Link, was ou: reply oral too'? 

A. That :is corr ct. 

Q.. Was there an aide memoire with the oral reply? 

A. I just don't have that information; I don't know. 
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May 26, ·1960 

•••• Q. · c, about ten days ago we got a note from t.he · 
Czechs. Ye 1 remember that, I think. · The. last time ·you , 
said· it wa!' still under study. 

A. Yes. 

· Do you 1ave to say on that?. 

A. ActualJ .r · 1 t was an aide-memo ire. But let me say, · in· 
answer . to z Jt.U' question, that in view of the. false acc'l.lsa-
tions ousive and :tntE!lm:peTa'l::e language of this .aide-
IQemoire, ii ".""- that is, the aide-·memoire '.'"'- is not· consid.ered. 
worthy of 1 3ply. 

.i 
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DEP.fl.RTMENTAL PRESS BRIEFING 

.June 1,. 1960 

. 
•••• Q. Link, is anybody going to say anythir :s about 
Mr. kind words?· 

A. I rave no comment on it, other than torE:iall to you 
wha.t I had said a week or ten days earlier 0 3.Y 10) •. 

Wt Leh was --

· A. wt m the £irst threat was made I don'- happen to 
have i; with me, but the essence of it was tl: s.t this is 
typica L of Soviet tactics j.n an attempt to 11 timidate . 
gove:rr 1ents which are absolutely blameless i:r this 

and.that.we had agreements with Ctuntries for 
our· mi.; ::;ual protection, and let there be no ru: stalte that 
those would be lived up· to. Tha· was the 
essenc3 of it. 

Q. Li 1k, is there any feeling arotind here• tl at · ll'JAlinovS.ty 1 s 
threat3 in the speech the other day create9.' new element or dar :ser or uncertainty in the East-West re: ationship?· 

A. Well, John (Hightower), all we have ere .for months 
out of the Soviet Union and all l expect we · ·111 hear .for 

·months in the future is a relexation of·tensons; and I 
would .1ardly put the General·' s speech into ai. y: category 
of rel 3.Xing tensions.;. · · 

Q.. De you expect to go on hearing about rel xation of 
tensi< :ls from Moscow? 

.A. I hope. in a dif.ferent tune. 
• " •• Q. Link, I think the Soviets compl .ined to Wast 
Germa.r r, alleging that there ·have been some 'rest. German 

-t bases used for overflights into Communist-co Ltrolled 
terri t ory. 
A. recollection is that the Germans repl .ed to that 
yestei :lay;. · I have nothing to add.· 
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DEPARTMENTAL .PRESS BRIEF.ING 

July 7, 1960 

••• Q. Do you have any comment on his L}fhrushchev'i7 
1ent that the U.S. base$ in Italy violate Austrian 

. . ' . 

'-•. · This. is another in. a series or rece1'l.t heavy-handed Soviet 
3tatements obviously made :tn an attempt to intimid•:tte our 

· Period .. 

I . 
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TEXT OF PRESIDENT EISENHOWER'S ADDRESS ON 
COLLAPSE AT THE SUMMIT 

MAY 25, 1960 

Fellow Americans: 

Tonight I want to talk with you about the remarkable 
events last week in Paris, and their meaning to our future. 

First, I am deeply grateful to the many thousands of you, 
and to Representatives in Congress, who sent me messages of 
encouragement and support while I was in Paris, and later upon 
my return to Washington. Your messages clearly revealed your 
abiding loyalty to America's great purpose--that of pursuing, 
from a ppsition of spiritual, moral and material strength, a 
lasting peace with justice. 

You recall, of course, why I went to Paris ten days ago. 

Last summer and fall I had many conversations with world 
leaders; some of these were with Chairman Khrushchev, here in 
America. Over those months a small improvement in relations 
between the Soviet Union and the West seemed discernible. A 
possibility developed that the Soviet leaders might at last be 
ready for serious talks about our most persistent problems--
those of disarmament, mutual inspection, atomic control and 
Germany, including Berlin. · 

To explore that possibility, our own and the British and 
French. leaders met together, and later we agreed, with the 
Soviet leaders, to gather in Paris on May 16. · 

Of course, we had no indication or thought that 
Soviet policies had turned about. But when there is 
slightest chance of strengthening peace there can be 
obligation than to pursue it. 

basic 
even the 
no higher 

Nor had our own policies changed. We did hope to make 
some progress in a summit meeting, unpromising though pre-
vious experience had been. But as we made preparations for 
this meeting, we did not drop our guard or relax our vigilance. 

Our safety, and that of the world, demand, of course, · 
effective systems for gathering information about the military 
capability of other powerful nations, especially those that. 
make a fetish of secrecy. This involves many techniques and 
methods. In these tim.;:s of vast military machines and nuclear-
tipped missiles, the ferreting out of this information is in-
dispensable to free world security. 
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. This has long been one of my most serious preoccupations. 
It is part of my grave responsibility, in the over-all problem 
of protecting the American people, to guard ourselves and our 
allies against surprise attack. 

During the period leading up to World War II we learned 
from bitter experience the imperative necessity of a continu-
ous gathering of intelligence information, the maintenance of 
military communications and contact, and alertness of command. 

An additional word seems appropriate about this matter 
of communications and com.11and. While the Secretary of Defense 
and I were in Paris, we were, of course, away from our normal 
command posts. He recommended that under these circumstances 
we test the continuing readiness of our military 
I personally approved. Such tests are valuable and will be fre-
quently repeated in the future. 

·Moreover, as President charged by the Constitution with the 
conduct of America's foreign relations, and as commander-in-chief, 
charged with the direction of the operations and activities of 
our armed forces and their supporting services, I take full re-
sponsibility for appt'oving all the various programs undertaken 
by our Government to secure and evaluate military intelligence. 

It was in the prosecution of one of these intelligence 
programs that the widely publicized U-2 incident occurred. 

Aerial photography has been one of many methods we have used 
to keep ourselves and the free world abreast of major Soviet milM 
itary developments. The usefulness of this w:>rk had been well 
established through four years of effort. The Soviets were well 
aware of it. 

Chairman Khrushchev has stated that he became aware of these 
flights several years ago. Only last week, in his Paris press 
conference, Chairman Khrushchev confirmed that.he knew of these 
flights when he visited the United States last September. 

Incidentally, this raises the natural question--why all 
the furor concerning one particular flight? He did not, when 
in America last Septe:nber, charge that these flights were any 
threat to Soviet safety. He did not then see any reason to re-
fuse to confer with American representatives. 

This he did only about the flight that unfortunt:.ely failed,. 
on May 1, far inside Russia. 

2 
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. Now, questions have been raised about this particular 
flight: first, as to its timing, considering the imminence 
of the summit meeting; second, our initial statements when we 
learned the flight had failed. 

As to the timing, the question was really whether to halt 
the program and thus forego the gathering of important infor-
mation that was essential and that was likely to be unavailable 
at a later date. The program went forward. 

The plain truth is this: when a nation needs intelligence 
activity, there is no time when vigilance can be relaxed. In-
cidentally, from Pearl Harbor we learned that even negotiation 
itself can be used to conceal preparations for a surprise attack. 

Next, as to our Government's initial statement about this 
flight, this was issued to protect the pilot, his mission and 
our intelligence processes, at a time when the true facts were 
still undetermined. 

Our first information about the failure of this mission 
did not disclose whether the pilot was still alive, was trying 
to escape, was avoiding interrogation, or whether both plane 
and pilot had been destroyed. Protection of our intelligence 
system and the pilot, and concealment of the plane's mission, 
still seemed imperative. 

It must be remembered that over a long period these flights 
had given us information of the greatest importance to the 
nation's security. Their success has been nothing short of 
remarkable. 

For these reasons, what is known in intelligence circles 
as a "covering statement'r was issued. It was issued on assump-
tions that were later proved incorrect. Consequently, when 
later the status of the pilot was definitely established, and 
there was no further possibility of avoiding exposure of the 
project, the factual details were set forth. 

I then made two facts clear to the public: first, our 
program of aerial reconnaissance had been undertaken with my 
approval; second, this Government is compelled to keep abreast, 
by one means or another, of military activities of the Soviets, 
just as their Government has for years engaged in espionage 
activities in our country and throughout the world. 

Our necessity to proceed with such activities was also 
asserted by our Secretary of State, who, however, had been 
careful--as was !--not to say that these particular flights 
would be continued. 

3 
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In fact, before leaving Washington, I had directed that 
U-2 flights be stopped. Clearly their usefulness was 

impaired. Moreover, continuing this particular activity in 
these new circumstances could not but complicate the rela-
tions of certain of our allies with the Soviets. Further-
more, new techniques, other than aircraft, are constantly 
being developed. 

I wanted no public announcement of this decision until I 
could personally disclose it at the summit meeting in conjunc-
tion with certain proposals I had prepared for the conference. 

At my first Paris meeting with Mr. Khrushchev, and before 
his tirade was made public, I informed him of this discontin-
uance and the character of the constructive proposals I planned 
to make •. These contemplated the establishment of a system of 
aerial surveillance operated by the United Nations • 

. The day before the first scheduled meeting, Mr. Khrushchev 
advised President De Gaulle and Prime Minister Macmillan that 
he would make certain demands upon the United States as a. pre-
condition for beginning a summit conference. 

Although the United States was the only power against 
which he expressed his displeasure, he did not communicate this 
information to me. I was, of course, informed by our allies. 

At the four-power meeti,ng on Monday morning he demanded 
of the United States four things: first, condemnation of U-2 
flights as a method of espionage; second, ass.urance that they 
would not be continued; third, a public ap::llogy on behalf of the 
United States; and, fourth, punishment of all those who had any 
responsibility respecting this particular mission. · · 

I replied by advising the Soviet leader that I had during 
the previous week, stopped these flights and that they would 
not be resumed. I offered also to discuss the matter with him 
in personal meetings, while the regular business of the summit 
might proceed. Obviously, I would not respond to his extreme 
demands. He knew, of course, by holding to those demands the 
Soviet Union was scuttling the sununit conference. 

In torpedoing the conference, Mr. Khrushchev claimed that 
he acted as the result of his own high moral indignation over 
alleged American acts of. aggression. As I said earlier, he 
had known of these flights for a long time. It is apparent 
that the Soviets had decided even before the Soviet delegation 
left Moscow that my trip to the Soviet Union should be canceled 

4 
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and thc!t nothing constructive from their viewpoint would come 
out of the summit conference. 

In evaluating the results, I think we must not write the 
record all in red ink. There are several things to be written 
in black. Perhaps this Soviet action has turned the clock 
back in some measure, but it should be noted that Mr.I<hrushchev 
did not go beyond invective--a time-worn Soviet device to 
achieve an immediate··objective. 

On our side, at Paris, we demonstrated once again America's 
willingness, and that of her allies, always to go the extra 
mile in behalf of peace. Once again, Soviet intransigence re-
minded us all of the unpredictability of despotic rule, and the 
need for those who work for freedom to stand together in deter-
mination and strength. 

The conduct of our allies was magnificent. My colleagues 
and friends--President De Gaulle and Prime Minister Macmillan--
stood sturdily with the American delegation in spite of persis- · 
tent Soviet attempts to split the Western group. The NATO 
meeting after the Pciris conference showed unprecedented unity 
and support for the alliance and for the position taken at the 
summit meeting. I salute our allies for us all. 

And now, and most importantly, what about the future? 

All of us know that, whether started deliberately or acci-
dentally, global war would leave civilization in a shambles. 
This is as true of the Soviet system as of all others. In a 
nuclear war there can be no victors--only losers. Even despots 
understand this. Mr. Khrushchev stated last week that he well 
realizes that general nuclear war would bring catastrophe for 
both sides. 

Recognition of this mutual de.structive capability is the 
basic reality of our present relations. Most assuredly, however, 
this does not mean that we shall ever give up trying to build a 
more sane and hopeful reality--a better foundation for our com-
mon relations. 

To do this, here are the policies wa must follow, and to 
these I am confident the .great majority of our people, regard-
less of party, give their. support: 

1. We must keep up our strength, and hold it steady for 
the long pull--a strength not neglected in complacency nor 
overbuilt in hysteria. So doing, we can make it clear to every-
one there can be no gain in the use of pressure tactics or 
aggression against us and our allies. 

5 
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2. We must continue businesslike dealings with the 
Soviet leaders on outstanding issues, and improve the contacts 
between our own and the Soviet peoples, making clear that the 
path of reason and common sense is still open if the Soviets 
will but use it. 

3. To improve world conditions in which human freedom 
can flourish, we must continue to move ahead with positive 
programs at home and abroad, in collaboration with free na-
tions everywhere. In doing so, we shall continue to give our 
strong support to the United Nations and the great principles 
for which it stands. 

As to the first of these purposes--our defenses are 
sound. They are tailored to the situation confronting us. 

Their adequacy has been one of my primary concerns for 
these past seven years--indeed throughout my adult life. 

In no respect have the composition and size of our forces 
been based on or affected by Soviet blandishment. Nor will 
they be. We will continue to carry forward the great improve-
ments already planned in these forces. They will be kept ready 
and under constant review. 

Any changes made necessary by technological advances or 
world events will be reconunended at once. 

This strength--by far the most potent on earth--is, I 
emphasize for deterrent, defensive and retaliatory purposes 
only, without threat or aggressive intent toward anyone. 

Concerning the second part of our policy--relations with 
the Soviets--we and all the world realize, despite our recent 
disappointment, that progress toward the goal of mutual under-
standing, easing the causes of tensions and reduction of arma-
ments is as necessary as ever. 

We shall continue these peaceful efforts, including 
participation in the existing negotiations with the Soviet 
Union. In these negotiations we have made some progress. We 
are prepared to· preserve and build on it. The Allied Paris 
Connnuniqul!! and my own statement on returning to the United 
States should have made this abundantly clear to the Soviet 
Government. 

6 
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We conduct these negotiations not on the basis of 
surface harmony nor are we det::rred by bad deportment. Rather 
we approach them as a careful search for common interests 
between the Western Allies and the Soviet Union on specific 
problems. 

I have in mind, particularly, the nuclear test and dis-
armament negotiations. We will not back away, on account of 
recent events, from the efforts or commitments that we have 
undertaken. 

Nor shall we relax our search for new means of reducing 
the risk of war by miscalculation, and of achieving verifiable 
arms control. 

A ma]or American goal is a world of open societies • 

. Here in our country anyone can buy maps and aerial photo-
graphs showing our cities, our dams, our plants, our highways--
indeed, our whole industrial and economic complex. Soviet 

regularly collect this information. Last fall Chair-
man Khrushchev's train passed no more than a few hundred feet 
from an operational ICBM, in plain view from his window. 

Our thousands of books and scientific journals, our maga-
zines, newspapers and official publications, our radio and 
television, all openly describe to all the world every aspect 
of our society. 

This is as it should be. We are proud of our freedom. 

·Soviet distrust, however, does still remain. To 
these misgivings I of.fe:red five years ago to open.our 
Soviet reconnaissance aircraft on a reciprocal basis. 
Soviets refused. 

allay 
skies to 

The 

That offer is still open. At an appropriate time America 
will submit such a program to the United Nations, together 
with the :recommendation that the United Nations itself conduct 
this reconnaissance. Should the United Nations accept this 
proposal, I am prepared to prop::>se that America supply part of 
the aircraft and equipment needed. · 

I hope that United Nations will act accordingly. 

As far as we in America are concerned, our programs for 
increased contacts between all peoples will continue. Despite 

7 
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the suddenly expressed hostility of the men in the Kremlin 
I remain convinced that the basic longings of the Soviet . ' 
people are much like our own. I believe that Soviet citi-
zens have a sincere.friendship for the people of America. 
I deeply believe that above all else they want a lasting 
peace and a chance for a more abundant life in place of 
more and more instruments of war. 

Turning to the third part of America's policy--the 
strengthening of freedom--we must do far more than concern 
ourselves with military defense against, and our relations 
with, the Communist Bloc. Beyond this, we m-.ist advance con-
structive programs throughout the world for the betterment 
of peoples in the newly developing nations. The zigs and 
zags of the Kremlin cannot be allowed to disturb our world-
wide programs and purposes. In the period ahead, these pro-
grams could well be the decisive factor in our persistent 
search for peace in freedom. 

To the peoples in the newly developing nations urgently 
needed help. will surely come. If it does not come .·from us 
and our friends, these peoples will be driven to seek it from 
the enemies of freedom. Moreover, those joined with us in 
defense partnerships look to us for proof of our steadfastness. 
We must not relax our common security efforts. 

As to this, there is something specific all of us can do, 
and right now. It is imperative that crippling cuts not be 
made in the appropriations recommended for mutual security, 
whether economic or military. We must support this program 
with all of our wisdom and all of our strength. 

We are proud to call this a nation of the people. With 
the people knowing the importance of this program, and making 
their voices heard in its behalf throughout the land, ther·e 
can be no doubt of its continued success. 

Fellow Americans, long ago I pledged to you that I would 
journey anywhere to promote the cause of peace. I remain 
pledged to pursue a peace of dignity, of friendship, of honor, 
of justice. 

Operating from the firm base of our. spiritual and physi-
cal strength, and seeking wisdom from the Almighty, we and our 
allies together will continue to work for the survival of.man-
kind in freedom--and for the goal of mutual respect, mutual 
understanding, and openness among all nations. 

Thank you, and good night. 

8 
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MEMORANDUM FOR THE RECORD 

DPD 5262-60 
30June 1960 

SUBJECT: The Legal Defense of Francis Gary Powers 

1. For the sake of posterity recorded herewith are some events 
which have come to pass during the preparation of the defense of 
Francis Gary Powers. At the point of this writing an AP press release 
annowi.cii:ig this defense makes the following historical; but for the sake of 
the record, the frustrations, tribulations and travail are herein set forth. 

2. During the week of June 5 the undersigned met with Mr. Larry 
Houston, General Counsel, CIA, Mr. Eric Hager, Legal Adviser of the 
Department of State, and Mr. Richard Davis, Chief, European Division 
of the Department of State concerning the legal ramifications in the 
Francis Powers case and what action, if any, should be taken by the U.S. 
Government concerning his defense·. It was quickly agreed that we had an 
obligation to make definite legal overtures to the Soviets concerning the 
defense of Francis Powers. The Department of State had received five 
or six offers from various law firms and lawyers who had indicated their 
willingness to defend Francis Powers. We briefly discussed possible 
candidates for the defense without arriving at any conclusion and had men-
tioned the names of Edward Bennett Williams and Joseph Welch. . 
Eric Hager had indicated that Williams' name had been thrown in the 
hopper by his partner, Muldoon. In response to all inquiries and offers 
concerning the defense counsel, the Department had taken the line that, 
the decision rests with Mrs. Barbara Powers. Mr. Davis announced that 
Mr. Oliver Powers and his attorney, Carl E. McAfee from Norton, Va. , 
had an appointment to see Mr. Kendall. the Legal Assistant to the 
dent on Monday, 13 June, but per agreement with the Department of State, 
Kendall was to turn McAfee over to Eric Hager. During the course of our 
meeting, Eric Hager indicated that he thought he could arrange for legal 
defense of Powers through the Virginia State Bar Association and was to 
meet William P. Dickson, President of the Virginia State Bar Association 
in Charlottesville over the weekend to inquire of this possibility. 
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3. On 10 June, Mr. Cunningham, Mr. Houston, Mr. John Warner 
and the undersigned met with the Director on this subject. When advised 
that Edward Bennett Williams had offered his services, the Director had 
suggested that it would not be a good idea in view of his connection with 
Senator McCarthy and Hoffa. The Director stated that he was about to 
go on a foreign trip and requested that he be advised when we had selected 
the lawyers. 

4. On 13 June the original cast of characters engaged in another 
skull session at the Department of State. At this meeting the availability 
of experts in Soviet law was discussed and. possible candidates to assist 
either counsel for the defense or the State observer at the trial. We ran 
through the names of Lipson, Berman and Hazard and others of apparent 
import. 

5. Hager reported on his contact with Dickson at Charlottesville 
and stated that all had gone well; that Dickson had an immediate grasp 
of the situation and it was not necessary for him to go into specific de-
tails on the case. A plan of .action had been laid; Dickson would nominate 
two lawyers who would be retained by Barbara Powers and as principle, 
i.e. the individual with power of attorney from Francis Powers, it would 
be proper for her lawyers to prepare the defense of Francis Powers. 
Hence, after the two lawyers were selected we would be informed of their 
names, run our check, then brief Barbara as to our plan of action and 
legal aspects of the case. 

. 6. By this time our friends Oliver Powers and McAfee arrived in 
town and were scheduled for a meeting with Mr. Davis for a short dis-
cussion and application for passports and visas. I requested that Mr'. Davis 
stress the fact that Barbara Powers had power of attorney and as such was, 
so to speak. the principle in the family affairs and that it was important 
that Oliver Powers not take any unilateral action on his own lest he undo 
our actions in a different direction. 

7. Mr. Mike Miskovsky of OGC, who had done legal research 
concerning this case, began to take an active part. He attended the 
meeting with Hager, Davis, Oliver Powers, and McAfee. (His Agency 
connection not announced.) During the Powers/McAfee meeting 
things seemed to go reasonably well. Oliver Powers indicated his desire 
to get together with Barbara Powers in this case and conceded the wisdom 
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of working together. Carl McAfee, whose dreams of grandeur had 
run unchecked due to the apparent vacuum of other legal activity in 
the case, had envisioned himself as the trial lawyer in Moscow. At 
our request, Mr. Davis had queried Powers and McAfee as to whether 
they had any desire to contact CIA officials. Powers asked 11 What was 
that? 11 and when informed agreed to a meeting Tuesday. 

8. On Tuesday, 14 June, General Cabell with Mr. Miskovsky met 
Oliver Powers and McAfee in Eric Hager's office at the Department of 
State. The meeting was limited to general terms and the obvious facts 
were not grasped by either Powers or McAfee. At the conclusion 
Powers stated that he still wondered what Lockheed Aircraft Corp. 
was going to do for his boy, and as ,a side issue indicated boyishly that 
this was the closest he had ever been to a general. Mr. Davis had 
sensed that the role of CIA in this situation had gone completely over 
the heads of both McAfee and Powers. Davis queried General Cabell 
whether or not he should clarify this point. The General replied ii;i. the 
negative with the statement that we keep this ace up our sleeves. The 
undersigned did not attend any meetings with McAfee and Oliver Powers 
but these events were related by Miskovsky and Davis. 

9. I had called Barbara Powers the night of 13 June and indicated 
that she would be receiving a call from Mr. Dickson concerning two law-
yers to help her in this case. I suggested that it would be a good idea 
if she agreed with what he proposed. 

10. On 15 June an impromptu meeting was held at 4:00 in the 
afternoon. Eric Hager had called the shindig and blithely announced 
that Barbara Powers was on her way to Roanoke, Virginia, to meet the 
two attorneys Dickson had designated. At that time I received the names 
of John C. Parker of Franklin, Virginia, and Frank W. Rogers of 

Hager announced that Dickson would also be there to meet 
Barbara Powers and they would lay plans for the defense. I cried foul 
and indicated that it was necessary that I check the lawyers out and also 
brief Barbara °!Jeforehand. I left the meeting and caught a ·plane to 
Roanoke, with Mike Miskovsky to hold up the legal end. 

Dickson met us about four minutes before Barbara's plane 
arrived. We briefed him of the Agency's involvement in the case and 
told him that we did not want the Goverrunent's affiliation with the de-
fense to be public knowledge. He had sensed this from his discussions 
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with Hagel; and fell quickly in line. Barbara arrived and we drove 
with Frank Rogers to a room which the lawyers had at the Hotel Roanoke. 
As usual luck was with us. We arrived at the Hotel Roanoke during the 
Miss Virginia Contest, and had our pick of reporters and _photographers. 
We asked Barbara to freshen up in her room while we went to a sitting 
room and there Mike and I conducted a briefing of Dickson and Rogers 
and John Parker who was waiting in the room. Miskovsky opened the 
discussion by assuring the financial backing for the defense. We had 
been led to believe by Hager that Dickson's only concern was that funds 
would be available. Before Mike could finish talking money, Rogers 
interrupted him and stated that he thought he could speak for Parker and 
indicated that they were honored to be considered for this case and would 
not think .of asking for any compensation. 

We then briefly outlined the funding mechanism; that we 
would arrange for funds to be deposited to the Virginia State Bar As soci-
ation, funds would be received from private sources and the lawyers 
would draw from this account for their expenses. Parker indicated that 
it would be quite agreeable to him i£ they carried the expenses to the end 
and then would present us with a list of expenses. I stated that this would 
be undesirable from our point because there would be considerable ex-
penses involved and we did not feel that it was necessary to impose finan-
cial inconvenience on any individual. At this point Barbara entered the 
room and the lawyers engaged in general conversation to win her confi-
dence and to learn something of their client. Amid scotch and soda the 
evening wore easily. 

About l: 30 in the morning we adjourned and Dickson and I 
walked Barbara to her room. Dickson told Barbara that if she had any 
reservations about the lawyers to please let him know and they would 
withdraw from the case. Briefly Barbara told him she was satisfied. 
Requesting that I fix her T. V .. Barbara dismissed Dickson, and closed 
the door. She asked that I have a nightcap with her which ended up plural 
and she seemed to let loose. She seemed honestly perplexed and puzzled 
over the ability of a couple of folksy Virginia lawyers to handle a big 
Soviet case. She .had envisioned a one man band who would be a Soviet 
law expert, a city trial lawyer and a mouthpiece all rolled into one. I 
explained that these lawyers may not be the trial lawyers involved but 
their purpose was to protect her interests here in the U.S. e1;nd to prepare 
the defense for Frank Powers. They would explore the field of Soviet law 
experts and trial lawyers and decide on the team which could handle this 
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entangled c.ase. When she realized these men were involved primarily 
in the preparation of the defense and would not suddenly travel to Russia 
without consultation, she seemed satisfied and in fact the happiest since 
she arrived in the U. S, As the result of the night caps, I was happy, 
too, and decided to re ti re. 

11. On the morning of 16 June, Thursday, we had another client-
lawyer session. Plans were laid for McAfee and Oliver Powers to 
come to Roanoke so that the case could be handled as a family effort. 
John Parker began telephoning Soviet law experts to arrange meetings 
with them. Before McAfee and Oliver Powers arr-ived that afternoon 
Mike and I decided to pull out and forego further Miss Virginia publicity. 

12. As history would have it, Oliver Powers and McAfee arrived 
and had a reasonably cooperative meeting with Barbara and Frank Rogers. 
Both McAfee and Powers again indicated the wisdom of a family effort 
in this case. McAfee on the side to Rogers made reference to a cable 
which Oliver Powers sent from Kingsport, Tennessee. McAfee could 
not recall the wording of the cable but keenly remembered it was ad-
dressed to Nikita Khrushchev. On Friday morning Barbara disappeared 
from the hotel but it was assumed that she had returned to Pound" Va., 
with McAfee and her father-in-law. This assumption was later confirmed. 

13. Via phone on the evening of 16 June, Rogers indicated that the 
meeting had gone fairly well and it was his feeling that McAfee and 
Powers were in line. In the interim John Parker had traveled with 
Mike Miskovsky to Cambridge to meet with Harold Berman, Professor 
of Law at Harvard University. This meeting took place on Friday, 
17 June. On Saturday, 18 June he saw John N. Hazard, Professor of 
Law at Columbia University. On Sunday, 19 June, Frank Rogers 
joined him for a morning visit with Hazard. Again they agreed that 
Hazard would be available to advise the trial lawyers on the 
Berman had previously stated that he would be available if required 
but a rather full schedule of European travel would interfere with 
plete devotion to the case. He stated his willingness to detour to 
Moscow for preliminary investigation of the trial if we deemed it ad-
visable. 

14. On Monday, 20 June, Rogers and Parker saw Art Dean while 
the undersigned and Miskovsky met with Ambassador Thompson to 
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outline briefly our progress on the case to date. Ambassador Thompson 
throughout the meeting seemed plagued by the thought of defection as 
far as Powers was concerned. He made one reference to "defection" 
but thereafter referred to it as "possible defection" at the trial. He 
stated that it might be to our advantage to have Frank Powers ask for 
a Soviet counsel rather than an American which would imply that he 
was "gotten to" by the Soviets. He asked the question "What do we do 
if the Soviets give him back on our promise that we never do it again? 11 

I accepted this question as rhetoric'al and treated it as such. He opined 
that the Soviets would probably hold the trial in August in order to make 
full propaganda play during the opening of the General Assembly in 
September. Someone of the group present queried Ambassador Thompson 
whethe;r the Embassy was constantly asking the Soviets for permission to 
see Powers. He stated that every three or four days whenever they have 
discussions with the Soviets, they bring this point up. 

Eric Hager made reference to the Counsellors agreement 
(the Litvinov Agreement) whereby we would have the right to demand 
of the Soviets that we (the Embassy) be permitted to see Frank Powers. 
Ambassador Thompson was quick to say no, that the Soviets would 
probably ignore our requests thereby weakening the agreement. Stunned 
by such logic, I remained silent. He did state that he asked Khrushchev 
personally if we could see Powers but was ignored. Ambassador Thompson 
queried if we had any information as to whether or not Powers was shot 
down at high altitude. When informed that we could not substantiate any 
altitude, he stated that if Powers had not been shot down at high altitude 
the Soviets would not likely let him free since he would disclaim their 
boast that they had reached him at his highest. 

15. We arranged for Frank Rogers and John Parker to see 
Ambassador Thompson upon their arrival in D. C. late Monday after-
noon. Although not extended an obvious invitation to attend we arranged 
for Mike to claim a seat in the conference. During this session 
Ambassador Thompson played the same song re defection. 

. 
16. On Tuesday, 21 June, Mike and I arranged for Agency briefings 

for Parker and Rogers at the Statler Hotel in Washington. OCI person-
nel gave an intelligence briefing on the current Soviet situation and 
Jack Maury and friends of SR added their inputs. On this glorious day 
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we received wo:rd that the cable which McAfee had referred to on 
16 June was a thank-you to Nikita Khrushchev for granting Oliver 
Powers a visa and a request by Oliver Powers that his attorney, 
Mr. Carl McAfee, be permitted to join him. As a parenthetical 
comment, the Office of Security has been requested to obtain the con-
tents of this cable by Miskovsky. There was strong sentiment at this 
time to cut McAfee completely out of the picture, disbar him, tar and 
feather him, and employ any other disposal methods known to mankl.nd. 
We developed our plans further concerning the trial and decided that 
Frank Rogers, Alex Parker, a trial lawyer from Richmond, Virginia, 
and brother of John C. Parker, together with John Hazard would form 
the team to travel to the Soviet Union, if the Soviets permitted, to 
defend: Frank Powers. The undertones throughout these past few days 
had been the desire to send a cable to Nikita Khrushchev stating the 
Virginia State Bar Association's interest in the matter and their desire 
to send counsel for Frank Powers. 

. Mr. Eugene Kiefer of DPD met the lawyers and answered their 
questions concerning the technical facilities of the aircraft, the 
destructor and landing characteristics etc. As a result of this dis-
cussion the lawyers were convinced that the aircraft caine apart at an 
unknown altitude due to unknown reasons and that Frank Powers had 
climbed out of the aircraft and parachuted to the ground. 

17. On Tuesday night Alex Parker arrived in D. C. and Mike and 
I read him into the case. He was quick to move in and readily estab-
lished himself in the planning of the case. We reworked the cable to 
Khrushchev and received Barbara's support on it. She asked that she 
be allowed to tell her father-in-law. The lawyers were somewhat re-
luctant to cut McAfee out of this channel in view of his potential danger 
to the case. To this they placed a call to McAfee which 
got through to him about midnight and requested that he come to 
Washington, He was somewhat reluctant but when advised of the 
importance he agreed to come first thing in the morning after clearing 
it with Mr. Oliver Powers. 

On Wednesday, meetings were held with Hazard. more brief-
ings of the lawyers and more rewrites of the cable took place. We 
worked on a release which the Virginia State Bar Association would 
give out and the timing of the cable. It was planned that a courier 
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would bring the cable draft to Richmond to have it appear on the 
paper and typewriter of Alex Parker's office. His secretary alone 
would handle the paper. The draft would be shown to McAfee who 
arrived late the 22nd, first thing the morning of the 23rd. It would 
also be shown to Hazard. Changes, ii any, would be called down to 
the secretary in Richmond who would incorporate them into the 
finished product and return the cable via our cour!.er to Johri Parker 
at the Mayflower Hotel. The secretary would then file a Western Union 
telegram to Khrushchev from Riclunond. 

18. On the afternoon of 23 June Alex Parker, Frank Rogers, and 
Carl McAfee would appear for a visa at the Soviet Embassy giving the 
Soviets· a copy of the government ste-rile cable. As planned these 
arrangements came to pass. When McAfee arrived on the 22nd he was 

at not being invited as a full-fledged member of the Virginia 
State Bar Association's team.. The lawyers adequately handled this situation 
and McAfee was pleased to learn that he would travel with the lawyers and 
Powers to the trial, that his role in this defense would be to acquire 
homey background material concerning Frank Powers from the father 
and his home area. This information would be used as fill-in to por-
tray Frank Powers as a quiet unsophisticated American country boy. 
He indicated that his pride was hurt in not being included in the press 
release as a member of the team but accepted the logic that he was 
young and inexperienced and it would not be fitting for the Virginia State 
Bar Association to endorse such a nomination. McA£ee suggested that 
the cable be signed by Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Powers as well as Barbara 
Powers to imply a unified family front. This suggestion was heartily 
endorsed. McAfee was somewhat concerned over fees and the lawyers 
pointed out that his source would be from the father as he is the father's 
attorney; however, any expenses incurred in the Russia trip would be 
covered by contributions to the Virginia State Bar Association. 

19. Although at this reading it appears that both McAfee and 
Powers Senior are in line, McAfee has been a true thorn in our side. 
It is hard not to discount the speculation that when he was advised by 
Hager that the Virginia State Bar Association was moving into the case 
that he put the father up to sending the cable to Khrushchev requesting 
that McAfee go to Russia .. He conveniently forgot what this cable said 
and throughout he has not been an example of cooperation and honesty. 
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He has indicated that he would declare Barbara Powers incompetent 
to handle the principal role in this case due to her "mental condition' 1 

which he later conceded was her drinking. He has advised us that he 
has received offers to associate with other firms in this case and 
made reference to a Baltimore firm which offered him $100, 000. He 
has implied that he could get his fees from the father because the 
father will have lots of money from offers. He has shown poor judgment 
in the case to date, has attempted to handle the case without other con-
sultation, and in short, portrays a man who has a bear by the tail and 
doesn't know what to do. We remain suspicious of his cooperation but 
feel that as long as we can have him in sight we can control his actions. 

20. As it now stands, Lawyers Inc. went to the Soviet Embassy 
the afternoon of 23 June and indicated their desire to go to Russia. 
The clerk advised them that they would have to write a letter giving 
their ages and other personal data. As a matter of routine he inquired 
whether or not they were going as tourists and they said no, it was 
business. He began inquiring as to what their business was and upon 
that the clerk was shown a copy of the cable whereby our clerk friend 
became so unscrewed he literally ran out of the. room. He returned 
with the First Secretary who read and re-read the cable and became 
most gracious. The First Secretary advised them to please send a 
letter and then their request would be given normal consideration. 
With this accomplished the lawyers departed for their respective homes. 
According to plan, William Dickson, who was headed for New York on 
Thursday, was rerouted at our request to Virginia where he issued the 
press release to Norfolk, Richmond, and Roanoke newspapers indicating 
that the Virginia State Bar Association had offered its services to 
Barbara Powers who had retained its designated lawyers. This new 
development in the case has reawal<ened press interest in Virginia 
and. after 24 hours of no comment, Alex Parker agreed to a TV inter-
view the evening of 24 June. 

(Attached: Copy of Cable to 
Khrushchev} 9 

(Signed) 
JOHN N. Mc MA HON 
Personnel Officer 

DPD-DD/P 
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Nikita s. Khrushchev 
Chairman of the Council of Minis.ters 

of the USSR 
Moscow, USSR 

Richmond, Virginia 
{23 June 196[1 

As the wife and father and mother of Francis Gary 
Powers and the persons primarily and principally inter-
ested :l:-n his we feel that we should have the 
benefit of the advice and help of legal counsel. The Bar 
Association of Virginia has offered the services of its 
members. That organization is a voluntary independent 
association of advocates in Francis' home state. 

This offer has been gratefully accepted and the Bar 
Association has designated Alex W. Parker, a pt'acticing 
attorney of Richmond, Virginia, and.Frank W. Rogers, a 
practicing attorney of Roanoke, Virginia, and Professor 
John N. Hazard of the faculty of law of Columbia Univer-
sity, New York City, as its representatives for that · 
purpose to act in conjunction with Carl E. McAfee, who 
had previously been selected as counsel by Mr. and Mrs. 
Oliver Powers and who is a practicing attorney in Wise 
County, Virginia, where they and their son lived. 

We respectfully request that these men be permitted 
to come to your country to confer with our husband and son 
and with any Soviet advocate who may be representing him 
and to cooperate with his Soviet advocate in preliminary. 
eonfererices and in the trial and in the exercise of any 
other rights that may be permitted to Francis under the 
Soviet law. If no Soviet advocate has yet been appointed 
for him, we would also hope that the.se men would .be al-
lowed to cooperate with Francis and with the appropriate 
Soviet authorities for the purpose of obtaining such ap-
pointment if that should be Francis' desire •. The under-
signed Oliver Powers has al-ready requested of you that 
Mr. McAfee be permitted to accompany him to your country 
to see you and talk with you about Soviet law and the 
trial, and now that the Bar Association's representatives 
have also offered. their services, we hope for an early 
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reply to the present request so that necessary travel 
arrangements can be made including the securing of 
visas. 

We will be greatly comforted if our requests are 
granted, since it will permit our beloved husband and 
son to have his fellow countrymen consult with him and 
cooperate with his Soviet advocate in the preparation 
and trial of his case. We should think that such an 
arrangement would be welcomed by the people of all 
nations as proof of Soviet fairness and justice. We 
personally appeal to you because of our love for Francis. 
The law1ers of his native region, through those above 
named,.· authorize us to say that they join in this re-
quest bzcause they wish so much to render all legal 
assistance permitted by Soviet law to one of their coun-
trymen who is to be tried on a serious charge in a 
foreign country. We shall appreciate your reply addressed 
to the undersigned at Milledgeville, Georgia. 

Barbara Moore Powers 

Mr. and Mrs. Oliver w. Powers 
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Issue of 1 August 1960 (Bi-Weekly Guidance) 

Paragraph 272 

"According to an official of the USSR 
Supreme Court, U-2 pilot Francis Gary Powers will be tried 
on a charge of espionage in open session of the Military Col-
legium of the Supreme Court beginning 17 August. Despite 
repeated requests by Embassy officials to. see him in accord-
ance with a US-USSR agreement, Powers has been held incommu-
nicado since his plane came down on 1 May. It still is 
unclear whether significant numbers of visas will be granted 
to free. world reporters and other journalists who desire to 
attend the trial. Recently Moscow has suffered one signifi-
cant setback in its efforts to exploit the U-2 incident. 
After the shooting down of the RB-47 reconnaissance plane, 
the Soviets charged that the aircraft had been caught spying 
over Soviet territory. They linked the RB-47 flight to the 
U-2 program, and claimed that it was evidence of the continu-
ation of an aggressive, provocative policy on the part of 
warmongering circles in the Pentagon. However, Ambassador 
Lodge's speech in the UN stating categorically that the plane 
had been shot cl.own over international waters, and demanding 
either an impartial investigation of the event or a referral 
of the case to the. International Court of Justice cast con-
siderable doubt on the Soviet charges. Lodge's stand was 
strongly supported by Great Britain. The subsequent Soviet 
veto of the nine to two approval of Lodge's proposal com-
pounded the effect. During the pre-trial period the Commun-
ists have made at least two attempts to capitalize on the 
Powers case in the free W•.)rld. The Italian Conu'1lunist Party 
has begun to attack the Italian government and US bases in· 
Italy using unsupported allegations that U-2 reconnaissance 
missions were flown from these bases. In Japan, a forged 
letter on US Embassy stationary has been uncovered proposing· 
that U-2 aircraft be temporarily removed to Okinawa and later 
returned to Japan secretly so that overflights could be con-
tinued. The letter, supposedly signed by the US Air Attache, 
was to be circulated by a national Japanese patriotic 

Guidance 

Our objective is to weaken, discredit and obscure Moscow's 
efforts to capitalize on the Powers trial. The USSR's efforts 
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aim at the following goals: (1) to split the US and its 
allies, (2) to undermine our ability to use bases in other 
free world countries, especially neutralist countries, 
(3) to denounce US aggressiveness and depict the Americal 
people as being at the mercy of Pentagon militarists, there-
by portraying the US as a threat to peace, (4) to eliminate 
doubts which have been cast on Soviet military strength and 
the_USSR's ability to defend itself by having Powers testify 
that he was shot down by a rocket at 60,000 feet or more. 
In addition to the approaches outlined in Bi-Weekly Guid-
ance /1249 of 20 June 1960, "The Trial of Francis Powers", 
we should take the following additional steps. This action 
should not be undertaken until after the trial begins, and 
should be predicated on the tactics the USSR adopts to 
exploit the case. If the trial is open and adequately reported 
to the free world, we attack all clear violations of western, 
humanistic concepts of justice an1 due process, citing them as 
proof of the barbaric nature of the Soviet legal system and 
the subservience of justice in the USSR to cynical manipula-
tion for political advantage. If any part of the trial is 
held in secret, we denounce this secrecy and assert that it 
proves that the Soviets are trying to hide those aspects of 
his testimony which are unfavorable to them. If any noted 
lawyers, journalists or other public figures whose views are 
known to be either favorable to the west or honestly impartial 
are denied permission to cover the trial or attend as observ-
ers, we point to this as evidence that the Russians are trying 
to limit attendance at the trial to their trained and reliable 
apologists. If we can contrast the denial of a visa to an 
observer who might favor the west with the names of knot-m 
CotIL11unist sympathizers who have been granted visas, our case 
will be made even stronger. 

Since we have no firm evidence that Powers has been 
brainwashed, a general charge to this effect should be 
avoided until we see how the trial proceeds. It is possible 
that Soviets will be content with exerting .psychological 
pressure to have Powers confirm the actual facts of the flight 
and theSoviet version of the shootdown. If there are any ob-
vious errors, discrepancies or weaknesses in Powers' testi-
mony (e.g. confessions to having dropped agents, paramilitary" 
supplies or biological warfare material into the USSR; state-
ments that the U-2 program was a military operation; or that · 
the RB-47 program was similar) or if Powers goes beyond his 
basic area of competence as a technician and supports clearly 
Soviet political propaganda on the stand (e.g. that he is 
personally familiar with militaristic plots in the Pentagon) 
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S E C R E T 

we seize upon these as evidence of psychological pressure and 
use them to cast doubt upon all his other statements which 
have not been supported by real evidence or previous US gov-
ernment admissions. Through articles, feature stories and 
interviews with experts in the field, we publicize the tech-
niques of brainwashing, emphasizing past uses of this tactic 
by the Communists, and stressing the fact that modern methods 
have become so sophisticated that anyone can be brainwashed, 
providing his captors have complete control of him for approx-
imately one month. We publicize the fact that no Americans, 
either officials or members of his family, have been p·ermitted 
to see Powers since May 1, even though this violates a long-
standing agreement between the US and the USSR. We conclude 
that Powers' isolated detention lends a great deal of weight 
to free world fears that he has been brainwashed. 

If Powers' statements permit we ridicule the various 
Soviet explanations of why the U-2 was allowed to penetrate 
as far as Sverdlovsk, and suggest that the only reason 'they 
were able to knock down Powers' plane was because it was 
forced within the range of their conventional defenses by 
some mechanical difficulty. We also scoff at the idea that 
the Soviets could view as aggression a reconnaissance flight 
by such a light aircraft, whose only armament was a .22 cali-
ber pistol. We stress the fact. that Powers is a civilian and 
that .the U-2 project was not conducted by the armed forces. 
We cite the pre-trial propaganda of the Italian CP and the 
forgery in Japan as further indications that the free world 
CP's will go to any length of falsehood and deceit to further 
the ends of their masters in Moscow. Wherever possible we 
try to distract public attention away from the trial by ex-
ploiting any local events, incidents, speeches, etc., which 
will pre-empt the headlines. To help do this we can revive 
former cases of Soviet espionage, or stimulate heavy cover-
age of new cases which may arise. To support any of the · 
above lines, such techniques as interviews with lawyers, 
military experts, experts on the USSR and persons with a 
first hand knowledge of Soviet justice should be used, in 
addition to press conferences and speeches in parliament where· 
possible. Neutralist media should decry Moscow's use of 
the Powers trial to launch a violent propaganda attack on the 
west, thereby increasing world tensions and intensifying the 
Cold War. Such media may soften the approaches listed above, 
and tailor them to the tastes of their particular audiences. 
Where possible they should introduce the·desired points of 
view by replaying them from other, non-neutralist media. 
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Output aimed at Soviet and other Bloc audiences should 
stress (a) the huge extent of Soviet espionage, (b) the 
emptiness of Soviet boasts that their air space is 
"inviolable" and (c) regret for the reckless exploitation 
of the trial to worsen international relations, once again 
isolating the people behind the Iron Curtain and reinforcing 
Soviet secrecy. 

FOR ALL ASSETS 11 
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SUMMARY OF TRANSCRIPT OF TRIAL OF FRANCIS GARY POWERS 
(Prepared by the CI Staff from "The Trial of the U-2") 

13 October 1960 

1. The only available complete transcript of the 
trial of Francis Gary Powers is contained in the publication 
"The Trial of The U-2", published by Translation World Pub-
lishers, Suite 900, 22 West Madison Street, Chicago, 2, 
Illinois, with introductory comment by Harold J. Berman. 

2. In addition to the introductory comment by 
Harold J. Berman this publication is made up of: 

1. Announcement of Criminal Proceedings 

2. Indictment 

3. Composition of The Court 

4. First Day, Morning Session, August 17, 1960 
Opening of the Trial 
Preliminary Examination of Defendant: 
Announcement of Witnesses and Experts 
Announcement of Composition of Court 
Reading of Indictment 
Examination of Defendant by Procurator Ruderi.ko 

5. First Day, Afternoon Session, August 17, 1960 
Examination of Defendant by Procurator Rudenko 
Examination of Defendant by Defense 

Counsel Grinev 

6. Second Day, Morning Session, August 18, 1960 
Examination of Defendant by Defense Counsel 

Grinev 
Re-Examination of Defendant by Procurator 

Rudenko 
Examination of Defendant by Presiding Judge 

Borisoglebsky 
Examination of Defendant by Member of the 

Court Zakharov 
Examination of Defendant by Member of the 

Court Vorobyev 
Examination of Witness Asabin 
Examination of Witness Cheremisin 
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Examination of Witness Chuzhakin 
Examination of Witness Surin 
Examination of Expert Alekseyev 
Examination of Expert Tyufilin 
Examination of Expert Istornin 
Examination of Expert Andreyev 

7. Second Day, Afternoon Session, August 18, 1960 
Examination of Expert Voroshilov 
Examination of Expert Burmistrov-Zuyev 
Examination of Expert Prozorovsky 
Examination of Expert Zhdanov 

8. Third Day, Morning Session, August 19, 1960 
Speech for the Prosecution by Roman A. Rudenko, 

Procurator-General of the USSR 
Speech for the Defense by Defense Counsel 

Mikhail L. Grinev 
· Last Plea of Defendant Powers 

9. Third Day, Afternoon Session, August 19, 1960 
The Verdict 

3. Harold J. Berman is footnoted in this publication 
as "Professor of Law, Harvard University; author of 'Justice 
in Interpretation of Soviet Law' (1950); 'The 
Russians in Focus• (1953); 'Soviet Military Law and Admini-
stration' (with Miroslav Kerner, 1955); and other books, as 
well as numerous articles including 'Soviet Law Reform--Date-
line Moscow 1957 1 , Yale Law Journal, 1957, vol. 66, p. 1161, 
and 'The Comparison of Soviet and American Law,• Indiana Law 
Journal, 1959, vol. 34, p. 563. 11 . · 

4. The information disclosed in the published transcript 
of the trial of Francis Gary Powers is hereinafter listed in 
more or less chronological order under the following headings: 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

10. 

Biographic Information 
Contract 
Training 
Administration of Detachment 10-10 
Other overflights 
Preparation for 1 May Flight 
Events During Flight of 1 May 1960 
The Plane and Its Equipment 
Testimony of The Commission of Experts 
Names Mentioned at the Powers Trial 

2 
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5. "The Trial of The U-2 11 

The Exclusive Authorized Account 

1. BIOGRAPHIC INFORMATION 

Francis Gary Powers - Citizen of the United States. 
Born: 1929 at Burdine, Kentucky.. Both parents are a live 
and reside at Pound, Virginia. Father is a shoe repair-
man and Mother is a housewife. Graduate from Milligan 
College near Johnson City (Tenn.). Married and no children. 
Profession is "pilot" at Detachment 10-10, Adana, Turkey. 
Had five sisters and no brothers. Powers' grandfather 
lives with his family. All of Powers' sisters are married. 
The oldest sister married a shoemaker and he also drives 
a school bus, the second married an electrical fitter. 
The third married an ex-teacher and who is now a postman. 
The fourth sister just married two months ago· and Powers 
does not know what her husband does. Father owns a farm. 
Father inherited his part from his father and bought the 
other part from the other members of his family. Farm 
just produces enough for the family. 

2. CONTRACT 

Flight on May 1st undertaken in accordance with 
provisions under a secret contract which Powers signed 
with CIA. 

Approached in 1956 - paid $2,500 a month - part 
held back and paid upon completion of contract - $1,000 
held back each month - main duties fly along Soviet border 
and collect any radar or radio information - possibly 
other duties. 

Powers signed contract - believed Mr. Collins signed 
on behalf of CIA in Powers' presence. 

Liability for disclosing details of contract was 
10 years imprisonment and $10,000 fine or both. 

Date Powers left the Air Force and date when signed 
contract were closs together. 

Nothing in contract about flying along Soviet 
border - explained to Powers before he signed. 

3 
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At signed contract with CIA unaware would have 
to make flights over USSR territory. Six to seven months 
after contract was signed learned was to be part of duties. 

When signing contract with CIA aware of flights along 
USSR border. 

Did not know character of the intelligence work 
required at that time. Was told there might be other 
duties in the future. 

While serving in Air Force received approximately 
$700 per month. 

After signing contract with CIA given a salary of 
$2,500.a month. Each month received $1,500 minus taxes -
remaining $1,000 to be held back to be paid after success-
ful completion of contract. 

If violated the contract, in particular, refused to 
make 1 May flight, did not know whether would receive re-
maining money. 

When contract renewed was aware of character of 
duties. April 1956 signed original contract - renewed in 
May 1958 for term of two years, and in January 1960 renewed 
for one year. 

Hesitated as to whether should renew the contract 
with CIA. Did not want to sign. If had a job would have 
refused to sign. Profoundly sorry had any in it. 

3. TRAINING 

Training began after the end of May 1956 and went 
to the first. part of August 1956. 

Powers was in training under the name of Francis 
Palmer. 

D-..iring 'training flew T-6 and T-33 as well as F-80 
(practically same thing as T-33 but with only one seat) 
something like 300 hours. F-84G, American Air Force 
fighter aircraft - roughly 4QQ .. SOO hours. F-84F, later 
model of F-84G - approximately 100-200 hours. U-2 approx-
imately 500 hours. T-33 approximately 200 hours. Also 
worked as co-pilot on a cargo-type airplane, very.little 
time. 

4 
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Were taught only how to fly U-2 plane and how 
to operate the equipment. Other words, were taught 
how to use the equipment and the pilot's cockpit, but 
were not acquainted with the nature of this equipment. 

Powers gave detailed testimony regarding the 
methods used to prepare spy pilots for a sudden special 
espionage assignment, for which purpose they were 
trained under what was known as the special program of 
"alert flights." 

After training.sent to Detachment 10-10, approxi-
mately 20 August 1956. 

All pilots in Detachment 10-10 received same 
training. . 

4. ADMINISTRATION OF DETACHMENT 10-10 

Detachment 10-10 corn.inanded by military personnel, 
but main part of personnel were civilians. 

Detachment 10-10 purpose and aims - in general 
to gather information along the borders of USSR - conduct 
weather research reconnaissance to determine radioactivity. 

Colonel Perry commanded Detachment 10-10 in 1956. 

Head of the Detachment was a military man. 

The military ba$e at Adana where Detachment 10-10 
was located was on Turkish territory and belong to 
Turkey. The base was peopled by Turkish as well as 
American personnel. There was a Turkish as well an 
American commander. ·· . · . 

Base was a classified area and only personnel 
who worked on it had access to it. 

Powers testified that Detachment 10-10 was set 
up jointly by CIA and U.S. Air Force and represented a 
combination of these two bodies. 

Detachment 10-10 was inspected in April, 1960 by 
General Thomas D. White, Chief of Staff of the United 
States Air Force. 

Detachment 10-10 was inspected twice by General 
Everest, Commander of the u. S. Air Force in E,.lrope. 
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General White visited the base in April and 
.General Everest, Comnander-in-Chief of the U.S. Air Force 
in Europe, were people from high command who visited De-
tachment 10-10. 

Cardinal Spellman visited Detachment 10-10. 

Seven civilian pilots at Detachment 10-10. 

5. OTHER OVERFLIGHTS 

In the fall of 1956, personnel of espionage Detachment 
10-10 were transferred to the lncirlik American-Turkish air 
base near Adana, Turkey, where the formation of this Detach-
ment was completed and where.its direct espionage work was to 
begin. From there pilots of Detachment 10-10 started making 
systematic reconnaissance flights along USSR frontiers with 
Turkey, Iran and Afghanistan, and also in the Black Sea area, 
using special reconnaissance equip'11ent. 

Assignments fulfilled in Detachment 10-10 prior. to 
1 May flight (not exact): 

1956 - one or two flights 
1957 - six to eight 
1958 - ten to fifteen 
1959 - ten to fifteen 
Four months of 1960 - about one or two 

Flights made along borders of Turkey and the USSR, 
Iran and the USSR, Afghanistan and the USSR and along the 
borders of the Black Sea. 

Made flights over the southern shore o.f the Black Sea. 

Flew south of the Caspian Sea but not over it. 

Powers testified that from 1956 onwards a large number of 
flights for intelligence put"poses were made along the borders 
of USSR. Stated, 111 consider this to be the main work of m.ir 
detachment. Each year I made several flights along the bord-
ers between the Soviet Union and Turkey, Iran and Afghanistan. 
In 1956-57 I made three or four flights over the Black Sea. · 
In 1956 I made one or two flights. There were six or eight. 
such flights in 1957, ten to fifteen in 1958, ten to fifteen 
in 1959, and for the first four months of 1960 I made one or 
two flights." 
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"All these flights were along the southern border 
of the Soviet Union. Other pilots of the 10-10 Detachment 
made flights for the same purposes. We would take off from 
Incirlik airfield and would fly eastward as far as the town 
of Van, situated on the lake of the same name. After that 
we would proceed to Teheran, the capital of Iran, and having 
passed it would fly eastward, south of the Caspian Sea. After 
that I usually flew to the south of Meshed, crossed the 
Iranian-Afghan frontier and further along the Afghan-Soviet 
frontier ••• not far from the eastern frontier of Pakistan 
a turn was made and we returned to the Incirlik air field 
taking the same route. Later we began making a turn earlier, 
after penetrating into Afghan territory for about two hundred 
miles." 

· Flights were made along the border of the Soviet Union 
for reconnaissance purposes in the daytime and also at night. 
Did not know exactly what additional equipment was in the 
planes, but besides the usual panels with instruments which, 
as a rule, were constantly in the aircraft, there were addi-
tional switches which I turned on and off during night 
flights. 

Airfield from which flew these flights was airfield 
of Incirlik, near Adana. 

Knew about flight along Soviet border in 1956 day 
before flight. 

1956 .. interested in Black Sea area - later interest 
centered more to the east. 

Planes for special flights along the Soviet border 
were equipped with special reconnaissance equip:nent. 

In case of accident on these border flights could 
use airfields in Teheran, Meshed in Iran, Peshawar in 
Pakistan. 

Did not keep radio contact with bases during flights 
with exception of short time after going up and shortly 
befote landing. 

Have radio contact with Incirlik but on 1 May with 
Peshawar. 

Distribution of work between pilots of Detachment 
10-10 fairly even. 
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Powers testified that Colonel Perry informed the 
pilots of Detachment 10-10 they would also make flights 
over USSR. 

At Bodoe once 
U-2 plane from Adana 
ment 10-10 in Bodoe. 
Bodoe airfield - U-2 

before - August of 1958. Ferried a 
to Bodoe. Met by members of Detach-
While there two flights made from 

planes. 

In 1958 ferried a U-2 aircraft from Incirlik to 
air base in Bodoe. Took off in Turkey and flew over a 
part of Turkey, then Greece and Italy. Exact route not 
remembered, might have been Switzerland, France or Austria, 
Western Germany, and believe Denmark, and Norway. 

·August 1958 Powers receivad assignment to transfer 
a U-2 aircraft from Incirlik base to Bodoe airfield .in 
Norway, very same airfield at which he was to end May 1 
flight. New commander of Detachment 10-10, Colonel Berly, 
who held this post up to 1959, with a large ground staff 
awaited Powers. 

Flew U-2 from base at Incirlik to base at Peshawar 
in June 1959. 

First arrived in Peshawar in 1959 - ferried a U-2 
plane there. Met by representatives of Detachment 10-10. 
Tower operator gave permission to land in Peshawar - local 
Pakistani operator• Pakistani authorities were informed 
on the arrival of plane in Peshawar in the sunrner of 1959. 

Detachment 10-10 personnel at the air base in 
Peshawar were not allowed to leave the base itself. 

Has been to air base near Wiesbaden, Western Germany, 
Wiesbaden base. Ferried a training plane, T33. Was there 
many times. 

In Wiesbaden on vacation. 

Ferried airplane from Hibbelstadt to New York. U-2 
plane. 

Powers flew from Incirlik airfield to American air 
base in the Wiesbaden area (West Germany) and from that air 
base piloted a U-2 to the U.S. Air Force air at 
Plattsburg, New York State. 

8 
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6. PREPARATION FOR 1 MAY FLIGHT 
Francis Gary Powers - Received assignment to fly over 

USSR on the morning of 1 May from the officer of 
his detachment, Colonel Shelton. Detachment located in 
Adana, Turkey. 

Flight of May 1 only flight over Soviet territory. 

Not consulted about program of spy flights over 
Soviet Union. 

Two prepared for flight - did not know which one 
would go. 

'could not refuse to go, was an order. 

. Powers received assignment to fly to USSR in Peshawar, 
Pakistan. 

Powers arrived in Peshawar a few days before the· 
flight, some four or five days. 

Arrived in Peshawar in a cargo aircraft with roughly 
20 p·sople and Colonel Shelton. Special trip in connection 
with flight to USSR and assigned to deliver only our people 
to the airfield. 

Plane took off from Adana, Turkay and landed once 
en route for refueling •. This airfield serviced by British 
personnel - believe it was Bahrein. 

U-2 plane brought to Peshawar airfield the night 
before, April 30, by another pilot. 

All preparations were made morning before the 
flight. 

Morning May 1st - awakened approximately three or 
four hours before flight. Told was to fly today. Two and 
a half .hours before take-off started to breathe oxygen. 
Soon after that received maps and explanations were made. 
Few points pointed out on map that might help to navigate -
possible rocket-launching site, another was pointed out as 
something there but did not know, some airfields, did not 
know how many. 

Morning of l May 1960 Powers .awakened, as many times 
before, while training on the 11 alert schedule. 

9 
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Powers given a special mission for which had been trained 
for several years. Was to make a reconnaissance flight 
over the to collect important information on military 
and industrial installations. Route of flight lay from 
the Peshawar base in Pakistan, across the territory of 
Afghanistan and a considerable part of USSR arrl was to end 
at Bodoe base in Norway. 

Before the flight for two hours Powers passed 
through preparations for breathing oxygen for high-altitude 
flights and received a briefing at that time. 

Briefed by Colonel Shelton. 

Powers left Peshawar in the U-2 airplane, a special 
high-altitude aircraft prepared and designed to fly at very 
high altitudes. 

Left Peshawar about 6:30 local time in the morning. 

On 1 May flight was told to follow the route, turn 
switches on and off as indicated, stands to reason it was 
done for intelligence reasons. 

Colonel Shelton particularly interested in rocket-
launching sites. Mentioned one place on the map where there 
was a possible rocket-launching site. 

Can only assume maps prepred by navigator of the 
detachment. 

Had little time to study route and map, roughly one 
hour and fifteen minutes. 

Powers was told by Colonel Shelton that flying at . 
such an altitude was absolutely safe and USSR anti-aircraft 
defense could not hit him. 

Told there was no danger of encountering Soviet 
fighter planes. Did see the trail of a but at lower 
altitude. Could not tell what kind of plane. 

Destination of Powers' flight was to land at Bodoe, 
Norway. 

If had trouble in the air at beginning of flight, 
return to Peshawar - second half of flight, take shortest 
route to Bodoe. Case of absolute emergency any airfield 
outside USSR. Personnel from 10-10 meet Powers. 

10 
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Was to contact Bodoe base by 
giving ca 11 signa 1, "Puppy 6-8 11 and 
instructions. Representativ2s from 
to meet him. 

calling on radio and 
asking for landing 

10-10 there 

Instructed if necessary to land in USSR territory 
to destroy the airplane with the help of buttons and levers 
which were located for that p• . .rrpose and to escape capture--
head for the nearest border. 

Colonel Shelton indicated Sodankyla airfield for 
Powers' 1 May flight. 

1st of May had radio contact with Peshawar. 

· Powers felt sure that experts who study the film 
from his cameras know what interested the people who sent 
him but in his own opinion Soviet rockets interest not 
only us but the whole world as wall. Assumed a flight 
like this would be to look for them. Repeated, he did not 
know and was only expn:ssing his own opinion. 

Realized intruding USSR airspace. Felt did 
a very bad service. Felt that the people who sent him 
should have thought of the fact that the flight might tor-
pedo the summit conference - provoke military conflict. 

Regrets making the flight, 

7. EVENTS DURING FLIGHT OF 1 MAY 1960 

Powers flew directly from Peshawar airfield to Soviet 
border and crossed the border approximately 30 minutes after 
take-off. 

feet. 
Powers was to fly at the maximum altitude, 68,000 

When took off from Peshawar on May 1 flew over a 
small part of Pakistan, a small part of Afghanistan - not 
known how much of USSR. 

Did not know if permission was given to fly over 
Af 

U-2 crossed USSR border at 05:36 a.m. Moscow time. 

Flight began approximately at 67,000 feet and as 
fuel burnt out rose to 68,000 feet. 

11 
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Powers followed assigned flight route as close as could. 

Did not know exact altitude USSR border -
was lower than the altitude at which was shot down by a rock-
et. About 66,000 feet. Continued to climb as weight of fuel 
decreased and plane became lighter. 

Eventually attained altitude of roughly 68,000 feet. 
Maybe a few above or a few below. 

Flew over the USSR approximately three to three and 
one half hours. For three and one half hours at approximate 
speed of 380 an hour, would have been 1200 to 1300 
miles inside USSR. 

Not in radio co:nmunication with air bases in Incirlik 
and Peshawar when flying over USSR. Even if able to communi-
cate would not because of possibility of being detected. 

Flew over area of Sverdlovsk at altitude of 68,900 
feet. 

At altitude of 68,000 feet was struck down by some-
thing. Had no idea what it was, did not see it. 

Shortly before plane hit Powers had some trouble 
with automatic pilot - evarything else in order. 

When plane struck by rocket it was at the maximum 
altitude, at about 68,000 feet, a few miles south of 
Sverdlovsk. 

Felt a sort of hollow-sounding explosion. It seemed 
to be behind me. I could see an orange flash or an orange-
coloured light behind me. 

Powers testified that while flying in Sverdlovsk 
area at altitude of 68,000 feet, that is, more than 20,000 
metres, he saw an orange flash and after that his plane be-
gan to lose altitude. 

I remember that I was at a height of 30,000 feet and 
I realized I could not use the ejection seat. 

The parachute opened automatically immediately after 
I left the airplane. By that time I was at an altitude of 
14,000 feet. 
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Did not resist arrest and had no intention of resisting. 

During detention treated very nice. 

USSR Government gave orders to shoot down plane at 
08:53 a.m. Plane shot down with a rocket at an altitude of 
20,000 metres in the Sverdlovsk area, that is at a 
of more than 20 kilometres from the place it crossed the 
Soviet frontier. 

Order to destroy U-2 on 1 May was carried out at 
08:53 Moscow time. Plane entered the firing range at an 
altitude of over 20,000 metres - one rocket was fired and 
its explosion destroyed the target. The hitting of the 
target.observed by instruments, and after a short interval 
posts of visual observation recorded falling plane fragments 
and parachuting down of the pilot who bailed out of the 
crashed plane. · 

8. THE PLANE AND ITS EQUIPMENT 
Reconnaissance flights carried out both day and night. 
Did not know exactly what additional equipment was in 

planes for night flights, but besides the usual panels with 
instruments which, as a rule, were constantly in the air-
craft, there were additional switches which Powers turned 
on and off, 

Never told of its performance. Picked up information 
there were cameras installed, could not tell what size they 
were. 

Never knew what equipment was on the plane. Loaded 
in secrecy - suppose while plane prepared for flight. 

U-2 is an airplane of that type which is for recon-
naissance as well as research work at high altitudes. 

U-2 belonged to Detachment 10-10. 

Had radio compass, a sextant which did not usa during 
flight because take-off time delayed for 30 minutes, maps 
and an inverted periscope enabling Powers to .. see the earth. 

. Used radio compass and beamed into two or three radio 
stations, could not remember how many exactly. If remember 
correctly, one of them located near Chelyabinsk and the other 
near Stalinabad. 

13 
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Had an instrument something like an inverted periscope 
which made.it possible to spot a plane underneath if .it should 
appear. This instrument used chiefly for navigation. 

, Knew nothing about the capability of the equipment. 
Knew it was used to gather information, but what information 
and how much had no idea. 

Powers testified as to having switched on and off the 
corresponding controls of the special equipment installed in 
his plane. Altogether there were five such controls. 

Not informed of results of missions and did not know 
whether equipment worked properly except as indicated by 
signal.lights in the cockpit. 

Colonel said such flights over USSR were 
ahsolutely safe - only thing could happen was technical fail-
ing of the plane. 

Powers.knew it was a reconnaissance plane - could 
guess purpose for which turnad on and off equipment - much 
of general equipment did not know what it looked like except 
what saw there. . 

17th of May in the Gorki Central Park of Culture and 
Rest Powers was shown the remains and wreckage of plane and 
its equipment. Powers stated he believed it was the same 
"Lockheed U-2 11 which he flew. 

Powers followed route indicated on chart and switched 
on and off designated equipment over places indicated. 

Places marked on the chart A or B or C or numbers 
1;·2-3 before Powers received it .. 

Powers named main points of route as marked on chart: 
(a) East of the Aral Sea, (b) North-west of Chelyabinsk, 
(c) Before and after Kirov, (d) Points near Arkhange1sk, 
near the Island of Solo, near Kongoma, near Kandalaksha, 
south and north of Murmansk. 

Powers believes the navigator of the detachment who 
flew with them into Peshawar, Major. Dulak, made the route 
markings on the map. 

Identified topographical maps - proven to Powers that 
he had four. Powers thought he had only two. 

14 
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Not given specific instructions to operate equipment 
turn switches on and off as indicated on the chart. 

Powers made three marks on nap - (a) airfield not 
indicated on chart, (b) huge cisterns, for oil storage and 
(c) big outfit indicating a lot of buildings. 

Given a map before flight. Separate places pointed 
out which considered aids for navigation. Example - One 
place was told two airfields were there - the airfields 
not indicated on map - if saw this city with two airfields, 
which.not on map, could have thought had lost course. 

Identified chart - Red pencil indicates points on 
part of the route to which should have kept as close as 
possible. Blue was less important sections and just show 
the direction.. Sections marked in red pencil of particular 
interest to CIA. 

Map - section of the route from Kandalaksha to Bodoe 
marked in brown pencil - in case of lack of fuel or oxygen 
was to cut route short and follow this short.est route, only 
in case of emergency. Would have crossed territory of 
Soviet Union, Finland, Sweden, Norway. 

Topographical maps were to assist Powers in getting 
out of USSR territory. · 

Sections were cut out of two of the maps - no idea 
who cut these sections out - maps were on cloth - words 
"restricted" or "confidential" and the words "USA Air 
Force" were cut out. 

All airplanes, based in Turkey, had identification 
marks. Powers personally did not see identification on 
U-2 - did not look for any. 

Identified log journal - received it frodi Colonel 
Shelton - contained overflight data - take-off time, call 
signals, indicated points on map and etc. 

Had an like a granger which was switched 
on just before crossing Soviet border, and on all 
the time. It was equipment to create artificial static 
for radar stations. Designed to distort the radar from 
attacking fighters, or rockets - air-tc-air type of rockets. 

15 
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Experts extablished that the U-2 fitted with special 
counter radar equipment designed to jam radar stations for 
interception and guidance of fighter planes. 

Not acquainted with special apparatus on the plane. 

In the tail settions of the plane were located equip-
ment to distort radar signals aim,ed at the plane from radar 
stations on the ground and fighter aircraft. 

tion. 

At specified points on map. turn this equipment on .. 

Plane was equipped with special means for its destruc-

Examination established that the remote control of 
the destructor unit was installed in the cockpit. The elec-
trical control panel, among other inscriptions, has one 
reading "explosion. 11 Pilot was therefore aware of the exist-
ence of a special demolition device on his aircraft and of 
the methods of operating it. 

The plane has a special remote-controlled destructor 
unit manufactured by Beckman and Whitley Inc. (Model 175-lOA). 

Examination of the tape recorder established that it 
had a special demolition device designed for its destruction. 
Expert examination established that a part of the magnetic 
tape was in perfectly good condition. 

Blasting device fitted to the tape recorder designed 
to record the signals of Soviet radar stations. 

Powers testified, "· •• the Colonel also said that just 
in case anything should happen, he was giving me some pack-
ages with Soviet money and gol,d coins. They were put into 
my flying suit pockets. He also had a silver dollar coin 
which he showed me which had a pin installed in it. He said 
that there was no danger because no USSR aircraft or rocket . 
could get to my altitude but in case something should happen 
and I was captured, the pin contained poison and if I were 
tortured and could not stand it I could use the pin to kill 
myself." 

Following items were in Powers' possession and were 
given to him by Colonel Shelton: (a) Italian, French, 
German and gold money, (b) Noiseless 10-shot pistol, 

16 
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(c) 205 cartridges and (d) Poison needle (in case of capture 
. and torture). 

Identified an appeal written in 14 languages - did not 
know appeal was in his possession. Seems that the people who 
helped Powers to dress put the appeal as well as other things 
in his pockets. 

Certificate issued by NASA which certified that 
Powers was fit for service as a pilot of NASA planes. Powers 
testified, "As I personally had nothing to do with NASA, I 
think this document was issued to me as a cover to conceal 
the true nature of the intelligence detachment 10-10." 

.Powers identification card had both the stamp and 
emblem of the U.S. Defense Department. 

Presented document issued in name of NASA which gave 
Powers authority to fly a military plane - also to conceal 
the real purpose of the reconnaissance detachment. Powers 
had no contact with NASA at all. 

Never given a poison needle on flights previous to 
May. Colonel Shelton showed how to use the needle. 

Colonel Shelton gave Powers piece of black cloth. 
Does not know why. Shelton ordered to give piece of black 
cloth to representative of Detachment 10-10 who were to meet 
Powers in Bodoe. 

9. TESTIMONY OF COMMISSION OF EXPERTS 

Flight documents and documents identifying Powers ware 
put at the disposal of the commission of experts. Commission 
of experts divided them into three gro\.lps :· 

1. Identification card No. AFI, 288,068, in the 
name of Francis Gary Powers, bearing the s.tamp 
of the U.S. Defense Department. 

,2. A medical certificate issued to Francis Powers 
showing that he was serving in the U.S. Air Force. 

3. Rules for the use of air craft be longing to the 
Air Force by test pilots of the National AerQ-
nautics and Space Administration, registered as 
U.S. Air Force Instruction No. 5526, signed by 
Chief of the U.S. Air Force Staff, Thomas White, 
and addressed personally to Francis Powers on 
January 1, 1959. 

17 
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4. Two certificates entitling Francis Powers to engage 
in blind flying, issued by the headquarters of the 
Bolling Air Force Base, District of Columbia. 

All of these documents indicated that Powers belongs to the 
Air Force of the U.S. 

Second group of documents studied by commission of 
experts consists of flight documents referring specifically 
to May 1 flight. 

Third group consists of flight documents of the uni-
versally accepted type that are required by flight personnel 
on any flight. These include: record of aerial navigation 
charts, checklist of apparatus on board, list of the air-
craft's .equipment, directory of E1.iropean airfields. 

Expert commission came to the following conclusions: 
Powers belongs to the United States Air Force - flight of . 
l May 1960 was deliberate and planned in advance - charts with 
the route plotted and the navigational data were prepared on 
the ground before the flight - during flight Powers knew his 
location, regularly controlled the flight by means of given 
landmarks, carried out his flight along a previously charted 
route - during flight over USSR entered on map inf.ormation 
of an intelligence character and also entered weather con-
ditions. 

Commission of experts to establish if there were 
identification marks on the U-2: Results of investigation 
revealed there were no identification marks of any kind. 

Powers: Would it be possible for identification marks 
to be put on top of the coating and then removed? I ask this 
because this plane has been in Incirlik for several months 
and I saw identification on all the planes there. ·I 
cannot agree that there have never been any identification 
marks on this plane.. . · . 

Expert: In principle, there is this possibility. 

Commission of experts given following parts of photo-
graphic equipment of U-2 plane for study: a destroyed air 
camera magazine with four rolls of aerial film 24 cm. wide, 
separate destroyed elements of the aerial camera, and two 
rolls of film 7 cm. wide. 
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The altitude at which aerial photographs were taken 
was determined by the pictures which account of the actual 
focal length of the camera; according to this determination, 

,the altitude was 20,000-21,000 metres. 

The photographing of the USSR territory was made from 
an altitude .of about 21,000 metres on a sector running from 
an area North of the Soviet-Afghan state border, up to the 
Sverdlovsk area. 

Commission of experts to examine the radiotechnical 
apparatus and the magnetic tape recordings found in U-2. 

Aviation tape recorders - one partially and the other 
heavily ?estroyed. 

Six tape recorder reels with ferromagnetic tape. Part 
of the magnetic tape had burned up, apparently as a result of 
a deliberate explosion. 

Commission of experts given the following for exami-
nation: a pistol, 205 cartridges in different packages, a 
carton with 5 phials and a tin container with lids at both 
ends. 

Powers - Unfortunately, nobody but myself knows that 
I cannot kill a person even to save my owi. life. 

Commission of experts to carry out a technical exami-
nation of the special mechanism, the destructor unit. Exami-
nation established: (1) design of the destructor unit, 
(2) methods of operating the destructor unit (elements of 
the remote control circuit were not found), (impossible to 

· establish the time lag of the explosion since no timing . 
mechanism was found in the wreckage), (3) explosive contained 
in the destructor unit and its destructive power and (4) pur-
pose of the destructor unit. · 

Commission on forensic medicine: Substance contained 
on the needle inside the pin, judging from the nature of its 
effect on animals, could according to its toxic doses and 
physical properties, be included in the curare group, the 
most powerful and quickest-acting of all poisons. 

Commission of experts to study the maps, films and 
other materials discovered among remains of the plane: Con-
cluded that flight of 1 May was premeditated, prepared in 
advance and was conducted with reconnaissance aims. Analysis· 
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of the flight chart showed that the plane flew from Peshawar 
airfield to Sverdlovsk area along the route set with an 
average speed of some 750 kilometers an hour. 

10. NAMES MENTIONED AT POWERS TRIAL 

Mr. Collins - signed contract with Powers on behalf 
of CIA. (This is a pseudo) 

Colonel Shelton - CO Detachment 10-10 

General Thomas White - Com. Genl. U.S. Air Force 

.General Frank Everest - Com. Genl. U.S. Air Force, 
European Command 

Colonel Perry - CO, Detachment 10-10 

Colonel Berly (Beerli) - CO, Detachment 10-10 

Major Dulak (DuLac) - Navigator, Detachment 10-10 

Cardinal Spellman 
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NBC WHITE PAPER #1 

THE U-2 AFFAIR 

NARRATOR: Chet Huntley 

BROADCAST: Tuesday, November 29, 1960 
10:00 - 11:00 P.M. EST 

EXECUTIVE PRODUCER: Irving Gitlin 
PRODUCER-DIRECTOR: Al Wasserman 
WRIIJ''I'EN BY: Al Wasserman, and 

Arthur Barron 
ASSOCIATE PRODUCER: Arthur Barron 
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Bla. ck 

U-2 Takes off 

CU Powers 
at trial 

Washington 
Scenes 

1. 

SOUND EFFECTS - Jet Engine 

HUNTLEY ( 0 • S • ) 

You are listening to the sound a 

jet. It is not an ordinary jet. 

This is a U-2. 

SOUND EFFECTS UP 
HUNTLEY ( 0. S. ) 

This is the incredible plane that pro-

jected our country into a crisis that 

shook the world. 

This is Francis Gary Powers, Pilot 

or' the U-2 flight that failed. 

TRIAL AUDIO: 

Powers Confession. 

HUNTLEY ( 0 .s.) 
Whatever the fate of Powers, the U-2 

was not so much the drama of an 
, 

individual ••• as of a nation, this. 

nation, and the roanner in which we 

reacted to a major and unprecedented 

crisis. 
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MS 
Goldwater 

MS 
Bowles 

YiAIN TITLES: 

1. NBC WHITE PAPER #1 
2. THE U-2 AFFAIR 

3. TIMEX BILLBOARD 

FADE OUT: 

FADE IN: 

2. 

GOLDWA'l'ER: 

How can you negotiate with murderers? 

How can you negotiate with people who 

have shot down numbers of our planes? 

How can you negotiate with people who 

tell lies and W:lo do not fulfill their 

solemn obligations? I don't think 

you can gain anything by going to 

the summit with these type of people. 

BOWLES: 

Major elements in our government have 

been caught telling blatant false-

hoods to the world, to ourselves, to 

each other, and to Congressional 

committees. We have not told the 

truth. We have taken grave risks on 

the very eve of a great and important 

international conference. 

THEMB: 

ANNOUNCER: 
Timex billboo.rd 
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STUDIO 
Huntley 

Dissolve to: 

Exterior Lockheed 
Taxiing Shot 

Second Taxi Shot, 
Man Gesturing 

3. 

HUNTLEY: 

Almost six n1onths have passed since 

the day of the U-2 flight and the cr.isis 

it created, But a crisis should not 

be filed and forgotten in a nation's 

archives simply because it is in the 

past. Now that the passions and parti-

sanship of an election year have sub-

sided - and because we feel that the 

consequences of this crisis are 

unfolding and the lessons to be learned 

are still significant - NBC News has 

decided to retell and re-examine the 

story of that fateful flight of May 

first and the events that flowed from 

it. 

If the story can properly be said to 

begin anywhere, it is with thesupe!'"b aiJ."\-o 

plane itself and the men who built it. 

This is a U-2, filmed by NBC with 

special permission at the place of its 

birth, the Lockheed Corporation 

in Burbank, California. 
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Interior Lockheed 
Kelly Johnson 

LS Plane 

MS Wing 

CU Wingtip 

Pogo 

4, 
HUNTLEY (CONTINUED): 

Here is the man who designed it, 

Lockheed Vice President, Kelly Johnson. 

JOHNSON: 

Back in 1953 and 1954, we were study-

ing ways and means of making fighter 

airplanes like the F 104 go higher 

and further than they did at that 

time. As we went further and further 

into these studies it soon 

apparent that it would take an entire-

ly new kind of aircraft to do the job 

that we wanted done. 

JOHNSON (O.S.): 

From this came the U-2. 

We made a wing that had a very long 

span - over 80 feet. The wing had to 

carry the whole weight of the aircraft 

still be very, very light. It had 

to be designed not only to hold a 

great amount of fuel, but it was de-

signed so the wing tip acted as part 

of the landing gear. 

On the take off, we invented what we 

called the pogo landing gears. These 

stick into sockets in the wing, and 

rest on the ground and keep the air-

plane level on take off. 
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Pilot Pre Breathing 

CU Pilot 

Exterior Lockheed 
Pilot getting into 
plane 

Closer 
getting into 
cockpit 

Plane Taxis to 
Runway 

5. 

HUNTLEY ( O. S. ) 

If' the design of the U-2 presented un-

usual problems, so too did flying it. 

The pilot of a U-2 must spend an hour-

and-a-half before take-off relaxing 

and breathing pure oxygen in order to 

prepare himself for high altitude con-

ditions .. 

His helmet is airtight and eeaJ.ed to 

his body by a cork ring; he can, there-

fore, neither eat nor drink before ••• 

or during a flight. A long flie;ht 

may keep the pilot sealed up for more 

than eight hours. 

After such a voyage, he will emerge 

hungry and thirsty from his cramped 

cockpit, his skin chafed and raw from 

the tight fitting suit and helmet. 

The plane he flies will range as high 

as 90,000 feet - 17 miles above the 

earth -- far above the operating ceil-

ing of any other jet •••• and during the 

eight hours it can stay aloft, the 

U-2 will half fly, half glide for 

nearly four thousand miles. 
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Take off 

U-2 in Flight 

Dissolve to: 

Stills 

Tokyo Crash Sequence 

6. 

TAKE OFF SFFECT 

HUNTLEY ·('o ;S. cont-. 

It was evident from the start that 

the U-2 would be an invaluable air-

plane. It was--and is--employed by 

the Air Force and other agencies for 

high altitude scientific research. 

More recently, the Air Force has been 

using the planes to observe missiles 

in flight and to track missile nose 

cones on the way down. 

B ut, to the civilian Central Intelli-

gence Agency, the U-2s ability to fly 

higher and farther than any interceptor 

aircraft made it a ••• 

superb spy. With dark paint and a 

special reconnaissance equipment, 

the unmarked plane the Russians came 

to call the black lady of espionage 

systematically probed the borders 

and penetrated deep behind the iron 

curtain for nearly four years. 

A crash landing at a glider strip near 

Tokyo in 1959 provided the most drama-

tic breach in the secrecy surrounding 
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General Newspaper 
Stills 

11 Mysterious Stranger" 

"Mystery Crash" 

Misc. Newspaper 

Soviet Aviation 

Bla. ck Plane 

Dissolve to: 

Stock 
Powers Trial 

HUNTLEY (o.s.) 
( CONTINUED) : 

the espionage activities of the U-2. 

These pictures were made before the 

area could be cordonned off by U.S. 

security guards. 

Over the years other hints of the 

black secret missions came 

to the surface ••• 

first in a British flight magazine ••• 

then in reports of a mysterious crash 

that killed Lockheed test pilot 

Robert Seiker •••• 

then in other newspapers and avia-

tion magazines ••• 

including Russian ones. In 1958 and 

59 the newspaper Soviet Aviation attack-

ed the espionage flights, the men be-

hind them, and the planes they flew. 

SILENCE 

This is the pilot of the one U-2 

reconnaissance flight that failed ••• 

Francis Gary Powers. 

TRIAL .AUDIO 

This is his family. 
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THE U-2 AFFAIR 

POWERS' MOTHER 
(Over Trial Footage 
and on camera) 

Dissolve to: 

Stock 
Incirlik Air Base 
Turkey 

trailer camp 

a. 

POWERS 1 MOTHER: 

Ever since Francis was just a little 

boy he was interested in airplanes, 

and made model planes. And - a -

always said he wanted to become a 

pilot. So he - after so long a time, 

he made a pilot. 

Well, I wanted the boy to do what he 

thought best. B ecause it was his 

life. And - a - I was kind of scared, 

though, as I was afraid of planes -

the dangers of them. Anything that 

goes up has to come down. So that's 

the reason I was kind of afraid for 

him - afraid he would crash, some-

time, and maybe kill himself. 

HUNTLEY (O.S.) 

In August, 1956, Francis Powers 

arrived at Incirlik Air Base, Turkey, 

an American installation on a flat, 

bleak, plain 10 miles from the town 

of Adana. It is a normal air force 

base •••• with one exception. Isolated 

in a trailer camp at its western end 
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Trailer Camp 

CU Trailer 

Camp 

Transport Takes Off 

Dissolve to: 

Animation 
Arrow Moves From 
Incirlik to Peshawar 

Pullback to larger 
area to Show Powers 1 

Intended Flight Route 

Dissolve to: 

Globe Turning, 
Day-Night Effect, Zoom 
in Surface of Globe 
Turning. 

9. 

HUNTLEY (o.s.) 
(CONTINUED ) : 

is the top secret I0-10 reconnaissance 

detachment, which conducted U-2 over-

flights. Francis Powers and his wife 

moved into trailer T 1356, where, in 

common with seven other civilian pilots 

and their families they lived in mys-

tery and seclusion for nearly four 

years, aloof from the rest of the base. 

On Thursday, April 27, 1960, a trans-

port plane flew Powers and other rnem-

bers or the 10-10 detachment from 

Incirlik •••• 

to the Pakistani Air Base at Peshawar. 

Then, when conditions were right, 

Powers would begin a thirty three 

hundred mile_, voyage 11cros s the 

Soviet Union, his equipment continu-

ously monitoring its industry and 

defenses. If all went well, he would 

touch down at Bodo, Norway eight hours 

after take-off. 

And so, early on Sunday morning on 

the first of May, 1960, Francis Powers 

lifted off from Pakistan. Most of the 

western world was still in dark-
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THE u .. 2 AFFAIR 
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10. 

HUNTLEY (o.s.) 
(CONTINUED) : 

ness and, as he crossed into Soviet 

territory, dawn was just breaking 

in Moscow. 

In a few hours, the May Day parade 

was scheduled to begin - an annual 

display dedicated to the glorifica-

tion of the Communist regime. 

Already the city was being prepared 

for the great event. 

As Powers continued his flight, it 

was still the night of April 30th in 

the United States of America. 

In Washington, D.C., at midnight, it 

was time for.the daily ritual •••• 

•••• of shutting down the city's land-

marks. 

At the White House, guards kept watch 

over an empty building. The President 

was away for the week-end at his 

Gettysburg farmhouse. 
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THE U-2 AFFAIR 

State Department 
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11. 

HUNTLEY ( O.S. ) 
( CONTINUE'D) : 

At the State Department, a few lights 

were burning late. A summit confer-

ence - the first in five years - was 

scheduled to begin in Paris in two 

weeks, and there were preparations 

to make. 

In one section of the city there was 

considerable activity. 

The Sunday papers had just come off 

the presses and were being readied 

for delivery. Whatever news was to 

occupy attention that morning wa.s· 

already frozen in type and bound in 

wire. And of all those who would 

soon be casually scanning the morning 

papers, in Washington •••• 

••• and in Moscow - no one was aware 

that a news story that would shake 

the world was being born in the 

wreckage of an American plane, down 

1 1 200 miles inside the Soviet Union. 
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HUNTLEY: 
We'll continue with The U-2 

after this message from Timex. 

The circumstances surrounding the 

downin$ of the U-2' are still largely 

a mystery. American intelligence 

sources have communicated a version 

of what happened to several reporters 

•••• among them, Robert Hotz, editor 

of the a.uthorita.tj.ve Aviation Week 

magazine. 

HOTZ: -
Our government knew that Powers was, 

in trouble almost from the moment 

that it first occurred. This is 

because we have a rather extensive 

network of monitqring Soviet communi-

cations, and they also have a similar 

network with which they monitor ours. 
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(CONTINUED): 

This is an example of what we get from 

listening to the Russians. This in-

cident took place a.bout two yea.rs ago. 

Sound: Russian Fighter Pilot Conversa-

tion 

(o.s.) 
The Russian fighter pilots are moving 

in to attack. Here is the official 

translation of their conversation at 

this point ••• 

The target is a four engine transport 

••• roger. 201 - I am attacking the tar-

get ••• the target is ••• there is 

a hit ••• the target is banking ••• it is 

going toward the fence. Open fire. 218 

- are you attacking? Yes, yes. The 

tail assembly is falling off the target. 

I will finish him off, boys. I will 

finish him off on the run. The target 

is falling ••• yes. Form up ••• go home. 

HOTZ: --
During Powers' flight across Russia 

our monitoring system was functioning 

and gained a great deal of useful 
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14. 
HOTZ (CONTINUED): 

information. FI-om conversation of 

the Russian radar crews it was evi-

dent that Powers' flight was expected 

and it was tracked almost from the 

moment he crossed the Afghan border. 

From conversations of fighter pilots 

and air defense installations it 

was evident that they set up relays 

of supersonic fighters in an attempt 

to shoot him down. As Powers neared 

Sverdlovsk, he reported a fla.rueout 

in his jet engine and began to de-

scend to the altitude at which it 

was possible to start this engine 

in the air, The last communication 

with Powers was about 40,000.feet. 

When Powers came down in the Soviet 

Union, our goverrunent knew the follow-

ing factso•••the fact that the plane 

had come down in the area of Sverd-

lovsk •••• the fact that it had been 

forced down by a mechanical failure, 

not shot down by a rocket at 70,000 

feet as the Soviets later claimed. 

What our government did not know was 

whether the pilot was still alive 
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(CONTINUED): 
and what the condition of the air-

craft was when it hit the ground. 

HUNTLEY ( 0. S. ) 

Powersr plane had crashed in a field 

near the city of Sverdlovsk, some 900 

miles east of Moscow. According to 

the Russians, the pilot had parachuted 

down and had been taken into custody 

by several local citizens. They de• 

scribed how they disarmed him, gave 

him a drink of water and a cigarette, 

and drove him to the local Rural 

Soviet, where ho was turned over to 

security police. 

In Moscow, it was 8:.53 at the 

time of the crash. The streets out-

side Red Square were already crowded 

with spectators waiting for the May 

Day parade to begin. 

As the Russian high command walked 

out of the Kremlin to take their 

places at the reviewing stand, they 

were probably still unaware of what 

had happened. 
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HUNTLEY (o.s.) 
(CONTINUED): 

Among those in Red Square watching 

the events of that morning was NBC 

News correspondent, Joe Michaels. 

MICHAELS ( 0. S • ) 

Exactly at 10 A.M., as always, the 

May Day ceremony officially began. 

The first part of the parade was the 

military section. I watched the mobile 

units going by to see if there was ' 

anything new. There wasn't. Most of 

the time, I kept my eye on the re-

viewing stand. From a reporter's 

point of view this is the most like-

ly place to pick up anything of inter-

est. And at about 10:45 - three-

quarters of an hour after the parade 

began - I did notice something most 

unusual. An excited Marshal Vershinin, 

the head of the Soviet Air Force, 

arrived late. He entered at the rear 

of the reviewing stand, went up to 

Khrushchev, and whispered something 

in his ear. Of course itts only a 

guess, but I am inclined to believe 

that this was the moment Khrushchev 
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17. 
MICHAELS ( O.S.) 
( CONTINUED ) : 

found out that the U-2 was down. 

HUNTLEY 

If the manner in which Khrushchev 

learned the news is open to specula-

tion, so is the manner in which our 

own key officials learned. According 

to Powers' testimony, his destination 

was to have been •••• 
HUNTLEY (o.s.) 

••• the NATO Air Base at Bodo, Norway 

a small fishing town at the edge of 

the Arctic Circle. The plane was 

due at 7 A.M., Washington time on 

May 1st. When it failed to arrive, 

this information must have been 

communicated to •••• 

the headquarters of the Central 

Intelligence Agency in Washington. 

In any event, by noon, five hours 

after the plane was due, it is known 

thA.t word had already spread among a 

group of top Washington officials. 
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HUNTLEY .. ) cont t d 

At C. I.A., under whose direct Lin the 

overflights were conducted, Director 

Allen Dulles had been advised. 

At the Pentagon, Defense Secretary 

Gates knew about it. 

At N.A.S.A. - the National Aeronautics 

and Space Administration - which 

operated the scientific weather flight 

program of the U-2s, Director Keith 

Glennan and Deputy Director Lawrence 

Dryden also knew. 

And at the Department of State, Under 

Secretary Douglas Dillo1. had been 

informed. What they did not know was 

that •••• 

••• in Moscow, as the May Day festivi-

ties continued into the night, Francia 

Gary Powers, the pilot of the U-2 

was alive and already confined in a 

cell somewhere behind the forbidding 

walls of Lubyanka prison. 

That same night of May 1, in Washing-

ton, our government began to take 

action. To tell us about it •••• 
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HUNTLEY ( 0 .S. ) 
( CONTINUED ) : 

News State Dep't Correspondent, 

Frank Bourgholtzer. 

BOURG HOLTZER: 
I've been told by persons whom I be-

lieve that there was a meeting not long 

after the word was received that the 

U-2 was missing, This was a meeting 

at a relatively low level of those 

persons who normally meet to discuss 

such intelligence problems. 

At this meeting a rather routine de-

cision was made to go ahead and put 

out a cover story; that is to say, 

a story that would cover for the 

record the fact that the plane was 

missing without revealing anything 

of its true mission. 

HUNTLEY (o.s.) 
This is B rigadier General Thomas R. 

Phillips, U.S. Army Retired, a former 

specialist in intelligence and mili-

tary affairs analyst for the St. Louis 

Post-Dispatch. 
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PHILLIPS: 

From. an intelligence point of view, 

the original cover story seemed to be 

particularly inept. One gets the im-

pression, and I believe it's a true 

one, that it had been in the files 

for a long time. And when the U-2 

came down, it was just yanked out of 

the files and.issued. 

A cover story has certain requirements. 

It must be credible. It must be a 

story that can be maintained; and it 

should not have too detail. Any-

thing that's missing in a cover story 

can be taken care of by saying the 

matter is being investigated. 

The most striking thing was the failure 

to consider, in the cover story issued-

the possibility that the pilot might 

be alive and the airplane might be in-

tact. 

HUNTLEY: 

As the events of the week of May first 

were to demonstrate, the story that was 

issued to 11 cover 11 the disappearance of 
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HUNTLEY (CONTINUED) : 

the U-2 failed to serve its purpose. 

This failure was not immediately 

apparent. 

The days following May first were quiet 

ones, and the cover story first began 

to come to the surface on Tuesday, 

May third, in Istanbul, Turkey. 

HUNTLEY (O.S.) 

On May third, Istanbul was a city under 

martial law, the atmosphere heavy with 

tension. Turkish students were riot-

ing in protest over the stern police 

policies of Premier Menderes and his 

ruling party. Although the government 

was still in control, it's downfall 

was only a few weeks off. 

At the Municipal Palace in Istanbul, 

troops stood guard while, inside, a 

meeting of the NATO countries was 

taking place. Attending, was Secre-

tary of State Christian Herter and a 

number of his top aides in the s·tate 

Department. Among those covering the 

developments of the day was a Turkish 

reporter. 
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GOREN: 

I'm Zeyyat Goren, United Press Inter-

national Bureau Manager for Turkey. 

It was a Tuesday morning, May the 

third. I wa.s writing a story on the 

NATO Council Meeting and the anti-

Menderes demonstrations. A stringer 

of mine called me. He said he 

heard a story about an American plane 

missing -- somewhere in eastern Turkey 

-- from Incirlik Air Base at Adana. 

After I got the tip, I called Incirlik 

Air Base and talked to the information 

sergeant, who gave me the details of 

the story. 

The sergeant said the story is true. 

The plane is missing since two days. 

And the last they have heard £rom the 

pilot, he has trouble with his oxygen 

supplies somewhere over Van Lake area -

which, he added, is near to the Persian 

border. Of course, being a native of 

Turkey, I know Van Lake area is also 

near to the Russian border, which was 

the angle of my story - though I didn 1 t 

know that day that this story will come 

such a big story. 
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Sound Effects 

BILL FOX: ---

I 1m Bill Fox, day cable editor for 

United Press International in New York. 

I was on duty on May 3rd when we re-

ceived a dispatch from Istanbul, Turkey 

a.bout eight o'clock in the morning re-

porting that a u.s. Air Force plane, a 

U-2, was reported missing somewhere in 

the rugged mountains of eastern Turkey 

in the area of Lake Van, which is riear 

the Soviet border. I have here the 

original dispatch which we received by 

radio teletype from London. Of course, 

at the time I didn't know what a U-2 

was, nor did I realize that we had a 

piece of history by the tail. But, the 

fact that an American airplane was 

missing in the general area of the 

Soviet border, I felt was newsworthy •. 

I rewrote the story, add-

ing some information that another Ameri-

can plane had been downed in the same 
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BILL FOX (CONTINUED): --
general area about a year previously. 

I checked it with the foreign editor 

and sent it to the News Desk. From there 

it was put on cur transcontinental A 

wire for simultaneous dispatch to all 

UPI subscribers throughout North 

America. 

The text of our story went like this: 

A single engine U.S. Air Force plane 

with one man aboard was missing today 

near the Soviet border in the rugged 

mountains of southeastern Turkey. The 

plane was one of two that took off 

Sunday morning from Incirlik Air Base 

near Adana on a weather reconnaissance 

mission. One plane returned but the 

pilot of the missing craft reported 

that his oxygen equipment was out of 

order. Three C-54 planes from Wheelus 

Air Force Base in Libyia under the 

command of Major Harry E. Hayes of 

Clarksville 1 Texas were combing the 

area in search of the missing plane, 

but thus rar without success. 
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HUNTLEY 

The cover story appeared in print on the 

morning of May 4th. At the time, it was 

so unimportant that only a handful of 

papers across the country carried it -

and only one, the Washington Post and 

Times Herald ran it on the front page ••• 

••• a small story that was eliminated in 

later editions to make room for a base-

ball headline. 

In Washington, on Wednesday, May 4th, 

there was not much to be found in the 

way of news. 

In the morning, the President had 

fast with a numb3r of Republican Con-

gressmen, then chatted with them on the 

steps of the White House. 

Stock Later in the morning, he signed an 
Ike signing wheat 
agreement important wheat agreement with India, 

and in the afternoon played a round of 

golf. 
Dissolve to: 
Stock 
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was on its way. 
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HUNTLEY {O.S.) cont 1 d 

And in Paris, workmen were busy tidying 

up the Elysee Palace for a summit con-

ference that would never be heldo 

All in all, it was a quiet day, May 4th 

- the last such day the world would 

know for some time to oome 

HUNTLEY: 

We'll continue with the U-2 Affair 

after this message from TIMEX and Miss 

Julia Mead., 

HUNTLEY (o.s.) 
Moscow, 'Thursday, May 5th. NBC News 

Correspondent Joe Michaels again 

reporting. 

MI CHAEI.S ( o.s.): 
On Thursday morning, May 5th, I was 

present in the Hall or the great Kremlin 

Palace as the Supreme Soviet began its 

three-day meeting. First on the agenda 
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MICHAELS {O.S.) cont'd 

was a speech by Premier Khrushchev. 

At 10 a.m. Khrushchev began his three-

and-a-half hour address. Most of it 

dealt such matters as tax reform, 

wages, prices, currency change, and so 

forth. But towards the end, he sudden-

ly introduced a new theme. 

To a stunned and startled audience, 

Khrushchev announced that an Arre ri can 

U-2 spy plane had been shot down in 

the Soviet Union. He did not specify 

where, and he did not indicate the fate 

of the pilot. He went on to warn those 

countries harboring United States bases 

that they were 11playing with fire" and 

promised a stern protest to the United 

States and to the United Nations. But 

he added, "I do not doubt President 

HUNTLEY: 

With Khrushchev's speech, the U-2 affair 

had become a full-bJown crisis. The 

world was waiting for our government 

to respond, and respond we did - during 

a two-day period of chaos. 
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HUNTLEY ( O.S.) 

••• NBC News State Department Corres-

pondent Frank Bourgholtzer ••• 

••• and White House correspondent, Ray 

Scherer, were following the story as 

it developed ... 

SCHERER: 

At the time the U-2 incident broke into 

the headlines, events were moving so 

rapidly and we were all so close to 

the story that none of us could really 

follow its ramifications. Now, with 

the passage of time, certain things 

have become clarified. 

We know, for example, that following 

the National Security Council meeting 

on May 5th, the President called 

together a small group to discuss how 

to handle the situation. Two decisions 

emerged from this meeting; one, to con-

tinue with the cover story that had 

already been planted; and two, that any 

statement by this government on the 

situation would come only from the 

State DepartmentG This latter decision 

was not implemented. In a recent dis-

cussion with Jim Hagerty, Frank Bourg-

holtzer and I questioned him about thato 
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SCHERER: 

Now after you saw us on that Thursday 

·morning and told us that the President 

had asked for a full investigation, 

you ref erred us to NASA and to the 

State Department for information. 

HAGERTY: 

That is right. 

SCHERER: 

Now I went over from the White House 

to NASA upon hearing your word they 

would have a statement. They seemed to 

know nothing about it. They weren't 

prepared to make a statement. But they 

did make one later. Why was the time --

HAGERTY 

Ray, I don't known I can 1 t answer that. 

SCHERER: 

Were you in on the framing of their 

statement? 

HAGERTY: 

No, I was not. 

SCHERER: 
Just to establish a further point, did 

the men at NASA, and did the men in the 

State Department involved in the cover 
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SCHERER:(Cont'd) 

story know it was a cover story, or 

were they simply agents?· 

HAGERTY: 
That I cannot answer. I do not know. 

BOURGHOLTZER: 

On the morning of May the fifth Iwas 

at the State Department. We were 

waiting with more than normal curiosity 

for Link White's daily briefing. He 

came out to see us at twelve forty-five 

and he read the following 

WHITE: 
The Department has been informed by 

N.A.S.A. that, as announced May three, 

an unarmed plane - a U-2 weather re-

search plane based at Adana, Turkey, 

piloted by a civilian, has been missing 

since May one. During the flight of 

this plane, the pilot reported diffi-

culty with his oxygen equipment. Mr. 

Khrushchev has announced that a u.s. 
plane has been shot down over the 

on that date. It may be that 

this was the missing planee It is 

entirely possible that having a failure 
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WHITE: (cont t d) 

in the oxygen equipment, which could 

result in the pilot losing conscious-

nessj the plane continued on automatic 

pilot for a considerable distance and 

accidentally violated Soviet airspace. 

The United States is taking this matter 

up with t.he Soviet Government, with 

particular reference to the fate of 

the pilot. 

BOURGHOLTZER: 

Thinking back to the answers Link White 

gave to the many questions we later 

posed ••• it is perfectly clear that he 

had not been informed of any decision 

to make the State Department the sole 

spokesman about the U-2. When reporters 

pr.eased him for details ••• he volunteered 

the inf'ormo.tion that "infinitely more 

detai 1 n was being given out at the 

National Aeronautics and Space Admini-

strati on. 

SCHERER: 

At 12:15 on May 5th, as soon as the 

Hagerty News Conference was over, I 

followed his suggestion, ran from the 

White House across Lafayette Park to 
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SCHERER: (cont'd) 

NASA. I was the first reporter to 

arrive. I said I have come for the 

statement. And they said, "What 

s ta.tement ? 11 I said, "The statement that 

Jim Hagerty said that you were going 

to put out. 11 Well that seemed to con-

fuse them. They didn 1 t know anything 

a bout any such statement. They finally 

took me into see Walt Bonney, the 

Information Chief. He didn't know any-

thing about it either. There was a 

lot of conferring and some more con-

fusion ••• Other reporters arrived. Well, 

I finally left and I had the impression 

that there wouldn't be any statement. 

But at 1:30 p.m., Bonney did release 

a statement that attempted to answer 

the questions reporters had been asking 

him. 

BONNEY: 

Now, if the pilot continued to suffer 

lack of oxygen, the path of the air-

plane, from the last reported position, 

would be impossible to determine. 
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SCHERER: {Partially O.S,) 

The Bonney statement went considerably 

beyond that of the State Department. 

For instance, there were details 

about the supposed U-2 flight plan, 

how many U-2s we had, where they were 

stationed, and so forth. The state-

ment was so detailed that it raised 

almost as many questions as it answered. 

For example, Bonney contended that the 

U-2 had taken off from Incirlik Air 

Base in Turkey at 8 a.m. local time. 

This was considerably later than the 

time announced in Khrushchev's speech, 

and reporters were quick to notice the 

discrepancy. 

HUNTLEY: 

One more incident occurred in Washing-

ton on that confusing May 5th which is 

worth noting. Late in the afternoon, 

a telegram. was received from Ambassador 

Thompson, in Moscow, advising the State 

Department of the possibility that 

Powers might be alive. Despite this 

warning, on the 'following day we still 

seemed curiously unaware of the full 

potentialities of the situation. 
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34. 
HUNTLEY ( 0 .s. ) : 

On the morning of Friday, May 6th, 

sident Eisenhower attended a union 

industrial exhibit. Reporter Charles 

Roberts, of Newsweek Magazine, was 

ROBERTS: (Partially o.s.) 
On Friday, May 6th, I was standing just 

two feet from President Eisenhower when 

he gave his first public reaction to the 

incident. At a Union Industry Show 

in the Washington Armory, talking to 

George Meany, President of the AFL-CIO, 

he remarked that he was going to give a 

hydrojet boat to Khrushchev on his trip 

to Russia. he added the phrase, if 

I go. Up until then the White House hD.d 

refused to comment on the U-2 incident 

or acknowledge in any way that it had 

disturbed our relations with the Soviet 

Union. After the show, around n9on on 

Friday, Ike climbed into his helicopter, 

outside the armory, and flew to Gettys-

burg where, that afternoon, he played a 

round of golf. Some of us were aur-

prised that he flew to Gettysburg in 

time of crisis - but the White House 
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ROBERTS: (continued) 

has always insisted that with modern 

communications the President can run 

the government from his Gettysburg 

farmhouse as well as he can from the 

White House. 

HUNTLEY (o.s.) 
Later that same afternoon, Secretary 

of State Herter returned from abroad. 

Despite the crisis, it would still be 

two days before he and the President 

were to see one another. 

And at the State Department, in his 

press conference that day, held in a 

setting similar to this, it was 

evident that Lincoln White had still 

not been advised to exercise caution. 

In response to questioning by reporters, 

he said, "It is ridiculous to say we 

are trying to kid the world a.bout this. 11 
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36. 
HUNTLEY (O.S.) cont.d 

Later, he added, "There was absolutely 

no ••• N-o ••• no deliberate attempt to 

violate Soviet air space and there has 

never beene 11 

' 

HUNTLEY (o.s.): 

Saturday morning, May 7th •••••• 

••••• for Nikita Khrushchev, a day of 

triumph. 

KHRUSHCHEV - Audio 

HUNTLEY ( O.S.): 

Once the applause of the Supreme Soviet 

quieted down, Khrushchev revealed a 

secret that he had been keeping almost 

a week. He displayed photographs, 

which he said were taken from the cap-

tured U-2, and announced that the pilot 

was alive and had confessed •. Then he 

said, of the Americans, "When they learn 

that the pilot is alive, they will have 

to think of something else ••• and they 

will. 11 

TICKER EFFECT 

HUNTLEY: 

Khrushchevts announcement had blown our 

cover story to pieces. Newsweek corres-

pondent, Charles Roberts, continues with 

his report of developments in Gettysburg 
that do.y. 
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(PARTIAL 0.S.) 
Early Se,turday morning, Mpy 7th, a: 

number of reporters, including mysel.f 1 

came up to Gettysburg to cover late 

developments. 

White House News Secretary H?.gArty 

had promised us fl. story thRt morning, And 

we thought it would relate in some way 

to the U-2. At nine th1rty-six, while 

the President was out playing golf, we 

sRt down with Hagerty at a make-shift 

press room at the Gettysburg hotel. To 

our astonishment, the story he promised 

concerned 
He thRt the United StRtes was 

prPpPred to resume nucle2r testing as 

soon as possible - as he put it. The 

tARts were to be for the purpose of im-

proving means of detecting underground 

blasts - P. step towards JX>licing a nu-

test ban. But we were still sur-

prised that the government would put 

out an e.nnouncement, while it was under 

fire for aeri?.l spying, that might be 

interpreted Rs a new cold wnr 

still rAfused to discuss the 

U-2 incident. He s2id he had informed 

the President of Khrushchev's 12test 
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speech, but thRt he would have no com-

ment. An:y reaction, he sald, would have 

to come from the 8tete DepArtment. Meen-

time, Ike hfl.d been on the golf course 

since 9:05, He finished hls round ?.t 

11:28 - score unreported. Then, he re-

turned to the farmhouse, where he spent 

the remainder of the day. DUring that 

da.y, at the State Department in Wash-

ington, a crucial meeting was held to 

work out an answer to Khrushchev 1 s letest 

speech. The President did not attend that 

meeting, but Hagerty informed us that 
Ike was in contPct with Secretary of 

State Herter by phone during the dA.y. 

LRte in the afternoon, a statement was 

rAad to the President by phone - end hA 

F!pproved 1 t without At six p. n,. 

Lincoln WhCDte of the Stei.te Department 

read that stqtement to newsmen. 

HUNTLEY (O.S.) 

Only the prP.vious day, Lincoln White had 

said, wa8 no deliberate 

to violate soviet ?.ir space 

A.nd. thel"'e never has been. 11 Now he w0s 

stating something different. 

WHITE: 

As a result of the inquiry orderP.d by 
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WHITE (CONT'D) 

the President it hes been established 

that insofar As the authorities in 

are there wRs no 

?uthorization for any such flight as 

described by Mr. Khrushchev. Neverthe-

less 1 t Hppe:;:irs thet in endeP•voring to 

obt?in information now concealed behind 

the iron curtain a flight over soviet 

territory was J>robPbly undert?.ken by an 

unarmed civilian U-2 plane. 

This one sta ternent, agreed upon at a 

hastily convened meeting, represented a 

historic decision - our government wes, 

in effect, admitting that we hAd pre-

viously lied, and that we had committed 

espionage - admissions no nation had 

ever ma.de before. 

TICKER 
("\ . 

How will this incident affect the 

United Stetes, do you think? 

YOUTH 

I feel that it will give the Americ?.ns 

n 1 black eye 1 eill over Europe. 
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tIAN l: 
My fePlfng is that the country did the 

right thing in sending these over -

or this plane over. Beceuse we lv>,ve to 

keep ?.breast of the Russians, as far as 

the 1nformqtion 1s concerned. 

MAN 2: 

I think th?.t 1f we fly over Russian 

territory, we take the chance of being 

shot down because of engaging 1n 

espionage - the same as we would do to 

them if they flew over our territory. 

MAN 3: 
I think the. t we ought to sink one of 

those submarines that have been 

spying off Cape Canaveral. 

WOMAN: 

Well, I don 1 t think we should admit 

it. Yes. Yes. Nt'!ver mind what the pilot 

We hPve a right to protect our-
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MAN 4: 
Thinking it over, I think the State 

Department has really erred in the 

whole thing. They got a mix-up there. 

They don't seem to be coordinated. The 

one doesn't know what the other is 

doing. 

What do you think about it? 

WOMAN 2: 

Well, I con only say what we were told 

in Church yesterday. We should pray for 

that boy. He needs it. 

HUNTLEY ( O.S.): 

On Wednesday, May 11th, President 

Eisenhower o.nswered the one major 

question that remained: who h.'.ld 

authorized the flights? 

PRESIDENT EISENHOWER: 

Our deterrent must never be placed in 
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42. 
jeopardy. The safety of the whole free 

world demands this. As the Secretary of 

State pointed out in his recent state-

ment, ever since thEI- beginning of my 

Administration I hav0 issued directives 

to in every feasible the 

information required to protect the 
United States and the free world 

surprise attack and to enable them to 

make effective prepara tions for defense. 

HUNTLEY (o.s.) 
The President himself hai assumed re-

s pons i bil ty for authorizing the program 

of intelligence flights. We have learned 

that C.I.A. Director, Allen Dulles, had 

offered to serve as the traditional 

scapegoat and to resign. However, this is 

not the course the President chose. This 

avowal of by a head of 

state for intelligence ao:;ivities was 

in the history of inter-

na. tionE< 1 relations. It 1s a decision 

that has been the subject of considerable 

debate. Here are the views of the 

Chairman of SE=lnate C0 mmittee that 

1nvest1gatea the U-2 Affair - Senator 

William Fulbright - and of the 

Press Secretary, James Hagerty. 

----
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HAGERTY {contt·d) 

There is a great deal of puzzlement 1n 
my own mind of people that say why did the 

President or the government of the United 

States take responsibility. Mell now this 

is something new that has been added to 

my world.If you gentlemen are spies, and 

I em not, and you get I can say I 

never heard of you, or saw you before. But 

if you strap 2 U-2 to your back, it is a 

little difficult, to say the least, not 

to admit and assume responsibility. 

FULBRIGHT 
The President need never havG avowed or 

disavowed is the point I make. He should 

taken the position of silence in this 

matter and let the uh if anyone had to 

take responsibility, it should have been 

the head of the intell1egence. 
Uh it should have to depend on circum-

stances as to who avowed or dise.vowed 

anything but it shouldn 1 t have been the 

Presiaent who as I si?oy embodies thE" whole 

sovereignty and dignity of thP whole 

people. I think personally this 

was perhaps the most serious fault in 

this whole operation, this whole in-

cident. 
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HUNTLEY: 

Coupled with the President's assuming 

rP,Sponsibllity for the U-2 flights, 

was our attempt to our right 

to engage in them. 

HAGERTY: 
As the President himself at a. press 

conferencP. and in speechAs said, when a 

closed society makes threats against 

our very welfa.re, it is up to us to 

find out we can about suoh 
a. closed society, they are 

prepar'1ng for war, whether. they are 

building up, and also the determination 

of the members of the the.t 

there will be Another Pearl 

Harbor if they have anything to do 

about 1t. 

Fulbright: 

I think one of the most serious things to 

uh growing out cf this, was our en-

dea vor, on the part of our people, to 

justify uh this-these flights. Uh, to 

say you need something such as in-

te in international rAlations 

certainly is no justification for 1t. 

But in the position thF PresidAnt took 
he was in fact the right to 
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do this and not need. They could 

understand the need. They understa nd 

that espionage goes on w1 thin cet"'ta.1n 

areas all the time. But they never 
take full responsibility for it. The 

hea d of st8te does not. I think that 

it 1 s responible believe that this 

avow8l put Mr. Khrushchev in the 

position where he could not proceed to 
with the man who at trhe same time 

is e. sserting the right to violate the 

sovereignty of his country, in this 

case, the u.s.s.R. 
HUNTLEY: 

Following our avowa l of the U-2 

flights, one more significant question 

was r a1sea during the week preceding 

the summit - the question of 
whether the flights would be continued. 

As the week began this became a source 

of apparently delibernte confusion. 

SCHERER: 

0!'1 morning May 9th, The New 

York Times carried a story saying, 11 It 

was learned that the President had 

ordered cessation of all flights over or 

the borders of the U.5.S.R." WPll, 

later thflt morning, 8t Jim Hagerty 1s 
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46. 

SCH ERER (CONTtD) 

News Conference, we a sked him whether 

the flights had bePn cancelled. He 

seid that the President h@.d not cancelled 

the flights. When asked whether they 

had been cancelled by any order other 

than the President, Jim answered, l!J 

know of no such orders. 11 Well the 

1mpri?ss ion we were left w 1th was that 

despite the events of the last few 

days, the U-2 flights were still going 

on. This impression was reinforoed 

by a statAment of. Secretary of Ste.te 

Herter, which was released by Lincoln 

White the same afternoon. 
HUNTLEY: 

Although the administration had denied 

that 1t intended to imply that the 

flights would continue, this was the 

inference tha t was dra.wn by most ob-
servers. All these &vents led to an 

atmosphere of increasing tension aa 

the summit conference approached. 

HUNTLEY: ( 0. S. ) 

In the Soviet Union, Khrushchev toured 

an exhibit that opened in Gorki Park. 

Here in a hall customarily devoted to 

the pasttime of chess, the Russians had 

put on displAy remnants of the plane, 
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HUNTLEY cont'd 

its equipment, and the pilot's personal 

effects. 

Later, in an impromptu press conference, 

Khrushchev reacted violently to what 

he termed our threat to continue the 

flights. He cancelled his invitation. 

to President Eisenhower for a visit to 

the Soviet Union that had been planned 

for the following month, 

And in Washington, as Administration 

leaders explained their decision to 

the beginning of a major 

controversy, involving both this country 

and its allies, was already apparent, 

CHESTER BOWLES: 

We have certainly iost ground. Major 

elements in our government. have been 

caught telling blatant falsehoods to the 

world, to ourselves, to each other, and 

to Congrsssional committees. We have not 

told the truth. We have taken grave 

risks on the vet•y e vs of a great and 

important conference. And 

we put the Presiaent in a position of 

not knowing who keeps store. 
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BARB¥ GOLDWATER,: 

We have nothing to gain by going to 

the summit. We have nothing to ne-

gotiate the summit. And about all 

we can do ls to add dignity to this 

last beastly e.ct of the Soviets. Ana 

I hope the Presidt'mt decides not to go. 
How can you negotiate with murderers? 

How oan you negotiate with people who 

have shot down numbers of our planes. 

How do you negotiate with people who 

tell lies a nd who do not fulfill their 

solemn obligations? I don't think you 

can ga 1n anything by going to the 

summit with these type of people. I 

think we ought to realize, in this 

country, the.t we' re in a cold war 

and we better be in this war .to win it -

and start acting like it. 

HUNTLEY ( O. S. ) 

The former Foreign of 

PEARSON: 

It was pretty stupid, on the part of 

the United States, if I mEJy say so, for 

getting 1ts elf 1n a position, before the 

summit conference, that the Soviets 

could exploit an incident of this 
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PEARSON: (cont'd) 

In other words, I don't think they 1 ve 

hs.ndled the matter very well ••• As long 

as the cold war goes on, governments 

are going to collect intelligence, 

legally or illegally, and the Russians 

are at the forefront of that parade. 

But if you do this kind of thing -

collect intelligen::e - you should do it 

intelligently. 

HUNTLEY ( O.S. ) : 

On Saturday, May 14th, President 

Eisenhower left the White House by heli-

copter to board the plane that would 

take him to Paris. The trip that was to 

have been the capstone of his career 

was already foredoomed to a failure that 

he, least of all, would have wanted. As 

James Reston had written in The New 

York Times, "The tragedy of President 

Eisenhower in the spy-plane case is 

that he and his colleagues have created 

almost all the things he feared the most. 

He wanted to reduce international 

tensions and he has increased it. He 

wanted to strengthen the alliance and he 

has weakened it. He glorified toamwork 

and morality, and got lies and ad.minis-

trati ve chaos. Everything he was noted 
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for - caution, leadership, 

military skill, and: even good luck -

suddenly eluded him precisely at the 

moment he needed them the most. 

Ike at Orly happened after the Presldent 1 s 
Airport 

arrival has pert of the folklore 
to be 

F.lysee Palace of h:istory. The conference that wcis/held 

at the Pa18ce was never forma.lly 

Khrushchev convened. After bitterly attacking the 
leaving Elysee Pelace 

President of the United States, Premier 

Khrushchev stalked out of the f lrst 

preliml!lFlry meeting. And before rP-turning 

to Moscow ••• 
Khrushchev et press 

of May 18th, 
pounding table •.• he began what has since become an 
Rnd shouting 

all too familiar of public 

performances. 

KHRUSHCHEV AUDIO: 
HUNTLEY ( O. S.) 

Stock The Russians now exploited to the full-
Russian Demonstrations 

British Finti-

est the propag2ndA Rdvantage we hRd given 

them with the U-2. \.llhether the incident 

wes chiefly responsible for the summit 

failure ls still being debated: but it 

aid provide ammunitio n for the RusFians 

as they intensified cold war pressures 

throughout the W1U>rld. Fear of 

bases demonstrRtions· rockets in the months foll"wing the 
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HUNTLEY (CONT t D) 

summit American bases the object or 
an increasing number of protest demon-
strations. 

SOUND EFFECTS 

The United States found itse1f em-

on the defensive - and in 

the riots against the Japanese-AmericRn 

Security Treaty, even high United States 

off1c1Als were caught 1n the storm. 

SOUND EFFECT 
SCHERER: 

Jim, by way of taking a longer look at 

this whole U-2 1nc1dent, now that the 

dust has settled somewhat, how do you 
think the United States came out of it? 

HAGERTY: 
Well, I think they came out very well. 

I think bP.sically the argument of 

an open society verRus a closed society 
has been very well brought to the fore, 

has been brought to the attention of the 

peoples of thA world. I think that is an 

overseRs I think domestically 

the reaction of the American people 

qui tA frr.tnkly was 11 It wns too h--::.d we 
got cqught, but we gl?_d we were doing 

it. 11 Thl?lt is thA wAy I would sum it up. 
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BOURGHOLTZER: 

Do you, looking back:, think that if you 

had it to do over again, you might have 

done anything in some different fashion? 

H ... 

No, with the exception that I think 

everybody Rdmits, of the failure of the 

cover story. But outside of that, no. 

SCHERER: 
As you look back on this U-2 incident, 

who was in ch?.rge of our side of the 

thing as it developed - lssulng of 

statements, coordinetion of policy, the 

whole aspect'? 

Hl1GERTY: 

Well, I just CRn 1 t answer that, Ray, 

I e.m sorry. 

SCHERER: 
Having ood this experience, and now 

speaking with the benefit of hindsight, 

whRt lessons emerged from this for the 

future? 

H--'IGR'RTY: 

Don't get ci=i.ught. 

the heA.rlngs held by the Fulbright 
Comm1 ttee, the Secret?ry Of Mr. 

Herter, was A.lso asked what lessons could 
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HUNTLEY: (cont'd) 

be learned from the U-2 affair. His 

answer was nNot to have accidents.'1 We 

leave it to the American public to 

de cl.de whether "Don •t get caught 0 and 

"Not to have accidents" are the only 

lessons to be learned from 

What you have seen in the past hour is 

an a ttempt at a historical evaluation 

of a most controversial subject, 

including opposing viewpoints on the 

matter. Over thirty responsible re-

porters who covered this story as it 

unfolded contributed to this effort. 

There are certain conclusions that may 

reasonably be drawn from the facts 

examined in this report. 

1. The cover sto,ry wa.s inadequate to 

its mission. It was hastily released, 

excessive in detail and failed to take 

account of the possibility that Powers 

might be e.li ve. 

2. As the U-2 crisis developed, there 

was a serious lack or coordination 

among the governmental agencies involved, 

which resulted in conflicting and 

damaging statements to the world. 
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54. 
HUNTLEY: (cont'd) 

3. By avowing the intelligence flights. 

an act unprecedented in the history of 

na ti ens, our go verrunent suffered the 

consequences of having been caught in 

public misstatements. 

4. Nobody expects the United States, 

or any other nation to stop intelligence 

activities, but by justifying the U-2 

flights and implying they would con-

tinue, we materially affected the 

Summit Conforen ce. If Khrushchev 

intended to wreck the conference 

beforehand, we gave him e. ready me.de 

excuse. If he intended to negotiate, 

we made it difficult for him to do so. 

5. Throughout the whole U-2 affair, we 

suffered from the fact that there was 

apparently no one official or agency 

to direct our total response to this 

crisis. 

This is not a matter for the history 

books, but vitally affects our ability 

to survive as a nation. There will be 

other crises that the new administration, 

and administrations, will 

have to face. In the world as it is 

today, we carmot afford another U-2 

affair. Good night. 
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From Rudolf I. Abel 
#80016 

June 12, 1960 

To Mr. James B. Donovan, 160 William St., New York 

Dear Jim, 

I received your letter of June 6th. In the past week 
I also received a letter from Mr. Powers, the father of the 
U-2 pilot. He writes as follows: 

Address: Pound Va. 
June 2, 1960 

nDear Colonel Abel, 

1 am the father of Francis Gary Powers who is connected 
with the U-2 plane incident of several weeks ago. I .am quite 
sure that you are familiar with this international incident 
and also the fact that my son is being currently held by the 
Soviet Union on an espionage charge. You can readily under-
stand the concern that a father would have for his son and 
for a strong desire to have my son released and brought home. 
My present feeling is that I would be more than happy to 
approach the State Department and the President of the United 
States for exchange for the release of my son. By this I 
mean that I would'urge and do everything possible to.have my 
Government release you and return you to your country if the 
powers in your country would release my son and let him return 
to me. If you are inclined to go along with this arrangement · 
I would appreciate your so advising me and also so advising 
the powers in your country along these lines. 

I would appreciate hearing from you in this regard as 
soon as possible. 

Very truly yours, 

Signed: Oliver Powers" 

I replied to him as follows: 

"Dear Mr. Powers, 

Your letter of June 2nd received June 10th. 

Much as I appreciate and understand your concern 
for the safety and return of your son, I regret to say 
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that, all things considered, I am not the person to whom 
your request should have been directed. Obviously, this 
should be my wife. Unfortunately, by order of the Depart-
ment of Justice, U.S., I am not permitted to write to my 
family and so cannot convey your request to them directly. 

Sincerely yours, 

Signed: R. I. Abel" 

However, I do think that my family should be informed of 
this step of Mr. Powers and that copies of his letter and my 
reply should be sent to my wife's lawyer in East Berlin. I 
would like you to send a copy of the letter from the Dept. 
of Justice dated May 25th that you-enclosed in your letter of 
June 6th also to this lawyer. 

Regarding this latter letter, it does little more than 
reiterate the previous letter on this matter. The "little 
more'' is the allusion to Powers and the matter of the fine. 
This has been taken care of, while the Powers affair is not 
in my competency and complaints about his treatment should 
be addressed elsewhere. 

Since the Dept. of Justice regard their position as one 
of prison administration, the proper place to initiate court 
action is not with Judge Byers but with the Federal District -
Court here in Atlanta where the penitentiary is located. I 
would like you to take the necessary steps in this direction 
on your return from Europe. 

Incidentally, there might be some benefit if you could 
meet my wife's lawyer when you visit Switzerland. I imagine 
that he would have no difficulty in doing so, and you could 
give him a much clearer picture of what is going on than any-
exchange of letters can do. 

Hoping you have a good trip 

Sincerely yours, 

Rudolf I. Abel 
#80016 
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SECRE'f 
Attachment to 
IDEA-0189. 
23 February 1961 

Release Procedures -- Francis Gary Powers 

l. Situation 

A. Mr. Francis Gary Powers has been sentenced to 10 years 
in a Soviet prison and is now serving that sentence. lt is possible, 
however, that it might better serve Russian propaganda purposes to 
release Mr. Powers prior to the termination of his prison sentence. 
The press has speculated to this effect, and Mr. Powers has mentioned 
the possibility of an early release in a letter to his father. ·Two addi-
tional fa<;tors that have given rise to speculation about Mr. Powers 1 

release are the return of the RB-47 crew members and the expressed 
Russian friendship for the new Administration. Although the United 
States does not have any formal or informal information indicating an 
early release, it appears appropriate to consider the procedures to be 
followed in the event Mr. Powers returns to the United States in the 
near future. 

B. Any planning for this contingency, of course, is hampered 
by lack of knowledge relative to Mr. Powers' attitude and desires and 
the timing and circumstances surrounding Mr. Powers' release. It 
might be noted, in relation to Mr. Powers' attitude toward the United 
States Government, that he has been under Soviet control since 1 May 
1960 and has mentioned in his letters that he is constantly in the com-
pany of his cellmate, whom he has not mentioned by name, apparently 
speaks good English and is helping Mr. Powers in his study of Russian. 
The cellmate could possibly be a government 11plant 11 engaged in subtle 

. psychological preparation for the time of release. 

C. In order to formulate a plan of action, nevertheless, !i!Orne 
basic assumptions must be made. For purposes of the below-mentioned 
plan, it is assumed th:at Mr. Powers will cooperate with the United 
States authorities to the extent necessary to carry out procedures out-
lined below. It is further assumed that Mr. Powers will be turned over 
to United States authorities at the United States Embassy at Moscow or 
possibly transported by Soviet aircraft to Berlin, where he would be 
turned over to United States authorities. 

SECRE'P 
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a EGRET 

2. Press Release Policy: 

A. Generally, every effort will be made to minimize press 
releases by United States Government authorities and Mr. Powers 
himself.. The spokesman for the United States Government will be the 
Department of State with releases by the President's press secretary 
as deemed appropriate by the President. 

B. Mr. Powers will be encouraged to make a brief statement 
upon his arrival in Europe, stating substantially as follows: rrr am gla.d 
to be on my way back to the United States and anxious to see my wife and 
family. I have no particular plans for the immediate future except to 
visit with my family and consult with certain United States authorities. 
I do not desire to make any public statements in relation to the incident 
or my trial until I have thoroughly discussed the matter with these 
authorities. 11 The Department of State will announce Mr. Powers 1 re-
lease in a short statement relating to the mechanics of his turnover. 
Such a statement might be: "Mr. Francis Gary Powers, imprisoned 
American flyer, was released from his Soviet prison today and turned 
over to the United States Embassy in Moscow. Mr. Powers will be 
flown back to the United States as soon as transportation is available. 
In the interest of Soviet-U. S. relations, for the present no press 
ences will be held or further comments made by the U.S. Government . 
relative to the U-2 incident or Mr. Powers' trial. 11 

C. Mr. Powers will be thoroughly bl;iefed at the United States 
Embassy in Moscow or Consulate in Berlin prior to meeting any mem-
bers of the press. Some of the points to be covered in the briefing, the 
substance of which will be pouched or cabled to Moscow or Berlin as 
time permits, will be: 

(1) The reaction of the press and the American public to 
M.r. Powers' return to the United States cannot be predicted and, 
therefore, Mr. Powers should be prepared for the worst. 

(Z) Despite any derogatory comments or demonstrations 
heard or observed by Mr. Powers on his trip home, Mr. Powers 
should know that these statements do not reflect the attitude of the 
U. S. Government. 
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SECRET 

(3) It is the recommendation of United States Government 
authorities that Mr. Powers make as few public statements as 
possible and limit these statements to brief descriptions of his 
state of health and treatment while in Russia. He should express 
his desire to proceed to the United States as soon as possible and 
rejoin his wife and family and at all costs avoid any statements 
and comments about the incident of the trial. 

(4) Mr. Powers should continually bear in mind that the 
first statements he makes will be long remembered and widely 
quoted. These statements will also be misquoted and, perhaps in 
many cases, misinterpreted. Mr. Powers should follow the rule 
that the less said th.e better. 

(5) Mr. Powers should also be a.ware that members of his 
family will also be subjected to pressures from the press and, 
therefore, he should refrain from discussing politically sensitive 
matters with them. 

t6) Mr. Powers should be advised that the public, and 
therefore the press, is keenly interested in certain questions, the 
answers to which have deep political consequences and sho11ld not 
be answered by Mr. Powers in the interest of National Security 
and his own interest as well. The most sensitive of the$e questions 
are: 

(a) Were you actually shot down at 68, 000 feet or did 
you descend to a lower altitude before the incident occurred? 

(b) What type of interrogation methods did the Russians 
use? 

(c) What were your instructions in the event of capture? 

{d) What are your feelings about your testimony at 
the trial now that you have returned to the United States?. 

(7) Mr. Powers should be advised of travel plans and 
cautioned not to enter into discussions with anyone other than his 
Department of State escort for the first leg of his trip back to the U.S. 
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5 EC RE T 

(8) Mr. Powers should be reminded that his revelation of 
CIA affiliation was designed to identify the activity as a non-military 
undertaking. The protection of the extent to which the military was 
involved in the program is still extremely important and, therefore, 
Mr. Powers should avoid any discussion of military personalities or 
support to the program. 

3. Transportation 

A. If Mr. Powers is released to U. 5, authorities at the U.S. 
Embassy in a city behind the iron curtain (Moscow appears to be the 
most likely city), he will be flown via commercial airliner to a Euro-
pean city, escorted by a Department of State consular officer. The 
Agency bear the cost of this travel for both Mr. Powers and the 
consular officer. In the event Mr. Powers is turned over at a city in 
the Western world, the subsequent portions of this plan will apply, sub-
stituting the point of release for the "European city" mentioned above. 

B. Transportation from the European city to the United States 
should be by the most expeditious and secure method. The use of a 
scheduled commercial airliner is not considered the optimum, since 
the press would have the maximum opportunity for exposure to 
Mr. Powers on the airliner and at the various stop-overs. More con-
trol over the press and Mr. Powers could be experienced by the U.S. 
Government if Mr. Powers could be flown back from the European city 
to Washington via a USAF Special Air Missions flight. This flight will 
be arranged by DPD-DD/P. 

C. In the event that the Department of State or the USAF is 
queried about the use of a USAF aircraft for this purpose. these 
authorities will indicate that the airlift was requested by another 
(unspecified)department of the United States Government, and the 
request was granted by the USAF. 

D. The crew of the USAF aircraft should file appropriate flight 
clearances, indicating the ultimate destination of the aircraft as 
Andrews AFB. This fact should not be given out by the crew. For 
diversionary purposes, the aircraft will make an unscheduled landing 
at Dover AFB, Delaware, where onward transportation will be available. 
DPD will provide a security escort, who is known to Mr.· Powers as a. 
personal friend as well as a security agent. for the USAF leg of the 
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return trip to the ZI. Mr. John Gittinger, a consultant to the Agency 
on psychological matte rs, will also accompany the flight. Both 
Mr. White, the security escort. and Mr. Gittinger will interview 
Mr. Powers to determine his attitudes and desires. 

E .. Special arrangements for expeditious transfer of Mr. Powers 
from one aircraft to another, minimum press contact at layover points, 
and customs and immigration clearances must be made at each stop by 
the Agency station involved with cooperation from Department of State 
personnel and local officials. The Agency station will work in the 
background and utilize Department of State and other appropriate overt 
officials to make physical contact with Mr. Powers at stopover points. 
USAF representatives and officials will likewise remain in the back-
ground and not greet or be seen with Mr. Powers except for that mini-
mum amount of contact necessary for boarding the aircraft. 

4. Living Quarters in the Z! 

A. Upon arrival in the ZI, Mr. Powers will be taken to a 
11 safehouse 11 location where he will meet with his family in privacy. The 
most desirable location would be a rest house type facility on a military 
installation. Possibly a private estate that can be adequately secured 
by a commercial security service would serve the purpose. Arrange-
ments for the procurement of an appropriate location will be made by 
105/0S/DDS 

B. For an initial period (one week), Mr. Powers will visit with 
his family at the safehouse location. The family, other than his wife, 
who will stay with him during his entire stay at the safehouse, will be 

· transported to. and from the safehouse by Government transportation. 

C. Every attempt will be made to discourage his family from 
attempting to meet Mr. Powers in Europe or any time prior to his 
arrival at the safehouse location. Contact with Mr. Powers' father 
will be maintained through the Department of State, while contact with 
his wife can be maintained directly by the Agency. 

D. After Mr. Powers has visited with his family for a few 
days, he will be encouraged to indicate to his father and other relations 
that he would like to be alone with his wife for a few weeks, during 
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which period he plans to talk to certain U.S. Government authorities. 
The debriefings that take place at that time will be conducted by CI 
Staf£/DDP and SRS/OS/DDS. Representatives 0£ SR Division, DD/P. 
and DPD-DD/P will participate in debriefings pertaining to their 
particular areas of interest. 

E. All queries by the press, in relation to Mr. Powers' 
whereabouts will be answered by the Department of State in a state-
ment to the effect that rrMr. Powers is back in the U.S. visiting with 
his family and talking with various U.S. authorities. 11 

5. Administration 

A: Casualty Branch, Office of Personnel/DDS will handle the 
necessary administrative details of Powers' personal effects with 
him during the abovementioned debriefing period. 

B. Powers 1 ultimate disposition will be determined by an 
Agency board of inquiry after debriefing reports have been prepared, 
disseminated, and evaluated by interested and responsible Agency 
senior officials. 
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ER 61-8690 

2 November 1961 

MEMORANDUM FOR: The Honorable Dean Rusk 
The Secretary of State 
Washington 25, D. C. 

SUBJECT: Powers - Abel Exchange 

1. Francis Gary Powers, who is under sentence in the 
Soviet Union for violation of Soviet espionage laws, is 
under contract to the Central Intelligence Agency. He was 
apprehended by Soviet forces while on a prescribed mission 
for this Agency. After a thorough investigation based on 
the information available to us, we have concluded that 
Mr. Powers had carried out his duties as directed and, even 
though captured, has continued to conduct himself in a re-
sponsible manner. As far as we can determine, he has gen-
erally followed his instructions while a captive and has 
not communicated significantly damaging prohibited intelli-
gence information to his Soviet captors. Therefore, this 
Agency is responsible to seek Francis Gary Powers' return 
to this country by all available means, as soon as possible. 

2. While the Soviets may feel that they have fully 
exploited the propaganda to be gained from Powers' capture 
and trial, there is reason to believe that he has. not dis-
closed to them information relating to the national inter-
est which could be further exploited. Included is information 
concerning third-country overflights of a nature which could 
still be embarrassing to this Government. 

3. From an intelligence and air operational standpoint, 
this Agency is most interested in interrogating Mr. Powers 
to learn the precise events which transpired on the first of 
May 1960 which resulted in his capture. He can furnish this 
Agency with technical information concerning his flight, be-
havior of the aircraft which resulted in the failure of his 
mission and his capture. We also desire information on his 
treatment and interrogation in the Soviet Union during the 
entire period he has been under the control of the Soviet 
Union. 
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4. Since Mr. Powers' capture on 1 May 1960, this 
Agency has continuously worked toward the release by legal 
means of Francis Gary Powers. In this connection, we have 
worked with the Department of State and provided various 
types of support, including the preparation of legal briefs 
and working closely with civilian lawyers who worked dili-
gently and long toward his release. This Agency has main-
tained Mr. Powers in a pay status and has made various 
provisions for the welfare of his wife. In regard to his 
wife, we should point out to you that she has recently 
been committed to a Georgia State mental hospital after 
being declared legally insane. Her commitment has raised 
serious problems of maintaining her husband's morale while 
a captive so that we are concerned that the information 
concerning his wife will not cause his Soviet captors to 
make new efforts to obtain more in.formation· from him. 
Since Mr. Powers has now been in Soviet hands almost eight-
een months, we cannot be sure what his attitude would be 
to an exchange and his return to the United but his 
latest letters to his wife, which we have seen, indicate 
hope for his release and concern that the United States 
Government is not taking action which he believes would 
achieve his freedom. 

5. In connection with efforts toward the release of 
Francis Gary Powers, the idea of an exchange of Powers for 
Colonel Abel has been again considered as a serious possi-
bility since the wife of Colonel Rudolf Abel has raised the 
subject in a series of letters which she has written to 
President Kennedy and her husband's lawyer, James Donovan, 
in New York. The most recent letter from Mrs. Abel, which 
states that for the second time she has been to the Russian 
Embassy in Berlin, contains a key paragraph which reads as 
follows: 

"I gathered ·:from our /Mrs. Abel/Russian Embassz.7 
talk that there is only one possible way to achieve 
success, that is simultaneous release of both Francis 
Powers and my husband, which can be arranged." 

If, as we suspect, Mrs. Abel's letters are being written or 
guided by Soviet officials, this letter appears to open the 
door for direct negotiations on an exchange. It is the 
desire of this Agency that this avenue of conmtunication and 
negotiation with the Soviet Union be continued and the re-
lease of Francis Gary Powers from the Soviet Union should 
be pressed for by this Government through negotiation. 
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6. We realize that the release of Powers at this 
time through these particular negotiations must be weighed 
against the release of Colonel Abel. While Abel has main-
tained complete silence on his role within the Soviet intel-
ligence apparatus, it is a fact that Colonel Abel was, and 
probably continues to be, an important cog in that apparatus. 
His release at this time, when he has served only a portion 
of his sentence, would be of value to Soviet intelligence.* 
On balance, however, we believe the national interest would 
best be served by the return of Powers even at the cost of 
Abel's release. 

(Signed) 
C. P. CABELL 
Genera 1, USAF 

Acting Director 

* The following sentence appeared in the original OGC version 
of this memorandum, but was deleted at the instruction of 
General Cabell: 

"It is painfully clear, however, that this Government 
is unable to determine what his exact role has been 1 and 
it is a fair conclusion that Abel's role will not be 
made known to this Government by him.'' 
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DEPARTMENT. OF STATE 

Dear Mr. Attorney General: 

November 24, 1961 

As you may know, for the past several months there 
has been taking place a monitored exchange of correspondence 
betwaen James Donovan, court appointed attorney for Rudolf 
Abel, and ?n individual in Leipzig, Germany, identifying 
herself as Mrs. Abel. Mrs. Abel, possibly reflecting a 
Soviet Government position, has raised the possibility of 
a·Powers-Abel exchange, oae in which the CIA is interested. 

The latest letter from Mrs. Abel, dated September 11, 
1961 (enclosed), indicates more clearly than previously 
that an exchange "can be arranged." In the course of con-
sultation with Mr. Oehmann of your office regarding the 
lines of a reply, Mr. Oehmann indicated that .it would be 
helpful for you to have, in addition to the draft of a 
proposed reply, a statement setting forth the general views 
of the CIA.and the Department for your consideration in 
weighing the various factors involved. The proposed reply 
to Mrs. Abel and a CIA memorandum on the subject.are en-
closed. . . 

I do not.believe that foreign policy considerations 
as such need be a factor influencing the Justice determi-
nation in consultation with the CIA as to w!1ether we should 
proceed in an attempt to obtain the release of J;lowers in 
exchange for the release of Abel. While normally the De-
partment seeks in every way to protect United States citi-
zens incarcerated abroad, a special problem exists, ,of 
course, in connectio:i with the Powers case. · Bearing in 
mind the quid pro quo which would ba required, and the 
present status of relations.with the USSR, foreign policy 
considerations do not dictate one course of action or the 
other. Accordingly, in the present matter, I believe.that 
the function of the Department of State is limited to 
guidance as to the form and mamier of proceeding. I sug-
gest a continuation of the Donovan-Mrs. Abel correspond-
ence with the transmission to Mrs. Abel of a Donovan 

The Honorable 
Robert F. Kennedy, 

Attorney General. 
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message along the lines of the enclosed draft. Should 
the Department of Justice and the CIA decide it to be 
in the net United States interest to attempt a Powers-
Abel exchange and should subsequent letters from Mrs. Abel 
suggest more precisely the possibility of such a mova, the 
Department will be prepared to consider with the Depart-
ment of Justice and the CIA how this might most appropri-
ately be put into effect. 

Enclosures: 

l. From Mrs. Abel, 

Sincerely' yours, 

(Signed) 
Dean Rusk 

dated September 11) 1961. 
2. Proposed reply to Mrs. Abel. 
3. CIA Memorandum. 
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NEGOTIATION OF POWERS/ABEL EXCHANGE 

3 February 1962: BERLIN 7474 (IN 28235) 

After negotiating controls at Friedrichstrasse S-Bahnof with 
help of border guards who brought him to }lead of line' when he indicated 
he had imminent appointment at Soviet Embassy, Donovan referred by 
rec.eptionist at Soviet Embassy to the Soviet Consulate. There he was 
introduced to "Mrs. AbeP1• "Daughter", and 11cousin of Mrs. Abel 11 , 

a man about fifty-five years old, introduced as Mr. Reeves. The person 
portraying the role of Mrs. Abel impressed Donovan as a typical German 
but the daughter and cousin possibly not German nationality. After 
preliminary amenities regarding the welfare of Abel,. Second Secretary 
of Soviet. Embassy, rvan Alexandrovich Shishkin (believed KGB) appeared 
and conP,ucted the meeting. During the meeting the Abel family said . 
nothing. · 

Donovan said he had come to Berlin on the basis of a message to 
the U.S. Headquarters, Berlin, conveyed from the East German lawyer 
Vogel via West German lawyer Stark purporting Soviet Government 
interest in exchanging Abel for Powers, Makinen and Pryor. Shishkin 
stated this proposal was entirely new to him and he would be compelled 
to obtain instructions from his government. Shishkin indicated he had 
commenced intercession on behalf of the Abel family about one year ago 
on the basis of a proposed exchange of Powers for Abel and this was the 
only proposal he wa.s authorized to discuss. Donovan indicated that he, 
likewise, would be compelled to obtain instructions from his Government 
to discuss any other proposal than an exchange of Powers, Makinen and 
Pryor for Abel, indicating personal displeasure at having made the · 
lengthy trip as a private citizen whose time was valuable if the message 
from Vogel purporting to be official was not in fact a genuine offer. · 

posed the direct question to Mrs. Abel whether she had in fact 
suggested a three for one exchange to Vogel. but she appeared frightened 
and uncertain what to answer, whereupon Shishkin interceded and discussed 
the letter from Justice which Donovan presented in support of the validity 
of his claim that the U.S. was prepared to exchange Abel. Shishkin com-
plained that the letter was 11vague 11 but appeared satisfied with Donovan's 

·explanation that it was deliberately so to avoid possible press leak ... He 
explained that he had traveled to Berlin f:rom London on special U, S. 
Government flight so his presence in Berlin wa.s n..,ot known to any but a 
few government officials. 
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Shishkin appeared impressed with the necessity for an early 
answer so Donovan could return to New York. He agreed to meet again 
Monday, 5 February at 1700 local. Donovan told Shishkin he could pro-
duce Abel 48 hours after agreement was reached, in Berlin, the exchange 
to be carried out with Donovan's personal participation, and that he must 
be back in the U.S. by Saturday, 10 February. 

While it is difficult to predict Soviet reaction, we continue to feel 
there is a good possibility that they will accept a three for one exchange. 
While Shishkin commented toward the end of the meeting that the U.S. 
Government apparently wanted three for one, he seemed genuinely im-
pressed with Donovan's response that "one artist is wor\):l. much more 
than three mechanics". . 
3 February 1962.: ADIC 7388 (OUT 09034) 

Opening gambit well done. Speculate as you must they may believe 
from the date of the Justice letter that the U.S. originally may have been 
ready for a one to one exchange. However overtures for a package deal 
were made as early as December 18 and should be no surprise to the 

. Soviets. Therefore press for three to one stating place and details 
could be set at once. 

If Monday reaction indicates to Donovan there is no hope of three 
to one, he should say he must refer back for further instructions. 

The door must be left open for a one to one Powers for Abel but 
every desirable for three to one. 

Seems to us advisable to softplay Vogel approach unless the Soviets 
appear to adopt it. 

If further meeting is necessary, Tuesday afternoon as 
we can respond quickly. 

State concurs this message. 

5 February 1962.: BERLIN 7500 {IN 28344) 

Following is Donovan account of events afternoon 5 February. 
Donovan returned to Soviet Embassy East Berlin at proper time (1700 hours 
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local). Daughter and cousin (cousin's name was spelled for Donovan upon 
his request and is Drews, who took a more active part this time and 
acted as sole interpreter in later conference with Attorney Vogel) were in 
the anteroom but not mother, who was "nervous" and did not attend the 
meeting but stayed in. the hotel. 

Shishkin invited Donovan to a private conference leaving the Abels 
in the anteroom. Donovan presented a b:rief note from Mr. Lightner 
stating authorization to proceed to East Berlin in connection· with .busi-
ness at .the Soviet Embassy. Shishkin read the note carefully and said 
"while not doubting Donovan's integrity on Saturday, one must be careful 
about such things ir. Shishkin inquired whether Donovan had reported to 
his government on the Saturday meeting and what instructions Donovan 
had received. Donovan replied that he had fully reported and had been 
instructed to return on 5 February to hear from Shishkin what, if any, 
further instructions he had received. 

Shishkin very formally opened portfolio on his desk and read a 
message from Moscow. The message said that "the Soviet Government 
through human feelings will exchange Powers for Abel. This human act 
on both sides and the elimination of permanent source of anti-Soviet 
propaganda should contribute to better relations between countries. If 
the Americans are interested in freeing of Makinen who is now in Kiev, 
the Soviet Government is ready to exchange Abel for Makinen but the 
simultaneous exchange of both Powers and Makinen for Abel is impossible. 
It is up to Americans to make their choice. If the matter is properly 
concluded and better relations result, further. developments could occur.!! 
(Donovan gained the impression this statement was intended to imply 
that the Soviets might be inclined to give clemency to Makinen at some . 
time in the not too dis_tant future. ) As to Pryor, this matter was out of 
the province of Soviet authorities but could be accomplhhed through the 
East German Government. This can be done through Miss Abel and her 
attorney Vogel who already has received favorable consideration by the 
East German Government. Shishkin has no further instructions. If the 
American Government is willing to proceed, Donovan should discuss the 
plan for exchange with Miss Abel which the Soviets then will consider. 
However, said Shishkin, American suggestion of Glienicke Bruecke 
"not bad". Donovan then left with Miss Abel and cousin .. 

On the way, Miss Abel and Donovan discussed possible procedure 
and tentatively agreed on Glienicke Bridge, Wednesday evening, 7 February, 
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at 2200 hours local, with postponement to Thursday evening, 8 February, 
same time, same place if, due to weather or other contingency, one of 
three to be exchanged cannot comply. 

At V<;>gel's office, Vogel produced a letter from the Attorney 
General of East Germany dated 5 February and stating to Vogel that 
the East German Government would honor his petition for clemency of 
his client {Pryor) and agree to turn over of Pryor to American officials 
provided Americans on their part met the "conditions with which Vogel 
is familiar". The letter is signed by Windisch, State Attorney. Vogel 
provided a certified copy of this letter at Donovan's request. ·In answer 
to a specific question, Vogel stated he could deliver Pryor at the exchange 
place at .the proper time. In response to Donovan's questioning, Vogel 
stated Pryor' s father was visiting his office late 6 February and Vogel 
requested instructions. Donovan stated he should make no reference to 
this conference or Donovan's presence in Berlin. He should inform 
Pryor's father that Vogel's petition is proceeding very favorably and that 
Vogel expects a decision on Friday. Vogel agreed to this procedu.re. 
Vogel meeting was friendly with n_o reference by Donovan to broken 
promises re delivery of all three for Abel. 

Donovan informed Shishkin and Vogel that while he has no further 
instructions from his government, he will attempt to deliver a reply 
a.a soon as possible 6 February to both Shishkin and Vogel. It is the clear 
impression of Donovan that the Soviets are making their final and maximum 
concessions in response to the strong position taken by Donovan last . 

and .also realize the necessity for a prompt dedsion. In 
Donovan's opinion we have achieved the maximum possible at this time 
and Washington should approve unless they wish to break off negotiations 
for an indefinite period. Request prompt advice, and if recommendations 
a.re accepted, ask that Abel's journey be immediately arranged with 
arrival at Berlin early Wednesday, 7 February. If approved, Donovan 
will send by messenger morning 6 February letters to Shishkin and Vogel 
accepting proposal to carry out an exchange of Powers and Pryor for 
Abel on Glieni eke Bridge at 2200 hours local 7 February, witli explana-
tion that if due to weather or other conditions this cannot be done, each 
party should notify the other, which case exchange will take place 
Thursday night, 8 February, same time, same place. 

Also request approval procedure suggested .at New York briefing 
by which, after exchange is completed, Powers goes directly to 
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aircraft while Donovan makes brief .announcement at press con!erence 
called by General Clay and refers all further inquiries to his govern-
ment in Washington. Donovan then returns home on Powers plane. 
(Pryor will be taken immediately to Frankfurt with parents notified and 
invited to accompany him. ) 

( Chief of Station Comment: 

Fully concur Donovan's assessment improbable that further con-
cessions can be gained from Soviets. Recommend we proceed with plan 
to exchange Powers and Pryor for Abel Wednesday evening,. 7 February. 
Will discuss press announcement with Generals Clay and Watson and 
Mr. Lightner the morning of 6 February and advise if local command 
desires modification of Donovan proposal, but in the interim we plan 
such an announcement by Donovan immediately following exchange, since 
almost inevitable that exchange will attract sufficient attention and result 
in police leak to the press indicating something occurred which will be 
best countered by direct announcement. This procedure also will p;ro-
vide ·for American press release at least simultaneously with Soviet 
release and serve to transfer further questioning re the exchange to 
Washington. Will also discuss question of notifying Pryor family and 
arrangements to transfer Pryors to Frankfurt with local command and 

·make further recommendations.} 

5 February 1962.: BERLIN 7501 (IN 28345) 

The following message has just been received (about ZZOS hours 
local) on telephone number provided Shishkin by Donovan as emergency 
contact channel: "Unexpected difficulties have arisen. Urgent that I 
discuss this with you at 1100 hours 6 February in my office. Signed· 
Vogel. 11 

The caller gave the above message in German after utilizing the 
proper agreed recognition signal on the phone and establishing in addition 
that he was connected with the correct number. The fact that message 
was in German and signed Vogel indicates that meeting desired by Vogel 
in his office in Friedrichsfelde (rather distant from Soviet Embassy) even 
though telephone contact was not provided Vogel but given only to Shishkin. 
While it is true that the number was passed to Shishkin in the presence 
of "Abel family11 it seems almost certain that Shishkin passed the number 
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on since it appears unlikely the Abel family could have had opportunity 
to note the number which Donovan provided Shishkin only in writing. 

·The message clearly raises serious questions about the timetable 
for exchange. Suggest following plan: 

A. Donovan proceed to Soviet Embassy between 1000 and 1100 
hours 6 February and attempt to see Shishkin, clarify whether the message 
in fact from Vogel and if feasible have Vogel meet Donovan at the Soviet 
Embassy. 

B. Advise Shishkin that in view of mysterious Vogel message 
Donovan has notified his government earliest possible exchange time is 
Thursday· evening, 8 February, 2200 hours and must send further mes" 
sage to his government before any preparations will be commenced to 
trall:sfer Abel to Berlin for exchange. 

C. Dependent on outcome of talk with Shishkin, either 
converse with Vogel by phone, have him visit Soviet Embassy or vi'sit 
Vogel in his office to determine "difficulties". In this connection note 
Vogel apparently speaks no English and Donovan requires an interpreter. 
Request your views regarding sending Mission officer with Donovan able 
to serve as interpreter. 

Donovan suggests message may indicate East German desire to 
release Pryor independent of the Abel-Powers exchange and may not 
necessarily indicate any repudiation of what Donovan regards as firm 
commitment to release both Powers and Pryor in return for Abel. 

Request comments and/or concurrence above proposals. 

6 February 1962: ADIC 7422 (OUT 09115) 
Ref A Berlin 7500 
Ref B Berlin 7501 

This is a joint State/ Agency message. 

Re para 6 Ref A. Approve exchange of Powers and Pryor for 
Abel under conditions set forth in Ref A. It apparent that East Germans 
may be attempting to extract more from exchange than simply giving up 
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Pryor (as indicated by Ref B). Should East Germans attach any condition 
to exchange • Donovan should refuse to discuss other than exchange as 
agreed with Shishkin and Vogel on 5 February meeting. i.e. Powers 
and Pryor for Abel. 

Re Para 5 Ref A. Vogel should be instructed by Donovan to 
indicate to Pryor' s father that he (Vogel) is making continuing efforts on 
his son 1s behalf. Vogel should make no commitment as to timing. 

Re Paras 7 and 8 Ref A. Do not agree to proposed press conference 
or announcement in Berlin. Powers-Abel exchange, not Pryor, is the 
important issue and the present plan is that the White House will make the 
announcement immediately when we receive the flash that the _plane is 
airborne with Powers aboard. As you have been informed you will re-
ceive message giving any necessary additional instructions re Pryor 
after we know exchange agreed and details. We do not want Donovan to 
have a press conference of any kind in Berlin. ·He can do this in New 
York. After White House announcement, Mission should refer all press 
inquiries to Washington. 

Re Para 3 Ref B. Agree with suggested action except Mission 
officer should not accompany Donovan to East Berlin. 

In arranging timing for exchange Donovan should keep in mind that 
approximately 48 hours required from the time when word of an exchange 
agreement is received in Washington to the time Abel is delivered in 
Berlin. 

Re Para 7 Ref A. Agree Donovan return via Powers aircraft. 

6 February 1962: BERLIN 7526 (IN 28428) 

Following is Donovan report of events of 6 February. 

Arrived at Soviet Embassy 1030 hours local and after 15 minute 
wait was admitted to see Shishkin who expressed surprise at the 
unexpected visit. Donovan informed Shishkin that after leaving his 
office 5 February in accordance with his suggestion Donovan had talked 
with Miss Abel who with her cousin took Donovan to Vogel's office. 
Described visit and stated that upon return to West Betlin he had 
reported fully to Washington. Told Shishkin that while we had ·expected 
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Powers. Makinen, and Pryor. Donovan did recommend acceptance of 
offer of Powers and Pryor since Donovan believed that with improve-
ment of relations between countries mentioned by Moscow clemency 
for Makinen could be expected in relatively near future. To latter 
Shishkin nodded. 

Donovan then stated his government had advised willingness to ac-
cept this offer. He next informed Shishkin of the Vogel message and 
how it had disrupted all plans, handed Shishkin a copy of Vogel message. 
He said "How very strange a message. What does it mean ? 11 Donovan 
stated that this was one of his objects in visiting Shishkin that morning 
since the message had come to the telephone number which Donovan 
gave only to Shishkin. He immediately said that other people were 
present, .but when Donovan pointed out that he had passed Shishkin a 
card with the number written on it, Shishkin said "Some people have 
sharp eyes". In any event, he continued, he knew nothing of the message. 

Shishkin stated he wished to reaffirm that his govermnent was 
still willing to trade Powers for Abel but Pryor was beyond hi.s authority. 
He did express the personal that Donovan was in a position of 
trader who sells the same goods to two persons. Denial by Donovan 
and detailed argument followed, and he informed Shishkin that if the 
deal agreed to 5 February is now repudiated, Donovan's recommendation 
to his government would be that he return to New York. Shishkin advised 
Donovan to proceed to Vogel's office and after discussion there return to 
the Embassy. 

Donovan proceeded to Vogel's office where Drews present who 
explained that Miss Abel was taking care of mother. Drews read 
lengthy statement of which Donovan has a copy. Purport of statement 
is that Vogel visited the Attorney General the night of 5 February and 
was told his behavior was incorrect, that East Germany agreed to 
exchange Pryor for Abel and nothing more: that it cannot give its consent 
to exchange of one pers.on for two persons, with one from a different 
cowitry. Also, Vogel feels unable to postpone the trial of Pryor and the 
Attorney General informed him that in case of American refusal of the 
exchange of Pryor for Abel they will 11 start the trial and make a sensa-
tion out of it as they have enough evidence to convict Pryor which, as 
you understand, might have negative results for the U.S. A. and the 
Pryor family in particular." Lengthy argument in which Donovan accused 
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East Germany and Vogel of bad faith and stated neither his government 
nor he had time for such idle games. He flatly stated that the exchange 
of Abel for Pryor was out of the question and that unless East Germany 
adhered to the commitment of 5 February he must break off negotiations 
and report to his government. 

At this point Vogel summoned an assistant into the room who 
reported that Vogel had just obtained an appointment with the Attorney 
General for further discussion of the matter. Vogel requested that 
Donovan remain in East Berlin while he 11tried his best". Drews invited 
Donovan to lunch where the entil"e conversation consisted of probing to 
see whether the Pryor exchange for Abel is not feasible and specific 
reference was made to the prominence and political influence of the 
Pryor family. 

During lunch also Drews volunteered without Donovan mentioning 
it that the night before when Vogel brought the sad news • Miss Abel 
remembered the telephone number she had memorized when Donov.an 
gave it to Shishkin, and a foreigner friendly to Drews was willing to 
take a message to West Berlin. In response to Dqnovan's questions, 
Drews stated Mrs. Abel's first name was Lydia and Miss Abel was 
named Helen, with latter unmarried. Both points in conflict with 
previous correspondence and letters introduced in evidence at Abel's 
trial. 

Near the end of lunch, Drews excused himself for the men's room, 
presumably to telephone. Shortly thereafter Vogel arrived to report 
a big battle but final victory over Attorney General. He stated that the 
entire difficulty was due to the fact that the Attorney General was. angry 
that on 3 February Donovan visited Shishkin instead of .first visiting 
Vogel and the Attorney General. Upon question, µo explanation was 
given of the letter from the Attorney General delivered 5 February. 
He now stated East Germany was satisfied if Vogal and Donovan proceed 
to the Soviet Embassy and Soviet o££icials confirm the deal. In response 
to a question he stated this meant all East German objections to Pryor 
and Powers exchange for Abel were removed. 

We proceeded to the Soviet Embassy where Shishkin treated Vogel 
as a stranger and received substantially the same report without com-
ment. He then requested Donovan to have a private meeting With him. 
He informed Donovan that at the first meeting 3 February, at which he 
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urged that Powers was sufficient for Abel, he had asked Donovan whether 
Powers was not a national hero in the United States. Donovan had stated 
that to judge by general press, Powers was not regarded as a national 
hero and that substantial view in the U.S. was that Abel should not be 
released under any circumstances. · Shishkin stated that he had communi-
cated this to his government and that he now had a new message from 
Moscow this afternoon stating that "since the Americans regarded Makinen 
as more valuable than Powers, Moscow now makes firm offer of Makinen 
for Abel. 11 Donovan pointed out not only that Powers had been regarded 
as sine qua non and primary basis of any deal, but the Moscow mes sage of 
5 February recognized this by first unqualifiedly approving the deal and 
referring to Makinen as an afterthought. 

Donovan reiterated his instructions were absolutely no deal without 
Powers. Shishkin replied that the message this afternoon replaced all 
others and he now unauthorized to discuss any matter except Abel for 
Makinen exchange. Donovan stated that after the message of 5 February 
and confirmation this morning, this must mean that Soviets were not 
seriously interested in obtaining back Abel and accused Shishkin of 
playing chess game since last Saturday. Donovan stated Shishkin should 
inform Donovan now whether 5 February deal still acceptable. If not, 
Donovan would report this to his own government and recommend he 
return home. Shishkin stated that since this was a new matter he must 
communicate with Moscow and requested Donovan to return on 7 Februa'l:'y 
between 1400 and 1500 hours local to hear Moscow reply. Donovan stated 
he saw no point to this since Shishkin has Donovan's telephone number 
and is able to communicate the reply. Accordingly Donovan declined a 
personal visit on 7 February. Shishkin accepted this and said Donovan 
would receive a message on 7 February. · . . 

Donovan left with Drews who had waited in the anteroom and walked 
the entire distance to the S-Bahn with Donovan, continuously probing for 
Donovan reaction which he could ''report to Miss Abel' 1• Donoval told 
Drews his reaction was tha.t the negotiations on the non-American side 
since Saturday had been conducted with irresponsibili.ty and bad faith, 
that if the deal fails he would be obliged upon his return to report to 
Col. Abel that his "family 11 apparently were abandoning him and that 
perhaps Abel should reconsider his entire position to date, 

Donovan thanked Drews for lunch and retu:i:-ned to West Berlin at 
1640 hours local. 
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7 February 1962: ADIC 7455 (OUT 09203) 

Congratulations to Donovan for conduct of difficult negotiations. 
Suspect Shishkin may come back with offer of Powers and GDR will 
welch on Pryor. I£ so, Donovan make final attempt include Pryor but 
if in his judgment he reaches point where Pryor problem may endanger 
Powers deal, he should break off and close on Powers-Abel. 

If Shishkin won't offer Powers, approve Donovan return U.S. 
after emphasizing to Shishkin that Soviets have responsibility for breaking 
off negotiation which would be difficult if not impossible to reopen. 

Moving Abel to New York and can deliver him in less than 48 hours 
if necessary. 

7 February 1962: I 50Xl, E.0.13526 

From Col. Geary at Wiesbaden. 

Ref departure time of C-118 /;-arrying Abel to Berlin7 recommend 
his take-of£ time be moved up tentatively NLT on 8 Feb, or 
midnight local. This would put him here approximately l 700Z., 1800Z 
local and enable us to move him on immediately for exchange the same 
night. This would certainly alleviate any possibie problems of housing 
Abel etc. Therefore if agreement reached today excha,nge could be made 
Thursday night. Foregoing is entirely feasible and suggest if you concur 
you info Donovan soonest. Every hour we let this thing slip just gives 
those so and so's an opportunity for further nonsense. 

7 February 1962: ADIC 7456 (OUT 09204) 

To Col. Geary, and Berlin, Frankfurt._l ____ __.1150Xl, E.0.13526 

Airlift postponed pending final word on exchange from Berlin 
per BERLIN 7526. 

7 February 1962: BERLIN 7537 (IN 28496) 

Following message received 1515 hours local 7 Feb on Berlin Base 
number assigned Donovan for this purpose: "Donovan: Unfortunately we 
got no r·eply today. We hope to get it tomorrow. Will inform immediately. 
Shishkin. 11 Will forward comments and recommendatio.ns after discussion 
of case by Donovan with Clay and perhaps Lightner later this afternoon. 
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7 February 1962: ADIC 7461 (OUT 09219) 
Ref: BERLIN 7537 

Request Donovan sit tight and wait for message from Shishkin. 

Please notify us immediately when message received including 
content of message. If no reply within twenty-four hours please also 
advise negative report. 

8 February 1962: BERLIN 7542 (IN 28548) 

General Clay felt strongly that swift response must be given to 
Shishkin telephone mes sage quoted Berlin 7537 since he viewed it as 
definite possibility next Shishkin message would simply request Donovan 
again visit Soviet Embassy for discussion. Generals Clay and Watson 
and Mr. Lightner unanimous in opinion Donovan should not again submit 
himself to East Berlin meeting. Accordingly and several hours prior to 
receipt .of ADIC 7461, General Clay directed Mr. Lightner to send a 
Mission officer to East Berlin the evening of 7 February to telephone 
the following message on behalf of Donovan to Shishkin at the Soviet 
·Embassy: 11 Received your telephone message and regret delay as 
unfortunately the time which I can spend here is limited. As my back 
still troubles me I would like to ask that you come to the residence of 
Mr. Howard Trivers of our Mission between 4:00 and 6:00 p.m. tomorrow 
Thursday, February 8th 1962. The address is 12 Vogelsang. I hope you 
can let me know beforehand that you will be there. However I will be 
there during these hours. 11 

Mission officer Mr. Frank Meehan succeeded after some time in 
establishing telephonic connection with Shishkin at 2245 hours local. 
Shishkin extremely cordial and urged that Donovan please believe him 
that he was doing his best in the matter and was hopeful of the outcome. 
He hopes to have a reply tomorrow and will telephone as soon as he geta 
a reply. As to proposed meeting Shishkin not sure he could come over 
but will try. If unable to keep appointment he will telephone. In con-
cluding the phone conversation he requested the Mission officer ask 
Donovan to please not be impatient and reiterated that he was hopeful 
the matter will work out satisfactorily. 

The choice of Trivers 1 residence as ·a meeting spot is based on 
consideration that meeting with Soviet official _in the Consulate would be 
extraordinary occurrence and would cause comment among the German 
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employees who could not be kept from learning of the event. Reference 
to Donovan's health was factual as he is suffering from cold in the back , 
which is known to Shishkin. 

The pul'pose of the meeting is to enable Donovan to receive the 
Soviet proposal and discuss it to the extent necessary in order to 
clarify the exact terms or to work out details of exchange if the Soviet 
proposal is acceptable. 

General Clay also wishes to have brought to your attention the fact 
that 11 Miss Abel 11 indicated to Donovan during the 6 February meeting 
(as Vogel has indicated on previous occasions to "Middlemen11 reporting 
on Vogel's behalf to the Pryor family and to the U.S. Mission, Berlin) 
that East German authorities have stated the death sentence is not ex-
cluded in the Pryor case. General Clay feels that the East can if it so 
desires, make public revelation of negotiations to date cast in a light 
almost certain to have unfavorable impact in various circles in the 
.United States. 

. 8 February 1962: BERLIN 7545 (IN 28575) 

At 1204 hours local received following telephone call in English: 
"Donovan: I got a favorable reply. Waiting to see you at my office at 
4:00 o'clock today (caller added "this afternoon'') if your health allows 
you to come here. Shishkin. 11 

General Clay feels in view of the indication of a favorable reply 
that Donovan should go and has asked the Mission spokesman to phone 
Shishkin stating on Donovan's behalf: 11In view my health request you 
have car meet me at exit S-Bahnof Friedrichstras se to bring me to· 
Soviet Embassy for requested meeting. 11 Frank Meehan is enroute to 
accomplish this. Donovan is in full agreement and will proceetl to East 
Berlin about 1500 hours local. 

8 February 1962: ADIC 7495 (OUT 09308) 

This is a joint Agency/State message. 

Obviously it is increasingly difficult to avoid publicity and therefore 
essential to move as fast as possible. If answer on Powers is favorable 
we must move Abel soonest so request you send result Donovan visit today 
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as soon as he returns leaving detailed report till later. 
us enough to make the decision whether Abel departs or 
New York. 

8 February 1962: BERLIN 7558 (IN 28602) 

At least give 
stays in 

Donovan returned 1810 hours local from meeting and announced 
telephonically he had achieved "complete agreementn. Stated action 
should be initiated to move Abel over here. Turnover scheduled for 
0730 hours Saturday morning 10 February. 

r-lnow enroute downtown to pick up Donovan and debrief. 
ExpecT-trrr-:rri cable Vii.thin three hours. On the basis of agreed criteria 
"complete agreement" must mean East agreement to tur.nover Powers 
and Pryor for Abel. 

8 February 1962: BERLIN 7561 (IN 28639) 

Donovan meeting at Soviet Embassy attended only by Shishkin 
who served lavish refreshments and generally gave Donovan the red 
carpet treatment. He stated the Soviet Government had accepted 
Donovan's "ultimatum" and would release both Powers and Pryor in 
return for Abel. Only condition which emerged was that Pryor and 
Powers were to be released at separate points but simultaneously. 
Shishkin gave his word of honor nas a Soviet official" that the exchange 
of all three would take place and tentative planning foresees exchange of 
Powers for Abel at Oberbaumbruecke Sector crossing p<:>int (normally 
West Berliner crossing point) at 0730 on 10 February if that place is 
satisfactory to us, Pryor to be released elsewhere, probably Friedrich-
strasse, at same time. Miss Abel allegedly v.ri.11 attend on Soviet side 
and Shishkin asked whether any ot Powers family would be present which 
Donovan answered in the negative. 

Much of the conversation was devoted by Shishkin to expressing 
concern for press treatment might ensue, explaining that it might 
negate improvement of Soviet-US relations which should otherwise_ be 
the result of this exchange. Shishkin stated he would like to see separate 
announcements, first Moscow announce that Powers was released as 
humane response of Soviet Government to petition for clemency submitted 
by the Powers family. Later, perhaps several weeks later, Washington 
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would make the announcement that the President had granted clemency 
to Abel. Shishkin st:ressed thl"oughout this discussion that press treat-
ment was not a condition of the exchange but he merely was expressing 
what was desirable from the Soviet viewpoint. Donovan responded that 
he would recommend we seek this objective but that in realistic terms 
Shishkin must realize the release of Abel cannot be kept secret. 
t)onovan especially urged that Soviet Government recognize that the United 
States press is not controlled and that a leak of the Abel release must not 
be viewed by the Soviets as bad faith in any respect affecting the prospects 
of clemency for Makinen at a future date. Shishkin asserted he fully under-
stood. As to the Pryor release, it is to be treated entirely separately 
as East German act of clemency. ·Donovan emphasized that the release 
of Pryor 9 February, hours before the exchange of Powers and Abel 
would se'rve to keep it somewhat separate from the latter exchange but 
Shishkin stated while recognl.zing the validity of this view, his orders 
were to effect release of Pryor and Powers simultaneously. 

Recommend give careful consideration press release in ligb.t 
of Shishkin suggestion. 

Donovan to meet Shishkin again at 1200 hours 9 February at the 
Soviet Embassy to discuss details of the exchange. Will reconnoiter 
Oberbaumbruecke but tentatively believe 0700 or 0730 at that spot 
is satisfactory. Pryor could by foot through Friedrichstrasse 
crossing point, be met by person able identify him and Mission officer, 
be taken away by car immediately with Mission officer notifying exchange 
party by radio from Checkpoint Charlie or patrol car when Pryor re-
leased whereupon identification of Powers and exchange for Abel could 
occur. Powers, Donovan, Murphy, and Doctor could proceed immedi-
ately to Tempelhof and depart for Wiesbaden by special flight. Pryor · 
and parents should be flown to Frankfurt immediately by se;Parate flight. 

Donovan's asses.sment of this that it is a genuine offer. Advise 
views re turnover, ot.her instructions. 

General Clay and Mr. Lightner concur in this message. 

8 February 1962: ADrc 7523 (OUT 09367) 

C-118 No. 33300 departed McGuire Air Force Base 2253Zulu 
8 February. ETA Wiesbaden 1100 Zulu 9 February. Passengers:. 
Abel, Mr. Fred Wilkinson, Deputy Director of Prisons, Noah· 
Alldredge, Justice Dept. escort, and Mr. Nicholas P. Stoiaken, 
Russian-speaking CIA Security escort. 
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9 February 1962: ADIC 7526 {OUT 09377) 

Offer of Powers and Pryor for Abel acceptable. 

Concur exchange point and procedures para 4 BERLIN 7561 but 
for reasons covered below would prefer 0630 hours if possible. 

Shishkin proposals for handling press aspects neither 
or workable. Soviet change in timing from evening to early morning 
clearly aimed at insuring Soviets release story first. Plans for White 
House release immediately after exchange must remain in effect, You 
should arrange for radio or telephone notification from exchange point 
to Base Comma Room at moment exchange completed. This then will be 
flashed immediately to Washington for passage to White House, Please 
use this channel with highest precedence. Exploring use also of tele-
phone. Will advise. 

Donovan should reiterate that news of exchange can not be kept 
secret. Word. of Powers' freedom will provoke barrage of inquiries as 
to whereabouts of Abel. Under no circumstances should Donovan state 
flatly that there will be a White House press release. He should epipha-
size, however, that pressures of the free press will require official 
announcement. Donovan can indicate that he certain any announcement 
will not exploit exchange to detriment of Soviet Union.. Donovan should 
indicate these his personal views. 

Since publicity matter on Powers-Abel now in better perspective 
we tending to view that maybe unnecessary to airlift Pryors to Frankfurt. 
Pryors, however, should remain in safehouse several hours after 
Powers departure. Mission ·officer should inform parents that 
ment trusts they will be ·discreet in any comments to the press bearing 
in mind that other American citizens are still held and the government 
m.ust continue to seek aid for them. In particular they should not mention 
Makinen. May be helpful to them in dealing with the press to know that 
complex negotiations regarding Powers and Abel of .which they could not 
be informed had been under way before their son was detained. Will 
confirm above including comments or;L_transportation of Pryors7. 
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9 February 1962: BERLIN 7579 (IN 28698) 

C-118 arrived Tempelhof 1525 hours local. 11 Package 11 now 
enroute detention site. All in order. 

9 Fe·bruary 1962: BERLIN 7582 (IN 28699} 

11 Package 11 secured in maximum security cell at 1615 hours local. 

9 February 1962 : BERLIN 7581 (IN 28701) 

Donovan met Shishkin at Embassy East Berlin 1200 hours local. 
Reported general concurrence of our government to accept Powers a.nd 
Pryor for Abel with expectation of Clemency for Makinen in the near 
£uture. · Shishkin stated that a review of traffic on Oberbaumbruecke 
this morning leads them to return to our original proposal of Glienecke 
Bridge. Because of the 25 mile trip for the Soviets, it could not be 
done before 0830 hours. Donovan sought an earlier time but Shishkin 
said he could not make it so Donovan agreed to 0830. 

On Pryor, Shishkin argued long about release to his father in 
Vogel's office in EaS: Berlin. Donovan flatly refused any site in East 
Berlin and Shishkin finally agreed to the release at Friedrichstrasse 
border point simultaneously with Powers-Abel exchange. Donovan again 
urged Shishkin in self interest to release Pryor today (9 February) but 
Shishkin replied it would be contrary to his instructions. 

The principal concern of the Soviets over the official statement to 
be issued by the United States. Shishkin said they would not hold us 
responsible for what the press may do but emphasized the importance 
of the official statement for future relations between countries.· Donovan 
replied that no Berlin statement was contemplated and he could assure 
Shishkin no propaganda by the United States Government and nothing of 
the official statement discrediting the USSR. Two points all-important 
to Soviets: First, no use of the word "exchange"; second, nothing. in 
the official statement co_nnecting Abel with the Soviets. Donovan: replied 
that he would communicate these views to his government. Donovan 
stro:i:tgly urges the official statement be drafted to avoid these precise 
two points. First because of the hope of early clemency for Makinen 
which Donovan believes can depend on the proper conclusion of this deal, 
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and second because unnecessary. since the entire press will call it an 
exchange and will link Abel with the Soviets. Donovan feels this is 
all right so long as not in the official statement. Shi"shkin stated that 
the ideal statement would mention clemency for Abel on petition of his 
family and because of his age, making no reference to the Soviet Union. 
Shishkin still would like the statement re Abel released later but 
Donovan refused to make any such commitment. Shishkin stated that 
the Soviet Government announcement will relate solely to Powers and 
describe clemency because of his family and the desire to improve re-
lations between two countries. No Soviet official statement will ever 
refer to either Abel or Pryor. 

Shil:!hkin will attend the exchange with two other officials and 
Powers with two guards. He suggested the six officials meet in the 
center of the bridge at 0820 hours for assurance that all is well. The 
guards will then bring the prisoners forward and when recognized each 
man will be released to the opposite side. Officials will shake hands 
and all leave. Donovan agreed but said all must be reviewed by his 
government and, if any change, would communicate message to Shishkin. 
Upon inquiryt Donovan assured Shishkin no reporters or photographers 
were contemplated tomorrow at the exchange. 

Donovan returned to West Berlin at 1330 hours. 

9 February 1962: ADIC 7540 (OUT 09414) 

Concur use of Glienicke Bridge. Reluctantly agree on 0830 hours. 

Meeting at center bridge must include Murphy to identify and 
Lightner to receive Powers. Presumably Wilkinson, Alldredge will 
be with Abel; depending on his wishes, Donovan should also be present 
either with Abel or the officials at center bridge. 

9 February 1962: BERLIN 7583 (IN 28702) 

Feel certain you agree Donovan's performance here has been 
outstanding. General Clay, General Watson, and Messrs.· Lightner 
and Trivers, all with first-hand experience in negotiating with Soviets, 
have been unanimous in spontaneous praise for tactics Donovan used 
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and feel his cool nerves, especially considering his exposed position 
as a private citizen alone in East Berlin, played an important part in 
the apparently successful outcome. 

Submit for urgent consideration some mention of Donovan in 
official government statement, placing particular stress on the fact 
that Donovan undertook the mission at the request of and on behalf 
of the U.S. Government. Donovan has in the past week on several 
occasions pointed out that his role as Abel's defense counsel is widely 
misinterpreted in addition to which Powers is not regarded by a large 
segment of the American public as a hero, with the potential effect 
that Donovan will appear to have been instrumental in a deal more in 
the interest of the Soviet Union than the United States. Emphasis upon 
the official backing of Donovan's mission therefore is of some im-
portance to him particularly with regard to his professional reputation. 

9 February 1962: ADIC 7537 (OUT 09400) 

For Col. Geary and Mr. Joe Murphy, Re: A.ssessment and Handling Powers. 

Suggest you review together the approach to be taken in discussions 
with Powers. Murphy has been briefed and it is imperative you are 
both coordinated. 

Discussions should be keyed to Powers own desire to talk, in 
other words let him lead. 

Agree it desirable that he be prepared for mixed reaction publicity-
wise. As you pointed out, this is extremely delicate. Rather than make 
it personal,· though, you could caution him that his release will bring 
to the surface the May 1 incident again, which had many opponents as well 
as proponents and undoubtedly this· affair will be rehashed somewhat 
again implying that the publicity will be directed to all concerned.--the 
U.S. Government, CIA as well as himself. 

You should tell him that we are anxious for him to relax, have a 
medical check up and be with his family. Tell him that we have arranged 
for him to stay in a house away from the public. At this point you can 
determine his desires re his family. You should also indicate that we 
desire of course to talk with him but he must first relax. 
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9 February 1962: ADIC 7549 {OUT 09432) FLASH 

White House requests test run be accomplished immediately on 
communications, namely total timing for radio car and/or phone call 
from Glienicke Bridge to Base Comma then cable to Washington. 

White House expects results of test by 2200 Zulu. 

Hold applicable commo circuits open until conclusion tests. 

Test message should read 11Message initiated at bridge at blank Zulu. 

9 February 1962: FRANKFURT 7708 (IN 28708) OPIM 

Tests between Berlin and ADIC 9 February all under three mirp.ltes 
through CIA secure staff communications circuitry. Berlin to regular 
Headquarters Signal Center, L Building, approximately one minute.· 
Berlin will have acknowledgement of Headquarters receipt approximately 
five minutes· after Berlin transmission .•. 

· 10 February 1962: BERLIN 7606 (IN 28790) OPIM 

Exchange Powers for Abel on Glienicke Bridge commenced on 
schedule with American representatives Donovan, Lightner and Murphy 
moving up to the middle of the bridge at 0820 local where they were met 
by the Soviets Shishkin, the new Soviet Political Alexeev (one 
of the two Soviets currently excluded from the American Sector of West 
Berlin), and "Cousin Drews 11

; 11 Miss Abel" did not appear. Soviets 
stated they had an open line direct to Friedrichstrasse and that the 
release of Pryor would occur precisely on schedule. Through the 
American Provost Marshal and West Berlin Police net, American 
command post at end of Glienicke Bridge likewise had an open line to 
Checkpoint Charlie on the west side of Friedrichstrasse. At approxi-
mately 0835 hours local received word that Mr. Frank Meehan, USBER 
representative, and Mr. Pryor Senior had.been called to east side of 
Friedrichstrasse crossing point. 

For more than 15 m:inutes, our observers (including CIA and 
military police representatives on the scene at Friedrichstrasse} 
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reported that they could observe nothing occurring on the other side. 
Meanwhile, the Soviets were becoming exceedingly insistent on the 
Glieni eke Bridge because they said that through their direct line they 
had received word that Frederick Pryor had been released at 0835 local. 

Since word had been received from our observers at Checkpoint 
Charlie that Meehan and Pryor Senior were in East Berlin, we then 
agreed to bring Abel forward to the center of the Bridge while the Soviets 
brought Powers, and identification was accomplished by both sides at 
approximately 0840. Shortly before 0850 the Checkpoint Charlie line 
reported positive identification of Frederick Pryor and the return of 
Meehan, Pryor Senior and the son. Word was immediately passed by 
the American Provost Marshal, Lt. Col. Sabolyk, to Mr. Lightner at 
the center of the Glienicke Bridge and after perfunctory handshakes the 
party of Powers, Donovan and Murphy came off the bridge and departed 
by car for ... 

Only West Berlin Police and customs officials observed the · 
exchange on Glienicke Bridge. The press was not present at Friedrich-
strasse so the first realization that Pryor was released came via 
Washington press statement . 

10 February 1962: ADIC 7568 (Ol!T 09475) 

From McCone. Cqngratulations to Berlin. A hearty well done 
to J----i and all concerned in the Powers, Pryor, Abel exchange . 

that word was given the White House for press 
release within three minutes of the actual turnover. Apparently allowing 
Washington easily to scoop Moscow on the release, 
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ACCOUNT OF EVENTS AT GLIENECKER BRIDGE, 10 FEBRUARY 1962 

by E. Allan Lightner, Jr., U. s. Mission, Berlin 

LExcerpt from report to The Honorable Foy D. Kohler, 
Assistant Secretary of State for European Affairs, Depart-
ment of State, Washington, D. c., dated February 15, 19617 

On the morning of February 10 I was picked up at 7:00 a.m. 
and tQ Beflin Brigade Provost Marshal's office 
I found _ _ _lawyer James Donovan, Deputy Director of 
Prisons, r. Wil inson, and the CIA chap who had come out to 
identify Powers, Mr. Murphy. Donovan had just had a last 
talk with Abel who had spent the night in one of the cells in 
the basement of the Provost Marshal's building. We went over 
the technical details of the handover and then at about 7:50 
we departed for Glienecker Bridge. 

Perhaps it would be useful to mention the technicat de-
tails of·the exchange that we agreed upon. Most-of these 
details had already been prescribed in the arrangements that 
Donovan had made the day before with the Soviet representa-
tive, Second Secretary of Embassy, ·Ivan Alex.androvich Shishkin. 
The ex.change was to take place at 8:30. At 8:20 Donovan, 
Murphy, and myself would walk out to the center of the bridge, 
_where we would be met by three from the other side. After 
ascertaining that everything was in order for the exchange at 
the Glienecker Bridge and for the release of Pryor at Fried-
richstrasse, we would signal for Abel to be brought up •. The 
Soviets would similarly signal for Powers to come up. The 
two men would come up under guard and stop five meters behind 
our group in the middle of .the bridge. At this point, Murphy 
would cross over to the other side where Powers was and would 
talk to him long enough positively to identify him. Similarly, 
one of the members of the other party would cross over to our 
side to identify Abel. At this point we understood that 
Abel's alleged daughter would be the person to identify him. 
Having satisfied ourselves as to the identity of the persons 
to be exchanged, we would then await news by two-way radio 
or over a direct telephone line that Pryor had been released 
at Friedrichstrasse and returned to the l]nited States Sector. 
Upon receipt of this word, Abel and Powers would cross over 
to their respective sides, w2 in the center would shake hands 
and the exchange would be complete. 
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As indicated, shortly before 8:00 our party left the 

0 Marsha 1 1 s building for the Glienecker Bridge. 
Donovan, Wilkinson, Murphy and myself were in two 

se ans. The Provost Marshal, Colonel Sabolyk, assisted by 
the two prison guards who had brought Abel to Berlin and a 
giant fellow from Sabolyk's staff, took charge of Abel. 
We arrived at the bridge at approximately 8:15. The car 
with Abel was kept in the background a short distance from 
the bridge. It was a beautiful morning, rather unusual for 
Berlin at this time of year, and we could observe several 
fishermen already fishing along the bank. Almost at once 
we saw one sedan and then another arrive on the other side 
of the bridge, and several civilians emerged. We saw three 
of them near their end of the bridge, so Donovan, Murphy 
and I started across. They also moved forward. Donovan 
commented, as we paced toward each other, that it reminded 
him of 11 High Noon", and indeed there was plenty of dramatic 
tension at that moment with the two groups marching toward 
each other across the bridge. Donovan, who had been nego-
tiating with Shishkin during the past week, pointed him out 
as the towering figure in the center. It seemed a long 
time before we faced each other on the line in the middle 
of the.bridge. Donovan shook hands with Shishkin, whom he 

.introduced to Murphy and myself. Shishkin introduced one 
of his companions as Mr. Alekseev, a seedy looking man of 
medium height, maybe 50 years old, in heavy gray overcoat 
and slouch hat. I looked at him with unusual interest be-
cause he was of course the Political Adviser at Karlshorst, 
Lt. Colonel Alekseev, of the Soviet KGB and at the present 
time persona non grata in the American. sector. The other 
member of the trio was Mr. Drews, a name I recognized as 
being one of the people with whom Mr.. Donovari had been nego-
tiating, particularly during his contacts with. the East . ·. 
German lawyer Vogel. He was also medium height, thin, al-
most gaunt, fiftyish, shabby. He was supposed·to be 
Mrs. Abel's cousin. Each of the three Russians was· in 
.civilian clothes. I' 11 call them Russians, although I'm 
not sure whether Drews was Russian or German. 

Shishkin, a tall, beady-eyed, no-nonsense fellow with 
rimless glasses, who spoke English well, but with a strong 
Russian accent, immediately suggested that we proceed with 
the business at hand. He said the first thing that should 
happen would be immediately to bring up Abel and Powers. 
After they were properly identified, he Shishkin, would 
instruct the people at FriedrichstJ:".asse by a direct line to 
release Pryor. He should have word that this had been 
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accomplished within a few thereafter. Then, we 
cquld complete the exchange on the bridge. Although this 
was a change from the earlier agreed procedure, Donovan 
and I agreed that this plan was satisfactory. Because it 
constituted a slight change in our understanding of the 
arrangement, I returned to our side of the and after 
briefly explaining the change to I J asked that 
Abel be brought up immediately. I then 'returned to the 

of the bridge, and the two parties escorting Abel on 
our side and Powers on the other side started to move for-
ward. At this Shishkin raised a row. He said there were 
too many guards with Abel and that the agreement had been 
that each prisoner should be accompanied by only two. I'm 
not sure exactly what the agreement on -this point was, but 
we had no reason to object, and so Donovan, I believe it 
was, shouted to Wilkinson that only one other person besides 
himself should accompany Abel. Sabolyk designated his man, 
the giant, to go along. I learned later 
that the two guards who had come out Washington were ex-
tremely annoyed at this turn of events, but they had to take 
a back seat. 

The exchangees came forward and stopped about five 
yards behind our central group. As they advanced, I nudged 
Murphy to ask him if it looked as if our. boy was appr:oaching, 
and Murphy said it sure did, and then he went over to talk 
to Powers to make absolutely sure. Drews did the same, 
going over to talk to Abel. In a very_ few minutes it was 
established that all was in orde;o. At this point something 
went a bit awry because before we realized it Abel and Drews 
had crossed over to the Russian side and Powers and Murphy 
had come over to our side. This obviously was a little pre-
.mature, we had not yet received word that Pryor had. been 
released. Shishkin signaled to his people at the end of the 
bridge to send word for Pryor to he released and assured us 
that word would come through at any moment. This was, I 
think, about 8:35 a.m. We waited and waited. I was particu-
larly worried at this point because of the fact that we had 
prematurely permitted Abel out of om; custody. Actually, we 
saw to it that there were always at least one or two Ameri-
cans with Abel during this period of waiting. Donovan went 
over and talked to him for a while, as did Wilkinson. Both 
of them had long been associated with him, from the time of 
the trial, onwards. Wilkinson was his warden at Atlanta for 
years. 
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After a few Shishkin said he had word that 
o Pryor had been released. We shouted to the end of the 

"" lFl : ;;: bridge and got word back that there was no news of Pryor' s 
'o "$., return to our side. Shishkin said he could not under stand 
_c.:; this as his information was explicit. After another few 

.: minutes, I walked back to the end of the bridge and explained 
the situation to I I asking that he try to get a 

t;· more detailed report of what was happening at Friedrichstrasse. 
c He was told that Frank Meehan had gone over to the other side 

had not yet returned. I took this information back to 
"" Shishkin in the center of the bridge and we kept on waiting . 

..... CJ ("f"'j h 1 : It seemed like a long time, but I suppose t e tota waiting 
was not more than fifteen minutes. Anyway, we finally 

word that Pryor and Meehan had appeared at Checkpoint 
"O .5 Charlie and we finished the business on the bridge. This 

that Wilkinson countersigned and dated the ·Presidential 
: of sentence which he had brought with him and 

which became effective with the handing over of Powers. He 
gave_ the document to Abel,· the six principals' shook 

hands all around, and we then went our respective The 
time was 8:52 a.m. 
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UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL - Day Lead Article by Wm. J. Eaton 

Dateline: Washington, D. C .• 20 April 1962. 

(Editor's Note: Early this year, in the middle of a bridge linking 
West Berlin with Communist East Germany, the United States and 
Russia exchanged two cold war pawns --U -2 pilot Francis Gary Powers 
and convicted Soviet spy Colonel Rudolf Abel. Following is the first 
personal account of the dramatic trade. ) 

******************** 
A gate swung open one cold night last February and a car sped 

away the bleak walls of Atlanta Prison. One of the passengers 
was a gaunt, balding man in a new suit. The others called him "The 
Package". Halfway around the earth, men were preparing for a 
rendezvous with this package. 

The spot was a wind-swept bridge connecting the East and the 
West in Berlin. 1'The Package" was the highest ranking Russian spy ever 
caught in the United States. 

The details of how Soviet master spy Rudolf Abel was smuggled 
out of prison and swapped for American U-2 pilot Francis Gary Powers 
last February 10th was disclosed today by one of the leading participants. 
The story was told by Fred T. Wilkinson, Assistant Director of the 
Federal Bureau of Prisons and Abel's chief Ame+ican escort on his 
journey to freedom. 

Wilkinson's account in the Prison Bureau's Newsletter said that 
President Kennedy commuted Abel's 30-year sentence on condition that 
he never return to the United States. 

Jokes about hat-swapping and lawyers' delaying tactics helped 
reduce tension .on the bridge during a last-minute hitch in the exchange,· 
Wilkinson said. The Powers-Abel swap was held up for some minutes 
until word was received that a second American prisoner--Yale student 
Frederick L. Pryor--had been released by the East Germans at another 
border-crossing point. 

#ll.4f!iS £44§& st S&¥44MM@b a #&ZIA MS UJ&Z££iiWU:h 2 tA!(Sia&et4 .... WWWWJ#imz& bJ _;ts •:W 
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Wilkinson recalled how three Americans and Abel faced three 
Russians and Powers 15 feet away: 

"This was one of the most tense times in the whole project, I 
think, although I was armed and it didn't seem too important, At 
first we were a little formal. By pre-arrangement we walked across 
and the Russian identifier asked to have Abel take his glasses off. 
The same applied to Mr. Powers. He was quickly identified. But we 
were not yet ready to make the exchange. We were waiting for a 
signal on the radio that our second man had been released at checkpoint 
Charlie. The Russians kept telling us it was O. K. I found one big 
Russian in charge had a great sense of humor. We started a little 
by-play and finally decided we would let the men change sides. We 
let Abel go over to the other side and Powers came to our side with 
his identifier because from our point of view he was not a prisoner. 

"The second Russian looked at my hat. He seemed to like it 
and I told Abel to tell him I wanted to trade it for the.fur turban the 
Russian was wearing, but the other Russian wouldn't permit it. When 
we were about to trade, the second man scowled deeply and said 
'Nix, nox! 1 This by-play went on for quite a while. I am sure the 
Russian and I both wanted to trade. 

"Powers looked very good. Finally we got the signal that the other 
exchange had been made. My good-humored Rus sia.n friend said he 
would bet the exchange of Pryor was being held up because his lawyer 
was there and was arguing about his capitalist fees! 

"I took out the Presidential document which the Russians wanted; 
we noted the date and the release on the document, which I signed 
and turned over to Abel. The document commuted his sentence pro-
vided he does not re-enter this country. 

"We left the bridge and Mr. Powers was put into a car tl;iat had 
been waiting and was taken away. 11 

2 
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Wilkinson got to know Abel when he was warden at Atlanta, and 
said he felt he had a measure of Abel's confidence. That may have been 
why Wilkinson was chosen for the secret mission. He and Noah Alldredge, 
Supervisor of Custodial Service, accompanied Abel from this country to 
Berlin for the exchange. Abel was fitted with new clothes on the pre-
text that he would confer with his attorney and federal officials in 
New York, Wilkinson said. 

The Soviet agent was removed from Atlanta penitentiary shortly 
after midnight on February 8th and flown to New York City on a 2 a. m. 
jet from ·Atlanta. These precautions were taken because the federal 
officials did not want other prisoners- -two in particular but who were 
not identified- -to know that Abel had left the prison. 

The Soviet spy was held in New York overnight before being flown 
to West Berlin on a secret Air Force flight. Abel was knoWn as "The 
Package" in a system of codes that helped to preserve air-tight secrecy 
about the mission, Wilkinson said. Wilkinson and Alldredge obtained 
emergency passports and took a train to New York from Washington to 
keep their rendezvous with 11 The Package 11 • During this time, Wilkinson 
said, he was in constant touch with another agency whose employees 
called each other by first names and last initials. 

Atter several unexplained delays in departure, he said, they left 
to pick up Abel on a corner near 11th Street in Manhattan. 

Wilkinson added: ''Abel lo.eked a little puzzled until he saw me, 
and then he smiled ... I asked him if he was ready to make a little 
trip and he said 'yes'. Then r told him r wasn't in a position to tell 
him what this was, but that we might be able to help l:iim. But he was 
pretty sharp and caught on. He said, 'Well, I would like to go home. 111 

The party drove to a New Jersey air base and Abel was "pretty well 
told" during .the transatlantic flight why he was being taken on the trip. 
But secrecy was maintained and drapes were drawn around the passenger 
compartment at one point when a radio repairman was called fo· fix the 
plane's radio at Wiesbaden, Germany. They arrived in :Berlin on the 

3 
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afternoon preceding the February 10th exchange and began ta.lks with 
Army officers on details. 

"There was still a lot of uncertainty a.bout the point of exchange,'' 
Wilkinson said. "We would have it all set up and then someone would 
change it--probably the Russians!" 

By morning, however, the Gleinicker Bridge on the road to 
Potsdam was selected as the place for the exchange. Wilkinson said 
the American party and Abel moved out to the bridge about 7: 30 a. m. 
and sat across the road from a group of East German guards carrying 
rifles. 

At 8 a. m., on signal, Wilkinson, State Department representative 
Allan Lightner, and another American who was to identify Powers walked 
out on the bridge with Abel. 

Three Russians marched from the other side with Powers and 
history was made minutes later. 

4 
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Mr. Powers, after having been subjected to a public trial in Moscow, 
you should feel. trepidation whatever in before a group 
9£ _youx fellow citizens and elected representa.t1ves. 

I hope that you feel just as much at ease as you possibly can. 
I understand from Sena.tor Byrd that you are a Virginia boy. 

What pa.rt of Virginia. a.re you from? · 

STATEMENT OF FRANCIS GARY POWERS> ACCOMPANIED BY 
LAWRENCE HOUSTON, GENERAL COUNSEL, CENTRAL INTELLI- · 
GENCE AGENCY 

Mr. PowERS. I spent most of my life in the southwest part of 
VirKfilia,, around Pound and Grnndy, Va. 

Chairman RussELL. Were you educated in Vll'ginia? · 
Mr. PowERS. Through grammar school and high school in Virginia 

and college in Tennessee. . · · . 
Chairman RussELL. What did you do after you left college? 
Mr. PowERS. I worked for one summer a.s a lifeguard at the 

swimming pool near my home in Virginia, joined the Air Force in 
October of that year. 

Chairman RussELL. When were you first employed by the CIA? 
Mr. PowERS. In May_of 1956. · 
Chairman RussELL. You were an experienced pilot at the time you 

were employed by the CI.A.; were you not? · 
Mr. POWERS. Yes,. sir. I don't remember the exact number of 

hours, but I have had well over a thousand hours of flying time. 
Chairman RussELL. How much experience did you have with the 

U-2? 
Mr. PowERS. A little better than 500 hours flying tiriie . 

. Chairman RussELL. Now, Mr. Powers, we would -like to have you 
g<? ahead and tell us in · your own wotd.S of your mission oii the 1st of 

1960. · · · 
. If you could pull up the micropl;t()ne a, little closer I think some of 
the members of the committee perhs.ps will hear you a little.better. 

Mr. POWERS. I was a.wakened on .tlle morning of May 1, sometime 
between 2 and 3 o'clock in the morning. I knew ·bef?re that I might 
have to fly the next da.y but I wasn't certain at the tune. . 

I had breakfa.st . . The doctor looked me over. · I was feeling fine. 
The navigator gave me a. briefing .either before or during the time tha.t 
I was prebreathing for this filght. He showed me the maps the 
route that I would take, the turning points, the different 
and where the equipment Wftfo to be turned off a.nd on. Later I 
talked to the weather forecaster who gave me the probable weather 
conditions alons the route, the weather at destination, how high to 
expect condenSa.tion trails. . 

· Then, after that, I talked to the detachment who told 
me what I was to -do in case of an in case of engine trouble,. 
or a forced landing over enemy t&Titory. This. wa.s both before I put 
on my pressure suit and while I was prebreathing the oxygen. 

Somewhere, I suppose about 5 :SO in the I finished dressing 
and was taken to the aircraft. · I climbed into the all'craft a.nd waited-
! had to wait · for, signal before star.ting the . engine and before 
.off. The signal ca.me a little late.· I don't remember exactly how 
late, but it was later than scheduled. 
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I took off, climbed on course. I remember that the condensation 

trails were a little higher than I had been told they would be, but not 
much. I climbed above this layer and reached my altitude. and con-
tinued on course. The weather was cloudy underneath. I couldn't 
see the ground for o.ver ari how·, and I drifted right off course. There 

a clear area near the Ura.I Sea where I corrected back toward 
course but never did get exactly back on course before I got over the 
clouds again. . · 

It was in this area that I saw two condensation trails from jet 
aircraft, so I knew at this time-they appeared to be paralleling my 
course. The first one headed in exactly the opposite direction as 
myself, and a few minutes later, I assume it was the same aircraft 
passed me going on the same heading that I was going on. He made 
no maneuvers that I could tell and I never did see the aircraft itself, 
just the condensation trail. 

Chairman RUSSELL. Did you estimate his altitude? 
Mr. PowERS. He was well below me. I felt fairly good at the time. 

I was well above the condensation trail layer and I don't think he 
ever saw me if he was looking for me. I got back over the clouds there, 
made a correction for the wind, but I still drifted tO the right of course. 
I would say s.pproxima.tely 200 miles south of Sverdlovsk the clouds 
ended, and I corrected back to course a.nd was QD course the rest of 
the flight. Just about the time that the clouds ended, I began having 
a. little autopilot trouble. It wasn't very bad at the time so I just 
disengaged the autopilot, a few Ininutes later reengaged it a.nd it 
worked for a.bout 10 minutes and· I had the same trouble again. 

I went through this procedure two or three times and finally de-
cided not tQ use it a.ny more, and I'd sa.y the la.st 15, 20, or 30 minutes 
was flown by hand without the autopilot. · 

Weather in this area was p.erfectly clear, visability was excellent. 
I saw no other condensation trails from other aircraft. I was .on 
very close to course all ·the way. I got to, I would say, within 30 or 
40 Iniles of Sverdlovsk probably as well as I can ·remember southeast 
of the city, made a. turn to the left of approximately 90°, rolled out 
on course, lined up on my neit flight line. I was to over the 
southern edge of the city-the southwestern edge of the city. . 

I can remember seeing a.n airfield there that was not on my IDELP· 
After making this turn, I had to record the time that I reached this 
particular point, the engine instrument readings, the exhaust gas 
temperature, the altitude, several things, I don't remember exactly 
what they all were, and I was doing this at the time that I hea_!d and 
felt this explosion. 
--rt'was a.p.p.roximately a minute after I had rolled out of this turn. 
l can't be sure of the times there. · It is ha.rd to recall just exactly 
what sensation I had at this time. I can remember feeling; hearing, 
and just sensing an explosion, but there was no--just a slight accelera-
tion of the aircraft was all that I felt in the aircraft itself. I immedi-
ately looked up from the instruments and everywhere I looked was 
&range. -

I don't know whether the whole sky was orange, or just the reflection 
of an orange light in the canopy, but I had never seen anything like 
this before, and I am sure there was an . explosion. I feel that the 
explodion was external to the aircraft and behind me, but I really 
rlnn't. know. T have never been in an aircraft in which the engine 
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exploded or which has had an on board, so I don't know 
exactly what that would feel like, but I am sure you could feel that 
through the controls or thro-µgh the . seat . some way, and so I a.m 
almost positive it wa8 external to the aircraft. 

For a. short time there--I don't know how long-time had no mean-
ing at this particular time-I thought everything was a.ll right. The 
right wing started to drop, which is normal in an aircraft, itlwanders 
aroUlld a little, and I turned the wheel, brought the right wing back to 
level position, and either after it · reached the level position or just 
before it reached that, the nose ·started dropping. 

. I could probably demonstrate this better with th_e model here. It 
was going along like this. The right wing dropped slightly; not very 
much. I used the controls. , The wing came back up level and just 
before or after it got level, the nose started going down, and very 
slowly. So I applied ha.ck pressure to the control column and felt no 
resistance to the movement of the control column, and this kept going 
faster and faster. So I imm'ediately as.5umed at the time that the 
tail section of the aircraft had come off, because it-a ·very violent 
maneuver happened in here. I think I reached a position about like 
this and I feel sure that both wings came off. · · 
· This was where the very violent maneuver took place. · 

Chairman R ussELL. You were not where you could see the wings 
to determine whether they had come off? . 

Mr. PowERs. I didn't have much time to look, and I was being 
thrown around in the cockpit very much at this time. It had come 
down in this position. I had pulled the control column all the way 
back into my lap, and it did no good. As it came down, it ke_pt going 
faster and it got like this and I feel that the wings came off then, but 
I really don1t know. Alida very violent maneuver during this time, 
and it ended up in a spin about this position. I know the nose was 
high, and I know it was turning very fast around, it seemed like 
around something heavy like in the fuselage. I don't lmow how' much 
of the aircraft was left at the time. But all I could see by looking 
out of the cockpit was·sky. The g. forces were very strong. I have 
no way of estimating how much. 

I know that when I tried to get in the ejection position, it took 
both hands on my legs to pull my feet back into the stirrups of the 
ej-ection seat. · · . 

It was spinning very violently. I was thrown forwa.rd and up, 
and I was hanging onto the seat belt, not sitting iri the seat. 

My first reaction was to reach for the destruct switches, and I 
up. I don't know whether I touched them or · not, but I 

thought that I had better see if I can get out of here before using this. 
I knew .that there was a 70-seccihd time delay between the tini:e of 

the actuation of the switches and the time th.at the explosion wolild 
occur. 

So, after deciding that I had better check and see if I could get 
out before actuating the switches, I tried to get ·into position in the 
ejection seat so that I could use it. In this pa.rticula.r aircraft there 
isn't much clea.rance between the pilot's knees and the top of the 
windshield, the rail, steel rail a.cross the top of the windshield, and I 
was being thrown forward, and if I had used the ejection seat at that 
time, I would have probably lost both legs just above the knees. 
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I don't know b.ow long I tried getting back in position, but at the 
time I could think of no other way to get out, just the ejection seat. 
My mind was fixed on that one idea. · 

I keP.t glancing at the altimeter as the airers.ft was falling and 
was gomg a.round very fast. I remembered somewhere during this 
time a.hove the altitude of 34,000 feet that a friend of mine who had 
had an accident in an aircraft was having trouble getting out of the 
aircraft, and l remembered him telling me of his experience. 

He said that he told him.self that he just had to stop and think, and 
this entered my mind at the time, so I just stopped strugg:µng and tried 
to think, and this was the first time that I realized that maybe I / 
could just open the canopy, loosen the seat belt, and climb out. ' 

And, along in here, I saw 34,000 feet on the altimeter, and it was 
still very fast. 

I immediately reached up, opened the canopy. One side came loose 
first-I think it was the right side. The other handle loosened the 
left side and it floated off.--I believe it was to the left. I really don't 
know, but it just disappeared. . · 

I had pulled my emergency belt out, however-I think that was one 
of the ;first things I did after this real violent maneuver--so that when 
I separated from the aircraft, I would have an oxygen supply while 
descending, but I had forgotten to ·unfasten my oxygen hoses-the 
can on my left. 

I opened the seat belt, and I was immediately thrown forward and 
halfway out of the aircraft. 

I can probably demonst:rate this better than I ca.n tell. The top of 
the canopy was, the top of I hanging over 
the front of the aJ.:rcraft a.bout like this [md1catmg], and I think the 
only thing that was keeping me in the aircraft was the oxygen hose. 

If that ha,d not have been fastened, I would probably have gone out 
rig}:i_!i away, I don't know. 

Well, then, I tried to get back into the aircraft so that I could 
actuate these destructor switches. I couldn't-the g. forces were too 
great and I could not pull myself back over the top of the windshield. 

I tried to reach a;round underneath the windshield. I knew where 
the switches were. And I oouldn't get my ha.nd back underneath. 

Also, somewhere about this time my faceplate of my flying suit 
frosted up com:pletely. That is when it got into the cold. air, and all. I 
could see was Just the eyes on the faceflate about an inch or so m 
front of my face. I knew that I was wel below 34,000 feet. 

I had no idea of what my altitude was. I couldn't get back in the 
airplane. I didn't know whether I could get those oxygen hose3 
loose or not. I couldn't actuate the destruct switches. 

So then I decided just to try to get out. I gave several lunges and 
something sna.pped and I was :floating free. It was almost immediately 
that the parachute opened, and this surprised me because I hadn't 
pulled the ripcord. 

The parachute was equipped with an automatic opening device, 
but it has to be actuated .by :pulling cord, and apparentl:y that 
cord got hung on something m the airplane and pulled, because it was 
well less than a minute, I am sure, after leaving aircraft that the 
chute opened. · 

A short while after that-I don't remember how long·-I got to 
thinking that this chute was set to open at 15,000 feet or lower; tha.t 
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the maximum altitude it would open would be 15,000 feet; so I knew 
I could take my faceplate off, and not be in danger from the thin 

a.1r. 
· So I removed the faceplate, just .left it hanging on the hoses that 
were connected to the suit, and started looking around, a.ndI was still 
very high-I estimate above 10,000 feet, but I have no idea of the 
exact altitude. 

a lot of thoughts running through my mind at this time. 
Jt is unposs1ble to recall them all, but I remembered I had a map in 
my pocket. I took this map out, looked at it, tore it into small pieces, 
and scattered it in the air. 

I also thought of the coin with the poison pin in it. This had been 
given to me just prior to the :flight, and it was whether to 
take this or not, and I chose to take it. I got to th" · g that when I 
got on the ground if I were captured they -would surely find this coin 
but maybe with just the pin lying loose in the pocket it would be 

so I opened up the coin, got the pin out, and just dropped 
2 t m my pocket. . 

I had several other things in my pockets, but they were more or less 
necessary to survival if I could evade capture, so I decided not to get 
rid of those things. I don't remember exactly what they were. It 
was just some of the things that I couldn't get into my survival pa.ck 
itself. tell where I was going to land. There were a lot of 
wooded areas there, and there was one fairly large one that I would 
drift toward and then drift back away from. I was trying to guide 
the parach.ute over to this wooded area, but I had no success in that. 

The winds were variable as I was coming down in the para.chute, 
and first I would go toward the woods, later away from them. , 

When I .got down f close to the ground, was .a car I could 
see on a .dirt road. I didn't know what he was dom.g., b.ut he wasn't 
going too fast a.nd he seemed to be just keeping up with me, and the 
closer I got the closer he would get to me. He eame to a little village 
there, turned left out to the outskirts, of the village and stopped, and 
I guess I was maybe 200 feet in the air at this time, and I think it 
was two.men got o,ut of the car. · 

I was descending what appeared to be very rapidly at the time, and 
I landed in an open field about 25 feet from a tractor with one driver 
on the tra.ctor and one man standing beside the tractor. 

When I hit the ground I fell down. When I looked up, one of the 
men, I don't know which it was, was out grabbing a-hold of the para-
chute to try to collapse it. I remember releasing a stra.p on one side 
so that the air would spill out of the chute. A couple of these men 
helped .me to my feet. I don't remember whether they tried to· say 
anything to me at the time or not. I think they did, a.nd I just shook 
my head. They helped me. remove my parachute harness and the 
helmet of the flying suit. They took away the pistol and a knife 
that I had on my parachute. After I got my helmet off and could 
look around, there was a. large crowd of people there, a lOt of children, 
so apparently there was a school in this area. I don't know how many 
grownups but I would say there were at least 50 people. This is 
just a guess. · 

These men tried to talk to me and I would just shake my head a.nd 
indicate that I couldn't understand them. One of them pointed at 
me and held up two fingers, and I got the impression that he wa.s 
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asking if there were two of. us, aiid I told him ."No," . just shook 'my 
head "No," and pointed .to myself and held ·up .one finger telling him 
that I was a.lone. A.nd then he pointed .up in the air and-I Iooked ·up 
and sa.w what I think was a parachute; but I knew that I had no 
other pe.rachute on board the s.ircra.ft. .· : , · ·. . · 

I knew that it was· no one that I knew, so I wasn't very futerested 
at the time. They didn't pay· too muC.h ·attention to this. They just 
talked among themselves, one on ea.ch side of me caught my arm a.rid 
led me to this car that I had seen They ·p:ut me in the. car 
in the front seat next to the driver and with a mah on my right ·a.nd 
there were three, I believe, in the back seat. They had loaded up 
the parachute, and: I. think my pack, in tr!-lnk of -the car. 

They started driving through the village and I md1cated to them 
that I would like to have something to drink, so he stopped in front 
of a house there in this small village. One of the men went inside, 
brought out a glass 'Of water: which I drank and they the glass 
to some of the people standing . around and we left ·this village. ·It 
was on a very bad dirt roa.d, a lot of ruts, a very rough ride. The 
car was small, arid I estimate tha.t ,it took a.bout 30 minutes to get 
to this next village which was a. larger place. . . 

There was a paved street runnirig through this sooond village. 
They stopped on the side of the street that we approach.ed the 

villa&."e from, got me out of the car, and there was what I_ took to be 
a policeman there. · . , . . 

They talked to him and he went through my pockets, not very 
thoroughly, led me across the street into some sort ef an office, and 
I estimate that I stayed there abo.ut 2 hours . . There were both civiliaI1 
and military there. I don't know ·whether the military was there 
when I aITived or not but I know they were there during the time and 
before I left. One of the military men ·tried to speak to me in German7 
and I told him I didn't understand him. There was no one there 
that could speak English, so they didn't ask me any questions at the 

·. 
kept bringinfO' in small pieces of from the 

I saw several pieces o metal, some with English written on it, there 
was a. small roll of film. They had my parachute there, the isurvival 
pack. Oh, they searched me here at this building also. They stripped 
me down to my underwear, went through my p-0ckets, felt along, the 
seams, but they didn't find the needle at this time. 

They called in a doctor. She. was a young woman, I would say 
about 30 years old. I had some scratches· on my right leg which she 
painted and bandaged. They tried to talk to me several times, ·but 
I couldn't understand them and they couldn't understand me, tind 
I estimate it .was around .2 ho'ilrs, maybe-a little more, but I have no 
way .of knowing how long I wa.s ·there. ·· They loaded me . UJ? in · a ·miii--
ta.ry vehicle, a little larger than our.jeep; There was an officer on my 
leftkmyseH in the and an . on right. in the 
bac seat. The enlisted man had a. carbm:e of some kind-. , In . the seat. th_ ere driver and a civilian.: They 
took me into a. · fw.riy 1a.rge city , :which I · assumed was Sverdlovsk. 
It was in the: downtown · area. into· a fairly ,large o-ffice building;. I 
would say a.bout three stories bigh, and they took me to '. the: seeQnd 
floor; 
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There they performed a thorough search and found the needle-at. 
this place. - I tried -to invent a story ·there that I didn't know where 

was, I off course, but they out the packages I 
m my survival pack or on my person with maps of the SOviet Umon, 
Russum rubles, and several other items that indicated the nature of 
the mission. It was then that I decided to follow the instructions 
that I had received earlier and tell them that I was a member of the-
CIA. and the nature of the mission. 

It was quite obvious that they knew it anyway. I think I stayed 
there approximately 30 minutes. They made a. lot of telephone calls. 
There was a. man who spoke English also and asked me several 
questions, and that is how I found out my story wouldn't hold up. 

They seemed to be in a hurry. They made several telephone calls, 
talked a lot among themselves, and they gave me back my underwear 
and the outer flying suit but kept the pressure suit. They also gave-
me something simil8.r to our poncho with two slits on each side made-
out of canvas. The slits were for the arms to go through. They 
put this on me. 

One man got out a pair of handcuffs. They talked, among them-
selves and he them back in his pocket and they never did put 
them on me. We went back outside_ 

They loaded me in a f a.irly large car, limousine type; drove to an 
airfield, and when we got there, we stopped a.t the on one side of 
the terminal building, I suppose it was, and we waited there maybe & 
minutes, and there was a. jet aircraft in front of this .build-
ing. Someone opened the gate. We drove to the front entra.nce of 
this aircraft. They made me run up the steps and led me into the 
front compartment which contained 10 sea.ts. There were four men 
with me. I remember at lea.st one was in uniform and one was a 
civilie.n, but I don't remember what the other two were wearing. 

They asked me no questions on this flight. 
I am ahead of myself. It seemed to me the aircraft 

was waiting there for us because as soon as we got in they moved the 
loading ramp away and started up immediately, and through the 
curtains to the back, when the stewardess walked through, I could 
see that there were other passengers in the back, so I suppose it a. 

passenger filght to Moseow. . 
During the flight they asked no Some of the-a 

couple of the men played chess. They ate, offered me food but I 
couldn't eat, and it was d\¢ng this time that ·I ma.de up my mind . 
exactly what course I would follow during the forthcoming weeks. 
I knew that if these people released the news that I was there-I 
didn't know that they would at the time, but I knew that if they did-
that there would be a lot of stuff in the papers in the States, and I 
also knew that they probably subscribed to every paper we have, and 
I wanted to make my story as close to what I thought would be re-
leased in the papers as possible. . -· - · -

I think the flight took about 3 ho'Ul'S. 
We arrived at the airport ill Moscow. They had me sit there for 

about 5 minutes, brought me out; ran me down the steps to a waiting 
car, and we immediately. The car had curtains.inside that they 

see outside the -but I. don't suppose 
a.nyone could see inside. 
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They took me downtown to the building that I stayed in until 
September 9. . · . · 

another search unmediately. upon ll;lY arrival 
this building. They took all my clothing.and ga;ve me other clo.th-

mg there. Tliere was an interrogation, I would within 30 min-
utes after my arrival there, a.nd there were quite a few lrigh-ra.nking 
people, many of them in uniforms, many of them in civilian clothe$. 

I dop't remember exactly the questions they .asked · during . this 
time, but I think it was mostly concerned with establishing that I was 
a member of the CIA, or worked for the CIA, and the purpose ofthe 

flif know how Jong this lasted. I -do know :that "¢-ho 
was the prosecutor during the trial, was more or less in charge of this 
interrogation session. . . . . . . _ .. ' . . 

He offered me a Chesterfield cigarette. They asked me; I think 
a.t this timehwhat I knew about Moscow; what Iknew aboutRlJSSia; 
and I told t em I knew ·very little about· it .. · · . . ... 

They asked me if I would like t-0 see Moscow, a.p.d .I said :'·'Yes.'-' 
And they said, ''Well, that might. b.e arranged," Then I don't 
whether l said anything or not, but, after :this session was over, they 
took me to the prison seCtion of this .building . . There I received 8. 
physical examination, no:t a very thorough one . . 

There was a of spent j_ust a room with: no:thing 
a b.ench built aga.mst.the wall and }Ust 1he do.ctPr· came 

mto this room and. ex8.IO.lned me there. · I wa.ited agam.. , ... , , . 
They took me to -a doctor's office; and .it was either . a, ,_different 

doctor or a nurse, ll· don't know.which, gave me a .shot. This was 
after dark; I don't know what time· it was. · · . · -. i · . 

They immediately took me to a cell and put me. in it, broughtin · 
some food which I : couldn't and · I lay down- a.nd tried to sle:ep. 
The next morning there was an interrogation, and, some ·reason 
or the other, this was lef.t .out of the ·books that- they had compiled of 
the investigation. . . . 

I don't know why this .one was left out, but it was. . · · · 
Chairman RussELL. How do you know it. was left. out? , , ' 
Mr. Th.ey me tha.t.a?cording to Ru$sian law, I 

.could review the evidence m the case before the tnal. . - · · . · 
Going through this ·evidence a: week or. so prior .to the trial, I. 

that one was missing, .a.nd I told this to: my Sovie-t-appointed defense 
counsel, and he just-sh.tugged . his shoulders. That . morning .-.they 
said that in the afternoon we would ta.ke a tour of Moscow; a;nd· I 
was all for this because I. _as was :riding ,around :in a 
ca.r they would not be asking questions, and I would have been 
willing to take a trip every day. . . : · . -·· . ' . • 

The real interrogation started on· the morning of the 3d, it 
varied, the seasions :varied in length, but there were times . as IhJich 
as 10 to 12 hours in a single day, several times at night, but,,_ ;as ' the 
time went on, they. got shorter and -a· longer period: the 
interrogations. · · . ·, : · 

It was somewhere in· the latter ·part -of May that I had: a very bad 
cold, could hardly talk, -that they gave me the .first da.y off that 'I 
did not have an interrogation. _ · · . 

I don't remember the exact date, but it was after the·2oth of May. 
Through June· the sessions became shorter and ·sometUI1es. ·they 

would skip the whole weekend, Saturday and Sunday. · 
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